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INTRODUCTION 

Ir is very remarkable that Indian administrators and British 
anthropologists should have had to wait a century for any detailed 
authoritative account of the Gonds of Central India. It may also be 
said to have been very unfortunate that we should have had to wait 
so long, though that misfortune is much mitigated by the excellence 
of the monographs that we have just received from Verrier Elwin 
and, in particular, from Mr. Grigson. What one regrets most is 
that an earlier study of the Gonds might have prevented much 
suffering and many misfortunes, at least, that is, if it had led to the 
taking of measures in their interests such as Mr. Grigson was able 
to initiate in Bastar State during the term of his office there as 
Administrator and Diwan. 

It is hardiy necessary for me to say anything of Mr. Grigson's 
qualifications for writing of the Maria Gonds of that State : those 
qualifications will be self-evident to the discerning reader of the 
book which follows. But it should be placed on record that Mr. 
Grigson has succeeded in initiating measures to restore the juris
diction of village panchayats, to restrict the alienation of villages to 
foreigners from outside by abolishing the lhekadari system, to put 
an end to oppressive and vexatious interference by police and other 
petty officials with the life of the Maria village. For it is the very 
high privilege of that altogether too rare individual the anthropo
logi~ally-minded administrative officer, that he can often bring 
practical benefits to the subjects of his studies as well as informative 
benefits to the readers he instructs. 

It is obvious that this monograph on the Gonds of Bastar 
reveals a fusion of cultures which has not only taken place in the 
past but is going on in the present. The author himself draws 
attention to the difference between the cultures of the Bison-horn 
and of the Abujhmar Marias, and ascribes them to successive waves 
of Gond immigrants, as wcll as to the more recent encroachments of 
Hinduism. But this is not the whole of the picture, and without 
otfering any attempt at an analysis of the Bastar cultures it is 
perhaps permissible to point out certain parallels and to suggest an 
inference or two. Mr. Ramesh Chandra Roy, dealing in Appendix V 
with the physical side of the Gond problem, suggests the existence 
of thn-e elements, a pre-Dravidian element conveniently labelled 
' proto-australoid ' by Sewell and Veddaic by others-Eickstedt 
calls it · \'eddid '-which is dolichocephalic, prognathous and 
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platyrrhine ; a Dravidian element. which some would prefer to 
call Mediterranean--<lolichocephalic leptorrhine ; and a slight 
brachycephalic element, which Mr. Roy is clearly inclined to 
ascribe to an alpine or palaeo-alpine source rather than a mongoloid 
one. He states that, although he found instances of oblique eyes, 
he never found a case of the epicanthic fold in Bastar. Personally, 
I am still unconvinced. My own impression of the Marias is that 
there is a slight but defmite-fuongoloid "lenienc ·-Of course, tllese 

·impressions- are merely. -the_-result of-optical observation, and 
unsupported by any sort of scierltificmeasurement, and it is possible 
that I have been prejudiced by a certain psychological resemblance 
between the Marias and their neighbours and the submongoloid 
hillmen of Assam. 

Culturally, the parallels afforded by the Maria Gonds are often 
interesting and suggestive. though it is possible here to mention 
only a few. _Some of theli! are d~finit~ly .re])li!)iscenLof tribes 
farther south i!). __ tJ:!e pe!lins\lla. Thus t~~~o_!._separatehuts or 
shelters for the segregation of menstruating women is a custom 
shared with several of the Travancore hill tribes. while The objection 
to performing the sexual act inside a dwelling is shared with the 
Kadar of Cochin State, and probably with other tribes. It may 
perhaps be referred to a period when, as with the Andamanese 
to-day, the only permanent dwelling-house was an unpartitioned 
communal hut. 

Other traits there are which recall tribes of Munda affinities. 
The association of peacocks with the dead and the use of kettle
drums and dish-shaped gongs are shared with the Munda-speaking 
Sawara of the Madras Agency Tracts. and the use of the multipl)' 
cord belts for women with the Bondo Parja of the same area and 
with the Chagyik Konyak of the Naga hills in Assam, items of 
culture, ·of course, which may just as. well have passed from west to 
east as vice versa, or which may merely have been drawn by various 
tribes from a common source. The practices of erecting a doimen 
as a seat for a village elder, for the ' Village Mother ' or for the ghost 
of a dead person to sit on, a circle of stones for the village panchayat 
and a memorial menhir in the village of ancestral origin, together 
with a belief in a collective clan soul and what amounts to a form 
of ancestor-worship recall very strongly the Sawara, Munda and 
Khasi cultures, while they link up with other similar practices of 
the megalithic cultures farther east, e.g. in the Naga hills, 1\Ientawi, 
Farther Asia generally and even the Pacific. The same group of 
cultures is again suggested by the use of a communal bachelors' hall, 
of the sago palm and of grass rain-coats, by stilt-walking and by the 
making of fire by means of a fire-saw instead of a drill. This 
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particular fire-saw used by Mr. Grigson's Marias would seem to be 
much nearer the original implement than the saw-thong form used 
in Assam or (e.g.) Borneo, for the Maria fire-saw needs three men 
to manipulate it, while one NagaorKayan can' mal<e-fiie with 
a thong woil<oo by his two hands under a hearth held in place by 
one foot, the Mikir and Nicobarese types, usually worked by two 
men, forming links between the Maria and theN aga types. On the 
other hand, Maria ceremonial fi.£e_ tn!'5l_ apparen!Jy_!Je. obtain~~ 
an existing household hre ; the N aga tribes, on the contrary, must 

employ tho"ng-ignited need-fire, while their neighbours the Kuk i 
tribes, who seldom use such an apparatus, may obtain it from flint 
and steel, but not from matches. One is tempted to infer a reminis
cence of a time when the making of fire was unknown in the Abujh
mar hills, as in the Andaman islands, and the importation of a 
primitive form of the fire-saw which has developed elsewhere into 
a simpler and more useful apparatus, In contrast to the fire-saw 
the Maria blacksmith's bellows have South Indian and African 
rather than Indonesian·affinitie~wTiiietfie'bamboo ide0chord is 

·nof p"iayed by.the :.Iaria,as by the Thado or the Kayan, by plucking 
the raised bark ' strings ' but by tapping them, making the instru
ment in their hands rather a xylophone than a guitar. 

Reference has already been made to the megalithic culture of 
the Maria, now apparently rapidly decaying. Here again, much is 
suggestive of various Assam and Indonesian cultures. Menhirs are 
transported as by Lhota Nagas and erected as by the Angami, while 
stone cists are put up by the village path. Seed is fertilized with 
blood, suggesting not only the Khond meriah sacrifice, but also the 
general theory underlying the head-hunting practices of Naga, Wa, 
KaY,.n, Igorot or Taigal from Assam to Formosa. A water-dwelling 
snake-demon like that of the Maria pervades Thadcr superstition ; 
shooting stars are ' star dung ' alike to the Sema-N aga and the 

"'!.Taria; Jike the Maria, the Ao Naga dances with bells on his but
locks. That-incest and other breaches of taboo are-visited on the 
-offenders or their kin by man-eating tigers is a typical Naga belief, 
and the inheritance of his father's house by the youngest son a 
common Naga practice, though Mr. Grigson's account of it among 
his Gonds suggests that the reason is to be found in the small value 
of the buililing and site, which would certainly not hold good for 
the Angami. The capture of fish by beating noxious or intoxicating 
plant juices into-The river :Like ·the use of beetle ·grubs for food, is 
a very widespread practice indeed, but there is something particu
larly sugg<•stive of Tibeto-Burmese affinities in the termination of so 
_!ll".!'~L~bria clan names in -mi, which in Naga or Kuki languages 
nwans 'mc.n·-:- Indeed, several of these Maria clan n'IJiles._~.g, 
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~ht:'~~e __ ~Q_~e_.!!'o~~-o( l"'!-ga _clans as h> temp~ne t~ iJlfe_~ 
_ a connexion from a similarity or even identity which IS probably 
'merely fortuitous. · - --- · ------ · - -- -
- - 'More than enough has probably been said to indicate to the 
reader the interest and importance of the work that follows. It is 
only to be regretted that no written word, even of 1\ir. Grigson 
himself nor yet even his admirable illustrations, can convey the 
peculiar attraction the Maria has for the stranger that enters into 
his gates, an attraction sensible at once even to a casual visitor 
among them, such as I have been, and obviously felt very strongly 
by the author of the monograph that follows. Let him now speak 
for himself. 

J. H. HUTTON 

Cambridge 

October nth, I936 



PREFACE 

THE Administration of Bastar State has generously subsidized the 
publication of this book, and for this practical sympathy I must 
thank Colonel Meek, the Agent to the Governor-General for the 
Eastern States, and 1\fr. E. S. Hyde, I.C.S., Administrator of 
13astar State. I hope that it will not be the last book to be written 
about the Marias. More systematic field-work will without doubt 
correct and supplement many of my statements ; I shall be content 
if my book tempts any trained worker to visit the ethnologically 
unexplored lands of Bastar and Jeypore. 

My four years as Administrator of Bastar State kept me busy 
in camp and office with administrative problems of all kinds. The 
primary object of my enquiries was to ascertain grievances, especially 
those caused by the adoption in a primitive State of criminal, civil 
and revenue laws framed for British Indian districts some centuries 
more ' advanced '. In getting the aboriginal to show me his house 
and his possessions, in watching his domestic and agricultural 
routine, and in attending his simple social and religious ceremonies 
I found the readiest path to his confidence and to appreciation of his 
real feelings about the administration. Question begat counter
question, and attempts to explain the domestic life of the English 
to Marias were interesting and amusing. If because I was primarily 
an administrator I have sometimes dwelt at length on administrative 
problems, I do not repent : for, despite such views as those advanced 
by Mr. N. M. Joshi and lllr. M. S. Aney in the Indian Legislative 
Assernbly debate of February r8th, 1936, on the areas to be wholly 
or partially excluded under the recent Government of India Act, 
when they heartily damned all anthropologists as wishing to keep 
the primitive races of India · uncivilized ' and ' in a state of bar
barism ' as raw material for their science and ' in order to add to 
their bl~sst•d stock of scientific knowledge', anthropology has a very 
pmctkal value to all charged with the administration of other races 
if it can diswver the thoughts and need of those races. The results 
of the divorce of administration from anthropology as seen in the 
syst<•m of land revenue, police and judicial administration applied 
to the Maria tracts of Bastar have been as strikingly revealed on 
a largt•r scale by the post-1919 attempts in Bombay and the Central 
l'ro\·inct•s to force prohibition upon the Bhil, the Gond and the 
Korku. 

Few now are the regions of India where the white man is 
unknown, and fewer still those in which the Hindu has not yet 

.... • 
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settled. The Hill Maria and part of the Bison~hom Maria country 
are such regions; and often in our stay in Bastar my wile and I 
were able to recapture something of the surprise and variety of 
experience that our pioneer ancestors knew so much more than 
their descendants of these humdrum and standardized days. This 
alone would justify some record of what we saw. 

For encouragement to attempt such a record I must first thank 
His Excellency Sir Montagu Butler, K.C.S.L, C.B., C.I.E., C.V.O., 
C.B.E., now Lieutenant-Governor of the Isle of Man, for nine years 
Governor of the Central Provinces and in political charge of the 
Central Provinces States, to whom I owed my appointment as 
Administrator of Bastar, and who was the wisest and most helpful 
of chiefs and the best and most stimulating of friends. Mr. R. A. 
Wilson, who was then Chief Secretary to the Government of the 
Central Provinces, wrote to me suggesting a study of the Marias 
even before I went to Bastar. I am very grateful also for the advice 
and encouragement of three friends: Dr. J. H. Hutton, C.I.E., 
I.C.S., the last Census Commissioner for India, who has put me 
further in his debt by reading through my manuscript and con
tributing so interesting an Introduction ; Baron Egon von Eickstedt, 
Professor of Ethnology at Breslau University, who visited Bastar 
while I was there and has kindiy allowed me. to reproduce some of 
his excellent photographs; and the Right Reverend Alex Wood, 
D.D., O.B.E., Lord Bishop of Nagpur, the doyen of Gondi scholars 
and sanest of critics. My interest in the Gond, first aroused by 
contact with him in the Nagpur, Seoni and Hoshangabad districts,· 
was stimulated by early talks with Mr. C. G. Chenevix Trench, 
C.I.E., then serving in the Centr<il Provinces Commission, the 
author of a fascinating Gondi grammar and of certain contributions 
to Blackwood which vividly .pQrtray the Indian aboriginal, and by 
that mine of ethnological material, Russell and Hiralal's Tribes and· 
Castes of the Central Provinces. I have in the succeeding pages often 
disagreed with their statements on Marias in their article ' Gond ' ; 
but theirs was a pioneer work, being largely a compilation of 
statements gleaned from a mass of papers contributed by officials, 
pleaders and others, supplemented by the personal enquiries of the 
authors and their wide knowledge of almost all that had been 
previously written on their subjects. Mistakes and mis-statements 
were thus inevitable ; but their great book is remarkable for its 
general reliability, its sustained interest and its power of stimulating 
further investigation. 

I must state how I made my enquiries. Throughout my time 
in Bastar I kept notes and took photographs of what I heard or saw. 
Between 1927 and 1931 I made four long tours among the Hill 
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Marias, and paid several shorter visits to the fringes of their hills ; 
since 1931 I have three times revisited Bastar, seeing some Marias 
each time, and spending ~larch 1934 in revisiting the Abujhmar hills 
villages seen in my I929-31 tours, and the Bison-horn Maria villages 
above and below the Aranpur pass. I had similarly often toured 
before across the Bison-hom Maria country, and made many friends 
among the villages around the Bailadila hills, which, in return for 
a reduced assessment of land revenue, had the duty of sending relays 
of men up to the hills during the summer recess there of the Ruling 
Chief and leading State officials. 

Notes and Queries on Anthropology, published by the Royal 
Anthropological Institute, was of constant value, even though, as 
explained in Chapter XIII, the poor memories of the Marias 
prevented me from getting the results expected from the genea
logical method. My work made it impossible for me to be in !\Iaria 
villages at all seasons and to see all Maria ceremonies, and therefore 
I supplemented my enquiries by getting detailed reports from 
selected State officials whom I tried to train roughly for this by 
taking them with me during my personal enquiries on tour. I have 
almost always checked their reports by personal investigation; 
and in the few cases where I could not so check them, I have repeated 
nothing reported by them unless it was confirmed by the independent 
reports of two or more other reliable observers. These enquiries 
did impose much extra work on them, but gave them a much-needed 
knowledge of the aboriginal and did much to raise the morale and 
co-operation of the enquirers and to raise the standard of the 
admini>tration. I could not have had a happier and friendlier 
family of colleagues than those of all ranks who served under me 
my last two years in the State. All were helpful, but especially 
Pandit Ghasiram Dane, then a subdivisional officer, the late Mr. 
H. N. Dutt, then tahsildar of Dantewara, since a· victim of black
water fever, Mr. Niranjan Singh, then tahsildar of Bijapur and 
manager of Kutru, now Assistant Administrator, Mr. Sant Prasad, 
formerly tahsildar of Konta, Circle Inspector :l!anbahal Singh of 
the State Police, and Mr. Dikshitulu of the State l!edical Service, 
who did remarkable anti-yaws work in the Abujhmar hills in my 
second tour and in later independent tours. 

Language was always a difficulty. Halbi is the li>ogua franca 
of Basta.r. The differences between Maria dialects are great, and 
the very guttural hill dialect is so unintelligible to the Bison-horn 
Marias that at their rare meetings they communicate with Hill 
Marias through those of them who understand Halbi. And there 
are many variations of both the Hill and the Bison-horn Maria 
dialects. Of Halbi, everyone serving in Bastar must acquire some 
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understanding. Of Gondi as spoken in the plateaux of the Centra 
Provinces I had a smattering, but the Maria dialects were a• 
different from it as Spanish and Portuguese from Italian, and th< 
Hill Maria gutturals are beyond the compass of an English voice 
Yet one cannot but acquire a considerable vocabulary and power o 
following the gist of a speech from constant hearing of witnesses ir. 
court and association with tribesmen in village and camp ; anc 
thus, though never able to dispense with an interpreter, I couk 
check his interpretation of replies, and see that he put my questiom 
in my own way, and not in a leading form. Nothing needs more can 
than the training of interpreters. I am especially grateful for th< 
help, as interpreter and as enquirer, of the late Circle Inspectm 
Chaitan Singh, of the State Police, a Bastar Rajput with all th< 
traditional virtues of the Rajput. Descended from an ancestm 
who had once narrowly escaped being sacrificed as a Meriah victim 
in Jeypore (Orissa), he was passionately interested in the aboriginal, 
knew all the ' 36 ' languages of Bastar, was a mine of information 
about Bastar customs, religions, songs, dances and games, and was 
because he never did an injustice but was simple and reliable in all 
his ways, loved by the wild tribes of Bastar. His sense of humour, 
broad like that of the tribesmen, of whom at heart he was one, 
would overcome disappointment or the short temper bred of heat 
and exhaustion in gales of laughter ; nor was it a respecter of 
persons, for his tales would chide the follies alike of raja or ryot, 
political agent or diwan. His sudden death soon after I left Bastar 
meant the loss of a dear friend, and of an Indian of a type more 
fitted to a past age but unlikely t<> be bettered in any succeeding 
generation. They say that in the forests around Kondagaon, where 
he shot so many man-eating tigers and organized so many successful 
tiger beats, the Murias already .revere him as Chaitan Deo, a god of 
good hunting without whose favour no beat will yield game. 
Nothing could have appealed more "to his sense of humour. Wher
ever he may be, may he have boon companions to laugh at his 
rhymes and tales, to drink from his silver glass, to take betel from 
his silver box, and to handle the hunting-knife and the silver
mounted cane given him by successive Governors, and may he 
live long in the folk memories of Bastar I 

For other help I must thank Mr. K. L. B. Hamilton, C.I.E., 
I.C.S., Political Agent for the Central Provinces States when I went 
to Bastar, who has also kindly allowed me to reproduce some of his 
Bastar photographs; Mr. D. R. Rutnam, I.C.S., my successor as 
Administrator, who was my host in Bastar twice in I932 and 
greatly facilitated my I934 tour in various ways; Dr. W. P. S. 
Mitchell, M.B.E., for more than twenty years Chief Meilical Officer 
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of the State, the best of companions in Jagdalpur and in camp, and 
contributor of an interesting account of a Maria fishing beat ; 
Khan Sahib S. R. Daver, Chief Forest Officer, for much information, 
help in arranging tours, identification of flora and constant interest ; 
Mr. D. J. Plumley, State Engineer, and his most hospitable wife for 
much help and kindness, especially in my 1934 tour, and for much 
information gathered in their long experience of Bastar; Mr. 
Ramesh Chandra Roy, Joint Editor with his distinguished father 
Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy, M.L.C., of Man in India, who at 
his father's request kindly went with me in my 1934 tour and took 
the anthropometric measurements on which he based the useful 
Appendix V. I have also had much help from Mr. K. B. L. Shrivas
tava and Mr. B. P. Dube, my Bastar stenographer and reader 
respectively ; from Mr. Sampat Singh, interpreter in 1932 and 
again in 1934, and from Mr. Kosre, my Nagpur stenographer, who 
kindly devoted a month's leave to helping Mr. R. C. Roy and me 
in March 1934. My mother-in-law, Mrs. Boyes, kindly drew for 
me the panther trap reproduced on page I57· 

I owe thanks and apologies to many Maria friends and acquain
tances, who have endured my probing curiosity and helped me to 
secure victims for measurement and photography, especially 
Kama Peda of Dugcli, for constant help at Bailadila; Kalmu Boda 
of Pharaspal, pargana headman of Barsur, to whose steadiness some 
of us present in the tiger-beat described in Chapter VIII, Part B, 
may well owe our lives; and to Usendi Moda of Orcha, whose 
r,.prieve by Sir Benjamin Robertson from sentence of death and 
subsequent virtual headmanship of Chhota Dongar Mar are excellent 
arguments against capital punishment ; I have had few more 
moving sights than the tears of pleasure on the smiling faces of him 
and his clansmen when they welcomed me back to Orcha in 1934 
after an absence of four years. 

I had hoped to offer this book to that charming lady, the 
Maharani Prafulla Kumari Devi of Bastar. But her untimely 
death has just deprived the State of one whom to know was to love. 
Rtquirscat I W y G 

• • RIGSON 
Polperro 

Srpkmbff Iglh, 1936 

Postscript. I have also to thank the Government of the 
Central Provinces for a recent honorarium, thanks to which this 
book is more fully illustrated than it would otherwise have been. 

Jubbulpore W.V.G. 
AI J>elo Isl, 1937 
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CHAPTER I 

THE SETTING IN TIME ; THE HISTORICAL ISOLATION OF BASTAR 

BASTAR STATE lies at the extreme south-east corner of the Central 
Provinces of India, between 17° 46' and 20° 14' north, and so• IS' 
and 82• r' east. Its area, according to the recently revised Survey 
of India figures, of IJ,J25 square miles makes it the tenth state in 
India in size, larger than Belgium and nearly as large as Holland. 
It is far larger than any of the old Central Provinces and Orissa 
States, with which it has recently been brought into the new Eastern 
States Agency. But it is one of the most sparsely peopled tracts of 
India, the 1931 population of 524,721 giving a density of only 
34 to the square mile. If any part of India is still terra incognila to 
nearly all British officials and travellers, it is the vast tract covered 
by Bastar and the huge Jeypore zamindari recently transferred 'from 
the Vizagapatam Agency of Madras to the new province of Orissa. 
To the ordinary Indian of neighbouring districts, even to many of 
the few immigrant Hindu and Mussalman traders, this remains a land 
of savages, seeking still for human victims to sacrifice to their fetishes, 
skilled in herbs and simples, and potent practitioners of magic and 
witchcraft. Their view is little changed from that held r ro years ago 
by llfaratha officials who described the Marias of theAbujhmar moun
tains to Sir Richard Jenkins, then Resident at the Court of Nagpur, 
as·' naked savages, living on roots and sprigs, and hunting for 
strangers to sacrifice '. 

Bastar has in fact always been an almost unknown backwater 
of the river of Indian history. The late Chief, lllaharani Prafulla 
Kumari Devi, at her accession in 1924 was the last legitimate 
snrvivor of one of the most ancient royal families of southern India, 
the Kakatiya, which reigned at Warangal from about A.D. uso to 
1425, first possibly as feudatories of the Chalukya kings and then 
independently. In Bastar folk-song, Annam Deo, the first to reign 
in Bas tar, is spoken of as ' Chalkibans Raja', which may be a 
corruption of ' Chalukya-bans' and indicate that the Kakatiya 
family was a cadet branch of the Chalukya. Pratap Rudra, the 
greatest and the last independent Kakatiya king of \Varangal, lost 
his life and independence in battle with the 1\!ohammcdan invaders 
of the Deccan under Ahmad Shah Bahmani early in the fifteenth 
century and, according to Bastar tradition and folk-song, his 
brother Annam Deo ficd across the Godavari into Bastar, which had 
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been an outlying and loosely-held group of feudal dependencies of 
W arangal. For inscriptions show that before this, in the eleventh 
century, a Telugu line of Nagvansi kings ruled at Barsur in Dante
wara tahsil and at Kuruspal near the Chitrakot falls of the river 
lndrawati in Jagdalpur tahsil over central Bastar, then known as 
Chakrakot ; there are also clear signs of another chiefship comprising 
the Suk:ma zamindari and the former zamindaris of Chintalnar and 
Bhiji, now in the Konta tahsil ; the late zamindar of Suk:ma always 
claimed that Chintalnar and Bhiji had been given to cadet branches 
of his family by his ancestors and that his family, though dependent 
on Warangal, was established in Bastar at Sukma before Annam Deo 
left Warangal. There are traditions of a Kama king in northern 
Bastar and of a Karnatak king at J agdalpur ; and legend still 
speaks of rajas of Kuakonda and Katakalian in Dantewara tahsil, of 
the tailed rajas of Tirathgarh in Jagdalpur tahsil, and of Annam 
Deo fighting to subdue the chiefs of Paralkot, Bhairarngarh and 
Barsur. The so-called Koyas of southern Bastar still have traditions 
of visiting King Pratap Rudra's court at Warangal. Till 200 years 
ago or less, Bastar retained several zamindaris south of the Godavari 
and in the present East Godavari Agency of Madras, while lists 
survive of the numerous petty garbs and taluqs, each loosely 
administered for the Chief of Bastar by Diwans, or alienated to the 
various zamindars or sub-chiefs, of whom only Bhopalpatnam, 
Sukma, Kutru. and Kotapalli-Pamer now remain. In Kutru, 
moreover, there remain three or four sub-zamindars holding under 
the zamindar. All these facts indicate that before Annam Deo's 
arrival there was a nominal suzerainty of w arangal over most of 
Bastar, the real authority resting with local chiefs or in the heads of 
the old tribal organization that was so marked a feature of the 
medieval kingdoms of the eastern Central Provinces and some of 
the Chhota Nagpur and the Orissa States. This organization has 
been ably outlined by Mr. C. U. Wills, I.C.S., in his monograph on 
' The Territorial System of the Rajput Kingdoms of Medieval 
Chhattisgarh ',published at pp. 197-262 ofthe journal of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, new series, Vol. XV, 1919. 

The ruined temples at Barsur, Bhairamgarh, Dantewara, 
Kuruspal and elsewhere indicate an advanced Hindu civilization 
in the areas directly administered by the Telugu Nagvansi chiefs of 
Chakrakot. It was a country worth invading in quite early times ; 
inscriptions tell of many raids between A.D. 844 and IISO by 
Eastern Chalukya. Chola, Western Chalukya and Hoysala princes. 
There must have been a strong early Telugu infiltration, lasting 
till the Mohammedan conquest of Warangal and Annam Deo's 
flight into Bastar, after which the curtain fell upon the country till 
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1853. when it came into direct political relations with the British 
on the escheat of the Bhonsla Maratha kingdom, to which it bad 
become nominally tributary. Of that infiltration the strongest 
remaining signs are the groups of Telanga villages that still survive 
like islands in the heart of Bison-horn Maria and Koya tracts, 
chiefly in and around the administrative or religious centres of the 
old Telugu kingdoms such as Dantewara, Barsur, Bhairarngarh, 
Bijapur and Jaggergonda. They were cut off from Telingana when 
the south of the state was abandoned to Maria and Koya tribes as 
a barrier against the Mohammedan. They have forgotten Telugu, 
and speak Gondi or Ha!bi ; they observe most of the Maria customs 
and festivals ; in fact there is little to distinguish them from their 
Maria and Koya neighbours, and they are rightly known as the 
Jhadi (i.e. jungly) Telanga caste, under which name they are 
described in the article at pp. 238-42 of Russell and Hiralal's Tribes 
and Castes of the Central Provinces, Vol. III.' But they still provide 
the priests and servitors of the tutelary deities of the old dynasties, 
such as Manikeshwari at Barsur and even Danteshwari and Ped
amma at Dantewara, and keep up the old ritual in a degraded 
form. The ~farias of the Abujhmar hills seem to be the most 
primitive and isolated ' aboriginal • race of the Central Provinces ; 
yet only a few miles of mountain and forest separate their habitat 
from these old centres of Telugu civilization. 

The present Maharaja is the twentieth of his line to 
reign in Bastar. History has little to relate of his predecessors, 
as their actions had practically no effect upon the outer world. 
They tended always at first to move farther northward, probably 
to·put as many miles as possible between them and the Mohammedan 
conquerors, who indeed in x6xo made an abortive raid into Bastar, 
to be defeated by heavy rain, the difficulty of communications and 
dearth of provisions in this heavily forested and thinly-peopled 
tract rather than by the arms of Raja Pratap Raj Deo (Briggs' 
Feris/Jia, Vol. III, p. 481). To the north they came into contact 
with the Raj put kingdoms of Raipur and Ratanpur (Chhattisgarh) 
and Kanker, from the last of which they conquered eighteen garhs 
or P•~'I;•IMS around Bare Dongar in the present Kondagaon tahsil ; 
and they extendc>d their territory to Sihawa and the borders of 
Chhattisgarh. To this expansion was probably due the substitution 
of Hindi or Halbi influences for Telugu. The garhs around Bare 
Don~:ar are a stronghold of the Halba tribe, whose Kutumh-Naik or 
headman and chit•f log-god Kachchua Deo live at Chingnur, near 
Bare Dongar. The tribe has special privileges in the adjacent 
Kanker State, where a Halba invests each new chief with the royal 

1 Rt'"f~fn'd to su~u<"ntly as · Russell and Hinlal ·. 
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robes and affixes the tika or sign of office on his forehead. Probably 
on the conquest of the Bare Dongar country many of them entered 
the Bastar Raja's service, and supplied most of his troops or militia. 
The chief Halba villages of the North, such as Bare Dongar, Chhota 
Dongar, Kolur, Sonpur, Antagarh, Partabpur and Narainpur, are 
the headquarters of old garhs or modern parganas, and are islanded 
in a surrounding sea of ' l\Iuria' or ' Maria' tribes like the Jhadi 
Telanga villages of the south ; the Halba villagers seem to be the 
descendants of the old garrisons of paik militia. To this day the 
Halbas admit outsiders into their community, while the modern 
Hindu immigrants commonly take women of the country. The 
Halbas are thus a mixture, probably, of foreign and aboriginal 
blood. Their language is the lingua franca of Bastar, and, whether 
classed as a dialect of 1\farathi v.cith Grierson or of Eastern Hindi 
with Sten Konow, is at all events an Aryan dialect, and a principal 
agent in the modification of aboriginal habits and thought ; at 
the 1931 census it was found that 207 per mille of the z6z,g88 
Bastaris speaking Gondi dialects as their mother-tongue also spoke 
Halbi. Its influence is far greater than that of Telugu, which was 
spoken only by 36 · 4 out of every thousand speakers of Gondi. 
Actually there were only II,662 with Telugu. as mother-tongue, 
against I]I,293 with Halbi and 25,774 with Hindustani, Chhattis
garhi and Rajasthani. Hindi influence from Chhattisgarh and the 
north is now the main foreign influence at work in Bastar. 

The State had few dealings with the outer world from 1450 to 
r86o. A Maratha army under Nilu f'andit intervened on behalf 
of Raja Dalpat Deo's younger brother in about 1750 and captured 
Bastar, the old capital, only to be surprised and cut to pieces by· 
Dalpat Deo, Nilu Pandit escaping with the help of a Banjara who 
sewed him up in a sack and earned him out of Bastar on his pack 
bullock. But in 1780 Dalpat Deo's son and successor Daryao Deo 
had to seek Maratha aid against his brother Ajmir Singh, and 
bound himself to pay a small annual tribute of Rs. 4,000 to the 
Bhonsla Raja of Nagpur. The Bastar chiefs, however, retained 
full local independence and powers of life and death, and there was 
no direct interference in the routine management of the State by 
the N agpur authorities. Such interference as there was was either 
to settle the frequent quarrels between Raja Bhopal Deo and his 
brother and Diwan, La! Dalganjan Singh, or was dictated by the 
Government of India in furtherance of their policy of suppressing 
Meriah or ritual human sacrifice. The history of the measures 
taken to suppress this practice in Orissa, especially among the 
Khonds of Gurnsur and Kalahandi, and in Jeypore zamindari, is 
well known. From 1837 onwards hearsay reports were collected 
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either by Madras Presidency officials or by the special staff deputed 
for this purpose to the Orissa hill tracts of the prevalence of this 
practice in Bastar. In consequence, at the instance of the British 
Resident at Nagpur Lal Dalganjan Singh was summoned to Nagpur 
in r842 and examined, and a guard of N agpur Raj police was 
stationed at Dantewara to prevent human sacrifices in the temple 
of the State goddess Danteshwari. But it was never proved that 
such sacrifices had ever taken place. Writing in r862 after a 
prolonged tour in Bastar and after special enquiries into this matter 
in both Kalahandi and Bastar States, of which as Deputy Com
missioner of Sironcha he was then in political charge, Captain 
C. Glasfurd stated that the guard had continued to be posted at 
Dantewara ever since r842, and that ' even if the abominable rite 
ever existed, which is doubtful, it has altogether fallen into disuse '. 
The matter is not really relevant to the subject of this book, save 
that to these suspicions were due the first visits of British officials 
to the State, and the ultimate decision to insist on Raja Bhairon 
Deo accepting officials from British India as his Diwans. I per
sonally doubt whether such sacrifices ever took place; if they did 
they were semi-State ceremonies connected with the Raja's yearly 
Dasehra celebrations, the celebrants were Telangas, and the Marias 
had nothing to do with them.' In actual fact, despite many past 

1 It is so commonly asserted that these sacrifices were prevalent in 
Bn!ltar nt Dantcwara that it is of interest to note the evidence. The 1842 
action of the Nagpur Raj was based merely on a few hearsay reports collected 
through the ARtmcy for the Orissa Hill Tracts, to the effect that victims were 
kulnapped from outside llastar, that in Bastar often twenty men were sacri
ftced at a time. the worst case being said to have been the sacrifice in 1826 of 
twenty-five or twenty-seven men by the Bastar Raja before setting out on 
a VIsit to lhs Highness t.he H:aja of Nagpur, which was still referred to in 1838 
as 'the grt.'lat sacrifice' : the latter report, however, goes on in the usual 
mnnt 1gnolum pro mtJKnijico strain that then and now distinguishes outside 
Hindu statements about the • wild jungles • of • Kankeri-Bastar •• to suggest 
tlult the practice was rife also in Kanker and adjoining tracts north of Bastar, 
nnd that ·in some of the wilder jungles bordering on Chbattisgarb the Goods 
add cannibahsm to this horrid dued and eat the desh by sacrifice •. Captain 
J. Mat::\'ic-ar. the Agt~nt in the Onssa Hili Tracts. in 1855 visited Bastar, saw 
the Raja nnd the l.al and visited Dantewara to test the truth of various 
reports. lk•yond the groveUmg terror which the goddess Danteshwari 
insptrrd throughout the parts vis1ted by him, and the assertions of a man in 
hts enmp that sacriticrrs had recently tried to kidnap him. and of a woman 
that s1x years before a man had been sacn.ficed during some disturbances by 
the LnJ S.'llub's onl-crs, he left nothing on re<:ord to justify his conclusion that 
it was "tx~yond all doubt that human sacrifices had never ceased to be offered 
ln ~ptte of the orders o{ the Nagpur Darbar and successive British Residents 
at l\a&rpur. ll.ad be found any real evidence, it is scarcely conceivable that 
action would not have been taken against the Raja and the La! Sahib. 
Actually, aU that was done was a visit late that year from Lieut. C. Elliot, the 
llt"puty Commissioner of Raipur, who made no further enquiries. but sub
stitutt"d for the old police guard guards of entirely Mussalman polic-e at 
J agdalpur <lnd Dantewara, and straitly warned the Raja that he must do his 
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assertions to the contrary, and although it was almost an article 
of faith with the Political Department of the Central Provinces 
that Danteshwari was the chief and most dreaded goddess of all 
the peoples of Bastar and that her high priest the Jia of Dantewara 
was the one man who could influence the ' wild Maria tribes ', yet 
she is almost unknown to the Marias of the Abujhmar hills save in 
a village or two on the Dantewara edge of the hills, while even the 
more sophisticated Bison-hom Marias of the Dantewara tahsil 
pay ouly nominal respect to the goddess in villages where a thatched 
temple has been erected in her name by non-Maria settlers. The 
Jia may have influence over the Jhari Telanga and Halba residents 
of Dantewara tahsil ; over the Marias he has none. Hindu State 

utmost to suppress the rite and tv establish a more just system of administra
tion. In 1859 the same officer, now Captain Elliot, informed the Raja of 
the intention of the Commissioner of the Nagpur Province to recommend the 
extension to Bastar of the operations of the Agent for the Orissa Hill Tracts 
for enquiring into the prevalence of human sacrifice ; but the Raja protested 
again, as always before, that no such thing bad ever occurred ; and Captain 
Elliot stated that he had never had any report of any sacrifice, nor had 
anything ever come to his notice by rumour or otherwise to lead him to 
believe that such a thing had happened since the province had come under 
British rule. No action seems to have been taken, and in 1862 Captain 
Glasfurd, whose personal opinion has been quoted above to the effect that it 
was doubtful if such sacrifices had ever taken place, reported that no special 
agency was necessary for this purpose in Bastar beyond the temple guard. 
Even this police guard was discontinued in 1863, and :five years later the 
Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces reported to the Government of 
India that there had been no practice of human sacrifice in the Central 
Provinces ' of late years, if indeed within the memory of man '. 

There was thus never a single authenticated instance of human sa~rifice 
in Bastar. Nearly all the stories emanated from Jeypore, the Maharaja of 
which was at bitter enmity with the Chief of Bastar. In fact, the latter 
frequently protested that the Jeypore Maharaja was the source of these
slanders. 

In 1885-6 the whole question~ revived in consequence of alarming 
reports emanating from the Madras police in Jeypore of gangs of Bastar 
kidnappers being abroad in Jcypore looking· for victims for sacrifice at Dante
wara. Initial enquiries by Sardar Rattan Singh. the Raipur District Superin~ 
tendent of Police, suggested that the reportS' were fabrications and that there 
was not the slightest particle of evidence to implicate the Bastar authorities. 
While the enquiries were in progress. the .Madras authorities were scared by 
a further report that an excise peon had been kidnapped near the Bastar 
border. and urged the immediate despatch of police and troops into Bastar. 
The Jeypore District Superintendent of Police with some jeypore police. 
and the Political Agent of the Chhattisgarh States with fifty militaly police. 
proceeded at once to Bastar. Masses of statements were taken implying the 
existence of a regular organization to kidnap victims and keep them in various 
hiding-places till wanted for sacrifice; it was suggested that in twelve villages 
the ryots held their land free of land revenue for the service of kidnapping 
victims. No proof cou}d be obtained of these allegations, and not one of the 
alleged hiding-places was traced. Though Raja Bhairon Deo was removed 
from the State during the enquiry, nothing was found to implicate him. 
There was not any evidence of Bastar having caused the disappearance of the 
persons alleged to have been kidnapped from ]eypore. In consequence of 
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officials incline to claim the aboriginals as Hindus and to deprecate 
census classification of their religion as animistic or tribal. It has 
always been easy for such persons to identify the Maria's cult of 
the Earth or Bhum in its aryanized fonn Mati Deo with Mata or Mai, 
of whom Danteshwari is the Bastar incarnation ; and another 
source of confusion has been the presence in every aboriginal village 
of a gudi (hedge-temple) or other rough shrine of the N ar T aluri 
(' Village Mother '), known to the Hindus as Gao1;1 Devi, and easily 
identified with Mata Devi or Maoli. Actually the Marias, whether 
of the Abujhmar hills or Bison-hom, do not even know Dantewara 
by that name, but by its older and pre-Danteshwari name of 
Jatawada. 

various statements made, Shamsundar, the Jia or hereditary high priest of 
the Dantewani temple, the representative of a Raj put family that by tradition 
had come from Warangal with Raja Annam Deo, was committed for trial on 
a charge of murdering a Parja who was proved to have disappeared from & 

Bastar v!Uage in 1883, and it was alleged that the Jia bad confessed that be. 
had sacrificed him. The Commissioner of Chhattisgarh, Mr. Chisholm. tried 
the case as Session9 Judge. The J ia had all along refused to sign the confession 
and st11trd that he had only said what he did to avoid the ~ndignity of handw 
cutis. The other witnesses aUeged that the statements made in the enquiry 
had been false, and inspued by fear of the Jeypore police. who had grossly 
illwtreatcd them. The Judge held that the witnesses had deliberately made 
false and tutored statemPnts under the influence of threats, and that the 
prosecution case completely failed. The jia was therefore acquitted. In 
hls report to the Chief Commissioner, he said that he considered that the Raja 
had been wronr;:ly accused, that there was no proof that any human sacrifices 
had been offered m recent years in Ba.star, and that there was scarcely anything 
tangible enough to justify even suspicion. This view was accepted by the 
Clnof Commissioner, though he was still doubtful about the jia's confession, 
which hnd contained new details of the alleged sacrifice not given by other 
witncsst>s, since he considered the Jia too intelligent to be thrown oft his 
balance by a threat of being handcuffed .. The kidnapping scare, he pointed 
out~ could be paralleled by various examples in other parts of India, and it 
was natural for popular rumour to attribute the several disappearances to 
agt•nts kidnapping victims for Dantesbwari because of the old tradition of 
euch sacrifices, while there was nothing strange about disappearances in a 
country swarming like llastar with tiger ; but there was bound to remain 
some su~picion over the purpose of attempts that were proved to have been 
mude to kidnap various persons. 

In Dantewara they w1ll still show you where the police dug in vain near 
the temples for the skeletons of the alleged victims, but found not a bone to 
su b!itnn tia te the stories of the informers. There were no villages held 
revenue-free, and no ca.ges for the destined victims. So far as the older 
inhabitants remember the enqujry, they think the Raja was badly treated. 
Tbl!'re 1s no one who even now can give any information about human sacrifices 
in fonner days; they deny that there ever were any. Certainly the Meriah 
rite was never celebrated in Bastar. 

Olt.l rumours die hard ; in 1913 the Madras police interested themselves 
in the matteT once agam. when an Inspector reported his personal belief that 
the sacnllct<s st1U took place at the occasional visits of the late Raja Rudra 
Prntap Deo to Dantewara, and that a sacrifice was likely at his then impending 
Vls.lt, as he had no son to succeed him t This was at a time when the Raja 
hnd lost his powers after the 1910 rebellion and had to follow the advice of 
a rt'sidt•nt European Diwan. 
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The earliest recorded attempt of any European to enter Bastar 
was made by Captain Blunt in I795. when journeying from Chunar
ghur in the United Provinces to Yertnagudam in the ' Eilore 
Circar ' of Madras. His report, which has recently been reprinted 
in a Central Provinces Government publication, ' Early English 
Travellers in the Nagpur Territories ', was referred to as late as 
1853 by Sir Erskine Perry, addressing the Bombay branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, as still giving almost all the information 
then known not only about Bastar, but of many other parts of 
Gondwana (the modern Central Provinces), the highlands and 
jungles of which then comprised ' such a large tract of unexplored 
country that they form quite an oasis in our maps'. Before his 
attempt he was warned by both I ttul Pandit, the Maratha governor 
of Chhattisgarh, and by the Raja of Kanker that he would find it 
difficult if not impossible to march across Bastar from Kanker to 
Jeypore, the country being wild and mountainous and the Gond 
inhabitants very savage. The people were said to be naturally 
quiet ; but the :Marathas had never succeeded in doing more than 
persuade Bastar to pay an occasional small tribute. At that time 
this had been withheld for four or five years, and the Marathas had 
only just made the Bastar Chief pay Rs. s.ooo after a series of raids 
on Bastar territory, which they had persuaded the various ' Gond 
zemeendars ' and neighbours of Bastar to make in order to "Test 
from him as much territory as possible ; in the course of these raids 
many villages along the Kanker-Jagdalpur-Jeypore road had been 
plundered, and even the Banjara carriers had abandoned that route 
to Jeypore. In retaliation, raiding parties from Bastat often 
descended to plunder the plains villages.' Captain Blunt therefore 
turned west and marched through the zamindaris of the present 
Drug and Chanda districts, but ultimately attempted to pass from 
the Ahiri zamindari in the far south-east of the Chanda district 
across the Indrawati river into the Bhopalpatnam zarnindari of 
Bastar, some miles upstream from tl)e confluence of the Indrawati 
and the Godavari. He was fiercely attacked by the' Bastar Gonds ' 
both by day and night, and though their bows, arrows and axes 
were no match for his firearms, he abandoned the attempt to enter 

1 Compare the following extract from Finninger's Edition of the Fifth 
Report on East India Affairs, r812. Vol. III. page 109 et seq., referring to the 
people of Bastar, Rampa and Kalahandi :-

• The people in general, although rude and barbarous, may yet be 
denominated warlike, as they have always distinguished themselve!; as bold 
persevering champions of the great law of nature. Being driven to their wild 
unwholesome fastnesses among the mountains, they frequently descend in 
harvest time into the lowlands, to dispute the produce of their ancient rightful 
inheritance with the present possessors, but their incursions are desultory and 
simply impelled by the pressing want of subsistence.' 
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Bastar, and learned later from the Maratha amil of Deolmari that 
he had retired only just in time, as word had been passed from 
zamindar to zamindar in Bastar to combine to plunder his party. 
Unless there has been since then a wide displacement of population
which is quite possible in view of the chronic mismanagement of the 
Bhopalpatnam and K utru zamindaris of Bastar-it is unlikely that 
his assailants were Abujhmar or Bison-hom Marias or Koyas; they 
were probably members of the gangs of ruffians at that time main
tained by all the petty chieftains of the Godavari valley, or else 
Gonds of the type known in that part of Bastar to the Telugus as 
Doria, probably Bison-horn Marias who, on descending to the 
Godavari valley, had come into contact with the outside world. 
This Maratha Amil, in congratulating Blunt on his escape from the 
mountains and jungles in which several of the Amil's men had been 
lost, added some remarks about the men of the jungle which rightly 
gave the wandering Banjara the credit of being the first civilizing 
influence in Bastar ; his remarks, with the necessary modifications, 
are certainly true of a later period in the Abujhmar hills and the 
wilder parts of Central Bastar. He represented the Banjaras as 
having done much to conciliate and partially civilize the ' Gonds ', 
' for the traffic which they carry on among them, particularly in 
salt and sugar, had introduced a taste for luxuries, which many of 
them now could not easily dispense with. This had also induced 
them to be more industrious in collecting the produce of their 
jungles, such as lac, iron ore, and other articles for barter, and had 
necessitated their affording protection to the Brinjaries (sic). In 
the course of this traff>c, which had now lasted about twenty-five 
yea>;s. the desire of the Goands (sic) for salt and sugar had consider
ably increased, and tended more to their civilization than any other 
means: for before they had tasted or acquired a relish for these 
articles, no man could venture among them ; and he assured me 
that it bad a more powerful effect than the whole force of the 
Mahratta arms in rendering them obedient to their government.' 

The first Europeans actually to visit Bastar seem to have been 
Captain Fenwick in 1850 and Mr. Take in 1855 ; they made only 
short trips up a portion of the Kolab-Sabari river that forms for 
many miles the eastern boundary of Bastar. I have not seen their 
reports. Captain MacVicar's brief visit early in 1855 and the 
important visit of Colonel (then Lieut.) C. Elliot, the Deputy 
Commissioner of Raipur, later that year have been mentioned 
above in the footnote on human sacrifice. Elliot's report was 
reprinted in 1861 as' Selections from the Records of the Government 
of India in the Foreign Department, No. XXX. Report on the 
Bustar and Kharonde Dependencies of the Raepore District'. He 

I 
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entered Bastar from Sihawa in the south of the Raipur district, 
near the trijunction of Raipur, Kanker and Bastar, marched 
south-east to Jagdalpur and thence to Dantewara, leaving all the 
zamindari country south of Dantewara and the Abujhmar hills and 
the present Antagarh tahsil untouched. His report gives some 
details of the races in the State, much of which, however, repeats 
obvious &mne ignotum pro magnifico tales of local Hindus ; but he 
saw nothing of the Abujhmar hills, and; though he visited Dantewara, 
little of the Bison-horn Marias of that tahsil. He was, on the whole, 
more interested in the economic and administrative problems of 
Bastar than in its people. There was also a visit at about this time 
by Captain Stewart, Explorer of Forests, while in r855 and r856 
respectively Lieut. Goddard and Lieut. (afterwards Major-General) 
F. T. Haig explored the Godavari valley in the investigation of 
Sir A. Cotton's ambitious but largely abortive scheme for making 
the Godavari and its aflluent the W ardha river navigable from 
Wardha to the sea. Haig's Report on the Navigability of the 
River Godavari was published at Madras in r856 ; I have found also 
at p. 357 of the Indian Antiquary, Vol. V, r876, an allusion to a 
report of a visit by him, when a Colonel, to Jagdalpur; but I have 
been unable to obtain copies of either report, though both are said 
to contain ethnographic notes. 

The most valuable and thorough of the early reports, especially 
from the ethnographic point of view, is that of Captain C. L. R. 
Glasford, Deputy Commissioner of the former Sironcha District 
and Political Agent for Bastar, published in r863 in No. XXXIX of 
Selections from the Records of the Gooe11Jment of India in the Foreign 
Department. He spent much of the touring seasons of r86I and r862 
in Bastar, and was probably the first European to visit the then 
numerous zamindaris of the south, certainly the first to explore 
any part of the Abujhmar hills. Hi~ report is the entire source of 
the article on Bastar in Grant's r87o Central Provinces Gazetteer, 
and many of his statements are repeated, unfortunately not always 
in their true context, in the article ' Good ' in Russell and Hiralal, 
Vol. III. In February I930 I found his name still remembered as 
Gilaspat Sahib in two Abujhmar villages which did not appear to 
have been visited in the interval by any other European. An 
example of his accuracy is that he noted the distinction between 
the Marias of the Abujhmar, whom he termed Marees, and the 
Marias of J agdalpur, Dantewara and Bijapur tahsils, whom he 
termed Marias, but who are known to some of the Abujhmar Marias 
as Dandami Marias and are generally referred to in this book as 
Bison-hom Marias. His visit laid the lines of the future policy 
of the Central Provinces Administration in Bastar State, and it is 
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worth while to reproduce some of his concluding remarks in para
graph 175 of the report :-

' In most English Maps " unexplored territory u is inscribed on the very 
centre of the Dependency ; while the best Indian Map by Colonel Scott, 
Quarter-Master General of the Madras Presidency, gives but few details, and 
those few incorrect. The country, it will be perceived, is an interminable 
forest, with the exception of a small cultivated tract around Jugdalpore, 
intersected by high mountain ranges. which present serious obstacles to traffic. 
Its insalubrity is proverbial ; the inhabitants are composed of rude, uncivilized 
tribes of Goods: in some parts almost savages, who shun contact with 
strangers, have but few wants which they cannot supply themselves; honest 
and interesting to the Ethnologist perhaps, but a race who prefer the solitude 
of forests to the bustle of towns, and the freedom of the savage to all the 
allurements and comforts of civilization. With such a. country and such 
inhabitants, rapid progress and improvement cannot be looked for; and any 
efforts to open out the Dependency, with the hope of immediately stimulating 
trade, or rather creatmg it where it never existed, would end in disappoint~ 
ment. Our eftorts for the present should be to open up a few important lines 
on which traffic already exists, and to ameliorate the eondiboo of the people 
by the introduction of a better system of criminal and judicial procedure than 
that at present in force at Jugdalpore, and, above all, by opening up the 
Sironcba District, which intervenes between Bustar and the Godavery. The 
opening up of this river will do more to improve the condition of the Bustar 
Dependency than the most elaborate system of roads would without it. 
A den1and would be created, which would send traders into parts they never 
ventured before, and the inhabitants would receive doth, salt, tobacco and 
other articles in exchange for their rice, lakh, wax, etc., in the interior. The 
fact is that the Dependency must be civilized. and the improvement to be 
matonaJ and lasting must have the navigable Godavery and the districts on 
its banks as its base line ; the fonner once open, and the latter profiting by 
the facilities of communication with the coast. the bars to civilization in 
Bustar w1ll soon be broken down, and that from the direction of the Godavery. 
lo the ml!'antime, how~ver, the road carried on by the Madras Government 
as far as Jeypore should be opened out to Jugdalpore, and eventually thence 
to Stroncha ; and the great Hrinjara route from the southern portions of the 
Rat•pore District, which passes through a part of Bustar. should also be cleared. 
These, with vaccinatlon and the introductJon of copper coin, might be at once 
commenced, and subsequently other steps as they suggest themselves. The 
Pohce now distributed over the Dependency will also be of great use in 
sradually accustoming the people to us, and the location of a news--writer at 
J ugdalpore would be attended with equally good results. • 

As the Maratha Ami! sixty-seven years before, so now the 
Victorian Englishman ; develop trade, and civilization would follow. 
The isolation of centuries was to end, Bastar to be opened to the 
world by land and by water, and its 'savages' to exchange their 
freedom for · the allurements and comforts of civilization ', trade 
and traders. clothes, tobacco, a better system of criminal and 
judicial procedure, vaccination and copper coin. Did, and do, the 
ghosts of the old builders of the ruins of Barsur, Bhairamgarh and 
Kuruspal smile to hear a newer race decree that ' Bastar must be 
civilized I ' ? 

A land free from rules and regulations and a race that had no 
use for copper coin did not square with that passion for uniformity 
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that characterized the Victorian rulers of India and still marks the 
framers of constitutions for the India of to-day. It could not be 
seen that there must have been some institutions or system in this 
apparently unordered Bastar to have kept her together and free 
from Mohammedan or Maratha interference for all those centuries. 
So from Glasfurd onwards Political Agents, Commissioners and 
Chief Commissioners sought to modernize the economics and the 
administration of this lovely and still lonely land. An alien police 
from ' civilized ' India was soon followed along the gradually 
expanding Jines of communication by Bania and Rohilla tradesmen, 
and by low-paid esurient subordinate officials ' lent ' to the State, 
who regarded service in a native state only as a means to the rapid 
acquisition of wealth. Cultivation was to be expanded by the 
formation of new villages by alien immigrants ; instead, the aliens 
were given long established Bhattra, Muria, Parja or Maria villages, 
nominally as lessees, over the heads of the traditional village 
headmen ; and the lessees at once proceeded as fast as possible to 
get the best land into their own hands, to make the headmen's lives 
a burden by their repeated demands for forced labour and supplies, 
to ignore the use and wont of village life, especially the sari-bori 
or co-operation in supplies and labour for village bread-winning and 
village festivals, to introduce Hindu and Mussalman settlers, and 
to turn the natives of Bastar into bondservants little better than 
slaves by advancing them money, on terms which made repayment 
practically impossible, in return for their labour or that of their 
sons. Every immigrant trader even considered it his right to 
demand the labour of half a dozen , lliurias , to carry his wares for 
him. Consequent risings in 1876 and trouble in succeeding years 
led to the virtual supersession of the old Raja Bhairam Deo in z886, 
and the State passed under full management on his death in 18gr. 
From 1886 to 1891 and for the first few years of the long (t8gt-Igo8) 
minority of Raja Rudra Pratap Deo, a, series of subordinate officials 
was lent as Diwans to the State, and a further evil arose in the 
growing array of minor State officials, few of whom were natives 
and none aboriginals of Bastar, abusing the ancient custom of 
bisaha, or the payment by villagers of a twentieth of their crops for 
the feeding of the Raja's servants, by interpreting it as a right to 
commandeer any aboriginal's produce at an arbitrarily fixed and 
often nominal price, and generally forgetting to pay even that. 
The newly-cleared roads soon seemed to run through wildernesses, 
for on villagers of roadside villages the burden of begar, or forced 
labour, and bisaha fell with especial severity. Being 184 miles 
from Raipur, the headquarters of the Commissioner and the Political 
Agent, Bas tar was seldom visited, and the people were far too much 
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at the mercy of the incompetency or knavery of the local officials. 
The latter meanwhile were carrying on the prescribed policy of 
opening communications, introducing the criminal police and 
judicial system of British India, and exploiting the forests (again 
by forced labour). Though with the growth of trade there was 
much to be said for applying the Penal, Criminal Proceddre and 
Civil Procedure Codes and the Evidence Act of British India to the 
open parts of the J agdalpur tahsil and northern Bastar, they were 
far too advanced for most of the tribes, and remain so to this day. 
No notice was taken of the old system of caste or tribal or pargana 
panchayats presided over by the caste or pargana headman appoin
ted by the Chief or the zamindar, which had forcenturiesadministered 
rough and ready justice far more to the liking of the people than the 
troubles of a long investigation by a corrupt police, followed by 
a cumbersome magisterial enquiry and perhaps then the protracted 
agony of a sessions trial, totheirrninds unnecessary and unintelligible, 
with the farcical addition of assessors, chosen, so as to fulfil the 
requirements of a procedure code designed for a British India at 
least t,ooo years further advanced in civilization, from a few 
obsequious immigrants ·with no knowledge of aboriginal life or 
psychology. A similar attempt was made to improve on the old 
excise arrangements by which the local KaJar or Sundi was a village 
or pargana servant kept to distil liquor when needed for social or 
religious festivities, and remunerated in grain by the villagers every 
harvest ; a system of auctioning outstills was introduced, the letter 
but not the spirit of arrangements in British India being copied, 
and the result was a number of contractors and sub-contractors 
alL distilling and hawking liquor, and drunkenness on a scale 
previously unknown in Bastar and with few parallels in India. 
Of course trade was increasing, and more land was being cleared, 
pari pass11 with these growing abuses ; but the moral effect of the 
chan~:es was not good, and there can be few more striking examples 
of policy sound in motives but utterly wrong because of the divorce 
of administration from anthropology. 

Sir Andrew Fraser, then Commissioner, in an able inspection 
note written after a long tour of the State in 1892, spotted much of 
the evil, pctrticularly the State officials' utter ignorance of all but 
the vill;~j;es adjacent to Jagdalpur and their headquarters, and their 
complete lack of touch \\ith the people. He of course strongly 
advocated the policy of opening up the State, but saw that a just 
and actiw administration was necessary if the policy was to succeed. 
This was ultimately secured by the appointment in 18'}6 of Colonel 
(later Major-General) Fagan as Administrator. During his three 
years of rough and ready justice he toured the length and breadth 
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of the State, and he and his wife are still remembered with affection. 
The aboriginal, if be had to work on the new roads, yet saw that 
everyone else had to ; but he no longer had to work for the alien 
trader and village-lessee, and be could get redress for oppression. 
Under Colonel Fagan and his successor, Mr. G. W. Gayer of the 
Indian Police, though roads were built and regular land revenue 
settlements effected on simplified Central Provinces lines, efficient 
administration kept the tribes satisfied ; and for the first time 
medical relief and vaccination were organized in the State by 
Surgeon-Major Mitchell. But Mr. Gayer was succeeded by an 
Indian Superintendent, who held charge for the last few years of 
the minority and then continued till I9IO as Raja Rudra Pratap 
Deo's Diwan. He had served successfully as Diwan of Kalahandi 
State, and his intentions were admirable. Unfortunately he was 
unable to control his subordinates or to see that his excellent orders 
were enforced. The old abuses crept back into the swept and 
garnished State. He was responsible also for two unpopular 
innovations. The first was a policy of planting new primary schools 
all over the State, the masters being assisted by attendance peons 

·who bullied the ryots into sending their children to school, while 
masters and peons levied forced labour and supplies freely. The 
second was the reservation of large areas as State forests, a measure 
very necessary as a check to the wholesale destruction of valuable 
timber by the aboriginals practising shifting cultivation, but bound 
by its very nature and its interference with long-Cherished rights to 
arouse suspicion. It called, therefore, for great tact, and the people 
should have been carefully prepared for the measure, and protected 
from any avoidable hardship in its execution. Instead, it was 
carried out abruptly. Every village in the reserved areas was 
destroyed, though provision dught to have been made for forest 
villages as a source of forest labour, and if this had been done few of 
the villages need have been disturbed ; the old village lands still 
often remain treeless in the forests, a~d in recent years it has been 
necessary to try and tempt settlers back to found much-needed 
forest villages. Oppression by State officials and by immigrant 
settlers, excessive levy of forced labour and .supplies, unpopular 
new measures, and the apparent blindness of the Raja and his 
Diwan to popular grievances produced keen discontent, which was 
worked up by La! Kalendra Singh, the first cousin and former Diwan 
of Raja Bhairam Deo, in the hope of securing the succession for 
himself. The Murias, Bhattras, and Parjas of Jagdalpur tahsil 
and some of the Bison-hom Marias and others in Dantewara tahsil 
and farther south broke into rebellion, in which the Murias of 
Antagarh and Kondagaon tahsils joined, only the zamindaris and 
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the Marias of the Abujhmar hills abstaining. The tribes converged 
on Jagdalpur, the Diwan who had been touring in the South fleeing 
into the Chanda district. A half battalion of regular Panjabi troops 
and large detachments of armed Central Provinces police soon 
suppressed and disarmed the rebels. A few ringleaders who had 
been guilty of cruel murders of isolated State officials were hanged, 
and several hundred men flogged, a punishment really more humane 
for such primitive men than imprisonment. La! Kalendra Singh 
and a few of his associates were banished. The Raja was deprived 
of his powers, and an experienced Englishman, Mr. James May, 
appointed Diwan. The rebellion had been marked by keen 
hostility towards the immigrant exploiters, and a movement to 
keep Bastar for· Bastaris. Pari passu with the punishment of 
the rebels, full enquiry was made into their undoubted grievances, 
and stern action taken against their oppressors. From 1910 
till the Raja's death in 1921 the State was under virtual 
Government management ; it has since then been under direct 
management, owing to the minority and the subsequent illness of 
the late Maharani.' 

Save, therefore, for the short period 19o8-ro the State has 
virtually been under Government management since 1886. Great 
progress has been made in developing communications. The 
Godavari navigation scheme referred to in the quotation above from 
Glasfurd's report was abandoned in 1871 after the works on the 
first barrier at Dummagudem in the present East Godavari district 
of Madras had been completed and much money had been spent on 
the works at the second barrier, where the river forms the boundary 
between Bastar and Hyderabad. This must be one of the very few 
great engineering works abandoned uncompleted by the British 
in India, defeated by the fever and sweltering heat of the valley, 
the difficulty of recruiting labour, lack of funds and the improba
bility of an adequate return for the great cost; and there are few 
more desolate sights than the vast ruins of the half-finished anicut, 
lock-gates and guard-walls that still resist the annual floods of this 
mighty river, and in the dry weather stand gaunt and futile in the 
baking wilderness of rocks and sands in which the united Godavari 
and Indrawati there lose themselves. With the transference of 
the Political Agency for Bastar from Sironcha to Raipur, all idea of 
the Godavari as the base-line for its communications was abandoned. 
Emphasis was placed on linking the north of the State with the main 
N agpur-Calcutta railway line by roads from Raipur and Rajnand
gaon to Jagdalpur, and the Vizagapatam Agency road from Salur 

1 Th!!' b('redi.tary tiUo of the Ruling Chief of Ba.star was raised from 
Raja to Mah-araja in 193~. 
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·rail-head below the Eastern Ghat mountains to Jeypore and the 
Bastar border was continued thence to Jagdalpur; subsequently 
roads have gradually been driven westward to Dantewara, Bijapur, 
Kutru and Bhopalpatnam, and southward to Sukma and Konta; 
the most recent development has been many miles of forest roads, 
constructed either as feeder roads to the Raipur and Rajnandgaon 
roads, or to link up the forests of Dantewara and the south with the 
Godavari at Tarlagudam, Cherla and Dummagudam or the Kolab
Sabari at Mismagudam and Konta. The Raipur road is now 
motorable throughout the year, and there is a daily mail and 
passenger service by it to Kanker and Dhamtari. A railway 
connexion with the new Raipur-Vizianagram line has been 
surveyed, and would have been under construction but for 
the world-wide financial depression. The revenue of the State 
has risen from about Rs. 3o,ooo in 1855, then received in kind 
or in cowry shells at a rate of 2,88o to the rupee, to well over a 
million rupees. 

So the old order is doomed; and with the motor-bus abroad in 
the land and scores of aboriginals every month seeking work on the 
public works of the State, in the Assam tea gardens or in the towns 
of the Godavari valley, with the railway administration feeling this 
last great blank of 300 miles from Raipur to· Salur by 250 from 
Titlagarh in Kalahandi State to Singareni in H yderabad a slur to 
be removed as soon as funds peimit, change comes ever faster. 
My successors and I, like our predecessors, are guilty of accelerating 
change ; but we can on the one hand plead that when we came 
a return to the old isolation was not' practical politics, and on the 
other that we have tried before it was too late to strengthen and 
revive the old tribal panchayat organization and restore its juris
diction in civil and in all but serious criminal offences, to check the 
drunkenness made rampant by a bad excise system, to prevent the 
further bestowal of aboriginal villago;s on alien thekadars (lessees) 
and to make the post of village headman one of honour and respon
sibility instead of one to be held reluctantly by some dummy with 
no influence in the village, to abolish bisaha, to deprive village 
lessees of the right of taking forced labour, to minimize the right of 
officials to take it and to regulate the still necessary State demands 
for road and other labour so as to inconvenience the cultivator as 
little as possible, to see that it is paid for, and to abolish bondservice. 
Much of great interest could be written on the effects and reactions 
of the administrative measures of the last fifty years sketched in 
these last few pages. But the purpose of this book is to place on 
record while there is yet time an account of the way of life prevalent 
among the Maria tribes of Bastar, perhaps now the most primitive 
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tribes between the Godavari and the Ganges. Little has been 
written about them, or indeed about the great Gond race as a whole. 
:.Iy experience has been in going from the backwoods of Bastar to 
a modern Indian district like Nagpur that even there there is a great 
substratum of primitive thought, religion and practice which has 
been illuminated for me by what I learnt in Bastar. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE SETTING IN SPACE; THE PHYSICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 

GEOGRAPHY OF BASTAR 

BEFORE dealing with the Maria Gonds, I propose to describe in this 
and the following chapter the main features of the physical and 
administrative geography and the ethnography of Bastar. The 
political divisions frequently are founded on the old tribal organiza
tion of the country, to which I have alluded in the first chapter; 
and in discussing the distribution of the tribes it is impossible to 
a void constantly referring to them. 

The great river Indrawati, which flows across the centre of the 
State from east to west with a winding course within the State of 
about 240 miles, almost bisects the State, and is its main geographical 
feature. It rises near Rampur Thuamul in Kalahandi, one of the 
former Orissa States, whence it flows south-west some thirty miles 
till, after forming the boundary between Kalahandi and the Orissa 
Province for eight or nine miles, it crosses the south-east corner 
of the Naurangpur taluq of the latter, and then for a winding course 
of some sixty miles divides the Naurangpur from the Jeypore taluq 
of Jeypore zamindari, till it enters the Jagdalpur tahsil of Bastar 
near the confluence of the Bhaskel tributary, thirteen miles above 
J agdalpur. At Chitrakot, twenty-four miles by road and thirty-five 
by river below Jagdalpur, the Indrawati plunges off the edge of the 
~eat 2,000 feet plateau of north-east Bastar and northern Jeypore 
in a beautiful horseshoe fall ninety-four feet high, followed by a 
series of wild rapids down a valley rapidly descending between high 
cliff ramparts. In its course across Jeypore zamindari and Jagdal
pur tahsil it is a deep sluggish river, winding along in great S-bends 
through field and evergreen sal forest, and always more or Jess rusty 
in colour from flowing over deep beds of red laterite or mu,.am. 
It receives no large tributaries from the south above Chitrakot, 
as here it flows close to the watershed dividing it from the Kolab
Sabari, the great tributary of the Godavari that rises in the Eastern 
Ghats above Jeypore and for many miles forms the eastern boundary 
of Bastar : at one point a tributary of the Kolab is less than a mile 
from the main current of the Indrawati. But just above Chitrakot 
falls it is joined by the N arangi. and about ten miles below the falls 
hy the Baordig. which drain most of north-east Bastar (the 
Kondagaon tahsil). 

•• 
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For the rest of its course from Chitrakot to its junction with 
the Godavari near Bhadrakali in Bhopalpatnam zamindari on the 
western border it is typical of any great river draining mountainous 
country. It loses its rusty colour at Chitrakot, and becomes a 
series of rapids arid deep pools, giving way to fresh rapids wherever 
it passes over sheets of rock or pierces through successive mountain 
barriers in wild gorges. The pools are often great land-locked 
lakes, with deeply wooded islands, the haunts of tiger, sambar and 
wild buffalo. It receives various tributaries, of which the chief 
Bastar rivers are the Gudra, the Nei Bherat' and the Kotri on the 
north bank, and on the south bank the Dantewara, the Berudi and 
the Bhopalpatnam Chintawag. The Gudra and the Nei Bherat 
take most of the drainage of the wild tangle of the Abujhmar hills, 
save for smaller mountain torrents, such as the Goinder that 
descends from Hikul over the magnificent Handawada falls (not 
marked on the maps), and the Komra that for much of its length 
forms the Bastar-Central Provinces (Chanda) boundary. The 
Gudra drains the Tulagotal, Farsigotal, Farsal, Bardal and Chudala 
(Chhota) Dongar parganas of the Abujhmar mountains and other 
adjacent parganas of the Antagarh tahsil; the gorge near Chhota 
Dongar where it leaves the Abujhmar mountains in a narrow loch 
between forested peaks, its banks deep in bamboo, Osmunda regalis 
and other ferns, is beautiful. The Nei Bherat rises near Narainpur 
in the Kurangal pargana of Antagarh, the north-western tahsil, 
and flows due west past Sonpur and through the Nurbhum Maria 
pargana ; then turning south-west through the Tapalibhum 
(Chhotemar) and Behramar (Baremar) Maria parganas of Antagarh, 
it crosses the south-east corner of the Ahiri zamindari in Chanda 
district to join the Indrawati and the Kotri or Paralkot river in 
a trijunction of unforgettable -beauty • beneath the fortified rock 
of Bhamragarh, in a wild expanse .of hill and forest unbroken by 
a single clearing '. • Besides the Maria parganas of Antagarh 
already mentioned, it drains the Hukkagotal and J atawada and 
parts of the Bardal and Farsal Maria parganas of Antagarh, and the 
portion of the Abujhmar mountains that extends beyond Bastar 

t Wrongly marked • Nibra • on the old Topographical Survey maps of 
the sixties. slightly revised modern editions of which are still the only maps 
available of most of Bastar. • Nei Bherat • means in the Maria dialect 
• Dog River', so called after the numbers of otters in the river. 

The names on these old maps are often wrong, and represent the efforts 
of Telugu or Bengali surveyors to reproduce the difficult guttural and other 
sounds of Maria. The maps are full of other inaccuracies, and seem often 
to have been drawn from the imagination of surveyors afraid of fever, tigers 
and aboriginal magic. 

2 Lucie-Smith's 1869 Chanda Settlement Report, para. 56. He calls the 
Nibra River by the name ' Pam Ia Ghootum ·. 
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into the south-east corner of Chanda district and is inhabited by 
the same hill Marias as the Bastar parganas in these mountains. 
The Kotri is far the largest of the tributaries of the Indrawati. 
Its main stream rises far north, in the Pannabaras zarnindari of 
Drug district ; it is joined at Gudumpara in Kanker State by the 
Kandra which drains the Sambalpur tahsil of Kanker ; below 
Partabpur in the north-west corner of Bastar by a large branch also 
called the Kotri which rises from two main sources in the Matlaghat 
and Raoghat mountains and drains all the north of Antagarh 
tahsil, including the Maria parganas of Padalbhum (Pataldesh), 
Tapalibhum and Behramar; and by another large stream a little 
west of Paralkot. It then crosses south-east Chanda to the west of 
the Nei Bherat, to meet the latter and the Indrawati at Bharnragarh. 

As these northern tributaries between them drain the country 
of the A bujhmar Maria, so the southern tributaries drain the northern 
lands of the Bison-hom or Dandami Maria, the Indrawati and its 
small tributary near Barsur, the Mander, being roughly the boundary 
between them. The chief southern tributary is the Dantewara, 
made up of the Sankani and the Dankani, which unite just by the 
famous Dantcwara temple. The Sankani rises near the lofty 
(4,067 feet) Nandiraj peak of the Bailadila mountains, and drains 
the Aranpur, Bacheli and Dugeli parganas of Dantewara tahsil, while 
.the Dankani rises from the Tangri Dongri ghats on the south 
edge of the great north-eastern plateau, from sources near Killepal 
and Paknar, and drains the Katakalian and Kuakonda tracts of 
Dantewara tahsil. The other southern tributaries of the lndrawati 
do not call for remark here ; except the Dantewara, the Berudi and 
the Iihopalpatnam Chintawag, they are as small as the southern 
tributaries above the Chitrakot falls, the Indrawati being close to 
the watersheds that separate it from the Kolab-Sabari and the main 
Godavari except in the areas drained by the three tributaries 
named above. 

Apart from a few streams in the north-east of Bastar which 
flow off the northern slopes of the T elinghat hills near Keskal into 
the Mahanadi system, and in the south-west the T alper-Chintawag 
system draining the western slopes of the Bailadila mountains and 
the Bijapur tahsil directly into the Godavari, the only other 
important river-system is that of the Kolab-Sabari (the river is 
known in Jcn10re and in most of Bastar as the Kolab, and as the 
Sabari or Savari in the Konta tahsil of Bastar and the adjacent 
taluqs of the Jeypore and East Godavari Agencies). Rising on the 
3.0<10 fl'et Korapat plateau of the Eastern Ghats between jeypore 
and Korapat, it cascades down on to the jeypore-Bastar plateau, 
!lows north a few miles to its junction with the Jaura near the Bastar 
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Irredenta town of Kotapad, and then south to Korokpur. Thence 
for eighteen miles it divides the Kanker State Forest of Bastar from 
the Jeypore taluq, but from the confluence of the Kanker river it 
turns south away from the Bastar border into the Malkangiri taluq 
of Jeypore and then west past the Bastar Irredenta pargana of 
Salmigarh for about twenty-six miles ; it flows west then for 
another five miles, as the Bastar border, as far as the confluence of 
the Kumakoleng and Thakawada rivers. For the next thirty-five 
miles, as far as Sukma, it enters the Sukma zamindari of Bastar, 
and from Sukma southwards for ten miles it is the Sukma-Malkan
giri boundary, and thence still on the whole southwards for forty-four 
miles as far as Konta it divides the Konta tahsil of Bastar from 
Malkangiri. just below Konta, after its junction with the Sileru, 
it enters the Bhadrachalam taluq of the East Godavari Agency of 
Madras, and after another twenty miles of southward course flows 
into the Godavari at Kunavaram. Konta is a river port accessible 
to small steamers from the rainy season till January. The trade 
of south-east Bastar therefore passes through it, and it is a focus 
of Telugu influence. The Kolab-Sabari is altogether about 202 
miles in length, for seventy-seven of which it forms the Bastar 
boundary, and for thirty-five of which it flows inside the State, 
while in another thirty or thirty-five miles of its course it receives 
the drainage of parts of Bastar. Where it falls from the 2,000 foot 
plateau to Salmigarh beneath the heights of Tulsidongri (3,grs feet) 
it resembles the Indrawati in its wild beauty; the two rivers, indeed, 
are much alike in their scenery and the levels through which they 
pass. On its right bank it receives· all the drainage of the' Parja 
country in the south-east of Jagdalpur tahsil and the north of 
Sukma zamindari ; that of the Bison-hom Maria country of the 
adjacent parts of Jagdalpur; a· small portion of Dantewara, and 
western Sukma ; and all that of . the ' Koya ' and Bison-hom 
Maria country in Konta tahsil e~t of the Gogonda-Tikanpalli 
hills (2,000 to 2,6oo feet) and the Golapalli hills (r,2oo to 2,8oo 
feet). 

With the river-systems thus outlined, it is easy to demonstrate 
the main physical and administrative divisions of the country. 
First there is the great north-eastern plateau, stretching from the 
Telinghat hills about 2,500 feet high and a few miles south of the 
northern border to the Tangri Dongri and Tulsidongri ranges that 
divide J agdalpur tahsil from Su1:ma zamindari and Dantewara 
tahsil. The plateau extends eastward into Jeypore and Kalahandi, 
while on the west the Matlaghat hills and the hills that run roughly 
south from Benur on the Kondagaon-Antagarh-Rajnandgaon road 
to Karikot on the Indrawati below the Chitrakot Falls divide the 
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plateau from Antagarh tahsil. The northern half of this north
eastern plateau is Kondagaon tahsil, and the southern Jagdalpur. 
The height of the plateau varies from 2,500 or 2,400 feet at its 
northern and southern edges to about I,8oo feet near Jagdalpur. 
It is a region of evergreen forests, with the beautiful sal (Shorea 
robusta) as its characteristic tree. The temperature seldom exceeds 
104• in the summer, and at Jagdalpur descends to 40° in the winter, 
while hoar frosts are not uncommon in the forests. Kondagaon 
tahsil is under-developed and jungly, much of it and Antagarh 
having been comparatively recently settled by Gond immigrants 
from Chhattisgarh. Jagdalpur, on the other hand, has miles of 
excellent rice cultivation in its extensive open plains, and is the 
only heavily populated part of the State, except adjacent parts of 
Dantewara. On its south-eastern and southern edges, however, 
it has hilly country heavily forested or inhabited by primitive Parjas 
and Bison-hom Marias. 

The north-west corner of the State is the Antagarh tahsil. 
The north of this is a continuation of the Chhattisgarh-Kanker 
plain 8oo or 900 feet above sea-level, bounded on the west and north 
by the Chanda and Drug districts of the Central Provinces and by 
Kankcr State. This plain, the second main natural division of 
Bastar, is reached from Keskal and north Kondagaon through the 
Amabera pargana, which, though on the 2,000 feet plateau, is in 
Antagarh, by a forest road descending the steep Matlaghat by a 
recently re-aligned and easily-graded descent. The main road 
from Jagdalpur and Kondagaon through Antagarh to Rajnandgaon 
rail-head enters the tahsil in the Benur pargana on the 2,000 feet 
plate'\u and descends 200 or 300 feet to Narainpur which, with the 
adjacent parganas of Kurangal, Dugal, Baragaon, Ghat jhorian 
and Bare Jhorian, as well as Benur and the lowland or ' Kalpatti' 
villag~s of Chhote Dongar pargana, are an intermediate stage 
between the true 2 .coo feet plateau and the plain of north Antagarh. 
The inhabitants are mostly what were called by Glasfurd and other 
early writers Jhorias, in appearance scarcely distinguishable from 
the Marias of the Abujhmar hills, with similar dancing dress, and 
customs similar, but considerably modified by sojourn in the 
lowlands and contact with other tribes. From Narainpur a forest 
road runs westward along the Nei Bherat valley to Sonpur, with 
an extension thence to Paralkot and 1\!aroda, where it meets 
anotht'r forest road that comes westward from Taroki on the 
Narainpur-Antagarh road across the north Antagarh plain. The 
Snnpur, Paralknt and Paralkot-Kalpatti parganas are really lowland 
p.ng.m<IS in the middle of highland Maria parganas, and the two 
latter b..,Jong properly speaking to the north Antagarh plain. The 
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Sonpur pargana, however, has many Hill Maria villages, and a 
sprinkling of Halbas and ' Jhorias '. 

The road from Narainpur to Antagarh descends the Raoghat 
near Aturbera village between a spur of the Abujhmar mass of hills 
2,938 feet in height and the Matlaghat hills, down the sal-clad 
valley of a stream that drains into the Kotri river. The Antagarh 
plain has the ' Muria ' parganas of Antagarh, Kolar, Surebahi, 
Bomra, Kirangal, Kalpatti, and Bandadesh, besides Paralkot and 
Paralkot-Kalpatti already mentioned. 

The third great natural division of the State is the Abujhmar 
mountain mass. Roughly speaking, this is composed of all the 
wild hill country bounded on the south by the Indrawati, on the 
north by the Antagarh plain, on the east by the Jhoria country 
described above and the Gudra valley from Chhota Dongar to 
Mangnar near the Indrawati and Barsur, and on the west by the 
Kotri river from Partabpur to its junction with the Indrawati at 
Bhamragarh in the Ahiri zamindari of the Chanda district. This 
tangle of hills is roughly rectangular, but at its north-eastern 
corner throws two great spurs into the Antagarh plain by Raoghat 
(already mentioned) and Kolar, and at its north-western comer 
projects a bastion of hill almost to the Kotri valley between Partab
pur and Koilibera. The north-eastern spurs are now in the 1\Iatla 
State Forest, but the north-western bastion has as its northern 
face the Padalibhum pargana, with the Tapalibhum and Nurbhum 
parganas to the side and south of this, all three occupied by Hill 
Marias. The hill mass is so cracked and seamed with valleys 
running in all directions, that it is· pot possible to point out any 
main hill systems ; the only clues that help to a conception of jts 
features .are the watersheds. The northern slopes drain into the 
Bastar branch of the Kotri, · a11d the north-western into the main 
Kotri after the junction of the Drug-Kanker and Bastar branches. 
Below this, the great trough of the Nei Bherat valley cleaves the 
mountains from Narainpur on the north-eastern edge westward for 
thirty-five miles through Sonpur into the Nurbhum pargana, where 
it turns south-west through the Behramar pargana and the Chanda 
Hill Maria country to Bhamragarh. The watershed dividing this 
from the streams that flow into the Gudra runs roughly south-west 
from the north-western corner of the Hukkagotal pargana just 
south of the Nei Bherat valley along a line of crests to Kutul village 
in Bardal pargana, thence south to Dhurbera. the village of the 
headman of the Farsal pargana, and slightly east of south from 
there to Adeq in Chhota Dongar Mar pargana. From the hills 
between Dhurbera and Adeq some smaller streams flow south-west 
direct into the lndrawati. From the crests running first eastwards 
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from Adeq and then south-eastwards towards the Maria villages 
of Mangnar pargana, streams ilow southwards or south-westwards 
into the Indrawati. 

Though this block of hills is a homogeneous tract, peopled 
entirely by Hill Marias, it unfortunately is split up administratively. 
The south-western corner above Bhamragarh and Lahir is British 
territory, part of the Ahiri zamindari of Chanda district. All the 
parganas north of the watershed between the Nei Bherat and 
Indrawati on the one hand and the Gudra on the other are in 
Antagarh tahsil. The slopes draining into the lndrawati from 
the Chanda border eastwards to a line running north from the 
confluence of the Indrawati and the Dantewara form the Kutru 
.Mar and the Bhairamgarh Mar parganas of Kutru zamindari ; 
the Hikui-Toinar-Handawada group of eight hill villages east of this 
is part of Dantewara tahsil, and the few hill villages at the south-east 
corner are part of the oUtl)ing 1\langnar pargana of the Bhopal
patnam zamindari. 

The peaks of the Abujhmar vary in height from 2,050 feet on 
the northern fringes to 3.322, the highest point near Tadanar in 
Mangnar pargana. Fourteen peaks exceed 3,000 feet in height. 
Except the Marias themselves, few persons in Bastar know the tract 
at all ; and before I visited it, all the old tales served up to Glasfurd 
in the sixties were again cooked up for my benefit ; the country was 
so rugged that I should have to climb on my hands and knees; it 
was impossible for elephants and quite out of the question for 
horses ; I should be unable to get bearers for my camp kit ; fever 
was rampant ; distances were enormous ; and so on. Some of the 
marclws are difiicult ; but then a car can be taken now up to 
Orelia. the chid village of Chhota Dongar Mar ; the people are 
friendly in the extreme, and if properly treated and reimbursed in 
salt, beads, mirrors, cloth and pork, and allowed to dance at every 
camp, they will turn out in numbers to carry all necessary equip
ment. It is not difiicult to arrange camps at distances at once 
reasonable for the walker and far enough apart to make it unneces
sary to detain bearers from the previous camp to carry luggage on 
to the next camp. There are no cart tracks and no carts; and 
there are many steep ascents and descents on the hill tracks. Good 
water is everywhere available from clear perennial springs. The 
hills are far freer from mosquitoes and fever than the plains below ; 
but the traveller who brings a medical assistant and simple medicines 
with him will find the Marias in great need of elementary medical 
rdid and very grateful for it. 

The scenery varies. On the edges of the hills there are often 
fine views of the plains below, w bile on the northern and eastern 

• 
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slopes and in the Mangnar and Dantewara Mar villages there ar< 
often fine patches of sal and other evergreen trees. On the hill-top; 
and on slopes exhausted by shifting cultivation, high grass anc 
stunted trees make the country monotonous to the eye and tirin~ 
through lack of shade. 'Where the slopes are newly cleared and 
have once been burnt for shifting penda cultivation, often a smal 
grove of trees is left on the summit, like nothing so much as th< 
top-knot of hair on the crown of a Maria's otherwise roughly-shaved 
head. But the moment you descend off the rocky plateaux you 
meet green glades and hurrying streams, or may feel the sudden 
amaze of a prospect such as that of the blue apex of the lofty 
Bailadila ridge seen beyond the haze of the Indrawati valley down 
the valley of a stream that far below the ridge between Itulnar and 
Hikul races due south to the Indrawati. 

There are only between 150 and I6o villages inhabited in all 
this area of about 1,500 square miles, and there are only n,soo 
Hill Marias." This means one village in every ten square miles, 
and less than eight persons to the square mile. In few places can 
you lose yourself in such solitudes. 

North Bastar thus consists administratively of the Antagarh, 
Kondagaon and Jagdalpur tahsils, half of the Jagdalpur tahsil 
being south of the Indrawati, and of the portions of the Kutru and 
Bhopalpatnam zamindaris and the Dantewara tahsil north of the 
Indrawati. 

In South Bastar there are the Dantewara, Bijapur and Konta 
tahsils, and the Sukma, Kutru, Bhopalpatnam and Kotapalli
Pamer zamindaris; these four zamifidaris alone survive out'of the 
seventeen or eighteen of old times. · A great western road ruf!s 
134 miles from Jagdalpur through Gidam, Karli, Matawara, 
Bij apur and Bhopalpatnam to -Tinier on the Indrawati, opposite 
Patagudam in Chanda district, wh~ce there is a forest road to 
Sironcha ; branches south from Gidam and Karli run to Dantewara, 
with a further extension to Kamelf at the foot of the Bailadila 
hills; north from Gidam to Barsur, and from Matawara to Kutru ; 
and south from Bhopalpatnam to Tarlagudam on the Godavari 
and thence over the Latpatkandi pass into the N ugur and Albaka 
taluqs of Madras. A great southern road runs II4 miles from 
Jagdalpur to Sukma and Konta. A network of forest roads of 
recent construction links these roads together between Tirathgarh 
in Jagdalpur tahsil, Katakalian, Kuakonda and Dantewara, or 
southward from Kuakonda to the Kolab-Sabari at Misma on the 
Konta road, and to Konta via the Aranpur pass, Jaggergonda and 
Golapalli; while Bijapur is linked to Cherla and Jaggergonda to 
Dumrnagudam, both on the Godavari. With these and other 
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forest roads there are now few places in south Bastar out of reach 
of a motor-car, in the fair weather. 

Dantewara tahsil is a horseshoe plain between the T angri 
Dongri ghats at the edge of J agdalpur tahsil on the east, the 
Abujhmar mountains on the north, and the great sword-blade 
north and south ridge of Bailadila on the west. Its general level 
is about 400 feet below that of the J agdalpur tahsil, and it is an 
intermediate step between the north-eastern plateau and the great 
plains of South Bastar. The main road descends steeply to it 
from Killepal and Bastanar. This Dantewara valley may almost 
be regarded as the fourth natural division of Bastar ; though small 
portions of the east of Kutru zarnindari and the north of Bijapur 
tahsil are on the same level, there is between them and Dantewara 
tahsil the great barrier of the Bailadila ridge, except where the 
narrow Indrawati valley separates the northern end of the ridge 
from the Abujhrnar mountains. 

The rest of Bastar is sometimes described as one great southern 
plain varying in level from 6oo to 300 feet according to the proximity 
of the Godavari. Actually, however, there is yet another plateau 
to be crossed on the western road (and on its forest branches that 
strike off towards the Godavari) before the traveller descends on to 
the real Godavari plain. Its level varies from r,roo to goo feet 
(leaving out of account, in this as in all the plateaux and plains of 
Bastar, the frequent spurs and isolated hills). On the southern 
road to Konta, and on the forest roads descending from Dantewara 
to Konta tahsil and Sukrna zarnindari by the Aranpur, Koriras 
and Mokpal passes, on the other hand, the traveller gets at once off 
the northern 2,000 feet plateau, in the case of the southern road, 
and off the Dantewara valley level in those of the forest roads, to 
the Godavari or southern plain.· This intermediate western plateau 
may be regarded as the fifth natural division, and called the Kutru
Bijapur plateau. On the north and north-west the Indrawati is 
its boundary, so far as Bastar is con~erned, as far as the hills which 
begin north of Desli in Sironcha tahsil and cross the Indrawati 
into Bastar to form the boundary of the Kutru and Bhopalpatnam 
zarnindaris ; the gorge in which the Indrawati boils through these 
hills, the last barrier to its union with the Godavari, is sinister in its 
magnificence. The hills run thence south-west along the border 
of the two zamindaris, cross the western road a little west of Bijapur 
village and continue south-west to the Isalnar pass on the Nelasnar
Cherla forest road, and thence westward till they merge with the 
foot-hills at the southern end of the Bailadila ridge, a little north 
of the Aranpur pass. 

This Kutru-Bijapur plateau comprises all Kutru zarnindari 
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except the two Hill Maria parganas north of the Indrawati already 
mentioned ; the isolated Mirthul pargana of Bhopalpatnam 
zamindari sandwiched between the Dantewara tahsil and the 
south-eastern corner of ~utru zamindari along the western slopes 
of the Bailadila ridge ; and the northern and greater portion of 
Bijapur tahsil. 

The riverain tract spoken of above as the Godavari plain may 
be treated as the sixth and last natural division. • Riverain 
region ' would be a better name, as it is not all plain or Godavari 
valley ; there are high hill ranges and other important river valleys. 
It falls into three sub-divisions. The first and northern is the area 
drained by the Bhopalpatnam Chintawag, which joins the Indrawati 
a little south of Bhopalpatnam, and the Indrawati and Godavari 
valleys from the Kutru-Bhopalpatnam boundary on the north to 
the tri-junction of Bastar, Hyderabad and Madras near Kothagudam 
on the Godavari in the south. All of this area except the upper 
valleys of the Chintawag is in the main territory of the Bhopal
patnam zamindari ; the upper valleys are part of Bijapur tahsil. 
A lofty range of hills begins from the confluence of the Indrawati 
and Chintawag and runs south-east thence parallel to and at a 
distance of a few miles from the Godavari as far as the Talper 
valley ; the Bastar-llladras boundary runs along the crests of this 
range. Its high<•st peaks are more than 3,ooo feet above sea-level. 
This barrier effectively shuts southern Bijapur off from the Godavari. 

The second sub-division is the area drained by the Talper and 
its tributary the Chintalnar Chintawag. The Talper rises in the 
highest valley of the Bailadila ridge, almost from the 4,ooo feet 
level, and within a few hundred yards of the source of the Sankani. 
Thence it flows slightly west of south to join the Godavari a few 
miles below Cherla. It drains the south of the Bailadila hills and 
ol the hills at the southern edge of the Kutru-Bijapur plateau ; the 
[hintawag takes the drainage of the Aranpur pass and the eastern 
slop<'S ol the Gogonda-Tikanpalli hills (p. 24 suP,.a) and of the 
Golapalli hills. This sub-division comprises the remainder of 
southern Bijapur, the outlying Ungagiri block of Bhopalpatnam, 
the whole of the Kotapalli-Pamer zamindari, and, of the Konta 
tahsil, that western portion which was once the Chintalnar zamin
dari. 1\luch of this region is extremely sparsely populated, and 
wide areas are marked in the new maps as ' dense forest and 
bamboos' or ' high grass'. The Kotapalli-Pamer zamindari has 
been almost d,•populated by the maladministration of its zamindar, 
and is therefore now under management by the State ; as at one 
point it is barely three miles from the Godavari at Sirur it has 
natural advantages which would have attracted settlers from 
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Madras if it had been reasonably managed. The few ' Doria ' 
villages are the most miserable in Bastar. 

The third sub-division is the Kolab-Sabari valley from the 
southern slopes of the hills at the edge of the 2,ooo feet plateau and 
the Dantewara valley plateau to the border of the Bhadrachalam 
taluq of Madras on the south. The northern portion of this, the 
Sukma zamindari, is a punchbowl ringed by the high edges of the 
J agdalpur and Dantewara plateaux from Tulsidongri in the north
east counter-clockwise to a point in the south-west of the zamindari 
where the foot-hills of the Gogonda-Tikanpalli hills approach the 
Kolab-Sabari near Chikpalli ; the hills are continued across the 
river and the Bastar border still counter-clockwise towards Malkan
giri, and thence back to Tulsidongri. There are two small detached 
portions of Jagdalpur tahsil in the north of the zamindari, around 
Kukanar and the lower waters of the Thakawara and Kumakoleng 
rivers respectively. South of Sukma zamindari the valley opens 
out again to form the main block of Konta tahsil, including the 
former Bhiji zamindari, the level of which falls nearly to 250 feet 
above the sea by Konta at its south-east corner ; here the Bastar 
portion of the valley is very narrow, as nearly all the south of 
Konta tahsil is occupied by the ranges of the Golapalli mountains 
which at one point reach a height of more than 2,8oo feet. 

In contrast with north Bastar, with its evergreen moist forests, 
cool climate, abundant water-supply and often thick population, 
south Sukma, almost all Konta, the Pamer-Kotapalli zamindari 
and much of south Bijapur are hot dry regions of deciduous f?rests, 
deficient water and sparse population. The rivers are short stony 
torrents rushing down in the monsoon to the adjacent Godavari, 
Tal per or Kolab-Sabari, and drying up often before, January. 
Teak is the characteristic timber tree. 

There will be found in Appendix I a statement of the areas and 
populations of the six tahsils and four zamindaris into which modern 
Bastar is divided. Each of these administrative units is called 
after the name of its headquarters; except Jagdalpur with a (I93I) 
population of ro,rz8, the other headquarters are only villages, 
and not always large villages ; in 1931, of the 2,442 villages in 
Bastar only five had populations between z,ooo and 2,500, and 
forty-two populations between I,ooo and z,ooo. 

Frequent mention was made in this chapter of the smaller 
' pargana ' unit. The first use that I can find of this word is in 
Appendix IX of Glasfurd's IB62 report, in which, of the forty-three 
non-zarnindari sub-divisions of Bastar, seventeen are called parganas 
and twenty-six garhs. In Elliot's r855 report the names are given 
of forty-eight garhs and nine taluqs into which the non-zamindari 
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part of the State was said once to have been sub-divided, and of the 
twenty-seven garhs and nine taluqs remaining after some had passed 
by conquest or other arrangement to Jeypore, Kanker, Bindra
N awagarh and N agpur or as mokasa grants to Bastar zamindars. 
The two lists do not correspond, though it seems that what Elliot 
called taluqs and independent village groups, Glasfurd called 
parganas. There is nothing to show what distinguished a pargana 
or taluq from a garh. Reference may again be made to Wills's 

FIGURB 1 

ANTAGARH TAHSIL, DIVIDED INTO PARGANAS 
&aie roughly 11 miles- t inch. The small patch marked C.D is a detached 
portion of l'HHOTA. DoNGAR pat-gatta. The boundary crossing the parg41UJ 

divldes the Httl Maria and Jhoria villages of the fxuga'lf4. 

monograph on The T rrrilorial System of the Rajput Kingdoms of 
MfJi,ml Chlwtto'sgarh, in which he summarizes the system of the 
division of kingdoms into conventional numbers of garhs or chaurasis, 
themselves sub-divided into taluqs or barlwns each containing 
twelve villages, with the heads of the garhs and taluqs working with 
the advice of pa .. chayats or committees of village headmen, as 
' a system of feudalism superimposed on an earlier tribal organiza
tion ', the · feudal element ' being largely the conventionalization 
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of the size of the divisions and the formal linking of them together 
in subordination to the head of the State and of the heads of the 
intermediate divisions, and its authority being held in constant 
check by the democratic tendencies of the tribe. The word pargana 
is familiar in the west of the Central Provinces and in Berar as 
a unit of the Mussalman organization of the Deccan, and as more 
and more Indian officials were lent to Bastar from the Central 
Provinces it probably displaced gradually the less familiar terms 
garh and taluq. I deal below with the tribal organization of the 
Hill Marias. Their clan-units were and are smaller than the 
conventional garh and often than the barhon or taluq ; yet in the 
Abujhmar hills tract of the Antagarh tahsil these clan-units of land 
are now designated parganas. The modem list of parganas is 
considerably larger than those of Elliot and Glasfurd, who described 
all the Abujhmar country as one taluq or pargana named Marian ; 
there are now nine Abujhmar parganas in Antagarh tahsil alone, 
besides others of obvious tribal origin below the hills, and there are 
twenty-nine parganas in all in Antagarh tahsil. These are shown 
in the map on page 33- It was pointed out in the I9II Central 
Provinces Census Report, Part I, p. 239, that the Hill Marias of 
the Ahiri zamindari are similarly divided into (probably clan) units 
called pattis. The parganas of modem Bastar include some obvious 
former garhs, some obvious barhons (e.g. Baragaon pargana in 
Antagarh), and some obvious old tribal clan-units, while some have 
been created in my time ; and the word pargana is now used of any 
sub-division of a tahsil or zarnindari_ in which villages are g<ouped 
under a group headman or ' pargana tnajhi '. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ETHNOLOGICAL SETTING ; THE PRIMITIVE RACES OF BASTAR 

IT remains in this chapter, before passing on to the main subject 
of this book, to outline the distribution of races in Bastar and to 
some extent in adjacent districts ; the major political divisions of 
India seldom correspond to racial divisions, and each of the main 
races of Bastar overflows into other provinces or States. This 
discord between political and racial divisions has not made it easier 
for students to understand the ethnography of this part of India. 
An area mainly peopled by primitive Mundari or Dravidian speaking 
tribes of similar customs, rites and manners extends from the 
Santa! country on the borders of Bengal and Bihar, through Chhota 
Nagpur and the Orissa States into the Central Provinces and the 
old Central Provinces States, of which Bastar was the chief, into 
the J oypore zamindari now included in the new Orissa province, 
the East Godavari Agency of !lladras, and beyond the Godavari 
into Hydcrabad State. Hitherto the area has been divided admini
stratively between the local governments of four provinces and one 
major State, Bt'ngal, Madras, the Central Provinces, Bihar and Orissa, 
and Hyderabad; the many Orissa and Central Provinces States were 
under the control of the governments of Bihar and Orissa, and oft he 
Central Provinces, so that the student has been spared separate 
census reports and ethnographic surveys for them. Even so, there 
have been four census reports and three provincial publications on 
tribes and castes from which to glean the required information ; 
perhaps the formation of the new Eastern States Agency and the 
separate provinfe of Orissa will mean two more census reports in 1941. 
To make matters worse, there is confusion of names ; the Parja of 
Bastar becomes I'oroja in ll!adrasofficiallanguage, and the Bhattra 
beronws Bottada. The Gond, wherever he speaks his own language, 
from Crntral India to the Eastern Ghats and Hyderabad, calls himself 
Koi or Koitor; yet only in Madras and Hyderabad reports is he 
called by a name approaching this in sound, Koya, and in the 
lit.-rature of the Central Provinres there has therefore been a 
tendency to restrict this name to Teluguized members of the rare. 
Everywhere it is more usual to call primitive tribes by the local 
Hindn name for them, and not by their own name for themselves. 
So over much of India the prev'ailing Hindu name Gond, and not 
Koi, is used ; and with his usual passion for standardization the .. 
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official in India has tried gradually to call all the Koitor race Gonds, 
whatever the name by which they call themselves or the local 
vernacular name for them, and even to include under the generic 
term Gond other races or tribes who are not Koitor but only 
resemble them more or less in their customs. All the Koitor of 
Bastar have thus been officially classed as Gonds, though the name 
Gond is still hardly known in Bastar and is regarded by most 
Koitor of every local variety as an insult, except by Hinduized 
Gond immigrants from Chhattisgarh. If official and ethnographer 
would always use the names by which tribesmen call themselves 
when speaking their own language, we should possibly find many of 
the so-called branches of the primitive races not branches at all, 
but merely classified as such in the past owing to unintelligent 
failure to realize that in different tracts different Hindus have used 
different names for the same race or tribe. 

The difficulty is accentuated by the tendency, familiar through
out India, of local groups of primitive races which are gradually 
being Hinduized to regard themselves and to be accepted by their 
Hindu neighbours as separate Hindu castes under new names. 
So arise such names as Raj-Gond, Raj-Korku, Raja-Muria, Naik 
Gond, Pit-Bhattra ; and it will be seen below how this process has 
worked in Bastar. 

Almost a reverse process is also at work, by which the remnants 
of forgotten tribes or old confederations of tribes not necessarily 
akin or speaking the same language have long been known under 
the common name applied to the whole confederation. The links 
that used to hold them together diSappear, and those sections of 
the confederation that are socially or culturally more advanced 
object to being dragged down to the same level in popular esteem 
as the backward sections, and so prefer to abandon the name 
given to the confederation in favour of the original or some new 
name of their own section. The Pa.Ij as are a clear example of this, 
as beyond the J eypore border they include at least seven different 
tribes, some speaking Munda, some Dravidian and some Aryan 
dialects, which differ widely in customs and degree of advancement : 
the Bastar Parjas except, it is said, the few wilder ones beyond the 
Kolab-Sabari in Sukrna zamindari and around Mount Tulsidongri 
in Sukma and J agdalpur tahsil, now invariably call themselves 
Dhurwa and resent being called Parja. The name Parja appears 
to be only a corruption of the Aryan term 'praja ' applied to subjects 
as distinct from the' raja' or rnler. 

It is diflicnlt to give figures for the growth or decline of the 
tribes of Bastar, as the I93I census was the first since I89I in which 
almost all the primitive races of Bastar were not lumped together 
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under the generic name Gond. In 1931 the tribes enumerated as 
Gonds in the previous three censuses were separately enumerated 
under the names Bhattra, Gond, Maria, Muria, Koya and Parja. 
The totals for these must be added both for 1931 and r8gr in order 
to see how far the primitive races of Bastar have been increasing. 
The 1921 figure for Gonds was only IOJ,S03 persons, compared with 
285.519 in Igii, and was obviously wrong; the IIJ,Ioo persons 
enumerated in 1921 under Minor Castes should be added to the 
107,503 Gonds, though even then the total of 220,603 is below the 
correct figure. Excluding the Halbas and certain minor aboriginal 
tribes, the comparative figures are then :-

Year 
1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 

• Gonds • 
128,442 
204,841 
28,5.519 
220,003 

359.637 

The increase in forty years has been I8I per cent. In the same 
period the total population rose by 6g per cent. from 310,884 to 
524.721. The primitive population is more than holding its own. 

Hal bas were also classified at the census, not altogether rightly, 
as primitive, and with them and certain other minor primitive 
tribes added, the primitive population rises to 379,082. Even this 
does not tell the full tale. Large numbers of the persons returned 
as members of the Hindu functional castes, the graziers, potters, 
fishermen, weavers (Mahras), blacksmiths and others, are in reality 
members of primitive tribes speaking their languages and only 
differentiated from them by their occupation. There is nothing in 
outward appearance to distinguish these persons from other 
aboriginals; they follow their tribal religions whether enumerated 
as such or as Hindus. I consider that on this account the 1931 
primitive total can safely be regarded as 400,000, or 76 per cent. ; 
the census report puts the percentage at 73 ·6. 

The totals given for the tribes formerly treated as Gonds but 
separately enumerated in 1931 are :-

BhattTa 
Gond 
Maria 
Muna 
Kova 
Paii• 

36,611 
24.407 

1 ... 6.070 
12<f.99) 

9.988 
'7·568 

Unfortunately even now, as will be shown later, the classification 
has been over-simplified, and is of little use for scientific purposes. 
The only categories about which no doubt can arise are Bhattra 
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and Parja, and it is therefore easy first of all to describe their 
distribution ; on! y the briefest of general remarks will be made 
about them ; I hope at a later date to publish a separate account, 
at least of the Parjas. 

In the ethnographic map on page 40 the Bhattras are 
shown by the letter A and the Parjas by the letter B. The former 

alone among the races of Bastar have abandoned what
Bhattras and ever Munda or Dravidian tongue they may have once 
Parjas 

spoken, andnowuse a corrupt Uriyadialect. InBastar, 
except for one or two villages at the south-east corner of the Konda
gaon tahsil, the Bhattras are confined to the north-east corner of 
Jagdalpur, along the Jeypore border, across which they overflow 
in large numbers into Jeypore and, beyond, Kalahandi State. 
Their Bastar number in r8gr was 21,477. The use of their language 
is spreading to other tribes, chiefly the Parjas; it was spoken by 
45,830 persons in 1931, which means that 9,219 non-Bhattras speak 
it. The spread of its use among the Parjas is shown by the fact 
that only 12,363 Parji-speakers were returned out of 17,568 Parjas. 
Actually, as Sir George Grierson has admitted, Bhattri might as 
well be classified as one of the many forms of Halbi as a dialect of 
Uriya ; to the outward ear they sound very similar, and the two 
languages are mutually intelligible. Halbi always varies according 
to its proximity to Chhattisgarhi, Telugu or Gondi; and to me 
Bhattri seems only Halbi influenced by its proximity to Uriya
speaking tracts. Nor are local census enumerators by any means 
to be relied upon effectively to djstinguish Halbi and Bhattri. 
Grierson's remark of Gondi dialects that the names indicate tribal 
rather than linguistic differences is true of Halbi and Bhattri at all 
events. 

The Bhattras live in oP.,h country with miles of good rice 
cultivation. They are gradually giving up even their very modified 
form of dahya or shifting cultivation, consisting now mainly of the 
occasional cutting and carting to their rice fields of forest under
growth, and burning it there as manure. All but twenty-six of 
them were returned in 193r as following their tribal religion ; and 
this is really the correct account, though they are considerably more 
Hinduized than any other tribe classed as primitive in I93I except 
the Halbas. The latter, whose religion preserves only slightly less 
of the tribal element than the Bhattra, are, however, in contrast, 
all but thirty-six recorded as Hindu. No anthropometric work has 
been done among the Bastar Bhattras ; and there are no data for 
accepting or rejecting on physical grounds the Central Provinces 
habit of classifying them as a branch of the Gond race. Traditionally 
they came with the first Raja of Bastar from Warangal, while over 
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the border in jeypore, according to the V izagapatam Gazette..-, the 
' so,ooo Bottadas ' say they came from Bastar, and their Uriya 
dialect is called ' Bastari '. Many of them wear the sacred thread, 
the right to do so having been purchased in years past by their 
ancestors from the Raja of Bastar, whose State revenues used once 
to include regular receipts from such items. They have totemistic 
divisions, and social and religious customs not uulike those of the 
Koitor, but with certain marked differences. The tribe is becoming 
a Hindu caste, with sub-castes differentiated by the purity of their 
blood ; the highest group, or ' Pit ' Bhattras, distinguishes itself 
from the Amnait or Madhya group, on the ground that the Amnaits 
took women in marriage from other tribes, while the Amnaits 
similarly held themselves purer in blood than the San group. The 
Amnait has in the last thirty years gone farther than the Pit, and 
claims now to be a separate race, far superior to Bhattras. The 
San group is hardly distinguishable from the ordinary ' Murias' 
of jagdalpur. 

Of the Bastar Parjas it has already been noted that they now 
call themselves Dhurwa and resent the designation Parja. The 
majority of them live in the south-east of the Jagdalpur tahsil, 
north and south of the Kanker Forest Reserve; there is a further 
group of them in the Kolab-Sabari valley in Sukma zamindari, 
he tween Sukma and the J agdalpur border, extending at one point 
across the Kolab-Sabari. The northernmost Parjas are more 
advanced than those south of the Kanker Forest and below the 
plateau. In the Bhattra villages around Jagdalpur there are 
isolakd families of Parjas, and a Parja designated the village 
Dht1rwa is often the priest of the Gaon Droi or Village 1\Iother 
goddess, besides having to arbitrate in boundary disputes ; the 
indication is that the Parja is the original settler displaced later by 
Bhattras. So also at the ceremonies preceding the great pargana 
CNt>n>onial hunts through the jungles near Darba, at the head of 
the pass dt'scending from the Jagdalpur plateau into Sukma, 
tlwugh most of the villages attending are Bison-horn !llaria villages, 
the f'"j••ris who otliciate at the altar of bows and arrows are Parjas. 
The l'mg Parjas are said to have come with the first Raja from 
\\'arangal, but seem now to be confined to the Jeypore zamindari, 
though it must be remembered that jeypore contains large tracts 
of B.tStar ir"Jmta. The Tugara Parjas mentioned by Glasfurd 
(para. S~) Sl'<'m almost all to have left Bastar, though Rai Bahadur 
Panda Baijnath stated that there were some in Bastar twenty-eight 
years ago. Their language is described by Grierson as a local and 
very corrurt variation of Gondi, considerably mixed with Hindi 
fornts. Yet it is an extremely dil!icult language. unintelligible to 
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Bison-hom Maria and Muria neighbours, and seldom learnt even 
by those State officials who are excellent interpreters in other 
dialects ; and I fancy that the Hindi admixture is considerably 
less in ordinary use than in the specimens collected for the Linguistic 
Survey. It is certainly untrue of Parji that the name indicates 
rather a tribal than a linguistic difference from Gondi proper. The 
most marked difference of customs is their style of dancing, which 
resembles that of the small remnant of the Munda tribe of Gadbas 
still surviving in two or three villages between them and the 
Bhattras ; they dance in rollicking circles accompanied by their 
own whistling or by wooden flutes, in a manner reminiscent of 
certain figures of the ' Lancers ', and as different as their dancing 
dre.'5 from the Bison-hom dances of their Maria neighbours, and 
plcasanter to see and hear than any other dances of Bastar except 
theGadba. 
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The Gadbas are not shown in the ethnographic map. Their 
three villages used to have the duty and privilege of supplying 

bearers for the Raja of Bastar's palanquin. They 
Gadbas are gradually dying out ; their numbers have fallen 
from 721 in I90I to 398 in 1931, though the latter figure may be 
wrong, as 451 speakers of the Gadbi languages in Bastar were 
returned in 1931. This is probably the only Munda language 
spoken in Bastar. They are losing their distinctive dress, customs 
and language ; usually the only villagers who remember it are the 
old women, and the census enumerators have almost certainly 
wrongly recorded most of them as speaking Gadbi merely because 
they are Gadbas. One cause of their decline is that some years 
back alien Hindus were made lessees of two of their three villages 
and proceeded to introduce non-Gadbas and to allot them Gadba 
land ; the community was too small to offer the resistance made to 
similar processes by the larger primitive races of Bastar. 

The Hal bas are shown by the letter C in the ethnographic map, 
scattered in small patches over most of north and central Bastar. 

I have above, in Chapter I, suggested as a reason 
H&lbas for this distribution that they are the descendants 

·of the old paik militia garrisons of the headquarter villages of the 
old garhs. Their Bastar number has risen from 13,865 in r8gr to 
r6,r52 in 1931, while the steady growth of the use of their language 
asJhe lingf<Eftanfa pf Bastaris shown by the increase of the number 
of persons speaking Halbi as their mother tongue from 127,047 in 
rgn to 171,293 in 1931, while 54,798 Gondi-speakers spoke _Halbi 
_lis_ a seJ;orulai}Llanguage.- Of theft) it need only be ooserved 
here that the one point in which they most resemble the.ir 
Maria and Muria neighbours is their worship of log-gods exactly 
similar in form to the tribal. gods of the Abujhmar hills and 
elsewhere, consisting of parallel pairs of oiled and polished 
logs joined by cross-pieces and adorned with bunches of peacock 
feathers. · 

We come now to the remaining bulk of the Gondi-speaking 
people of Bastar, recorded in the census as Gonds, Koyas, 1\furias 

Murias
General 

ethnographer. 

and Marias. Unfortunately none of these designa
tions is scientific, and the figures published in the 
1931 census as they stand are of little value to the 

Whatever the derivation of the words Maria and 1\Iuria, they 
are not Gondi words. It has been suggested that Muria is formed 
from a word meaning root, the term meaning ' aboriginal ', and 
that Maria means merely' man of the woods'. Glasfurd (para. So) 
describes the Murias of his time thus :-
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• Thcso people inhabit the more cultivated plains around Jugdulpore. 
and extend on the west from Nagatoka to the boundary of Jeypore~ and from 
Scetafore to about thirty or forty miles north of the lndrawatty. They are 
skHfu cultivators, their dress is a waist-cloth or lungotee. with but seldom 
any covering on the head ; their villages are generally dean and comfortable ; 
they have necklaces of red bead.s and small brass ear-rings; are active, hardy~ 
and well behaved; they eat everything ex-cept the ftesh of the cow~ and keep 
great numbers of pigs.' 

N agatoka is a little west of Chitrakot falls ; if the country east 
from there to the Jeypore border was then Muria, the Bhattras 
must have advanced westwards since then into most of their 
present habitat, or else many who are now San Bhattras were then, 
considered to be 1\!urias. The northward extension thirty or forty 
miles beyond the Indrawati takes us roughly speaking to the line 
from Kondagaon east to Amrati in the Makri Forest Reserve, in 
which there were then several villages. The southward extension 
to Chitapur (Seetaporc) comes practically to the spot where the 
ethnographic map shows Murias as now beginning south-west of 
Jagdalpur. 

The Murias of this tract "'every different in various ways from 
those of Kondagaon and Antagarh tahsils, to whom they consider 

Jagdalpur 
Muriu 

themselves superior ; they say they do not inter
marry with them, though this is certainly untrue 
along the Kondagaon-Jagdalpur border. In Jagdal· 

pur tahsil the Murias have been very exposed to foreign influence, 
Ii•:ing close to the capital of the State and the Jeypore border; the 
pargan<is near Jagdalpur itself have had hereditary domestic duties 
to perform at the palace, and have far more villages leased to 
foreigners than other parts of Bastar ; in the whole tahsil the 
proportion of persons no longer speaking Gondi as their mother· 
tongue is higher than elsewhere in the State. Their dancing and 
music are more akin to those of the Parjas and Bhattras. The 
signs of totcmistic organization are weaker, and the old rules of 
exogamy are breaking down. Whether or not the J agdalpur 
llfurias are distinct racially from those of the north it is difficult to 
say ; there is not much apparent physical difference, save in so far 
as the Muria of the thickly populated open tracts of the • Padar 
Raj ', as the open country round Jagdalpur is often called, is 
weedier than the Muria of the north and the Marias of the Abujhmar 
and Dantewara. Those who no longer speak a dialect of Gondi 
may easily be descended from Parjas, San Bhattras, or Bison-hom 
Ill aria<. or from the 1\lurias of the north according to their geographi· 
cnl position, and have lost their distinctive cultural features through 
being fused together in the detribalizing melting-pot of Jagdalpur; 
but th~r._. may be a suhstantial 'Murin • nucleus representing an 

• 
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earlier wave of migration southwards than that which peopled 
north Kondagaon and Antagarh. lLiLnQticeabk that_ in. tqe 
Jagdalpur country you do _11ot find the goluf pr_bo_ys'.<?ometim~s 
boys' and girls') dormitory organization. t.hat is so_distinctive 
a feature· of Kondagaolf and Antagarh.. It will be seen later that 
this exists only in embryo in the Abujhmar mountains except at 
their northernmost extension, and is altogether absent among the 
Bison-hom Marias and the Koyas of the south. It is tempting to 
suggest that as the Jhorias of Antagarh tahsil represent Marias 
who have descended from the Abujhmar mountains, so the Jagdalpur 
Murias are civilized Bison-hom Marias ; but the latter are very 
distinct from the Jagdalpur Murias, and indeed to some extent 
antagonistic to them ; for the religious or social occasions on 
which they have to provide a feast of beef they will engage 
the village thief and send him to steal a cow. or calf from 
the nearest Muria village. A Muria considers himself in 
Jagdalpur superior to the beef-eating Bison-horn Maria, and does 
not intermarry. . 

Coming then to the Murias of Kondagaon and Antagarh, the 
term as now used for all non-Maria Koitor has again to be condemned 

Jborla 
Jdurias 

as unscientific. Glasfurd rightly excluded from 
it those whom he described a5 'Jhoorias ', of whom 
he says (para. 86) :-

"The Jhoorias are found principally in the north-western parts about 
Narayenpoor and Purtabpore, and extend towards Kakeir (Kan.ker) ; they 
are a numerous dass, and subsist partly by cultivation and partly by bunting. 
and on the fruits of the forest. Their dress resembles that of the *following 
caste, the Marias, with whom they may· be said to constitute about a third 
or more of the population of the Bustar Dependency, and whom they resemble 
in customs and appearance.k 

By Marias he meant primarily: those whom this book terms the 
Bison-hom Marias, from whom he rightly distinguished the Marias 
of the Abujhmar mountains, whom he designated • Marees '. His 
remarks on the Jhorias are fairly true if it is borne in mind that it 
is the Abujhmar Marias whom they resemble, not the Bison-hom, 
and that he is wrong in extending their country to include north 
Antagarh around Partabpur as well as the country round Narainpur. 
The name Jhorias is not now ordinarily used in conversation, since 
all Koitor in Sastar who have raised themselves socially above the 
Maria standard nowadays call themselves Murias. Here it is 
revived as a convenient term for that very distinct type of ' l\Iuria ' 
living around Narainpur and Benur, and the lower valley of the 
Gudra from a little north of Chhota Dongar to the Indrawati. 
It strictly speaking applies to the inhabitants of the parganas of 
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Jhorian and Ghat Jhorian (see the pargana map of Antagarh tahsil 
at p. 33) ; but almost all of Ghat Jhorian was depopulated when 
the bulk of the pargana was included in the Matla Forest Reserve. 
I should now define as Jhoria Murias or Jhorias the Koitor inhabiting 
the south of the Kolur pargana, the Ghat Jhorian, Jhorian, Bara
gaon, Narainpur, Dugal, Kurangal and Benur parganas, the plains 
villages of the Chhota Dongar pargana of Antagarh, and the 
Mardapal pargana of Kondagaon, which lies to the east of the 
Chhota Dongar pargana. On the ethnographic map all Murias 
have been shown by the letter D, and the Jhorias by the 
letter G ; in my view the Jhorias .are_really Marias w!:I() have_ 
descended from the hills and come into contact with Koitor 
from the north, _the ' Murias' of northern Bastar. There is 
very little in the - outward appearance of the Jhorias to 
distinguish them from the Hill Marias ; their fashions in beads and 
other ornaments, their coiffures, their physical features, are all 
similar. They have clans and dan-gods similar to the Hill Marias; 
the clans have often their own definite territory, the Dugal and 
Kurangal parganas for example being the lands of the Dugalor and 
the Kurangalor clans ; their pandum or festivals correspond to 
those of the Abujhmar ; they erect kolokal or monoliths to their 
dead. The northern Jhorias have now learned to dance in • Muria ' 
style; but to the south and especially in the 1\[ardapal pargana of 
Kondagaon they dance in the traditional pata-endanna or ' song
and-dance ' style of the Abujhmar, and the dancers are somewhat 
overdressed in the typical Abujhmar way, with flowing draperies, 
dancing hats (' topi ') ornamented with the feathers of the peacock, 
racket-tailed drongo (Dissemurus paradiscus) or other birds, dancing 
shields (mog/1i) with plumes of peacock feathers and streamers of 
cloth, and bunches of bells slung over the buttocks of the dancers, 
though without the strips of cloth tied rib-fashion over the torso 
till very recently characteristic of the Abujhmar. On the other 
hand, they' have in their villages the fullgotul or dormitory organiza
tion of northern Murias, though they deny that girls share the 
dorn1itories with boys as around Kondagaon, and their agriculture 
is far more advanced than that of the Hilll\1arias, in that they have 
ploughs and permanent fields. The Dugalor and Kurangalor clans 
do in<k-ed admit that some of the hill clans are their dadabhai or 
brother-dans, and that some are their akomama or clans \\~th which 
thry may intermarry ; but such intermarriage practically never 
occurs, owing to the distance of the hill villages !com those of the 
lowlands. 

1 1 am not su"' whether this applies to the Marda.pal pargatt4 and the 
adjacent part of the Chbota Donga.r pargaft4. 
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The remaining • Murias' are those of the Paralkot-Kalpatti, 
Bandadesh, Kirangal, Kalpatti, Surebahi, Bhomra, Antagarh and 

Gotul Murlas, 
or Murias of 
north 
Kondagaon 
and Antagarh 

Amabera parganas and the larger part of the Kolar 
pargana of Antagarh tahsil, and of all Kondagaon 
tahsil except the Mardapal pargana and that portion 
between Kondagaon and the Jagdalpur border 
already mentioned as peopled by Koitor of the 

J agdalpur Muria type. ~~these Murias have t_r;tditions of migra
tion into Bastar from the north, from the ancient kingdom of 
Dhamda, on the downfall of which their gqd Bhera_Pe~ (l:linduized, 
Budha Deo} led them in safety from the modern Raipur district 
into Bastar ; the latter story is told in Kondagaon tahsil, but I have 
not heard it in Antagarh, though Antagarh certainly knows Bhera 
Pen, the ordinary Great God1 of the Gonds throughout the British 
.;!istricfSof the Central Provinces. In the Amabera pargana alone 
in Bastar is recorded the knowledge of the great Lingo epic of the 
Gond race, from the Bastar version of which certain extracts were 
printed by Russell and Hiralal (Vol. III, pp. 49, 61-2). It is likely 
that north Kondagaon, Amabera, and north Antagarh represent 
separate streams of migration, and that north Antagarh contains 
a larger strain of the previous inhabitants, very likely the same 
stock as that now living in the Abujhmar hills. The Koitor 
inhabitants of the Kanker State that borders Antagarh and Konda
gaon tahsils on the north, though called Gonds in the 1931 census 
report, are of exactly the same kind, intermarrying still with their. 
Bastar Muria neighbours, and often c;alled Murias by Hindu r~sidents 
of Kanker ; thus it is observed in- para. 76 of the Chhattisgarh 
Feudatory States Gazetteer :-

~The aboriginal population live in much the same style and have much 
the same customs as the aborigines of the adjoining State of Bastar, but it is 
said that they are gradually coming into line with their Hindu neighbours and 
abandoning their old beliefs. At present, however, in the more remote 
villages the Gonds adhere to the worship of godlings and to their old social 
customs. The girls and boys have their separate sleeping barracks outside 
the village. and meet near them nightly to play and dance and sing.' 

Nearly all of the 8o,oo3 Gonds returned from Kanker State at the 
I93I census must be of the same stock as the Murias of north Bastar. 

If any particular feature is to be singled out as the distinguishing 
mark of this • Muria' group of the Koitor of north~ Bastar and 
Kanker, it must be their gotul system for the training of the young. 
The gotul is much the same as the Bachelors' House found in 

1 Even in British districts I believe the Bkua Pen to be merely the 3-. 
4-. s-. b- or 7-fold god of the clan as distinct from the 3, 4, s. 6 or 7 Chuddu' 
Penk or small gods kept by each family. 
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Indonesia and, in India, among the Oraoris and others in Chhota 
Nagpur and among the Naga'!< of Assam. In Bastar the Murias 
and Jhorias of Antagarh have sleeping dormitories for boys only, 
and repudiate with heat any suggestion that boys and girls share 
the same dormitory, as is the case among the Murias of norlh 
Kondagaon. Nevertheless, the girls assemble every evening by 
the boys' gotul, to join in song, dance and games, and not infrequently 
in sexual games, and, like the boys, have gotul names and ranks 
some of which involve special duties and responsibilities. The 
elder boys and girls are almost prefects, charged with the duty of 
teaching the young the elements of the tribal culture, while all the 
youth have certain definite fagging to do for the whole village. 
The Marias of the Abujhmar have a gotul in every village, but it is 
little more than a real dormitory where all unmarried males over 
the age of ten or so sleep ; and, except in the Padalbhum pargana 
and portions of adjacent Maria country abutting on the plain of 
north-western Antagarh, the distinctive and specialized gotul system 
of training for the young of both sexes is absent. It seems almost 
completely absent among the Bison-horn Marias and Koyas of 
Bas tar. Lucie-Smith does not mention it in the account of the 
Marias and other Gonds of Chanda district in the 1869 Settlement 
Report (one of the indications that the ' Marias' described by him 
were Koitor of the plains and foot-bills of the Ahiri and other 
zamindaris, not the Hill Marias of the portion of the Abujhmar 
mountains that overflows into south-east Chanda). It is ouly 
briefly mentioned by Russell and Hiralal in para. 71 of their article 
' Gond ', where it is said that ' many Gond villages in Chhattisgarh 
and the l'eudatory States' have these • gotalghaY' (sic). There 
is no definite record of the distribution of the gotul outside Bastar 
in the Central Provinces and the old Central Provinces States. In 
the S/alr.s Gazrllar it is recorded only in Bastar and Kanker States 
among the ' Gonds •. I doubt whether it exists anywhere among 
the Gonds' of the Satpura mountains and other parts of the Central 
l'roviiKCS, including Chhattisgarh. It is a possible indication of 
the existence among these 1\Iuria, Jhoria and Hill llfaria Koitor of 
Antagarh and Kondagaon Tahsils who now speak dialects of Dravi
dian Gondi of a strong element of pre-Dravidian or Austro-Asiatic 
culture ; but it is contrary to expectation, if this be the case, that 
tl.>~ gol~rl'exi,ts in embryo only among the very primitive Hill 

1 Empti.ry nmon~ the- Gonds along the Nagpur-Chhindwara boTtler 
showt'd no ~ugn of anything resembling a gllJul; 1 was told, however. bv an 
mh-lh~t·nt t~-und th;tt ho had be-ani many years a~o that some such ihing 
ex1sh.'<.l !Snmt"Wht're bt~yond Dro~arh in Chhindwara District. This is un\'eri· 
til-d. Thrre 1s no mt-ntton of the gotul in any publisht'd grammars and 
vocabulant"s of Ct"-otral Provtnces Gondi dialects. 
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Marias but fully developed among the comparatively advanced 
!'.Iurias and Jhorias of Antagarh and Kondagaon., I propose to 
refer to these northern Murias as the Gotul Muria$, though it must 
be remembered that the gotul system is equally strong among the 
Jhorias. 

Physically the Gotul Murias conform more to the standard 
type of Central Provinces Gond than any other Koitor in Bastar ; 
they are short in stature, but well-proportioned, with roundish 
heads, fiat noses, distended nostrils, ugly features, straight black 
hair and scanty beard and moustache. Eickstedt measured several 
Murias at Kondagaon in January I929 and, I gather, found little 
difference between them and the Hill Marias whom he measured 
at Handawada on the Indrawati edge of the Abujhmar hills; the 
Hill Marias are generally in better physical condition, apart from 
the ravages of yaws and the prevalence of hydrocele, than Gotul or 

, Jagdalpur Murias. So, too, Ramesh Chandra Roy in measuring 
Hill and Bison-hom Marias during my March I933 expedition found 
little physical difference. Yet after living in Bastar for a time one 
is soon able to distinguish between a Muria and a Hill or Bison-hom 
Maria, by something in their facial appearance, not merely by 
differences of dress, though one will often confuse a Hill Maria and 
a Jhoria. The Maria of both types has a proportion of almost 
leptorrhine faces and of skins pale copper in hue, while heights of 
5 ft. 9 in. are not unknown among them.' 

To summarize the account of the so-called M urias before 
proceeding to discuss the Marias and Kovas, they fall into three 

main groups, the Jagdalpur -1\furias of the Jagdalpur 
tahsil and the south of Kondagaon tahsil ; the 
Jhoria Murias of the foot-hills of the Abujhmar 

Murias
Summary 

mountains in south-west Kondagaon and in Antagarh tahsils ; 
and the Gotul Murias of north Antagarh and most of Kondagaon. 
These divisions are roughly endogampus, though not now recognized 

1 Cf. Hutton. India Census Report, 1931, p. 446 :-·The vague suggestion 
of the mongoloid, which is so often given by the appearance of the hillmen 
of Chhota Nagpur, of Bastar State in the Central Provinces and of the Madras 
Agency Tracts, may be due to a strain of Pareoean blood which hascome in by 
sea from the coast. One is insistently reminded in these areas of the Assam 
hill tribes, and both Haddon and Buxton have drawn attention to this strain. 
which struck the present writer quite independently and contrary to his 
expectations : and the admitted proto-australoid element in these tribes is 
no obstacle to this, since it must have extended at some period throughout 
what is now the archipelago to the Australian mainland. apart from the 
probability of its absorption on the mainland. Haddon says (Races of Afan, 
p. ro8). " there is something in the facial appearance of many Kolarians which 
enables an observer to pick out a. typical inhabitant of Chhota Nagpur from 
a crowd of southern Dravidians, and among some (Munda, etc.) there is often 
a reminiscence of Mongoloid traits ... and the truth of tltis is incontestable.' 
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by separate vernacular designations. The Jagdalpur group is 
detribalized by palace contacts and the proximity of Halbi and 
Uriya speaking elements both in Bastar and in Jeypore.' The 
Jhoria group are probably Hill Marias settled in the plains. The 
Gotul Murias have definite traditions of immigration from Raipur 
and the north. ' Muria' is a term coined by non-Koitor for those 
Koitor who are somewhat less un-Hinduized than the primitive 
Marias, and is used by any section of Marias as soon as it wishes to 
claim social advancement. The Bastar official applies it not only 
to the three sections of Murias classified above, but also to the 
Koyas and some of the Doria Koyas of the south, and to the more 
advanced Bison-horn Marias of Dantewara and Bijapur. The 
census figures of Murias therefore contain various Koitor from 
Kutru and Bhopalpatnam zarnindaris and from Konta and Bijapur 
tahsils who should have been enumerated as Koyas or Marias. 

On the latter account perhaps about 15,000 should be deducted 
from the census total of 124,993 Bastar Murias, leaving a round 
figure of no,ooo. About 32,000 of these are Jagdalpur Murias, 
17,000 Jhorias and 61,000 Gotul Murias. These are very approxi
mate figures, roughly calculated from the total populations of the 
different charges into which each tahsil or zamindari was divided 
for census purposes. 

It has more than once been indicated in the preceding pages 
that I divide the so-called Marias into two divisions, the Hill Marias 

of the Abujhmar mountains, and the Bison-hom 
~~=•~alarlu- Marias. The former call their land Metabhurn or 

' Highlands', and call themselves (and are called by 
th~ir neighbours on the plains and plateaux of Antagarh, Konda
gaon, Jagdalpur, Dantewara and Bijapur)llleta Koitc:>r, the Highland 
Koitor. To avoid confusion in the mindOfany later Investigator, 

. it should be observed that (this name is also given to themselves 
by the Bison-horn lllarias'Jivkg on the high edges of the Jagdalpur 

· and the Dantewara tahsil.s in contrast to their brethren below in 
Dantewara or Sukma and Sukma or Konta respectively. If, 
however, a native name is needed for the Marias of the Abujhmar 
mountains, llleta Koitor could well be adopted ; the general level 
of their villages is far higher than that of any other villages in 
Bastar. Hill Marias, however, is the term which I shall use, 
the word Maria being now familiar in ethnographic literature. By 
the Hill 1\laria the men of the plains, be they Muria, Jhoria or 
Bison-horn Maria, are called Dor Koitor, Hatiya Koitor or Kalpatti 

1 ~(r. C. llay1waUana Rao in an artide on the Cri»nds of the Eastern 
Ghaut.!l, India, pUbhshM in Ambopo.s, 1907, says that the Gonds of parts of 
Jun"Jre aft' know11 as llurias. 
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Koitor, all meaning Lowland Koitor, and the plains below are 
either Dorbhum, Hatiyabhum or Kalpatti ; Dor Koitor and 
Dorbhum, the terms most commonly used, are probably the source 
of the expression Dhur Koitor said to be used fairly generally in 
the Central Provinces to designate the ordinary Gond as distinct 
from the one who gives himself social airs as a Raj-Gond ; a Gondi 
word has been assimilated to the Hindi ' dhur ' or ' dhul ' meaning 
' dust ', and the Gond commoner referred to as the ' Dust ' Gond. 
Hatiya-bhum is simply the land of the hat or bazaar. Kalpatti is 
the ordinary Halbi term for lowlands, which we have already seen 
applied as the name of two parganas in Antagarh. Hatiya is 
similarly the name of a pargana in the north of Kondagaon. 

The Hill Maria tracts are shown by the letter E in the ethno
graphic map. An account of their country and distribution has 

Hill Marias 
been given already in Chapter II, pages 26-8. The 
estimate of II,500 popnlation is fairly accurate; 

I examined the actual census returns of all the Hill Maria villages 
except the five included in the outlying Mangnar pargana of 
Bhopalpatnam zarnindari, and obtained a total of II,361 (5,702 
males and 5,659 females). There can only be 140 or :rso persons 
at the most in the Mangnar villages. Since the census, many 
Hill Marias have come back to the Abujhmat, chiefly from the 
Ahiri zarnindari ; it was found when the poll-tax settlement was 
effected in 1932 that 240 able-bodied males had so returned ; 
probably, therefore, the Hill Maria population is now just over 
12,000 in Bas tar. There had in the past been a considerable exodus 
of Marias from the old Paralkot zarninqari, o"ing to the zarniridar's 
oppression. As they consider the new conditions in Bastar better. 
than those in Ahiri, more may be expected to drift back into 
Bastar. 

The tract is extremely homogeneous. In 22 Hill Maria villages 
in Kutru with 1,443 Hill Marias the only non-Marias are 38 Rawats 
and I Halba ; in 9 Hill J\Iaria villages in Dantewara there are 
879 Marias to 3 Telanga, 98 Rawats and 19 Mahras. The Rawats 
are ouly in the villages near the plains where they are employed by 
Marias to tend cattle and are beginning to teach them the use of 
the plough and the milking of cattle ; they speak Maria as fluently 
as Halbi, and in outward appearance are scarcely distinguishable 
from Marias. Most of the Hill Maria villages are in Antagarh, 
and have hardly any outsiders except occasional Rawats or liquor 
contractors. The few blacksmiths are really Marias, knowing no 
other langnage than Maria, having the same clans as the Marias 
and still occasionally marrying Maria girls ; though, as among other 
tribes, there is always a tendency to look down on the blacksmith, 
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and to make him live by himself on the outskirts of the village, so 
that in the end he becomes almost a separate low caste. This, 
however, has not gone nearly as far among the Hill Marias as among 
the Bison-horn. 

To the south, along the Indrawati valley, the Hill Marias are 
influenced strongly by the Bison-hom Marias, and the area concerned 

Hill Mariu of 
Indr-awati 
vall&y. 
influenced by 
Bison-horn 
Marias or 
Doria Koltor 

is marked on the map by the letter H. The influence 
of the Bison-hom Marias gets less as you go west down 
the valley towards Kutru, and beyond Kutru is re
placed by that of the Telugu-infiuenced Koitor of the 
riverain tract, known generally in those parts as 
Dorlas. There is no doubt that the inhabitants of 
most of these villages near the river were once 

Hill Marias. They seem to have been enumerated as Murias in the 
1931 census, and are included in the 15,000 persons whom I have 
indicated at the end of my account of the Murias as wrongly 
enumerated at census as Murias. Where the Hill Marias are the 
immediate neighbours of the Bison-horn Marias, the influence of 
the latter is strong. In theory, according to local legend the 
Mander, a tributary running more or less east to west and joining 
the Indrawati on its southern bank near Barsur, is the boundary 
between the two kinds of Marias, with the Indrawati as the boundary 
west of the confluence. Here the Hill Marias know the Bison-horn 
Marias as Dandami Koitor ; but the name is not universal in 
Bastar, and I have therefore preferred to call them Bison-horn 
because the wearing of bison-horns by their male dancers is so 
obvious a peculiarity of the tribe. Formerly, the legend saysJ' 
Pat Raja, the log-god of 1\!ornar in the 1\!angnar pargana who is i 
regarded almost as the overlord of all the log-gods of the Hill Marias, 
and his wife's brother Use Modia, the Jog-god of the Lekami clan 
at Ghotpal, a large Bison-horn village south of the lndrawati, 
between Barsur and Gidam, divided up the Hill and Bison-hom 
!llarias into dadabhai and akomama clans (brother-clans and wife
clans), and in those days the Hill Marias used to intermarry with 
the Bison-horn, and each used to attend the others festivals. One 
day, as the Gumelor clan of Hill Marias, which occupies a group of 
villagt'S in Bhairarngarh Mar, Dantewara Mar and Mangnar, was 
trooping to Ghotpal to dance at the Koqsar festival there, carrying 
tlwir axes on their shoulders, a Gume with his axe accidentally 
sewred the smt bean vine of the Old Widow (Kuram llfutta's), who 
thereupon put a curse on all the Hill Marias and forbade them ever 
again to come south of the !llander river for social or religious 
purposrs. Sinre then, according to the Hill Marias, intermarriage t; 
and participation in each other's festivals has ceased. On the othet_;. 
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hand some Hill Marias say that there is no theoretic obstacle to 
intermarriage, but that actually 'it isn't done ', though they 
occasionally take part in each other's festivals. The Bison-hom 
style of dancing with long dol drums is gradually spreading among 
the lower villages just north of the Indrawati. Huda1a Karka, 
for example, some eight miles from Barsur and on the northern 
bank of the river, now dances entirely in Bison-hom style, and 
claims to be a Bison-hom village, the claim being admitted by the 
Bison-hom 1faria pargana headman in theory, and in practice by 
intermarriage with undoubted Bison-hom villages : but in several 
houses I found old Hill Maria dancing shields (moghi) and buttock
bells, and the older men admitted that when they were young they 
danced in the Hill Maria style. Another sign of this is that Hurra 
Gunda, the log-god of the Tamo clan at Tumirgunda, near Huda1a 
Karka, is also the log-god of the Atami clan of Hudala Karka and 
of two other Atami villages south of the Indrawati. The clan-priest 
of the god is a Tamo, and the Tamo villages of Tumirgunda and 
Padmeta still dance in Hill Maria style. In a few years, therefore, 
the Bison-hom Marias will have adopted the valley villages north 
of the Indrawati; the pargana headman already virtually claims 
them as such, since they are under his direct jurisdiction and not 
that of the. Hill Maria chalki or assistant appointed to help him 
manage the eight Hill Maria villages of his pargana. In speech, too, 
they are approximating more and more to the Bison-horn Marias, 
as there is a marked absence of the harsh guttural sounds so charac
teristic of the Hill Maria language, and they use the Bison-hom 
technical social and religious terms. · . · 

Westward along the valley, as observed above, Bison-hom 
Maria influence gets less. For a few miles, roughly from Nelasnar 
to Jegur on the Matawara-Kutnrroad, and in the village of Ketulnar 
beyond Jegur, the people are now known as Murias but are really 
Hill Maria stock, and still dance il). Hill Maria style. Ketulnar 
still intermarries with the hill villages of the Kutru Mar pargana. 
The villagers of Bheriabhum, on the south bank opposite their 
former village of Pali, five or six miles north of Bhairamgarh, 
are of the Hill Farsal clan, and cannot be distinguished from 
Farsalor of the hills. In the hill villages above the valley I 
verified occasional marriages with girls from the valley villages and 
vice versa. 

The tract west and south-west of Kutru, marked by the letter 
L on the ethnographic map, contains a very scanty population, 
which appears to be Hill Maria in origin, much modified by contact 
with the Telugu-infiuenced Doria Koitor from the south, who are 
shown by the letter K. These mixed elements also were returned 
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as Muria at the census, while the actual Doria Koitor appear to have 
been shown under Gond. 

The census total of Marias was 146,070. I estimated at the 
end of my account of the Murias that 15,000 Marias and Koyas 

had been wrongly enumerated as Murias. This 
!l,.l•o;"·hoKrn raises the total of Marias to I6I,OJ'O, counting all the 
~•naa,oyao hh K M' f and Dorlao rs,ooo w et er oyas or not as anas, or reasons 

which will appear below. My adjusted census figure 
for the Hill Marias was II,5oo. The mixed Hill-Bison-hom villages 
except Tumirgunda were excluded from this, and for demographic 
purposes may he regarded as Bison-hom. The valley villages 
occupied by Hill Maria stock and the villages of mixed Hill Maria 
and Doria stock at the most have 3,500 inhabitants, though spread 
over a large area. Excluding them and the n,soo pure Hill Marias 
from the r6I,070, we get a balance of 146,070 as the strength of the 
Bison-hom Marias. To this I would add the 9,988 returned at 
census as Koyas, giving a total of rs6,o58 Bison-horn Marias. 
Of these, about so,ooo are in Jagdalpur, 6o,ooo in Dantewara, 
7,ooo in Konta, J,ooo in Kutru, r,ooo in Bhopalpatnam, 26,ooo in 
Sukma, and 9,000 in Bijapur. 

The southern borders of this race are fairly clear when enquiry 
is made on the spot, but very difficult to ascertain from previous 
literature owing to the lack of precision of nomenclature. Much 
trouble has arisen from the word Koya. Glasfurd did not define 
Koyas or give their habitat in the report already quoted. In a 
report on the ethnography of the old Upper Godavari District 
including Bastar, printed in a collection of papers for a Central 
PPovinces ethnographic exhibition in the sixties, he wrote :-

'Along the southern boundary we find the Telingas tolerably pure. but 
with a larRe mixture of intermediate castes, such as the Koys and Naikwars, 
wluch last the lnte Mr. H1slop classed among the Gonds. Proceeding inward 
we find the Tdingas cease, and the Koys and Gottawars become the sole 
inhabitants. The former belqng also to the Gond family; but from their 
vicinity to tho TcHngas they have acquired many of their words, and as the 
lntt{"r are the superior r-ace, the Koy.s ape their manners a good deaL The 
Gottnwars are inferior to the Koys in caste; but not so in appearance nor in 
physical conformation. \Vhere they live close to Telingas, they also have 
ncqmred many of th~ Telugoo words; but they do not. as the Koys, ape 
Tc-lins:a mannl'l'5. 

• l>roctoedmg still farther towards the interior, we find the Gottawars the 
prcvailing dass, an-d in the centre they appear merely to change their name ; 
for tho Maria is in no wise different from the Gottawar." 

In the classifted list of races annexed to his report he gives as 
habitat for Kc>ys the ' banks of the Godavery, Pranheeta and 
Savery rivers, and the Beejee, Potukul, Kotapilly, V eejapore. 
Soonkoom and Bhopalputnum Talooks of Bustar ' ; for Gottawars 
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' Seroncha Talook and Bhopalputnum, Veejapore, Chintulnar, 
Dunteewara, Kootroo and Barsoor Talooks of Bustar' ; and for 
Marias ' Kootroo, Chintulnar, Dunteewara and Veejapore Talooks 
of Bustar, and also that part of Bustar called Ulrugmad' '. He 
notes that the Gotta language is nearly allied to the Maria. He uses 
Telugu versions of Bastar place names, just as the Survey of India 
did in the old topographical survey maps ; by Savery, Beejee, 
Potukul, Kotapilly, Veejapore and Soonkoom he meant Kolab
Sabari, Bhiji, Phutkel, Pamer-Kotapalli, Bijapur and Sukma. 
Bhiji is the old name of the south-eastern part of Konta tahsil ; 
Phutkel is a former zamindari in the Talper riverain tract of Bijapur 
tahsil, while Chintulnar is now in Konta tahsil, occupying the tract 
at the foot of the Aranpur pass. Except, therefore, for his inclusion 
of Sukma in the region of the Koyas, his distribution of the ' Koys, 
Gottawars and Marias ' corresponds very closely with the areas 
shown in the ethnographic map for Dorlas, mixed Maria-Doria, and 
Marias ; in his Report on the Dependency of Bastar he had stated 
that Marias constituted 90 per cent. of the population of Sukma. 

Various articles were published between 1876 and r88r on the 
Koyas, whom he rightly calls Kois, by the Rev. John Cain, for 
many years a C.M.S. missionary at Dummagudem on the Godavari 
in the Bhadrachalam taluq of the East Godavari Agency, and only 
a few miles from the south-western corner of the Konta tahsil. 
These articles were the basis of the article on the Koyas in Thurston's 
Tribes and Castes of Southern India•. HI' wrote in the first of 
these:-

• I propose to notice first the Kois, a tribe already partially described in 
Captain Glasfurd's reports and Colonel Haig's report of his visit to Jagdalpur; 
and also in the Census Report for 187I of the Madras Presidency. These 
people are to be found in the country. extending from the banks of the Ind
ravati, Bastar, down to the neighbourhood of Kammammet in the Nizam's 
country. All those in the plains have a tr.adition that about -zoo years ago 
they were driven down from the plateau in the Bastar country by famine 
and disputes, and this relationship is also atknowledged by the Gutta Kois, 
i.e. the hill Kois who live in the highlands of Bastar. Up to the present (1876) 
time I have had but little intercourse with the Gutta Kois, and the manners 
and customs described in this paper will be those of the Kois dwelling in the 
Bhadrachallam taluka.' 

Elsewhere he writes that the Gutta Koi of the Bastar plateau ' look 
down with some degree of contempt on the lowland Koi ', who are 

T An obvious misprint for~ Ubujmard ·. Glasfurd's spelling of Abujhmar. 
2 Cain's articles are:-' The Bhadrachallam Taluka, Godavari District, 

S. India', Indian Antiquary, Vol. V, x8y6. p. 357 et seq.; ·The Bbadrachal
lam and Rekapalli Taluqas •, ibidem, Vol. VIII, 1879, p. 33 et seq., and 
p. 219 et seq. ; Vol. X, 188r, p. 221 et seq.; ' The Koi, a Southern Tribe of 
the Gond ', journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Bengal, Vol. XIII. xi)8r. 
p. 410 et seq. There were others in certain missionary journals, which I could 
not trace. 
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called Gommu Koi, or Koi of the river bank, gommu being a Telugu 
word for horn or tusk, used in the Upper Godavari district to mean 
the banks of the Godavari. He says that the Gutta Koi also 
generally refer to the Iowlanders as 'mayalotilu or rogues' and say 
that long ago their ancestors lived with them on the Bastar plateau, 
but went once to visit a zamindar in the plains, and so liked his 
country that they settled there and persuaded many others to 
follow them, and thereafter often harried the plateau in secret 
marauding expeditions. He refers to the lowlanders as calling 
themselves Doralu, from the Telugu honorific D01'a or 'lord', and 
being called by the Telugus Koi Doralu. The specimens he gives 
of their language show it to be a Gond dialect very greatly corrupted 
by Telugu influences, not only the vocabulary but even verb and 
noun inflexions being Teluguized. 

In the Godavari District Gazetteer the article on Koyas clearly 
deals with the lowlanders only, and speaks of the self-importance 
with which they know that their title D01'a means' lord' and insist 
on being given it, tolerating the alternative • Mama • (maternal 
uncle) from other castes, but disliking being called Koyas. 

The designation Gottor is now common among the Telugus and 
Telugu Koyas of south Bastar for the Marias of the plateaux and 
the · Koyas ' at the foot of the plateau in Konta tahsil and Sukma 
zamindari. No one need worry about it as indicating any special 
race ; it is simply a Tclugu term for Hill Koitor. Glasfurd, though 
he wrongly spoke of the Gottor as a separate division, yet righted 
matters by pointing out that there was no real difference between 
them and the l\Iarias of Dantewara. Naturally, Bison-hom Marias 
liv_ing on both sides of the southern edges of the plateau would be 
more influenced by the Telugus than those in the centre and north 
of the plateaux. 

But there remains a real distinction between the Bison-hom 
Marias, even those who live along the southern fringes of their 
country, below the passes, and the Koyas of the plains. The latter 
are known as Doria, but this is obviously a corruption of Dor Koitor, 
their lands being to the Bison-horn Marias of the Dantewara and 
Jagdalpur plateaux, Dorbhum or lowlands. Your Telugu or 
Elll>lishman writing in Telugu surroundings may say that the social 
status of the lowland Kora is greater than that of the Hill Koya ; 
but your hill man will always look down with a healthy contempt 
on the plains man. Cain indeed realized this, but perhaps hardly 
und<•rstood the foulness of the abusive Chhattisgarhi term mailotia 
which he gives with a capital initial letter as the Hill Koya's name 
for the lowland Koya. The latter knew he was despised by the 
highlander, and with the self-assertiveness that is the typical fruit 
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of the inferiority complex palmed off his name Dor Koi or Lowland 
Koi on the ignorant Telugu as Dora Koi, and has proceeded to 
object to the name. Koi and demand always the name Dora or 
Doria, simultaneously impressing on the Telugu how superior he is 
to the Highlander. 

I have verified these points by personal investigation supple
mented by reliable information from assistants directed to make 
enquiries on specified lines. When the traveller descends the 
Aranpur pass, he finds the villagers at the foot of the pass in such 
villages as Gumadasaka, Bikrampalli, Kondasaoli, Kamargudem, 
Kodmair, Karrigudem, Bayampalli, Kundair, Ursangal, Duran
darbha,l\fichiguda, Vadri, Silger, Mandimarka, Singaram, Tarlaguda 
Banjepalli and Durma inhabited by people indistinguishable from 
the Bison-hom Marias above the pass, or by Maria Lohars. The 
only difference is a noticeable Telugu influence on their Maria 
dialect. At Jaggergonda, six or seven miles beyond the foot of 
the pass, he meets the first Telugu-speaking non-Koitor village, 
and just beyond this comes to the first Doria villages, Rajpenta, 
Achkat and Kamaram. Southwards in the country covered by 
the new Ordnance Survey one-inch maps, on sheet 65 F /3, Singaram 
in square Br, Puvarti, Junaguda and Rayagudem in A2, Chimili, 
Surpanguda, Kistaram and Morpalli in Bz, all the villages in A3, 
and Tadmetla, the only village in B3, are Doria villages. Generally 
speaking, all the riverain tracts· of Bhopalpatnam zamindari, 
Bijapur tahsil, Kotapalli-Parner zamindari and southern Konta 
tahsil are Doria villages, though here and there will be found 
Gottor Koya, i.e. Bison-hom Maria villages in Konta Doria country 
such as Tokanpalli, Burkapalli and Chintaguppa (in map 65 F /3, 
square C3). 

These Doria at census refused to call themselves Koya, and 
were not returned as such but as Gonds ; and they are the principal 
element in the 19,426 professing tribal religion out of the 24,407 
Bastaris returned as Gonds in the rgjr census. The 4,981 Hindu 
Gonds returned are mostly Dorlas from the Lingagiri pargana of 
Bhopalpatnam and the adjacent parts of Bijapur, who have become 
Lingayats, wearing a rudraksha bead in a silver box or a Sbiva lingam 
slung on a thread. 

It will be clear, therefore, that the g,g88 persons returned at 
the census as Koyas are not the Doria or lowland Koyas returned as 
Koyas in the East Godavari Agency. They are the Bison-hom 
Marias living at the foot of the passes in Konta and Sukma and 
slightly influenced by Telugu contacts. Of the Koya dialect of 
Gondi returned in 1931 as spoken by 6,172 persons in Bastar, 
however, it is probable that it represents the speech of the Doria 
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Koyas, since it alone, being greatly corrupted by Telugu, presents 
any marked difference from the Maria and Muria dialects. 

Intermarriage is frequent between the Bison-horn Marias of the 
plateaux and those at the foot of the passes, but now never occurs 
between them and the Doria, the latter having become a true 
endogamous group.' 

The Koyas of the Malkangiri taluq of Jeypore, across the 
Bastar border from the Sukma zamindari and north-east Konta, 
seem on the contrary to be Bison-horn Marias.• Intermarriage 
still takes place between the Marias of Sukma and the ' Koyas ' of 
Malkangiri ; and these same Sukma clans intermarry with the 
clans on the Dantewara and Jagdalpur plateaux. In fact, inter
marriage is not unknown between Dantewara and Malkangiri clans, 
and it is not unusual for a man wanted by the police in Dantewara 
to abscond to his fellow-tribesmen, possibly relatives, in Malkangiri. 
The headmen of Ed pal and Dodpal on the Dantewara-Sukma border 
stated that the Koitor of Malkangiri had migrated there some 
generations back from the Bailadila mountains, and named relatives 
among them belonging to the Sodi clan. Bailadila had in fact been 
practically deserted long before its inclusion in the Bailadila Forest 
Reserve ; and some superstition attaches to it which prevents 
surrounding Maria clans from settling there, though more than one 
attempt has been made to found permanent forest villages so as to 
obviate the labour now entailed on the villages below when the 
Maharaja and his officials go there for the hot weather. The most 
tempting offers fail to attract settlers ; even as labourers the Marias 
profess fear of staying on the hills unless accompanied by a European, 
over whom Elma Pen, the god of the mountain, has no power. 
The only chance, they say, of re-settling the place is to get hold of 
a descendant of the original inhabitant, preferably of the clan-priest 
(rnodul-u·addai), who knows the godlings and demons of the hills. 

1 Glasfurd in the ethnological papers already quoted commented thus on 
physknl dttfert""oc~ between the low landers and highlanders of South Bastar. 
' The l\.(lys are very dark, quite as much so as the Telingas ; while the Gotta
wn.rs and Marias: are gen~rally copper..coloured, some being quite fair. Their 
races are mth~.·r broad than long, and they bave small eyes, which, with the 
almost entlftl abst-nce of hair on the (ace.- gives these altogether a strongly 
mncked Ta.rta.r-hkc phyStognomy." 

• It is important to remember that the Doria also use bison-hom or 
buffalo-hom dancing ht"ad-dresses. and in other ways also show that they 
were once the same people as those whom 1 tenn Bison-hom Marias. as indeed 
the trllditions of both peopl~ have been seen to assert. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PERSONAL APPEARANCE ; PHYSICAL POWERS AND ENDURANCE ; 

BODILY ATTITUDES ; CLEANLINESS ; HAIR-DRESSING ; DRESS AND 

ORNAMENTS OF (A) HILL, (B) BISON-HORN :MARIAS; WEAPONS 

AND TOOLS 

To the amateur observer few things are so hard as correctly 
to record the physical appearance of tribes, and I must leave the 

reader to draw his own conclusions from the illustra
Appearanoe tions of individuals in Plates I, V to VII, XI, XV, 
XVII to XIX and XXIII, and the Appendix on anthropo
metric measurements by Mr. R. C. Roy. Certain very general 
remarks may, however, be made. In stature :Marias of both types 
seem greater than the average Central Provinces Gond ; though 
the general average for men may not exceed 5 ft. S in., yet tall 
individuals are by no means unknown, especially among the Bison
horn Marias of the Dantewara valley and the adjacent parts of the 
J agdal pur tahsil ; there were two convict warders undergoing 
twelve years' sentences for murder in Jagdalpur Jail until recently 
from near Palnar, between Kuakonda and Aranpur, who were fine 
physical specimens and nearly 6 ft. in height. Among the Hill 
Marias it is perhaps rare to see anyone more than 5 ft. 8 in. high. 

The ordinary Gond type, dark-skinned, with straight, coarse, 
black hair, little or no beard and moustache, platyrrhine nose, 
prognathous, wide, downward-curving mouth with thick lips, in 
fact • india-rubber faced', with squat but fairly proportioned body, 
is not unknown among the Marias, especially the Hill Marias 
towards the fringes of the hills, and the Bison-horn Marias in contact 
with the Tclugu in the south. But the absence of facial hair has 
been exaggerated by past observers, possibly because at least in the 
Abujhmar mountains it is usually the unmarried youths on the 
verge of manhood who are deputed by the villages as camp followers ; 
men with moustaches or small pointed beards are not uncommon. 
The !:fOwlh of hair is much less than that of the European, and 
a shave is not a frequent necessity. Possibly the Bison-horn 
Maria grows more than the Hill lllaria. Flat noses are not as 
common as among the Central Provinces Gonds, and at times an 
almost aquiline nose will be met. The nostrils are, however, 
always distendM, and presumably most Marias of both types would 
be mesorrhine, tending to platyrrhine with a few leptorrhine .. 
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individuals. The prognathous jaw is common, but far from uni
versal; and onefa:ir1yofteli'meets fair individuals ... ith pointed 
faces tapering towards the chin. Young girls are frequently 
graceful, light in colour, and, but for th~Clisfigurernenfsoftatfooing, 
-~n~·pretty ;_. but witli: age and cbild-bearirig,·'long journeys -to 
the mar kef and heavy field work~ they .soon . .coarsen. and darken. 
·Ci)lour varies from-neal:JY.J/lAck to pale copper ; but really black 
s'kins·a.re:..mromrn.Oilenough to !iive rlse-fon:ames or nicknames. 
The copper complexion is perhaps commoner among the Bison-hom 
than the Hill Marias, but the really pale copper face is more often 
met in the hills. Lips are full rather than thick. Eyes are almost 
invariably brown ; I have met occasional individua::ts With grey or 

-g,:eenish.:grey eyes accompan1e.ioy harr oti'"&_ij'y_~iEoloui":fnd 
light" cornpl~Jtions:-'fhe-hili1s blackand gimeially straight, but 
many have natural waves that would do credit to European coiffeurs, 
and a few have naturally frizzy hair. Some young ' bloods ' 
among the Bison-hom Marias seem to have artificially curled hair. 
The teeth are usually worn down, discoloured and neglected, and 
caries is common. The richer Bison-hom headmen sometimes have 
small gold plugs, the size of a pin's head, inserted in the front of 
their upper front teeth. . · 

The bodies are usually well developed, and the easy, upright 
carriage of the Maria displays to advantage his good chest, buttocks 

Physical 
powers and 
endurance 

and calves. The Hill Maria seldom if ever carries 
weights on his head, but on his left shoulder, supported. 
by his left arm bent over the top of his burden. 
Actually he regards tire woman as the natural carrier, 

as may be seen when he goes with her to the market, and almost 
the only time when he may .be seen carrying loads is when he acts 
as a carrier for a touring offic!al. It is actually recorded that at· 
one time he used to send his women for this work ; but he has long 
given this up, possibly through experience of the less pleasant ways 
of subordinate State servants. Young hill girls and women carry 
heavy baskets or leaf-boxes of grain, logs of wood, water-pots or 
other weights on their heads, generally supporting the burden with 
their left hands holding its upper edge above their heads. With 
loads of grain for sale, and perhaps piles of baskets, brooms or mats, 
the Hill Maria housewife will go once a month to the bazaar, often 
from thirty-five to forty miles away, in the plains, while her menfolk 
take nothing but bow and arrow or, very occasionally, big baskets 
made for storing grain, which only males may make. From 
Kurmer, for example, on the Kutru-Antagarh border where the 
hill-streams begin to flow south to the Indrawati, they go thirty-nine 
m;les to the market at Dhaurai, between Narainpur and Chhota 
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A IllLL .MAHIA, OF THE GOND TYPE 
UsC"ndi Muka of Orcha 

(J'II<>I•W"•f'll by .\1,.. 1\. L . B . Jl.mult<~H, C.I.E ., I .C.S.) 
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Dongar. sleeping the first night at Orcha, twenty-five miles from 
Kurmer, descending in the morning fourteen miles to Dhaurai, 
doing their selling and buying and eating a noon meal, and then 
return that afternoon to sleep again at Orcha, reaching Kurmer on 
the third day by noon. And their route is no easy one, but up hill 
and down dale along rough mountain paths. The men will carry 
heavy loads balanced at either end of a carrying stick borne on 
their shoulder, proceeding at a jog trot, for nine or ten miles over 
similar paths, but stop to drink and paddle at the streams, and get 
very exhausted if they have to carry weights much farther ; on 
the other hand, after food and an hour's rest they are ready to 
walk back at once to their villages. Three Hill Marias on my last 
visit to the hills came to my camp at Itulnar some seventy miles 
across country, with letters, and met me on the march at 8 a.m. 
in the hills on the third morning after they had set out, having done 
twelve miles that morning along an exceptionally arduous mountain 
path. When the crops are ripe on the penda slopes and the men 
are sleeping there, the women go twice a day to them with their 
food, and sometimes have a heavy day's reaping as well; the penda 
may be five or six miles away from the village and high above it. 

Like the Nagas of the Assam hills, the Hill Marias prefer 
walking over hilly country to long treks on the plains, and are 
excellent hill and tree climbers. All the Koitor of Bastar, in fact, 
are remarkably agile tree climbers, and seem to walk up trees rather 
than climb. 

The Bison-horn lllaria is even better developed physically than 
the Hill l\Iaria, and has similar powers of endurance, though on 
the.levcl plateau villages he does not become the adept hill climber 
that every Hill Maria is. He leaves less, however, to his women. 
He can be seen at his physical fittest when dancing for hours with 
tireless verve and agility, we;IDng on his head a heavy head-dress 
of bison-horns with plumes of peacock and jungle-cock feathers and 
strings of CO\\Tics, with a heavy cylindrical drum of hollowed 
tree-trunk three feet or more long slung from his shoulders, and 
sometimes carrying a small son frogwise on his chest. He will carry 
stick-loads of grain sixty or seventy miles to market in the Godavari 
valley. for ewn he makes as yet only little use of carts or beasts 
of burd~n ; the Hill Maria makes none at all. 

The Hill Maria wears nothing but a loin-cloth of coarse cotton 
in winter, summer and rains, though an occasional man may have 
a piece of similar cloth big enough to wrap over his shoulders at 
night, and a few headmen have blankets. His body, therefore, is 
inured to heat and to great cold ; for frosts are frequent in his hills, 
and even as late as the end of March the thermometer may fall to .. 
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42°. But he feels the cold, and at night, when walking, may be met 
carrying a glowing ember held close to his navel for warmth, while 
in camp he sleeps on the ground between two fires, and in house, 
field-hut or village dormitory sleeps generally on a platform of 
criss-crossed bamboos or creeper rope with a fire beneath it. He 
has usually also a sleeping mat or masni (Halbi) made of a special 
grass, which is easily rolled up and carried about when he visits 
Jagdalpur or a touring officer's camp; or he may use instead of it 
his taghali or bark rain coat. He sleeps generally on his side with 

his head resting on his arm, the other arm resting 
~~~~~.. on the ground in front with the elbow bent ; and he 

1 will shift from side to side. It is polo, that is taboo, 
.for a woman to sleep on a cot or platform, and she must sleep on 
/the ground in her room in the house. 

The Bison-hom Maria has generally a cot to sleep on, and even 
his wife often has one. In such matters he is getting more and more 
like the ordinary Hindu villager. 

For eating or social conversation or resting, the Hill Maria 
often sits with his buttocks on the ground and his knees drawn up, 
though he sometimes uses the familiar Indian squatting position, 
and his women usually squat in this way for mourning at funerals 
or singing at weddings. The men have also little wooden stools to 
sit on, or sit on a stone, as at the commensal feasts ; while in the 
villages where there is the custom· of the gaita or headman and the 
kasyeq-gaita or Village Mother priest sitting on an uddamgarya or 
seat of honour to preside over meetings of the elders, it is often 
a flat stone resting on stone legs, on which he sits in ordinary "sitting 
posture. In any group of Hill Marias resting after a meal or qn 
a march you will see almost every attitude that might be adopted 
by English schoolboys except lying prone on back or stomach. If 
standing, a favourite position of all the tribes in Bastar is to stand 
on one foot, the other knee being bent so that the sole of the foot 
may rest against the outer side of the standing leg, the arm on the 
same side as the bent knee catching hold of a bough or something 
for steadiness. Another favourite position is to stand with the left 
leg braced, the right slightly flexed so that the left hip is extended 
sideways : the left wrist or knuckles rest on this hip, while the right 
hand rests on the left shoulder, the right arm being bent at the 
elbow to look like a V over the chest; or else the right arm is hung 
loosely at the side, or held in that of the next youth. For fire
making, they kneel on their knees. l1:Jl&y stand to urinate and 
squat to defecate.( 

The Bison-nom Maria uses mostly the same positions, but is 
more prone to imitate Hindu habits; he squats to urinate. 
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It is general! y asserted that all Marias are dirty, and object 
to washing. It is true that Maria women dancing late at night 

Cleanlinen 
after lying on ground covered with the ashes of 
camp-fires, or men and women in the penda fields 

or after a long march, are dirty ; and anyone who bas tried to dress 
a Maria's wounds knows bow dirt-encrusted they can be. Sleeping 
between fires, or over fires in an enclosed and low-roofed hut, does 
not promote cleanliness. But the real reason for the idea is the 
fact that the Hill Maria seldom washes his loin-cloth. On this, 
Russell and Hiralal say (III, p. 124) :-

• In Bastar they seldom wash their clothes, as they think this impious, 
or clso that the cloth would wear out too quickly if it were often washed. 
Here they Bet great store by their piece of cloth, and a woman will take it 
off before- she deans up her bouse, and do her work naked. It is probable 
that these wl1d Goods, who could not weave, regarded the cloth as something 
miraculous and sacred, and, as already seen, the god Palo is a. piece of cloth.' 

This passage is all wrong. Palo is unknown to Maria or Muria 
Murias and Bison-hom Marias wash their clothes, and there are 
occasions when even a Hill Maria is bound to do so. He may not 
weave, himself, but he makes nets and baskets and twine, and 
always accepts the manufacturing processes of Kumhar potters, 
Kammar blacksmiths, Gharwa brass founders or Mahra weavers in 
a commonsense, rational way ; he sees the work done quite often, 
and indeed there are many Marias who, in jail for homicide, have 
themselves become expert weavers of cloth or carpets. The 
reasoning processes of the savage are not unlike our own, and it is 
always safe to reject any such explanation as that be does not wash 
his cloth because he regards it as impious to wash something so 
sacred and miraculous, when there is available the commonsense 
economic explanation that he himself gives, that cloth costs money, 
of which he has never much, and that the oftener it is washed the 
sooner it wears out. So ordinarily, when a Hill Maria has his dip 
in a pool or river he takes off his lilthy and inadequate loin-cloth 
and hangs it on a bush or rock while he washes his limbs, fastening 
it again all dirty on his clean body when be emerges. The women 
remove their loin-cloth, but not their mudang' and the cloth attached 
to it. Both husband and wife, however, must bathe in the morning 
alter sexual intercourse and wash their loin-cloths ; and a woman 
must invariably bathe and wash her loin-cloth, beating it out well 
on a stone, on leaving the menstruation hut or room at the end of 
her courses and of the four weeks following the birth of a child. 
Generally men and women wash or bathe every morning, and more 
often than not in the evening also. There are separate pools in 

1 Tbeo •w44•g ia explained botow, under dress. 
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.the streams for the sexes, and they never bathe together. But 
the Hill Maria does not know the use of soap ; occasionally his 
women follow the practice of the plains women and scour their hair 
with a plaster of black earth well rinsed out later. His nails are 
generally long and very dirty. The infant and the toddler are 
occasionally washed with water from a gourd. ·where there is 
no stream near or water is scarce, the daily ablutions are often 
performed with water dipped from an earthen water-pot with a 
gourd ladle, called pagkas by the Hill Marias and orka in the plains, 
made from a gourd shaped like a large European smoking pipe ; 
the straight stem is hollow and holed at the end ; the stem is held 
near the bowl between the chin and collar-bone or shoulder and 
water tilted down from the bowl on to the body by dropping the 
other shoulder, while the hands rub the limb thus wetted. Needless 
to say, ablutions thus performed are not very effective. 

The Bison-hom Maria also on occasion ' washes ' with the ladle, 
but generally is cleaner than the Hill Maria, and is beginning to buy 
cheap soap in the bazaars. He will wash his hands before a meal, 
unlike the hill man. He has his daily dip, but generally in the 
evening only; and the women definitely bathe only in the evening 
on their way back from the fields. Both bathe naked, but they 
wash their clothes far more readily than the Hill Maria, living indeed 
in the ' bazaar ' plains with several Mahra weavers in their midst. 

r·· The Hill Maria, unlike the Hindu, does not wash after defeca
. tion, but wipes himself with leaves. The plainsman is learning the 
·Hindu habit. Neither a Hill nor a Bison-hom village is ever as 
noisome as the average Hindu village. of so ' advanced • a tract as 
the Maratha country of Nagpur or Berar, where at night the villag!' 
streets are used as a public latrine and it is difficult to pass clean-shod 
in the morning. The Hill Maria generally retires into the jungle 
to ease himself, and the Bison-hom ejther does the same or uses the 
ban or vegetable garden at the back of his house. 

A Hill Maria:s house is really clean only for the first month or 
two after it is made, and there is no regular re-plastering of the 
floors with cow-dung and mud. The interior is rapidly grimed with 
smoke and dust; and if the Maria has any article he wishes tol<eep 
clean he stores it up a tree or in his granary. But his house seldom 
has to last him more than four or five years, after which, his-penda 
slope being exhausted, he and the other villagers move their houses 
to one of the alternative village sites, and his old house is ultimately 
burnt, either deliberately or as a matter of course in the annual 
firing of the forest grasses. The Bison-hom Maria, on the other 
hand, is now a dweller in permanent habitations, save for an 
occasional shift for superstitious reasons. His houses are therefore 
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larger and higher, generally with a ~~!~te cookingJ,:u¥ and he is 
learning the Hindu habit of periodic re-plastering o the floors 
with cow-dung. 

It was observed above that a Hill Maria's head with a round 
patch of hair on the crown drawn back into a top-knot and the rest 

. . shaved, but often stubbly or only less long than the 
Ha>r·dr•mng crown patch, resembles in appearance a hill-crest 
with a clearing all around for penda cultivation and a grove of trees 
left standing on the summit. This is the old style of coiffure for 
men in the Abujhmar mountains, but the younger men. incline to 
imitate Muria or Bison-hom Maria fashions. There are no recog
nized barbers among them ; every man keeps his own razor and 
shaves his friends, who return the compliment. The razor blade 
is made by the nearest blacksmith from locally collected ore, and 
is shaped like a little single-edged dao, the edge being convexly 
curved, and the blade fitted into a small cylindrical wooden handle 
by a pointed tang heated and then worked into the round end of 
the handle ; the greatest length of the blade varies from 7 to 
8 · 5 em., the greatest breadth is about 2 em., and the handle is 
generally about 6 to 6 · 5 em. long. They are kept wrapped in 
a dirty rag to prevent rust, and tucked into the loin-cloth near the 
small of the back. The barber grasps his patient's crown-tuft 
in his left hand, tilts his head forward, pours water over the hair 
to be removed, and pushes the razor-blade downwards from the 
crown through the hai~. stropping the blade at intervals on his own 
calves or thigh, and wiping off any hair adhering to it on the patient's 
head. He first shaves the back of the head and neck, measuring 
the. length of the crown patch to be left unshaved by the length of 
the crown-tuft as it hangs down unknotted; he then shaves the 
sides behind the ears and above the cheeks, including side-whiskers 
if any, and ends with the front of the skull. He shaves efficiently 
and quickly. There is seldom need to trim beard or moustache. 
The old and middle-aged have their heads shaved only once or 
twice a year, if as often ; but it is thought slack for a younger man 
not to do so every month. There are no religious or social occasions, 
such as births, weddings, funerals, or visits to the clan-god, when 
shaving is obligatory. It is dangerous to leave your hair where 
your enemy or some witch or wizard may get hold of it ; so you 
gather it, take it well into the jungle, hold it to your lips and puff 
it away, so dt'priving it of your personality or jiwa and making it 
uselt'ss for any magic. 

1\lany of the younger men imitate the Bison-horn fashion of 
coiffure. A strai!;ht fringe or u1tto is left, varying from 4 em. in 
lt'ngth over the centre of the forehead to 2· 5 em. over the tempi~ 
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and 5 em. over the ears ; this runs right round the head except 
just below the hair-knot. It is not the natural edge of the hair, 
as a little is shaved over the centre of the forehead and a good deal 
over the temples. From a parting (paya) just above this the hair 
is drawn back, like a European's hair brushed straight back from 
the forehead over the crown, into a top-knot knotted at the back 
of the head to hang down considerably lower than the Hill Maria 
crown-tuft knot. The knot is called kupa-kelk. The vernacular 
words used in describing this coiffure are from the Bison-hom 
dialect used around Aranpur. I have not seen Bison-hom Marias 
having their hair trimmed ; but they say they use razors in the 
same way as the Hill Marias. 

Women's hair is never cut. The hill women all part their hair 
in front in the centre and bring it back and down over their ears, 
the whole of which is left visible, into a great pendulous bunch at 
the back, like bobbed hair, but with the ends not trinuned off but 
apparently brought over some kind of stuffing and tucked under it. 
They wear wooden combs made by the young men and often 
ornamented above the teeth with patterns worked with criss-cross 
strands of kosa silk. These are sometimes as high as Spanish 
combs, but never as broad. So, too, the man often wears a comb 
in his crown-tuft. The Bison-hom Maria women do their hair 
similarly, but frequently wear round the centre of the forehead 
and the back of the head a horizontal fillet of plain, thin, polished 
brass about 2 em. wide, called utari, and over this a snood, almost 
a tiara, of brass, patterned in relief with hammered suns and moons, 
vertical and oblique hatching lines',. saltires, etc., of whiCh the 
broadest portion fits closely over the skull between the crovm anP. 
the forehead, the tapering sides descending obliquely over the utari, 
passing behind the ears and ending in cusps which are linked together 
under the bun. This is called a talutar ; it, too, is brightly polished. 
At its greatest width, where it passes over the top of the head, it is 
9 or IO em. wide. Some women do not wear both utari and talutar, 
but either one or the other; the talutar can often be seen hung up 
on the veranda when the woman is busy in the fields ; but in the 
warm spring and hot weather months when you meet bands of women 
gathering forest fruits, most of them are wearing their talutar. 

Before I visited the Abujhmar hills I was regaled with the 
tale told to Glasfurd in I862 that many of the Hill Marias wore 

leaves, being too poor to buy any cloth. It was even 
Dress and then a fable ; Glasfurd states that he made enquiries 
(~)a~n~~ria about this and was told by the Marias invariably that 

they had never seen or heard of any people so poor 
that they covered themselves with teak leaves ; however poor they 
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might be, they could always obtain a small cloth. Of the men, 
Glasfurd observed only that they were certainly more scantily 
clad than any he had hitherto seen ; of the women, that their 
clothing,like that of the men, was scantier than that of other Maria 
women, consisting only ' of a very small cloth wrapped once round 
the loins', while ' some of the elder women and children wore only 
a square patch of cloth, suspended on a cord fastened round the 
waist, upon which bamboo rings were strung •. 

The Hilll\Iarias are now gradually learning to dress in the same 
fashion as the Jhorias and Murias of Antagarh or the Bison-hom 
Marias of Dantewara, and are wearing their loin-cloths, turbans 
and ornaments. But in the villages of the interior, and everywhere 
among the older inhabitants, the old fashions still survive. The 
loin-cloth is little more than a length of cloth a foot or fourteen inches 
broad, twisted or rolled so that it makes a strip round the waist 
about five inches wide or sometimes much less, passed between 
the legs tightly, so that in front it seems like a bag for the private 
parts and that behind it disappears between the buttocks, brought 
out and wound again round the waist, the end being passed through 
the waist fold and allowed to hang down over the right buttock ; 
this end is cailed toqa (tail), and in the case of small boys reaches 
nearly to their ankles, getting shorter as the wearer ages. Above 
this there should be a girdle of cowry shells, worn so close to the 
Join-cloth as to be partly concealed by it ; but cowries have become 
unobtainable, now that for forty years or more they have ceased 
to be currency, and the wearing of the cowry girdle is, as they admit, 
dying out, though old girdles are jealously preserved. Some wear 
just a cord instead of the girdle. Glasfurd says that in 1862 Marias 
sometimes wore, instead of the cowry girdle, a girdle of about ten 
or fifteen cords of the same form but smaller than those worn then 
by Gadba women, which he described thus :-

• The girdle is somewhat singular; it is composed of forty to fifty separate 
cords o{ about eighteen or twenty inches in length, which are lashed at the 
emts; it is fMtened in front. From the number and size of the cords. this 
gmUc gives the wearer a strange appearance. • 

I have not seen anything of this kind among the Hill or Bison-hom 
Marias of to-day. Sometimes cloth is so short that there is only 
a cord round the waist suppcrting a strip of cloth passing between 
the legs with a fiap hanging do'W'll over the cord in front and behind. 
But generally now there is a tendency to widen the loin-cloth, and 
not to wear much of a toqa ; it used to fulfil the useful purpose of 
a bag for receiving grain allotted for food at harvest and feasts, 
and indeed, the end of the loin-cloth is still so used. The Tokalor 
clan of Erpanar in Mangnar pargana is said to have obtained its 
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name because its founder and members, whenever grain was being 
given out, were found always to have extra long tail flaps (here 
pronounced toka) to their loin-cloths. A broader-woven cloth 
makes it possible for it to be taken once round the waist in its full 
unfolded width, so as to cover the buttocks and private parts. The 
toqa hangs sometimes over the left buttock, and, in the south of 
the hills, sometimes in front of the body in the Godavari fashion. 

Tucked into the girdle or the loin-cloth are knives with or 
without wooden sheaths, razors (as already seen), hollow bamboo 
tubes filled with tobacco, or little tobacco boxes of carved wood or 
tree-seeds, or of basketry (the last kind is sometimes worn on the 
left shoulder on a cord passing round the neck and under the left 
arm-pit) ; a comb may hang over the buttock from a cord ; and 
occasionally on the Dantewara side a larger knife approximating 
to the banda or dao used by the Bison-horn Marias and Paijas. 

The older Marias wear no cloth on their heads, and no orna
ments in their hair. But it is general now to wear an apology for 
a pagri or turban consisting of one folded Mahra cloth wound round 
the forehead and tied at the back of the head. Youths wear 
between this and the back or side of their heads tail feathers of 
jungle-cock, horn bill or raquet-tailed drongo (which they stick into 
their crown-tuft knots if they have no pagri). · This head-cloth is 
often dirty and worn, and looks suspicious! y like all that is )eft of 
an old friend of a loin-cloth. · 

1 Men and women almost invariably go unshod ; but occasionally 
a pair of very coarse sandals of untanned cowskin with a thong over 
the big toe and another over the four .small toes is worn, generally 
on! y when there is a cut or a heel-crack to be protected from the 
ground. 

Short of complete nakedness, man could hardly wear less than 
the Hill Maria in his most primitive state. His scanty frontal 
covering often leaves little to the imagination in its utter inadequacy. 
But it is to the fact that he wears so little that he owes it that he is 
far freer from scabies, itch and ringworm than the Bison-hom 
Maria, and the 111urias and others of the plains, who more and more 
are imitating Hindu clothes, hut are too poor to afford either much 
washing or spare suits. At the numerous State dispensaries these 
are the commonest complaints, and treatment is useless because 
the patients "ill not leave off the dirty, infected clothing. Luckily, 
coat and ' waskat ' are still rarities in the hills ; Bardal Chamru of 
Kutul, the headman or majhi of Bardal pargana, and his brother 
Bardal Boranga, who used to accompany me when I toured near 
their villages, always arrived coated and waistcoated above their 
loin-cloths, but would discard the obnoxious and unnecessary 
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garments as soon as possible. In their youth they bad been sent 
with a party of men and women as exhibits to the Allahabad 
Exhibition, where Boranga had celebrated his marriage COYam 
publico Indica; they brought back with them from Allahabad a 
bigger suspicion of the Kosar, as they, like Gonds all over the 
Central Provinces, call all Hindus, a coat and waistcoat and blankets, 
and a taste for happu or opium which luckily was not inherited by 
Baranga's son, the present headman, or any of the villagers. 

As in Glasfurd's day, the women go with breasts uncovered. 
Very old women occasionally hobble about inside their huts com
pletely naked. The square patch of cloth suspended between the 
legs from a waist-cord on which bamboo rings were strung, which 
Glasfurd saw as the sole garment of some children and elderljf 
women, is the garment known as mudang, worn only by females~ 
It is to-day definitely intimate underwear, to be seen by no one 
save the husband, except in the case of very little girls who, when 
six or so, wear it for the first time as their only garment. Brass 
rings made by the Ghasia (Gharwa) brass-workers in bazaar places 
in the plains such as Gidam, Dhaurai and Narainpur, have replaced 
the bamboo rings of Glasfurd's time. The cord on which they are 
strung is sometimes a thin piece of cane. A mother buys a few 
rings for her little girls whenever she has a pice or two to spare at her 
visits to the markets ; and the cord becomes nearly full of rings 
when the girl is nubile. The mudang cord is never removed, even 
at child-birth. The cloth attached to it is usually a strip of old rag 
torn off a worn-out loin-cloth. It bas already been stated that 
women keep it on when bathing. The mudang is buried or burned 
with the woman. 

The cord full of rings is obvious under the top of every woman's 
loin-cloth, as a sort of ridge. The cloth itself is folded over the 
rings, and hangs down all round over the loins and buttocks, 
without being passed between the legs. It is therefore not revealing 
like the men's cloth. Occasionally women wear a small sheet thrown 
carelessly across the breasts and over the left shoulder in imitation 
of the custom gradually spreading in the Bison-horn country ; and 
a cloth of this kind is used for supporting a baby, who rides on his 
mother's right or left hip with the cloth drawn tight over his little 
buttocks and up to his armpits and thence fastened over her other 
shoulder. Even for dancing a woman has no other clothes. 

Glasfurd noted in I S62 that few of the Hill Marias possessed 
the beads that other Marias liked so much. The older men still 

wear little of this kind ; a few have a single necklet 
of dirty yellow beads made of small chopped sections 

of pea-fowl's lower leg-bone about 5 mm. in length. Occasionally 
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they have similar necklets of little sections of wood or of seeds. 
The middle-aged and particularly the young have now made up 
for any former lack of beads by going to the opposite extreme in 
the profusion and variety of their ornaments. They have borrowed 
freely from the fashions of the Jhorias and Murias on the one side 
and on the other from the Bison-hom Marias, but in an eclectic way, 
and showing marked individual taste. They have no use for the 
humming-top shaped greenish-yellow glass or the tubular scarlet 
beads so popular with the Bison-hom Maria, nor for the small 
speckled beads which Czecho-Slovakia is now sending to the bazaars 
of the north ; they like small primary coloured beads of the old 
' hundreds and thousands ' type, but large enough to be threaded 
with ease, while their women still prefer the large, almost cylindrical 
but rounded-edge pure white beads of uneven size that seventy 
years ago were the fashion among the Marias of the plains. On the 
whole tlie women have borrowed mostly from the Bison-hom 
fashions, and the men from those of the north, particularly the 
Jhorias. On their arms the men have tight-fitting armlets of brass 
or ' jarman ' (an aluminium alloy) just above their elbows, from 
one to five in number. Round their necks they have up to six 
collars of coloured beads sometimes six-deep, arranged according 
to individual colour tastes, but generally in vertical bars of colour 
with alternate bars of white. From large ear-rings 4 or 5 em. in 
diameter worn in a slit-hole pierced in the cartilage just below the 
helix and above the front upper insertion point of the auricle, hang 
nearly to the shoulders tassels made of three or four strings of .beads 
threaded singly with a similar colow- arrangement, ending with 
little tufts of bright wool ; and fillets of the same bead-work are 
worn either loosely over the forehead and temples, or higher round 
the crest of the head, or looped 'from ears to hair-tuft. The intricacy 
and symmetry of the bright bead-work produces very pleasing 
patterns; the' girl friend' usually arr.anges the beads for the youth. 
Older men more often wear small brass chains round the ears and 
hair-tuft than bead fillets. The large ring already referred to is 
first made in the form of a crescent blade of a! uminium alloy, one 
of the tapered ends being passed through the slit-hole in the cartilage 
and hooked into the loop formed by bending the other tapered end 
to form a little eyelet, the remaining metal being then whipped 
spirally round the metal from which it tapered. Sometimes smaller 
rings of the same type are made of brass, a blue or red glass bead 
being threaded just inside the eyelet, and worn in a hole in the 
tragus of the ear, or the antitragus. Innumerable holes are pierced 
through the fold of the helix, in which are worn little rings of thin, 
plain brass wire ; there may even be a double row of these right 
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round the whole helix, giving a total of over forty for the ear, and 
making it green with verdigris. These are called maqqawadang. 
The lobe is pierced and a plug of wood or a rolled leaf worn in it by 
those who cannot afford something more ornate or are old-fashioned; 
others fit on to the wooden plugs, .by means of a hollow brass 
socket-stalk, brass circles about 15 mm. in diameter made by the 
Ghasias by eire-perdue process, ornamented with spiral whorls or 
concentric circles, or like little shields bossed at the centre. Some 
wear, instead of these, a ring of thick brass or even silver or gold, 
heavy and fitting closely around the end of the lobe. Lobe ear-rings 
or plug ornaments are generally called prwskeng. The effect 
of these is greatly to distend the lobe. A few rings are worn on the 
fingers, generally a treble spiral of brass, or a plain aluminium band ; 
the Jhorias are fond of Ghasia-made rings with small brass pellet
bells, but few Hill Marias wear these rings, though many hill women 
wear strings of such bells round their necks ; they also are made by 
eire perdue. It is amusing to see the Hill Maria women haggling 
with Ghasia women for these bells and other brass ornaments at 
Dhaurai bazaar. A comb or two, and perhaps a cheap Japanese 
mirror, stuck in his hair, complete the finery of a young Hill Maria. 

The woman wears perhaps one or two bead collars, and some
times seven or eight bead fillets, as well as bead tassels depending 
from the lobes of her ears, or from a smaller cartilage-ring of the type 
already described. She has also ear-plugs with small brass circular 
plate heads in her lobes, and sometimes little plugs in one or both 
of her nostrils. She, like the men, wears maqqawadang wire rings 
in the helices of her ears. Round her neck she has ropes of the 
large white uneven beads already referred to, sometimes ending in 
a short single string of beads with one or two brass pellet-bells at 
the bottom. The ropes vary in length, the longest reaching he~ 
navel. Over these and the coloUied bead collars she has larg~o? 
neck hoops or sui a ill Bison,hom Maria_styl~~ on whi.;h brass rings. 
_may be threadc"<< of any number up to 100 or more. She is fond 
also of necklets of brass circles made by_ c.i._re perdue with spiral 
whorls.like. the ear-plug.ca. ps ; a few plain, iron )lnd aluminium hoops 
may compktc.hcz: neckwa~. The beads h:mg between her breasts, 
but partially cover them when worn in profusion. On her wrists 
she has a number of loose bracelets of cylindrical aluminium and 
brass, and, when she dances, dancing anklets on both legs, arched 
over her ankle-bones. Her carved and ornamented combs at the 
top or side of her hair bun add to her finery. Needless to say, much-f 
of this ironmongery and brassware is left in the house when she is \ 
working in the fields, but she would not be without any of it when . 
she sets off on her long treks to the markets in the plains. Seen) 
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from behind, it makes her appear very thick-, in fact bull-necked, 
and creates a false impression of her often slender build. 

What beauty the girls have they mar to \Vestern eyes by 
excessive tattooing over all the face and forehead, and often the 
breasts also. Mothers begin to tattoo their daughters when they 
are eight or nine years old, using lengths of the brass wire used for 
the rings in the helix of the ear, sharpened into rough needles, and 
black charcoal powder. The girl lies on her side with one cheek fiat 
on the ground while the mother operates on the other cheek. 
Sometimes only one breast is tattooed, often neither. They seem 
never to tattoo legs or arms, though Glasfurd speaks of their arms 
and thighs being covered with tattooing. A swastika with the 
corners slightly rounded and not right-angled, and a pair of very 
small parallel vertical lines between each arm is a common motive, 
on face and breast. On the centre of the forehead, vertically one 
below the other, are usually tattooed a circle with a dot in the centre, 
for the sun, a circle and a crescent for the full and crescent moon 
respectively. Thence fairly symmetrically vertical hatching alter
nates with horizontal round and round the face, becoming oblique 
at the corners and down the sides of the nose ; and over the corners 
of the cheekbones three dots are made triangle-wise. This is only 
one common pattern. The only tattooing <in men is single, double 
or treble horizontal rows of dots, varying in number from three to 
nine, over the glabella. I did not ascertain at what age or by whom 
these marks are made. There are no special tattoo marks for tJ:te 
different clans. There seems to be no significance behind tattooing ; 
it is considered merely an adornment. The Nagpur Gonds speak ol 
tattooing as marks by which ancestors and clan-gods can ide11tify 
persons in the next world ; but the Marias have no formulated 
idea of another world. 

The dancing dress of the Hill. .Maria men is completely different· 
from that of the Bison-hom Marias and most other tribes. The 
WO~n.have_Ilo special dancing dress. The young men wear-on
fnelr heads either red and white turbans, or, more often, curious 
Chinese fig-box head-dresses which they call by the Hindi word 
topi, covered with red or blue cloth, and piped at the edges and 
centre with peacock feather quills. Often a peacock, jungle-cock, 
hornbill or raquet-tailed drongo's feather is stuck in the topi, or 
spiral coils of feather quill fastened on both sides of a stick; or 
scarlet ' Scissors ' cigarette packets found empty at the bazaars, 
lead seals from petrol tins, old brass cog-wheels from watches, 
little tins, cheap mirrors, the round of bright tin-foil cut out when an 
airtight cigarette tin is opened ; dried snipe or woodcock neck and 
skull ; or anything bright-coloured or interesting to the Maria. 
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Sometimes the • fig-box • is made of a lattice of split bamboo strips. 
General! y a streamer or two of 1 cd or blue cloth hangs down from 
the back of the wpi or turban. Over the chest a sort of sleeveless 
vest of red cloth is worn, almost neck-high, and over this from breast 
to waist, strands of white cloth are twisted, back and front, so as 
to produce a rib-like effect, the ribs radiating from a central double 
plait of cloth running vertically from navel to breast, then passing 
on either side of the neck and repeating the pattern in the rear. 
The • ribs' vary from five to nine in number, according to the means 
or taste of the dancer. This cloth arrangement is known as gatikar
hana. Below is worn a long skirt of red-edged white or dark blue 
cotton, called a kochi, with a white or coloured sash round the waist 
over the bottom of the • ribs • and the top of the skirt ; the sash is 
called poriya. Over the sash round the waist runs a cord, from 
which is suspended over the rump a great bunch of large and small 
pellet-bells (muyang), in the middle of which two or three large 
clapper-bells often are prominent. From the neck is hung over 
the back of the shoulders a basketry dancing-shield or moghi, made 
to slant downwards away from the back by two hoops of bamboo 
protruding underneath. Over the top of the shield either streamers 
of coloured cloth reaching nearly to the ground, or peacock's tails 
are looped. The shield is made of two targes of twined basketry 
·joined together so that the rough edges are in the middle; the 
warps are flat slices of bamboo about IJ mm. wide, radiating from 
the centre of the targes, and the wefts, the twining of which begins 
from the centre, are for the most part thin rods of bamboo pared 
to the thickness of a straw ; but at intervals bands of red are made 
on the targes by using red yam from the markets as wefts for three 
or four rounds of twining ; flakes of shining mica are worked into 
this yarn, and over the outermost red band often cowry shells are 
sewn. The ends of the bamboo hoops are forced through the joined 
targes and held either by horizontal pieces of bamboo tied across_ 
them, or by ornamental studs of eire-perdue brass-work. When' not j 
in use, the dancing-shield is never kept inside the house, but either 
sewn up in leaves and hung high in the boughs of a tree, or on the I 
outer wall of the manda or granary under the eaves ; this is to 
protect it from smoke, sun and rain. Each dancer makes his own 
dancing head-dress and shield. Formerly every dancer held in 
his left hand the handle of an axe, of which the head, decked with 
coloured cloth streamers, protruded behind his back; and the axe 
was a pharsi with blade shaped like vulture wings. Now even the 
ordinary Maria workaday axe is ceasing to be used, a twisted 
tree-root, or plume of peacock feathers with the stalks plaited 
together in a basketry pattern, or a stick, taking its place. 
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This dress was in regular use in every village in .Metabhum 
until a year or two ago. At my last visit in March I934, I was 

vmazed to find that, almost as in obedience to some decree that had 
,._,gone forth, the youth of the hills had abandoned the rib-dress, the 

shield and the gaily-coloured head-dress and skirt, sometimes 
wearing in lieu cheap bazaar singlets and a dhoti, retaining, however, 
the buttock -bells, the songs and the dance-steps. The older men 
all said that it was a spontaneous decision of the younger generation, 
decided upon because of the cost of buying the expensive yards of 
cloth needed for the dress ; but this would not account for the 
abandonment of the shield, which they make themselves, and for 
which peacock tails are better than cloth streamers. Many have 
actually thrown away their cloth and shields. But some still think 
it necessary to hang them up round fresh graves, and I found that 
all the youths still know how to make them, and were willing to 
make them in camp. I In ~a rumour went through all the tribes 

loTJeypore and spread. thence mto Bastar that a god had descended 
'pn one of the mountains of the Eastern Ghats and commanded all 
In en to give up keeping black paul try and goats, wearing clothes or 
"-sing umbrellas or blankets with any blaclr in them, and using 
beads or articles made of aluminium alloy. The message was 

~
' apidly bruited abroad, and everywhere villages had • bolwrani • 

eremonies for purifying themselves from disease, and cast out 
lack goats, cocks, hens, umbrellas, blankets, • waskats ', beads, 

aluminium ornaments and domestic utensils on the villag!' 

1 boundary. Mohammedans began to make a good thin~ out of 
slaughtering the goats or exporting them. Strenuous propa
ganda by the State soon stopped this impoverishing rumour, 
and some of the villagers in the end recovered much of their 
property from the police, ·who had been ordered to take charge 
of i!:..J At the time, the Bison~horn Marias seemed to have 

~
een only a little affected and the Hill .Marias not at all ; 
ossibly this sudden abandonment of the most picturesque 
eat~es of their dancing costume may be a late repercussion. 

"sucli sudden moves amongst Indian primitive tribes are not 
uncommon ; the Gonds of Nagpur and adjacent districts a few years 
ago suddenly decided to give up keeping poultry and pigs as a 
measure of social uplift. 

The taghali or bark cloak used by the Hill Maria for warmth 
or, primarily, protection against heavy dew and rain, has already 

been mentioned as deputizing occasionally for the 
Bain~clothes 

sleeping-mat. Hutton speaks of the Angami Nagas 
making ' a large hat of leaves and basket work . . . as well as 
a rain-coat of plaited grass, the ends of which hang out loose, to 
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keep off the water '.1 The Maria cloak is made from long, thin 
strips of the bark of the wara marra (Kydia calycinal ; when this 
bark has been well retted in a stream it is pounded, and the long 
strips peel off like blades of a broad dry grass. They are gathered 
round the neck into a close plaited yoke over twine strings used for 
tying it in front, under the chin, and the ends hang loose. It is 
known as tarali to the Bison-horn Marias, some of the remoter of 
whom also use it. Besides these, the Hill Maria has a large hat of 
a very fiat conical shape, like the Annamese headgear, made of 
leaves on a bamboo framework, called reking (it is almost an 
umbrella, with the head used as the stick, rather than a hat), and 
a similar leaf waterproof shield called deda'ino for his back and 
shoulders, in shape like an elongated winnowing fan, or an English 
dustpan, the enclosed end resting on his shoulders. Similar rain
hats and shields are worn by Gonds and others in various parts of 
the Central Provinces, though the Maria shapes are distinctive. 

The account in paragraph 87 of Glasfurd's report obviously 
refers more to the Marias living' in the wilder and more unfrequented 
Dron and parts, such as among the valleys of the Baila Deelas 
ornamonll: and towards the Indrawutty and Kootroo Talook ' 
(b) Bison-born than to the Bison-horn Marias of the Jagdalpur and 
Marla Dantewara plateaux; the description which follows 
the words quoted applies far more to the Hill Maria styles of dress 
and ornamentation than to those in vogue among the Bison-hom 
Marias either now, or when the Gazetteer was prepared in 1907-9, or 
at the time of certain earlier photographs taken at the end of the 
nineties when Colonel Fagan was administering the State. Even 
so far as Glasfurd's remarks apply to Kutru and the Indrawati 
valley, they strengthen the contention already advanced in this 
book of the steady spread of Bison-horn culture among villages in 
the valley once Hill Maria in culture. He notes, however, that 
towards Bhopalpatnam and Bijapur the Bison-hom Marias are 
better clad. but gives no details. 

Their loin-cloth is more ample than that worn in the Abujhmar, 
and, except when girded up for hunting or work in jungle and field, 
completely covers their buttocks. It is gathered up into a knot 
just below the navel, and usually a fold is left, varying in length, 
to hang down o\·er the piece that has, as "~th the Hill Marias, been 
passed tightly over their private parts and between their legs. 
There is no loqa or tail behind, consequently, as in the Abujhmar. 
Towards the Godavari valley the front flap gets very long. The 
Bison-horn Maria of to-day often wears a mill-made singlet of 
rot ton mesh or gauze, or a ' wask<>t ', and a coat of some cheap 

1 J. H. Hutton, Tl1 A"&'Gtnli ]\ptJt;as. p. a6.. 
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cotton material cut in European style ; or instead of these has at 
least an eictra round or two of his loin-cloth which he can throw 
loosely over his shoulder, or a small cotton sheet to answer the 
same purpose. · 

The women's loin-cloth is worn like that of their men, but in 
front is not knotted in such a way as to make a long flap necessary 
to cover the front of their thighs ; it looks, therefore, like a short 
skirt from their waists to just above their knees. In the fields and 
jungles and in their own homes they still go with their breasts 
uncovered save for their masses of ornaments ; but they have 
become somewhat self-conscious, owing to misguided officials 
suggesting that it was improper for them to appear like this before 
their Chief or at high officials' camps; and they frequently, when 
going to a bazaar or festival, or to dance at a wedding or camp, 
start off with their breasts loosely covered with a cotton sheet or 
one or two folds of their loin-cloth wrapped loosely from one hip 
over the opposite shoulder, their· beads and finery resting on top 
of this cloth. Generally, however, the cloth is too small or too 
loosely thrown over the body really to conceal the breasts. They 
have this favourite riddle :-

• Bara pMU lole iuYen konda podo ', 

meaning, ' What is the pair of bullocks that cannot be confined 
within the byre of the twelve parts of the body ? ' to which the 
answer is ' DUdo ', or 'Woman's breasts·. They explained t~ 
as referring to the refusal of the breasts to be concealed by any 
wrap. Moreover, as soon as women warm to the dance they. 
rapidly divest themselves of the unwonted wrap. 

Most men now wear a pagri or turban, tied in the usual fashion 
of the Hindu population af the adjacent Chhattisgarh districts, 
and far more ample than the rag :worn by the Hill Marias. They 
do not adorn it with feathers ; n~r do they wear bead chains or 
fillets on their heads like the Hill Marias. They use far fewer 
ornaments ; they do not wear the brass wire maqqawadang rings in 
the helL-<: of the ear, but sometimes a single small ring like the 
tasselled ring of the Hill Marias, but worn in a hole in the cartilage 
near the darwinian tubercle, from which a small gilt chain depends. 
In the lobe a small ear ping of gold or gilded brass, often with a little 
red or green stone or glass set in it, may anchor two ·or three gilt 
chains fastened at the top to a similar plug vertically above it in 
the helix. Most men content themselves with one or two small 
bead necklaces (mungya) round their necks, the beads being all of 
one shape, scarlet or royal blue tubular glass, or pale green humming
top-shaped, both kinds considerably larger than the Hill Marias' 
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favourite beads. They are fond also of necklaces of small, brightly 
gilded beads, which they call mirako-mungya. They may wear 
one or two armlets (danda-bhata) on one arm above the elbow, or 
a pair of bracelets on one wrist (ka'i-bara), of silver, brass, or 
aluminium, and similar in type to those bought by the Hill Marias. 
They wear a plain waist-cord (para-nori) instead of the cowry-cord 
of the hills for carrying knives and tobacco boxes. A comb is 
attached to this, for regular use. They may have hanging from 
a fastener of aluminium wire, shaped like the eye of the hooks-and
eyes of ladies' dresses, two thin aluminium toothpicks, and an 
aluminium ear-scoop ; the Hill Marias also use these. They hang 
like a pendant on the chest. 

The women's hair ornaments have been described along with 
their hair-dressing ; it need only be added here that occasionally, 
instead of the polished brass fillet there mentioned, they wear 
bead fillets like those of the Hill Maria women. Armlets and 
wristlets are worn on the same arm, and are similar to those of the 
hill women. Instead of the white-bead ropes and the coloured-bead 
collars worn by the hill women, they wear long ropes of red, red and 
green, or gamboge beads ; and over these they wear a vast number 
2f_ the iron an~ brass ring~. of the type already described as borrowed 
!>,Y_!h.l' hill women from them.;. the.):'. here call the iron .neck-rings 
!•ya, not suta as in.. the ~ Their ear plugs are similar to those 
used in the hills, but from the lobe plug to a ring worn, as by their 
men, in a hole in the cartilage near the darwinian tubercle, is often 
fastened a cord on which is threaded between two blue or green 
beads a slightly oblong, cube-shaped bead of brass or aluminium. 
The nose is symmetrically adorned by two gold or gilt rings in the 
wing of each nostril, and, between them, hanging from a small ring 
in the septum, a small gold or gilt ornament like a leaf pointing 
downwards, sometimes with a piece of red glass set in the middle. 

I have taken the wearing of the Bison-horn dancing head-dress 
as the most obvious distinction between the two kinds of ' Marias'. 
D . d This is known as a tall.agulla. I had one made from 

ane1ng· naa horns and peacock feathers supplied by me. After 
my head had been measured round the plane of the temples, a 
basketry • cap ' was made, fitting loosely round the brows, and 
sloping backwards and upwards into a low peak. It is made loose, 
as it has to support the horns and the plume of feathers, as well as 
strings of cowries and many folds and streamers of cloth of various 
colours, which subsequently tighten it and make it fit snugly round 
the head. The basketry is of twilled bamboo strips running 
diagonally from the edge that fits over the brows. The bison-horns 
were pared with a sharp knife to remove outer dirt or callosities and 
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reveal their true colour and beauty; they were then rubbed smooth 
with sand and polished with mustard oil. The edges of the horns 
where they had originally sprung on their cores from the bison's 
head were cut down and trimmed clean and straight, so that they 
would fit closely on to the sides of the basketry cap, a little to the 
front of and above the ears. Holes were bored at regular intervals 
about an inch from the rim of the horns with a piece of heated 
brass wire, and widened with the point of a knife used as a drill by 
rolling the wooden handle between the palms of the hands. Palm 
fibre twine' was stitched through these holes and the basketry, 
the end of the twine being then whipped three or four times round 
the end of the horn, passed through the basketry again and knotted 
inside the cap to the other end. Meanwhile the peacock's tail
feathers had had all their lower feathering trimmed off and had been 
gathered into a tight round bunch of the eyed ends, all round and 
below which were added great numbers of the tail-feathers of the 
red jungle-cock or his domesticated cousin. The stalks were then 
plaited together with horizontal twilled wefts of thin slices of green 
bamboo rind, the ends being cut flush, and bound round twice 'lvith 
bamboo rind. The plume so made was fastened vertically to the 
peak of the basketry cap by a bamboo rod passing through the peak 
and running into the bunched feather stems, and by stitches of 
twine. The further adornment of the tallagulla depends largely 
on means and taste. The stem of the plume of feathers is wound 
round with coloured cloth, the ends of which hang as streamers. 
down to the centre of the back. Pagri cloth of bright colours is 
criss-crossed tightly over the basketry cap and the brow 'ends of 
the horns, and often ends of this are left as streamers behind the 
head. Ideally, a brow piece of red or blue cloth, with a fringe, 
single or double, of closely-stitched cowries along its lower edge,. 
and from five to ten tassels of strings of cowries hanging from it 
over the face, is tied over the lower rim of the head-dress ; the 
brow piece is often further adorned in the centre or edges with 
flakes of mica, or groups of cowries, or brass studs, or a pattern 
of small pieces of cloth of contrasting colours, New cowries being 
unobtainable, often this brow-piece is replaced by extra folds of 
pagri cloth. 

Bison must in the old days have been very plentiful; this was, 
indeed, recorded as the case by Glasfurd in 1862, but his son 
Colonel A. I. R. Glasfurd, in the fascinating chapter on a shoot in 
Bastar in his Musings of an Old ShikaYi,• states that he took his 
father's old diaries with him to Bastar and found no game at all in 

1 • Twine • is used in its technical sense. 
• pp. 127-48 {London, The Bodley Head, 1928). 
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many of the places where game of all kinds was plentiful in his 
father's time. Every Maria has his bow and arrow, the population 
has multiplied, and miles of jungle have been beaten annually for 
game in the great spring hunts. Wild buffalo and bison had been 
so reduced in numbers that they were declared protected thirty 
years ago, and heavy fines have been imposed for shooting them. 
The supply of bison-horns is thus not equal to the demand, and the 
head-dress is therefore a highly prized hereditary possession. 
No one should try to buy them from their owners ; if a specimen 
is needed, the collector should provide the horns and other materials 
and see it made up for him. Bison-horns being ·now rare, and 
obtainable only from a bison found dead or by purchase from the 
State Forest Department, various substitutes are being used, such 
as domestic bullocks' or small buffaloes' horns, wild boars' tushes, 
the long beaks of the hornbill, and, occasionally, the antlers of the 
spotted deer (Cerous axis). The most interesting substitutes are 
brass patterned horns, of the shape and size of bison-horns, made 
by the eire-perdue process by the local Gharwa (Ghasia) brass 
workers. ~-

Except occasional dancing anklets pf hollow €?j)w.Ut .£eEbles 
inside, the Bison-hom Maria wears no special dancing dress ;m 
fact he girds up his loin-cloth higher than usual and generally 
discards his singlet or ' waskat ', so as to leave himself as free as 
possible for his antics, while the heavy drum that he carries slung 
from his right shoulder across his abdomen necessitates as much 
freedom as possible. 

The women wear no special dancing dress, but put on every 
av_ aUable orname-nt, and ::_arry jn th_e,_'uig. h~ds tirdt<di or_!Jambo_ o 
staves to which ar~Jamne<lbunches of \lroripellet-bells, _shaped 
something like short but plump pea:pods,~cb they dash in tim_e 
!Vith the drums as they dance by striking their butts on the ground. 
Similar bells sometimes adorn the drum-stick with which the left 
hand of the male dancer beats the cowskin membrane at the left 
end of his drum. 

The universal vade mecum of the Hill Marias is the knife or 
kasyq carried tucked into the loin-cloth, with or without a wooden 

sheath. Of this, as of all weapons and tools used by ::bp01a and Hill or Bison-hom Marias, it has to be remembered 
that they are not always made by blacksmiths 

working exclusively for Marias, but often by blacksmiths in or near 
the bazaar \•iUages of the plains who cater for Murias, Halbas and 
other trib,s al•o. The most distinctive types are possibly, in the 
case of the Hill Marias, those made by the few blacksmiths living 
in their hills ; but there are only slight differences, often of mere 
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size, from those used in the plains. The plains blacksmith does 
recognize the Hill Maria's individual taste in such matters, but that 
taste is always being modified by the sight, occasional use and 
occasional purchase of plains types, particularly if, when a new 
weapon is wanted in a hurry, only the latter are immediately 
available. 

The blade of the average Maria knife measures I3 to IS em. 
from the point to the beginning of the tang. It is about 2 · 5 em. 
broad where the tang begins, and from there the cutting edge curves 
inwards for a quarter or a fifth of its length, thence tapering with 
a slight convex curve to the point, which is 2 or 3 em. to the side 
of the axis of the handle. The reverse edge is about 3 mm. thick 
in the tang, the thickness gradually diminishing towards the point. 
The tang is a continuation of the thick side of the blade, about 
8 mm. wide where it leaves the blade and tapering for about 3·5 or 
4 em. to a pointed end. Except where it is continued in this tang, 
the blade has a horizontal bottom. The tang is heated and so 
burned into the wooden handle ; the blacksmith, with this as all 
iron tools and weapons, supplies only the iron, and the buyer makes 
his own handle. The edge is produced in the first place by hammer
ing on each side, followed by rubbing down a whet-stone. Being 
made of soft iron smelted from local ore, these knives can be given 
an extremely sharp point and tine edge. They are not usually 
taken back to the smith to be sharpened, but are whetted on a 
stone ; there is often a flat, black, polished, communal whet-stone 
outside the men's dormitory (gotal) in a hill village. 

Besides fitting the tang into a she~, cylindrical, wooden liandle, 
about 6·5 to 7·5 em. long, and in diameter z em. at the base and 
somewhat thinner where the tang enters it, the Hill Maria makes 
a wooden sheath of two flat pieces of wood trimmed roughly to the 
shape of the blade, each of which .has on one side a low flange 
slightly more than half as thick as the thick edge of the blade. 
The two fiat pieces are laid on each other, the flanged edges together, 
and are joined by whipping of twine, kosa silk or millimetre-wide 
thin thongs of hide at the broad top, over a groove round the centre 
of the sheath, and near its point. The sheath is often carved, 
favourite designs being rough lozenges in relief on a bar, or a bar 
indented, or bands of three parallel lines. 

This knife the Maria uses for slicing bamboo and all ordinary 
cutting purposes ; holding the handle loosely in his hand he uses 
its full weight for chopping with the concave portion of the blade 
pieces of wood up to 3 em. in diameter, getting a surprisingly 
straight cross-section ; he usually chops all round the circumference 
to a depth of a third of the diameter, then breaks off the portion to 
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be severed, trimming the break with the knife held and used in the 
normal cutting position ; he carves patterns in relief with the sharp 
point, or, holding the knife vertically, rolls the handle between the 
flat palms of his hand so as to drill holes with the point, trimming 
the edges of the holes with a burning ember. 

The Bison-horn Maria uses a similar knife, often much larger, 
and seldom with a sheath. His banda is like a dao, but it is really 
a glorified and enlarged knife, with a thick end, and sometimes 
a pronounced bend or angle in the centre of the cutting edge ; 
he uses this for lopping thick saplings or bamboo culms. But the 
use of the banda is not universal, and may be borrowed from Parjas 
or other tribes to the east. Similar weapons, but socketed on to 
long shafts of bamboo, and known as gagra, are used by the northern 
l\1 uri as and Jhorias, occasionally by Hill Marias, as weapons of 
offence and defence or billhooks for bamboo and saplings ; the 
ordinary gagra has a concavely curved edge and a point, the chhuri 
gagra a convex edge and no point, while the bhalu gagra has an edge 
curving concavely from the top to a bend about half way along its 
length, and thence concavely to the socket. 

The Hill Maria calls his axe maq' su, which is the hill gutturalized 
version of the ordinary Gondi word maras used all over the Central 
Provinces. The Bison-horn Maria uses a totally different word for 
his axe of this shape, godel. The Halbi word is tangya. Like the 
Naga axe, the maq'su or godel' is an iron blade, decidedly suggestive 
of a long stone celt in form '' ; but unlike that axe, the butt of the 
blade ends in a socket for the haft, not in a tang inserted in a hole 
in the haft. The cutting edge of the blade among the Hill Marias 
seldom exceeds 7 em. width, and 15 em. is the maximum length of 
the blade from the cutting edge to the socket, which encloses a haft 
4 or 5 em. in diameter. It has a pronounced ' waist ' just before 
the socket, but this is far more marked on the longer Muria maras 
than on maq'su or godel. The godel is usually rather more massive 
than the maq'su. The blacksmith, when giving an a.'<e its first edge 
or a new edge to a blunt axe, heats the axe well in his forge, and 
thoroughly hammers the actual edge. He then heats it again, and 
hammers it flat on each side till he forms a new edge. He repeats 
the heating, and grinds down the edge by rubbing each side down 
a lump of stone. After a further slight heating he dips it in cold 
water to temper the edge, which is then ready for use. The haft 
is set at slightly less than a right-angle to the blade, the thick 
socket being wedged with a thin slip of wood. 

~ tn>e of ax~ found still sometimes in the hill villages.,where it 
is known as p.ua enJ,"'"" maq'su (the song-and-dance a.'<e,_because ---"'-···--

1 Huttoo, At~Gcs•l N<J&iSS, p. 65. 
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when the old men of to-day were young it was the decorated axe 
carried by all Hill Maria men dancers), is similar to the pharsi 
battle-axe of the plains tribes. The blade is crescent-shaped. the 
concave being the cutting edge, and the convex outer edge being 
socketed in the centre to receive the haft, which fits in the same 
vertical plane as the cutting edge. I have seen one of these axes 
measuring 4I em. between the horns of the crescent. 

The Hill Marias use small throwing spears made in one piece 
of iron, of the same type as the much larger solid spears used by 
the Muriss of Amabera and north Kondagaon. They have leaf
shaped but very long blades, shafts with a knob counterpoise and, 
below the knob, spiked butts about a foot long. They are not 
nowadays very skilled throwers, there being scarcely any game in 
the hills. The thrower stands at a right incline to his target, and, 
holding the spear by the point of balance, uses much the same action 
as the javelin thrower of modern athletics. 

The Bison-horn Maria uses a long and powerful stabbing spear 
for killing the big game, including tiger and panther, that his 
beaters drive into his nets. This is about 8! to 9 feet (z-6 to 2·8 
metres} long, and consists of an iron head socketed on to a long 
bamboo shaft. The head consists of a blade about 30 em. long and 
7 em. wide at the greatest widtb. just above the shank, whence the 
wings taper with a slight convexity to the point ; a shank nearly 
as long, slightly thinner where it leaves the blade than where it 
ends in the socket ; and a socket about 22 em. long, generally with 
one or more iron or brass rings which are forced down over the 
socket from the shank when the shaft has been inserted, to tighten 
the grip of the socket on the shaft. The socket below these rings 
often forms a convenient grip for the right hand, when the huntsman 
leans on his upright spear -with his right upper arm extended 
horizontally from his elbow, and t{le elbow bent for the hand to 
grip the spear above the plane of the crown of the head. When the 
quarry is netted, the spear has its point lowered to the front pointing 
slightly downwards, the left arm is bent for the hand to grasp the 
spear well below the socket, while the right hand grasps it about 
a foot from the butt-end of the shaft, and the spearman sprints 
forward and stabs the quarry with a smart two-handed downward 
thrust. 

The last weapons to be described are bows and arrows. The 
Hill Marias call the bow !Jillu, and the Bison-horn Marias ville ; 
the word, strictly speaking, means the stave only, the cord being 
ha'undi in the former and panti in the latter language. The stave 
is nearly always of bamboo, but the Bison-horn :l.farias, who 
generally use more powerful weapons than the hill men, sometimes 
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use very powerful staves of dhaman (Grewia tiliaefolia) wood, the 
bow when strung measuring 6 feet from hom to hom. Of the Hill 
Maria staves measured by me, the thickest circumference varied 
from 6 · 5 to 9 em. All the bows which I have seen are plain bows, 
used for spear-arrows and club-arrows ; I have never seen any 
compound, composite or pellet bows. The back of the stave is 
the natural curved exterior of the bamboo ; the belly is pared flat. 
The string is a carefully sliced piece of the outside of a green bamboo 
cut with a portion of the natural knots at each end trimmed into 
knobs, round which loops of twine' made from the fibre of the siari 
(Bauhinia vahlii) creeper are tied in notches (kiddi in both dialects) 
25 to 40 mm. from the tips of the horns. One loop is permanently 
bound to the notch of the lower horn, the free loop being only 
sprung into the upper notch when the bowman strings the bow by 
resting the lower hom on the ground and bending the stave by 
holding his knee in its belly and pulling the upper horn towards him. 
The lower hom is called modol or tal/a, i.e. head, and the upper 
horn kodi (' point ') or toqa ('tail'). 

In the Abujhmar mountains the longest bowstring which I 
measured was 135 em. from notch to notch, and the shortest, a 
child's bow, no em. The greatest distance from the belly of the 
stave to the string of a bow strung but not drawn was ro em. 

Arrows are called kandi by the Hill and kar by the Bison-horn 
Marias ; this refers to spear-arrows only. K ar strictly means the 
arrow-head only, the Bison-horn Marias having no separate word 
for the whole arrow. The other terms used are :-

Term 
Arrow~head 
B;U'b 
Shaft 
Shaft-nock 
Feathering 
Club-arrow 
Head of dub-arrow 

Hill Maria 
kant 
kewu 
ktmd-m~ri 
thsal 
kand-loqosku 
bilo 
bonA a 

Bison-hom Maria 
kar 
k6w 
kara 
pi sal 
kar-gerring 
mitom-kara 
mitona 

The Hill Maria spear-arrows have a total length of 56 to 59 em., 
that of their club-arrows varying from sr to 64 em. The Bison-hom 
arrows are longer in shaft and head, like their bows. Nos. I, 2, 3 and 
4, Figure 2, on page 86. are full-size representations of typical 
Abujhmar arrow-heads. The wings curve convexly or concavely 
from point to tips of barbs. The Bison-horn Maria arrows are 
similar in shape, but are far larger, often measuring IS em. or more 
from the point of the blade to the head of the tang, have longer 
barbs, and are therefore slenderer in both blade and barb. All 

t UM"d ln the tc."ChnicaJ s~nse of the word. 
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spear arrow-heads have, whether seen from the obverse or the 
reverse, a groove in the thickness of the right wing starting deep 
between the tang and the barb, and becoming shallower as it tapers 
upwards to a point a little below the point of the blade. No. 2, 

Figure 2 below shows a bare arrow-head with typical pointed tang, 
which is heated and then worked like a gimlet into the head of the 
shaft almost to its full length. It is then pulled out of the hollowed 

2 3 

FIGURE 2 

shaft, and melted lac, if available, is poured into the hollow as 
packing before the tang is finally re-inserted; a little piece of rag 
is used when lac is not to be had. The shaft is then whipped with 
kosa silk or thin strips of hide as shown in No. I. The head of 
a typical club-arrow is shown in No. 3 ; it is a natural bamboo 
knot tapered with a knife from the natural thickness at ss· to that 
at PP'. The head of the shaft is fitted ·at PP' into the natural 
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hollow of the knot, and packed in one of the ways already explained. 
Club-arrows are used to kill small birds, and to teach boys to shoot. 
The blacksmith will charge x anna or a pound of kutki grain for 
a spear arrow-head. 

Both Hill and Bison-horn Marias use only peacock or peahen 
tail-feathers ·to · feather their arrows. No. 4, Figure 2, shows 
the method. First the nock M1s made by splitting the end of the 
shaft and removing a little wood and pith ; . the nock and the shaft 

HILL MARIA 
BOWMAN 

SHOWING METHOO 
OF RELEASE 

FIGURE 3 

are then whipped with kcsa silk or thin hide strips as far as the point 
SS' inside the feathering. Seven or nine pieces of peafowl's brown 
feather are then whipped by the quill around the shaft at X. so that 
the trimmed edges of the feathers protrude fanwise from the shaft. 
The quills are also tied round the shaft at SS' with cotton thread. 

The release is shov;n in the drawing above. The bow is held 
a little out of the perpendicular, the upper horn being canted a little 
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to the marksman's right. ;He stands obliqu~y to his target, with 
feet slightly apart and body bending forward over -the left hip. 
The nock in the arrow shaft is held to the string of the bow, in the 
Abujhmar hills by the index and middle lingers only of the right 
hand unless the marksman is not strong enough not to use his 
'third finger also ; the Bison-hom Marias always use all three. The 
left thumb rests perpendicularly along the inner edge of the belly 
of the stave, the arrow resting, on the left of the stave, in the arch 
between the left thumb and index finger. The latter is laid lightly 
along the top of the shaft and pointed as a sight towards the target. 
The other left fingers are brought round the back of the stave. The 
string is then drawn to the rear by the right hand and released. 
No ring or other protector is worn on the thumb, though it is 
sometimes cut on the inner side a little above the knuckle. 

Glasfurd, in para. 87 of his report, thus describes another form 
of release :- · 

' All the Marias . . . often use the feet in bending the bow. while 
they pull the string with both hands. An arrow discharged in this manner. 
it is said. would almost pass through the body of a man or deer : this method 
is only had recourse to in elevated positions, such as from the tops of rocks, 
hills, and precipices, upon any object below: 

Despite many enquiries, I never found a modem hill or plain Maria 
who could use this method. A few old men said it was used by 
wandering ' Nahal' hunters, now very rarely met in Bastar; none 
could remember it ever being used by Marias. 

\- ·· No quivers are used by any Marias. Arrows are carped in 
'.the hand, or by fixing the point ot' a barb in the hair-tuft, or in 
.a cord tied round the head if bald. 
- ·- No Marias appear ever to use a musical bow on a winnowing-fan 
over a pot of water as is done by low Hindu castes and Murias 
around Kondagaon for the Tija festival in the month of Bhadon. 

The Hill Maria slays a very occa,sional panther or barking-deer 
with his bow, but is not a good shot. The Bison-hom Maria; on 
the other hand, is often a deadly shot up to forty or fifty yards. 
A young man in a village just below the Aranpur pass, with a 
powerful bow of dhaman (Grewia tiliaefolia) wood at fifty paces range 
sent an arrow through the bullseye of a target which I set up for 
him against a tendu (Diospyros melanoxylcm) tree ; it penetrated 
4 em. into the very hard wood of that tree. 

No other actual weapons are used by Marias, save for an 
occasional old sword of one of the traditional Indian talwar 

11 ., patterns which has survived the general disarming after the 1910 

_r~l>eUion. But it is as well to describe here the few digging hand
. tools used. 
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The chief agricultural implement of the Hill Marias, with which 
he hacks up the surface of his penda slopes and his occasional patches 

of permanent cultivation, is his gudari, known to 
Bo01 (see the Bison-horn Marias as kargudar, and in the Halbi 
Figure 4) language as bhalu karki or ' bear hoe '. This, like 

the maq'su axe, is an iron blade in form suggestive of 
a long stone eel t. It is in form very like the maq' su axe, but the 
socket is reversed so that the long handle is fixed in the same way 
as the handle of an adze, at an angle of about so• to the blade when 
laid flat on the ground. The blade is rather bigger than that of 

---
2. 

FlGURK f-· 
1. Hill Maria a:xe (maq"su). 
•· Hillll!aria hoe (gudari). 
3· Bisoo·hom hoe {korkl). 

4 

4· Hill Maria digging iron (pulu). 
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the ordinary axe, and there is little or no ' waist ' by the socket. 
It is, on a smaller scale, like the Cornish biddox. 

·r- Though this is used by some Bison-hom Marias in the remoter 
I tr;!cts, its use is now definitely a sign of the Hill Maria. The 
, ffison-born Maria uses the ordinary kwki of the plains, which the 
• Hi!J Maria calls koq-gudari ; the villages on the edge of the Abuj hmar 
hills are beginning to use it instead of the gudari, but it is never 
seen in the villages in the interior of the hills. This is a shouldered 
iron hoe, the blade from the shoulders to the digging edge being 
almost square, the sides being only slightly longer than the edge. 
It scores over the gudari because it can also be used to scoop and 
shovel earth. 

l 
Last must be mentioned the solid iron crowbar or digging-stick, 

found in all Maria houses, and throughout Bastar. But in the 
Abujhmar hills it is interesting to find that it is sometimes shouldered 
and is in form very like the Madras Sawaras' shouldered iron hoe 
illustrated at p. 361 of Hutton's India Census Report (1931). This 
is known to the Hill Marias as pulu. I have seen similar shouldered 
specimens occasionally among the Bison-horn Marias, and was told 
that they had been imported from the lllalkangiri taluq of the 
Jeypore Agency ; but there is no coming and going between that 
Agency and the Abujhmar hills. Of all the Marias' iron weapons 
and implements the pulu is the d.earest, owing to the weight of iron 
used. The blacksmiths charge a rupee, the price of three gudari or 
two axes. It is generally about a metre long, and the shouldered. 
portion is about a quarter of the total length. Plain unshquldered 

• •specimens are more common. Its chief use is for digging up the 
various yams and jungle roots in the rains that form so important 

• a part of the diet of all Bastar Koitor. Or it is useful for digging 
boles for the posts of houses: or grubbing up stumps, etc. ; ~t never 

f }s used a~b~ · 



CHAPTER V 

CHARACTER 

' Without exception they are the most cheerful. light-hearted people I 
have met with, always laughing and joking among themselves. Seldom 
docs a Maria village resound with quarrels or wrangling among either sex: 
and in this respect they present a marked contrast to those in more civilized 
tracts. They, in common with many other wild races, bear a singular charac
ter for truthfulness and honesty, and when once they get over the feeling of 
shyness. which is natural to them, they are exceedingiy frank and com
municative. Curious u all savages. the commonest article of domestic use 
is to them an object of interest; they are quick to observe and to leam.'
Glasfurd's 1862 Report, para.. 89. 

• In their own hiUs they are a bold and hardy race, industrious as culti
vators, and truthful to a proverb; and. though shy and timid with those 
they do not know, are qutckly won over by kindness. They form, indeed. 
not only one of the most interesting, but one of the most improvable of the 
aborigmal tribes of India.'-Lucie-Smith's 1869 Chanda Settlement Report,. 
para. I I r. 

JliERCIFULL Y the Hill Marias and, to a less extent, the Bison-horn 
Marias have been spared the attention of the improver, and hitherto 
have been left fairly free to develop on their own lines and to adjust 
themselves to the increasing impact of modern India on the sur
rounding lowlands. The shyness already mentioned is still very 
marked in the hills, and also among the remoter villages not only 
of Bison-hom Marias and Koyas, but also of Parjas and Murias. 
But the ordinary Bison-hom Maria of the open tracts, with the 
steady expansion of communications and frequent visits by the 
Chief and the Diwan to the Bailadila hills, has come more and more 
into contact with the outer world ; he often comes into Jagdalpur 
for Dasehra or market or to work on the public works, or even to 
show his children the sights of the ' sahar • or • city •, especially the 
power-house and the pumps of the new waterworks. 

In the Abujhmar hills all is well if visitors are expected. 
Otherwise, as in Glasfurd's day, all the inhabitants are liable to 
rush off into the jungle on the sudden appearance of an unusual 
number of persons or a white man. \\c"hen marching from Orcha 
to Adeq (Ader) in Chhota Dongar Mar pargana in February 1930, 
I left the main path to see the village of Tondawada. I was not 
expected in the village, and though I had with me a number of 
Maria youths from Orcha well known to several women of Tonda
wada. yet my approach was the signal for a general salfvt-qui-peut; 
the dng-s barked, the few cattle were hastily driven off into the hills, 
and women and boys fled helter-skelter to the hills, even including 
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a large party of women who had assembled to keen over an old 
woman who had just died. Pigs also were driven off, and a youth, 
who was caught lurking near us to ~ rescue • three stray cows and 
brought to me, advanced to me as delicately as Agag, with his knife 
unsheathed and held in readiness to defend his life. This lad was 
quickly reassured and shouted out, whereupon to our surprise four 
or five other lads came down from trees around us, where they had 
taken shelter, their curiosity being on the whole stronger than 
their fear. Ultimately the women felt that the corpse could not 
be left unmourned any longer, and came back in twos and threes 
to be reassured by the boys. They were then in two ruinds whether 
to resume keening or to see as much as possible of the queer ways 
of so unheard-of an apparition as a white man. When I came to 
see the keening it was altogether too much, and they at once left 
the body and crowded round me ; when I had it explained that I 
wanted to see how funerals were conducted and to photograph 
them, they very obligingly squatted down in their original places, 
and began even more doleful keenings than before. It seemed only 
proper to remove my distracting presence as soon as I could, but 
the keeners were with difficulty dissuaded from seeing me on my 
waytoAdeq. . 

Timidity of this kind is unusual among the Bison-hom Marias ; 
but there are many villages among them where few women can have 
seen a white man. To appear on foot or on a car along a forest 
road where groups of women are gathering forest fruits is usually. 
the signal for them to rush off into the thickets, leaving their baskets 
and gear : but if you return that way later after having spent an 
hour or two in neighbouring villages, they will come tiruidly out 
to you on the road, and gradually lose their earlier fears. 

The highlanders and lowlanders alike are extremely curious. · 
In the Abujhmar hills I have frequently had parties of men, youths 
and girls coming into my tent or hut to see my strange ways of 
getting up, shaving and dressing, and their curiosity has been 
embarrassing when they have tried to watch even the performance 
of natural functions. I have had to brush my hair a dozen times 
over to satisfy those who had not seen me do it the first time, and 
to demonstrate the use of every article on my dressing or office 
tables. They will sit for hours watching a typewriter, and specu
lating on how it works. A motor-car is a source of endless delight, 
whether it be the distorted reflections seen in the polished radiator, 
or the noises of the bnlb and electric horns. They thump it to test 
its materials, or crawl underneath to be fascinated by the strange 
sights that reward their trouble. But it takes time to get them to 
agree to try a ride inside, and when they do, they start off with 
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a fearful pride, but soon lose their fear, and try to crowd into the 
seats; their women, however, are as reluctant to risk entering a car 
as any old village woman in Cornwall thirty-five years ago. It was 
a pleasure later in the day to see the bold adventurers of the morning 
who watched the white man's toilet operations conducting parties 
of sight-seers into the tent and pantomiming the use of brush, razor 
and everything there. The Bison-horn Maria is more sophisticated, 
and will not intrude without being asked, nor is he so curious about 
small things ; but a motor-car is as great a draw to him as to the 
hill men. Both are very interested in seeing a carburettor stripped 
and a•sembled or a tyre changed, or any mechanical repairs ; they 
show quick intelligence, and could soon be taught. In the spate 
of bridge building on the State roads in recent years they have been 
quick to grasp methods of sinking piles or getting great beams into 
position, and have not been slow to offer suggestions that have 
sometimes been practicable. The newly built road bridge over 
the Indrawati at Jagdalpur is really built according to the same 
method as the bridges which even Hill Marias construct across 
their rivers, with modern and stronger materials and other 
improvements. 

My inquisitiveness about their houses, habits, possessions, 
agriculture and customs in their eyes must seem much like their 
curiosity about my ways. Actually their mental processes are not 
unlike ours, when allowance is made for their centuries of isolation ; 
they are certainly more receptive than the ordinary villager of 
British India, whose thought has for generations been stunted by 
the cumbrous wrappings of caste and debased Hinduism. A striking 
instance of this is the comparative ease with which vaccination was 
made compulsory years ago throughout the State and is welcomed 
by the Marias, in strong contrast to the keen opposition to it even 
in the cities of British India and to the caution venturing on 
timidity with which provincial Governments make tentative 
advances in the direction of universal compulsion. Not only is 
vaccination rPally universal even in the hill villages, but the Marias 
are keenly alive to the advantages of inoculation for cholera and 
yaws. and, in fact, are inclined to demand ' tika • or inoculation for 
every ailment, those of them, that is, who have seen for themselves 
cholera checked or yaws cured by injections; for till recently no 
medical relief other than vaccination had reached the hills. 

In natural cheerfulness few races can surpass the Hill Marias, 
who, like all Gonds, are quick to see the fun of things, whether it be 
something that spontaneously appeals to their sense of humour, or 
a joke put to them by some outsider. Their humour is apt to be 
broad. \"ery few serious disputes arise in Abujhmar, where a 
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murder is extremely rare and due usually to some suspicion of 
black magic. The Bison-hom Maria, on the other hand, is subject 
to sudden .fits of blind rage, especially after he has been taking large 
quantities of his intoxicating gruel, landa, which is anathema to the 
Hill Marias. In that state he will seize any weapon that comes 
to hand, whether it be his wife's heavy rice pestle, a log of wood, 
an axe or a bow and arrow, and murder for the most trivial of 
reasons; the State Jail at Jagdalpur has always a high percentage 
of Bison-hom Marias doing time for homicide. He also is capable 
of nursing his revenge for a long time ; a recent example was given 
by a strapping Bison-hom Maria from Palnar, who, after serving 
twelve years of a commuted death sentence, soon after his release 
took the first chance of picking a quarrel with a man whom he 
considered deliberately to have let him down by not giving evidence 
in his defence twelve years before, and battered his head in with 
a heavy bamboo stick. The Bison-hom Maria will in his fury 
declare an implacable enmity by stalking round his foe's house 
three times, either plucking straws from the thatclr, or whistling 
the peculiar su'i whistle, or throwing some of his own pubic hairs 
at the house ; and murder is the inevitable result. There were 
twenty-seven murder trials in Bastar between I9I7 and I923, and 
in eighteen of them the murderers were Bisen-hom Marias, but 
only two of the murders were committed by Hill Marias. About 
half the Bison-hom Maria murders are committed in landa intoxica
tion, and almost the same proportion in sudden fits of rage about 
nothing; for example, wives often .are killed when the hl.ISband 
dislikes his food or it is not ready for him ; one even lost her life 
for refusing to cook for her husband when he woke up hungry in 
the middle of the night. But there are on record Bison-hom Maria 
murders committed for all the" ordinary sordid and criminal murder 
motives ; the Bison-hom Maria is a man of far stronger feelings 
than the Hill Maria. The former actually runs amuck on occasion 
like the Malay ; in two such cases the offender pleaded that he 
suffered from fits and ran amuck under the delusion, in the one case, 
of pursuit and, in the other, of possession by evil spirits and of the 
imminence of a new rebellion. Cain indeed wrote in I876 that 
'blood revenge' had hardly died out in the Godavari valley, and 
was said to be ' in full exercise ' in Bastar. The only apparent 
case of a hereditary vendetta of which I am aware occurred in 
Orcha, a Hill Maria village, where a grandfather and his son were 
murdered at long intervals for suspected witchcraft, while the 
grandson conveniently fell off a sago-palm tree as soon as he was 
old enough to claim the hereditary post of pargana headman. 
There is a strong feeling everywhere of an eye for an eye and a tooth 
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for a tooth ; but nowadays this is generally satisfied by invoking 
the police and the courts. But distances are great in Bastar, and 
in the rains, when the early hill grains are ripe, communications are 
bad ; often the villagers conspire to hush up a murder or leave it 
to those affected to take their own direct action, rather than 
disorganize agricultural work by the troubles of a long police 
enquiry followed by committal proceedings and a sessions trial. 

It is a relief to return from this darker side of the Bison-hom 
Maria's character to the light-heartedness of all Marias, but especially 
the Hill Maria. An engaging feature of this is his readiness to 
burlesque himself. A village gaita (headman) at Tondawada set 
the whole camp in fits of laughter by his description of his first vain 
attempts to use a pair of bullocks in the plough, mimicking himself 
pulled hither and thither by these wild-cat animals; at Hikul I was 
treated to a similar comic representation of what would happen if 
a Maria attempted to milk a cow. They are quick to seize on any 
foibles or peculiarities of individuals, without respect of persons, 
and have a happy knack of inventing apposite nicknames ; this 
trait is common throughout the State, where there are nicknames 
for almost every State official current among all the primitive 
tribes, while few of the leading Hindu and Mohammedan settlers 
are referred to by their true names. 

Frankness and honesty are still as characteristic as ever of the 
hill men and the wilder Bison-hom Marias, and many a man 
arraigned for homicide will state in court perfectly frankly why it 
was ess .. ntial to kill his victim and how it was done. I have very 
seldom found any hesitate to answer any questions, even about 
the most intimate domestic matters. The Bison-hom Maria, 
however, being, at least in the open tracts, more sophisticated, is 
inclined to be suspicious ; and he certainly is learning the ways of 
the courts, and how to defeat a justice administered on the evidence 
and not according to the facts ; many know, for example, that the 
death penalty may be escaped if you can convince your judge that 
you murdered your victim because you believed him to be bewitching 
you. But in general a Maria witness can still be relied upon to 
speak the truth, although it involve his dearest relatives or himself 
in trouble ; and the occasional pleader from British India is soon 
hopelessly at sea if he tries his usual methods of cross-examination 
even on a Bison·hom Maria who knows Halbi. Fortunately, the 
restomtion of the criminal and civil jurisdiction of the village and 
p~rg''"" panchayats will considerably reduce Maria experience of 
the law courts. The Hill Maria never has had much recourse to 
them, petty theft being almost unknown and murder rare. His 
attitude may to some extent be gauged by the following example. 
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There was a disputed boundary between the village of Kurmer in 
the Chhota Dongar Mar pargana and the adjacent Kutru Mar 
village of Jatalur; the Jata clan asserted possession over a strip 
of land belonging to the Parllo clan of Kurmer. I suggested, on 
the strength of a tale I had heard of former Chiefs' methods of 
justice, that the head of each village should come with a cock to 
the land, and that the land should go to the clan whose cock crowed 
first. This was hailed by both sides as a sound solution, and off 
we went to the land; but just before we reached it the Jata headman 
began to hang back, and finally backed out of the test ; I awarded 
the land to the Parllo clan to the approval of men present from 
other clans, and on going over the land found that it contained a 
pagh'ai or alternative village site of the Parllo clan besides the 
cromlech left to mark the site of the Village 11other's ' temple', 
the kasyeq-gaita's udam-garia or seat of honour, and the lwtokal or 
line of menhirs erected in the name of the Parllo dead. Here the 
Jata clan finally abandoned their claim when challenged by the 
Parllo kasyeq-gaita to eat earth from under the Village Mother's 
cromlech. 

To be left to live the free life of the hills, untrammelled by 
restrictions on his user of forest, earth and water or his right to 
shift his village and his penda cultivation, is the unconscious ideal 
of the Hill Maria. If he is sentenced to a long term of imprisonment, 
he will beg to be hanged rather thim be confined within walls ; and 
few of them or of the wilder Bison-hom Marias survive long 
imprisonment. 

The Hill Maria shows great artistry in his bead-work, ·and is 
never at fault in his discrimination between colours and shades, 
though he uses for all shades of green and blue the one word 
kaqarondla. He has general lerms also for red, white, black and 
yellow, but none for intermediate shades. In his houses he draws 
rude cup-marking patterns, S1JJastif!as and strange creatures in 
white earth on his mud plaster, or makes rough clay representations 
of women's breasts. His songs are low and rather melancholic in 
sound, the youths' voices verging on contralto ; but they are far 
easier for an English ear to understand than Hindu music, and have 
often a haunting refrain. Both he and the Bison-hom Maria love 
to hear European records on a gramophone, especially a good 
soprano or contralto, sea shanties, and violins or trios and quartets 
playing light chamber music ; but operatic fireworks merely provoke 
laughter, Chaliapin singing the ' Song of Prince Igor ' making them 
ache with laughter, but being often encored. The Marias as a 
whole have no ·musical instruments except drums. Though the 
Bison-horn Maria does not show the Hill Maria's artistry and 
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colour sense in bead-work, it is noticeable that the best carpet 
weavers in J agdalpur Jail are almost invariably Bison-horn Marias. 
They are quick to grasp intricacies of pattern, and there is hardly 
any pattern that they cannot copy. For years the chief instructor 
in the jail was the double murderer from Palnar already mentioned 
in this chapter. 

The Marias of both kinds are very hospitable. On entering 
a Hill Maria village you are met by the elders and offered little 
gifts, an uncouth yam, or dried tobacco leaves and forest fruits. 
The whole village co-operates to get your camp ready, and to 
entertain you at night with song and dance. The occasional 
stranger from other Koitor villages or minor State official is housed 
and fed, provided he does not outstay his welcome or attempt to 
be exacting in his demands. Co-operation, in service to the State, 
in village festivals, in felling of forest for penda cultivation, in 
allotment of penda areas, in sowing, reaping, winnowing and storing 
of grain, in fishing and hunting, is the key to the social life of the 
Hill Maria, who is a natural communist ; his hospitality is perhaps 
mainly an expression of his ingrained co-operation, though he is 
genuinely glad to see you after a long absence, and will greet you 
with tears of joy. The Bison-hom Maria is more of an individualist, 
or, rather, less of a communist, than the hill man, but he likes to 
entertain for a wedding or to celebrate the completion of a new 
munda (small rice irrigation tank) and similar occasions on a lavish 
scale, keeping open house. All Marias are extremely grateful for 
any benefit received and for sympathy and interest. 



PART III 

DoMESTIC LIFE AND EcoNoMY 

• What have your wastes to do 
With the earth·treader, the earth-tiller; this frail 
Body of man ; the sower, whom the green shoot gladdens: 
Hewer of tre-es; the builder, who houses him from the bleak winds, 
And whom awaits at last long peace beneath the grass 
In soil his fathers knew? '-LAURRMCB BINYON, • The Sirens', 



CHAPTER VI 

VILLAGES, HousEs AND THEIR CoNTENTS 

A. Hill Maria Villages, Houses and their Contents 

THE site of the Hill Maria village is in these days almost entirely 
determined by its convenience as a centre from which to cultivate 
the penda slopes of the year. Peace has reigned in the Abujhmar 
hills from time immemorial, and no question of defence arises 
when a village is built. A possible relic of former unsettled times 
is the custom of building stone cairns and seats as look-outs at the 
head of passes or the summits of hills on the paths leading to 
villages ; but these are convenient watching places for herdsmen 
when their cattle are grazing around the hill-tops, and serve also 
to mark the line of the paths which, in the rains, are overgrown 
with rank grass, or fall into disuse when villages or penda slopes 
are abandoned for alternative sites. Certain well-defined tracks ; 
through the hills are cleared annually by the villagers ; these often , 
avoid the actual village sites, to which side tracks connect them. 
There are no carts in the hills, and therefore the tracks are only 
foot-paths, generally wide enough only for a party to walk in single : 
lile, though at the periodic clearings the grass is cut down to a 
width of two or three feet on each side of the path. The village '>, 
bou.ndary is usually !flarked pya cairn of stones, in the centre of I 
which may be planted a pole ornamented at the top with bunches 
of grass or peacock or jungle-cock feathers, the pole being further 
adorned by peeling off bands of bark at intervals throughout its 
length. The boundary itself is usually a stream, and the cairns of I 
the two villages are usually twenty or thirty yards apart, so that 
when the annual pira-mans/Ja (called by the Bison-hom Marias 
•og-b"rria and by Halbi-speakers boiJarani) ceremony of ridding 
the village of disease takes place, the old winnov.'ing-fans with the 
sweepings of each house can be hung up beyond the boundary on 
this no-rnan's-land without leaving them on the lands of the 
neighbouring village. 

These paths cross streams by stepping-stones, by logs felled 
across the stream, by small raised embankments pierced by hollowed 
tree trunk pipes for the passage of the water and revetted with 
horizontally laid logs. or by bridges consisting of a plank supported 
by bamboo wicker-work cylinders lilled with boulders resting on 

"" 
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the bed of the stream ; these are held in position between upright 
poles set V-wise in the boulders, to which are fastened horizontal 
bamboo poles as railings. As they have no saws, the ' plank ' is 
a tree trunk with one side trinuned flat with the axe. Even more 
elaborate bridges are sometimes made at high levels over streams 
liable to flood, from tree-fork to tree-fork on opposite banks. 

Though, as has been said above, agricultural conditions 
nowadays determine village sites, hill-tops or rocky slopes remain 
favourite sites, and become commoner as you penetrate farther into 
the Abujhmar hills. The traditional arrangement is a street some;' 
twenty-five yards wide between parallel lines of long-houses ; at l 
one end of the street is the gatul-lon or village dormitory, generally 
Within a rounded bambOo. fence, ·and sometimes in front of this 
dormitory will be seen the udam-garia or seat of honour of the 
kasyeq-gaita and possibly also of the secular headman(gaita or peda), 
as well as the stones on which the other village elders sit around 
with them in conclave ; but the udam-garia _CllS~<Jrn is _!!.oUound.in

fall parts of the hills.. Sometimes -the shrine of the J.lar-Talughi or 
·.Village Mother is actually inside the dormitory fencing, and she is 
loften housed there for a while when a village is being shifted. 
There are, as a rule, no bari (vegetable gardens) attached to each 
house as amongst most Gonds, including the Bison-hom Marias 
and the Murias of Bastar ; but sometimes the kasyeq-gaita has 
a small tobacco bari attached to the dormitory in the centre of the 
main street. The Gazetteer (p. so) speaks of the' common granary' . 
as standing in the broad street ; but with one partial exc!'ption, 
Nugur village in Kutru Mar in the lndrawati valley, I have never 
seen this. The villagers generally construct a row of granaries 
(manila or wijja-dodi) on piles at the side or reai of the main village 
street, sometimes near~r the p&nda fields than.thevillage; this row . 
Can hardly be called a ' common granary ', as each villager has his 
own granary in the row for his o~ private food and seed store, 
the granaries being built together only for convenience, as they 
can then be watched at night by one watchman for the whole 
village, sleeping in a special hut at the side of the granaries or under 
a granary. At Nugur there were big matting bins in the main 
street in which all the rice seed of the village was stored ; but here 

1 the village had come under the economic thraldom of some Teli 
. tradesmen, who for years had advanced rice to the cultivators. 
'·.The bins were left in the collective charge of the headman and elders, 
and any villager could help himself to seed on the understanding 
that at harvest he would replace it with 50 per cent. interest, 
the Teli owners being also free to remove the surplus from time 
to time. 
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This traditional arrangement of the Hill Maria villages is far 

from being always observed. I have seen a village constructed in 
this way on one of its traditional sites (pagh or pagha'i; Murias say 
pare, while Bison-horn Marias generally use the Halbi word 
padar), and then four years later found it reconstructed on one of 
the alternative sites with little sign of the traditional grouping ; 
and I have also seen the converse occur. In fact, the configuration 
of the site may make the traditional arrangement difficult. · It is 
also being gradually abandoned in the villages on the edges of the 
hills into which the individualism of surrounding plains villages is 
creeping, and in the few villages such as Orcha and Hikul which havel'l 
good permanent rice cultivation ; in the latter villages there is\r 
a growing tendency not to shift the sites when the surrounding 
penda slopes are exhausted, but to cultivate even remote slopes from 
the village site in the vicinity of the permanent rice fields. As the' 
old feeling of village community weakens, houses are no longer 
built as long-houses, each containing groups of three or four houses 
occupied by brothers or near paternal cousins, but are built detached, 
each with its own granary close to it, instead of the householder 
having one compartment in the long granary row ; even then, 
however, the detacl1ed houses tend to group themselves roughly 
into lines flanking a central open space, at one end of which is the 
village dormitory (gotul-lon), in its usual position. Even when 
a village site is becoming permanent, as at Orcha and Hikul, any 
sudden calamity, such as crop failure, epidemic or epizootic, will 
probably induce the villagers to shift. In several villages the 
kasyrq-gaita always keeps a hen sitting on eggs inside his house, 
and .the addling of an undue proportion of these is frequently a 
signal for the shilting of the village ; but a wise gaita does not let 
his eggs get addled unless there is really sound economic or religious 
reason for shifting, when the omens can be made to suit the occasion. 

Behind each line of houses will be found !2'!!~ of p~t~., at · 
least one for each house ; and the pigs often seem better housed 
than their masters. Where, as around Orcha, sal (Shorea robusta) or 
other timber is plentiful, the pig-sties are generally made of sections 
of tree trunk or large boughs laid horiwntally between vertical 
stays, with an opening in front which can be closed by dropping 
vertical posts over it between horizontal stays at the top and 
bottom of the opening. These sties are sheltered from the sun by 
grass-thatched roofs sloping back from two or more vertical posts 
about 6 feet high to similar posts about 4 feet high in the rear. 
Dug-out troughs of sal wood are kept outside or just inside the sties 
for water and food for the pigs ; the commonest food is a mash made 
from the chaff or husks of kosra (k,.lki; Pa11icum miiiiJCeum) and 
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other minor grains. Where timber is not available, these sties are 
made from bamboos, or even from stones. Similar but, of course, 
far smaller structures are made to serve as hen-coops. resting 
generally against the side or front of the houses. 

l The shrine of the Village Mother, as has been stated above, 
is sometimes actually inside the village domlitory, sometimes just 
~outside it, and sometimes at a considerable distance from the actual 
I village, in a grove, if possible of saja (T erminalia tomentosa-every
lwhere the sacred tree of the Gond) trees. Sometimes there is 
·also in the village, often at the end of the street opposite the 
dormitory, the hut-temple of the pen or clan,god, containing the 
log-frame image of the god.· This will normally be found only in 
the village of the pen-wadda"i or priest of the clan-god; butsoiiie:
times, where the villages of the dan are far apait;-there may be 
two copies of the clan-god, or the god may go to visit other villages, 
and have a resting-shed in each ; or he may have begotten a son 

1 to deputize for him in the distant village ; I have seen in a pen-rawar 
(clan-god's temple) both the pen himself and an embryo 'son' _\Il_ 
the second of his three years' ' gestation '. The pen is always 
covered by a shed; but the Village Mother sometimes is just a 
cairn or a basket-cylinder filled with stones, or a low table-stone 
at the foot of a saja tree, and close by there iS a small shed of grass 
thatch with open sides in which are kept the cooking pots, ladles 
and sacrificial knife used at ceremonial feasts. The sacred grove 
may in very rare cases, in villages near the edge of the lowland~ 
have also a hut-temple of Dantesqwari Mai or Maolai, the most 
revered or feared Hindu deities of Bastar. 

There will be found well apart from the houses and the rest <>f 
the, ;-•ill age a menstruati~t_ in_ m~y vill_<tges, known as pedawo '
ghat to the Fril!Marias, or sometimes asdola-lon. Here all menstru- · 
ating women are secluded from the village for a week every month. 
Sometimes the hut has a single room, about 6 by 5 feet, with walls 
3 feet high, with no windows and only a small door little bigger 
than the entrance to an English kennel ; sometimes there are two 
rooms separated from each other by a partition, so that when a girl 
is alraid of being secluded by herself a duenna may sleep within 
sound of her without actual contact. The door of the seclusion 
room always opens away from the village, so that the affected 
woman may get out at night to answer the call of nature without 
overlooking the village or being visible to any villager. Special 
cooking pots and utensils are kept in the seclusion room, or else 
the woman's food is cooked outside and left by her door for her. 
"the roof is often covered with seed-bearing twigs of castor-oil plants, 

, in all parts of India regarded as very efficacious against magic. 
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+ 
FIGURlt 5 

MAP OF KARANGAL VILLAGE OF THE PARLLO HILL MARIA CLAN, 
as occupit>d in February 1930. (Contours approximate.) 

HouMe-group 1 (a} Empty: built for Deda HUNGA, when serving for MuRRA's 
ntif>Ce; since marrying her, lives in KURMER. (b) P. BAIYYA's mothe~. 
(c) P. BAIYYA, wife and son. (d) P. Mu.RRA, brother of BAIYYA, his 
wife. his son P. BANDE, wife and dau~hter. 

2. (a) P. DoGA and wife. (b) P. KunA. wife, son. DoGA and KuTTA are 
elder and younger brothers, but separate in cultivation. 

J. (a} Empty, since death of P. MuRRA's elder brother's widow. (b) P. MuRRA 
and w1le. 

<4· (a) P. DAIVVA, ka"~·t-q-gaita, and wife. (b) his son P. GURSA, wife and son. 
~· Ruined house of P. KuTTO, who had left viUage. 
b. (a) P. MuRii:A and wife. (h) P. KttTA, 2 wives, t son. {c) P. KBYE, wife and 

2 sons. id) l\RYR'& mother. KtiTA, MuRKA and KRY&regard themselves 
AS hrothrrs, KvTA being the eldest; they arc paternal third cousins. 
Thcoir fi~lds and pigs are separate. but menstruation hut common. 

7· P. PANDA, wtfc, 1 30n, 2 daughters, widowed mother. 
8. (a) P. HBODA, wife and son. (b) P. MASA. (his wife had eloped). HaoDA 

is the eld!!'T, ~h.SA the younger brother. 
Q. The house of & Rawat (herdsman}, w~U apart from Maria houses. 
The wind-ft"nce is a stockade of thick poles. 
The dotted lines are bamboo wickerwork fences.. 
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But ~'}_many ~!!!ages. instead of a communal pedawo'gha'i there is 
a separate hut at the back of each long-house for the use of the 
residents of each house contained in the long-house, called by the 
same name ; or else in each house there is a pedawo'gha'Lroom 
known generally as haia7witha door opening ·a.t the back of the 
house, separated from the rest of the house by a binda or low mud 
threshold about three feet from the back door. It is absolutely 

1 polo or taboo for any male to set foot in the menstruation hut or 
room; I once saw a son who wanted to enter the house by the 

• back door take a flying leap from outside so as to land beyond 
the binda. In every hala room there is a complete set of 
cooking vessels and utensils for the woman to use while she is in 
her courses, when it is polo for her to touch any of the regular 

, 'household articles. The menstruation hut or room is also the 
I scene of all child-births. 

There is in some big villages .JI. resting hut for trayelle.rs._o( 
State officials, known as the paik-gotul or Kos:goflrt;-- paik is the 
word used for a member of the old militia, and Kos is the general 
word used by all Gonds for Hindus. This may also have a stable 
attached. 

The sketch-plan on page ros illustrates a fairly typical Hill Maria 
village, crowning a mountain spur ; · it represents the site occupied 
in 1930 by the Kutru Mar village of Karangal. The long-houses 

: here had nearly all of them bamboo fences between them and the 
; street, running along their front about three or four feet from their 

.front wall. The doors have been shqwn only in the houses ill long-
house no. 6. The fences only give- a little privacy, and spaces 
useful for storing fuel ; they are not garden (bari) enclosures. 
Bamboo is very plentiful around Karangal ; where it is less common, 
these fences are absent. The stockades of thick poles at the eastern 
side of this village were made to afford protection from the fierce 
and cold wind blowing off the hills from the north-east. The 
Village Mother's shrine was a cylindrical basket of stones resting 
on five boulders in the open space between the dormitory and the 
kasyeq-gaita's house, near the latter's udam-garia seat of honour. 
This seat was a flat slab of stone resting on five thin slabs stuck 
vertically in the ground. The pen-rawar shrine of the clan-god 
Koruk Pen was a round hut surrounded with a bamboo fence to 
the east of the village by the side of the path leading to the penda 
fields; there is another shrine of this god at Nugur, a Parllo clan 
village a few miles away in the Indrawati valley. In Karangal 
the only non-Maria was a 1\faria-speaking Rawat herdsman, who 
was allowed a house site at some distance from the main street ; 

1 Or ala ; the aspirate is often dropped by Hill Marias. 
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and every Maria house was occupied by members of the Parllo clan, 
the only partial exception being the empty house (no. 1-a) which 
had till recently been occupied by a youth of the Deda clan, which 
may intermarry with the Parllo clan, serving as lamana'i to win 
the niece of Parllo Murra, occupant of house no. 1-d. It will be 
observed that some long-houses have a joint menstruation hy_t at 
the rear of the house, while in some there is a separate hala for each 
house in the long-house. The kasyeq-gaita's house is at the dormi
tory end of the street, a very usual position. 

It has already be<!n implied that th•mgh a village site may be 
abandoned for superstitious reasons, the predominant reason is 

economic, the exhaustion of the penda slopes that 
The shifting can be conveniently cultivated from the existing 
of villages 

village. If three or more kaghai [penda sites) can 
be dealt with from one paghai or village site, then the village may 
remain on that site for seven or eight years, even though there are 
other paghai in the other penda sites cultivated from it; or if any 
portion of the last penda site to be cultivated is very remote from 
it, then a few houses may be shifted there. What makes the-old\ 
topographical survey maps so useless for finding a modem village ( S: t.,) I_ 
is that they mark only the village site occupied in the sixties, I 
generally, too, by the particular name of that site, not by the general! 
name of the village. The big village of Orcha, for example, is notj 
marked as such, but by the name of its paghai Hoinar. A reference 
to the sketch map of the parish (to use a term more suitable than 
' village ') of Handawada in Dantcwara Mar (opposite p. 108) will 
make the position clear. The parish has ten alternative kaghai 
cu!tivation sites, viz. :-

1. Kawa.r kaghai, at half. 
1. Ditto, 2od half. 
3· lrapmeta kagltai. 
4· H itanRJ)allta.~ltai. 
S· Kunnolnar Aagltai. 

6. Rekarai kaghai. 
7· Handawa.da kagluli. ut half. 
8. Ditto, 2nd hall. 
9· Ahekele kaghai, JSt balf. 

to. Ditto, 2nd half. 

Of these, nos. I, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 only contained paghai village sites. 
In February 1930 the main 'Village was still settled in no. 9, but 
the pcnda slopes in nos. 9 and 10 had been exhausted, and those in 
no. I had been partly cultivated for the first year and were being 
r~aped. Nos. 9 and IO had lasted for six years and, though the 
villagers had started to cultivate no. x a long way below the village 
site in no. 9 and on the other side of the Goinder river, they were 
only then at harvest time starting to shift the village to the paghai 

' in no. 2; in fact, the labour of the first year's work of clearing and 

{cultivating a fresh pe>ida slope is so heavy that the shifting of the 
, village itself is, when necessitated by the distance of the existing site 
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KAGHAI NAMES (see p. 107}. 

I. Kawar, ISt half. 6. Rekarai. 
2. Do., 2nd half. 7· Handawada, ISt half. 
3· Irapmeta. 8. Do .• 2nd half. 
4· Hitangpal. 9· Ahekele, Ist half. 
5· Kurmelnar. 10. Do., 2nd half. 

The letters against fields in nos. 2 and 3 and houses and granarie! in 
nos. 1, 3, 9 and 10 refer to the tenants in the list below. Tenants A toN are 
Gume by clan, 0 to Q7 Tamo. 

(Abb,..eviations.-M= mother, W= wife, 5= grown-up son, b= boy 
child, g ~ girl child, D ~ marriageable daughter.) 

LetteY Tenant Family At'ea Rnt 
iK acres Rs. a. 

A Modi sfo Malia M., cousin's widow 5•00 2 4 
B Lalu sfo Banda~ Bhum-gaita W.,:xb. 4'50 I I2 
c Banda sfo Bursal w.,2g. 6·25 3 8 
D Horra sjo Musra W., I g. 3'50 2 4 
E Masa. sjo Kule, gaita W., IS., I g. 7'50 4 IZ 
F Pido sfo Doga W., I b. 3"50 2 0 
G Irpa sfo Karanje w. 1'50 I 8 
H Rama sjo Peda } w., IS., 2 g. { 2 4 

Junga s/o Rama 4'50 I 8 
I Kohla sfo Pahandi ·w .• I D., I man 

serving to win 
daughter's hand 4'00 I 8 

J Doga sjo Wijja W., I b., I g. 4'00 I I2 
K Kuma s/o Boda W:, I g. 4'50 I 4 
L Juga sfo Wijja M. 1•50 2 '() 

M Malia sjo Gorra. Kasyeq-gaita W., I S., I b., I g. s·so 2 4 
N Pahandi s/o Karanje w.,M. 2"50 2 n 
0 Hara sjo Pandu w. 3'00 2 4 
p Bandi sfo Ku1i \\7., M., 2 b. s·oo 2 12 
Q Musra s/o Pandu w. 2'25 2 4 

Total Acres 68 ·so Rs.4o I2 

There was also in Ahekele Kaghai no. 9 a house shared by a Rawat 
and a Telugu with a small tobacco plot paying 4 annas rent 4 

Rs. 41 o 
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from the fresh cultivation site, postponed till after the first harvestf 
has been raised on the latter. This is Jnconvenient only _to~~he,, 
women. as from the time when the new koS1'a comes into ear till 
the harvest is over all the men sleep apart from their wives in their 
fields, while their womenfolk have to sleep in the village, it being 
taboo for women to sleep in the fields and to have sexual intercourse 
during this period. As it was inconvenient for the bachelors to 
sleep in the dormitory (gotul-lon) on the hill-top village in Ahekele 
paghai, a temporary dormitory had been made near the river, 
actually in Ahekele kaghai no. IO, but close to the bridge by which 
the villagers crossed the river to their penda fields in Kawar kaghai ; 
and there were also four houses there, and a row of granaries, that 
site having been more convenient for some of the villagers whose 
fields had been on the lower slopes of kaghai no. IO when that was 
being cui tivated. Handawada is a village of the Gume clan ; and 
all the houses in the village on Ahekele paghai, those by the river 
in kaghai no. IO, and the one advance-guard house in Kawar paghai, 
as well as all the penda fields in Kawar kaghai no. I, belonged to 
members of the Gume clan: but in the small Irpmeta kaghai no. 3 
three families of tha.Tam&-clan,_witluvhicb.ihe..Gllllle clan.may_ 
intermarry, had been allowed to have penda cultivation and to 
build houses and granaries ; the wives had all been Gume girls. 
In the new village site, Kawar paghai, one villager had already 
built his house, to which I referred above as the advance-guard 
house, because he had been sent to make an experimental penda 
field in Kawar kaghai no. I a year in advance of the rest of the 
villagers, in accordance with custom ; on the success of thisv
experimental cultivation depends the villagers' decision whether 
to migrate en masse in the following year. There was also a newly 

1 
made cairn close by where a ceremony in honour of the Village l 
:llother had been performed as an essential preliminary to the '. 
shifting of the village. When I next camped in the parish in
March 1934, the villagers had for three years occupied Kawar paghai, 
and the houses were dirty and smoke-blackened ; the villagers had 
found the site feverish and unhealthy owing to its proximity to 
the river, there had been several deaths, and Kawar kaghai nos. I 

and 2 had each been exhausted in two years. Their Tamo relatives 
had exhausted Irpmeta kaghai and left the parish. The Bhum-gaita 
and another villager had been sent ahead to make experimental 
penda plots in Hitangpal kaghao (no. 4), and the villagers proposed 
to shift the village during 1935 to the village site in that kaghai or 
the adjacent Kurmelnar kagha; (no. 5) ; the e.>-periments in 
Hitangpal had succeeded, and the villagers were to start their penda 
felling in a few days. 
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When shifting is to begin, all the parish lands being lands of 
the clan, the wadda'i or priest of the clan-god is usually consulted ; 
he is generally himself the leski or medium whom the god possesses, 
and if the god through him directs that the village should be shifted, 

'he leads the villagers to the new site ; sometimes the wadda'i 
!himself is not a medium, but keeps a leski as an assistant. At the 
'new site the kasyeq-gaita clears a small patch of ground in honour 
of the Village Mother, and on this offers an egg, some grain and 
flowers in her name, over which he places stones in a basketry 
:cylinder or as a cairn. This will remain as her shrine in the new 
'village, sometimes, as we have seen, inside the dormitory fencing, 
sometimes outside it but in the main village street, or sometimes 
~right outside the village in a grove, a shed being erected over it. 
'The removal of the cairn would be an omen of disaster, only to be 
avoided by shifting the village. The Orcha villagers had only 
a small table-stone at the foot of a saja tree in a grove to mark 
their Village Mother. Handawada, besides a cairn, had a forked 
stick of saja wood oiled and polished, and whipped round the fork 
with kosa silk whipping, with a leaning thatched roof to protect 
her from the elements. Whatever form her shrine or representation 
may take, it is left behind when the village is deserted, and not 
shifted to the new village ; for it is regarded as valuable evidence 
of the clan or parish property in the land. The only things removed 
are the pots in which grain, etc., ls cooked at the Mother's feasts, 
the cooking utensils and the knives, which the kasyeq-gaita or 
religious headman must himself carry under his arm, not on his head, 
which is taboo, to the shed erected to.bouse them near the Mother's 
shrine in the new village. 

In the villages which I have seen being shifted, the earliest 
buildings to be erected have ·been the village dormitory, the 
houses of the ' advance guard ', the religious and the secular 
headmen, and the menstruation h)lt. Villagers often put up 
their pig-sties before their own houses. A temporary dormitory 
is often put up to house the bachelors, and replaced after the 
houses have been built by a more permanent and elaborate 
structure. 
1 The villagers remove all their utensils and household goods 
. from their old to their new houses when the village is shifted. 
)But they move no building materials; they leave the deserted 
houses to the mercy of the elements, which means that they 
are soon choked in the mass of high grass and scrub jungle 
that immediately springs up on the deserted site, and probably 
burnt down when the forest undergrowth is fired in the following 
spring. 



PLATH X 

TilE YILLAGE l\IOTHER'S SHRINE AT ORCHA 

The stone at the foot of the saja tree trunk on the right is the Village 
l\lothl•r; the shed contains her cooking pots, utensils, etc, 

TilE VILLAGE ?\IL)THER AT HA~D.\WADA 
consistin)o! of nil oilt'\l forked -<•tia stick, bound with kt•sa silk. The lean-to 

thaldlt'f.\ roof wns l"t'mu\·rtl to t>nable the photograph to be taken 

[f.u ~. 110 
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HILL MARIA HOUSES 

IH 

(b) Kurmer. Chhota Dongar Mar. house of Dedba Keye, wife, 2 children. and 
extra rooms for widowed mother~ Feb. 1930 

.. ____ -----15ft~----------~ 

i+NL 
: 1r • • 
' I 

12ft. 
I 
I 

' ' • • I • 

(c) Handawada~ Dantewara Mar. Peda's house, Ma.n:h 1934 

+ 
A"KI Mortar ho)4 

.-----~9ft.-·---· 
The shaded. portions are cots (ALPANJl). The dotted lines represent 

lino of roof-tree 
f'tGVR.& 7 .. 
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Rough ground-plans of three typical Hill Maria houses are 
given in the illustration on page III. The Nugur house was 

House a 
the end house of a long-house, and faced south on to 
the main village street. It differs from the other two 

in having no partition wall between the veranda (algi) and the 
angadi, or women's kitchen and sleeping room; the angadi in 
this case is in fact almost a continuation of the veranda round the 
eastern side of the kmu. The husband actually slept in the veranda 
and his wife in the angadi in warm weather, but in the kmu in 
winter and rains. This house had no hala or menstruation room, 
because the village had a communal menstruation hut ; so also 
the house had no back door. 

The Kurmer 1\ouse faced north on to the main street, and was 
the central house of a long-house of three houses ; its western and 
eastern walls were thus only partitions separating it from the other 
two houses. It was itself almost two houses, as the widowed mother 
of Dedha Keye, the occupant, had the eastern algi, angadi and 
lonu for her exclusive use ; but there was no door between her 
portion of the algi and Keye's portion, only a partial continuation 
across the veranda of the partition wall between her and Keye's 
rooms. The widow was too old to need a hala, and so there was 
only one for Keye's wife in his part of the house, and this had 
a back door. Like the Nugur house, this house had no agha room. 

The Handawada secular headinan's (f>eda's) house was at the 
north end of a long-house containing three houses and facing west 
on to the village street ; the other two houses had their verandas 
(algi) and entrances on the street side, facing west. His alii was 
therefore very small, and only nominally walled off from the open 
ground to the north of the house by a bamboo wicker-work fence 
about 3! feet high, being thus ilseless for keeping property. Where, 
as in the other houses illustrated, the veranrla is in front of the 
house and parallel to the roof-tree, ~t is easy to construct a front 
wall as high as the roof, which is there barely 3t feet above the 
ground. 
s The agha is the husband's living and sleeping room, and it is 
(taboo (polo) for his wife, a mature daughter or any woman to sleep 

,: in it ; but boys too small to sleep in the bachelors' dormitory and 
.immature daughters may sleep there. In hot weather the males 
of the family often sleep under the granary, which is built on piles, 
and when houses have no agha this is the usual sleeping place at 
all times for the men of the family, and for male guests except 
when the lager can be accommodated in the village dormitory 
fKE.i.a!:,lf)!!lJ It is--striCtly taboo for any female to enter a granary, 

r or to sleep under one. Every agha has a large alpanji or sleeping 
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platform raised above the ground on wooden legs about 3 feet high, 
and consisting of a rectangular wooden frame from 5 to 7 feet long 
by from 5 to 3 feet broad ; no attempt has been made to draw to 
scale those shown in the three house plans. On this frame is a 
framework of criss-cross strips of bamboo bark or siari (Bauhinia 
vahlii) creeper cords. In dry weather the father and children 
sleep on the floor, with possibly a reed sleeping-mat (masni) or 
a bark-cloak (taghali) beneath them, and a fire near by; in the 
rainy season they sleep on the _a!panji platform, with a fire under
neath them. At other times of year it is a convenient shelf for 
storing baskets and basketry materials, winnows, tools, cords, etc. 
Where, as in the Kurmer house illustrated, there is no agha, the 
husband may sleep on the floor of the veranda in dry weather, 
and in wet weather on a sleeping-mat in the angadi, while the wife 
sleeps on tlle_tloo~ of the'l<m.f. · -

The angadi is primarily the kitchen and secondarily the sleeping_ 
room 0f !he wife and any mature daughfer.- Besides one or more 
hearths (o'idal) of baked mud, roughly horseshoe shaped, or con
sisting of three stones, there are one or more mortar holes (ahki) 
sunk in the floor and carefully plastered with mud in which grain 
is pounded with the club-shaped pestle (uspal), and numerous pots 
or gourd bottles of water, supplies of leaves for leaf-plates, bamboo 
splinters for stitching them together and baskets of all shapes 
and sizes. It is taboo for mature women to sleep anywhere excepfi 
on the floor, and so no a!panji is provided in angadi or hala r<1"m·;: 
Actually the original custom, still followed in some remote villages,,. 
seems to have been for all men to sleep in the village dormitory.: 
or· at least under their granaries, and not in the house, save in the\ 
season when they slept in the fields ; for this reason the Kurmer 1 
house without any agha probably is an older type than the Handa- i 
wada. At present, except during the season when all males are • 
sleeping in the field houses, married men as well as bachelors sleep . 
in the village dormitory whenever sexual continence has to be ! 
observed, e.g. from the night before the sowing of the petuia fields ~ 
till the first blades sprout, and before certain ceremonies. The r 
Hill Marias are still doubtful about the propriety of men sleeping ; 
in the house and regard the jungle or some place overshadowed by 

1
· 

the thick leaves of the siari (Bauhinia vahlii) creeper as the right 
place for interc-ourse between man and wife ; but the old prejudice I 
is fast dying out.' _j 

1 Ru!!St'U and HiraJal (article,· Gond ·.III. IJh2) write:-' In one part 
nf Bas-tar tht>y have a curious rule that all males. even the married, must sleep 
m the common house for the eight months of the open season, while their 
wivt"5 al~p ~n their own houses. l\ Maria Gond thinks it imptous to have 
~xual iotercou~ wtth his Wlfe in his house, as it would be- an insult to the 
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The essential features of the hala or menstruation room have 
already been described. 

Although also used fo; storing provisions and goods, the lonu. 
room is essentially the room devoted to the Departed {Hanal), and 
fs, indeed, often referred to as the H anal Kholi, or Room of the 
Departed. Here in a comer rests the~'!"l Kunda __ 9J;Pgt_ ot the 
.Qeparted. which it ~ ta~ _for the husban~uch, and in which 
the housewife deposits a little meal for the departed ancestors 
whenever she grinds; and here is the lJ<!.1tELQ]~al, or_the Hearth 
of the Departed. on which she cooks the first new~'!!._~acJl.of 
the.new. g;ain.eating festivals_;__tbe ashes of this_are.never.swept 
~way. There is never al>ack door to the lonu. As no space should 
be wasted, there is always an alpanji platform. in the lonu for 
storing provisions, especially jungle produce ; J.?ut it is never slept 
on, as women only .may sleep in the Jo:nu,. and it is taboo for them 
to sleepanywhere except on the floor. 

The walls of houses are generally made of vertical pole stockad
ing. The side walls ar~ of poles of a uniform height of from 3 to 
3! feet, while the end walls start from this height at the sides and 
rise to 6 or 7 feet at the centre ; the latter at intervals have forked 
tops to support the horizontal beams parallel to the sides on which 
the thatched roof rests. There are generally three of these on 
either side of the central and highest beam, which is the roof-tree. 
The roof-tree is supported at intervals along its length by other 
fork-topped poles resting in the ground, generally built into the 
partitions between the rooms, or setving as posts for the inside 
doors, and varying accordingly in number. They are shown on 
the three ground-plans on page n I in small circles along the 
dotted line representing the li~e .of the roof-tree ; that dotted line 
in the Kurmer and Handawada plans should correspond with the 
partitions shown closely parallel to them. The inner partitions, 
including those dividing one house in a long-house from another, 

goddess of wealth who lives in the house. and the effect would be to drive 
her away. Their solicitude for this goddess is the more noticeable, as the 
Maria Gond's house and furniture probably constitute one of the least valuable 
human habitations on the face of the globe.' 

Whoever gave the authors this information must have been drawing on 
his imagination. There is no • goddess of wealth • among the Marias. The 
modern Maria becomes hilarious over the idea that it is in any way wrong 
to have intercourse with his wife in the house ; if any consideration deterred 
the older generation, it was the dose proximity of the hanal kunda (Pot of the 
Departed) in the lonu room of the house, so associated witb the cult of the 
banal or Departed. 

Dr. Hutton has referred me to the account of the Kadar tribe of Cochin 
(Census of l11dia, 1931, Vol. I. Pt. III, p. 214). The Kadar also regard (or 
used to regard) it as taboo to have sexual intercourse in the house, but husband 
and wife meet by day at a trysting place in the forest. 
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are made either of similar but lighter pole stockading, or of what 
the Hill Marias call tum, that is, fencing of grass fastened in vertical 
bundles between pairs of horizontal bamboo struts, which them
selves are fastened at intervals to poles planted in the ground. 
The floors, walls and partitions are plastered with mud, the walls 
on the inside, and the partitions on both sides ; the women do the 
plastering, while their men look on. They often do not plaster 
the veranda wall at all. They sometimes make the side walls 
of bamboo wattlework instead of pole stockading. They do not 
char or otherwise treat the bases of the poles before fixing them in 
the ground. The first post of the house is almost always of the 
sacred saja tree ; I have not seen this adorned with bundles of 
thatching grass in the manner of other Gonds (cf. Russell and 
Hiralal, III, p. uz), but I have seen two saja trees near a house 
under construction so adorned. The youths sometimes paint the 
plastered partitions in white with rows of dots, with swastikas like 
those tattooed on girls' faces (see p. 74 above), or with crude 
crocodiles or tigers; I have seen women's breasts represented in 
relief. · 

The grass (rarely palm) thatch rests on bamboos tied across 
the roof beams, and is secured against wind by bamboos criss-crossed 
outside the thatch. The grass generally used is dab (Pollinea 
argenteaJ which appears in the penda fields after the first harvest 
has been reaped, and in the second or third year covers them so 
thickly that they have to be abandoned. In March, after the 
harvest has been finished, you will see near all the recently abandoned 
pmda clearings extensive dab cuttings, the grass being stacked on 
rough log platforms about a foot and a half above the ground in 
readiness for re-thatching the houses just before the break of the 
monsoon. The men re-thatch houses, granaries, pig-sties and 
temples every year. 

The usual form of door is a rectangle of split bamboo wickerwork 
sliding between two pairs of upright wooden posts. The doorway 
has often a wicker-work threshold from one to two feet high, over 
which the sliding door fits. There are always doors in the doorways 
leading from outside into the veranda, from the veranda to the 
angadi, and at the back of the menstruation room ; generally also 
in the doorways leading into the lc"u ; but I have never seen a door 
in the front doorway of the menstruation room. Sometimes the 
whole of this room is not taboo to men, the binda or mud threshold 
that marks the limit of the tabooed ground (see p. ro6) 
being constructed across the floor of the room some two feet beyond 
the front entrance. Occasionally more elaborate doors will be 
St'en, mad.- ol a small hewn wooden plank with tangs of wood left 
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projecting about two inches at the top and bottom of the inner 
edge, to work in the eyes of staples cut out of wood and fastened 
into the door-post; the other end has a roughly squared strip of 
wood six inches long, which rests in a slot in the opposite door-post 
and is fastened to it by a horizontal peg passing through holes in 
the door-post and the strip of wood. 

The contents of the Kurmer house represented in ground-plan 
(b) on page III were typical of Hill Maria houses; the list that 
follows enumerates the contents only of the rooms occupied by 
Dedha Keye himself, his wife and children ; his mother had her 
own property in her own angadi and lonu :-

VERANDA 
I sambar born used as a peg. 
I taghali bark overcoat. 
4 bundles of firewood. 
1 broom of phulbehari (Thysanolaena agJ'Ostis) grass. 

AN GAD I 
2 earthen cooking pots. 

10 gourd ladles. 
5 gourds for making bottles. 
z earthen pots full of drinking water. 
I bow. 
2 arrows. 
3 axes. 
I broken axe. 
1 bam boo tobacco tube. 
I pair wooden clogs. 
3 small wooden sitting stools. 
4 coils of dried siari bark for twisting into twine. 
I bundle of peacock's feathers, and 2 cock feathers. 
4 'eking bamboo and leaf rain-hats. · 
I deda'Sno leaf rain-shield for the back. 
3 small iron sickles. 
2 baskets of leaves for plates, etc: 

29 baskets of various types. mostly empty. but some containing meal, 
grain and forest fruits. 

MENSTRUATION RooM 
(a) Outsirk the taboo limit 

2 uspal, or grain pestles. 
z winnows. 
I shouldered digging iron (pulu). 
1 gudari hoe. 
z arrows. 

(b) Inside the taboo limil 
I hearth. 
I cooking pot. 
I axe. 
I uspal. 
2 gourd water-bottles. 
I phulbehari broom. 
2 bamboo tubes of oil. 
8 baskets of different sizes, used for storing food, leaves, etc .• when the 

room is in occupation. 
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Lorw 
t tdpanji platform for storing ~roduce. 

10 large baskets, containing gra.~n and forest fruits. 
J blue dancing skirt or koclli. 
5 gourd bottles. 
I axe. 
2 sickles. 
4 large earthenware pots. 
1 ditto, used as Hanal Kunda. 
1 hearth, used as Ha1tal O'idal. 
3 very small earthenware pots of pigs' fat. 
6 thick bamboo oil-tubes. 

Most houses have, besides these, a number of drums, more bows 
and arrows, fishing-rods, lines and hooks, snares, nets of varying 
mesh for fish, birds and animals, throwing spears, fibre for making 
string and rope, hemp or grass for the same purpose, sandals of raw 
cow-hide, thongs of cow-hide, and korr-guda, or funnel-shaped hen's 
nests on bamboo posts about two feet high. They keep the bulk 
of their grain and forest fruits in their granaries, and the baskets in 
the house contain only what has been removed from the granary 
for current consumption ; there are generally to be found quantities 
of new baskets made for sale at the bazaar. The baskets are of all 
shapes and sizes, and amongst other items include flat baskets 
something like winnows for use as platters, which they hold up 
full of food to their mouths. 

The granaries, whether built singly or in a long row, are almost 
invariably built on piles, the floor being 3 or 3i feet above the 

Gru&rie1 
ground. This not only protects the grain and dried 
fruit stored in the granary from damp and white ants, 

but, as already remarked, provides an extra sleeping place for the 
males of the family and any male guests. There are three rows 
of piles, the two outer ones being tree trunks, seven or eight feet 
high, cut with a piece of a bough forking off at the floor height 
and trimmed short as a rest for the horizontal beams which support 
the flooring ; the central piles have similar forks turned inwards 
at floor-height to support the floor beams, but are two or three feet 
higher above the floor than the outer piles, as they have to support 
the roof-tree. The upper ends of these long piles are either naturally 
forked or else notched to support the horizontal roof beams, which 
bear a thatched roof constructed in the same way as the roofs of 
dwelling-houses. Planks are lald across the floor beams at the 
points where these rest on the lower forks of the piles, and a flooring 
of bamboo wicker-work is laid on them. The walls are made of 
bamboo check wicker-work, the wefts being carried on around each 
corner of the building, where a thin pole resting on a floor plank 
forms the corner warp ; the other warps are unsplit bamboos, but 
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the wefts are of split bamboo. The corners of the walls are further 
secured by cords stitched through the two wicker walls round the 
corner warp and the comer pile. Wherever beams cross, they are 
lashed with siari twine or thicker rope. The door of a single 
granary is usually a sliding piece of bamboo wicker-work ; but in 
the long granaries it is a section of tum grass fence or bamboo 
wicker-work fastened in position by obliquely crossing bamboos. 

These granaries contain immense quantities of kosra and other 
hill grains, rice, beans, dried forest fruits, etc., in big bins of bamboo 
basketry, smaller baskets, and large chiptis or lidded boxes of leaves 
on a framework of cane or twigs. The bins are all lidded with 
stitched-leaf tops, tied round the rim with creeper cord, like the 
paper top Qf an English jam-jar. The Marias store here also dried 
rolls of tobacco leaves, coils of creeper and other ropes, and gourds 
of all shapes and sizes for making spoons, ladles and water-bottles ; 
and when they used moghi dancing shields and peacock plumes 
attached to them they used to hang them under the ~ves except 
when they wrapped them in leaves and hung them in the tops 
of trees. 

The village dormitory, as has been said above, is generally in 
the centre and at one end of the village street. It is a long-house 

made with no partitions, surrounded generally with 
~::tul-lon • a bamboo wattle-work fence ; and it is practically a 

roofed alpanji or sleeping platform, the criss-cross 
bamboo framework of which covers almost the whole floor at 
a height of about 2! feet above the fl,oor. Often it is entereq from 
in front by a door under the highest -point of the eaves, to which 
access is gained by a narrow horizontal gangway of logs raised the 
same height above the ground as the sleeping platform and extending 
from the outer fence to the door ; persons entering the dormitory 
climb on to the gangway by a rough stile, consisting of a tree stump 
set in the ground between two vertical posts which serve as railings. 
The interior is badly grimed with smoke, as log fires are lit at night 
under the sleeping platform, the only door is fastened, and there is 
no window or vent for the escape of smoke. I have never found 
anything inside a dormitory except two or three drums and 
occasionally the shrine of the Village Mother. 

B. Bison-korn Maria Villages, Houses, and their Contents 

Of Hill Maria villages the essential thing to remember is that 
they shift as the cultivation shifts, and so seldom remain more than 
four or five years in one place. The few villages that have good 
permanent rice fields tend now to become more or less permanent. 
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The population is comparatively small, and the land available for' 
the shifting penda cultivation is very extensive. There is practical!}" 
no individual property in penda land, and it is recognized ouly inJ 
permanent rice fields. 

In comparison, the Bison-hom Maria country is thickly{ 
populated; there is far more permanent rice cultivation; muchf 
old penda land has lost its forest growth, or is getting steadily 
slower in recuperating it after each time when it is felled and burnt 
for penda cultivation ; and each villager likes to have a large bari 
or garden enclosure at the back of his house or in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the village where he can grow tobacco, maize, 
chillies, tomatoes and sesamum, and can pen his cattle for the sake 
of their manure. In consequence, economic considerations now{ 
operate in favour of the permanency of Bison-hom Maria villages 
and against their being shifted ; as the pressure on the land has 
become greater the alternative sites (padar), to which in past 
generations a village was from time to time shifted, have been 
permanently occupied by hamlets (para) of that village, and the 
settlers in the hamlets have permanently occupied the adjacent 
penda sites once cultivated in rotation by the shifting village. 
Many big Bison-hom villages have six or seven hamlets, some of 
which are virtually separate villages, and are beginning to assert 
a separate identity by having their own headmen and sometimes 
their own village priests, though on formal occasions all will still 
gather together at the original padar of the village and its hamlets, 
and acknowledge there the authority of the headman and priest of 
the parent village. In the Abujhmar hills, moreover, each village 
is still inhabited almost entirely by members of one clan, and all 
the lands of the villages are regarded as the lands of the clan. But 
in the Bison-horn country, though each parish is still said to be the 
bl&um (earth) of the clan which first settled there, yet there are 
generally in the village many houses of other clans and wife-s:la!'§..... 
from whom the first settlers and their descendants have taken 
wives. Though they will still say that a certain village is the bhum I 
of the clan that founded it, yet in consequence of the many repre
sentatives of other clans settled there now the village and its lands , 
are not looked on as that clan's property in anything like the same · 
degree as among the Hill Marias, nor in actual fact is the original 
clan so free to shift the village as it was before it allowed its wife-· 
clans to share its village site and cultivable lands. Often, too,~ 
the headman is no longer a member of the settler clan. If, ' 
~hcrdore, a Bison-hom village does shift\!,-;;t,.,ese<l:o/Sl the move ! 
IS probably due to superstitious motive§; or to epidemic or epi- '; 
zootic di:;t'-ase. 
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The villages being permanent in comparison to the Hill Maria 
villages, they are apt naturally to be considerably dirtier, and this is 
accentuated by the far larger numbers of cattle and goats that the 
greater wealth of the Bison-horn Marias enables them to keep. 
The houses, too, are far dirtier and more smoke-grimed, though in 
places the Hindu practice of constantly replastering the floors 
with fresh cow-dung is coming in. They are smaller also, as the 
spread of cultivation has restricted the available sources of timber 
and bamboo ; but where ample forest is near, the houses are larger, 
and sleeping sheds for the men as well as cattle byres make individual 
homesteads appear larger than the homes of the Hill Marias. 

The long-houses of the Hill Marias are never seen in the Bison-
hom Maria villages. Individualism is becoming yearly more 

:marked among the Bison-horn Marias, and every man likes to have 
i his own house and property distinct from his brothers and cousins. 
Their houses, instead of being parallel to the village street are 
generally at right angles to it, and a double row of houses, one on 
each side of the street, is often impossible, because the houses are 
too close to each other to allow each house to have its bari (garden 
enclosure) behind it, so that some householders (like those of 
houses B and E in the rough sketch of part of T elam village on page 
I2I) must have their ban opposite them across the street. Each 
bari is fenced right qmnd with bamboo wattle-work, so that the 
fences of the baris opposite the line of houses appear like a con
tinuous wattle-work wall along one side of the street. But there 
may be in the middle of the street occasional granaries or other 
buildings, and the houses are often irregularly scattered about with 
no pretence of formal alignment, so that the ordered arrangement 
of a Hill Maria village is completely absent. There are as many 
pig-sties in Bison-horn as in Hill Maria villages, but they are far 
less elaborately and adequately constructed, though protected, 
like the Hill Maria sties, by leaning th'!tches from the sun. 

1 The houses of the clan that founded the village are usually all 
l together in one group, and there are separate groups for each of 
~ the clans with which it intermarries. 

There appears to be ng_£Q_mmon menstruation hut among 
the Bison-hom Marias, por;indeed.:;any-specia'fmenstiuation room_ 
in their houses. A special hut ·ar booth is erected iiearflle-house 
for the delivery of a child, and in a few villages near the borders of 
the Hill Maria country there is a hut called the Piki-kurma for each 
group of houses, where apparently young girls are segregated for 
their first menstruation ; hut I noted that I might have misunder
stood the information that I was given about this hut, and in 
villages in the heart of the Bison-horn country was definitely told 
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that there was no custom of segregating menstruating girls or 
women. 

There is in every Bison-hom villag~ ~ paikgo[ul or lodging-hut 
for State officiats, but I have '!ever seen a gotul-lon dormitory for 
bachelors. I was once told that there are such doimitories in a few 
big villages such as Ghotpal, Karli, Tumnar, Massenar and Dugeli; 
but could not find one in these villages ; nor did the State officials 
who gathered information for me in various parts of the Bison-hom 
country ever report their existence. The pedas (headmen) and 
pennas (village priests) whom I saw at Aranpur and other camps 
stated that such dormitories were a degraded institution found only 
among Hill Marias and Murias. They are not mentioned by 
Madras writers on the Koyas and Dorlas. 

Bison-hom villages are not found on the tops of hills and 
isolated spurs like Hill Maria villages. They are located in positions 
convenient for communications, water supply or cultivation, like 
lowlaod villages in all countries. Many of them, especially in 
the Jagdalpur tahsil, have cart tracks leading to them, though these 
are used mainly by the Hindu and Mohammedan traders who bring 
their wares to the various weekly markets already established 
in their bigger villages. Though, however, some Bison-hom Marias 
have carts, and more keep cattle and do not itways leave it to the 
Rawat herdsman servant to milk them, while many use ploughs, 
yet the majority of them still think it not the thing for Koitor to 
drive carts, or that they could never manage them ; and there are, 
therefore, very many villages approachable only by foo~paths. 
They make bridges very similar to those of the Hill Marias, often 
on a more elaborate scale. 
' The only Bison-hom Maria village where I could find memory 
pf a fairly recent shifting was ·Bare Gudra, in the Kuakonda pargana 
1 of Dantewara tahsil.· My informant was Kartami 
~~~~~ Mukka, the old village priest (pe?ma) of the village, 

who said that when he was young the village was 
settled in the now abandoned Mundi padar {village site) ; there was 
heavy mortality from _epidemic and epizootic outbreaks Jqr_ sQ!lle 
years.li:tid ,a series-of crop fa:ilures: Then the-eggs in his father's 
house began always to get addled, and his father, the perma, 
interpreting this as a final intimation that the village had to be 
shifted, called up the elders to see the eggs, and they agreed that 
the village must be shifted. They had then. on a Monday, Wednes
day or Friday, to go at noon with the penna to select the padar 
for the new village ; and to test the omens at the new padar the 
perma dug a small hole in the ground. In the first hole he1ound 
a root growing across the hole, and so changed to another position 
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in the same padaT, and here he was able to dig a hole without any 
root growing across it ; a few roots at the side of the bole did not 
matter, and the finding of a stone when the hole was half dug was 
considered lucky. In this hole he planted a pole of saja wood with 
a forked top, to one·ann of which he had tied a bundle of thatching 
grass, aria after filling in the hole around it with earth be sprinkled 
some grains of rice in two heaps in front of the pole in the name of 
the Village Mother, the clan-god and the local spirits. The next 
morning he came with the elders to inspect the two heaps of grain, 
and as he found them scattered about, he had to dig a fresh hole 
exactly as before, plant the saja pole in it, and lay two heaps of 
grain again in front of it. Next morning they found the two heaps 
undisturbed, and so considered that the omens favoured this a,s_ 
the village site. The saja pole was left there to serve as one of the 
supports for the roof-tree of the perma's house, and the building 
of the new village was begun without further ceremony. Had 
the heaps of grain been found again disturbed, they would have 
decided against that padaT and tested the omens in the same way 
in another Pada•. A sacrifice to the Village Mother and the Earth\ 
(Bhum) had preceded the actual settling in the new site. ----

On page 121 are a rough sketch and ground-plan of a 
typical Bison-hom Maria house in the village of Telarn in Kuakonda 

Houaea 
pargana. The inner house, consisting of the wijja-lon 
(' seed-house ') in the rear, and the na.ma-lon · 

(' middle house ') in front of it, is made first ; and then the ose1' · 
{'veranda ') is added, with slightly lower eaves. Though from 
indoors the oser seems just an integral part of the house, the different 
level• of the eaves make the house look from the outside like two 
card houses built on different levels. Sometimes also a second or 
even a third oser has subsequently been built on to the first, each 
with lower eaves, increasing still further the card house appearance. 
The thatch is of forest grasses or of the dwarf palms (Phoenix 
sylvtslris and Plwfflix jarin1jera) which are such common features 
of the undergrowth of the Bastar forests, and is neater than the 
thatch of Hill Maria houses. The doors are usually pieces of 
bamboo wicker-work sliding between pairs of vertical posts, like the 
doors of the Hill 1\!aria houses ; but sometimes the sections of 
wicker-work are hinged on to a doorpost by knotted pieces of split 
bamboo. In the richer and more advanced villages, wooden doors 
and p.>dlocks are not unknown. 

The u·ijj~-lon, like the Hill Maria's lcnu_i.s used both as a store- -
room and for the cult of the Departed:-- There being no pile granaries I 
or long granaries, the year's harvest, not only of grain but also of I 
fllrest produce, is stored in the u••jja-lon, and so a storage platform 

10 
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of logs covers nearly the whole of the room, except the dark corner 
where, as among the Hill Marias, rests the Hanal Kunda or Pot of 
the Departed. The various grains are stored in bamboo bins or in 
very large leaf-work chiptis. Other baskets contain dried mango 
pulp, fresh mangoes, mango kernels whole or crushed, the mousy 
smelling flowers of the mahua {Bassia latifolia), mahua seeds, and 
the fresh or dried fruits of the tamarind (Tamarindus indica), 
seona (Gmelina arborea), achar (Buchanania latifolia), tendu (Dio
spyros melanoxylon), siari (elephant creeper, Bauhinia vahlii), the 
various dwarf palms, and other trees. They store far more forest 
produce than the Hill Marias, but less grain ; their penda slopes are 
far less extensive, and, as copper coin circulates freely among them, 
they sell much more of their rice and garden produce. They do 
not use the various forest yams nearly as much as the Hill Marias. 

The narma-lon is a sleeping room for the women and small 
children, and household goods and utensils are kept there. In the 
oser is the cooking hearth, the ahki mortar holes in which grain is 
husked with the large musal pestle, very similar in type to the 
Hill Maria uspal, hen's nests, water-pots, leaves for plates, etc. 
If any of the intoxicating landa gruel is under brew, it is kept 
usually in the cooler and darker wijja-lon or narma-lon. An interest
ing utensil seen in many Bison-horn houses is a spoon of brass, like 
an English pipe with a straight .stem, and an exact reproduction 
in shape of the gourd ladles known in the hills as paghas and in 
the plains as orka, described on page 66 above. This is called a· 
kal-burria or ' wine-ladle ' and is used for distributing liquoF. It is 
made by the Gharwa brass-workers· by the eire-perdue process. 

There are often side-sheds in which members of the family 
sleep, or where goats or kine~~ tethered at night, and poultry roost. 
-· The other contents of their houses are similar to those of the 
Hill Maria houses, but they generally have more tools, weapons, 
hunting-nets, clothes and jewellery; owing to their growing habit 
of regular attendance at weekly bazaars and their greater readiness 

.! to sell their produce. 
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AGRICULTURE 

THE whole life of the Maria is primarily directed towards the raising 
of food from the earth, either by cultivation, or by gathering the 
fruits of the forest, or by fishing, hunting or trapping. His agri
culture, as we have seen, determines the sites of his villages, and 
regulates his relations with his wife. His festivals, it will be seen, 
are designed either to ensure the benevolence of the earth and the 
ancestors and the clan-god towards the crops about to be sown, 
or to celebrate the first eating of each of the main crops, and the 
final harvest-home, in a spirit of communal thanksgiving. The 
human population to him is the crop of men that the Bhum or 
Earth raises for the clan, or for the Ruling Chief. _ 

The Hill Maria still regards the crops as the result of the 1, 
combined labours of the village rather than of the labours of
individuals. If one suffers, all suffer, and all combine to support 
the old and the needy, and to help each fellow villager to get 
through the heaviest parts of the yearly agricultural round. The 
young man on marriage, or the fellow clansman settling in the 
village, must have his share of the village lands for cultivation. 
In the raising of crops, then, the village and not the individual 
cultivator is the unit, even now, in the Abujhmar hills. But the 
Bison-horn 1\!aria is an individualist. He has lived long in contact 
with scmi-Hinduized neighbours, and has long begun to practise 
the more advanced methods of the settled cultivator. Permanent -
cultivation fosters individualism. Even in the Abujhmar hills the 
few permanent rice fields are definitely the private property of 
individuals; and .as the use Qf the plough. spreadi.add. more__and 
more of the wet lands become permanent rice fields, the owners of 
these fields begin more and more to assert in their shifting cultivation 
plots the rights of permanent private ownership already admitted 
in their rice fields. This has already happened among the Bison
horn Marias, aided by the rapid growth of population increasing 
the pressure on the land and reducing the land available for distribu
tion to newcomers to the villages. The indications are that 
formerly they shared the communal attitude of the Hill Maria. 
In describing, therefore, the agricultural life of the community. 
I shall deal primarily with that of the Hill Marias, indicating where 
net'essru-y the different developments among the Bison-hom Marias . .. , 
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It will be convenient to describe here the religious ceremonies of 
the Hill Marias, so bound up are they with their agriculture ; but 
as the agricultural ceremonies of the Bison-horn Marias are much 
more elaborate, it will be more appropriate to describe them in 
dealing with religion in Part IV. Unless, therefore, I state other
wise, the ceremonies mentioned in this chapter will be those of the 
Hill Marias only. 

In previous chapters, when speaking of the shifting cultivation 
of the Marias, the term which I have generally used is penda. 

Systems of 
cultivation 

Central Provinces literature has used the general 
terms dahia or bewar indiscriminately for all forms of 
cultivation in which crops are raised on the ashes 

of trees felled and burned for that purpose. In Bastar dahi is th,; 
~albi term applied tQ th~~ of s.ut_ting_ t~>. or brushwood 
in\ the forest, and,]Jringing them to \.n old unernbanked field, where 
they are spread out to dry and then fired just before the rains break. • 
$_q<;J!_~elds_are always._IeveJ. and not hill slopes. The pr~ctic<0s 
known to the Hill and the Bison-horn Marias, and called: parka Y 
but as it is usually applied to old fields that have lain fallovf (or 
occasionally to a rice field which is to be sown with a dry crop), 
the Hill Marias make little use of it, but will take more to it now 
that the substitution of a poll-tax for the fornier attempt to impose 
a regular land revenue settlement i~ encouraging them to re-cnltivate 
old rice fields and to bring the flat marhan lands under cultivation. 
It can be seen in the villages between Orelia and Chhota Dongar, . 
on the edge of the Hill Maria country, where the hills begin to open 
out into broad valleys. ... . -·---:\ 

~~:_covered with .forest growthj which is cleared from' 
time to time and burned for _shifting cultivation are known in the 
Halbi1anguage as marhan. Tlie forest growth is felled in situ and ' 
spread out to dry in January or February; it is fired towards the 
end of May, and the ashes are spread evenly over the soil with an 
instrument like a squeegee with a handle eleven or twelve feet long, 
called dosna-dang in Halbi and parka-lathi by the Marias ; as the · 
name makes it clear, this is used for spreading the ashes in parka: 
or dahi cultivation also. The ashes are ploughed into tl!<>-ground I 
after the first fall of rain. M ~~han cultivation is called..4iPP'? by 
Murias and Hill Marias, and'"erkd- by the Bison-horn Marias, who 
subdivide it further into mudur-erka or timber forest marhan, and 
marram-erkll. ',or scrub-jungle marhan. These flat lands can be 
cultivated for only two years normally; in the first year the 
undergrowth is cut, the smaller trees and some boughs of big trees, 
while the big trees are girdled. To provide ashes for the second 
year, the big trees girdled the year before are felled, after piles of 
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dry brushwood have been burnt round their feet if the girdling has 
not prevented some sap again rising. Ultimately, if these !an~ 
do not have a long enough rest betweensuccessive -aearings;·· the. 
forest loses its power of regeneration; and it is to such former dippa 
or erka .lands that the parka._or _dahi system described above is.. 
applied. Dippa is fairly common between Orcha and Chhota 
Dongar, and it is because there is plenty of land still available to 
ensure each dippa an adequate rest that parka cultivation is so 
uncommon. But in the more open country of the large Bison-hom 
Maria villages much land seems to have lost its forest regenerative 
power, and every remaining non-fruit tree has its boughs lopped 
year after year to provide fuel to be carted off to the old erka lands 
for parka cultivation till it looks, when its new leaves sprout, like 
a Lombardy poplar in shape. The raking of the ashes with the 
parka-lathi in the height of the hot weather is very exhausting, 
and the men who do this work often suffer for some days later from 
very dark-coloured urine. 

Both dippa (erka) and parka are more advanced methods of 
cultivation than the Hill Maria's favourite penda or hill sl~e 
cultivation. For this he fells and burns the forest growtliOn· the hill 
slopes, which are often very steep. Beyond roughly distributing 
the unburnt material over the slope, and, wearing wooden clogs or 
strips of saja bark to protect the soles of his feet, poking unburnt 
logs into a burning patch with long bamboo poles, he goes not try. 
to spread the ashes evenly, or use the parka-lathi, and consequently 
adjacent patches of crops vary greatly in height and density. · He 
sows the seed broadcast in the ashes after the rains have broken, 
and <loes not attempt to dig up the ~oil of the slopes with his gudari_ 
hoe except in the few patches where the sown seed~~O_!'U'...2!,gerrnin
ate ; these he roughly scarifies and resows. The' Gazetteer (p. 54) 
repeats the story that the seed is ' sown along the top of the slope 
from which the rain water washes it down and spreads it over 
the field ' ; the bare idea of this makes Hill and Bison-horn Maria 
laugh, and it is obvious that if sowing were so much left to chance, 
the only parts of the slope producing any crops would be the sides 
of the natural drainage channels. The Hill llfaria does scarify 
his rare pennanent rice fields and sometimes his <Iippa land with 
his hoe, and one man in three hundred may use ll._plough.on tl~; · 
but the Bison-horn !If aria uses his plough on rice field. parka and 
erka and even occasionally on tlle lower and less steep parts of his 
prHJ., slopes. while he scarifies with his hoe all that he does not 
plough. · 

In most Hill Maria parishes penda is the only kind of cultiva
tion, and though in much of the Bison-hom country permanent 
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rice cultivation, semi-permanent parka fields, and the less ephemeral 
erka cultivation have displaced it, yet tracts remain like those round 
Katakalian and Kuakonda, from Paknar to Massenar, where penda 
still reigns supreme, and in late May hillside after hillside here is 
speckled grey with the fresh ashes of the newly burned timber, or 
there is dotted with the vivid green of the fresh undergrowth 
shooting up from the old roots and stumps which have somehow 
survived the last three years of fire and axe ; hard by are patches 
of pole forest ready for their turn of penda, when the newly fired 
plots are exhausted. Though maps show such areas in the Bison
hom country as forest, they are really all cultivated areas, on which 
forest is grown in rotation with other crops as a source of fertilizing 
nitrates ; and here every slope and every patch of forest has passed 
into the separate possession of individuals. The extent of penda 
cultivation in the Abujhmar hills is less apparent to the eye, as 
the population is far sparser and the parish lands far wider. The 
slopes successively cultivated get a longer fallow period, and are 
farther apart. 

This shifting forest cultivation is criticized from two points of 
view.,-4:-he forestry enthusiast laments the passing of much fine 
foreit, and foretells desiccation and erosion. Others condemn penda 
as a lazy method of cultivation. The former forgets that in most 
of this area the forests have been too remote and inaccessible ever 
to be exploited, and that, even though some fine timber has been 
saciificed, much that has gone was hopelessly over-mature. Vast· 
areas of forest have been reserved. by the State, and it lias not 
been possible to work half of these tesei:Ves. The Maria does not 
range through his forests clearing patches for cultivation at random ; 
he has more or less definite rpt~tions, and the clearings after two or 
three years' cultivation may get twelve or fourteen years' rest, at· 
the end of which they have a dense forest growth. Few signs are 
apparent of erosion, save in the more open parts of the Bison-horn 
country where erka has cleared the plains below the hills of forest ; 
and there are no signs of any reduction in the heavy rainfall. In 
the remaining penda lands of the Bison-hom Marias no good timber 
is destroyed ; whether these lands are at the moment growing 
grain or bush, they should now be regarded as lands under cultiva
tion. The axe and fire of the penda cultivator have let light and 
civilization penetrate slowly but surely into the Bison-horn country 
as notlung else would have done for centuries : they alone have 
prevented the Abujhmar hills remaining a trackless wilderness. 

:·. ·It is a superficial criticism that condemns penda cultivation 
; ·as lazy. The clearing of the land, especially if it be covered with 
, <heavy timber, is most arduous. Remote and sometimes almost 
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perpendicular slopes two or three miles from the village have to be 
cleared ; the wood and scrub spread over the ground, which, in 
the Bison-hom country, has beforehand been dug over with the hoe 
or, perhaps, on the lower and less steep slopes, ploughed with great 
difficulty ; field-houses, sheds and watching platforms have to be 
built on the penda slopes. The firing of the penda is particularly 
arduous ; the stumps have to he cleared of the shoots that spring 
up when the rains have set in ; and where deer or bison are numerous 
the clearings have to be fenced with heavy timber fencing. Man 
and woman here have unaided to do all that regular plains culti
vators do with the aid of ox and plough, and much more besides. 
They do not weed their crops, and they broadcast their seed ; here 
alone they save labour which falls to the regular cultivator, not 
out of laziness, but from ignorance. 

For convenience the names which the Hill Maria gives to the 
months may here he stated :-

The 
-cultivator"• 
year 

English 
December-January 
january-February 
l<ebruary-Ma.rch 
March-April 
April-May 
May-june 
June-July 
July-August .. 
August-September 
Septemh<r-October 
October-November 
November-December 

Mariti 
Pusi 
Mah 
Phagur 
Cbaita. 
Mur 
Na 
Ha'i 
Hagh 
Eranj 
Eram 
Orma 
Pa. or Pandi 

The Bison-hom Maria uses generally the local Hindu names for 
the months. The calendar is, of course, lunar, the word lenj 
meaning either moon or month. Of the above names the first four 
are obvious corruptions of the Hindu names Pus, Magh, Phalgun 
and Chait. Mur is explained as meaning' beginning' ; • to begin ' 
is 'tm.r '·kiyaM. Na is a shortened form of nalung, the numeral 4, 
Hal of ha'it~gu (5), Hagh of argu (6), while the other four names are 
derived from forms akin to the Telugu words for 7. 8, 9 and 10, 

namely eru (7), ermori (8), ormadu (9) and padu (ro) ; it is interesting 

I
to note that although ordinarily the Hill Maria, except on the 
southern edge of the Abujhmar hills, has Gondi forms only for 
numbers I to 6, and after that uses the Hindi numerals, in the 
nomenclature of the months he remembers Dravidian forms for 

i numbers 7 to ro. He counts the year as beginning in Mur, though 
some will say Na. (The Bison-hom Maria uses the local Hindu 
names for the months.) But as the actual round of agricultural. 
'?perntions begins with the felling of trees for the coming penda 
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cultivation.jt..willbe convenientto start this account from the new 
mOOilof Phagur, that is to say, the new moon nearest to the. end 
of February, before which it is not considered right to start cutting 
forest for penda, though the work is started two or three weeks 
earlier for dippa cultivation. The choice of the kaghai site (see 
p. 107 above) for the penda will have been made beforehand, either 
in informal discussion among the village elders or at the ceremony 
after Koqsar, the great concluding harvest festival, at which the 
kasyeq-gaita seated on his udam-garia seat of honour with the 
villagers seated around him, confirms by formal pronouncement the 
decisions probably already reached in informal discussions with 
the elders about the village arrangements for the coming year. 

Before the felling of the forest may begin, a further ceremony 
takes place. I .attended the ceremony at Orcha on March uth, 
1934, when the moon of Phagur was nearly full. At about I p.m. 
the kasyeq-gaita with the elders proceeded to the selected kaghai, 
which was covered with a dense growth of sapling sal trees ; the 
oldest villager present, a man of about fifty, said that he was a small 
child when it had last been cultivated. There Usendi Delu, the 
kasyeq-gaita, cleared a small piece of ground at the foot of a saja tree, 
set up a stone on it against a root of the tree, and placed an egg 
upright on its pointed end in front of the stone.· He then squatted 
on the ground before the stone to the right of the egg, and Usendi 
Moda, the gaita or secular headman, to the left of the egg. Both 
put their hands together, palm to palm, touched the ground below 
the egg with them and raised them tq their foreheads, utteriug in 
unison the formula, ' Bhum kenji I T alugh kenji ! J imme jaga 
kenji! Anam pirka a'i, nehna nehna manna a'i I Kohla pandi !· 
irka gumur kadi I ' (Earth hearken I Mother hearken I All that 
is here and around hearken I Let our crops and vegetables grow 
here, let them grow and yield full increase I Let our kutki ripen I 
Let our cucumbers and pumpkins mature I) They repeated the 
formula in unison, again saluted the earth in front of the egg, and 
then arose. The congregation of elders which had squatted around 
them and kept silence all through the ceremony also arose, and 
everyone returned to the village, leaving the egg there unbroken. 
There was no formal felling of the first tree, and no allotment of 
the different plots of penda land. 

From this ceremony onwards all are free to start felling. 
lhere is no formal allotment, but villagers divide up the land by 
mutual discussion, the size of each plot depending on the number 
of ~rsons in .the household to be ~ed and c!P.a!Jie of doing 3-JwL 

Mays work With axe and hoe._ It IS largely a matterot"one man 
1 volunteering to dear one plot and another man the next, and so on ; . 
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the preparation of the kaghai site is a task to be accomplished by 
the whole village. Disputes are practically unknown, owing to this 
strong feeling of community of interest. There is, moreover, in 
the Abujhmar hills ample land for all, and any man is free to work 
harder than others if he likes to cultivate a larger plot; but he 
seldom does so unless he either is a newly married newcomer to 
the village, bent on building up a reserve of grain, or has a large 
number of dependents. There is no guarantee that a man will have 
the same plot as that allotted to him when the kaghai was last 

1 previously cultivated, or even a plot of the same area ; but in 
f villages where land is not so ample as in others, and a kaghai may 
;be cultivated therefore at shorter intervals, each man as far as 
'possible is allowed the same plot that he occupied at the previous 
~cutting, though he may have to contribute a.part of his former land 
·1to accommodate newcomers or newly marned youths. There are 
.villages where either the kasyeq-gaita or the gaita is a strong man 
land has arrogated to himseU a right to allot the penda plots; -but 
I he would get short shrift if he were unfair in his allotting : he is 
not a chief, but only primus inter pares among the village elders. 

• - Plots once allotted and cultivated are for the time the private 
property of the householder who cultivates them, and he marks 
the limits of his cultivation either by leaving certain tree stumps to 
serve as boundary marks (the Bison-horn Marias who retain 
permanent rights over their pen<ia plots are especially careful about 
this, the boundary trees often being left intact and not even lopped, 
save in so far as necessary to keep birds off the pen<ia), or by planting 
lines of roselle (H iltiscus sabdariffa) or of til (Sesamum indicum) 
along the edges of his plot ; roselle with its crimson seed-vessels 
and til with its deep yellow blossoms make very vivid boundaries. 

Each family fells its own pen<ia plots, and the villagers do not 
combine to clear each plot in turn as they combine in threshing. 
The work takes two or three weeks, and the men do all the heavy 
work, though women and children assist in cutting small trees and 
undergrowth and in arranging them for firing. Any fruit trees are 
carefully spared. If any of the ground is dug up with gudari hoes, 
men do most of the work, though they leave it to women on the flat 
dippa lands or on the gentler pen<ia slopes. The iron pulu digging 
stick is used for grubbing up roots large enough to be a serious 
impediment. Much timber, when the growth is heavy, is reserved 
for fencing the pen<ia against wild animals, where any herds of deer 
survive. The wood is left to dry through the heat of April and May, 
which are holiday months. 

\\'hen the wood is dry, the kasyeq-gaita calls a meeting in the 
village dormitory to fix a day for firing. All the villagers combine 
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to fire all the penda plots simultaneously,· and the women take no 
part in this work. There is no public ceremony before the firing ; 
but the kasyeq-gaita starts it for the whole village by firing the first 
bundle of dried brushwood in his own plot with a bundle of dried 
grass kindled from a glowing ember brought from his own bouse ; 
he makes fire with a fire-saw only if no ember is available or if it bas 
died on its way to the penda. At Handawada in May 1930, heavy 
rain fell, and so delayed the firing of the penda that the kasyeq-gaita 
and village elders went in deputation to the clan-god Verma Pen 
of the Gume clan at Toinar and promised to sacrifice a cock to him 
if he would stop the rain ; be only received his cock after he bad 
fulfilled the condition and it had been possible to fire. the penda. 
The firing takes only three or four days if the wood is really dry. 

Between firing and sowing there is only a short interval in 
which the villagers must work hard to prepare their fences and 
field houses. There are no fences between individual plots as a rule, 
these being marked off either by lines of til or roselle at sowing, as 

. already explained, or by laying a few poles lengthwise along the 
• edge of the plots ; but there is a general fence around each block 

of plots, except where there is no risk of animals damaging the 
crops. A type of fencing found only around Orcha and the Chhota 
Dongar Mar pargana, known as kckcr (crooked) garpi, is a zig-zag 
stockading of logs laid horizontally on each other, the sides of each 
projecting angle being fifteen or· twenty feet long; it looks like 
a vast herringbone pattern climbing the hillside. Grass tum fences, . 
made in the same way as the tu"! partitions of houses ~ready 
described, 3.1:e used where the need for protection from animals is 
less, and, where bamboo is very plentiful, bamboo wattle-work 
fences. Another type of substantial timber fence is the wdma 
fence consisting of poles laid lforiwntally one on another, held in · 
position between pairs of bamboo uprights driven into the ground, 
and tied together at intervals betw.een the horizontal poles ; the 
upright bamboos are generally the two halves of a thick bamboo 
split lengthwise. I have not noticed in the hill villages the stockades 
of sal piles driven into the ground which are common among the 
Murias of the north and are met in Bison-hom Maria villages also. 

The chief field-house is really a sleeping platform raised high 
above the level of the crops on wooden piles, similar to the field 
watchers' machan found throughout Central India, but far more 
elaborate ; the space between the piles below the platform is walled 
round with bamboo wicker-work or tum, and there is a thick thatched 
roof. As in the dormitories, a fire is kept burning at night below 
the platform to warm those sleeping on it. Tools and weapons, 
and cooking pots and food, are kept in the room below the platform, 
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and frequently fowls also, and dogs. From the platform radiate 
cords of siari twine to bamboo rattles hung from trees or posts in 
various parts of the field, to enable the occupant to scare birds or 
animals. It is taboo (polo) for women to sleep in these field-houses 
(dodi). Less elaborate sleeping or resting platforms are also made 
which are really cots surrounded with rough round bamboo walls ; 
for women to cook and to rest in during the heat of the day rough 
conical shelters are made of bamboos and leaves, like Red Indian 
wigwams, known as panambaksha. They may also erect big and 
small sheds called ketul, consisting of thatched eaves resting on 
upright posts, unwalled ; rough granaries for storing grain until 
it is removed after the harvest to the permanent granaries ; and 
log platforms for stacking the reaped sheaves. 

Sowing is begun after the first showers of the monsoon rains, 
in Na month. The date is fixed at a meeting of the men in the 

. dormitory (gotul-lon) a day or two beforehand. 
SoWtng From the night before the sowing (wijja'i) till al{ 
the seeds have sprouted, it is taboo for men to cohabit with thei 
wives, and they therefore sleep with the bachelors in the dormitory 
Before sunrise on sowing day the head of each family goes to the 
forest and picks two saja leaves to serve as' seed-leaves' (wijj-ahk). 
These he brings into the lonu room of his house, and lays on the 
floor near the Pot of the Departed ; he squats down before them, 
raises his hands, palm to palm, to his forehead, and lowers them, 
fists closed, to the floor in front of the leaves, saying, 'Tador-pepi 
mit kenjat I M iku har kihanom, inje kenjatu, aru maki nehna 
nehna anam wayi I Inje ram aimatu, manemasi mantu I ' (Hearken, 
0 A:ncestors I We adjure you, hearken now, and let us have an 
excellent harvest I Let not your wrath now fall upon us, and be not 
deaf to my prayer).' He then hangs the two leaves from the 
kitchen (••ngadi) ceiling, where they remain till next seed-time, 
when he takes them down, and deposits them on a forest path. 

On behalf of all the villagers also, the kasyeq-gaita makes ifJ 
public offering of an egg to the Village Mother, either at her regul_;:j 
shrine or at some white ants' hill close to the village (not in the pet3 
fields), before they go out to sow. No women may attend this ; 
ceremony. 

At the first sowing they broadcast the early ripening varieties 
of the hill millets over about half the penda plots, and sow also 
lines of til or roselle to mark the limits of individual holdings. 
Subsequent sowings oflater crops are not preceded by any ceremony. 

1 Litcra.lly, word by word. • Ancestors, you hear! To you remembn.nce 
we make, now hNU', and to-us good good harvest let-be 1 Now anger let,not
be, hearing abide-.' 
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The people of Bastar are apt to use the Halbi word !rosra as 
a generic term for all grains raised by penda cultivation. Strictly 

speaking, it applies only to kutki, Panicum miliaceum, 
Crops which the Marias and Murias call !rohala, to which 
they also give the same wider meaning as !rosra. The early sown 
grains are called generically 'small !rosra ', and those most sown 
are Panicum frumentaceum, known as sawa or ghatka or, to the 
Hill Marias, as amu, and Panicum miliare, known as sika or chikma, 
which seems also to be the grain known to the Hill Marias as turya
kohala ; others sown are kodon (Paspalum scrobiculatum), mandia 
(Eleusine coracana) and hikka, a Hill Maria word which I have not 
been able to identify; the Bison-hom Marias, and, to a much 
smaller extent, some Hill Marias, also sow much haruna or light 
mountain rice. All these are sown generally without any pulses, 
but cucumbers, iila:frows aii<i"gourasa:re-sowij""eatly neartlie"fieia
li.OitS,e--;:-Pa;:r;um·~ Fum.mtaceum - iiid~- Panuum ~'miliaYe ·-·a pen 
generally in time for their New Eating festivals to take place at 
the end of fu~JJuly~Augustl; the mountain rice and other early 
grains are reaped a little later, at the beginning of Eranj (August
September). 

The second main sowing is of the later crop~ ,known C!!llectively 
as • big !rosra'"; clllei"oT\vhich is the true kosra or kutki (Panicum 
miliaceum), with which will be ~et !rodon, kang (Setaria italica) 
~nd bajra fPenicillariaspi_cf:!l_aJ. These are sown in Ha'i (June-July), 
to be harvested in Pa (November-December). No attempt is made 
l:o keep the different crops separate, and the confusion is made 
worse by broadcasting with them seeds of various pulses, especially 

__ urad (Phaseolus radiatus; Maria, pupal), arhar (Cajanus indicus); 
and sem (Dolichos lablab; Maria, jata). · ·-· 
· The third sowing is the ' Os "kosra ' sowing of a second crop in 
,August-Septemb!'r on the land from which the ' small kosra ' 
harvest has already been reaped. About a quarter of this is sown 
with ' os kosra '.millets, the remaining three-quarters being devoted 
to pulses, including not only varieties of the ' big kosra ' pulses, 
but also mung (Phaseolus mungo) and kulthi (both Glycine hispida 
and Dolichos biflorus). __ This crop is harvested in Pusi (December-
January). · 
-- "The rains bring out a plentiful crop of shoots from the stumps 
of the trees felled for the penda, and before these get too big a day 

is appointed for all the villagers to cut and get rid 
After sowing f h A h f . o t em. s soon as t e ears orm on the growing·" 
crops it is taboo for the men to have sexual intercourse or to sleep i 
in the village. This taboo remains in force until the final combined 
New Urad and Koqsar festival. when it is held at the end of Pusi 
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(December-January) or in Mah (January-February); if the clan 
celebrates the festival later (the Jate clan of Mohnar in Mangnar 
pargana, for example, with its brother clans the Tokalor and the 
Hukur of Erpanar, celebrates it on the full moon day of Chait 
(March-April)), the men return to their houses and are free to resume'{ 
marital relations as soon as the last grain has been winnowed, 
when the pen-wadda'i or clan-priest of the village where the clan-god 
is kept offers an egg before him, and in the subordinate villages of 
the clan which have no separate clan-god of their own the kasyeq
gaita offers an egg before the Village Mother. In some tracts 
where the New Urad-Koqsar festival is late there is a separate New 
Kosra festival in Pusi (December-January), and this appears there 
to be the signal for the ending of this taboo (polo). For it is not f 
only sexual relations and sleeping in the village that are taboo in 
this period ; but also such activities as the cutting of bamboos and·, 
grass, which obviously cannot be postponed so late as Phagur , 
and Chait. ./ 

While the taboo lasts, and the men live in the ,fields, the women 
sleep in the village, and arrive in the fields at sunrise, bringing the 
day's food already cooked. .!~~._men, before starting- their day's 
work, have a substantial meal o!g~~.(Hindi, _b/,aJ) orjhick porridge 
_of mixed hiU grains. splced witb.t~ariOliS.p\llses. r.Q.,;elle and other 
.forest fruits and. vegetables. S!\lted, .and improved by flesh, if 
available, of field mice, hares or birds. At about ro a.m. and again 
at 2 p.m. they expect to have jauoa (Hindi,JMJ) or thin gruel con
sisting of the water in which their gato has been boiled. They have 
a final meal of gato at sunset, which the women ·cook in the fields 
and- give their men to eat there, laking back their own share to eat 
in the village. Cooking pots are kept generally in the ketul. At 
harvest, to save time and enable the women to get to work earlier, 
the morning meals also are cooked in the fields. On the last day1~ 
before a woman is due for the seclusion of the menstruation room 
or hut, she brings food sufficient to last her menfolk that day and 
the next five. ' 

!:/o_. ceremony precedes reaping. Men, women and children 
reap, using small iron sickles of the type common throughout the 

Harvest 
Central Provinces. I have not seen the reaping of 
the early grains. The penda fields in early December 

are an untidy sight ; the various grains and pulses are sown higgledy
piggledy all over the area, and no attempt is made to keep different 
crops separate. Reaping is therefore an eclectic and slow per
formanc"C, especially of such grains as kang and bajra, little of which 
are sown, and which have, therefore, to be searched for in the welter 
of other crops. Seo" and other pulses riot over the poles planted in 
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the midst of the grain crops to support them. The cut crops which 
are to be thieshed are stacked on the wooden platforms prepared 
before sowing, in beehive shaped stacks, called paki by the Hill 
Marias and kupa in Halbi. 

The women prepare the thieshing-fioor (karanu in the hill 
dialect), clearing a piece of ground near the stacks of grain, and 
plastering it with mud. In the centre of this the men erect a thick 
bamboo railing on posts. It is f>.olf!J'!.r_w'!men !Q.J;ake part in the 
actual threshing. Oxen are' .. never used. For each cultivator in 
turn; beginning with the kasyeq-gaita, all the men and boys in the 
village combine to thresh (wisna). They range themselves in two 
rows facing each other, with the bamboo railing between them.' 
Holding this with both their hands and supporting themselves by it, 
they dance up and down, rubbing the ears of corn between their 
feet. They thresh in this way only kodon, kutki, rice, ghatka, 
chikma and hikka ; the women pick the ears of grains like kang and 
bajra in baskets, and rub them in their hands to extract the grain. 
The cui tivator whose grain is being thieshed is expected to feed all 
the villagers helping him for that day, and if possible to give them 
a good drink of salphi, the fermented sap of the sago palm (Caryota 

· urens ; Maria, garga marra), which is raised from cuttings in large 
numbers all over the Hill Maria country. The threshed grain is 

'winnowed by men only, winnowing being as taboo to women as 
'sleeping in the fields or thieshing·. One man stands on a rough 
wooden platform and pours the grain from a basket held above his 
head, while another, if there is not wi!'fd enough, winnows the {alling 
grain with a basketry winnowing fan of the usual Indian type (het 
in Maria). All the men and women of the village combine to carry 
the threshed and winnowed grain of each cultivator to his compart
ment in the long granary. Tney never measure their produce, 
but there is no taboo on this account ; it simply is that they grow 
crops for their own sustenance, and not for sale, and it is easy to 
see whether the grain garnered is adequate for the coming year or 
not. They do indeed understand something of bazaar measures, 
for some of their pulses and oil seeds are sold annually to raise the 
money needed to pay their poll-tax ; they make their 9wn measures 
of basketry, with different traditional shapes for each kind of 
produce that they sell ; and at the bazaar you may see them 
measuring out their produce in these in front of the Hindu tradesmen 
to whom they are selling it. Their measures are very accurate, and 
need never be challenged. If they make them a little too large, 
they plaster a little mud over the bottom to reduce the capacity. 

r I have since seen kodon and k.Uki. threshed in the same way by Korkus 
on the Betul border of Hoshangabad ·District, Central Provinces. 
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The Bison-horn Marias (and, I believe, many of the Murias also) 
have similar ideas of it being taboo for women to sleep in the fields 

, and to thresh or winnow. They are not so particular about the 
cessation of conjugal life between the sowing and sprouting of the 
crops, and between their coming into ear and being garnered. 
They use bullocks to tread out the grain on a threshing floor. Each 
cultivator has to take the help of his fellow villagers to carry his 
com, but it is a service for which he hires them, and riot a routine 
piece of communal village service in gathering the village crop as 

_in...the Abujhmar hills. 
/---1. is taboo to eat any of the new crops until the appropriate 

' new:eating festival has been celebrated. These are very similar 
,., to the pandum festivals of the Bison-hom Marias, 

The now-eating which will be described in the chapter on religion · 
~v;t!:!,tho but they are less elaborate and are fewer in number ; 

the Bison-hom Maria seems to have a pandum as an 
essential preliminary to almost every act of gathering the produce 
of field or forest. '{he ,Hill Maria has only three, or, in villages 
where the last festival is held as late as March or early April, four 
of these festivals. The first is known either as Tur Korta Tindana 
or Amu Korta Tindana, according as the chief of the early ripening 
rains crops is Panicum muiar• (turya-koha.la) or Panicum frummta-

. c.um (amu), and is held at the end of Hagh, that is about the middle 
of August. In Eranj (September) comes Hikka Korta Tindana 
in villages, like Handawada, where there is no rice cultivation, and 
llikka (see p. 134 above) is the chief crop ripening next after the 
August crops; where much rice (wanj) is grown, Wanj Korta 
Tindana is celebrated instead at the end of Eram (middle of October). 
Tltis is followed in Pusi (January) in the villages where the final 
festival is celebrated after February by Kohala Korta Tindana, the 
first eating of the main Pa11icum miliaaum (k,.tki) crop. The iast \ 
and greatest festival, held on dates varying from the end of January , 
till early April in different clan-areas, is Pupal Korta Tindana;' 
combined with Koqsar, the clan-god's festival; when this takes 
place early enough in the year to be economically convenient, it is 
the new-eating festival not only of urad (pupal ; Phas.alus 
radiatus) and other pulses and beans, but also of kutki and 
the other late ripening hill grains. ' Korta Tindana ' is Hindu
ized literally as' nawa khana ', • new eating'. A main reason for 
the varying dates of this last festival is that dancing is per
missible only at it, at weddings and at the camps of touring 
officials. The round of festivities after the final harvest-home 
is prolonged by celebrating the festival clan after clan ; all the 
youths of lll'ighbouring clans go to dance at each other's Koqsar, 
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and many a marriage arises from the first meeting of lad and girl in 
these dances. 

The land, as has been seen, is the land of the clan-god (if not 
even, in some sense, the clan-god himself). It is natural, therefore, 
that before any of these festivals are held in the individual villages 
of the clan the main ceremony for the whole clan should take place 
before the clan-god, either in or near the parish where his permanent 
hut-temple is situated. When the new grain of the crop concerned 
has been garnered, the kasyeq-gaita of each village sends word to 
the pen-waddai or clan-priest. The clan-priest consults the clan-god 
personally if himself a medium, or else through a medium, and 
announces a date for the celebration before the clan-god. On the 

\night before leaving their village to attend the celebration, the kasyeq
;gaita and all the men who are to go with him next day observe sexual 
\continence, and sleep in the~ dormitory. , The kasyeq-gaita is fed 
1that night on fish, at the expense of the village, in some clan-areas. 
\In a few villages a separate bhum-gaita exists, whose sole function 
l.seems to be to lead the villagers in visits of this kind to the clan-god. 
'l3efore dawn, each wife grinds about 4 lb. of the new grain for her 
husband to take to the clan-festival. No women may attend th~ 
!Jew-_e~ting ceremonies. Besides supplies of new grain, the kasyeq
gaita and men take on behalf of the whole Village a cock or two 
(there· is no rule as to the colour of the victim), and perhaps, when 
the village is large or prosperous; a young boar (not a gelded pig) 
or a barren sow. 

The deputations from the vatjous villages assemble .at the 
pen-rawar or shrine of the clan-god, The god,. which in form is 
always a framework of logs criss-crossed with bamboos and bedecked 
with peacock feathers, spirals of quills, brass bells and other simple 
finery, is then taken out of his hut by four men of the clan-priest's 
family or village, and borne to the traditional place of sacrifice, 
which may be near the shrine or even outside the main village of 
the clan, three or four miles from the shrine. There they set the 
god down on stones under a saja tree, and the four bearers have 
a ceremonial wash. Sometimes the clan-priest again, either himself 
if a medium, or through mediums, consults the wishes of the god, 

; who always permits the festival to continue, but g<merally suggests 
~that they should first offer worship to the Village Mother of the 
/'village where the assembly has gathered. All adjourn to her shrine, 
and there the kasyeq-gaita of the village places a grain or two of 
the new crop on the table-stone or cleft stick representing the 
Mother, cuts the throat of a small chicken, sprinkles its blood on 
the Mother, and throws it down, still alive, on the ground. All 
watch the chicken eagerly ; if after a convulsive leap or two it 
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falls dead on its back with its claws in the air, it is an excellent 
omen. When making his offerings, the kasyeq-gaita adjures the 
Mother to remain favourable to the village. 

All return then to the clan-god, and here the clan-priest offers 
for each village some of the new grain and cuts the throat of the 
cocks and pigs brought by each kasyeq-gaita, sprinkling blood from 
each victim on the clan-god, on whom he calls to be ever present 
to help them, in weal or woe, in field or forest, at home or abroad. 
In the less important new-eatings, if the practice among the Bardal 
clan observed in August 1930 at Kutul is universal, the flesh of the 
sacrificed animals is not then eaten in a communal feast, but 
divided among the men present, each of whom takes it to his home, 
where the male members of the family alone eat it with new grain. 
Some liquor is drunk in the houses by the men and the unmarri~ 
girls, but this is not an essential part of the proceedings. Thel 
fermented rice gruel, Ianda, which is always freely consumed at j 
Bison-horn Maria pandums, is never even manufactured by l!_illl 
Marias, who say that it is taboo to them. After the return of each 
village delegation to its village, the local kasyeq-gaita (whether 
there is a bhum-gaita or not) performs a similar ceremony on a 
smaller scale before his Village Mother ; this in some clan-areas is 
attended by the clan-priest also, as a guest, but not as a celebrant 
except in a few large villages to which the clan-god is brought for 
the occasion ; in some other villages a cairn or table-stone is set 
up near the Village Mother's shrine, and, like her shrine, sprinkled 
with blood. Nor are the Departed forgotten, for they, too, can 
harm the garnered crops or the next harvest. The housewife I 
pou!lds the new grain before the festival in a specially made mortar 
hole with a pestle (uspal) washed in water newly drawn from a 
running stream. She cooks !t in the lonu room on the Hearth of 
the Departed (see p. II4 above), and the ashes of this fire are never 
swept away. In the evening, before the new food is eaten, she 
places a little as an offering on the floor just in front of the Pot of 
the Departed, with some appropriate adjuration ; and some she 
places in three siari leaves, which in the early morning her husband 
deposits outside the village by the side of some path (never, appar
ently, at the cemetery or the Stones of the Dead (kotokal)), saying, 
'Kopa-kopi munda lado-pepi hisor mator, ade ltintoram,' meaning, 
' We give what our grandfathers and great-grandfathers used to 
give to their ancestors of old.' 

The association of the clan-god with the three first new-eatings 
is not so marked as at the last, which is the harvest-home celebration, 
The tendency is to ~d tllem-more as domestic-than even village 
cercmonit'S. ?"o dancing or drumming is allowed at them, and no 

u 
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one visits the celebrations of other clans. The first new-eating is 
preceded by about four days by the pira-mansh.a or disease-riddance 
ceremony. Before holding this, the kasyeq-gaita obtains the 
permission of the clan-god. In the early morning every woman 
sweeps out her house, and the kasyeq-gaita goes to each house and 
collects a little of the sweepings in a winnowing-fan. Before noon 
all the males of the village go out to the western boundary, and there 
the collected sweepings are cast aside, either in the winnowing-fan, 
or else wrapped in rags and tied round a bamboo stick. They 
hang up on the boundary on cords between trees all their old 
winnowing-fans and broken baskets. Unmarried boys hang up 
on a wooden frame at the boundary all their stilts ; they make 
these at the beginning of the rains, and use them from then till 
this ceremony, their use being taboo at all other seasons : for some 
reason not divulged, the manufacture and use of stilts is taboo 
throughout every fourth year. Eggs are offered near the old 
winnowing-fans and stilts. 

The final new-eating, Pupal Korla Tindana, is the important 
occasion of the year. The greatest celebration of this seems to be 
that of the Usendi clan at Orcha, where their clan-god is brought' 
from J apgunda. From miles around other clans send their youths 
to dance at the Orcha Koqsar; the girls come to carry their food 
for them, and, though excluded as a matter of course fcom the 
ceremonies, join in the dancing that follows Koqsar. At the clan 
new-eating gathering the village delegations assemble in the usual 
way with new pulses and grain, and the clan-priest sacrifices the 
cocks and pigs which they bring and. sprinkles their blood on the 
clan-god. Then, however, the flesh of the victims is not divideQ 
up and carried off to be eaten in the houses, but boiled with the 
grain, etc., brought by the villages, in the clan-god's cooking pots 
kept at his pen-rawar in a special shed. When cooked, the stew 
is spread on a great dish of siari leaves stitched with thorns or 
bamboo splinters, and all the men sit' round it on stones in a great 
circle, while the clan-priest goes round and, with his hands, serves 
a helping from the communal dish in each man's leaf-plate. The 
Koqsar portion of the festival seems to be the orgy of dancing that 
follows; for it should be remembered that in most of the Abujhmar 
country this festival signifies the end of the long period during which 
it is taboo for the men to sleep in their houses and to have sexual 
'intercourse. It is not a coincidence that the drums are beaten 
with the same rhythm at Koqsar and at weddings. 

Small villages often do not have a separate Pupal Korla Tindana 
before the Village Mother. But in the larger villages, especially 
where the "dam-garya custom prevails, the village celebration is 
-~ 
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important, for then the kasyeq-gaita and, in a minor degree, the 
secular headman have their hour of glory, and something of the 
honour that might be paid to real chieftains. The kasyeq-gaita 
as in tcrmediary between the Village Mother and her children 
sacrifices to her a pig and a cock, and sets before her a basket of 
new kutki, pulses and beans. A feast similar to that before the 
clan-god follows. Then the kasyeq-gaita proceeds to his udam-garia 
or seat-of-honour, next to which may be a smaller seat for the 
secular headman (gaita or peda) ; it is either a long, flat boulder, or 
a flat stone supported on stone legs, as in Plate XXIII. !Je_ weaB
I)O insignia. and is to all appearance as naked and poor a Maria asc 
all his villagers. The men seat themselves around in a circle on 
little stone cromlechs. Then the kasyeq-gaita formally announces 
the programme for the next year, what penda slope is to be culti
vated, what arrangements are to be made to meet State or zamindari 
demands for land revenue or labour, and so on; the announcements, 
it is true, are the results of previous informal village discussions, 
and not the kasyeq-gaita's orders independently conceived by him, 
but his formal promulgation is needed before they can be brought 
into effect. 

After K oqsar they are free to cut grass and bamboos, and to 
collect forest produce, or to hunt ; it is true that in most villages 
there is little game but hares and field-mice, but a Maria thinks 
a field-mouse the rarest of delicacies, and will stop any occupation 
to chase a mouse or dig them out.' But the long year is over 
at last, and till the next sowing, though there is ahead the labour 
of felling. spreading and firing the wood for the penda, taboos are 

• liftt<d, and there is no fear of harm to growing things from the queer 

I 
magic inherent in sex. So now is the season of new marriages and 
of conjugal life in the home, and the seed is sown for the raising of 
the human crop. 

It has been indicated that there are the beginnings of permanent 
cultivation among the Hill Marias. As a matter of fact, several 

Assoasmout 
and payment 
of land 
revenue 
among the 
Hill.M&riu 

villages have traces of old rice embanked fields. Two 
things long effectively checked the spread of per
manent cultivation. gne, before the 1910 rebellio,.! 
was the presence of a police station- at Kutu!, ctht 
headquarter village of the Bardal clan and pargan4 
in the very heart of the Abujhmar hills. This mean~ 

a constant demand from the Kutul police for rice as bisaha.' and 

1 I had a carefully arranged beat for a family of man..eating tigers at 
1\:utru rumed because thi:! Hill Maria beaters rushed in wild enthusiasm to 
catch two or thff'~ mice disturbed by the beat. 

1 See p. tt •lx>vc. 
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the few who grew it soon abandoned its cultivation and returned 
• to the hill grains which the police would not eat. The second thing, 
ieven more potent than the demand for bisaha because of its univer
sality, was the land revenue policy. In the remotest times the 

· es paid what little assessment the Chiefs imposed on them 
in kind, royal granaries being situated at centres like Barsur, 

'iiartabjmr and Narainpur. There is no need to believe the pictur-
1 esque story told first to Elliot in r853 and since repeated by writers 
·down to Russell and Hiralal, that ' their tribute to the Raja of 
Bastar, paid in kind, was collected once a year by an officer who 
beat a tom-tom outside the village and forthwith hid himself, 
whereupon the inhabitants brought out whatever they had to give 

I and deposited it on an appointed spot '1 ; this is one of the typical 
\, tales with which the old State officials used to try to disguise their 
~ utter ignorance of every part of their charge except the handful 

of villages in their immediate vicinity. But in actual fact there 
was no regular assessment. The secular headman of the village 
(gaita or peda) collected as a rough poll-tax from every able-bodied 
male cultivator whatever he could fairly be called upon to contribute 
in kind, and delivered the village contribution at the royal granary. 

I Even when the Chief in r865 and r872 attempted for the first time 
to settle villages with outside lessees and to assess the land revenue 
on the basis of fixed payments partly in cash and partly in kind 

l for every plough, his officers made no effort to interfere with the 
! traditional system in the Abujhmar hills. But after the State 
came under management in r89r, the authorities aimed at gradually 
introducing improved settlement methods based on the experience 
of British districts in the Central Provinces. The general methoq 
was to ascertain the rate per plough imposed at the late Raja's last 
settlement, to decide what enhancement per plough each village 
could bear, and then to ascertain the number of ploughs in each 
cultivator's possession and in the whole village. The number of 
ploughs was estimated from a rough calculation of the seed capacity 
of each field, and further checked by comparison with the number 
of cattle, counted when brought home to the village in the evening. 
In the better cultivated parts of Bastar, seed capacity of 7t khandis• 
was regarded as a plougl)....of land, and in the jungly parts seed 
capacity of 5! khandis. (Simultaneously, every effort was made 
to extend to all parts of the State the leasing of villages to thekadars 
or lessees, who were available in numbers in the open and settled 
parts and only too ready to seize the chance of getting the aboriginal) 

1 Russell and Hiralal, Vol. III. p. no. 
2 The Bastar khaiuJi is a measure equivalent to 40 paili or I6o soli ; 

a soli contains 40 tolas'. or approximately I lb.'s weight of rice. 
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(villages there for nothing, with the hope of appropriating the best 
village lands for themselves and getting them tilled by the forced 
labour of the villagers. The theory was that good and substantial 
cultivators from outside the State would bring capital and improved 
methods into Bastar and play something of the part played by 
the landlord in the development of English agriculture. In practice 
the thekedari system was the cause of untold harm even in the 
permanent villages of the State, where the alien thekedar destroyed 
the solidarity of village and tribal life besides mercilessly exploiting 
the aboriginals, whom indeed he goaded into rebellion in 1910. 
Luckily, I wa~able to secure its abolition fo.r the future, and every 

·opportunity has been taken to resume management of the villages 
through the he~en when a lease has fallen in or in cases of 
mismanagement.) 

When the authorities tried to apply the system to wild regions 
like the Abujhmar hills, fortunately for the Hill Marias their 
reputation as sorcerers was such, and their cultivation was so 
primitive, that no foreigner» would...take leases of their villages .. 
There were hardly any ploughs, and the problem of estimating the 
seed capacity of penda plots on remote and steep hillsides was too 
much for the wits and energy of badly paid Hindu patwaris. A 
farcical record was, however, prepared of the number of ' hoe
ploughs ' of land cultivated by each Hill Maria on the basis of 
a seed capacity assumed in nine cases out of ten by pure guess-work, 
the patwari and his superior officials never going near the villages. 
Individual assessments were then made on each man, in spite of 
the communal feeling in regard to the land. These assessments 
varied in their incidence without rhyme or reason, except that they 

{ had been based on guess-work. Men deserted their villages in large 
1 numbers and migrated into the .Chanda part of the hill~ .. or into 
; }he Bastar zamindaris, with which the authorities were not so 

concerned. As it was felt that every good village should have 
• a lessee, and no outsider would come near, the hapless headman:> 

of many a village was made to put his thumb-mark to a lease deed. 
of his village, only to find himself in consequence legally responsible i 
for the whole village assessment, even if his villagers had absconded 
or were unable to pay. The post of headman became one to be\ 
avoided or nominally given to the simpleton of the village, whom 1 
the villagers would put forward as a figurehead, while the kasyeq
gaita retained the religious headmanship and was the real headman I 
so far as the villagers were concerned. No allowance was made for, 
the vagaries of shifting cultivation ; though one year a man newly 
married or with a large growing family to support might be allowed 
by the village a larger penda area than others, and after a year or two 
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would get only the normal share, yet, if the settlement took place 
in the first year, he might find himself saddled for all the period of 
settlement with a rent estimated on the seed capacity of that year. 
If a man dies, his widow is maintained by the village community 
and does not have her own cultivation ; the taboo customs make 
any other arrangement impossible : but the State authorities would 
expect her, till the end of the settlement, to pay the rent assessed 
on her husband in his lifetime, and in practice this became a charge 
on the village. Villages themselves shift, as we have seen ; and 
sometimes some villagers settle in one paghai and some in another. 

1 The patwaris would report these as two villages, and the settlement 
: arrangements would be made accordingly. 'When patwaris came 
. to prepare the annual rent papers, they might find that the villagers 
were cultivating a new kaghai and say that they had not only to pay 
the rent assessed on the kaghai that they were cultivating at 

·settlement, but also an additional rent because they had also taken 
· up ' new • land. 

These are examples of the absurdities of the blind application 
to this most primitive race of assessment ideas evolved from those 
built up on long experience of other parts of India where there is 
little trace left of the old feelings of village solidarity. Fortunately, 
patwaris were too few, too tired and too afraid of ' Maria magic • 
to spend a moment longer in the Abujhrnar hills than they could 
help; and those who should have-checked their work shared their 
fears and found that there was more need of their presence in the 
tracts where assessments were considerable. A high and remote 
penda slope would never be visited at settlement, aud even if the 
patwari made enquiries in his camp from assembled villagers they 

\ soon began to learn the virtues of concealment ; the system, in fact, 
j dealt a severe blow to the natural frankness of the people. The 
only kind of land that could not be concealed from the patwari, 

;because always on the lower levels and close to the approach paths 
;•

1of the village, was the occasional patch of two or three permanent 
t-.ice fields, on which promptly a very high rate of rent was assessed, 
i little less than that applied in the rice lands of the good villages of 
i the plains. The breaking of land into permanent cultivation should 

I be regarded as an improvement in such tracts and exempted from 
enhancement of assessment. Cultivators with little use or understand

; ·mg of money were scared at once by the prospect of more market 
' bickering than ever to raise the cash to pay the enhanced rent, and 
! before the r927 Antagarh tahsil re-settlement practically all per
~ent rice cultivation had disappeared from the Abujhmar hills. 

-- That 1927 settlement was, I hope, the last that will ever be 
attempted on such lines. The Settlement Officer did not personally 
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visit any Maria village or check the work of his subordinates on 
the ground. !!~--called in_ the headmen to camps in the plains
below, and announceci.the new rents.- All had been enhanced on 
the basis of these seed capacity statements. These were of the usual 
guess-work type. The patwaris did not even visit each village, but 
called all the villagers from three or four villages to one camp and 
asked them how much land they cultivated. If a man said that 
he was cultivating a large area, his word was accepted, and he was 
assessed accordingly. If he equally truly said that he was cultivat
ing four or five acres, the patwari refused to believe it and wrote 
him down as holding a ' hoe-plough ' of thirteen or fourteen acr0s1 
Naturally, many villagers deserted to other lands of their clans i:f 
the zamindaris. In the years following the settlement, patwarts 
went to each village to prepare the annual papers, and a patwari who 
wanted to make a show of zeai generally reported that more land 
was being cultivated than at settlement, and had the alleged new 
areas assessed. In 1930 I found many examples of this; at 
Handawada the villagers had been assessed at settlement to Rs. 33 
for 124 acres, and, as in the next two years the patwari had reported 
new cultivation, the assessment had been raised to Rs. 41. On 
measuring the cultivation on the spot, I fountl. that seventeen 
able-bodied cultivators in all had 68! acres. Four or five acres is, 
in fact, enough penda land to provide sustenance for the ordinary 
Hill Maria family. 

,. ·Government accepted my recommendation to cancel this 
settlement in the Hill Maria country, and in its place to impose 

I ;·poll-tax on every able-bodied maie over sixteen years of age. 
'"TJ,e number of assessees is to be checked every fifth year, and every 
other check will thus coincide with the decennial census, and save 
duplication of work. The headman and elders are made responsible 
for collection and payment, and arrears are leviable from the village 
as a whole, not from individuals ; it is left to the village community 
to decide what to do to any individual slacker. A commission of 
I i annas in the rupee is paid to the headman for prompt full pay
ment. Rice or other permanent cultivation is not specially assessed. 
No annual papers are prepared. Pari passu with the quinquennial 
count of able-bodied men, cattle are to be counted for assessing 
grazing rates. the annual enumeration of cattle being abolished ; 
the rates will not be varied during the five years, whatever the 
increase in the number of cattle. The changes apply to the whole 
of .the Hill Maria country in Bastar, in whatever administrative 
division it is situated. 

The re-settkment of the whole ar<"a on this basis was carried 
out after 1 had ldt Bastar, in 193Z, and was everywhere welcomed 
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by the Marias. It deals with the village community through its 
· outhpieces, the headmen and the elders. Many have returned to 
astar from the Chanda Maria country. The best sign which I 
served when I spent the first month of my :r934 furlough in the 

Abujhmar hills was that the long ?-bandoned r!ce fields are all being 
• restored to cultivation. It is interesting to note that the headman 
\has never ventured to keep the commission for himself, but always 
:either divides it among the villagers, or by common consent spends 
·.it on pork or liquor for a village feast. 
~ In the Bison-hom country as a whole there is now as much 
·rermanent and semi-permanent cultivation as penda, and the 
;atwaris have always been more accurate in their records. The 
'people are more sophisticated and ready to safegnard their interests. 
The penda lands are fairly accessible, except in the hilliest parts. 
It has been pointed out already that each piece of each penda site, 
whether at the moment under bush or under crop, is now regarded 
as the individual holding of some cultivator. The people have 
many markets in their midst, and understand measures and seed 
capacities. It has not, therefore, been necessary to apply the 
poll-tax system there. A great deal could be done even there toj 
tum the people from shifting to permanent cultivation by recognizing: 
new permanent cultivation as an improvement: - ·'-' 

Where the Hill Marias have started permanent cultivation they 
have in general adopted the methods of surrounding Murias or 

Methods of 
permanent 
cultivation 
among the 
Rill Marias 

.Bison-hom Marias, save !haLveryjew of them have 
mastered or..a~te~ted_t<?_.m.;terPJ-o~ghing;, buf 
prepare .the land witli. their gudari. digging hoes. 
A few now keep hired Rawat herdsmen, but do not 
themselves tend, milk or work their cattle. If the 

recognition of permanent cultivation as an improvement could be 
combined with a determined attempt. by the State to teach carting, 
ploughing and milking, even among the Bison-hom Marias, shifting 
cultivation would be greatly diminished. 

When he does grow rice, the Hill Maria generally does not 
irrigate it with water led from a storage reservoir or tank ; his 
method is rather to !>uild his darn across a stream or waterway and 
to cultivate the lanaabove · it.·. The illustration opposite shows 
both sides of the dam made m ~930 for cultivation of this kind at 
Tondawada; the deep hole below the dam was made when its 
predecessor was washed away by an abnormal flood. No water 
flows here in the cold weather. First a wall of grass tum' was 
erected along the length of the dam, and behind this a wall of wdma' 
horizontal pole fencing, supported behind with thicker pole piles 

1 See p. 132 for defulition of tum and W6lma. 
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driven into the ground ; these were buttressed further with slanting 
pole props with forked ends bearing against the vertical piles, 
while smaller forked poles were at intervals driven into the dam on 
either side of the piles, but below the slanting props. This vertical 
pole-revetting faced downstream. Against the upstream face of 
the grass tum earth was banked with a gentle slope and gently 
sloped off to ground level upstream. A large and nearly hollow 
tree-trunk was left in the middle of the dam, to act as a pipe to 
carry off excess water. They called the dam na4i, and the tank o~•· 
It was not built to store water, but to retain moisture in the tank-bed, 
and it was the bed which was cultivated, being dug all over with 
the gudari before the rains. The dam was still serviceable when I 
visited Tondawada in 1934, four years later, and other small rice 
plots had been made higher up the waterway by placing low mud 
darns across it. Though the village had shifted from the adjacent 
site and the penda slopes under cultivation in 1934 were far away, 
these rice patches were being prepared for cultivation in readiness 
for the 1934 monsoon. 

Though it has been said above that the Bison-horn Maria has 
as much permanent or semi-permanent cultivation as penda, there 

Bison-hom 
Maria 
cultivation 

are IIW)l(__~cts _jn hi~ country where...p<nda.. is...h.ii 
J!lain. _occupation. All Gonds or Koitor, wherever 
I have met them, seem at heart to long to revert to 
the raising of the light millets off the ashes of felled 

timber ; though it is prohibited in the British districts of the 
Central Provinces, I have seen it in the jagir estates of the Chhind
wara and Hoshangabad districts, and in the Nagpur district the 
prospect of being allowed to do this for the first year or two was in 
1932 the best bait for attracting Gond settlers to a forest village in 
Rarntek tahsil and !'ven to a malguzar:s waste.-lands. yillage in 
Saoner tahsil. So it would take little to make the far less advanced 
Biso~~horn Maria abandim peimanenf rice cultivation and stick to 
]>enda on the hill slopes_o_r et'ka on the plains.;- and much of his_. 
semi-permanent cultivation is only parka cultivation of former et'ka 
lands necessitated by their final refusal to bear any more forest 
after years of shifting cultivation ; instead of at once applying 
permanent methods to the land, he cuts brushwood from other 
forests and brings them to the deforested land to burn instead of 
the brushwood it bore in former years. But in these parka fields 
he can raise only rice, not his beloved small millets. In his penda 
fields he sows only kuJki, Panicum miliaceum, of the type sown as 
the main crop in the Abujhmar hills ; but in many places the forest 
growth felled for his penda is almost pure bamboo, and here instead 
of kuJki he sows what he callsgt»>dku, which I have not had identified. 
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In his mudur erka (big tree erka) he raises chikma (Panicum miliare), 
gatka (Panicum frumentaceum) and sama, all crops of the first 
sowing, ripening by early August, and, as main crops, mandia 
(Eleusine coracana) which he calls gurra, and kutki, which he, like 
the Hill Maria, calls kohala, both of which ripen with the penda kutki 
in early December; with him Eleusine coracana is an important 
crop, as he uses it as a principal ingredient in his landa intoxicant. 
In his marram erka (brushwood erka) he sows only the pulses urad 
(Phaseolus radiatus), which he calls poput, and kulthi (Glycine hispida 
and Dolichos bifim'us) which he calls koreng. The ' os kosra ' 
millets which the Hill Maria sows as a second crop after the crops 
reaped in August he calls' mach kohala ', and sows not only similarly 
as a second crop, but also as the main crop in his erka land for the 
third and last year of its cultivation, when it is too exhausted to 
bear anything else. 

Besides the fact observed on page r28 above that, unlike the 
Hill Maria, he ploughs the ashes, or digs them with his hoe, into his 
erka and penda lands, these lands have, therefore, this further great 
difference from the Hill Maria penda lands, that each crop bas its 
own appropriate type of cultivation, and is therefore sown separ
ately, not jumbled up with every other kind of crop in a hopeless 
welter. He is, moreover, careful to preserve any mango or other 
fruit trees on his plot. As be retains permanent rights over his 
plot, whether it is tilth or forest at the moment, be has to be more 
careful over its boundaries than the Hill Maria, and cannot be. 
content with the temporary sowing of a line of til or roselle. .At 
~ac;!t_burning, ther. efore, .he spares "im~nt trees~or.stuinps at 
!2oundary junctions, whi~h he calls{sM.kari)or..:.autho_rity.' trees, 
and sometimes he leaves a thin line'"uf'Trees standing along his 
boundary when he fells the forest. He generally grows his beans 
and gourds on theSe and other trees, not on poles stuck up in the 
middle of other crops like the Hill Maria. 

It has been seen that he has aiways a bari garden enclosure 
round or near his house in the village, which he calls lon-welung or 
' house fencing', and generally fences with either bamboo wattle
work (wedur-welung) or a fence of brushwood tied slantwise between 
horizontal struts (jhat-welung). Here at night he pens his cattle, 
and the ground is thus richly manured to bear maize (jonna), 
sa.son or mustard {larson) and tobacco (pogo)' as essential crops, 
with in these days frequent patches of chillies, tomatoes and other 
vegetables. ~arson is t~ most. paying..10rop export.,Q from B.ast&. 

z The Hill Maria grows tobacco and a few poor chillies and tomatoes 
in .little plots left clear of dab grasses when pettda land is useless for 
gram. 
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_and its cultivation has spread among all lowland Gonds, who expect 
1~ pay their la.nd revenue out of its proceeds. · · ---

Lastl~e a.re.the permanent rice lands, for wet cultivation. 
There.are wide areas of permanently embanked and irrigated rfce 
fields (weda), the use of which the Bison-horn Marias have learnt 
from their Hindu neighbours ; more typical of them are the 
embankments of little hill-side watercourses into a series of descend
ing little fields, which they call jhorki weda. The only fields which 
they consider can really be cultivated year after year, without 
resting fallow or the refreshment of wood ash or cow-dung ash, are 
the fields with good deep black soil ; but too frequently the Man;) 
has been elbowed out of such lands by the Hindu lessee of his 
village, or by Halba settlers. The other rice lands the Bison-horn 
Maria believes to become exhausted or 'develop sand ' after two 
or three years' cultivation, and he then leaves them fallow for 
four or five years or more till they are covered with a thick growth 
of grasses and weeds, especially a grass he calls chimmia. The grass, 
although not burnt like forest in erka and penda, is looked upon by 
him in much the same way as a fertilizing agent to be ploughed into 
the soil ; and so in a considerable degree even the cultivation of his 
weda rice fields must be regarded as shifting. 

He ploughs these fallow lands up during the rains, unless, 
owing to their position, they are too wet to be ploughed till the end 
of the rains, and he repairs the embankments so that each field 
may retain ample water to rot the grass and weeds. At the end 
of the rains he gives them a second and more thorough ploughing, 
and leaves them alone all through the dry season. Just before 
the .monsoon bursts he broadcasts rice seed, and then, when it has 
sprouted and there is adequate water in the fields, he follows the 
Chhattisgarhi practice of biasi ; that is to say, he puddles up the 
field, young plants and all, by working all over it a fiat log, on which 
he stands. yoked to a pair of oxen. When the land has been 
ploughed both before and at the end of the rains, the system is 
called koha11a ; where only the ploughing at the end of the rains 
has been possible, it is called karkaUi. The second system is, of 
course, applk>d to all fields that have borne a crop just before being 
ploughed. 

If it rains heavily before kohana and karkatti lands prepar.!d 
in this way can be sown broadcast, they resort to the ' lai • systeml 
The seed is soaked in cold water and placed in baskets lined-W!tli' 
the sacred saja leaves, filled with thick liquid cow manure, and 
cowrcd owr with palas (Butea fromiosa) leaves; it is left thus for 
thrre or four days to sprout. The sprouted seed is washed out of 
the cow-dung with warm water, and is then sown broadcast. A 
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koptU or flat log is dragged by oxen over the field according as the 
seed has sprouted vigorously or slightly. In many parts of Bijapur 
and Dantewara tahsils the lai system of sowing is the normal rule. 
Bison-hom Marias also often take a kopar over their parka and trka 
fields after they have ploughed in the ashes after the first showers 
of rain, so as to ensure thorough mixing of the soil and ashes. 
Light or heavy rice is sown in the weda and jhorki weda fields 
according to its position ; light rice ripening early is thus generally 
sown in the jhorki weda, which drains rapidly, and always in the 
dry parka lands. The mountain rices sown in penda and high-level 
erka lands cannot be acclimatized in the plains. 

In the Gazetteer it was stated that the people of Bastar generally 
were very slow to understand the advantages of irrigation ; land 
and rain are abundant everywhere except in the south. But of 
recent years many Bison-hom Maria villages have constructed small 
mundas or tanks, partly for irrigation, and partly to water their 
cattle ; and tank-bed cultivation such as that in the Hill Maria 
village of Tondawada described earlier in this chapter is much 
commoner among them. 

This completes this account of Hill and Bison-horn Maria 
agriculture. The Bison-hom Maria has a number of agricultural 
ceremonies to sanctify his various operations and of taboos like 
the Hill Maria, but far more, and, like his agricultural methods, 
more elaborate. They will be described in the chapter on religion ; 
their recital in this chapter would have overburdened an already . 
long account. 



CHAPTER VIII 

PRocuRING oF OTHER FooD AND DRINK 

• Whatever came acrosa them they must needs kill and eat it ; 
They made no distinction. If they saw a jackal they killed 
And ate it ; no distinction was observed ; they respected not antelope. 

sambhar and the like. 
They made no distinction in eating a sow, a quail, a pigeon, 
A crow, a kite, an adjutant, a vulture, 
A H:tard, a frog, a beetle. a cow, a calf, a he- and a she-buffalo, 
Rats, bandicoots, squirrels-all these they killed and ate. · 
So began the Goods to do. They devoured raw and ripe things.' 

(Hislop's version of the Lingo epic of the Gonds.) 

A. Food Gathering 

FAMINE has never been a problem in Bastar, as the Marias and 
other tribes have always been able to draw haH of their food supplies 
from the innumerable edible products of the vast forests. The 
difficulty is not so much to say what they collect and eat as what 
they do not ; in fact, if one were to take one of the lists of trees, 
shrubs and herbs compiled by the Central Provinces Forest Depart
ment, and copy from it the names of all edible forest products, one 
would not even then produce an exhaustive list. At page 124 above, 
many of the more important forest products collected and garnered 
were enumerated. }I ahua (Ba.ssia ltztifolta) is not common in the 
~bujhmar_hills. where consequently little mahua spirit is distilled 
or drunk ; where it does occur, the Hill Marias collect its flowers 
and fruit as eagerly as cultivators throughout India. !tis commoo 
in the Bison-horn country. The women and children gather the 
fallen flowers in the mornings. It is dried in the sun, and then 
stored in bamboo wicker baskets ; it keeps a long time. J t is used 
~o flavour ptj and gato, or roasted, Oil is pressed in the plains from 
the fruit. TarnarinQ trees are not really wild, but were originally 
planted around village sites ; the {ruit is carefully gathered from 
all the unoccupied village sites. The fruits of the achar (Buchanania 
latifolia) and la1Ju (Diospyros mdanoxylon) are two of the main 
sources of food supply. They collect also fruit of the seona (Gmdina 
arl><>re.r).j•"nt"' (Eugmiajambo/ana) and aonla (PhyUamhus emUica). 
Wild mangoes are common, and they are learning to cultivate the 
tree ; they store whole fruit, dried pulp, and kernels whole or 
crushed. In the south of the State the toddy palm (BMassus 
jiabtlbfrr) is the mainstay of the economic life of the people, but 

,,. 
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it is not much used among Bison-hom and Hill Marias in comparison 
to the salphi or sago palm (Caryota urens ; Maria, garga marra) 
which is found ;ild and _is extensively propagated. When the 
salphi, after much cutting of the spadix for the intoxicating sap, 
ceases to flower, the interior of the stem yields a fibrous pith. This 
the Hill Maria women (probably the Bison-hom also) pound on 
a large fiat stone with a heavy oval pebble held in their right hand, 
to separate pith from fibre. The resultant pith ' grain ' looks like 
lime, and is steamed into cakes ; an earthenware pot has a little 
water poured into it, and over the water bamboo sticks are criss
crossed and covered with siari leaves as a platform for the pith 
to be steamed ; no salt or sugar is added. 

Actually most of the fruit already mentioned is collected by 
women ahd children ; the men, of course, deal with the toddy and 
sago palm sap, and their methods will be described in the section 
on drinking and intoxicants. The men collect those forest products 
which they need for basketry or rope making, or in finding which 
there is an element of the chase. They like to roam about with 
their bows and arrows while their women are busy gathering fruit. 

The women gather also various leaves, flowers and seeds as 
vegetables. They use the young green leaves and the seeds of the 
~(Shorea robusta); the flowers of thegiril marra shrub (lndigofera 
arborea) ; the young curled fronds of bracken in the Abujhmar hills, 
possibly also on the Bailadila mountains, where, too, it is common 
(the Hill Marias call it banda jabba and the Bison-hom anda koser); 
the seeds of the marking nut tree (S~carpus anacardium ; bhelwa) ; 
the young green shoots, pith and seeds of the bamboo ; the fruits 
of the ber (Zizyphus jujuba). The digging of forest roots and yams 
in the rains is one of the women's chief occupations; there are many 
varieties, and some are now cUltivated. In the early rains a much 
sought afterfoods are the khudrati or O{}Ta fungus, and the mushroom. 
Various wild plants are gathered as. vegetables from marsh and 
river valley, especially the chiur, the long thin leaves of which are 
like small hyacinth leaves, and are a favourite food of wild buffalo 
and bison. \Vomen_ and men collect large supplies of siari or 
elephant creeper leaves for use as plates and drinking vessei~.
A ki is the Gondi word for a leaf, and the assonance aking-waking 
is commonly used as covering all produce which the Maria collects 
from the forest. 

In August and September the ~ison-hom Maria women-.spend 
hours swishing a basket' over the tops of certain wild grasses in the. 
fields !o collect the seeds,_ which a~e eatet1like the small hill grains. 

x ~Ul.Marla. women also do this, using littiewicker~work shields fastened 
to bamboo sttcks to beat the grass seeds into a basket. 
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A little later they collect kap_ani, Ql~:wild..bearded ric~ .common m 
alt old'riceJield~;lnd fallowS: and at the edges of,standlng water,. 
by holding a winnowing-fan in one hand and beating the grain of 
the standing ripe plants into it with the other ; the bearded ears 
are sometimes plaited into ' sela ' fringes for ornamenting doors 
of houses at the new-eating festivals. 

The men are adept in collecting the honey of various kinds of 
bees, though sometimes, despite forest rtil.es;·too prone to save 
trouble by felling rather than climbing a fine tree. For this purpose, 
and for tapping palm trees, they often fasten to the trunks of trees 
long thick bamboos, cutting the side shoots down to stumps four 
or five inches long to serve as ladder rungs. Gums are collected 
from many species of trees, for use as bird-lime or in securing the 
kosa silk whipping of arrow-heads, etc. In Dantewara and Bijapur 
tahsils the Forest Department has quantities of jas~sg_k_ cocoons 
collected by ~o.!' .. ::hor_~ ~aria.men when, in the rains in the intervals 
between sowing and reaping their various crops, they go out to 
the forests in search of such delicacies as red ants' nests, ant-eaters, 
rats, squirrels and grubs. The cocoons are high on sal or saja trees ; 
where the climbers cannot reach them they use long bamboo poles 
with a piece of bamboo fastened at an acute angle at the end to 
serve as a hook. They ~et about &. 3 a thousand cocoons. .from 
the Koshta weavers who employ them ; the Hill Maria, however, 
generally collects only what cocoons he needs for his own purposes: 
Red ants' nests are cooked, leaves, ants and all, either with pej 
or gala, or by themselves and eaten with pulses as a vegetable. 
They are also a favourite febrifuge ; a rough and ready remedy 
is to. shake out the live red ants on to the patient's skull, when 
the formic acid of their stings is said to reduce the fever ; the more 
elaborate method is to boil the nest, ants and all, and to strain off 
and use the juice as a febrifuge in small doses; this juice is said 
to taste sharper than any lime and believed to be invaluable for 
a long-standing fever. In collecting the palms of the dwarf palms 
chhi11d (Piwmix sy!t~eslris), P. acaulis, and /mta chhind (P. fari>tifera) 
for use for thatching. basketry or making rough cords for binding 
fcnc~s. the men not only collect the small dates or the flowers 
(acrnn.ling to season) and the edible pith of the buta chhind, but 
also the fat white grub of a certain beetle, which is also found in 
the stems of the toddy palm and in fresh green monsoon bamboo 
shoots. This is eaten fried in ghee or oil with a little spice and 
chillies. and is regarded as a great delicacy ; it is sold in the Jagdal
pur m.u-kd for three or four pice, and even high-caste Hindus buy it. 
When white ants emerge in flying swarms early in the monsoon 
they collt•ct them after they have shed their wings, or pull the wings 
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off, and eat them raw. The men gather the edible bean-pods of 
the siari (Bauhinia vahlii) creeper when cutting its stems for rope 
fibre and gathering its leaves for plates, rain hats and shields, but 
generally light a fire then and there in the forest and roast the beans 
in the pods, when it is easy to extract them to eat. 

B. Hunting and TYapping 

The Hill Maria is as omnivorous as all Gonds, and it is difficult 
to discover what he will not eat if he can get it. But there is little 

Hill Mariu 
game left in the Abujhmar hills, except where the 
hills descend to the Indrawati, Gudra and Kotri 

valleys. The shikaris PM excellence of Bastar are the Murias of the 
northern plateaux and the Bison-hom Marias ol-the- parganas 
around Barsur and the Indrawati villey;-wnere-tliere is still fairly 
plentiful game. The Hill Maria is therefore not an expert beater, 
though twenty-four hours spent by any would-be sportsman in 
Kutru territory in training Hill Marias to beat will be amply 
rewarded, not only by the quick way in which they learn, even if 
taught only by pantomime, but by the fun and humour with whicll 
they will take their lesson. They have memories of hunting tiger),_ 
panther, bison, buffalo, deer of all kinds, and .even, very shado\YYJ 
of rhinoceros.' But the appearance in. the· hills of one-or two 
tiger after the I93I census for the .first time within human memory 
was interpreted as a sign of divine displeasure, and all the census 
house numbers painted by the enumerators on little squares of 
wood prepared ad Jwc by the Marias and preserved in many houses 

1 for each census from I9H onwards weie collected together and burnt 
:on the village boundaries to placate the Departed. Outside 
Tondawada village a panther was shot by the village lads with 
arrows thirty years or more ago ; three small stone menhirs about 
twenty inches high were driven then into the ground at the spots 
where its head, the root and the tip of its tail had lain when it fell 
dead ; the feat is still spoken of as a deed of prowess. Orcha is 
the only Hill Maria village, so far as I am aware, that follows the 
practice of the spring hunt before sowing the crops, which is so 
marked and important a feature of tribal life among the Bison-hom 
Marias, the Parjas and Bhattras ; but the Orcha people seem to 
have copied the hunt from the Bison-hom Marias without its 
religious significance ; there is no sprinkling of blood on the first 
seeds sown, no ceremony before and after the hunt, women take 
no part in the proceedings to drive unwilling men out to the hunt, 
and no portion of the slain quarry is offered to the clan-god, the 

t CompareGcuetteer, p. 32. The rhinoceros tradition stiU existed in 1928. 
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Village Mother or the Departed. Bowmen are posted in advance, 
and they beat the game up to them. They share and share alike in 
the bag, no special limb being reserved for first arrow or first spear 
or anyone. 

They all have bows, and arrows of varying sizes and shapes 
for every kind of living thing, but are not very expert in their use, 
save in the lower country where game still abom~ds. There is no 
bird and no animal that they will not shoot or trap and eat U they 
can get it. 

But in most of their country the only creatures that they can 
trap are hare, jungle-fowl and pea-fowl. A sure sign of the nearness 
of a Hill Maria village is the presence of nUIDerous hare-traps 
(morel-guda) by the side of a path. A small oval of ground is 
cleared of growth and surrounded either with small boulders or 
with sticks driven into the ground, and about eighteen inches 
above it. A passage is left unfenced at each narrow end of the 
oval wide enough for a hare to enter by one and go out by the other 
without turning round. The trapper urinates in the oval, and it is 
a considerate act for any passer-by to do so ; in some villages a 
common urinal pot is kept by the dormitory for use at night, and 
the urine is divided in the morning between the hare-trappers. 
The ground inside the oval is soon impregnated by the salt, and 
hares begin, therefore, to frequent it. When this is known from 
the droppings which they leave there, the inner passage is blocked 
up with sticks or boulders, and behind it a bamboo is fixed in the 
ground to serve as a spring. Two strings are tied to the top of 
the bamboo, one for the release trigger of the trap, and the other 
passed through a hollow bamboo tube four or five inches long, to end 
in a running noose. The release-trigger is a length of thin bamboo 
stick which is laid more or less horizontally across the oval, one end 
resting lightly against the inside of one wall of the trap, and the 
other placed under the 'tap' of a bamboo stick fastened in the 
ground by the opposite wall of the trap ; the ' tap ' is a short 
length of stick branching downwards from the main stick. The 
tap stick is called dim-kola.' The noose is looped over the entrance 
to the trap, the bamboo tube being hung on one of the wall sticks or 
rested on one of the boulders. The hare enters through the noose 
to get his salt, dislodges the release trigger from the side of the wall 
opposite the tap stick, and so releases the spring. As this flies up, 
the bamboo tube slides down the other string towards the noose 
and helps to tighten it around the hare. 

Pitfalls covered lightly with earth and leaves on criss-crossed 
sticks, and with spears or bamboo spikes planted in the bottom, 

1 DuM means penis. 
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are made in game paths for deer. A form of trap made by Hill 
Marias, but commoner among Jhoria Murias and Bison-horn Marias, 
is the bewar ; the penda or dippa plot is surrounded by a high fence 
or stockade, called bewar in Halbi and ganao by Murias and Marias. 
A space wide enough for a sambhar or two to enter is left in one 
wall of the enclosure, and this is cleared of all growth, swept clean 
daily, and sometimes spread with sand ; this is called the ' road ' 
(sarak). At another point in the fence, generally the corner 
remotest from the ' road ', they leave a narrow exit passage, 6 or 
7 feet long and r i feet wide at ground level. The whole floor of 
this passage is dug out to a depth of 6 feet, and spears and sharpened 
bamboo stakes are planted in the bottom. The sides of the passage 
are walled with slanting poles, the top of which is 7 or 8 feet in 
vertical distance from the ground level ; these lean on vertical 
posts about 4 feet high, and have horizontal pole struts lashed on 
both sides by siari thongs ; the passage is thus r i feet wide at 
ground level and 4! feet wide at the top of the walls. At ground 
level, tufts of grass are fastened under the bottoms of the slanting 
walls to form fringes meeting in the centre of the trench and con
cealing its existence. This passage and trench are called korrpanch 
in Gondi and onhakodra or kalkodra in Halbi. At dawn the culti
vators creep up to the' road', and if there are ·any deer-tracks in the 
sand they make all the noise they can, and the deer, if still inside 
the fence, dash for the trenched passage, and fall through the grass 
floor in to the spiked trench. . 

The illustration opposite shows a panther trap erected at 
Handawada in I934 to catch a small.panther that had been carrying 
off village poultry. Between a double row of thick bamboo stockad
ing standing from 50 to 53 inches above the ground and roughly 
lashed together about 32 inches above the ground, with lengths of 
split bamboo twisted round every fourth or fifth bamboo, were two 
fall beams weighted in the middle with heavy stones. and a little 
over r8 feet long, called kalk-panj. · The stockading was strength
ened by boulders piled around its base. The farther end of the 
kalk-panj beams rested on the ground and the front end was raised 
about 20 inches above the mouth of the stockading by a cross-beam 
of timber 7! feet long called adam-guryu. The farther end of this 
cross-beam itself rested on the ground beyond the off side of the 
mouth of the stockading, whence it slanted upwards at an angle of 
30 degrees between the second and third posts of the stockading 
walls, resting I9 inches above the ground on a horizontal bamboo 
pole 34 inches long called mirpos-kola. The mirpos-kola ran along 
and parallel to the near wall of the stockading, with its centre 
resting in a fork half-way up a post planted in the ground, the 
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mirpos-rai. The adam-g1tr)'l< cross-beam rested on the front end 
of the mirpos-kola bamboo ; to the back end was tied a piece of 
siari twine about 9 inches long with a short stick at the end to serve 
as a release-trigger. As in the hare-trap, one end of this trigger was 
held vertically under the · tap ' of a bamboo dim-lwla, while the 
other end was held from escaping inwards from under the ' tap ' by 
being thrust outwards by the near end of a piece of bamboo laid 
as a bait-stick across the floor of the trap; the off end of the bait
stick was fixed against the inside off wall of the stockading. The 
dim-kola tap-stick was 12 inches from top to ground, into which it 
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was firmly driven outside the near wall of the stockading and 
between the stockading and the retaining boulders ; the ' tap ' was 
about 4 inches above the ground-level. The ground was slotted 
across the mouth of the stockading from the point where the 
adam-t:'"Y" cross-beam rested on the ground, so that that beam, 
wlwn released, might fall into the slot. The bait-stick and the floor 
of the trap below it were baited with very ' high ' dead mice and 
their guts ; the Marias evidently believed that panthers shared 
their own partiality for these delicacies. If any animal had put 
his ht•ad inside the stockading and touched the bait, he would have 
been bound to dislodge the bait-stick. This would have deprived 
the lower end of the trif:~er of its support ; the upper end, deprived 
of the resistance of the lower end against the bait-stick, would have 
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sprung free of the' tap ' of the tlim-kola and so released the back end 
of the mirpos-kola, the front end of which would have given way 
beneath the weight of the atlam-guryu cross-beam and brought the 
stone-weighted kalk-Panj fall beams crashing down on to the animal, 
while the atlam-guryu fell into the slot prepared for it in the ground. 
The trap had been set for six weeks with no result, and they had 
not tried making a trap of this kind for years. It looked too fragile 
for any but a very small panther; the bait-stick was barely 2j feet 
from the mouth of the trap ; and the fall even at the mouth was 
only 20 inches. Kalmu Boda, the expert shikari who is pargana 
headman of the Bison-hom villages around Barsur, was openly 
scornful 

Snares and springes for pea-fowl, jungle-fowl and snipe, and 
bird-lime for other birds, with occasional nets for birds or deer 
complete the Hill Maria's hunting equipment. I have not seen him 
using nets ; the villages where most nets are to be seen are those 
near the Bison-hom country, and their users presumably copy 
Bison-horn methods. 

In the most advanced and thickest populated parts of the 
Bison-horn Maria country, such as the Paknar, Katakalian and 

. Kuakonda tracts, it is difficult to find any wild 
B•••.n-horn. creature except birds and insects In Hindu India 
Mana hunting . · 

the monkey is always present, bemg sacred and so free 
to devour anyone's crops. The Maria eats monkey as readily as 
any other animal, and the monkey long ago decided to avoid his, 
lands. At my camp at Katakalian there was a sudden sh~ut and 
dozens of Marias left me to rush at a tree on which someone had seen 
a luckless flying squirrel (Pteromys petaurista). Even hares and 
rats are said to be Jess common here than elsewhere. Like Hill 
Marias, Bison-horn Marias spend hours digging out field rats and 
mice, carefully wrapping each victim in grass before carrying them 
home in glee to roast them who!!' skewered on bamboo spits, 
singeing off the fur. They sell and buy rat meat in the markets, 
either raw, or in little jerked squares on bamboo spits; but that 
they are getting sensitive to ridicule on this account is shown by 
the fact that the buyer must ask for' earth-roots', not rats or mice. 
Frogs are another delicacy, also spitted and roast. Python, daman 
and non-poisonous snakes are eagerly sought after ; for ordinary 
eating they skin, slice and fillet the snake and stew it with spices, 
when they say it tastes midway between fish and chicken. Small 
portions of python separately cooked are regarded as a valuable 
cure for 'pot-belly'. 

The great round of ritual vernal hunts preceding sowing have 
been the chief cause of the extermination of game. The religious 
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aspect of these will be explained in a later chapter. But for these 
parad (Halbi) or weta (Bison-hom Maria) whole villages or parganas 
used to turn out all their able-bodied males, and beat over a stretch 
of jungle ten miles long and a mile wide into nets with spearmen 
standing ready behind them to slay every animal that escaped the 
arrows of the beaters, who often fired the forest grasses as they went. 
Stops were put out along the flanks, and the beating was expert. 
It is not unnatural that game was rapidly exterminated. For some 
years they attempted to come in large weta parties to the well
stocked jungles in the Muria country of the northern plateau; 
soo bowmen and spearmen from Chhitapur and Killepal parganas 
were stopped in 1929 by the Bhanpuri police from raiding the 
Amraoti Forest Reserve in Kondagaon tahsil, a. sportsman's 
paradise full of buffalo, bison, barasing and all the deer of Central 
India. They now know that they must confine their weta to their 
own pargana, but they feel this to be a hardship. In the Kuakonda 
pargana they have had perforce, as there is no game left, to give up 
the ]ur-weta, the hunt in which the whole pargana joined a week 
after the chief village hunt, the Wijja-weta or Seed-Hunt. At 
Killepal in 1930 they said that for some years they h,ad secured no 
game except a hare in the Wijja-weta, though they had gone out 
for it ; in a little while in such regions the ceremonial hunts will end, 
except the Kare-weta or Grass Hunt, which precedes the Kare 
Pandum or Grass-cutting Festival some time before the Wijja-weta, 
and in which they beat the fields for hares, rats and quail. 

Where there is still ample game, they hold the wela as of old, 
if perhaps on a smaller scale, with the ]uY-wela becoming a thing of 
the past. Kalmu Boda, the pargana headman of Barsur pargana, 
and the Bison-horn Marias of the pargana, especially those of Boda's 
village of Pharaspal and the surrounding villages, have the heredi
tary reputation of being the most skilful netters of tiger and other 

-game in the State, and for many years the State. authorities have 
requisitioned their willing help in getting rid of man-eating tigers 
in northern Bastar. They hunt in this way for sheer sport, not 
merely as part of the ritual round of the year. In May 1932, I was 
a guest with others at a shoot arranged by my successor at Koilibera 
in North Antagarh to get rid of some troublesome man-eaters; and, 
to assist, Kalmu Boda had marched over roo miles from Pharaspal 
with qo Bison-horn netmen. As it was essential to get rid of the 
pests, we could not unfortunately let Boda organize the beats as he 
would have done if left to himself ; ~_line of guns in the usual 
machatrs was posted in front, but Bod a posted .. his_ nets and men 

_behind them. The nets are arranged in a line about .five feet above 
the ground on bamboo props, and secured at-intervalS to·trees; 
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they must be loose enough to fall on any animal driven into them 
by tlietieaiersanae@l!lgle"it:- ~<Jitle'lwenty paces behind the nets 
the Marias make little sl:ii!lt~_qf Jeave_s, about fifteen yards "E_art, 
carefully camouflaged from the front, and In these shelters gr~",es 
M'"i"out _or five spearmen stand motionJes~: 'they-do-not move 

TiiCim anirnll! is clearly entangled in the net, but then there isa ruSh 
of menlo nave the honour: gf_ the first spear. The firjit man stabs 
and holds the anirnaf down with his spear, while _the others blood 
ilieirspears. --R~ gefs as· his J?ortion the off hind leg-from buttock 
to hough, the headman gets the saddle, and the waddai or dan-priest 
-the liver, the portion usuaiiy given ·to the Departed. At Koilibera 
I saw deer, four-horned antelope and a panther netted in this way 
and duly dispatched. On the last day a tiger, shot at but missed 
twice from the machans in front, hurled itself at full gallop into the 
net twenty yards to the right front of the Shelter where I was 
standing with a group of spearmen. It fell headlong, and the net 
fell on to it according to rule ; but unfortunately at that point the 
rope meshes were old and brittle, and the ground rocky and grass
less; the tiger's weight and speed smashed the retaining rope and 
burst a hole through the net. There was a brief vision of a mighty 
forearm sweeping aside the encumbrance, and the tiger was free ; 
he rushed roaring by the side of the next cliunp of spearmen, so 
close that they could have touched him. Wisely all stood stock still 
from the moment when the tiger entered the net till it had passed 
them ; but then one of the guns from a back machan not so wisely 
fired over the heads of the line of spearmen. Whether he J;rit the 
tiger or not, he enraged it, and it swung round to charge. Those of 
us on the ground with rifles could not fire at first because the tiger 
was not clear of the line of spearmen ; but a rain of rather wild 
bullets, one of which broke the· tiger's near forearm, checked him, 
and Kalmu Boda gave it the coup de grace (possibly saving more 
than one life) by hitting it in the I,leck with a contractile bullet 
fired from an ancient twelve-bore gun, rusty and unoiled, with 
barrels patched with rough iron bands and held together with wire, 
and as loose in the breech and stock as a gun could be. The bullet 
killed the tiger outright. Boda had missed twice and misfired once 
before the final shot. The Murias and Marias present dr=ed 
the tiger back to camp with their usual anapaestic rhythm, and the 
Marias broke into a dance, advancing and retreating before the dead 
tiger to the same anapaestic drumbeats. 

The Bison-horn Maria is an adept at nets and snares of all kinds 
and sizes for all manner of game. Kalmu Boda has recipes for 
poisoning tiger and other game. For poisoning arrows they use 
occasionally the crushed seeds of the Abrus precatorius shrub ; 
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the seeds are small, shiny and scarlet, with black eyes, and are used 
as beads in Bastar and many parts of the Central Provinces. For 
poisoning tiger they ' salt ' the flesh of a kill with the poisonous 
leaves, bark and roots of the shrub dual bite (Halbi bag mokra; 
Alstonia neriifolia) mixed with quicklime. 

C. Domestication of Animals 

.E~r!J.s a major item in the dietary of Hill and Bison-hom 
Marias. At the end of marches in the Abujhmar hills I always paid 

for a pig for the carriers from the preceding camp to 
~ roast and eat before dispersing to their villages ; and 
it is sound to provide the Marias or Murias called out for any State 
work with pork at the beginning and end of the work. The best 
fattened hog' is very cheap and goes a long way. The housing 
and feeding of pigs have already been described' ; cared for in this 
way, even the domestic India pig is not necessarily the foul worm
ridden pest that he becomes in the low caste quarters of the towns 
and villages of British India, and in fact in Abujhmar villages his 
quarters are often cleaner than the houses. 

Nearly all young boars are gelded, but a few are left entire for 
sacrifices in honour of the clan-god and the Village Mother to whom 
neither Hill nor Bison-hom Maria would offer a hog. The Hill 
Maria lays the boar on its back, ties its front legs to a post, and 
stretches out its back legs, while another draws out its penis (dim) 
and crushes its testicles (merrskeng) with stones. They say that 
gelding improves the flavour of pork, and the only boars ever eaten 
are those sacrificed. A hog is always part of the Hill Maria bride
price. Hill Marias call a hog badiali padi or kuna padi, and Bison
hom badiali padi ; boars they respectively call charhal padi and 
k~<ral padi. 

Cooked pig's lard is kept in many Hill Maria houses as a salve 
for sore eyes and cuts. 

They keep numbers of poultry similar in breed and appearance 
to the red jungle fowl. The Hill Maria's hen-coops have been 

described on page 104. Cocks and hens are taken 
~ to the field houses, and roost there below the sleeping 
platforms. Korr-g11da, funnel-shaped nests on bamboo posts about 
two feet hit-:h. are kept in every Hill Maria house, and by many 
Bison-hom Marias. Jungle cock visit the penda plots and light 
the domestic cocks in the early morning; the Hill Marias say that 
if a jungle cock crosses a domestic hen the eggs are not fertile. 

1 ' Hog • is used in its technical sense, of a gelded boar. 
• Sec pp. 103 and t.:u. 
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Cock-fighting is the favourite pastime of the Bison-hom Marias, 
well-known venues being the weekly markets at Kuakonda, Palmar, 
K ukanar, Bastanar Ghat and near Karli, among several others. 
They tie iron knives to the cocks' legs. If the cocks break away, 
their owners pick them up and rub their hackles or spit into their 
beaks to get their blood up. The defeated cock always becomes 
the property of the victor's owner. On any market morning you 
can see scores of Bison-hom Marias walking to market with cocks 
tucked under their arms. Hill Marias do not themselves go in much 
for this pastime; only a few of them even stay to watch cock-fighting 
at Dhaurai market. Some of the Kutru Hill Marias attend cock
fighting every week at Oikal in the Ahiri zamindari of Chanda. 

Goats are seldom kept by the Hill Marias, though at N ugur in 
the Indrawati valley the Parllo clan, despite the fact that its totem 

Goats 
is the goat, kept goats for the Teli tradesmen who 
owned the village rice bins described on page 102 ; 

but they conld not eat goat flesh or even take goat milk. 
Among the Bison-hom Marias, many, including even those 

who belong to the goat phratry and goat clans, keep goats and use 
goat milk ; but totemistic rnles prohibit members of goat clans and 
phratry from eating goat flesh. 

As has been seen, the Hill Marias are not rich in cattle,.do not 
J:Iillkthem or yoke them to carts or ploughs, and generally keep
Cattle and 
buffaloes 

Rawat herdsmen to tend them._ Nearly all eat beef 
whenever they can afford it. Bullock or cow sacrifice 
is almost an essential part of funeral ceremonies, and 

all present eat the meat. Dead cattf<: are divided up and eaten ; 
at Kutru, Hill Marias ate all that remained of a cow killed by a. 
family of man-eating tigers, though the mangled remains had been 
gnawed by hyaenas and jackals, and exposed to the sun for four or 
five days till full of flies and maggots .. The headmen of the villages 
of Padalibhurn, Tapalibhurn, Behramar, Nurbhum and Sonpur Mar 
parganas frankly admitted that they 'liked eating beef when they 
could get it ; at Handawada, on the other side of the hills, the 
headmen of the Dantewara Mar and Mangnar pargana villages 
asserted that they never eat dead cattle, and only eat the beef of 
sacrificed animals. There are practically no buffaloes in the 
Abujhmar hills. 

The Bison-hom Marias are great stock-raisers, both of cattle 
and buffaloes, and they export many head of cattle to Chanda and 
Raipur, as well as over the Madras border; in fact the land revenue 
is often paid out of the price received for cattle, and one of their 
favourite grievances is the cattle export duty of a rupee or two 
imposed by the State. They use cattle for ploughing and are 
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beginning to use carts, but many villages still keep Rawats to tend 
and milk their cattle and manufacture ghee. They are inveterate 
eaters of beef, not only at funeral ceremonies or when raising a 
stone for the dead, but at pandum ceremonies, family or clan 
gatherings, the completion of a new tank and similar occasions. 
Most villages have a rocky place set apart for skinning and eating 
cattle. They are reluctant to kill and eat only their own cattle; 
on the borders of the Jagdalpur Muria country, especially at the 
time of the pandum, they often attempt to steal young heifers or 
calves from the nearest Muria or non-Muria village: I had once to 
impose a collective fine on the villagers of Nennor for hiring two 
men who had been convicted for two or three former thefts to go to 
the M uria village of Erokot and steal a bullock, which was the 
mainstay of the N en nor new-eating feast. 

Hill and Bison-hom Marias keep tame dogs and cats, and the 
dogs of the latter are often well-trained hunting dogs who will go 

with their masters in a beat without giving tongue. 
Dogs and eats Bison-hom Marias coax a dog to them by calling 
'Durro,' durro I' and a cat (pusali) by' Mini,' mini!' while 'Darra, 
darra I ' is used for driving a dog off. 

Other pet.a 
Bison-hom Marias occasionally keep parrots and 

bulbuls, and some of them use hawks for catching 
quail and other small birds. 

D. Fishing 

All Marias make their own rods of bamboo and lines of kosa 
silk ; the hooks are generaUy in these days bought in the markets, 
but occasionally thorns are said to be used. They use rods only in 
the rains, and bait their hooks with worms or with konda, a paste of 
rice chaff. 

The Kuruk or Jaralur are the Maria fishing caste of the big 
river valleys, speaking the Gondi dialect of the neighbouring 
villages. The Kuruks of the Indrawati valley from Nelasnar to 
Bhamragarh are scarcely distinguishable from the Hill Marias in 
appearance and customs, but the Hill Marias look down on them 
and do not allow inter-marriage; like those of potters and black
smiths, their houses are carefully segregated from Maria houses. 
They maintain ferry services in their dug-out canoes on the Indra
wati. and are paid an annual retainer in grain by the Hill Maria 
villages which frequent Gidam, Nelasnar, Bhairamgarh and Kutru 

I I have since ht>a.rd DWt'o and J\fitti used in the same way not only by 
Gonds but by Korkua also in the Hoshangabad district of the Central 
Provinces. 
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markets. The Kuruks go up into the hills to collect these dues, 
and they also dzy fish and bring it round from village to village in 
the hills, bartering it for grain, generally at the rate of five pieces 
the size of a finger for a paili' of kutki ; the Hill Marias allow them to 
sleep in the paik-gatul rest-house. They are expert with net and 
with rod and line. Frequently they stretch a cord over the head 
of a pool with several short lengths of line ending in baited hooks 
depending at intervals in the water, while they go across the tail 
of the pool in their dug-out canoes spanking the surface of the water 
with their paddles or with long bamboos to drive the fish up towards 
the baits. They fish simultaneously several little rods tied to 
clumps of rushes or reeds. They certainly catch fish at all times 
except in high floods, and send them alive to your camp in water in 
little dug out sections of trees. As boatmen they are expert in 
managing their clumsy and heavy dug-outs, which are generally 
made of Bomba:< malabaricum wood owing to the heavy duty 
charged by the Forest Department for the far more durable teak. 
I spent nearly three weeks in their charge in November I927 with 
Dr. W. P. S. ~1itchell, the State Medical Officer, journeying in their 
dug-outs down the Indrawati from Kutru to the Jitam rapids, 
whence they returned to their villages. They were expert in 
shooting rapids even with two dug-outs lashed together, which they 
sometimes took through the wild tangle of rapids above Bhamragarh 
with two paddlers standing in the bows and two in the stern. The 
paddles are rectangles of teak nailed to teak handles. One dug-out 
would shoot ahead to explore the rapids, and its owner appear 
suddenly on the top of a rock to shoilt directions to the rest ; old 
Kuruks and their grey-headed wives would appear out of tributary 
streams from riparian villages and croak away their greetings in the 
guttural Hill Maria dialect, and ·then paddle back upstream in the 
morning mist with charcoal or wopd smoking around them in 
broken earthen crocks at the bottom of their boats, carried for 
warmth. At dusk, after escorting u5 to our camp on the Bastar 
bank, they invariably would paddle croaking off to rocky islands 
in midstream. whence at night the eye would be delighted with their 
numerous fires of driftwood and the ear with the melodious refrains 
of their songs. 

The Hill Marias make various forms of fish cages and traps 
with reeds and cane. They dam river shallows in the hot weather 
and poison the pools. In the rains they make gorla piers of boulders 
in cylindrical wicker-work baskets, like the piers of their bridges, 
between which is laid a platform of wicker-work, the upstream end 
of which rests on the bed of the stream, and is weighted down with 

1 A measure containing about 4 lb. weight of grain. 
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stones ; the platform is thus sloped against the stream, and small 
fish coming down are unable to get through the meshes of the 
wicker-work, and are thrown by the water high and dry on to the 
downstream end of the platform ; this is merely an elaboration of 
the tLtndaY trap regularly made in the plains by other Koitor at 
corners of rice-fields where there is any considerable fall in the level 
of a main irrigation current. 

The Bison"horn Marias have four or five different kinds of nets, 
and field fish traps of three or four kinds varying in size from the big 
field dandM above to the bisM, a small cylindrical trap of reeds or 
canes fastened together with wefts of cord, with inverted cones of 
similar construction inside ; the narrow mouth at one end of the 
trap is fixed close to a small hole made through the embankment 
of a flooded rice field, and the small fry washed through the hole 
into the trap cannot escape through the cones. Women make 
a series of small mud dams across the swampy ends of tanks or pools, 
and dry out the space enclosed by each dam in turn by throwing the 
water out with winnows or baskets ; they then collect what fish 
are left in the mud. 

In the north of the State the Bhattras, Parjas, Murias and 
low-caste Hindus always precede the ceremonial eating of new 
mangoes at Aktai, the local name for the Hindu festival of Akshya 
Trittya, which falls usually in the second fortnight of April, by a 
ceremonial parad for fish ; their general method is for all the men 
to go into the forest to gather the leaves, roots and fruits used for 
poisoning fish, then to poison the selected and previously dammed 
rivulet or small tank; after the stupefied fish have been collected 
and divided, each family cooks and eats the fish with the new 
mangoes, and the bead of the family goes to the source of their 
usual water-supply and offers water in a new handi with a little 
grain in the name of the ancestors. In Gondi this is called the 
ceremony of • Y.,. upihana pen banal' (offering water to the clan-god 
and the Departed). Some Bison-horn Marias observe this practice 
also before their own 1\!arka Pandum, or New Mango Festival, but 
they prefer having a real beat for fish to poisoning pools, though 
both they and the Hill Marias frequently poison pools. But most 
Bison-horn 1\larias beat for fish at all times of the year, except the 
rains, when there is too much water, just for sport, and join for this 
with villagers of other castes, such as Jhari Telanga, Halba or Parja. 
As many as fifty or sixty square-meshed nets are collected, about 
four fet•t deep, and the bottoms of the nets are weighted with stones, 
while pieces of wood are fastened on the top edge to act as floats. 
Before the nets are arranged in the water, the penna (village priest 
or spiritual headman, corresponding in Bison-horn villages to the 
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Hill Maria kasyeq-gaita) of the village where the beat is to take place 
sets up a small bough of jam"n (Eugenia jambolana) or jamela 
(Eugenia heyneana) on the bank of the river, beneath which he places 
an egg and a little husked kutki in an egg shell, and prays to ] al
kanya, the Water-maiden, for good fishing ; if the beat is successful, 
the perma after it is over breaks the egg and spills the yoke and the 
kt4tki on the ground in her name. The nets are lowered into the 
water tied together in a long line across the river, with side-nets 
(kanasi) at right angles on both sides of the main net towards the 
line of beaters, if the river is too wide or there is much water near 
the banks too shallow for the main net to be stretched from bank 
to bank. A line of men stands behind the nets, and three or four 
hundred yards away the beaters form a line across the river from 
bank to bank, and advance towards the line of nets, beating the 
water with hands, sticks and bamboos, and shouting and beating 
drums. The fish are divided up in the village, the perma and peda 
and those who have provided nets getting double shares ; if a tank 
is beaten, the owner of the tank gets a double share. These beats 
are at times quite exciting and the catch is heavy, as shown by 
the following account of an eyewitness, Dr. W. P. S. Mitchell:-

• On Christmas Day tg·u we were encamped at Salnar. a village on the 
banks of the lndrawati about nine miles from Barsur. The river here is only 
3} or 4 feet deep, and breaks up into two streams divided by a sand spit. 
The surroundings are b<--autiful. with a clear view of the Korekal Mad waterfall 
seven or eight miles away. The river was ideal for the fishing ptn·ad. which 
began early in the morning and lasted till sundown6 with a. short break for 
a midday meal. We spent the whole day on the sand spit, watchi~ the 
great catches of fish. The people of this ideality are Bison-horn Marias, and 
the method of the parad was very like that of an ordinary beat for game ; 
a main net about 15 yards wide was sunk across the river upstream, its botton:r 
weighted with stones and the ends tied with cords to enable it to be lifted. 
while some ten men held the top. . From the ends of the net other cords, to 
which were fastened at every few inches bunches -of dry palm leaves and stone 
weights, were strung out by men in dug~ut canoes in a semi--circle for 30 or 
40 yards on each side, and placed in charge of stops aligned from one end to 
the other of each string ; the task of these" stops was slowly to draw in the 
strings towards the main net after the beat had begun. and so keep the fish 
within a circumscribed area. The main line of beaters numbered about 
twenty, each armed with a small triangular net fastened on a triangle of 
stout sticks, with a fourth stick fastened at the apex as a handle. Behind 
them a second line of beaters. but fewer in number, followed at a distance of 
two yards, carrying triangular nets of the same type but without handles. 
As the first hne beaters advanced they held their nets in front of them under 
the water by the handles, while those in the second line advanced with their 
nets held straight out in front of them and against their bodies. The object 
of the front line was only to drive the fish forward into the main net, and to 
sweep up with their own nets any fish which might try to rush back at the 
end of the beat ; the second line had to be on the look out for any fish which 
might jump clear over the backs of the front line when coUared in their nets. 
It was only the large fish, generally mahseer, which when backing from the 
main net to meet the nets of the front line beaters jumped clear out of the 
water towards the second line. It was really wonderful to watch the dexterity 
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with which the second line dealt with these fish. some of which weighed from 
ten to fiftPen pctunds, and required all the handling that the men were capable 
of ; even then many were dropped from sheer weight. In all, more than 300 
.fish, of all eizes, were caught in the day, enough to provide ample food for 
a week for everyone present. The Marias were delighted. • 

For poisoning fish all or some of the following' are used :
korkoti (3, 5) leaves and twigs; fruit of the masiya (r), kirtuh {r) 
( Casearia graveolens), kothewa (r), pendra (r) (Randia uliginosa), 
kotma (3), iriya (5), wasa (5) or vachcha (5), and kue (6) (Randia 
dumetomm) ; roots of the sirindi (r, z), agya (r, 3, 4) (Milktia 
auricula/a), korli (r), timra (r, 2) (root-bark), kewu (5) (pounded with 
earth from a white-ant hill), kumbhi (r, 5) (root-bark ; Careya 
arborea), tumsi (5), basemati (6), and batte (6) ; bark of the karra (r, 
3, 6) or karla, kirangi (4), kuchali (5) (Strychnos nux vomica) and 
muchi-tumri2 (5) (Diospyros montana), kodra-marra (6) and chif3 (6) ; 
and the ground oil-cake (r, 5, 6) made from tara, the seeds of the 
mahua (Bassia latifolia). 

The ingredients are pounded together with stones or axe-heads 
on a rock in or near the pool or tank ; if the water is deep, they are 
thrown into it the night before the fish are collected ; if it is shallow, 
the poisons act in an hour or two and can safely be thrown into the 
water in the morning. The fish are stupefied by them, and are 
easily collected floating on the surface. 

In the Kolab-Sabari in Sukma zamindari and Konta tahsil, 
Bison-hom Marias and others have night beats for fish in the hot 
weather ; they call the beats ' chingra parad ' and ' hola parad '. 
The late Circle Inspector Chaitan Singh gave the following descrip
tion of these :-

• The heat must be held on a dark moonless night, and not in a tank or 
a small nuHah or in water flowing over mud which would be stirred up by 
the feet of the beaten, but in dear shallow water flowing over sand or shingle, 
not more than thigh-deep. Four or five men enter the water carrying each 
& bamboo torch, and a basket ; the torch is held not more than a foot above 

1 The numbers l to6 stand for lists of poisons supplied from 1, Jagdalpur; 
2, Sukma: 3. Kondagaon; 4, Dantewara; 5. Konta; and 6, Bijapur. 
there ls almost certainly some duplication owing to the different names 
prevailing in different parts of Bastar for the same plants. Bastar plant 
narn05 so ditlar from those in the Central Provinces that idenhfication is 
dithcult without sending actual specimens to Dehra Dun. The Central 
Provinc("S forest lists give as known fish poisons roots of MiUetia a:wrictdala. 
fruit of cas.aria graveolnu. C4Staria totrUWIOStl and Randia dtm~~lon.m. bark 
of Oug4iHi4 daibuKi.t.ri.US, and leaves and bark of Clftstanlltas coUi1tus. 
Slryr!\wo.s tuu vomica: and Dio.s~M llfllmllan.a are well known as poisonous 
plants. 

• ltlw.rlti...tv•N is possibly the same as liMP'4 in lists J and 2. 

J Cllil, which occurs only in the Bijapur list, may be the Telugu word 
dil for Slrycll"os poltJton~m, the clearing nut. The seeds oi this are used 
for d~aring muddy water. 
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the water. On each side of each torch-bearer goes a man armed with bow 
and arrows ; for small fish the arrows have heads like the handles of spoons, 
but for large fish they use arrows with heads with only one wing and barb, 
like an ordinary arrow-head bisected from point to shank. The torch-bearers 
and bowmen wade up against the current, and the fish. which at night are 
feeding in these shallows and not in the deep pools, are attr~cted or stupefied 
by the glare and are easily shot with the arrows or caught 10 the baskets.' 

E. Intoxicants and Other Drinks 

The commonest intoxicant in the Abujhmaz . .hi!Js is the fer
~ented juice_ of the .sago-palm (Caryota urens), and the tree is 

common also in many parts of the Bison-hom Maria 
Sago-palm country. It is now propagated freely by Hill and 
Bison-hom Marias. The tree, unlike the toddy-palm, is monoecious. 
The flowering peduncles, which appear like thin elephant trunks, 
have their ends cut off before they flower, and act as taps, bamboo 
tubes being fastened below the cut to catch the sap ; the Bison-hom 
Marias often use earthenware pots. The tubes are emptied in the 
morning and evening, bamboo poles still retaining the stumps of 
side-shoots being tied on to the trees as rough ladders. V.'hen 
fresh, the sap is not intoxicating and has a pleasant dry taste, not 
unlike champagne. After two or three years' tapping the tree dies, 
when the inner tissue of the stem yields the starchy food substance 
already mentioned. If the ends of the peduncle get worm- or 
grub-eaten before they are tapped, it is considered a sure sign of 
witchcraft, and more than one murder has been recorded on this 
account. The bottom of the trunk of the dead tree is com'!lonly 
used as the hollow body of the Hill Maria single-membrane turam 
or kettle-drums. 

The toddy-palm (Borassus jiabel.lifer) is not grown or tapped in 
the Abujhmar hills, but is common in the south of the Bison-horn 
T dd al £0untry especially among the so-called Koyas and 

0 y-p m the Dorlas, and in Sukma and Konta. In this 
telugnized region whole villages camp 'out in the toddy groves from 
l\farch till June in a perpetual state of semi-intoxication, taking 
solid food only in the evening, and sometimes going without that 
for three or four days or even a week. The sap is tapped by cutting 
the ends of the flowering spadices, in much the same way as the 
sago-palm ; the spadix appears in the male trees from November 
to March, while the female tree yields sap from April to June. The 
vessels used to catch the sap are generally thick bamboo tubes 
three or four feet long, of about three gallons capacity. Excessive 
tapping soon shortens the life of the trees. The juice rapidly 
ferments, though not intoxicating when drawn, and fermentation 
is expedited by the habit of mixing the fresh juice with that left 
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over from previous days. The female trees bear fruit in May, and 
the pulp of this is eaten, generally after roasting the fruit on an 
earthenware crock and breaking off the rind. They also eat the 
unripe seeds and seedlings, as well as the roots. They collect the 
seed and leave it to germinate in pits; they propagate the trees 
also from root cuttings. 

Individual ownership in the trees is to some extent recognized, 
not necessarily, however, in the owner of the land. There is a sort 
of village arrangement as to the trees to be tapped by each family, 
permitting a rough rotation where trees are plentiful, so as to give 
them a much needed rest from tapping. The Koyas and Dorlas 
sacrifice a fowl or a goat at the foot of the first tree tapped, and the 
sacrificial victims are then taken to the Village Mother's shrine and 
eaten there by the men. 

The simii (Phoenix sylvestris) is occasionally 
Date-palm t d . th B' h t b mak' appe m e 1son- om coun ry y mg an 
incision in the bark below the crown of the tree. 

The mahua (Bassia latijolia) is common ev~rywher~ ex_~eptJ'! 
the Abujhmar hills. and it is the spirit distilled from it that is sold at 
' --- the State excise shops, except for a few toddy shops 
Mahua around Konta. There is very little illicit distillation, 
the State liquor distilled by licensees at outstills being very cheap, 
and the pass rules enabling Marias fairly easily to get an adequate 
supply of the spirit for the religious and domestic or social occasions 
at which its consumption is obligatory. The State does not tax 
the tapping of the sago-palm and toddy-palm, but merely tries to 
prohibit the sale and to limit the quantity of the resulting spirit 
wl)ich individuals may possess. 

The Parjas and Bison-horn Marias sometimes make a wine 
from mahua, said to be red in colour, by several successive boilings 
and strainings of mahua flowers. It is called suram ; I have never 
been able to get hold of any. 

Landa, a cause of half the homicide committed in Bastar, is 
the favourite intoxicant of the Bison-hom Marias, but is taboo to 

Landa 
the Hill Maria. It is made of equal portions of husked 
rice or kutki and mandia (Eleusim coracana). The 

rice or kutki is soaked well in water, strained off and pounded to 
a paste. The mandia grain is first damped and allowed to sprout, 
then dried in the sun for three or four days, and soaked, strained 
and pounded like the rice or kutki. Both are then well mixed. 
They then take an earthenware loandi, with holes in the bottom, 
and cover the holes with a lattice of bamboo slices, on which they 
place siuri leaves. The mixed rice or kutki and sprouted mandia 
are piled on these leaves. The loandi is then placed on a loandi of 
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water, and the latter on the fire, so that the contents of the upper 
handi may be well steamed. When they have been steamed long 
enough, they are mixed in another handi with water to the con
sistency of pej gruel, and left in a cool place to ferment for five or 

· six days, with the top lidded with leaves ; when there is a smell like 
a fowl-house that badly needs cleaning they know that it is ready. 
Landa has to be provided in large quantities for all the guests at 
a wedding, when open house is kept ; all present at funeral cere
monies need it, and some is poured over the menhir erected in the 
name of the dead man at the Uraslud; it is given to all who have 
worked on a new tank at the completion ceremony; a handi full 
is carried by a lad's father and party when going to ask a man for 
his daughter as wife for the lad ; on the sixth day after a child is 
born Ianda is given to the man and woman called from each house 
for the naming; at sowing, reaping, threshing and ploughing a little 
is given to every helper ; and at each pandum each household makes 
and consumes some. At the Kuram Pandum, when the new kutki 
is eaten, the Ianda should be made from new kutki. 

There is said to be some creeper from the flowers or sap of 
which an intoxicating liquor is made by the Bison-hom Marias in 

the Sukma zarnindari, below the Tulsidongri moun
Otlu>r drinks tains; of this no proof was forthcoming. Possibly 
the rumour referred to the known habit of the Marias drinking the 
sap of the wild vine V itis repanda as a substitute for water. Other
wise water is their sole other drink, always from dear running 
streams, save in the dry southern fringes of the Bison-hom country 
in Konta tahsil. ·. · 

The Hill Maria and the Bison-horn drink after meals. Th.e 
latter drinks in the normal Indian way, and often from a brass lota, 
Drinki or at least a Ieaf-£up. The former, however, in the 

ng remoter villages still almost steals to the edge of the 
stream like a shy animal, kneels down, and puts his mouth to the 
water. Otherwise he stands in the water and scoops up water into 
his mouth with rapid moves of alternate hands. 

When Bison-horn Marias drink mahua spirit, either the head of 
the family, in case of domestic ceremonies, or every drinker in general 
drinking bouts, before drinking pours a drop or two OlL the ground 
in the name of the De~rted. Hill Marias follow the sam~ jlractice 
in general drinking" bouts"; but the h'balion'"may be made before-or
after drinking. The liquor is brought in large earthen pots or in 
gourd bottles from the nearest liq nor-shop. Hill Marias fill large 
leaf-cups from it, which they take round to all present and from 
them fill the small leaf-cups which each person has ready for 
himself ; the Bison-hom Maria doles out his liquor either with the 
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orka gourd ladle mentioned on page 66 above, or, in these days of 
sophistication, with a more or less exact imitation, known as a 
kal-burria or wine-ladle, made in bronze by the eire perdue process 
by the Gharwas, about the size of a large meerschaum pipe, with 
a hollow stem holed on the top of what would be the mouthpiece 
if it were a pipe ; the ' bowl ' is filled with liquor, which is poured 
out into the drinker's leaf-cup through this hole. Men, young 
women and girls, and boys drink; and mothers give liquor to their 
children except those only just born. Girls soon know when they 
have had enough, but even then never let the wine-bearer pass them 
without refilling their leaf-cup, which as soon as he has passed by 
they take over to the youth of their fancy. 

u 



CHAPTER IX 

DOMESTIC LIFE ; MISCELLANEOUS 

A. Treatment of Sickness 

AMoNGST the Hindus of the plains the Hill Maria has a great bui 
totally undeserved reputation for his skilful use of herbs and root: 
to treat the sick. A few chronic sufferers may be met who hav< 
migrated to the Abujhmar hills in the fond hope of getting then 
sufferings mitigated by Maria medicine ; they will readily tell yot 
that the Marias were more ignorant than they themselves, thougl 
some have stayed on, finding the siJnple life and the climate of th< 
hills tonic in themselves. Actually, the· helplessness of the Hii 
Maria in the face of the siJnplest injury or ailment is pathetic. 
A siJnple sore beginning from a thorn in the buttock is neglected, 
till the whole buttock becomes one vast sore. The commonest and 
worst disease among them is, or was, yaws ; whole householili 
suffered, and many for the moment apparently free bore on then 
persons obvious indications that it was only a matter of time before 
the disease would reappear in the secondary or tertiary state. 
Innumerable cases came to my camp doctor for treatment in my 
I930 tours. I sent him again in the summer of 1930 to tour in the 
area, and of 280 cases treated by hiin in 26 villages, 79 were yaws 
cases; in his next tour in the same villages, 6g new yaws cast'S 
were brought to hiJn. Later tours were undertaken by him and 
other doctors for injecting y\<ws patients with salvarsan prepara
tions, with great success ; in my March 1934 return visit to this 
area I did not see. one case, and !'verywhere the villagers were 
profuse in their thanks for deliverance from the scourge, for which 
they had known no antidote or alleviative. It is common also in 
the hilly parts of the Bison-horn country, and in the lower Indrawati 
and Godavari valleys, where the Bastar dispensaries get many 
a yaws patient from the Chanda and East Godavari districts of 
British India. 

', Syphilis is extremely rare among the Hill Marias ; the 280 
cases already mentioned as treated in summer 1930 did not include 
one case of venereal disease. Where it is common in Bastar the 

. carriers have invariably been either police constables and forest 
j guards or Rohilla and Telugu traders. Hill Marias have luckily 
been comparatively i:rnmune from the attentions of minor State 

, .. 
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servants. Though the Bison-hom Marias are not free from either 
venereal disease or the visits of these gentry, yet they have been 
fairly successful in keeping their women to themselves, and have 
suffered little except in the south, where many of them go at times 
to Dummagudem and other Madras towns for work. If, however, 
the Telugus have given them venereal disease, they have more than 
repaid them with yaws. 

Skin diseases, such as scabies, ringworm and eczema, ar' 
common, especially among Bison-horn Marias and Murias, wh 
under Hindu influence are taking to the use of clothes. The 
cannot afford a change of clothing, and dispensary treatment is 
defeated at once if the old infected clothing cannot be discarded. 
Hill Marias wearing only scanty loin-cloths are far less affected; 
but even among them the 280 cases treated included IO of scabies, 
9 of ringworm and 7 of eczema. 

Eye complaints are frequent, owing largely, no doubt, to the 
habit of living and sleeping in dark unventilated huts and dormi
tories thick with smoke. The 280 Hill Maria cases included I6 of 
conjunctivitis, 5 of cataract, and 5 of other eye complaints. 

Malaria is very common among the Bison-horn Marias, and in 
the Bijapur tahsil blackwater fever occurs. The 280 Hill Maria 
cases included 26 of malaria, only 4 of which were of children with 
badly enlarged spleens. 

Old men and women are frequently seen crippled with rheuma
tism, and I 7 of the 280 cases were of young men suffering from 
rheumatic complaints. Of the rest of the 280 cases, 24 were badly 
neglected ulcers, 6 bad foot-cracks, 25 simple stomach complaints, 
and 9 (including 3 of pyorrhoea) neuralgia from badly decayed teeth. 
No f>gures were kept of what is now the most obviously prevalent 
complaint, hydrocele, because it was impossible to treat this in 
camp. Glasfurd noted the prevalence of this in the sixties, and 
wrote in paragraph 66 of his Report that :-

' Hydrocl"lo . . . is exceedin~ly common in the Chintuinar and 
Soonkum {i.e. Sukma) Talooks. and also around Duntewara and in al1 parts. 
indeed, lying adjacent to tbe Ba.Ha Deela range of hills. I should say that 
from IO to 20 .per cent. of the po~ulation in these parts are afiHcted. in this 
mnnneT. Thetr own account of it lS that it is caused by drinking the water of 
oullahs dunng the freshes. • 

To me it now seems commoner in the Hill Maria country than 
elsewhere. The victims know no cure, and are only beginning 
to realize that something can be done for it in the dispensaries. 

The idea that Marias are expert physicians is an amazing 
example of the general Hindu ignorance and superstitious dread 
of the abori;;inal. In actual fact the Maria has only a few queer 
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nostrums like the use of red-ants for fever or python-flesh for 
pot-belly already mentioned, and cauterization is the only treat

Maria 
treatment 
of disease 

ment he knows for simple injuries or foot-crack (just 
as he brands the flanks of ailing cattle). A Maria 
bitten by a rabid dog at His Excellency Sir Montagu 
Butler's Christmas camp at Kondagaon in 1927 refused 

point blank to be sent out of Bastar to Raipur for Pasteur treatment, 
but ultimately as a concession to the general anxiety asked to be 
given the body of the dog, and ate its liver. To Marias illness is 
_geQ~J::..aJ)y a manifest'!-t.i9JL!lLsomething maligna;;t,'eilliertlie ·iilaiik 
..2_~-~ll!!!..a.!l.!'..nemy or the ill-will of a god or spjri~ M.Llll!e!al~ 
~~ps are_taken to ascertain whetll".!.._Il!agi~_',!'!'-5 Q!e~~-<1.sJea!_h ; 
in illness a medium is dilled m, or a wede orgunia.J£ith Jrnowledge 
!'ithei~o[Spelh_to. def<;at tjl~ §llirits-:--o(mL.i:>r.:.of titewhlte_)~!.<l&c 
m.eans of }?lowing-_away iJ.!n!'.~. jhara phuln;q_; epidemic or epizootic 
disease may be defeated either by palisading the village after 
sweeping it clean, and posting guards with bows and arrows to 
shoot the demons of illness, as was done by Hill Marias in the great 
influenza epidemic of 1918, or by special disease-riddance ceremonies 
like the annual ceremony described on page 140. Yet such is the 
Hindu's faith in their 'medicine' that in 1930 the late zamindar of 
Sukma hastened his death when in the last ·stages of diabetes by 
taking the advice of Bison-hom Maria ' doctors ' or gunia to the 
effect that he had two intestineS, one of which had withered like 
a dead plant, while the other, though withering, was still partly. 
green and could be revived if th" patient fed it with lt¥Ups of 
black earth. 

B. }rf~nufadures 

In the preceding chapters frequent mention has been made of 
basketry, for Maria measures, grain pins, walls of houses and fences, 

1 B k 
dancing shields and so on. The Hill Marias are great 

. asetry bk k ak as et-wor ers, men and women. Jhe. meu. m e 
l!:!l the big basketry bins for storing grain and the large baskets sold 
at the markets, as well as dancing shields and fencing and matting ; 
the women make the basketry measures, basketry plates and the 
smaller domestic baskets, as well as brooms of various grasses, 
which are generally plaited together at the top by basketry methods. 
In camps, Hill Maria youths almost invariably employ any spare 
time in basket-making. ~ison-horn Marias oQJI)e.£:o!ltr<J.I:Y leave 
it almost enj:irely .. totheir women;except~that the men make the 
o~!.:etrf caps thatare the basis of the tallagulla bison-hom dancing 
hJ;address, and fen9jpg. 

; ---·------------- .._ 
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The favourite basketry material is bamboo, in thin strips 

varying from half an inch to three-quarters in width. Occasionally 
the wefts are of reed, coloured twine, or bamboos pared down to 
the thickness of twigs. Patterns are produced by using warps of 
dry bamboo strips from the heart-wood, and wefts of green strips 
from the outer rind. Nearly all the Hill Maria basketry is twilled, 
with each weft passing over and then under two or three warps, 
the topmost edge or rim being twilled-twined with a weft of thin 
bamboo pared to the size of twigs ; and sometimes an ornamental 
plaited ring is worked around the central circumference. The 
measure baskets made by the Hill Marias and brought by them to 
the markets for sale or for measuring out the grain which they sell or 
the salt which they buy are of different shapes and sizes for each 
commodity. The grain measure is a bhurki, eight of which make 
a soli' or half a seer, i.e. a measure containing about a pound's 
weight of rice. There are slightly different sizes for rice, kutki, 
mustard and pulses, according to the size of the different grains ; 
all bhurki measures are little round baskets with slightly convex 
bottoms and uniform in diameter at top and bottom. For salt, 
a rather similar basket called a kochli is made, sufficient to hold 
one pice worth of salt, of roughly the same capacity as a bhurki ; 
they are graduated for smaller quantities by being plastered inside 
with varying quantities of mud or cow-dung. Mahua flowers are 
measured by being heaped on shallow dishes called kurli, shaped 
like inverted cones or Annamese hats ; each should contain 4 paitis, 
or 128 bhurkis, and those that I tested were remarkably accurate. 
The Hill Marias sell also the flat basket dishes already referred to, 
but rather larger than those they use for their own plates ; they are 
called bediya. 

Frequent mention has already been made of the Maria black
smiths, and some of their tempering and manufacturi"ilg methods 
; - i.., I< have been described in the section dealing with 

· n-wor weapons and tools. These blacksmiths appear to be .• 
of Maria stock, speaking the Maria language, indistinguishable. 

: physkally, having the _sam~ phratriO:S and clans: and following the~ 
~~me customs. Enqmry m the b1g blacksnuth settlements at 
Dagmnndi Panera in J agdalpur tahsil, at Kamargudem below the 
Aranpur ghat in Konta tahsil (both Bison-horn blacksmith villages), 1 
and from the Hill Maria blacksmiths at Nugur in Kutru zamindari, ' 
showed in every case that some of the blacksmiths either had 
themselves once been cultivators or had fathers who were originally 

:......-' 

1 5 ltUa or Governme-nt rupees' weight of rice is contained in one bhu,ki : 
S bAwrk1- t soli, 4 .soli= t f'tslii, 2 patlJ.., 1 ori, % m'i = tlturlt, 20 Of"'i-= I kMN· 
d1 = -fO palli. 
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cultivators. In some cases they had obtained cultivators' daughters 
as wives ; but these appeared all to be run-away matches without 
the consent of the girls' parents ; in other cases cultivators had 
become blacksmiths in order to marry blacksmiths' daughters. 
Halba and Telanga neighbours refer to them often as Kammar by 
caste ; but so far as the word can be used of them, it is clearly 
rather an occupational term. Yet for some reason the aboriginal 
everywhere looks down on the smith, and as soon as a Maria takes 
to this occupation he must live with his fellow-smiths either in 
a separate village or hamlet, or segregated in a separate part of 
the village. 

- Almost all parts of Bastar are full of iron ore, some of it among 
the finest and purest in the world. But the Maria smiths cannot 
deal in their rough smelting furnaces with anything but the friable 
haematite ores, yellow ochre in colour, which they either collect 
where it lies in exposed lumps or dig from shallow hillside pits. 
As the ore is a part of the soil, and the soil is the property of the 
clan-priest vested in the kasyeq-gaita of a Hill Maria or the perma 
of a Bison-hom village, Q!e _chief of the smiths has to ask the 
permission oLthe kasyeq-gaita or perma to dig ore just as th<; 
relatives of a man of another clan dying in the village have to ask 
his permission to bury the man in the clan-earth. The smiths have 
generally to pay for this permission by contributing a sacrificial pig 
at the annuaibarvest-h()me_festival of the clan-god; and at this 
_festival the smiths pray to the clan-god to give them good iron in 
the coming year. If smelting produces bad iron, witchcraft is at 
once suspected, and a medium consulted. Men, women and 
children mine or collect the ore, which is soft enough to be dug 
easily with the ordinary hoe, and broken up with the blunt end of 
the pointed hammer (multi) used by all Maria smiths. It may be 
added here that they get an annual·fee in grain at harvest from all 
Maria villagers, in return for which .they are expected to sharpen, 
re-temper or repair tools and weapons, and a fee, generally in grain, 
for all new tools and weapons. Th.ey. ~ manufacture for direct 
sale in the markets. 

Having collected the ore, the smith collects a supply of bark 
for roasting tjle ore before smelting, and makes a supply of charcoal 
(bugiJ. For the former purpose he prefers the bark of the sacred 
saja tree, and the roasting changes the colour of the ore from yellow 
ochre to deep burnt sienna. For smelting he makes charcoal from 
karra wood, unless he can get tamarind, and for refining from mahua 
wood. It takes two or three men a day to cut the wood; they use 
green l1arra logs eighteen inches or two feet in girth, and dead mahua 
wood. They cut up the karra into billets about eighteen inches long, 
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each of which they split in two. These are piled on dry faggots, and 
covered over with dry brushwood, and burnt ; when they think 
that they have been burnt long enough, they plaster wet mud over 
the heaps to prevent the escape of smoke, and leave them all night. 
Meanwhile they make the mahua charcoal, burning the heaps of dry 
logs and pouring water over the glowing embers ; this can be 
collected overnight, but the ka"a charcoal is not ready till the 
morning. 

They build a cylindrical furnace (garum) of clay, generally some 
3i feet high and tapering upwards, with a circumference at the base 
of nearly 5 feet and at the top of nearly 3 feet. At the back of the 
furnace a bamboo matting plastered with mud about 6 feet long 
and 3 feet broad is inclined from the mouth of the furnace at an 
angle of 35 or 40 degrees, and supported on four sticks fixed in the 
ground ; this is called a dikki, and serves as a feeder. In front of 
the base of the furnace a hole is made for the blast, and at the side 
of the base a hole to serve as a flue for the slag ; this flue is called 
kaci•Ping. It is plugged at first with wet clay, when the furnace is 
filled with fuel. The bellows (arrangang) are made from two 
sections of tree trunk about a foot in diameter and three inches 
thick ; these are ' dug out ' with axes or burnt out till the bottom 
is about an inch thick, and the tops are then lidded with cow-hide 
tied round the edge like the paper tops of English jam-jars. In the 
centre of each hide a small hole (bukka) is made, and one end of 
a two feet length of cord is passed through this and fixed to a short 
stick resting against the inside of the hide ; the other end is tied 
to the end of a bamboo springe stick fastened at an angle to the 
ground in the earth behind the bellows. Each hide is soaked in 
water before use. The two bellows are placed side by side fiat on 
the ground, and from holes in the front of their wooden walls two 
hollow bamboo tubes about two feet long converge to meet at the 
blast hole of the furnace, or rather at an earthen pipe made in 
prolongation of tlus hole ; the pipe is made of wet clay plastered 
round a core of leaves ; one end is plastered to the blast hole with 
clay, and the leaf core is then removed. 

The bottom of the furnace is filled with a mixture of rice chaff 
and about a pound of ka"a charcoal broken small ; this is fired 
through the bellows hole by blowing lighted charcoal through the 
earth pipe or tuyere, but the furnace is first filled to the brim with 
k•'"a charcoal piled on the nilxture of charcoal and chaff. The 
Siruth stands with one foot on each bellows, and depresses each in 
turn with alternate foot, supporting himself with a stick held in 
each hand ; as his foot descends it closes the bukka hole, and the 
air is forced through the bamboo pipe and the earth tuyere into the 
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furnace, which is soon in full blast : the depression of the bellows 
also depresses the end of the springe stick, which springs up as soon 
as the pressure of the foot is released and so lifts the hide with it 
and allows the bellows to get a fresh charge of air. 

Meanwhile the iron ore after its preliminary burning in saja 
bark has been broken up with the hammer into small lumps and 
mixed with charcoal, the mixture being placed in readiness on the 
dikki feeder platform. "When the furnace has been in blast for 
about fifteen minutes and the charcoal in it about half burnt, the 
assistant slowly passes the mixed ore and charcoal down the feeder 
into the mouth of the furnace, until none is left. After an hour, one 
of the men clears the clay plaster from the mouth of the slag flue, 
below which a little trench about six inches wide has been dug, 
and the slag falls through the :flue into this trench. The heat is 
sometimes so great that the bellows man, instead of holding a 
support stick in both hands, holds in one a winnow or a piece of 
matting which he uses as a fan on his body. The whole furnace is 
generally roofed over as a protection from the sun ; and in the hot 
weather, if smelting is unavoidable, it is done at night, though during 
the mahua and forest fruit collection season in March and April 
all the forges and furnaces are closed down. Smelting iakes 
3l hours, and in the winter one lot of ore is smelted at dawn and 
another in the afternoon. They keep a small stock of ore for 
smelting in the rains, when they believe it useless to look for good 
ore. 

After the 3t hours' smelting the rough spongy bloom of iron 
that results is removed from the furna~e to an ordinary open Jorge, 
where it is re-smelted in mahua charcoal and beaten out with thl' 
mutti hammer on a boulder of stone ; this refining takes about 
an hour. 

A furnace of this kind takes '!.bout so lb. of charcoal and 
26 lb. of ore ; it yields about 8 lb. of bloom, which on refining 
produces 4 lb. of iron, still more waste comes from which when it is 
worked up into implements. 

The open forge which he uses for refining or for ordinary 
smithy work the llfaria smith calls o'idal, the word used for the 
domestic hearth. He digs a small hole with the pointed end of his 
mutti hammer, crushes the earth so excavated with the blunt end 
of the hammer and makes it into mud with water. A little mud is 
smeared on the lip of the hole and the end of a stick laid on this, 
over which more mud is plastered till it is covered with a fum little 
mound of mud ; the stick must slope downwards towards the centre 
of the hole. The stick is then worked round and round in the little 
mound of mud to make a firmly consolidated air passage through it, 
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and removed. This air passage serves for the forge the same 
purpose as the earthen pipe tuybe for the smelting furnace, and 
the bamboo pipes of the bellows are arranged to converge at its 
entrance. The hole originally excavated is filled with mahua 
charcoal. 

The smiths' only tools, which they make themselves, are the 
pointed and blunt ended hammer or multi already mentioned, and 
long iron pincers with long noses, which they call andes. They 
generally have large and small hammers. The haft is inserted in 
a hole right through the maximum thickness of the head, at a point 
about a third of its length from the broad fiat end ; the remaining 
two-thirds tapers to a rough point. 

The brass workers already frequentl,y. mentioned, unlikeJhe 
blacksmiths, are by now practically a distinct caste. ]!indus and. 

· k Murias call them Ghasias, which is the name applie9 
3. Brasa-wor elsewhere in Cent!al India,.ChlJOta Nagpur and Orissa .. 
to one of the lowest and most degraded of the untouchable castes, 
whose usual occupation is grass-cutting and horse-tending, while 
some sections make combs for the hair or for weavers' looms. 
Even in Bastar, where many of them are skilled artisans, the 
wildest Maria holds them in profound contempt. The Maria 
calls them Gharwa. In outward appearance there is little 
difference between them and their Muria or Maria neighbours, 
and probably in the remote past they may have been recruited 
from these or other aboriginal stocks. Rohilla traders and 
oppressive zamindari managers in the past have often employed 
Ghasia duns to extract money from Marias; such is the Maria's 
!~cling of degradation if a Ghasia comes near his house that the 
villagers would combine to pay a miserable rupee or two to these 
extortioners to get rid o{. their foul presence. 

"the Gharwas buy old\ brass o.r bronze in the markets or through _ 
Hindu middlemen. they make their- biassornaments, spoons: 
bells and Muria hunting horns by the ciro-perdue process. The 
first or inner core of their moulds is made of earth from white-ants' 
hills, and known as mati-kutan ; the earth is puddled with water 
and moulded to the needed shape in the hands. This is dried in 
the sun, and when hard covered with a coating of beeswax, on which 
the desired pattern is made in relief with long thin threads or small 
peUets of beeswax ; various patterns can be produced by whipping 
these threads round the circumference of the mati-kutan core, or 
applying them on the sides of its plain wax covering in coils, spirals, 
suns, moons, lozenges, twined, or in any other pattern ; and the 
pellets are used to produce bands of dots. The wa."< is warmed till 
it is pliant in the hands, and then forced through a tool called a 
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pichki for the making of these thin wax threads. The pichki 
consists of two parts each shaped like the letter T, but with a short 
stern and the cross-piece or handle three times as long as the stem. 
One T-piece is entirely of hard wood, handle and stem being cylin
drical and smoothly rounded; but the stern of the second T-piece 
is hollowed so that the solid stem of the first may fit closely in it, 
and at its bottom it has a brass cap with holes like the lid of a 
pepper pot. A lump of soft wax is placed in this hollow stem, and 
then the solid stem of the other T-piece is fitted into the hollow 
socket, and the Gharwa presses the two cross-piece handles together 
in one hand, so as to force wax through the perforations like meat 
through a mincing machine. 

When the core has been covered with wax and the wax pattern, 
it is known as main-kutan, main meaning wax. The main-kutan is 
covered over closely with another layer of white-ant clay with 
a drain-hole left at one end ; this clay must he pressed firmly on to 
the wax pattern, to take the impress of it. It is dried and heated 
enough to melt the wax, which is run off from the drain-hole. It 
remains to replace the melted wax with molten metal. The 
main-kutan as it stands is not strong enough, and so it is again 
covered over with a thick coating of white-ant clay mixed with 
water in which certain leaves and grasses have been cooked, which 
gives the clay a greenish colour. At the top, over the drain-hole 
through which the wax was poured out, a large clay-cup or khondi is 
plastered as part of this new clay covering, and the whole affair 
is now known as a kaskut-chancha. This is hardened in the. sun, 
and then baked in a furnace with the klwndi uppermost ; the metal 
melts and falls through the-drain-hole into the place occupied by· 
the wax, and takes the pattern left by the wax on the clay that was 
plastered over it. · · 

There are no potters in the heart cf the Abujhmar hills, partly 
because in the valleys of the clear roclw mountain streams there is 

4 P no suitable clay, and partly because the Hill Maria 
· ottery still grows and uses gourds for many purposes, or 

else uses bamboo tubes. But all now use earthen pots at least for 
cooking, and for the Pot of the Departed, many also for drawing 
and storing water. At every market, therefore, in the valleys and 
plains below there are potters who do a considerable trade with 
the Hill Marias, and some have settled in their villages like Nugur 
and Lakka between the Kutru foot of the hills and the Indrawati, 
while, of course, potters are plentiful in the Bison-hom country. 
The potters belong to the great Kumhar potter caste, at least in 
name, though here again many differ little in type from surrounding 
Marias. They use the common type of Indian potters' wheel, and 
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there is no need to describe their processes in this book. ~e .Potter, 
!jke the Ghaxwa. expects immediate payment for his goods and is 
oot a tribal servant remunerated with Jl. retainer o!grain at harve§S 
like the blacksmith; but he often takes payment in grain. For 
a 13ison-horn Maria marriage, the potter will make and supply as 
many pots as are required, but after the marriage is paid a bullock, 
cow or calf for his work. 

C. Musical I nslruments 

The Bison-hom Marias use the large double-membrane drums 
called birya-dol, of which typical specimens are shown in the 

1. Druma 
illustrations in Plates VIII and IX. The hollow 
cylindrical body of these drums is a section of 

the trunk of a bija (Pterocarpus marsupium) or a seona (Gmdina 
arborea) tree up to sixteen or seventeen inches in diameter. The 
right hand membrane is made of goat-skin, even by those who 
have the goat as totem, and this is struck by the finger-tips of the 
open right hand. The other membrane is of cow- or bullock-hide, 
and this is struck with a bamboo stick carried in the left band, and 
sometimes adorned at the end with a bunch of the pea-pod iron 
peUet-bells that are attached to the tirdudi bamboo dancing-sticks 
of their women. The membranes are stitched to each other by 
thongs of cow-hide criss-crossed over the outside of the wooden 
cylinder. That cylinder is sometimes as much as three feet long, 
and the weight is very considerable. The drum is slung over the 
right shoulder by a sling of hide or cord, sometimes adorned with 
cowries, and is carried obliquely acrosl; the stomach, the right end 
being the higher. There is no season among them when drum
beating is taboo or mda (their term for the Hill Maria polo). They 
have different drum rhythms for different dances, for weddings, for 
success in the chase, and a dactylic beat, for the drum beaten from 
the roof of the house to announce death ; for the pen-karsita dance 
at their festival corresponding to the Hill Maria Koqsar they use 
the drum-stick only, and not their right hands, the rhythm being 
seven short beats followed by two long beats. 

These dol drums are occasionally found in Hill Maria villages 
also, but are a sign of cultural contact with the Bison-horn Marias. 
The essential Hill Maria drum is the single-membrane luram drum. 
The body is a wooden bowl, generally the rounded base of the hollow 
trunk of an exhausted satphi (Caryota urens) tree, trimmed with 
the waist-knife to bowl-shape; sometimes a section of bija (Pkro
c<trf>us mJrs11j>ium) trunk is similarly whittled into bowl-shape. 
The membrane is dried untanned cow-hide, hair outwards, and tllis is 
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attached by criss-cross thongs of the same material to rings of the 
same material tied round the outside of the bowl in its centre and 
just above its base. The thongs are passed through holes pierced 
in the overlap of the membrane with the point of the knife or of an 
arrow, and pulled taut without anything being done to guard the 
edge of the membrane from tearing. Occasionally pottery bowls 
are used instead of salphi or bija wood, a practice learnt both from 
the Teluguized Gonds of the south and the northernmost Murias 
of Antagarh tahsil. 

The turam drum is placed on the ground between the outspread 
legs of the player, who sits on his buttocks with legs bent at the 
knee. The drum-sticks are held lightly between the index and 
middle fingers, the right stick being somewhat larger than the left. 
It is taboo to beat a turam except at Koqsar and weddings, though 
nowadays most of them regard the taboo as lifted for a dance at 
a high official's camp. The ordinary rhythm at Koqsar and 
weddings is :-

The rhythm thus begins and ends on a long beat with the right hand, 
with six short left hand and five short right hand beats alternately 
in between. 

I saw once at Nugur a small drum of the turam shape made 
with a hollow gourd bowl. 

When it is taboo to use the tura"' drums, boys use what are 
called by them pak-dol or veddur-dol, literally ' bamboo-drums ', 
which are really split-stringed instruments. They are made of 
two-foot lengths of the thick ·bamboo called noli-veddur by the 
Marias, or bendri-bans in Halbi. The. outer rind of the bamboo is 
prised apart from the rest of the bamboo for a length of about 
eighteen inches, three inches being lelt joined at each end. The 
prised rind is about one-eighth of an inch thick and an inch and 
a half wide. It is raised from the body of the bamboo by two small 
bridges (barga) of bamboo inserted at each end as near its junctions 
with the body of the bamboo as possible, and is made into three 
' strings ' by two longitudinal cuts. The drum is laid on the 
ground and rubbed firmly into position in the dust, and dust is 
poured along its sides ; the ' strings ' are then struck with light 
drum-sticks in the same way as the turam. The Bison-horn Marias 
do not make this. 

Brass dish-shaped gongs (gatta) struck with sticks used, till 
a few years ago, to be an indispensable part of the bride-price or 
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sponsalia at a Hill Maria wedding. They were brought to the 
markets by itinerant Telugu dealers, but for some 

2. Gong• reason or other they have ceased to stock them, and 
the modern wedding takes place without them. Several remain, 
and are now highly prized, but are generally brought out for a 
camp dance, along with any old brass pot or piece of metal with 
which a clanging noise can be made. 

A few northern Hill Marias and, occasionally, Bison-horn 
Marias use the brass tori hunting horns of the Murias, and towards 

the Parja country the Bison-horn Marias sometimes 
3. Other imitate these by a ' horn ' of strips of palm-leaf 

matrumenta 
wound like a bandage round and away from the 

end of a wooden mouth-piece, each fold being gummed on to the edge 
of the preceding fold to the extent of the overlap. 

Some Bison-hom Marias use bamboo flutes to accompany the 
dol drums at wedding dances, but I had no chance of examining one 
closely. They use also little iron jews-harps (kach-tendor) made by 
the blacksmiths, but of the primitive type, with the tongue straight 
and welded to the bend between the two arms of the frame, and of 
the same length as the arms, but only a thin narrow strip of iron. 
They say they have also a small wooden stringed instrument which 
they call kikir, probably a derivative of the Indian chikara. 

The only other instruments are the bells and jingling anklets 
already mentioned in describing the dancing-dress of Hill Maria 

4. Bull-
roarers 

men and the dancing-sticks of the Bison-horn Maria 
women, unless mention is made here of the bull
roarers, which Hill Maria boys call ate and make of 

a strip of split bamboo, pointing one end and notching it near the 
point for a bark string, with which, looped round one finger, they 
whirl the bull-roarer round counter-clockwise. It seems to be 
purely a toy, and to have no religious or magical significance. At 
various camps the lads present made them on request; none were 
holed at the bottom. 

D. Dancing 

The description of Alaria dancing given by Russell and Hiralal 
(III, pp. 136-7) is brief and misleading ; it possibly relates to Marias 

1 
Rill M . of the Chanda plains, though the dancers illustrated 

· ana are wearing typical Hill Maria dancing-dress. Russell 
and Hiralal do not mention the remarkable Bison-horn dancing. 
rJt is taboo for Hill Marias to dance except on the night of 
~~s:" and at weddings, or at the rare visits of State officials. For 

practical purposes, therefore, it may be said that they dance only 
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in the early summer, between the harvest-home and sowing. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that their dancing is poor and monotonous 
in comparison to that of the Bison-horn Marias, the Teluguized 
Koitor of the south, and the Parjas, Gadbas and Murias of the 
north. There is nothing to prevent married women joining in ; 
they always join the Koqsar dances, and if generally the wedding 
dances are restricted to unmarried girls, even old women often take 
part in dances at official camps. 

The essential feature of the Hill sty!~ of dancing is that it is 
pata-endanna, dancing to song, and the singing is far more important • 
than the drumming.. The. iheme of the song and the lines with, 
·meaning are sung by three youths or two youths with a girl between 
1hem, who are known as the pata-bhita or ' song-fellows ', who walk 
"Up· and down as they sing in front of the line or ring of dancers ; 
they are shown clearly in the illustration opposite. All the dancers 
answer each stave sung by the ' song-fellows ' in full-throated 
chorus, usually a meaningless refrain. The opening refrain and the 
chorus refrain are sometimes soft and melancholic, almost wailing ; 
the refrains are melodious and lingering, far more intelligible to the 
European than any Hindu music. 

Normally the dancers form a long line, not a circle, though the 
line is curved and revolves in a circle, always right-handed. Some
times the line is of men and boys only, sometimes (as in the illustra
tion opposite) the girls are all together at the far end of the line, 
but more often, if not invariably after they have warmed to the 
dance and any initial shyness has worn off, there is a girl between 
every pair of men or boys. But wheth~r the dancers on his right 
and left are girls or not, each dancer puts his right hand round the 
neck of the dancer on his right, and his left hand round the waist 
of the dancer on his left. The ·right foot is moved slowly to the 
right, the body being raised on the toel! of both feet; the heels are 
raised twice and lowered without touching the ground, and then 
raised a third time and brought to the g'round, when the left foot is 
brought up to the right foot and the raising and lowering of the heels 
are repeated with both feet together ; the right foot is then moved 
away as at first, and the steps repeated. Each time the body is 
raised with the heels, the male dancers make their bunches of 
buttock-bells clash together by a jerk of their posteriors. So the 
whole line gyrates very slowly, in perfect time ; but as this step is 
never varied, and the only change is in the songs, the dancing is 
monotonous to a spectator. Actually the jolliest part of the 
performance at camp dances is the hilarious entrance of the dancers 
in a rampaging column of fives or sixes, lads and girls mixed, 
yelling, whistling and laughing, on to the dancing ground, preceded 
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by a few men with kettle-drums and more with clanging brass 
gongs ; to this babel of sound must be added the clatter of the 
innumerable iron neck-rings and the bracelets of the girls, and the 
clangour of the great bunches of bells on the buttocks of the male 
dancers. The whole scene is lit up by blazing torches and log fires. 

Often a slight element of obscenity is introduced by one or two 
men dressed as tiger-men with large imitation membra virilia which 
they brandish at each other and at the women, girls and youths, 
rushing ludicrously here, there, and everywhere, and provoking such 
laughter that often the dancers have to break off their singing to 
join in. 

There is no formal dancing teaching. Boys are allowed to 
join in the dances when they are about six, and girls when nine or 
ten. They learn simply by imitating their elders. 

Men of all ages, married and unmarried, youths, boys, young 
wives and girls join in the Bison-horn Maria dances. There appears 

to h~.ll.QJ.ime of year-at which they are-foibidden to 
~!!'<;e,.Jhough naturally the spring and the summer, 
when they are freest from field-work, see most of their 
dancing. If at this time of year you invite villagers 

2. Bison· 
horn 
Maria 

to dance at your camp, the throb of the drums attracts more and 
more men and girls from surrounding villages ; for the tradition is 
that no invitation is needed, and that open house should be kept 
at a wedding or any other occasion when there will be dancing. 

There is no mixing of men and girls as in the Abujhmar hlns.1 
The girls, in their ordinary finery of beads and iron and brass 
neck-rings, and wearing their head snoods and fillets of polished 
brass, have no special dancing apparatus except the tirdudi dancing
sticks ornamented with iron hells which they hold upright in their 
right hands, clashing the bells in unison by striking the ground with 
the butts of the sticks on their left front as they bring their left foot 
across in front of their right ; each girl rests her left arm on t 
back of the left shoulder of the girl on her left. They gyrate to 
the right, like the Hill Marias, but the Bison-hom women have a far 
more rapid step; the right foot is moved to the right and slightly 
to the rear, and the left foot is then brought across the right leg to 
the right front, while the ground is struck with the butts of the 
jingling dancing-sticks. The girls in this way dance fast around 
the outside of the dancing men, sometimes singing as they go ; hut 
the unceasing throb of the men's great drums drowns their song. 

The women's step never varies, whatever the dance; but the 
men have many different dances and steps, and can improvise 
a dance on practically any theme, such as asking for pork or Ianda. 
Their PNt-karsita or Koqsar dance is a very fast, side-stepping 
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dance, which makes everyone laugh, while all the mediums of 
neighbouring villages attend, and, possessed by their godlings, 
leap wildly to and fro, carrying bunches of saja leaves in their bands 
or holding them over their matted hair, to the general merriment. 
The chief wedding dance is the bison dance, every male turning at 
intervals in his paces to smile and ' glad-eye ' the next dancer, and 
each then pretending to butt the other with his bison-horns ; 
in another figure they similarly mimic two cocks fighting. The 
greatest sign of skill is to be able to impale on the tip of the horns 
a piece of grass twisted into a ring and thrown on the ground ; 
the dancer may before this pretend to be a young and frisky bull, 
butting at wisps of grass or trees, or hurling them into the air to 
toss them on his horns. I have seen a dancer pick a small finger 
ring off the ground on the tip of his horns. As among the Hill 
Marias, and indeed most Central Provinces Goods, there is always 
a comic and obscene element ; men wearing black gourd masks 
with thick hair and beards of black bear or goat fur, and 
carrying clubs, nets and dummy guns, rush in and out amongst 
the dancers, making obscenely suggestive gestures with their 
clubs at the dancing or onlooking girls, and provoking roars of 
laughter. 

There is generally a pause for lamia or mtihua spirit sooner or 
later, after which the girls sometimes, before resuming the dance, 
sit in a bunch swaying from theii hips and singing short catchy. 
refrains, with either frankly sexual meaning or no meaning at all ; 
and often the lads opposite make t)le whole company laugh by 
imitating them in falsetto. 

The ·dancing and singing, it need hardly be said, lead on 
frequently to love-making, couples retiring into the darkness, or 
else starting an affair ending in· experimental union and perhaps, 
later, in matrimony. 

E. Other Amusements 

The Bison-hom Marias' favourite pastime of cock-fighting has 
already been described (see page r62 above). Small wooden toys 
are made for the children, very crude representations of tigers or 
other animals ; and a pathetic sight at the graves of children are 
these toys left there for the hanal' of the children to play with. 
I have never found any Marias making string figures; and they have 
shown no interest in attempts to demonstrate them. The Murias 
and Bhattras have innumerable games in which all the village youth 
takes part in the cold weather and spring nights, many of which 

t Literally the • Gone •. used of the spirits of the dead. 
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involve considerable physical exertion and have proved excellent 
material for the physical training of the boys in the State schools ; 
at the Muria gotul dormitories these games often take the place of 
dancing and singing. But the only Hill Maria villages which have 
anything of the kind appear to be those of the Padalibhum and 
Tapalibhum parganas which are gradually adopting the dormitory 
organization of their Muria neighbours ; and some Bison-hom 
villages on the borders of the J agdalpur Muria country are beginning 
to copy the Murias and Bhattras. Early to bed is the rule for old 
and young in Maria villages, and the child from the beginning learns 
to copy his father's activities; his playthings soon become small 
bows and arrows, fishing-rods and snares, skill in the use of which 
will make him an asset to the community. Stilt-walking in the 
early monsoon, occasional use of bull-roarers and bamboo drums, 
crude ornamentation of the walls of houses or the carving of orna
mental combs and headwork seem to be the only other recreations 
of Hill Maria youth. 

F. Reckoning Time 

The Hill Maria names for the months have already been given 
(page 129), and it has been said that in general the Bison-hom 
Marias know and use the local Hindu names. They call a month 
lmj, the word used for the moon; but all, even Bison-hom Marias, 
have to think hard before they can tell you what month it is, and 
there may be a certain amount of argument on the point. Through
out Bastar there is something of this uncertainty ; the local Hindu 
months are named after festivals such as Goncha, Dasehra and 
Diwali ; and the Bastaria, even if he adopts these, does not like 
to observe them on the same date in every village, because that 
would deprive him of the chance of taking part in the celebrations at 
the surrounding villages. -~ 

Though the Bison-hom Maria knows the Hindu names for / 
the days of the week, and uses them in his conversation, the Hill 

1 Maria does not. If word comes to a Hill Maria headman that in 
thirteen days' time he and his villagers have to go to the tahsil 

1 court, or to work on the annual road repairs, he will make a tally 
string with thirteen knots and undo one every day, leaving to keep_ 
the appointment on the morning of the last knot. These tally 
strings are also kept by those who attend markets at fairly regular 
intervals; and in a murder case, of which the villagers had decided 
to suppress or postpone informing the police because it was the 
harvest season, the wife of the murdered man, determined to get 
justice, had kept a tally string on which she tied a fresh knot every 

u 
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morning after the murder, ultimately going to the police when 
there were fifty-four knots on it. 

The Maria names for the times of day belong to this sub-chapter, 
but as they follow so closely the daily routine, I give them in the 
next sub-chapter. 

G. Daily Routine 

The following list of times of day was taken from Bison-hom 
Marias. It is more comprehensive than the Hill Maria nomenclature 
but the latter understand or have similar expressions in their own 
dialect for the Gondi expressions used by the Bison-hom Marias, 
though phrases dealing with ploughing or buffaloes, and Halbi 
expressions, uuless corruptions of Gondi expressions, are not 
current in the hills. In the list, Ha. stands for Halbi, Hi. for 
Hindi and G. for Gondi. 

Hiklldusiinii (G.) 

Korrk-kusiinii (G.) 
K ukYa-baztan (Ha.) 
Pai-Mff-tinlii (G.) 
Hal-jorto-buii (Ha.} 
Pharphar-lnrii (Ha.) 

Nark6m (G.) 
Tirli>.pomi. (G.) 
Tirlir-beYii (Ha.) 
Eh-pD>Td (G.) 
Piinhari-bera {Ha.) 

Hii.t-pDrrd (G.) 
Hiilo-be.ii (Ha.) 

]iiwii-pDrrd (G.) 
Pej-berii (Ha.) 
Ta/lii-pDTTd (G.) 
i\1 und-b.eYG (Ha.) or 
Ad-pond (G.) 
Arhiihii-berii (Ha.) 

Hirn-f>orrd (G.) 
Kaikf-bera (Ha.) 

Rafraf-berii. (Ha.) oc 
Ratokandiii-berii {Ha.) 

KOnJang-tOhtana (G.) 
Gai-goru-bMii (Ha.) 
Mas-mas (G.) 
Ma.smas-berii {Ha.} 
jhul.pul-berii (Ha.) 
Phul .. undn (Hi.) 

} 
l 

} 
} 

} 
} 

} 

} 

} 

l 
} 

2 or 3 a.m., the time when the Mch._pitte or king
crow calls J ThaktW1i, thakuY--ji I' in the forest. 

Cock-crow. 

5 a.m .• time to put the. yoke or hal on the oxen. 
When the darkness is fleeing ; pharphar is Gondi, 

the Nagpur Gonds saying f>half>l.al-iilu for this 
time. · 

Just before sunrise. 
The time when the sun is rising ' tir-tir ' above 

the horizon. 

7 a.m., whe..i. the women go to fetch V.:ater (e.h). 

9 to 10 a.m.~ time to go to the market {hit) ; 
sometimes they say ' kato-pej-bera •, the time 
to.ha.ve pej gruel before leaving for the market. 

About 10.30 a.m., the time for the morning meal 
of g>uel (jiiwii or pej). 

12 noon, when the sun is directly over the head 
(talli or mund), or when the day is half {ad. 
corruption of the Hindi tidhci) over. 

2.30 p.m.; literally • -zj-time ·; though Halbas 
do not know the clock, yet they use the expres
sion. and so do nearly all Bison-hom Marias. 

About 4 p.m .. when flocks of green parrots (hirri', 
kaiki) invade the fields. aud the women return 
from the fields. 

When the sun is half below the horizon. ' Rafraf ~ 
is probably Gondi. Sunset in Maria. is • p6ffd 
digmata ·. 

Time for tying up cattle. 

When the light is fast going. 

About 7.30 p.m., when the flowers all shed their 
greatest fragrance. 



Bhainsii-andhydr (Ha.) 

Tindi-tindild (G.) 
Bhdl-b.rii (Ha.) 
Bhlll..,ind-b.r/1 (Ha.) 

Ntujill (G.) 

FIRE-MAKING 
' Buffa1o-<iarkness '. when the evening has become 

as dark as a buffalo's hide. 

} 
9.30 p.m., the time of eating (tindand) the supper 

of boiled rice (bhal). 
The time when drowsiness (nind) comes over one 

after supper. 
Midnight. The Hill Marias say narjUm. 

The routine of the Bison-horn family's day is roughly as 
follows. The woman rises at cock-crow, and arranges her hair, but 
does not wash. She then pounds grain with the uspal husker. 
Her husband gets up when it is time to yoke the bullocks, and goes 
off to plough. She then sweeps out the house and its surroundings, 
and goes to the river to fetch water, and on her return cooks the pej 
gruel for her husband's meal; any spare time is occupied in basket
making. He generally comes home for this meal, but when the 
field-work is heavy, she takes it to him there. If they have had 
their meal in the house (the women always eat after their men have 
been satisfied), they return together to the field, where the wife 
works as hard as the husband, often even ploughing. She stays in 
the field till ' parrot-time ' and then goes back to the house to 
prepare the evening meal, bathing naked on her way in a river pool. 
Her husband comes back at dusk, and ties up the cattle in the bari 
or in the byre ; the children bring them home, calling stray animals 
with a kind of shrill yodelling. He then bathes naked in the men's 
pool, and returns for his supper and sleep. 

I have not attempted to recapitulate the daily routine of the 
Hill Maria, most of which, including his four meals, has been 
detailed in the preceding pages, which have generally dealt primarily 
with him rather than the Bison-horn Maria. 

H. Fire-Making 

Alll\larias and most Murias make fire by means of a fire-saw. 
A piece of bamboo about I l or II inches in diameter and about 
I6 inches long is split down the centre for about half its length, and 
wedged open with a pebble or a bit of stick at the split end. This 
' hearth ' stick is called by Hill Marias a 11oglw, and is explained by 
them as the • mother ' of the fire. Another length of bamboo, 
perhaps a little longer than the ' hearth ', is split in half, and one 
half is trimmed along the top of the split to a clean, sharp edge; 
this trimmed half they call the kanda. A flat boulder is selected and 
firmly planted on the ground. On top of this are placed dry leaves, 
or a bit of old rag, if available; and two men hold the ' hearth ' 
down by its ends on the stone and the leaves, so that the leaves are 
under the V formed by the wedged split. The third man then saws 
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his kanda by the sharp edge between their hands across the split 
in the ' hearth ' and at right angles to the ' hearth ', rapidly increas
ing the speed of his sawing ; this friction soon engenders smoke 
and a spark, which falls through the ' hearth ' on to the little heap 
of inflammable bamboo sawdust that has fallen with the sawing on 
to the dead leaves or rag. Sawing is at once stopped, and the 
' hearth ' lifted off the sawdust with great care by the kneeling men, 
who gently blow on the spark till it spreads and kindles the sawdust, 
when they fold the leaves carefully over sawdust and sparks and 
take the packet off to the place where a fire is to be lit, kindling first 
heaps of dry grass, and with this small sticks and finally logs. They 
are very quick in the process. I introduced a race in the tribal 
sports at the Maharani Sahiba's Dasehra celebrations, in which 
teams of three had to run fifty yards, make fire, and run with it 
another fifty yards to kindle a bonfire ; and Hill Maria teams 
invariably won ; the timing of the whole process, from the start 
till the bonfire was well alight, was eighty-seven seconds. In the 
Muria and some Bison-hom Maria tracts the use of matches is 
coming in. 

Jhere appe.;tl:LtQ be .llwtual occasion on which firehas to be 
kindled in this way. The first pile of dry wood at the firing of the 
penda fields, and the fires for cooking sacrifiCial meals, are kindled 
from a burning log brought from the Hearth of the Departed in the 
kasyeq-gaita's or perma's house. · 



PART IV 

RELIGION AND MAGIC 



CHAP'rnR X 

THE EARTH, THE CLAN-GOD AND THE VILLAGE MoTHER 

IN the scanty literature dealing with Bastar, few things have 
received briefer attention than the religion of the Marias. Russell 

General : 
previouJ 

l writer• 

and Hiralal try in twenty-one pages (III, 97-II8) to 
summarize the religion, magico-religious ideas and 
festivals of all the Gonds of the Central Provinces ; 
their account, therefore, necessarily must be vague 

about the Marias, and on Bastar generally is in many respects 
misinformed ; there is a tendency to prefer the picturesque to the 
unvarnished facts, as in the accounts of the alleged human sacrifices 
at Dantewara and of Doclm' Deo. I have already stated that there 
has never been the slightest proof that the former ever took place, 
and pointed out that, if they did, they were semi-State Hindu 
ceremonies under the aegis of the Raja and the hereditary Rajput 
high-priest of his tutelary goddess Danteshwari. Doctor Deo is 
represented as a principal god of ' north Bastar ' ; actually the 
Mohammedan sub-assistant surgeon ' deified ' as Doclm' Deo died 
of cholera on the Keskal pass as he was returning to Raipur from 
Bastar, and his spirit has been attached by the surrounding Murias 
as a peon or servant to the shrine of Bhangaram at the head of 
the pass, where from generations past the final scene of disease
riddance or bohtlrani ceremonies among the Bhattras and Murias 
of Jagdalpur and Kondagaon tahsils and the adjacent Bastar 
Irredenta tracts of Jeypore had taken place; here the scapegoat 
from Jagdalpur is at last driven forth into the wilderness, and 
hundreds of litters or model raJ/1 chariots have been deposited in 
front of Bhangaram with scape-doves and the sweepings of houses 
visited by epidemics. Doctor Deo's cult is a later and very minor 
accretion of this ancient cult. 

Glasfurd in his Report correctly noted that, like the Jhoria 
and other surrounding Murias, the Marias of the Abujhmar hills 
had in several ~illages Log-gods whicllthey called pen (plural.-Pen.k); 
but he did not realize that there was one of these p_enk for each clan. 
This was pointed out on page 42 of the Ga::dtur,-though the clans 
are spoken of there as • tribes ' or by the Hindu term gotra ; the 
suggestion there made that the system of each clan in its own area 
worshipping its own pen was even then breaking down. was at least 
premature, considering that it is still in full force in the Antagarh ... 
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parts of the Abujhmar hills, if, as will be seen, i~, i~weaker on the 
Kutru side and has been modified among the Bison-hom Marias. 
, , Even among the Gonds of the British· districts of the Central 

Provinces bordering on the Nagpur District, the special godlings 
. . such as Pharsi Pen, Matiya, Ghangra, Chawar and 

!:~d~·;~:, . £"ala (see Russell and Hiralal, III, p. 99) seem to be 
the Chuddur ' 0nly _incidental and later additions,.to their religion. 
Penk There the clans are divided into groups or phratries 
according to the number of Little Gods or Chuddur Penk kept as 
domestic godlings in a pot inside the house of ,the head of th~ 
family ; and for each clan there is, or was, somewhere in the 
Province, a Holy Circle or Pen-kara beneath a sacred saja tree, in 
the fork of which would be tied a grass bundle containing for the 
whole clan a set of godlings of the same number as the Chuddur 
Penk in the houses of members of the clan ; this set is in reality the 
Big-God or Bhera Pen (a name commonly Hinduized as Bura Deo 
or even Mahadeo) of the clan. Just as the Chuddur Penk pot in 
the house not infrequently contains, besides the actual Chuddur 
Penk, a vermil!ioned shell or pebble or knot of wood representing 
the ' Chuddur (small) Mahadeo' or Narayan Deo or some other 
godling from whom the family may believe itself to have received 
some past help, so too the grass bundle at the Holy Circle may 
contain representations of Bara (big) Mahadeo, Narayan Deo, 
Pharsi Pen, Matiya, Ghangra, Palo, etc. But it is hopeless to 
expect the householder or the Pen-gadwa custoclian of the Holy 
Circle to name each of the Chuddur Penk or their Bhefll Pen 
counterparts ; they have no individual names, but collectively are 
the clan-god. Apart from these Chuddur Pen!<; penates, many 
houses in British districts have, in a recess in the wall or in the 
corner of the room, corresponiling to the corner of the lonu where 
the Maria keeps the Pot of the Departed, a row of little plaster 
mounds representing the souls of th~ Departed, unless these have 
been taken to the Pen-gadwa priest at the Holy Circle and there 
re-united by him in the gadwa marriage ceremony to the clan. 

' Lucie-Smith and others record of the Marias of the Chanda 
District that they also have these Chuddur Penk, with phratries 

or groups of clans differentiated according to the 
The Chuddur 
Penk not number of the Penk. When, finding definitely no 
known in trace of them among the Hill or Bison-hom Marias 
Bastar of Bastar, I suggested to Dr. Wood, the present 
Bishop of Nagpur, who worked as a missionary for years in Chanda, 
that the information about the Chanda Marias was wrong, he very 
kindly had further enquiries made by the Rev. S. G. Patwardhan, 
an Indian Christian missionary with an intimate knowledge of 
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Chanda Gonds, who reported definitely that in the Chanda Maria 
villages of Bidri, Yemla, Burgi, Uddera and Kandodi the J'.farias 
had one three-god, six four-god, eight five-god, eight six-god and 
eight seven-god clans. The difficulty is, of course, that the word 
' Maria', as we have seen, is not a Gondi word and may cover more 
than one ethnic group, as in Bastar ; there certainly are differences 
between the plains and Hill Marias of Chanda, and the point needs 
to be cleared by verification in definite hill villages in the Chanda 
portion of the Abujhmar hills. My enquiries from some of these 
villagers who visited my camps in Bastar along with Bastar relatives 
never produced any Chanda Maria who admitted belonging to 
a god-group or having Chuddur. Penk in his house. Admittedly 

1 even in Nagpur District, Gonds are reluctant to show their Chuddur 
1 Penk, and Koitor everywhere have to be handled delicately before 

1 
they will talk of the other domestic cult, that of the Departed. 

1 Nevertheless, I have known many Marias intimately, and have had 
them talking freely on these questions; and I have seen the contents 
of every pot, gourd, packet or other receptacle in many a Hill and 
Bison-horn Maria house : but I never found any domestic godling, 
and they have always denied having them, or god-groups founded 
on them. So likewise did adjacent Jhoria and Gotal Murias, 
though some of them knew of Gonds who had immigrated into 
Bastar from the Central Provinces with domestic godlings and 
god-groups. The only Bastar Gonds of whom it has ever been 
reported that they have domestic gods in addition to the clan-god 
are the • Telugu Gonds • towards Konta (by which is probably 
meant the Doria), stated on page 43 of the Gazetuer to have for 
each family a separate god represented by a few pieces of kndu 
(Diospyros melanoxylon) wood ; but the Doria villages that I 
visited near Jaggergonda had no such family gods. 

It may, therefore, be taken as certain that neither Hill nor 
Bison-horn Marias of Bastar have the cult of the Chuddur Penk, 
and that their clan-groups are not founded on them. If they are 
to be fitted into the traditional scheme of god-groups by persons 
who dislike exceptions to a rule apparently so universal among other 
Gonds, they must come in as the missing one-god group I 

!lluch has been said in the preceding chapters, particularlytT1e 
chapter on agriculture, on the cults of Bhum (the earth), the 

Clan-god and the Village Mother. In some sense, all 
~=~=.&lot three are the same, all Marias, Hill and Bison-hom, 
Butar Marla being the children of Bhum. They will tell you 
eult of Earth, sometimes that the Pen clan-god and the Village 
Clan-god and 'I a! B . . 
Vallago 14oUlor " other are so hum ; and m some places the carrn 

or table-stone below the sacred saja tree does duty 
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\on one occasion for the Pen and on another for the Village Mother ; 
;even at the annual village festival of the Mother following the clan 
!harvest-home and Koqsar of the Hill Marias the Pen, if honoured, 
'is sometimes honoured on the same stones as the Mother, and not 
; at a separate cairn. It is useless to expect to get any clear-cut 
i distinction between the three conceptions out of a Maria, whose 
'religious ideas are vague and inchoate. He knows only that there 
are factors which may bring trouble or which may benefit, and that 
the wise clan and village duly propitiate them, though, if in their 
turn these unknown factors fail to reciprocate, they will get no 
further meed of sacrifice for the same immediate object unless the 
desired benefit is at once granted. An example of this attitude has 
already been given in the mention in Chapter VII of the deputation 
that went to see the Gurne clan's god to protest against rain prevent
ing the firing of the penda, and to promise him a cock if and when 
he stopped the rain. In the actual formulae pronounced by the 
village kasyeq-gaita in the hills and the perma in the Bison-hom country 
at the sowing and other ceremonies, however, I haye never heard 
the clan-god's name mentioned ; they start alffiost invariably with 
' Bhum kenji, Tal ugh kenji I ' ' Earth hearken, 1Iother hearken ·I ', 
sometimes addressing similarly ' N eJ ' or fields and ' 1 imme 1 aga ', 
all that is around. Here Bhum and the dan-god appear to 
be identical ; in the villages where there are both a kasyeq-gaita 
and a bhum-gaita in the Abujhrnai country, it is the latter who has 
to preside over the village deputations to the clan-god. The 
distinction, however, is not clear-en~. In most hill villages. there 
'is no separate bhum-gaita, and the kasyeq-gaita not only performs 
,his work, but is sometimes called bhum-gaita or bhumia, while in 
Bison-hom villages the perma is bhum-gaita and addresses himself 
in some tracts to the Earth both as Bhu-deo and Bhu-devi, earth-god 
and earth-goddess, besides being the priest of the Village Mother 
and the other forms which the earth takes in Bison-hom cults, such 
as Dongar Deo or Kodo Deo. The waddai or modul-waddai I have 
referred to as the clan-priest, and it has been seen how in the 
Hill Maria dan-areas each village goes to him for the celebration of 
the clan festival and for obtaining the clan-god's permission to hold 
the village festival. But the dan-priest is generally not the clan 
)leadrnan even in the Abujhmar hills tracts where the clan-area has 
become the modern pargana. He may or may not be a person of 
ability and influence. He should be the medium, into whose body 
the clan-god enters and through whose mouth the god makes his 
will known to his clan. The secular pat;g!?n~!J_eadrnan is a man of_ 
t<r more influence ; and in the villages the kasyeq-gaita and th~ 
penna are religious _headmen jn a way that the clan-priest seldom_i.s 
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in the clan ; often the same man is both religious headman and 
secular headman (gaita, peda), and these functions were probably 
always combined before the growing interference of the State with 
village life and the excessive demands for forced labour and supplies 
began to make the secular headmanship a burden to be avoided 
by the true leader of the village and put on to the village simplet~n. 

l'he Village 1>fother is always dealt with in Hill and Bison-horn) 
villages through the f<asy"'l·gaita_an_<!!!u;j>qma__!'espectively ~ but 
she neither enters into the body of a medium nor can be consulted I 
through one like the clan-god. Though it be through her that-the' 
kasyeq-gaita's eggs are addled or other omens of ill or indications 
that the village should shift are sent, yet to make plain her will the 
medium of the clan-god, that is the clan-priest (the waddai or 
modul-waddai), is sent for, and through his mouth th~ clan-ggf!. 
expounds the will of the Unseen Powers. It is tempting to regard 
her as the personification of the female and the clan-god as that of 
the male element in the reproductive powers of the Earth or Bhum ; 
needless to say, there are no Maria theologians to worry themselves 
over such distinctions, and it is not a clear-cut one, since some clans 
have a clan-goddess, not a god; e.g. OghalMuttai, goddess of the 
Dhurwa clan, and Gumtuli, goddess of the Padali clan of Padalibhum 
at Adnar. This conception, nevertheless, does to a considerable 
extent clarify the fundamental relatio!!_ b_etween_ the Earth, the 
clan-god and the Village Mother. The other point to be remembered\ 
is that the clan-god is the Earth in its dealings with the clan, and 
the Mother the Earth in its dealings with the village. No woman ; 
or girl may take part in the festivals, public sacrificial meals, ) 
worship and intercession of either clan-god or Village Mother, _ _ ...; 

The Earth, then, as clan-god, is the god of nourishment and 
reproduction, and of life itself ; the Marias are his children, fed by 
him. For them to raise their sustenance he divided up the land 
among the clans, and the clan-area among the villages, and in each 
clan and village he appointed priests or headmen who alone might 
communicate with him, and to whose first ancestor he revealed the 
clan and village boundaries, which knowledge has been handed 
down from father to son. The Maria leaves his penda slope for 
another after two or three years because the god is suffering from 
having too much nourishment extracted from that slope, but he will 
return to it when the god has recovered from his exhaustion. 
Children are but one of the god's crops. 

In form, we have seen, the clan-god of Marias of both kinds 
and of l\lurias, is a framework of three parallel saja logs held 

laD od together by cross-pieces of bamboo or saja, to which 
Tho C "' they are lashed by cords of siari creeper or tY.'isted 
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thongs of the outer rind of bamboos. Where saja trees are scarce, 
he may be made entirely of bamboos, but will be lodged in a hut 
under a saja tree. The junctions of the logs and the cross-pieces 
are adorned with bunches of peacock and jungle-cock feathers, 
and the ends of the logs with rupees or spirals of peacock quill or 
bands of brass and silver. At the first-fruits ceremonies his shed 
is adorned with plaited fringes of the stalks and ears of the new 
grains, or bunches of bean and pulse pods ; and he is brought forth 
to have the blood of the sacrificed victims sprinkled upon him. 

Halbas, Telangas and l'IIurias have precisely similar gods, if 
the logs composing them are more elaborately adorned and some
times carved. Their generic name in Bas tar is Anga Deo or Pat Deo, 
• Log-God'. The central log is the essential part, for the other two 
logs are added primarily to enable the god to be borne on the 
shoulders of four men when he goes forth to a festival or a witch 
hunt. The Jhoria log-god at Narainpur had a special nose for 
witches, and the late Raja Bhairam Deo, great-grandfather of the 
present Maharaja, installed a copy of it in the palace at Jagdalpur; 
for witch hunts the god used to be brought in from Narainpur while 
the palace copy was sent to N arainpur during his absence. I found 
that the palace copy was in 1927 being used generally without 
reference to the Narainpur prototype for detecting witchcraft 
around Jagdalpur, a fee of Rs. 5 being paid into the State Treasury 
to the credit of the Temple Court of Wards whenever surrounding 
Murias requisitioned its services. 

As has been observed on page 51, there is a tradition "!!long 
the Hill Marias (of Chhota Dongar;. Mangnar and Barsur 1\Iar 
parganas) that the great log-god Pat Raja of the Jate clan o~ 
Mohnar in Mangnar pargana with the help of his wife's brother, 
Use Modia, the log-god of th:e ·Lekami clan of the Bison-horn 
village of Ghotpal, near Barsur, divided up both Hill and Bison-hom 
Marias into clans, in the old days wJ;!en there was regular inter
marriage between the Hill and Bison-hom Marias. The legend 
does not appear to be known to the latter, who have only vagoe 
traditions of having at some remote date descended to their present 
lands from the Abujhmar hills, where occasionally they say that 
their clan-god still resides. 

It is certain that most of the Hill Maria clan-gods have relation
ship claimed for them with Pat Raja of Mohnar. The Usendi clan 
of Orcha has his younger brother Wikir Hunga at Japgnnda, the 
Deda clan of Kurmer have another younger brother, Nule Harma, 
the Dhurwa clan of Gomagal have his sister Oghal 1\Iutta'i, the 
Hill Maria Marvi clan of Toqtoli in Mangnar pargana have his 
sister's son Mara-Magh, while the Gume clan of the Barsur Mar 
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pargana not only acquired a yet younger brother of Pat Raja, Verma 
Mo'itto Pen, as their clan-god, but also a family of Pat Raja's clan, 
the Jaterom,1 as hereditary clan-priests because, the Jaterom being 
akom<~ma• (wife-dan) to the Gumelor, the new god was related to 
them as mama or maternal uncle and had to have a priest or waddai 
of his own clan or one dadabhai' (brother-clan) to it. They say in 
fact that all clan-gods are mutually related, if they are sometimes 
very hazy as to the actual relationship ; and they add that the 
gods, being Koitor, must have a full set of brother-clans and wife
clans like any other Koitor. Memories are, however, so poor that 
it is often difficult to ascertain the name of a man's dead father 
and quite impossible to ascertain the name of his grandfather and 
the clan and village of his grandmother, if, indeed, even of his 
mother ; and it would be altogether out of the question to dis
entangle the descents and relationships of the clans by deduction 
from the traditional kinship of the clan-gods to Pat Raja and each 
other. 

That old clans split up into new clans is clear, especially among\ 
the Hill Marias, from the fact that several of the larger clans have : 
attached to them smaller clans which have no separate clan-god : 
of their own, but attend the celebrations of the god of the large and i 
presumably parent clan ; certain other clans, though they haye : 
new clan-gods of their own, acknowledge their origin from another] 
clan by taking the permission of the god of that clan before holding 
their own clan festivals. The way in which these clans split up is . 
a matter belonging rather to the chapter in Part V, where the clan· 
and phratryorganization is dealt with as a matter of social organiza
tion, than to this chapter on religion. Here the point is that new 
clans are breaking off, and that their separation from the parent 
clan is signalized by the birth of a son or daughter (a son in the cases 
that I have seen) to the god of the parent clan. Thus Tumirgnnda, 
in the plains between Handawada, still a true Hill Maria village, and 
the river lndrawati, near Barsur, belongs to the Tamo clan, and is 
the seat of their god Hurra Gunda 111o'itto3 Pen. The modul-waddai 
of this clan-god was in I930 still the modul-waddai of neighbouring 
villages of the Atami clan; and of the Tamo and Atami villages in 
his ' see ' some were, like Tumirgnnda itself, still mainly Hill Maria 
in culture, dancing in Hill Maria style, and some had changed to 
Bison-hom culture and dancing, and were recognized as Bison-hom 

1 Jilterom is the plural of JAte; the clan is distinct fro.m the Ja.ta, 
plura1 j!ltAh1r, and the JAti clan of JA.twara f>argmuJ, 

• Clans are QA,,.,.tuu• to clans with which they may intermarry. but 
dadabMi to all othen. 

J • Aio'tUo • r old man') or ' mvtJ•'i • f old woman') is always added 
to th~ dnn-god's nam~. 
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villages by the headman of the Bison-hom Pharaspal pargana. 
The god had long ago produced a son worshipped as clan-god iu the 
Atami village of Chudala Karka, now a Bison-hom village. But 
the son's dependence on the parent was shown by the practice of the 
Tumirgunda clan-priest every third year making a new network of 
peacock's quills for encasing the front cross-piece of the Chudala 
Karka son. The 11Wdul-waddai shaves his beard only when he has 
to start to make a new quill network, and lets it grow after that till 
it has again to be replaced three years later. Chudala Karka pays 
Tumirgunda for this network a pig, a khandi of I64 lb. of husked 
rice and a pot of mahua spirit. In the pen-rawar hut of the god 
at Tumirgunda was yet another son, already named Hunga Gunda 
Mo'itto Pen, who was being made for another Atami village in the 
' see ', and was to be taken to it as soon as he was a year old ; 
he then consisted only of one bamboo pole tipped with a silver cone 
and adorned with bunches of peacock feathers. Here perhaps the 
need for separation was arising because the Atami villages were 
adopting or had adopted Bison-hom ways, while the village for 
which the new god was being ' born ' was some way from Chudala 
Karka, and effectively separated from it by the Indrawati river. 
So at Kurmer at the end of I929 Nule Harma, god of the Deda clan, 
was producing a • son ' for some distant villages of the clan ; and 
we have already seen how the Gume clan of the Barsur Mar pargana 
acquired from the Jaterom of l\<Iolmar not only a younger brother 
of their god, but a J ate family to be his clan-priest. 

The Gazetteer has been quoted as suggesting that the system 
of separate areas and separate gods for" each clan was breaking down. 
Among the Hill Marias the remark is justified to the followiog 
extent only. Many of the old villages of the Bhairamgarh Mar and 
Kutru Mar parganas of the Kutru zaruindari have disappeared. 
including indeed the two which Glasfurd gave as the seats of the 
chief Hill Maria clan-gods of his time. Many clans have disappeared 

• or are reduced to one or two households. There are various causes ; 
'maladroinistration leading to exodus to the tahsils of the plains or 
~ the Chanda district, the great I9I8 influenza epidemic, and the 

ravages of yaws. The total disappearance of clans is evidenced by 
the presence in villages now settled by other clans of kotckal rows 
of menhirs erected for the Departed of forgotten clans, quite 
distinct from those erected by the present clan, which can give no 
information at all about its predecessors. Clans greatly diminished 
in numbers soon find that they cannot economically manage to 
keep even one village going on their traditional clan-area, much less 
keep effective control and user of all the alternative pen<ia slopes 
of the area. The dregs, therefore, of three or four clans may settle 
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together in a village in the area of the largest dreg, and abandon 
claim to the other clan-areas ; for example, Aipur in Kutru Mar 
had in I9JI, one Hoyami, one Telam, one Micha and two Bardi 
clan houses, while Malahanar had four Hoyarni, two Pungati and 
one Diwa. Both were originally Hoyarni clan villages ; the clan 
has also still the villages of Komu and Kalhaza in Bhairarngarh 
Mar, but has since the census deserted Malahanar, as the headman 
and all but one Hoyarni householder died suddenly, and the remain
ing Hoyami shifted to Kalhaza. In adjacent parts of the Chhota 
Dongar Mar pargana there are big clans like the Usendi and the 
Jugho already needing fresh lands, and the obvious fields for 
expansion are the empty lands of dwindling or extinct clans in 
Kutru Mar and Bhairamgarh Mar. Often big clans have just 
thrown off parties of squatters who have founded fresh villages in 
such places ; the large Gume clan of Barsur Mar has, for example, 
long occupied Dunga, Goti and Kunjewada in Bhairamgarh Mar. 
Where there is still a remnant of a clan strong enough to raise some 
opposition to squatters from other clans corning in to their areas, 
but not to retain effective cultivating occupation, the kasyeq-gaita 
of the chief village (the clan being always too small to have retained 
an area big enough to become a pargana, and seldom having even 
a clan-god in its days of adversity) has sold some of the clan land 
for a few rupees to another clan ; thus comparatively recently the 
Ark clan, now of Korowaya village only, sold the lands of their 
deserted village of Itulnar for Rs. JO to the overflowing Jugho clan 
of the adjacent Chhota Dongar Mar village of Adeq and other large 
villages. When the sale took place, the kasyeq-gaita of the Arkalur 
showed the kasyeq-gaila of the J ughalor the traditional village sites, 
and the cairns marking former shrines of the Village Mother, and 
extracted a sworn promise of reverence for her. The Arkalur 
themselves could not have long been in occupation, as they said 
that the kotokal menhirs at ltulnar had not been erected by them 
but by some other forgotten clan which had died out before their 
occupation of the village. 

,Not only have hardly any of these dying clans clan-gods and 
clan-priests, but also the colonizers, having left their hereditary 
clan-area, consider themselves outside their clan-god's jurisdiction, 
and ' under no need ' therefore to attend his Koqsar or to get his 
permission to hold festivals before the Village Mothers of their new • 
villages. So the Gumelor of Dunga, Goti and Kunjewada are seen 
no more at the Gume Koqsar of Verma Mo'itto Pen at To'inar in 
Barsur Mar, and tbe Jughalor settlers of Itulnar' do not join their 
fellow J ughalor of Adeq and other villages of Chhota Dongar Mar 
at the Koqsar of the Usendi and allied clans' god Wikir Hunga at 
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Orcha. Ultimately the new colonies may spread, and they may 
feel the need of clan-gods and petition the dan-priests of the areas 
from which they migrated to give them a son of the old clan-god ; 
but meanwhile the majority of them get on quite well without him 
and his clan-gatherings, and find the Village Mother and village 
ceremonies quite enough for their needs. If in time they ask for 
a clan-god of their own, they are likely to get some additional name 
to distingnish them from the main section of their clan, and 
ultimately all mention of the original clan name will be omitted. 

It was remarked on page I94 that for each clan of the Gonds 
of the British India districts bordering on Nagpur there is or was 

Special 
features of the 
Clan-god 
among the 
Bison-hom 
Marias 

a Pen-kara or Holy Circle under a saja tree somewhere 
in the province. If he has not become detribalized, 
every Gond should visit this once a year with offerings, 
or at least should pay sacrificial fines there on the 
birth of a child, on being released from handcuffs, 
on readmission to the community after some social 

lapse, and so on ; and there ultimately his soul should be brought 
after death, to be united to the clan Departed. The villages are 
there no longer the bhum of particular clans, and many clans and 
god-groups may be represented in one village. Members of the 
clans are scattered far and wide over the province, and in one 
Nagpur Gond village you may find representatives of clans with 
the Pen-kara of their gods at places so far apart as Berar, Chhind
wara, Lanji or Chanda. Many have settled far from their Pen-kara 
for so many generations that the fatigue of the long journey has 
been avoided more and more by eacli. new generation till in the end 
it has been given up, and many of the present time cannot even say 
where it is. 

To this kind of attitude some of the Bison-horn Marias are 
beginning to come. There are ma.ny dan-areas' in Bijapur and 
Dantewara tahsils and in Kutru zamindari on both sides of the 
river Indrawati which, as indicated in the ethnic map on page 40, 
are peopled by clans once purely Hill Maria in language and culture, 
but now modified in both by contact either with Bison-horn Maria 

z Examples are Chikatraj Pen of Kutru, the god of the Gota clan of 
Kutru, Borje. Bhirabhatti, Pillur, Sappimarka; Kakler, Gattapalli, Mendri, 
Udru villages; Kuwo-Gundo Pen, god of the Majje and Wadde clans of 
Bodametta, Kodepalli, Majje-Mendri~ Kungler. Madhepar. Dudepalli. and 
Rengawaya in Kutru zamindari and of Kounde (where the god is kept and 
the clan-priest lives) and other villages in Chanda District; Wachami Mo'itto 
Pen~ of Markanar in Kutru z:amindari, god of the Wachami clan of Markanar. 
Irkapal, Karkelli, Kumharmeta and Bodell in Kutru Zamindari and some 
adjacent Wachami clan villages in Ahiri 2amindari; Wange Muri Pen, of 
Dhanora in Bijapur tahsil, god of the Kuriyami clan of several villages 
around Dhanora and Thoinar and Pha.rsegarh sub-z:amindaris of Kutru. 
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or with Doria neighbours. The clearest sign these retain of their 
Hill Maria origin is the retention of separate clan-areas, dan-gods 
and modul-waddai clan-priests for each large clan (pari or katta) 
or pair or trio of closely related clans, as distinct from the Bison-horn 
Maria institution of one pen or clan-god for each of the five groups 
of clans or phratries (Ia" or kutmam) and every clan (katta) included. J 
in it, without any fixed phratry-area. On the other hand, each-1' 
village in the true Bisoh-horn tracts is said to be the bhum of the 
clan (katta) of the perma who originally founded it, and, as it is 
the bhum of his clan, he alone can officiate for the village at the 
ceremonies and sacrifices before the Village Mother, the Dongar Deo, 
Kodo Deo, Bhu-deo and Bhu-Devi, and the other forms under which 
the Earth is worshipped at the different agricultural ceremonies. 

The Bison-horn country is extensive and, compared to the 
Hill Maria country, well populated. The villages forming the bhum 
of even individual katta clans may be miles apart, while a village 
that is the bhum of a clan in phratry A may be surrounded by 
villages that are the bhum of clans in phratries B, C, D and E for 
miles before there is another village of a clan of phratry A. Further, 
though a village may be the bhum of the perma's clan, he may easily 
have only a few other householders of his clan in the village, but 
several of other kindred and affine clans. At Aranpur, most 
members of the big and small Marvi, the Hernia and the Oyami 
clans, all of which are included in the Marvi phratry, did not know 
the name of the clan-god of their phratry, but suggested vaguely 
that his pen-rawar might be in the Abujhmar hills or in Padar-raj, 
their name for the plateau around J agdalpur. Some knew that 
the. god's name was Handa Kosa Pen, and a few said that his 
pen-rawar was at Killepal, nearly sixty miles away, where the great 
western road from J agdalpur to Bhopalpatnam approaches the 
passes descending to the Dantewara valley. At Killepal, however, 
I had not been shown Handa Kosa Pen ; the village is the bhum 
of the Kuhrami clan, which gives its name to the Kuhrami phratry, 
and the clan members stated that they had no pen-rawar of their 
clan at Killepal, but that Hermraj Pen, their god, was, they had 
heard, in some village near Orcha in the Abujhmar hills. It was 
often agreed that a Maria should visit his Pen or clan-god every 
year in Aghan or Pand month (November-December) and offer 
a pig or a cock to the god at this annual pen-jatra or festival of 
the pen. At Aranpur a few of the older men said that they had long 
ngo visited the Marvi clan-god Handa Kosa Pen at Killepal in 
their youth, hut in recent years no one seemed to have been near. 
It was agreeJ that certain social offences could only be expiated by 
a visit and penal offering to the clan-god. 
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The elders of the villages can actually often give the names of 
each of the gods whom they say that each of the five Bison-hom 
phratries .worships : the Markami phratry worships Harma Pen ; 
the Kuhrarni phratry give varying names for their god, Hermraj Pen, 
Perambhoi (the name applied by the Dorlas to their corresponding 
Perambhoi phratry} or Banian Muttai; the Kawasi phratry 
worships Babo Henna Pen ; the Marvi phratry Handa Kosa Pen; 
and the Sodi phratry Tul-Muttai Pen, whose ptn4awar is at Kam
kanar in the Gangalur pargana in Bijapur tahsil, where Sodi Hanna 
the modul-waddai, was regarded as the headman of all the surround
ing Bison-hom villages. But other names are also given, such as 
Hirangraj, Hingaraj and Belraj for the Kartami clan, Hirmaraj for 
the Kawasi, Sodi, Markami and Marvi clans, and Hing-hunga and 
Mundaraj for the Beko and Kalmu clans. I have used the word 
• clan ' advisedly, because in this list some gods are shared by clans 
belonging to different phratries ; thus Hirmara j is shared by the 
Markami and Kartarni clans of the Markami phratry and by the 
Sodi and Marvi clans of the Sodi and Marvi phratries, while of 
the worshippers of Hing-hunga and Mundaraj the Beko clan belongs 
to the Kuhrami phratry and the Kalmu clan to the Markami. Use 
Modia Pen of Ghotpal is restricted to the Lekarni clan of that and 
surrounding villages, which is now considered part of the Kuhrarni 
phratry. Other local log-gods will be found in the heart of the 
Bison-hom country at such places as Dugeli ; some may be the 
true pen-rawars of the phratries, but I have been unable to verifY. 
this. 

The whole position is, it must lie admitted, somewhat confused, 
but it would be wrong to expect to systematize it. The same 
confusion will be found again over the totems of the phratries and 
clans ; there are two phratries with the tortoise as totem, and inside. 
the same phratry will be found clans with totems of their own or 
the totem of other phratries, or no ~otero at all. The traditions of 
the Bison-horn Marias all point to their having descended south
wards from the Abujhmar hills to colonize their present country, 
and the presence in their midst of ruined Hindu cities at Dantewara, 
Barsur, and Bhairamgarh, of traces of forgotten kingdoms at 
Tirathgarh and Kuakonda, and of isolated villages of Jhari Telangas 
descended from the subjects of early medieval Telugu kings, point 
to the truth of the traditions. We have seen how new clans are 
forming to-day 'on the southern fringes of the Abujhmar hills. and 
how the Bison-horn culture is gradually absorbing the southernmost 
Hill Maria clans, which have, however, not fitted themselves fully 
as yet into the five-phratry organization, but retain their own 
clan-gods. The five phratries are named after five principal clans, 
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the names of which recur not only among Murias in north Bastar, 
but also among all the Gonds of the Central Provinces. Possibly 
strong bodies of these clans were the original colonizers, and with 
the growth of population in their new surroundings have either 
thrown off sub-clans or absorbed clans newly descending from the 
hills or acquiring their culture. It is not surprising that settlers 
in the tracts farthest from their first settlement should find it 
difficult to worship at the original shrines of their pen, and should 
either forget them, or here and there make fresh log-gods for 
themselves, perhaps sharing them with other adjacent clans not 
necessarily of their own phratries, just as they have learnt, unlike 
the Hill Marias, to share with other brother-clans and wife-clans 
village lands which are the bhum of their own clan. 

The cult of the pen log-god of the clan is thus, as may be 
expected, considerably weaker among the Bison-horn than among 
the Hill Marias. Often he is neglected almost entirely in the annual 
feasts, or vaguely associated with the Departed in the expressions 
pen-hanal or dhuma-deo used of the ancestors. Where there is 
a log-god, he tends to be regarded merely as one of the local 
godlings that are becoming as numerous among the Bison-hom 
Marias as among the Gonds of the Central Provinces. Where there 
is none, occasionally at festivals before the Village Mother or other 
manifestations of the Earth a stone or two may be set up in his 
name under a saja tree and receive its share of the sacrificial blood 
and libations. It is not surprising that, therefore, the waddai of 
the clan-god is more purely a medium among the Bison-hom Marias, 
and less of a clan-priest than he is among the Hill Marias, and that 
most Bison-horn villages have at least one waddai who may be 
possessed not only by the clan-god but by other godlings also ; 
even when he is attached definitely to a log-god at a festival, he 
may be possessed by him and give oracle on his behalf, but the 
penna of the village is the principal celebrant, and the waddai, 
when not possessed, degenerates into a mere mantram-reciting 
assistant of the pcrma. 

Often there is no hut-temple for any deity among the Bison-horn 
~!arias exc<'pt one for Danteshwari Mai or Maoli or Mata, whose 

cults have spread from the Hindu temple of Dante-
Tho Village wara, and in time will reach every vill•"e of Bastar. Mother and --a 
o\hor goda The Earth cult, however, remains, as among the\ 
~monghtbo Hill Marias, theessentialcult. Itschiefformis thus the 
r.{:;,~ "'" cult of the Village l\lother, called Tallin Ochur in the 

Bison-horn dialect. For all the village ceremonies 
there is a fixed plot of land in a field belonging to the pcrma and~ 
known as tbe hhum-jaga, kadri-bera or u>ijj-crhu ; bhum-jaga 
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means ' the earth-place ' ; karlri is the Bison-horn word for 
kasyeq, the knife carried in the loin-cloth, and the penna is sometimes 
called the karlri-gaita. Wijj-erhu means ' seed-mahua' ; in most 
Bison-horn villages there is a sacred mahua tree, instead of the saja 
tree that is the rule in hill villages, in the middle of the sacred field, 
and the tree is the ' seed-mahua ' because beneath it are held the 
ceremonies of the important ' Wijja (seed) Pandum '. The saja 
tree remains equally sacred, as will be observed from the way in 
which its leaves are used in the ceremonies described in the next 
chapter. Under or near the mahua tree is often a wooden post or 
an upright cube of stone with a sloping top, known generally as 
Bhimul, which is made as occasion demands to serve as Bhimul Deo, 
Tallin Uchur, Dongar Deo, Mata, or any other god required ; 
near this the puma will clean and plaster a flat piece of ground, 
known as khari-mundi, for sacrificing the victims. Dongar Deo, 
Kodo Deo and Bhu-deo combined with Bhu-devi and called generally 
by the Bison-horn Marias of Sukma zamindari Polamraj and 
Polam-muttai, are all really forms of the Village Mother, or at least 
of the Earth ; there are several other such forms, and, though all 
are fundamentally the same, they tend gradually to be vaguely 
differentiated in the minds of the villagers, and soon, no doubt, will 
be individual godlings, each with his own functions. Bhimul is 
the rain-giver, who has been Hinduized amongst Central Provinces 
Gonds and the Murias of the north of Bastar as Bhimsen or Bhima, 
one of the five Pandava brothers ; besides his annual pandum in. 
the early spring, he is liable to be ~eated roughly if the r;Uns are 
late or scanty. His wooden or stone post is then pelted with dung 
and filth by abusive females, who challenge him to show his powers 
by sending his rain to wash himself clean. 

The Bison-horn Marias go much farther than the Hill Marias in. 
deifying the forces of nature. There are the Ban Devi spirits of 

Demons 
the forest, Jalkamanj the spirit of rivers, and, for 
nearly every mountain pass, pile of boulders, or 

precipice, some spirit, all of whom may need propitiation, and 
some of whom are becoming godlings with a cult. The Hill Marias 
have a vague dread of evil spirits of the mountains, which they call 
rau ; amongst the Murias and Bhattras there are other demons 
such as Uran Rau who blows away the grain with the chaff at 
winnowing, and Chitkar Rau who brings wild animals to trample 
down the crops; but the only rau to whom I have heard a name 
given by Hill Marias is Raja Rau, the demon of the Raughat pass 
in Antagarh tahsil, held to be a very Raja of the rau because he 
caused mountain-sickness to the first European surveyor seen in 
Bastar. All Marias also speak with fear of a water-witch in the 
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form of a great serpent, known as Tondetaras, haunting river rapids 
and waterfalls, the mere sight of whom is fatal. 

The traces of totemism amongst Hill and Bison-hom Marias 
will be described in the chapter on social organization. It may 

Totem~ 
briefly be stated here that there appears to be no 
connexion between the totems and the clan-god, and 

that at no ceremony, either clan or village, or domestic, is the totem 
ever mentioned or worshipped. It gets a vague respect, perhaps 
an occasional salaam, from members of the totem, and they do not 
touch, kill or eat it if they can avoid doing so. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE ANNUAL RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES OF THE BISON-HORN MARIAS 

IN Chapter VII, on Maria agriculture, which was treated chiefly 
from the point of view of Hill Maria agriculture as being far less 
advanced than Bison-horn Maria agriculture, the Hill Maria festivals 
and ceremonies were described. The Bison-hom Marias have many 
more ceremonies and a much more elaborate ceremonial, and 
though these are as closely connected with the agricultural calendar 
of the year as those of the Hill Marias, they are best described here 
in a separate chapter than in Chapter VII where a description of 
them would have wrecked the balance of the description of 
agriculture. 

It would, from the agricultural point of view, perhaps be 
logical to start the account of the pandum festivals and weta cere

Thelrpu 
Pandum 

monial hunts from the Kare Pandum of Magh month, 
held early in February, because until it has taken 
place it is melo or taboo to cut· timber for erka and 

parka cultivation ; in another sense, however, it is one of the last 
festivals of the year, for its holding also signalizes the lifting of the 
taboo against the reaping of the forest grass crop and of bamboos, 
and it follows soon after the J ata Pandum at which new urad, beans 
and pulses are eaten for the first tini~. The Bhimul Panduin that 
comes next, in the middle of February, is also designed to secm:e 
satisfactory rain for the coming year, but is not described first 
because it makes the account ·oi all the pandum clearer and briefer 
to begin with those on which there is the fullest information. The 
Irpu or ldu Pandwn, or mahua flowers first-fruits ceremony, which 
is held soon after the Bhimul Pandinn, is therefore taken as the 
first ceremony of the year. In some parts it is combined with the 
Marka Pandum, the mango first-fruits ceremony ; but, at all events 
to the south of the Bison-hom country, it is quite separate and more 
important, as the mahua tree plays a more important part than 
the mango in not only the economic but also the religious life of 
the people. The penna of the village fixes the day, which is always 
a Friday in the bright half of the month, in consultation with the 
headman (peda) and elders about a week beforehand. On the 
night before the ceremony all the men observe sexual continence.' 
and in the morning assemble at the mahua tree in the perma's 

x Sexual continence is the rule on the night before every pandum . ..,. 
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field, the penna bringing a cock and a little milk and husked rice. 
The perma cleans a small rectangle at the foot of the tree, sets the 
egg upright on it, and strews the rice in front of the egg. The 
cock is set down on its feet, and as soon as it pecks up a grain or 
two of the rice, the perma cuts its throat in the name of the Village 
Mother, whom he prays to accept the egg and the cock offered by 
the village, and to bless them with a bumper crop of mahua flowers 
and fruit. He then pours milk over the trunk of the tree and some 
of the clusters of mahua flowers, and prays to the milk-spirits 
Pal-mu'ito and Pal-mutta'i (Milk-old-man and Milk-old-woman) 
to shower upon them mahua flowers fat with milk. Next he throws 
the egg over the tree, calling on Nus-mu'ito and Nus-muttai 
(Insect-old-man and Insect-old-woman ; nus is a grub or insect 
that attacks the ends of the twigs from which burst the mahua 
flowers) not to damage the flowers. Then all the men present 
quickly gather up dead mahua leaves lying around beneath the tree 
and put them into the baskets that they use for collecting mahua 
flowers, pretending that they are flowers ; the idea, of course, is 
to act the gathering of a crop of flowers as thick as the carpet of 
dead leaves, and to persuade the trees in sympathy with this magic 
to yield a generous crop. The penna then takes the sacrificed cock 
as his portion, and all disperse to their homes. Before this ceremony 
has been held it is taboo to collect mahua flowers. 

The mango first-fruits ceremony is held generally a little later, 
in March, the perma convening a similar meeting of the elders to 

The Mark& 
Pandum 

fix the day as soon as he sees that the young fruit has 
formed on the trees, and to arrange either for a 
sari-bori village subscription for buying the sacrificial 

victims or for getting the victims from those whose turn it is to 
give them at this pandum. We have seen already (pp. 165-6) 
that this is sometimes preceded by a ceremonial fishing beat or weta, 
and by pouring of water in the name of the Departed. All the 
males of the village assemble on the morning of the pandum by 
the penna's kadri-bera field, the head of each family bringing a pig 
or a cock, a pot of l4nda or mahua spirit, cooking pots, and a pound 
of husked rice or kuiki for each member of his family present. For 
this festival sometimes instead of using the kadri-bera field they 
resort to a mango grove, a grove of trees by a stream, or a clump of 
forest trees thickly covered with creepers, often on a hill-top, and 
known as a de<rkol ; the site is always reserved for such ceremonies, 
and it is taboo to pluck even a leaf in them. There should be a 
sacred saja tree there. At the foot of this tree a space is cleaned 
and smeared with cow-dung and water, over which a table-stone is 
set up on three or four small stones, to serve as the gadi or throne 
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of the god, in this pandum generally known as Kodo Pen. The 
penna puts a round white stone on this throne in Kodo Pen's name, 
strews wet rice on the ground in front of the stone, and arranges 
eggs at the side of the rice. The perma then puts his own cock down 
to see if it will eat the rice, as in the case of the sacrificial victims 
at the Irpu Pandum, and then in tum the cock produced by each 
head of a family is put through the test ; the process is called the 
tokana of the cocks. If any cock refuses to touch the rice, the perma 
asks its owner whether he has promised the god any other sacrifice, 
and if the owner says he has no recollection of having done so, 
the perma turns to the cock, and says, ' If he promised an egg, I 
command you to pick up the rice ; if he promised a pig, I command 
you, etc.' and so on, suggesting further victims ; and the owner is 
expected to provide the last victim suggested before the cock picks 
up the rice. When all have been through the takana, the perma 
with the sacred knife cuts off the heads of the cocks and pigs, 
cutting them from the throat upwards, and sprinkles the blood of 
each victim over the god, the rice and the eggs. He heaps the heads 
together, and hands the bodies back to the owners of the victims. 
He then pours a little landa and mahua spirit on the white stone 
representing the god, places two or three unripe green mangoes on 
the ' throne ' beside him, bends to the earth before him with his 
palms pressed fiat on the earth, belches, and prays to the god to 
save them from all sickness and adversity, now that they have 
offered him the new mangoes. He then bows his head to the grounq, 
rises and stands facing the sun, whom, with folded hands, he calls 
on to be a witness tha:t the pandum )las been performed. When the· 
mahua first-fruits ceremony is combined with the M arka Pand1<m, 
mahua flowers are offered along with the green mangoes, and 
cooked and eaten at the feast that follows. After addressing the 
sun, the perma gives back to each. family the head of its cock, and 
these are fried and eaten with landa or mahua spirit. The men of 
each family then cook the rice and the bodies of their sacrificed 
pigs or cocks in the cooking pots that they have brought with them, 
along with some green mangoes and mahua flowers ; and they sit 
in a circle and eat the food, washing it down with more liquor, 
before returning with their cooking pots to their houses. The 
perma cooks and eats his own sacrificial meat with his brothers and 
sons apart from the rest, and hangs his cooking pot with the sacred 
knife inside it on some tree in the sacred grove before going home. 
On the next day, as after most of these pandum feasts, the head of 
each family observes in his house the Hara Tindana (Halbi, Basi 
Tihar) or ' remains-eating' feast, to which he bids his womenfolk 
and his friends, and brother-clan and wife-clan relatives from 
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other villages. Though this is called the ' remains-eating • feast, 
yet actually fresh meat is killed and cooked, because women and 
girls, who are not allowed to attend the sacrifices, are equally 
debarred from eating any part of the sacrificial victims. The day 
ends in Ianda drinking and dancing. In these first-fruits pandum 
dances the bison-horn head-dresses used not to be worn, and in the 
dance following the pandum for new mahua and new mangoes men 
and women dancers dance together, and not separately as in all 
other Bison-horn Maria dances. 

We come now to the great vernal sowing festival with its 
attendant dancing and hunting that takes place on or near the 

The Wijja 
P.andum. 
Wjjja Weta 
and Jur Weta 

full moon day of Chait (March-April), and corresponds 
to the Chait-rai festival of the Bhattras, Parjas and 
Murias. It starts on a Sunday, five or six days after 
the M arka Pandum. Landa is brewed in profusion 

in every house for days in advance, and as much mahua liquor 
procured from the excise shops as household funds and the excise 
rules permit. Sexual continence is, as in all these ceremonies, 
the rule for the night before the festival begins, and in some villages 
is ensured by all the men sleeping together that night and until 
the last ceremony is over, generally in the kadri-bera field or at the 
place from which the ritual weta hunt sets off. 

The perma fasts next morning, and after the men of the village 
have had their morning meal goes at about noon to the mahua tree 
in the kadri-bera or u••jj-erhu (see pp. 205-6) field, with a supply of 
rice and an egg, and the men accompany him. He cuts a small 
bough off the tree, to which in some villages ho first sacrifices a 
black cock. He clears and plasters with cow-dung and water the 
usual small rectangle of ground, and in the centre makes a hole in 
which he plants the mahua bough and a plant of dab (Pollinea 
argentea) grass. In front of this he sprinkles rice and egg-shells, 
in which he sets an egg upright on its end in the name of the Village 
Mother, or of Bhu-deo and Bhu-devi. He then takes up a datun 
or tooth-cleaning twig of mahua, splits it longitudinally in his teeth, 
and throws the split pieces three times on the ground. For the 
pieces to fall one on the other like a saltire each time is the best of 
omens for the coming hunt and the ensuing harvest ; for them to 
fall apart is a bad omen. Sometimes this consultation of the omens 
does not take place in the kadri-bera field. but in the forest at the 
place from which the ritual hunt is to start ; there sometimes a 
rough altar of bows and arrows, as in the illustration opposite, is 
made. and the penna, facing the east, places on the ground before 
I he altar three heaps of mixed bran and egg-shells in the name of 
•·ach of the three Ban Kunwarin or Forest-maidens, and on each 
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heap offers an egg and a tooth-stick (datun), sometimes also a 
miniature how and arrow ; he then takes up each tooth-stick in 
turn, splits it and throws down the split halves to test the omens in 
the way already described, after praying with folded hands to the 
Forest-maidens for success in the hunt and protection from wild 
beasts. Then he takes an arrow off the altar, and, holding it by 
the shaft just above the feathering, cuts the top of each egg with 
the sharp edge of the arrow-head. 

The omens having thus been taken, and the bows and arrows 
of the altar, if any, reclaimed by their owners, all the men go off 
with their weapons in the we/a ritual hunt to beat the forest for 
game. The women appear with pots fnll of cow-dung and water, 
into which they dip sprays of leaf and shower the foul water with 
fouler abuses on any laggards. If any animal is slain, the shedding 
of much blood on the ground is regarded as foreshadowing plentiful 
rainfall and a rich harvest ; on the spot where it falls they cut little 
bits off the tips of its ears, nose, tongue, feet and tail, place each bit 
on a separate saja leaf on the ground in the name of the Forest
maidens or of Karenga Deo, and pray for a continuance of this good 
fortune. At the end of the hunt they take the carcasses of the 
animals back to the ""'hua hough erected· in the name of the 
Village Mother in the kadri-bera field, and leave them there. They 
then go home for supper. 

Towards midnight each man returns to the kadri-bera with his 
bow and arrows, a small packet of kutki and other grain seeds· 
wrapped up in leaves, a little mah?<a liquor and a white cock; 
a pig is also brought for all the villagers. Some villages do n.ot 
expect each man to bring a cock, but purchase a number of cocks 
by sari-bori subscription. The.men hand over the packets of seed 
to the ptmtuJ, who piles them on th.e ground in front of the mahua 
bough and places his sacrificial knife beside them. He then 
prostrates himself before the mahua hough and prays to the Village 
Mother for good and timely rain and bumper crops. He then puts 
each cock and the pig through the tokana rice-eating test, and 
sacrifices them one by one, cutting their heads off from the throat 
upwards. piling the heads all together near the mahua hough, and 
holding each body over the pile of seed-packets and the mahua 
hough to soak them well with blood ; he then throws the bodies 
aside. Next he breaks with his knife in the Mother's name the egg 
which he had set up in the morning, and pours some mahua spirit 
on the ground before the mahua bough. The perma and the men 
of his family then roast and eat the heads of the cocks and the pig, 
and each other family the body of the cock contributed by it ; 
when cocks have been bought by subscription, the PtmtuJ slices 
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them up and distributes them. The pig, cooked with rice, is next 
apportioned among all present and eaten. 

Meanwhile some boil the rice brought by each villager, and 
the carcasses of the animals killed in the afternoon ritual hunt are 
skinned, cut up and roasted, after the head and the legs below the 
knees and hocks have been cut off, taken to the hut-temple of Mata 
and tied with ropes to wooden roof-posts in front of the goddess. 
The perma and all the men, when the meat is cooked, drink liquor 
and eat the meat ; by that time, however, many have had enough, 
and carry off their share to their houses to eat later. 

Women take no part in this feast and may not be present, 
except that they are expected to meet the successful huntsmen on 
their return and dance and sing in front of the bodies of the animals 
killed in the hunt as they are taken to the kf!dri-b..-a. 

When the eating is over, the perma takes up his own packet of 
blood-stained seed, and hands each man his packet. They take 
them off to their houses, and place them carefully on the storage 
platform inside the wijjalon room of their houses. 

By this time it is daylight, and they must all start out on 
another ritual hunt after the usual preliminary offerings to the 
Forest-maidens and omen-taking. If any animal is slain, the usual 
portions are then and there offered to the Forest-maidens on saja 
leaves in the forest, and at the end of the hunt the bodies are 
brought back, greeted as before by dancing women, and taken, not 
to the kadri-bera, but to a shed prepared in the village for that 
purpose. Sexual intercourse is no longer taboo, and the dancing 
that follows ends in the men getting their own back for the abuses 
with which the women drove them out to the hunt. 

The next day they cut up the carcasses left in the shed overnight, 
and divide the meat ; first the head, intestines and the legs below 
the knees and hocks are set on one side ; then the man who killed 
the animal in the hunt is given the rest of the off hind leg and 
sometimes some meat from each side of the backbone, the peda (not 
in all villages), the saddle, and the waddai, if any, or the hanal-gaita' 
(again in some villages only), the liver ; and lastly the balance is 
divided among all the men, including those who have already 
received privileged portions. Each takes off the meat to his own 
house, for the Hara Tindana remains-eating feast for his women, 
and brother-clan and wife-clan relatives. But before they start 
this feast, one of the villagers on behalf of the village takes a cock 
and an egg to the priest of 1\Iata's hut-temple. The priest sacrifices 
them to her, and in return r<•stores the heads and legs tied up in the 
temple after the first ritual hunt. The villager brings them back 

1 Pril'st of the Departed, alias pllar-gaila. Seep. 217 below. 
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to the shed where the animals killed in the second ritual hunt were 
kept and cut up, and there they are cooked along with the head, 
intestines and lower legs of those animals, and eaten by the men of 
the village. 

This should be followed on the next Sunday by the ]ur-weta 
for the whole pargana at the chief village of the pargana, the pem~a 
of that village acting as the officiant before the altar of bows and 
arrows erected in the name of the F crest-maidens, and the pem~a 
and elders of each village offering an egg and a tooth-stick to be 
placed by the officiating perma in the bran-heap of each of the three 
Forest-maidens. The weta is sometimes followed by worship of the 
clan-god and the Pen-karsita festival, except in villages where that 
takes place at the Mandai or Deogudi J atra on or about the full 
moon day of i\ragh. It has already been said that the ]ur-weta 
is now abandoned in most parganas because nearly all except small 
game has been exterminated. Actually, however, the photograph 
illustrating the sacrifice to the Forest-maidens, facing page 211, 

was taken at a ]ur-weta and not at the wijja-weta of the precediog 
week. 

It remains to state what each man does with the packet of 
consecrated seed which he takes back from the Wijja Pandum to his 
house. Before seed-tim.,, he calls in a medium {wadde), through 
whom he consults the oracle as to the propitious day and hour for 
the field sowing ceremony. At the appointed time, taking care to. 
be overlooked by no one, he takes to his field a sowing. basket 
containing the consecrated seed nii;<ed with other seed, a little 
cooked rice and a cock. In the field he dears a little plot of ground, 
spreads rice on it and, as soon as the cock starts to eat it, cuts its 
head off from the throat upwards in the name of the Earth-god, 
and sprinkles its blood on the ground and on the seed in the basket. 
He prepares a small piece of the field for sowing, and on it sows 
three handfuls of the blood-sprinkl'ed seed. He then cooks and 
eats the body of the cock in the field, leaving the head there, and 
makes his way back to his house, still trying to avoid being seen. 
After this ceremony he is free to complete his sowing when he likes. 

Hareli is not observed by all Bison-horn Marias, but is universal 
among Parjas and Bhattras and the Jagdalpur Murias, and, under 
Hareli its common local name of Amavas, amongst Halbas 

and other Hindus of the State. The Dantewara and 
Barsur temples have spread its observance among the Bison-hom 
villages of Jagdalpur and Dantewara tahsils, and the villagers 
generally wait till the temples have celebrated the festival before 
celebrating it in their villages. On the morning of the day on which 
they have decided to hold it, the village elders assemble at the 
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perma's house and take him to the hut of the log-god, if there is 
one in the village, or to Mata's hut {the Mata-guri). No animal is 
sacrificed, but the perma lights a fire in front of the god or goddess, 
burns a little ghee or sal (Shorea robusta) resin in the fire, and bows 
before the deity ; each elder does the same. The perma then fixes 
in the thatched roof of the shrine a leafy spray of the marking-nut 
tree (Semecarpus anacardium) and a spray of the silawari creeper, 
and sends the congregation out to the forest to get tendu (Diosj>yros 
melanoxylon) branches to stick in the centre of each of their fields. 
They adorn the tendu branches at the top with a leafy marking-nut 
twig and a spray of sitawari, and fix them upright in the centre of 
each rice, erka and penda field, sometimes pouring a little milk 
over them ; the idea seems to be to indicate by the branch a tail 
and well-branched plant such as each rice or kutki seed sown in the 
field should produce. They then bathe in the nearest pool or 
river, and fix a spray of marking-nut and of sitawari in the thatch 
of their houses. They then eat roast pork or fowl in their houses, 
and drink Ianda, entertaining those too poor to afford a dinner of 
their own, and giving salt to their cattle. Nothing is offered to the 
Departed at this festival. 

The Kurum Pandum is observed towards the end of August, 
and is the earliest of the new-eating or first-fruits ceremonies of the 

cultivated crops, in this case the early-ripening 
Tho Kurum millets off the erka and penda fields, especially chikma Paudum 

(Panicum miliare). It is sometimes called Kadi 
Pandwn. In ordinary villages where there is no log-god the first 
part of the celebrations takes part at the kadri-bera field before the 
Bhimul post, which for this ceremony is regarded as the Village 
Mother. Early in the morning of the appointed day the women 
clean the ground in front of their houses, wash their floors with 
cow-dung and water, and then go to a pool to bathe and wash their 
husbands' and children's clothes. Those who can afford it get 
new clothes for the pandum. Towards noon the men assemble at 
the kadri-bera field, and the usual rectangle is cleared and cleaned 
by the penna around the Bhimul post ; but for this ceremony they 
make a dwarf fence of saja twigs stuck in the ground on three sides 
of the rectangle, and carpet the rectangle with saja leaves. The 
perma stands to the west of the Bhimul post, and, facing the east, 
addresses it as the Village Mother, praying to her and bowing 
before her. The villagers subscribe for a pig, a white cock and eggs 
for a sacrifice ; sometimes even now a young bull or heifer is stolen 
for this purpose. The perma, as usual, brings wet rice for the 
lokana test of the victims, and spreads it on the saja leaves, laying 
the t'ggs in a row before the goddess. He sacrifices the cock and 
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pig, sprinkles their blood over the goddess and over each of the saja 
leaves, and breaks the top of each of the eggs with his knife. Then 
he offers the goddess ears of chikma, other early millets, and moun
tain rice ; if the latter is not yet in ear, he offers a flowering rice 
stalk. He then prostrates himself with the palms of his hands flat 
on the ground, belches, and prays the goddess as their mother to 
accept these first-fruits, to grant them grace to have their new-eating 
feast, and to save her witless children from all troubles and adversity. 
He then hands each man one of the bloodstained saja leaves, and, 
leaving someone to watch over the slain victims, all go and bury the 
leaves in their fields. Each man then brings a handful of old rice 
from his house to the kadri-bera field, and hands it over to the penna, 
who cooks the bodies of the victims and the rice separately, and 
distributes them to the men, who eat their share there. 

Meanwhile the women, for whom it has been taboo to attend 
the ceremony in the kadri-bera field and the burial of the leaves, will 
have prepared meal from the new millets and mountain rice ; 
the grains are still rather green, and are roughly threshed, parched 
in a broken earthen crock held over the fire, pounded with the 
uspal husker, winnowed free of husks, and ground between two 
hand mill-stones with a quantity of salt; some mix in a little gur 
sugar. The wife of each head of a family cooks the new flour in a 
Hanal Kunda or Pot of the Departed (not, of course, that in which 
oil, etc., is placed in the name of the newly dead), along with new 
vegetables from the bari, other than gourds, beans and cucumbers.' 
When the head of the family returns from the sacrificia.I meal 
already described, he brings with .Jilin the junior members of ]fis 
family, but not his wife-clan relatives, and some of them bring small 
chickens. He sacrifices these to the Departed, offers them some 
of the new flour and vegetables, and pours a libation of mahua 
spirit and Ianda on the floor of the corner of the wijja-lon room that 
is dedicated to the cult of the Departed. The new flour and veget
ables are then eaten in his house by them, their "'ives and their 
unmarried children; but no one of any other clan may participate, 
and on that day no one must give anything out of his house, not 
even fire from his hearth, to anyone of another clan. 

On the next day, however, there is the usual remains-eating 
feast (Hara Tindana) in their houses, to which they are free to 
invite friends, brother-clan and wife-dan relatives, whom they 
regale on mahua spirit and on Ianda. In the evening they dance 
the korlam dance without their bison-hom head-dresses, but with 
men and women dancing separately in their usual wav. 

In villages where there is a log-god and aM ataguri or hut-shrine 
of Mata, the sacrifices on the first day are made before each, the 
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penna with three or four mediums officiating at the former, and 
the priest of Mata (Mata..pujari) at the latter. In some villages 
there is a separate hut close to the shrine (pen..Yawar) of the log-god 
or clan-god and to the M ataguri, and a separate priest of the 
Departed called generally Pilar-gaila, but sometimes Dhuma-gaita 
or HanaJ-gaita, the use of the Hindu term pitar for the local terms 
dhuma and hanaJ being significant of the way in which Hinduism is 
gradually modifying tribal religion. At the Ghotpal Kurum 
Pandwn, for example, on the 9th September 1930, the men assembled 
with the perma outside the petH'awar of Use Modia Pen along with 
the men of two adjacent Lekami villages. The pen log-god was 
brought out and set down on four stone slabs set up as posts. The 
proceedings started with the Pitar-gaita bringing two new earthen 
pots and about half a pound each of new chikma and new mountain 
rice to a separate shed at the side of the p~rawar. He kindled 
a fire, and in one pot cooked small quantities of the new chikma, 
set this out on three mahua leaves as an offering to the Departed, 
and attached a fringe of rice plants in ear to the roof of the shed. 
He then started to cook the rest of the new chikma and new rice 
in the other pot, sitting in the shed, while the others present went 
to attend the sacrifices in front of the log-god. These were 
conducted in much the same way as those already described as made 
usually before the Village Mother ; but there was no sprinkling of 
blood on saja leaves or burial of the leaves in the fields, the penna, 
who acted as clan-priest, washed the mouths and feet of the pigs 
and cocks before applying the tokana test, and a wadde medium sat 
by . the side of the log-god reciting ' mantram ' as the penna 
sacrificed each cock and pig. The perma then poured three libations 
each of mahua spirit and landa in front of the log-god. All the 
men then returned to the Pilar-gaita's shed, and sat in a circle 
round it, while the Pitar-gaita stuck a pinch of the cooked chikma 
and rice on the centre of each man's forehead, just as Hindus apply 
the lika. Thereafter all went back to the pen-rawar, and first the 
perma, then the Pitar-gaita, then the peda headmen of the three 
villages taking part in the ceremony, and last eleven or twelve 
village elders saluted everyone present and drank a leaf-cupful first 
of malma spirit and then of Ianda. Then the sacrificed cocks and 
pigs were cooked, and all the men sat in a circle and were given each 
two leaf-cupfuls of land a to drink and two pieces of the cooked meat. 
All ended by drinking some mahua spirit and the whole feast was 
9vcr by 9 p.m., when they dispersed to their houses without dancing. 
No females had been present. They had the usual family new
eating next day, with offerings to the Departed inside the house. 
Ghotpal and some other villages have no dancing at this pandum. 
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Nowhere, so far as can be ascertained, are any offerings made at 
the uraskal menhir stones for the Departed. 

After this pamium everyone is free to eat the new early millets 
and garden vegetables other than gourds, cucumbers, beans and 
pulses. The practice as to mountain rice varies, for there is still 
the Korta Pandum or rice first-fruits ceremony to follow. In some 
places people are free to use and cook the new mountain rice in any 
way they like after the Kurum Pandum. In others it must be 
cooked or roasted without being first washed in water until the 
Nuka Nordana Pandum has been held, which coincides roughly 
with Diwali. 

The Korta Pandum comes about a month after the Kurum 
Pandum, and celebrates the first eating of the new rice of the main 

The Korta 
Pandum 

crop, and of new cucumbers, pumpkins and gourds. 
Unlike the Kurum Pandum, it is a purely domestic 
ceremony with no public offerings, though the date 

for it is fixed for the whole village by the usual elders' meeting. It 
takes place in the first or second week of Kuar, i.e. in early October. 
Before dawn of the day before the festival the head of each family 
tries to get to his fields without being seen and reaps enough of the 
new rice for the morrow's ceremony, for which it is threshed, 
parched, husked and winnowed in readiness. Landa is prepared, 
and mahua spirit bought. On· the appointed morning the new 
rice is cooked in the Pot of the Departed by the housewife, along, 
with the flesh of the goat, cock or pig sacrificed to the Departed 
by the head of each family, and eateh by the men and women of the 
family (affines being excluded) in the way already described for 
the domestic ceremony of the Kurum Pandurn. All take lamia 
and liquor, and then in most :villages the men don their dancing 
head-dresses, and sing and dance from house to house, exchanging 
vjsits and drinking lamia with all their neighbours. There are the 
usual remains-eating feasts given next day for brother-clan and 
wife-clan relatives from other villages, with more singing and 
dancing. 

The literal meaning of ' nuka nordana ' is ' husked-grain 
(imiice, chanwal) grinding'. The festival is not universal among 

The Nuka 
Nordana 
P.andum 

the Bison-hom Marias, and is held at about the 
beginning of the third week of Kartik month 
(November). It is sometimes spoken of as Diwali, 
the Hindu festival of lights; but no Maria houses are 

illuminated for it. Other local names are Pit Phorni (Halbi) and 
Deuthni. The ceremony should be held before the clan-god or 
log-god, but in villages where there is none it takes place in the 
kadri-bCYa by the usual Bhimul post, and, as for the ll!arka Pandum, 
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a table-stone with a white pebble on it may be erected in the name 
of the clan-god under a saja tree. The perma sacrifices cocks and 
a pig or goat on behalf of the village in the usual way, and washes 
some new husked rice and kutki and offers it to the god. The men 
cook and eat the sacrificial meat then and there. The wife-clan 
relatives may be present, but in most villages are not allowed to 
participate in the sacrificial rice and meat and are supplied with 
other rice and meat which they cook separately. The usual 
remains-eating feast takes place in the houses next day. 

At the Jata Pandum, held somewhere near the full moon of 
Pus {December-January), they celebrate the eating of the first new 

Tho .Tat& 
Pudum 

beans, pulses, and the latest ripening grains. There 
is the usual public sacrifice for the men before the 
log-god or the Village Mother. In the south, 

towards the Doria border, the festival is known as Chikur Pandum, 
and the sacrifices are always to a table-stone beneath a saja tree 
known as Dhania Deo, which, like the Bhattra Dhaul, appears to 
be only another form of the earth-god. The only special feature 
of this pandum is that the domestic sacrifice and libations to the 
Departed in the house are often followed by a ceremony for weaning 
suckling children, the first food given being some of the rice and 
sacrificial meat cooked in the Pot of the Departed. 

This takes place in Magh (January-February), soon after the 
Jata Pandum, and, as already observed, is preceded by the Kare 

The Xare 
Pandum 

W eta in which fields and open spaces are beaten for 
small game. I was unable to ascertain what other 
special features, if any, the festival has, or whether 

new grass and new bamboo are offered to the gods. Until the 
festival has been held it is melo or taboo to cut grass or bamboos or 
to start felling timber for erka, parka and penda cultivation. 

The Bhimul Pandum comes very soon after the Kare Pandum. 
I have no detailed information. But it is a ceremony for ensuring 

a good rainfall in the coming monsoon. It takes 
Tho Bbimul place by the Bhimul post in the kadri-bera, over Pudum 

which a booth of boughs is erected. Men and women 
attend. The booth is decorated with strings of 'mango leaves. 
The pmt14 sacrifices a white cock and an egg, and pours landa 
over the Bhimul post ; and men and women then empty over the 
post baskets containing a little of every kind of field produce. Men 
and women then sit in the open, and consume landa. All night 
the village women dance, led by the penna's wife with an empty 
l.mda pot on her head or in her arms. 

The Bhimul Pandum is really the last of the pandum held in 
all \'illages. It only remains to mention the Mandai or Deoguri ,. 
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Jatra, which is held generally about the full moon of Magh, but in 
some villages is part of the round of festivities and 

The Mandai hunting connected with the Wijja Pandum in the 
month of Chait. The Mandai is a Hinduization of the old Pen
karsita. Throughout Northern Bastar a Mandai J atra is held at 
all big centres at about this time, culminating in the great Mandai 
in the open space called Kodo Bhata in Jagdalpur, which the Chief 
should attend in state, processing on elephant seven times round 
the fair, accompanied by innumerable mediums leaping and dancing 
possessed by their gods. The Hill Maria counterpart is the Koqsar 
on the day after the Pupal Korta Tindana. The Bison-hom Pen
karsita tends to resemble the Mandai of the bigger villages of the 
north, all the local gods being brought out and the wadde mediums, 
possessed by their godlings, leaping and dancing wildly about. The 
special Pen-karsita drum rhythm and dance have already been 
referred to. 

These are the main festivals, though here and there there are 
further pandum, such as the sacrifice offered at the base of the first 

Conclusion 
toddy-palm to be tapped among the southern Bison
hom Marias. Nor must it be expected that in every 

pargana or village the local pandum will conform exactly to the 
descriptions in this chapter, which represent the principal features 
of pandum actually seen in Dug eli, villages around K uakonda, 
Aranpur, Ghotpal and villages in Sukrna zarnindari. The festivals 
are far more numerous and more elaborate than those of the Hill 
Marias. It is an obvious suggestio!l that if the Bison-hom Maria 
tradition of migration from the Abujhmar hills be correct, the 
accretions to the hill cults represent entirely the influence of the old 
Telanga Hindu centres of Dantewara, Barsur and Bhairamgarh., 
But this does not account for suc)l features as the soaking of the 
first seeds to be sown in the coming harvest in the blood of the 
animals sacrificed in the Wijja Pan<Ium, or the burial of the blood
stained saja leaves in the fields during the Kurum Pandum, which 
have suggestions of connexion with the Khond Meriah ritual ; or 
for such magico-religious pieces of ritual as the gathering of mahua 
leaves in the baskets used for collecting mahua flowers, the dancing 
of the perma' s wife with an empty landa pot on her head, or the 
spilling of milk on the mahua buds. Primitive cults are influenced 
by Hinduism, but also react on it ; and it seems to have been part 
of the policy of the Bastar Chiefs to identify themselves as much as 
they could with the religious life of their primitive subjects, save 
those in the inaccessible Abujhmar hills. Much of the long Dasehra 
ritual at Jagdalpur is elaborated from primitive ideas. Tribal gods 
ha~e been recognized, and many are allowed to join in the Mandai 
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procession at Jagdalpur. The Dantewara temple observes several 
of the local pandum, if in a Hinduized form, while the ceremonies 
of the isolated Telanga villages now surrounded by a sea of Bison
hom Maria villages have become little difierent from those of the 
Bison-hom Marias. Hinduization there is, and has long been ; 
but that alone does not account for the difierences between the 
ritual of the Bison-hom Maria and that of the Hill Maria and his 
Muria neighbours. The physical difierences between the two 
sections of Marias are slight, but their traditions are difierent, and 
at least it is clear that they represent difierent waves of migration. 
The remarkable difierences of dancing, drumming, singing and 
ritual, and in the intonation, words and inflexions of their dialects, 
which make them mutually unintelligible, cannot be explained 
merely by saying that the Bison-horn Marias are ' more advanced • 
and more in contact with Hinduism and Telugu influences than 
the Hill Marias. 

Note. 

1\!r. E. S. Hyde, I.C.S., has, since this book went to the press, 
kindly sent me a note of an interesting recent investigation by the 
police at Madder in Bhopalpatnam zamindari. A Mohammedan 
woman asleep on the night of June 13th, 1937 in her courtyard was 
slightly wounded with a knife or arrow over her right ribs, and woke 
to see what she believed to be two Marias running away. The police 
enquiry elicited information that many Marias in Kutru zamindari 
(i:e. Bison-hom Marias or Hill lllarias of the plains in long contact 
with Doria or Bison-hom influence ; the true Hill Marias would not 
venture down to Madder), before sowing try to get some human 
blood, especially of women, to mix with their seed. Their usual 
method is to go to distant villages by night and inflict slight wounds 
on sleeping women with a knife or arrow. They then take the 
blood-stained weapon home, and wash it with water, in which they 
steep their rice seed before sowing, confident of securing thereby 
a bumper crop. Before wounding their victim they offer near her 
cot a little rice and turmeric; such an offering was found near the 
)ladder woman's cot. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE CULT OF THE DEPARTED ; MAGIC AND WITCHCRAFT ; OMENS ; 

BELIEFS ABOUT THE PHENOMENA OF NATURE 

A. The Cult of the Departed 

IN the preceding chapters there have been many references to the 
Hanal or Departed. In Chapter VI were described the lonu1 or 
Room of the Departed in the Hill Maria house, with the Pot of the 
Departed and the Hearth of the Departed, and the corresponding 
wijjaton• room in the Bison-horn Maria house ; in Chapter VII the 
reader will have seen how the Departed are rezarded by the Hill 
Maria as having the power to influence sowing and harvesting, and 
are therefore propitiated at seed-time by the wijj-ahk3 or • seed
leaves ' ceremony and at the new-eating festivals4 by the wives 
offering the new grains before the Pot of the Departed after cooking 
them on the Hearth of the Departed, and by the husband in the 
morning depositing three leaves with the new food by the roadside 
as offerings to them. Of all Marias Chapter VIII5 has told of the 
universal practice of pouring a drop or two of intoxicating drink as 
a libation to the Departed before drinking, and Chapter IX6 of a: 
burning log from the Hearth of the Departed in the kasyeq-gaita's 
or perma's house being used to fire· the first pile of dry wood for 
penda cultivation and to light the fires for cooking sacrificial meaJs. 
We have seen also in the last. chapter how the Bison-horn Maria. 
(a) offers water to the Departed at the time of the Marka Pandum7 ; 
(b) has the new grain and vegetables cooked in the Pot of the 
Departed by his wife and sacrifices ·cocks or other victims to them 
in the domestic ceremonies in connexion with the Kurum Pandum,8 

(c) the Korta Pandum9 and (d) the Jata Pandum'•; (e) has in some 
villages a separate priest of the Departed known as the Pitar-Gaita" 
or Hanai-Gaita who has special duties to perform at the public 
ceremonies of the Kurum Pandum (possibly at other pandum also, 
but no enquiry was made on this point) ; and (f) at the weaning 
ceremony at the Jata Pandum" makes his children eat as their 

1 Seep. 114. 
2 See p. 123. 
3 Seep. '33· 
4 Seep. 139. 
' Seep. 170. 
6 Seep. 190. ... 

1 Seep. 209; cf. also pp.165-6. 
s Seep. 216. 

9 Seep. 218. 
10 See p. 219. 
u Seep. 217. 
12 See p. 219 • 
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first solid food the new grain and meat cooked in the Pot of the 
Departed. 

It will be seen in the sections of the next part of this book that 
deal with birth, marriage and funeral customs that there are further 
rites, either indicating the power of the Departed to influence the 
fortunes of their posterity, or designed to propitiate them. Such 
are the searching of the body of a new-born baby for the birth-marks 
of some ancestor ; the libations to the Departed in the betrothal 
and marriage ceremonies of all Marias and the sacrificial meal given 
to Bison-hom bride and bridegroom before the Pot of the Departed 
in the bridegroom's father's house; the ascertaining at Hill Maria 
funerals whether the death was due to the wrath of the Departed ; 
the special precautions taken in the obsequies of persons killed by 
tigers or lightning, victims of small-pox and pregnant women ; and 
in Hill and Bison-hom obsequies the attempt finally to lay or 
placate the Departed by the erection of a menhir in the kotokal or 
uraskal. 

The word banal is simply a past participial form of the verb 
bamlana, ' to go' ; 'Departed' is thus a literal translation. It has 
a sound of finality about it, as though the dead, once departed, were 
finished with ; and indeed men of the hill clans that do not erect 
menhirs for the dead are apt to assert that this is the case, and that 
they never worry further about their dead after they have been 
cremated or buried. Yet there are many signs that even they do 
not really think so. All Marias, it has already been observed! 
are shy of talking about the Departed, though it takes little to get 
them to discuss other religious beliefs and ceremonies. I have had 
Hill Marias denying that they do anything for the Departed or offer 
them anything at death or the new-eating festivals, and then either 
found at their new graves a wooden banal-gutta post and a stone 
banal-garya seat for the Departed, with a sacrificed cow's tail and 
foot hanging from a tree close by, or discovered a Pot and Hearth 
of the Departed in their lonu. There is almost certainly not a 
Maria who does not believe that for some time, at least, after their 
death the Departed are to be feared and appeased by the necessary 
offerings and memorials. 

This fear of the banal as likely to cause illness, death, the 
attacks of tigers or famine (for it is these apprehensions that lie 
behind most of the observances catalogued in the first two para
graphs of this chapter) may operate also not to the alarm of the 
righteous only, but as a protection to him because of its efficacy in 
deterring others from offences against the house. Goods stored in 
the lo"u of the Hill Marias and the wijja-km of the Bison-hom 

• Seep. 195. 
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Marias are under the protection of the Departed. The old prejudice 
against sexual intercourse in the house, still alive in the remotest 
Abujhmar villages, was due to a belief that it was disrespectful 
to the hanal ; it survives everywhere, therefore, to discourage 
strangers from adultery with the wife in the husband's absence, 
and it is believed that such adultery entails the immediate wrath 
of the hanal. The hanal are the guardians of the rules of taboo, 
of which those forbidding individuals to start agricultural operations 
until the appropriate ceremony has been held and all the village is 
able to get to work together serve to strengthen and maintain the 
traditions of village co-operation. Women are the soil in which 
is sown the seed of the race, and the hanal naturally, therefore, 
punish infringement of the taboos which safeguard them, such as 
the menstruation taboos, the taboo against sexual intercourse 
during pregnancy, and those requiring the wife to remain secluded 
for a month after delivery. The vague association of the Departed 
and the clan-god in the Maria mind that is evidenced by the common 
use of the expression pen-hanal has already been mentioned. As 
the clan-god is looked upon as the first ancestor of the clan, this 
association is not unnatural, and so the clan-god will help the 
Departed to protect the household and to pimish breaches of the 
taboos, and, above all, of the laws of exogamy. 

Even though the final offering of a menhir at the kotokal or 
uraskal be the last thing that an individual hanal can demand in. 

The- future 
life 

his name or be aggrieved at not receiving, Y\'t even 
then he is absorbed ·into the general body of the 
Departed, who must still be propitiated by the 

various domestic observances in the lonu and the wijja-lon rooms. 
What is the extent to which ·it is believed that the dead have 
future life ? Russell and Hiralal have again (III, p. 96) to be 
criticized for the generalization that the Bastar Gonds have ' a 
conception of retribution after death for the souls of evil-doers ', 
for which the sole foundation seems to be one of their usual pictur
esque but unsound statements, that the souls adjudged sinful 
after death are ' hurled down into a dense forest without any 
sal phi trees ', so that the Bastar Gond ' idea of a place of punishment 
for departed sinners is, therefore, one in which no alcoholic liquor 
is to be had '. This could refer only to Hill or Bison-hom Marias, 
who almost alone in Bastar use salphi liquor. The source of the 
information is not stated ; but much, I think. emanated from a few 
Jagdalpur Methodist converts. Nowhere in Bastar is there, so far 
as I could ascertain, a11y such idea of so tangible a hell. Only 
around Orcha and a few neighbouring Chhota Dongar pargana Hill 
Maria villages did I find any idea of a vague Supreme Being, Ispural, 
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who would perhaps punish evil-doers somewhere after death ; but 
no one could say who or where Ispural was, or where the sinful 
would be judged and punished. It is possibly a faint echo of 
missionary teaching passed on by ba2aar gossip. All Marias agree 
that the dead are somewhere underground ; men, animals, trees, 
and perhaps rivers and streams have in them jiwa, a principal of 
life, and some say that when a man dies his jiwa goes to Pogho 
Bhum, the sky, while that part which is cremated or buried goes 
below the earth and is his hanal. There is a belief that the menhirs 
erected at the kotokal or uraskal increase in size if the hanal com
memorated by it is happy. There are traces of an embryo belief 
in reincarnation in the practice among Hill Marias of examining 
a new-born baby to see if it has the same birth-marks as a dead 
ancestor and, if so, of naming it after the ancestor if of the same 
sex, or his spouse if of the other sex. Hindu ideas are beginning to 
influence Bison-horn Marias ; tombs are erected sometimes by the 
side of the menhir in the uraskal, thatched over to protect the dead 
from the heat of the sun, and with a pot of cold water, replenished 
from time to time, hung over the memorial to drip through a small 
hole in the pot to cool him further. But, like their ideas about 
the earth and the gods, the Marias' ideas about the Departed and 
the after-life are very indefinite and vary from place to place ; it 
is safe only to go on their actual practice, and not on what some of 
them will say by way of generalization or theory ; the latter are 
certain to be those who have had most contact with the outer world 
and persons of other faiths. There is one practical way in which 
old Bison-horn men show their belief in some future existence. 
They often choose before death the cow or bullock to be sacrificed 
when their menhir is erected in the uraskal ; and it is alleged that 
if the heir thinks it better to slay some other animal, the animal 
chosen by the dead man always pines to death. The graves of 
Hill and Bison-hom Marias are adorned with strips of cloth, spears, 
fishing-rods and other things they may need hereafter, and their 
ornaments are buried often with them. 

B. Magic and Witchcraft 

We have seen before that such is the ignorance of the local 
Hindus about the Marias that, in the words used by Glasfurd in 
1S6l,' ' the simple and unsophisticated Gond tribes are believed 
to be expert necromancers, and on the most intimate footing with 
evil spirits' ; and that the lllarias have a totally undeserved 
reputation as physicians, although their general idea of sickness 

' R~port, p. 5J. 
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is that it is caused by magic and best cured by detection of the 
magician, or by white counter-magic. 

Black magic is still suspected as the cause of death by all 
Marias. Bison-hom Marias consider it proved if, when they return 
next day to the pyre where they left a corpse burning, they find 
part of the body unburnt. Hill .Marias, through a waddai clan-priest 
or his medium assistant, call on the corpse to impel its bearers to 
one of seven leaves that represent the possible causes of death ; 
three of these leaves represent the magic of a fellow-villager, the 
magic of a waddai or medium, and the magic of a man at enmity 
with the deceased owing to a quarrel. All log-gods, whether Maria 
clan-gods or the various Anga-deo and Pat-deo of the Halbas and 
Marias, have the power of detecting witchcraft, either by impelliug 
their bearers to the offender (the usual way among non-Marias) 
or through their oracles the waddai (or wedde or wadde). In previous 
chapters we have seen witchcraft regarded as the cause of the 
blacksmith's iron ore' failing to produce good iron when smelted, 
and of the spoiling of the flowering peduncles of the sal phi tree• by 
worms and grubs. In fact, again to quote Glasfurd3 :-

~ The people invariably impute their misfortunes to witchcraft. If a 
man's bullock dies, it is caused by witchcraft; if his crops fail. it is because 
the land has been bewitched by someone who is at enmity with the owner ; 
a lingering sickness or painful disease is laid at the door of an enemy, and, in 
short. from the most common affairs of everyday life to the most serious~ 
every evil that befalls a family is imputed to witchcraft.~ 

Suspected witchcraft was the cause_ of eight out of the eighteen 
murders committed between I9I7 and 1923 by Bison-hom Marias 
and of the two murders committed by Hill Marias ; it was the 
alleged cause in the one Hill Maria and six of the eleven Bison-hom 
Maria murder cases which I tried between 1927 and 1931 as e%-<>fficio 
Sessions Judge. Glasfurd3 went on to give details of the cruel 
treatment meted out inhis day to persons suspected of witchcraft; 
the final test applied to a suspect, even if the preliminary test had 
been in his favour, was to sew him up in a sack, and duck him in 
waist-deep water, adjudging him guilty if in his struggles for life 
he managed to raise himself above the water ; he was then beaten 
by the crowd, his head shaved, and his front teeth knocked out 
with a stone, to prevent him muttering his incantations. He was 
pelted with all kinds of filth, made to eat degrading food, and driven 
out of the country. But, with one exception, in none of the many 
murder and assault cases arising out of suspected witchcraft which 
occurred while I was in Bastar and of the previous cases of which 
I have notes was any action taken by Maria village communities 

• Seep. I'Jf>. a Seep. I68. s Report, pp. s•-4· 
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.-ib,>t'(' :\rki ll.liyya or ''nrawaya 

llt'lt>U' Ju~ho Huke of ltulnar 

Cc.:ha l'nla of Chudala Tombwac.la 

Guma Ewado of Goti 
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to molest suspects. There were cases from 1\furia and Bhattra \ 
villages where the community in!l.icted degrading punishments only : 
somewhat less cruel than those of Glasfurd's day ; but in all but one i 
of the Maria cases the man who believed himself wronged acted 
entirely on his own, often after consulting the god through a waddai 
medium, and killed or tried to kill the suspect with any weapon 
that came handy. The exception was the 1916 Hill Maria murder 
at Orcha, in which many villagers combined against the pargana I 
headman, who, like his father before him, was said to have been 
expert in the black art, and to have used it and his position as 1 
headman to set up a ' raj ' over the pargana. They combined to , 
seize him at night, crushed his testicles and hanged him from a J 

creeper. Nor were women ever suspected in Maria c;u;es, although ; 
in three cases among Jagdalpur Murias and Bhattras women 
suspects were very roughly handled. In two Bison-hom murders 
it was clear that the murdered man had threatened his murderer to 
bewitch him, and one of these blackmailers was himself a waddai. 
In fact, the waddai is generally believed by the Bison-hom Marias to 
know black magic as well as white magic and divination, and is apt 
to be feared accordingly. 

It is naturally difficult to ascertain the methods believed to be 
used by the black magician ; those who imagined they had suffered 
judged the fact solely from the nature of their sufferings, the word 
of the waddai consulted as to their source, and, perhaps, the known 
enmity of the suspect towards them, while naturally no practitioner 
of black magic cared to admit it or to describe his methods. Black 
magic is commonly referred to as pangan ; and popular talk confirms 
the methods described at page 43 of the Gazetteer :-

. Whenever au enemy's life is to be taken. a bit of his cloth or hair is 
offered to a god with some incantations consisting of a string of names of 
godlings. a.nd the victim should then pine away. un1ess be in tum calls in a 
magician. This practice is locaUy ca.lled Jatul4 marwa. Another plan is for 
the m_agician to put up two bits of grass tied in the form of a cross to represent 
hi3 client's enemy, and. after going through incanta:tions, shoot at the little 
figure with a miniature bow and atTOw made of grass. If the arrow hits 
the mark it is believed that the enemy will surely die, unless be has recourse 
to magtC to avert the ~ll.' 

The information on which this was based came from the mixed Hill 
and Bison-hom Maria country around Barsur, and the word 
• magician • is a translation of • lf'addai '. 

The white magic in vogue is merely the counter-magic used by 
a friendly waJJai to avert or cure illness and disease. Of actual 

Hill Maria methods I obtained no notes ·, but certain 
While lll:agic u:adJais or kskis have a much greater reputation 
than oth<"rs. I gather that Hill l\Iaria methods do not differ from 
those in vogue among Bison-hom !\[arias and ll[urias, in which 
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even Hindu officials educated at colleges outside the State place 
great trust. The cause of the illness or aflliction is discovered by 
some form of divination (kal hudaiOYe), generally by means of 
rice-grains, unless the case is serious enough to necessitate the actual 
presence of the log-god. The waddai always waits till he is 
possessed by his god (' the god comes upon him ' or ' sits on him ') 
to give his decision and advice. He gets rid of illness by 'jhara 
phukna ', blowing it away ; as the sun is setting and again as it is 
rising he, to the accompaniment of long spells (guni), pretends to 
charm a patient's illness by brushing it with a spray of leaves of 
amallas (Cassia fistula), a tree with various magic uses, down from 
the head or the affected part to the toes, where he blows it away. 
The spells consist mainly of long lists of godlings ; here are three 
specimens acquired from Telarni Dhurwa, a waddai of Dhurli in 
Dantewara tahsil :-
(a) ~ Hart~njuro, JuYjapo, Panduro-Paroklumda, Kosarabir, Bhuma11llra, 

Modarabir, KosYap1tho, Lenhjugo, Pa'inpaye, Hu,.,.emara, Ligoni, 
MuuputaU. Munj-huro. Wireputati, Bhimaraj, Karanje-putati, Karwa
t'aj, Rupkhanda, jangabela, Mudan~. Yerkama, Akaiharo, Mandkola, 
Wermar, Yekanath, Nai-toYas. Mor-khanda, Netut'-khanda. Gu,.akom, 
G6panath, Gu'l''ja I Widse Aim.' 

This is just a catalogue of names said tp be of godlings, but almost 
all of them unknown even to Telarni Dhurwa, and ending with the 
adjuration 'Widse him' or 'Let·it go I', after saying which the 
waddai lets out a puff of breath from his mouth. 
{b) • D/t.anbaWB, Affa-ban-a, Thaku,. Deo, Unaska'i, ChMwatin, j)Jwbi11, 

Chandat'in, Bhanda,.in I Hal he bandh (close the hands), tand IM 
bandh {close the mouth)# kan ke bandJa (close the ears) ! Guru," bandh I 
(Close, oh Guru) Gurla~ Te.lisM J Rukh,Jw f'Ukls-jal, ba1t-clw ba1t-jdl, 
dengur-cho dengu" jat I (literally, u Of trees, tree-kind, of forest forest
kind, of ant-hill ant-hill-kiudj ") Kud-men bhed-men ilis (You came 
by enmity) Pangan n;en ilis (You came by witchcraft), par ballar~ 
udun-ja (but get out 1}. 

This is a Halbi formula, starting with names of godlings, telling 
them to close the hands, mouth and ears of the illness, and then 
ordering the illnesses of tree, forests and ant-hill to get out, whether 
they came through enmity or witchcraft. 
{c) • Chinoni, Bisrama, Boyani, Pologo, Nangogc, Idwelo~ Tulwela, KowaJ

nogo, Irpadmo, Wano-Poriya, Koyendu-Hunga, Ar-Iriya, Podemala, 
Ar-hunga, De()-ftanda, Hurhuf'a, Nur-Guru, Path-guru, Path-chela, 
Gurujan I' 

This is a meaningless jingle of words, mostly names of godlings or 
demons (rau). 

I have not attempted here to speak of the various magico
religious ceremonies, for their magical aspect is commented on 
when the ceremonies themselves are described under agriculture, 
religion or other subjects. 
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C. Omens 

We have seen how the addling of the eggs of the kasyeq-gaita's 
hens may lead to the abandonment of a village site' ; how the 
siting of a new Bison-horn village is affected by the finding of roots 
or stones when the perma digs a hole for the first saja post, and how 
even when these omens have allowed the hole to be dug, they have 
further to be confirmed by the villagers waiting till the next day 
to see whether two heaps of rice have been disturbed' ; and how 
before the ceremonial weta hunts of the Bison-horn Marias begin, 
the perma consults the omens with two split pieces of a tooth-stick.l 
The Bison-horn Maria often calls in the waddai to examine the omens 
and fix auspicious days for sowing or other occasions. Omens are 
particularly important in connexion with betrothals and weddings, 
but among Bison-horn Marias only ; the Hill Marias, except those 
living in contact with the Bison-horn Marias, seem not to worry 
over them. and in fact to be ignorant of the whole practice. But 
the Bison-horn Maria likes everything done on an auspicious day, 
and then only if no adverse omen is met. Russell and Hiralal 
(III, p. 78) write :-

. In Bastar an omen is taken before the wedding. The village elders 
meet on an auspicious day as Monday, Thursday or Friday. and after midnight 
tbey cook and eat food, and go out into the forest. They look for a small 
black bird called Usi, from which omens are commonly taken. '\\'ben anybody 
seea this bird, if it cries" Sun, Su• " on the right band, it is thought that the 
marriage will be lucky. If, however, it cries •• Chi. Chi··. or "Fi~. Fi4 "~ 
the proposed match is held to be of evil omen. and is cancelled. The Koya 
Gonds of Bastar distil mabua liquor before arranging for a match. If the 
liqYor is good. they think the marriage will be lucky, and take the liquor 
with them to cement the betrothal; but if it is bad they think the marriage 
will be unlucky. and the proposal is dropped.' 

The usi bird is a common source of omens ; the Marias of the Kutru 
zamindari below the Abujhmar hills, who are really Hill Marias 
influenced greatly by contact with Bison-hom Marias and Teluguized 
Dorlas, when they select a new modul wadde as clan-priest and 
social arbiter, consult the omens before confirming their selection ; 
they go to the forest, and if they hear an usi twittering on their left 
as they go and on their right as they return, consider that the omens 
favour their selection, but make a fresh selection if the bird twitters 
on the other sides. Among Bison-horn Marias the usi is not the 
usual source of marriage omens; if the party on its way to ask for 
a girl's hand in marriage meets a tiger, panther, sambhur, chital, 
jackal or snake crossing their path from left to right, it is a good 
omen ; if it crosses the path from right to left, the omen is bad, but 
merely shows that the expedition has started on a bad day and must 

I $ec! P· lOJ. s See pp. JZ:Z•J. s Seep. 211. 
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be postponed for a week or two, not that the proposed match should 
be dropped. 

D. Beliefs about Natural Phenomena 

To the Hill Maria the universe is Bhum, the sky being Poglw
bhum, and the earth Adi-bhum ; they have no name for any under
world or home of the Departed. They sometimes say that they 
have heard of a god named Ispuralliving in Poglw-bhum, but that 
they do not worship him. To Hill and Bison-horn Maria the sun 
(pMtui) is a Koitor, the moon (len]) his woman, and the stars (hukom 
or minkos, Hill Maria; uk'ka, Bison-horn Maria) are their children ; 
falling stars (Sohra, Hill Maria) are their excrement ; the Bison-horn 
Marias consider that falling stars are a portent of death. Both 
Hill and Bison-horn Marias call the Milky Way the Road (daghu, 
Hill Maria ; marg, Bison-horn), but they do not know who or what 
uses the road and have no legend about it, though the Bhattras and 
Murias of Jagdalpur say that it is the road over which Bhimul 
drives his bullock-cart, the thunder being the rumbling of the wheels. 
The only constellations for which I could get Hill Maria names were 
Nagar or Plough for Orion and Khatoli or Cot for the Great Bear ; 
enquiries on this point among the Bison-horn Marias drew blank. 
Neither had any theory about the markings on the moon's face; 
the Hill Marias have observed that they sometimes look like a, 
human face. The Hill Marias call the rainbow the Earth-~erpent 
(Bhum-taras, or Bhum-taras-korta), ip,d say that it crawls out of 
a great ant-hill and throws its light across the sky as a sign of no 
more rain : the Bison-horn Marias call it Bhimul-wil, the bow of 
Bhimul the rain-god. The Hill Marias associate clouds (maY.YalJ 
with rain (pegh), but do not know where the rain comes from. 
Thunder (gadar) and lightning (01'T) just happen, and do not alarm 
them, nor do they appear to have any special precautions to take 
in burying a man killed by lightning, unlike the Bison-hom Maria. 
But hail (adur) terrifies them, and all rush into their houses. They 
have no explanation of eclipses, which they call garhar, an obvious 
corruption of the Hindi grahan ; but the idiomatic way of saying 
• there is an eclipse ' is 'garhar lopinta ', literally • the eclipse is 
swallowing ' ; and both they and Bison-horn Marias call a man with 
a hare-lip • garhar-kandya ', an expression which they themselves 
cannot explain and is borrowed direct from their Hindu neighbours, 
who always attribute a hare-lip to an eclipse during the mother's 
pregnancy. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

SoCIAL ORGANIZATION ; THE PHRATRIES AND CLANS 

THE investigations that have resulted in the materials for this book 
have had perforce to be made piecemeal in the intervals of a busy 
administrative task. Here the professional ethnologist who is able 
to make a prolonged stay among the subjects of his studies has a 
profound advantage over the administrator ; and in no direction is 
this advantage more pronounced than in tracing the ramifications 
of a system of social organization. Even where the genealogical 
method of enquiry can be profitably employed it is useless for this 
wide purpose, unless the collection of pedigrees and of information 
on laws and customs based upon them can be spread over as wide 
a field as possible. Apart from the lack of leisure from which an 
official administering a State so large and with such a tradition of 
personal rule as Bastar must suffer, there is a further difficulty 
about genealogical enquiries, namely !he p~or. IllS~ ?f the 
]!.Iarias as to their ancestors. sometimes even as to their own parents 
~nd uncles- It is very seldom that anyone can remember the names 
of ancestors earlier than his grandparents ; many cannot even 
remember their grandmother's name, much less her clan, unless the 
family has regularly followed the tradition of cross-cousin marriage. 
When, as among the Hill Marias, there is so little individual property 
to pass by inheritance, land being the property of the clan, cattle 
being scarce, and the contents of the houses being either food or not 
made of durable materials, some of which have to be buried with 
their owner or destroyed at his death, the genealogical method may 
not lead the enquirer very far. Very old men and women are, 
moreover, not common. The only pedigree covering more than 
three generations that I was able to collect is printed in Appendix II 
after the lists of clans. Two circumstances favoured it. There 
were two very old but intelligent men, Usendi Baiyya and Usendi 
Dangi, living when the pedigree was first taken in 1930 ; their 
nephew Usendi l\1oda, a man of unusual intelligence, was then 
about fifty, and all three had a good memory of the clans and 
villages with which the family had intermarried for three genera
tions ; even then Baiyya and Dangi could not remember their 
paternal grandmother's name or the clan and village from which . ., 
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she came. The second circumstance was the fact that, to some 
extent, I could spur their memories from the record of a Igr6 
Sessions case in which Moda and two other members of the family 
had been sentenced to imprisonment for life for the murder of 
a fourth member, Usendi Bhosa. The family was, moreover, one 
of considerable social importance. It has the hereditary right of 
providing the secular headman of both the village of Orcha and 
the large Chhota Dongar pargana, while the Usendi clan is one of 
the strongest in the Abujhmar hills, and the Koqsar festivals of its 
god Wikir Hunga attract people from far and wide. In most 
families it is impossible to get beyond the paternal grddfather, if 
indeed beyond the father and mother ; but though the names are 
forgotten, obligations are not ; and many, if not all, Marias remem
ber the clans and families with which they have cross-cousin marriage 
alliances. Of ros Hill Maria marriages investigated, fifty-seven 
were marriages between cross-cousins ; it is not so easy to check the 
remaining 46 per cent. in which the marriage marked the start of new 
affinities, at least as between the two contracting families, if not 
as between the clans. 

On the other hand, a man touring as the administrative head 
of the State has the advantage of always having many :!.1arias from 
different clans and villages assembling at his camps, and so of 
ascertaining their matrimonial alliances and testing practically 
any clan lists which he may have made or obtained elsewhere. But 
here a further difficulty crops up. Communications among the· 
Hill Marias are very bad, and it by no means follows that an'Usendi 
living, let us say, on the southern· edge of the Chhota Dongar 
pargana has the same views on the clans from which it is permissible 
to seek a bride as an Usendi in t]je Chanda part of the Abujhmar hills 
or in the northernmost Maria pargana of the Antagarh tahsil. 
There is always a tendency to limit clan jurisdiction to the adminis
trative division ; though investigation will reveal much inter
marriage between one pargana and the next, even though one should 
be in one tahsil and the other in another, in a zarnindari or even in 
British territory, yet the investigator will be assured that • we do not 
take wives from that clan or village because it is not in our pargana ' 
or ' our raj ' ; and it has already been seen that when members of 
a clan migrate from their clan-area to colonize lands deserted by 
other clans outside the pargana they no longer consider themselves 
under any obligation to attend their original clan-god's festivals. 

This much has been said by way of introduction, and of 
apology if, as I fear, this chapter is the least satisfactory and the 
least final in its conclusions. 
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The only writers who seem to have touched on the social 
organization of the Bastar Marias before are Russell and Hiralal, 
Russell and who said (III, pp. 64-6) :-
Hiralal, on the ' The Good rules of exogamy appear to preserve traces 
social of the sy-stem found in Australia, by which the whole tribe 
organization is split into two or four main divisions, and every man in 
of the Buta.r one or two of them must marry a woman in the other one or 
Marias two. . , . 

• Among the Gonds, however, the subdivision into small exogamous sects 
has been also carried out, and the class system, if the surmise that it onCe 
existed be correct. remains only in the form of a survival, prohibiting marriage 
between agnates, like an ordinary sept. In one part of Bastar all the septs 
of the Maria Goods are divided into two great classes. There are ninety septs 
in A Class and sixty·nine in B Class. though tbe list may be incomplete. 
All the scpts in A Class say that they are Bhaiband or Dadabhai to each other, 
that iB in the relation of brothers, or cousins being the sons of brothers. No 
man o( Class A can marry a woman of any sept in Class A. The septs of 
Class A stand in the relation of Mamabhai or Akomarna to those ol Class B. 
Mamabhai means a maternal uncle's son, and Akomama apparently signifies 
having the same maternal grandfather. Any man of a sept in Class A can 
many any woman of a sept in Class B. It will thus be seen that tbe smaller 
Rcpts seem to serve no purpose for regulating marriage, and are no more than 
family names. The tribe might just as weU be divided into two great exoga
mous clans only. Marriage is prohibited between persons related only 
through males ~ but accordmg to the exogamous arrangement there is no other 
prohibition, a~d. a Jnan cou,ld maJ_TY any f!latemal relati~e. Separate rules. 
however, proh1b1t fus marnage woth certam female relatives, and these will 
be given subsequently (ibid .• p. 72). It is possible that the small septs may 
serve some purpose which has not been elicited. though the inquiry made by 
H.ai Ba.hadur Panda Baijnath' was most careful and painstaking. 

• In another part of Bastar there were found to be five classes, and each 
class had a small number of septs in it. The people who supplied this informa
tion could not give the names of many septs. Thus Class A hadsixsepts.• 
Class B ftve, Cla..'ili(>S C and Done each. Class E four, and Class F two. A man 
could no-t marry a woman of any sept belonging to his own class. 
. • The Muria Goods of Bastar have a few large exogamous septs or clans 

named in Hmdi after animals. and each of these dans contains several subsepts 
with Gumh names. Thus the Bakaravans or Gcat race contains the Garde. 
1\:unjami, Karrami and Vadde se-pts. The Kachhimvans or Tortoise race has 
the Netami. Kawachi, Usendi and Tekami septs. The Nagvans or Cobra race 
includes the Mara\o·i, Potari, Karanga, Nurethi, Dhurwa and others. Other 
exottamous races are the Sodi (or tiger), Behainsa {buffalo). Netam (dog in 
Gontlil. Chamchida.i (bat) and one or two more. In this case the exogamous 
dans with Hindi names would appear to be a late division, and have perhaps 
been adoptL-d boca.use the meaning of the old Gondi names had been forgotten, 
or the St'pts were too numerous to be remembered.' 

As will be seen in this chapter, the part of Bastar where five 
' classes' were found was presumably the Bison-horn country and 
its cultural extension, the Doria country, where there are definitely 
five phratries each containing varying numbers of clans. The tract 
in which, according to Rai Bahadur Panda Baijnath's enquiry, the 

' Hi wan of Basta.r tor many years. 
• Stx daSSt's, A to F, are given. though the text speaks of five. the actual 

numbt.•r among both Btson-hom ~lanas and Dorlas. But so few · septs • are 
mentiont'd, nmeteen as compared to the fifty in my list of phratries. that the 
enquiry must hav-e been incomplete. 

17 
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Marias were divided into two moieties containing ninety and 
sixty-nine ' septs ' {for which this book uses the term ' clans ') can 
only have been the country of the Hill Marias. 

Unfortunately the records of the Rai Bahadur's enquiry are 
not forthcoming. But he appears never to have entered the 

Abujhmar hills, and his enquiries were probably 
The elan M · organization based on questions put to Hill anas at camps to 
of ihe Hill which they came to see him in the plains. The list 
Marias of hill clans in the appendix shows only fifty clans. 
My enquiries so far as possible covered even those Hill Maria 
parganas which I did not visit, and though my list is, no doubt, 
incomplete, the great difference between his 159 and my 50 clans 
must mean that he included many areas which are not Hill Maria 
areas, probably all Kutru zamindari, and all Antagarh tahsil. 

, As we have seen, the clans are not merely little more than 
'surnames ; quite apart from questions of exogamy, they are, in 
the Abujhmar hills, practically political units, each, at least of the 
flourishing clans, with its own clan-area ; and each clan had a 
pancJt.ayat system for dealing with everyday offences. Clans may 
feel themselves closer to some clans in kindred or affinity, as the 
case may be, than to others ; but on the whole it is the social 
solidarity of the clan and its members, its ' bhumkat ' as the Marias 
say, that keeps the Hill Marias together. Had it not been for the 
strong feeling of the clan for its own bhum (earth) the mistaken and 
oppressive land revenue system in vogue till recently and the gross' 
mismanagement of at least the Bastar zamindaris would have 
resulted in wholesale migration to 'Chanda District. As it was, 
many went, but generally a nucleus of the clans remained, and 
now that things are better in ,Bastar many of the emigrants are _ 
returning. 

I started my enquiries strongly influenced by the passage 
quoted from Russell and Hiralal, and expecting that the hill clans 
would fall naturally into two moieties. So for long they did. 
I began with the great Usendi clan of Orcha and the Chhota Dongar 
hill pargana. So far as that pargana is concerned, the clans in it 
do fall into two moieties, the Usendi clan having six clans related 
to it asdadabhai (brother-clan) and fourteen as akomama (wife-clan) ; 
not only did each of the clans concerned agree that it stood in the 
relation shown to the Usendi clan, but their statements were 
confirmed by the actual marriages examined. But the first major 
difficulty arose in the adjacent Barsur Mar and Mangnar pargana. 
There is no doubt about the Usendi freely intermarrying with the 
important Gume clan which practically monopolizes Barsur Mar ; 
the pedigree in the appendix, for example, shows four such marriages 
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in cross-cousin relation. It is equally certain that the great Jugho 
clan of Adeq and other Chhota Dongar villages as well as of Itulnar 
in Bhairamgarh Mar regularly intermarries with and is akomama to 
the Usendi clan. If there were two moieties, all clans from which 
an Usendi could take a wife would have to be in the moiety other 
than that containing the Usendi clan ; that is to say the Gumelor 
and the Jughalor would have to be in the same moiety and so would 
be dadabhai to each other and unable to intermarry. But actually 
they are akomama to each other and do intermarry quite often. 
Take again the important Jate clan of Mornar in Mangnar pargana, 
and its closely connected dadabhai clans the Tokalor and Hukur of 
Erpanar. They are dadabhai to the Usendi. On the two-moiety 
theory, therefore, they would be in the same moiety as the Usendi 
clan, and so would be any clan from which the Gumelor, with whom 
the Usendi, Jaterom, Tokalor and Hukur intermarry, might take 
a wife. The Gumelor often take wives from the Marvi clan of 
Tokhtoli and three other villages in Mangnar pargana. The 
Jaterom, Tokalor and Hukur should, therefore, be in the same 
moiety as that clan and debarred from taking wives from it ; 
actually they consider themselves 'close akomama ' relatives of the 
Marvi clan, and intermarriage is frequent. As, therefore, on the 
two-moiety theory Marvis must be in the opposite moiety to the 
Gumelor, they ought to be in the same moiety as the Usendi clan 
with whom the Gumelor intermarry; but, e.g., Marvi Bital, the 
headman of Tokhtoli, married his cross-cousin Usendi Puse of 
Juwara, continuing a chain of such marriages between the two 
families. The Jaterom-Tokalor-Hukur group of clans takes wives 
from Marvis and Gumelor, the Marvis from the Gumelor and the 
Jaterom-Tokalor-Hukur group, and the Gumelor from the Jaterom
Tokalor-Hukur group and the Marvis. Again, the Dhurwa clan 
is a close dadaMai of the Jughalor, and in practice (vide the pedigree) 
intermarries with the Usendi. It also intermarries with the 
Gumelor, who, as we have seen, themselves intermarry with the 
Usendi. This is another triangular example that cannot be fitted 
into the two-sided moiety theory. Examples can be found also in 
the north of the hills. The Farsal, Bardal and Gotal clans are very 
definitely dadabhai both to themselves and to the neighbouring 
Muria clans the Karanga.lor and Dugha.lor; the three of them marry 
mostly Jughalor girls, but also Usendi and Wadder girls, and the 
Usendi of the Kiringa.l and Dugal pargana are akomama to the 
Karangalor and Dughalor. On the two-moiety theory, therefore, 
the Uscndi and Jughalor ought to be in the ·same moiety and, 
thercfore, would not be allowed to intermarry. But actually they 
do, very frequently. 
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The theory of two moieties therefore completely breaks down, 
and it is obvious that we are confronted hy something approaching 
phratries. The Bison-hom Marias call their groups kutmam or tarT 
and their clans katta ; but the Hill Marias know neither of the two 
former words, and, though some towards the south of the hills 
understand katta, they use the word pari that is in vogue for this 
purpose among all the Central Provinces Gonds. It is possible 
that they have some word for groups of clans, but I was unsuccessful 
in trying to get at it. They have some conception, however, of 
groups. The Usendi, Wadder, KaUami and Jaterom consider 
themselves brothers ; Wikir Hunga, the god of the Usendis and 
Wadder, is a younger brother of Pat Raja, god of the Jaterom, 
and Pandu Hunga, god of the KaUamis, is the next brother after 
Wikir Hunga and has a Jate wadaai; the Deda clan of Kurmer 
may also belong to the group, as its god Nule Harma is the youngest 
brother of Pat Raja. To the group would also belong the smaller 
clans of the Chhota Dongar pargana that are aadabhai to the 
Usendi, the Korami, Dodi, Deda and Parsal. Similarly the 
Jugho (alias Karme) clan says' that the Dhurwa clan is its elder and 
the Dolwar clan its younger brother ; their marriages are all 
consistent with membenhip of the same group, which possibly also 
includes the other Chhota Dongar clans of the list not mentioned 
above as aaaabhai to the Usendi group, and theY ete clan of Kutru ; 
all these are definitely dadabhai to the J ughalor. The Bardal,_ 
Farsal, Gotal, Nughoti, Tapa and Hichami clans of the north appear 
to be a group, to which would be added the Dughalor and Kaiangalor 
had they not become Murias and decided to discontinue the give 
and take of daughters in marriage with the Hill Marias. Of the 
grouping of the Kutru clans it is difficult to speak; but judging. 
from marriages the Parllo, J ata, Kohka and Ark clans are a group 
of dadabhai, and akomama to another group consisting of the Boter, 
Wachami, Mohanda, Oyami, Mohl<e, and Pungati. The former 
group appears to be dadabhai to the Usendi group, and to be 
differentiated from it only by the fact that its members live in the 
Kutru zamindari, while the Usendi group is practically confined to 
the Antagarh tahsil. In· Manguar there is definitely a Jaterom
Tokalor-Hukur group, while the Marvi may belong to the same 
group as the Marvi phratry of the Bison-hom Marias and may 
include the small Alami and Nonde clans of Manguar. The Gumelor 
of Barsur Mar seem to be in a group of their own so far as most 
of the Hill clans are concerned. The chief clans ungrouped in 
this tentative grouping are the Padal of Padalibhum and the 
Jati of Jatwara; both possibly come into the great Jughalor 
group. 
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It should be clear from what has been said that these groups or 

phratries are not proved, but are a hypothesis that does explain 
observed facts, which cannot possibly be squared with the theory 
of two moieties. That theory is the less likely when it is remembered 
that amongst all the Gonds of the Central Provinces it is usual to 
find phratries, whether the simple totem-phratries of the Bison-horn 
Marias of Bastar or the three-god, four-god, 'five-god, six-god and 
seven-god phratries of the Chanda, Nagpur and Chhindwara districts. 
Russell and Hiralal have already been quoted as saying that there 
are similar totem phratries among the Murias. But one must not 

\.necessarily expect to find the same number (five) of phratries among 
·the Hill Marias ; they perhaps are not conscious of having any 

. phratries at all, and the groups are only the result of proximity 
' ~nd convenience, tempered by the accidents of the political geo-
1 graphy of the hill country. There are no signs at all of totems for 

these suppositions groups, like those shown in the list of Bison-horn 
clans, and existing among the Murias; the Usendi will not eat or 
keep goats, and the Parllo, though they tend goats for Telis, will 
not eat them·.or drink their milk. The Kohkalor will not touch or 
fell the marking-nut tree (kohka-marra ; Semecarpus anacardium) or 
its fruits. The Yete are called after the crab (yete), but they eat 
crabs. The Neghal are called after the panther (neghal), but the 
reason seems to be that when they founded their village a panther 
was killed at the entrance to it, the panther now commemorated by 
three stones (see page 154). The Alami have the alam or chameleon 
as totem, and salaam gravely any chameleon they may meet. But 
the reverence paid by the ]aterom to the brooms of jale grass used 
to sweep their god's shrine and by the Hukur to the ladle that they 
use to dole out the sacrificial rice cooked at the same shrine are acts 
akin to the annual worship paid by all Hindu artisans to the tools 
of their craft. The other things mentioned in the totem column in 
the list of bill clans in the appendix are not totems, but explanations 
of the origins of the names of the clans concerned. It is thus clear 
that trat'es of totemism among the Hill Marias are very slight, and 
affect individual clans, not groups. There is no connexion at all 
between totemism and the taboos, nor does it figure in the cult of 
the clan-god. 

It was suggested on page 205 that the five major clans from 
which the five Bison-horn phratries take their names might have 
originated from the migration of strong bodies of each of those 
clans from the Abujhmar hills, in the same way that even now bodies 
of clans like the Jughalor and the Gumelor are beginning to occupy 
deserted lands of forgotten or dwindling clans in Bhairarngarh Mar, 
and that each of these five major clans split' up into smaller clans, 
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each new clan, however, retaining to some extent its membership 
of the original clan, the name of which became the generic name for 
it and its daughter-clans. The process can be seen at work in the 
hills ; the Tokalor and Hukur have clearly split off from the J aterom, 
while the Usendi group must at some time have split away from 
the Jaterom, as their clan-gods are the younger brothers of the 
Jaterom god Pat Raja, and the Katlami god Pandu Hunga, the 
eldest of these younger brothers, is served by a Jate waddai (clan
priest). It does look as though there may have been an original 
two-moiety system, which has expanded into a group system merely 
because as colonization proceeded strict adherence to the rule of 
taking a wife from the other moiety proved impossible owing to 
distances and bad communications. For the emigrant clans who 
colonized the Bison-horn country, which could support a far larger 
population than the hills, it would be particularly necessary to 
allow a wider range of choice than possible under two-moiety 
exogamy. This is secured if a man in phratry A can take a wife 
from phratry B, C, D or E. 

So we have the phatry and clan organization of the Bison-horn 
Marias. The list in Appendix II shows nine clans in the !liarvi 

Bison-hoi'II 
phratries 
and clans 

phratry, ten in the Kuhrami, three in the Sodi, 
twenty-one in the Markami and eight in the Kawasi, 
fifty-one altogether, as compared with the nineteen 
of Russell and Hiralal. The list mentions six other. 

clans whose phratry I did not ascertain. Like the I\furia p)lratries 
mentioned by Russell and Hiralal; .these phra:tries are often des
cribed as the bans, a Hindi word for race, of their totems ; the Marvi 
phratry in most of the Bison-horn country is the Bakrabans or 
Goat race, and in·Sukma and the south the Nagvans or Cobra· 
race ; the Kuhrami phratry is the Kadiaribans or Cuckoo race ; 
the Sodi phratry is the Baghbans 9r Tiger race ; and both the 
Markami and the Kawasi phratries are Kachhimvans or Tortoise 
races. Almost exactly the same phratries with the same subordin
ate clans are found among the Doria Koitor of the south ; but they 
have other names for the phratries, called after the yelopi or velpu 
god of the phratry, only one of whom, Perambhoi, after whom the 
phratry corresponding to the Bison-horn Kuhrami or Cuckoo race 
is called, is even known to the Bison-horn Marias. 

There are certain peculiarities. Although clans belong to a 
phratry with a certain totem, they sometimes have either no totem 
or a totem of their own, which may be the same as the totem of one 
of the other phratries, or one peculiar to itself. The Hemla clan of 
the Marvi or Goat phratry has the tortoise as totem ; the Kalmu 
clan of the Markami Tortoise race has the goat as totem; and the 
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HJSOX-HOHN :\L\IHA TYPES 

.-1 bt>l't' :\larkami Harma of Bur~um :'1\arkanli Ju~a. headman of Burgum 

Hrlc•n• ~lase, wif~· o{ ~larkami ~\uka of Kakao:li 
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Poriami clan of the Kuhrami or Cuckoo phratry has the buffalo, 
which has supplanted the tiger as the totem of the Sodi or Tiger 
phratry, since tigers so far forgot themselves as to kill and eat some 
men of the phratry. In the Cuckoo phratry two clans, the Kartami 
and the Kuhrami (which gives its name to the phratry), have the 
karoi or hornbill as totem, while the Kunjami clan has the kunje or 
screech-owl. In all these cases it is the clan totem that matters, 
not the phratry totem ; the Hernia clan will kill goat or cobra, 
the Kartami and Kuhrami the cuckoo, and the Kalmu the goat. 
Some clans have no totem of their own, but have no scruples about 
touching, killing or eating the totem of their phratry; examples are 
the Tamo clan in the Goat phratry, the Oika clan in the Tiger or 
Buffalo phratry, a.nd the Birya or Big Markami, the Gonche, the 
Miriyami, the Nupo and the Tati clans in the Markami Tortoise race. 
Two conclusions follow. The first is that certain clans in the 
phratry, those with different totems, probably did not split off from 
the parent clan of the phratry, but were independent clans grouped 
into the phratry at a later stage, probably owing to contiguity. 
The second thing is that the association of the totemic animal or 
plant with phratries and clans is so far from universal and plays 
so small a part in the life of the whole tribe that it is either some
thing new, borrowed from another culture, but not really assimilated, 
or else a relic of something that has decayed with antiquity. It is 
remarkable that the Birya or Big llfarkami clan should not have any 

-scruples about the tortoise, the totem of the Markami or Tortoise 
phratry, while the Chudala or Small Markami clan is very particular 
about it. Yet it is only of the tortoise totem that there is any 
legend ; there is said long ago to have been a great flood, which 
the brothers Markam and Kawasi were unable to cross until a 
tortoise came and took them on its back. 1 Some, however, do go 
out of their way to avoid touching or harming their totem, particu
larly the Kawasi Tortoise phratry ; blindness is the punishment 
which eating the totem is said to involve. I was told by a Kawasi 

' This leRend of the origin o{ the tortoise totem is one of the very few 
traces (the only trace that I have met) among Bastar Marias of the Ramcharsa 
it•gt'nd of the orij.Yin of the Gonds. In tho version of this given in Trench's 
(;ottdi Grammar, Vol. II, all the ancestors of the Gonds were stopped on their 
wny to worship the Great God by a great flood, • whereupon in haste they 
plung'ed into the river, and one caught hold of a Tendu log, another a Sirras, 
another a palm tree, another a teak tree, another an iguana. another a tiger~ 
thus each seizing something or other, they ford«.'d the river. Having crossed 
the river, th('y as~embled near a Sn.j tree, and ate the new rice that ripens in 
hollows, and drank. and askt'd f'ach other." \Vhat did you catch hold of when 
vou crossed ? " They snid, " I for my part seized a palm tree and forded on 
1t. I a tt•ak tn:-e, and I a tigt"r.H Addi-rawan-parioi says ... Then your pari 
will be the Palm trt"e, yours the Teak. and yours the Tiger... Thus paris were 
found for all of tht"m,' 
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informant that a bride coming from a clan with a different totem 
to a Kawasi household was made to eat her father's totem as a sign 
of abandoning that totem's race or clan ; but I could never verify 
this. There is a definite ceremony for transferring a re-marrying 
widow from her first to her second husband's clan ; but this has 
nothing to do with the totem. 

There is nothing to prevent a man in the Markami Tortoise 
phratry taking a wife from the Kawasi Tortoise phratry. In fact, 
if totems were of real significance, it is hard to see why there should 
be these two mutually exogamous Tortoise phratries. Nor is there 
anything to bar them intermarrying with the Hernia Tortoise clan 
in the Goat phratry ; the same applies to the Goat and Buffalo 
phratries and the Goat and Buffalo clans in other phratries. 

Another point that suggests that the phratry has arisen as a 
convenience for eularging the matrimonial field is that each village 
is regarded as the bhum (earth or soil) of the individual Bison-horn 
clan that first settled it, not of the phratry. To give a few examples, 
Massenar is the bhum of the Atrami clan, Lendra and Singwaram 
of the Barse clan, Mandimarka of the Dodi clan, Durandarbha and 
Gumadasaka of the Hernia clan, Dugheli and Pharaspal of the 
Kalmu clan, Birya Gudra, Etipal and Bhusaras of the Kartami clan, 
Berma and Karrigndem of the Kunjami clan, Kondasaoli, Komar
gnda, Kodmair, Ursangal, Tetam and Korira.S of the Birya Marvi, 
Chudala Gudra, Tarlagnda and Banjepalli of the Chudala Marvi, 
Palnar, Phulpan a.11d Singaram of the Vetti. Each clan thus has 
villages that are far apart ; there is no contignity of all the villages 
that are the bhum of one clan, and therefore no compact clap.-area 
as in the Abujhmar hills. Nor is there any phratry area ; five 
contiguous villages may easily be the bhum of five clans each belong
ing to a different phratry. Even in the villages that are the bhum 
of one clan it is quite possible-that the perma may be the only 
member of the clan in the village, and in every village there are 
settlements of all the clans with whi<;h the founder clan has inter
married, each clan that is big enough being allotted a separate 
quarter in the village for its houses, and clans of which there are 
only one or two representatives perhaps sharing a quarter with 
other clans of their phratry. Only a perma of the founder clan can 
mediate between the villagers and the Earth and Village Mother ; 
and if that clan has retained its own clan-god, little heed is paid to 
the clan-god of the phratry or the parent-clan of the phratry. At 
the sacrifices to the Departed and the subsequent sacrificial meal at 
first-fruits ceremonies only the householder's bhumkal or fellow
clansmen may be present, not members of other clans in his phratry 
even. The division of the large llfarvi, Markami and Sodi clans into 
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big and small clans of the same name is an old one, and, as the 
examples above show, the big and small clans have different villages 
as their bhum ; the reality of their separation is further shown by 
such differences of custom as the Big Marvi clan making flat 
table-stones or danya-kai for their dead instead of the usual menhirs 
or uraskai which the Small Marvi and all other clans except the 
Kuhrami erect for their dead, and as the different outlook of the 
Big and Small Markami to the tortoise totem of the Markami 
phratry. 

Traditional 
origin~~ of 
elan names 

The chapter may be closed with examples of 
the traditional origins of certain Hill and Bison-hom 
Maria clan names, into which nothing totemic appears 
to intrude. 

Gumeltw 

G~cha 

Do/war 

Dhurwa 

Ahka/ 
Kat/ami 

Kuhraml 

When their first village was founded the sky had become gume or 
overcast with clouds. 
The founder of the clan was a laggard or stay-behind (gecha). 

Though Hill Marias, they make dol drums like the Bison-horn 
Marias. 

They walked in front of the clan-god like dhurwas preceding the 
Raja of Bastin in a procession. 
• Leafy ' : the founder was a great tree--climber. 
The • borrow-pit ' clan, diggers of boJTOw-pits for tank embank
ments. 
The • sunset ' clan. because the founder was born at sunset (an 
alternative name for the jughalor). 
The • people of the mist • (kulu·a), because on cold weather mornings 
they walk ahead of others to disperse the mist and heavy dew. 

The examples are similar to those given by Russell and Hiralal 
(I!I. pp. 68-70) for the Gond clans of Betul District. 



CHAPTER XIV 

MARRIAGE 

WHATEVER the origin of the clans and phratries, they serve as a 
means of regulating the marriages of Hill and Bison-horn Marias ; 

in the case of the latter, among whom the clan is no 
Exogamy longer a territorial as well as a social unit, one might 
say that the primary function of the clan and phratry organization 
is the regulation of marriage. A child is born into the clan of its 
father, and, if a son, must remain in that clan all its life ; but, if 
a daughter, passes on marriage to the clan of the husband, and on 
re-marriage from his clan to that of the second husband. A son 
must not take a wife, or a daughter a husband, from the father's 
clan or from any clan that is brother-clan or dadabhai to it : he 
must marry a wife from, and she must marry into, some clan that 
is a wife-clan or akomama of their father's clan. It has been seen 
that the phratry system of the Bison-horn Marias gives them a wider 
field of selection of wives and husbands than the more inchoate 
group system of Hill Maria clans. A widow, however, must not 
marry as second husband a man whose clan is brother to her father's 
clan, even though through being in a phratry other than that of 
her first husband's clan the second husband's clan would be wife-clan 

'tOl:he first husband's. In a word, throughout a woman's life all! 
her marriages are regulated by the clan into which she was l)orn . ...,) 

Appendix III gives a list of the Hill Maria terms of relationship 
so far as I could ascertain them ; they were collected in Orcha and 
adjacent villages by the genealogical method, and verified in other 
parts of the Abujhmar hills. ·They were collected as terms of 
reference, though some are used also-as terms of address, e.g. mama, 
dada, kaka. I was unable in the time at my disposal to make 
a similar collection of the Bison-hom Maria terms ; but so far as 
my observation went their terms are the same but for dialectical 
differences. This applies also, it may be added, in a considerable 
degree to the terms used by the Gonds of the Nagpur District, and, 
to judge from the incomplete list given in Trench's Grammar, 
Volume I, to those of the Betul Gonds. It may be added that when 
a son has been born to him, a Hill or Bison-horn Maria is often 
addressed by his family and neighbours as the father of his son, 
e.g. 'Rajin-tappe •, meaning ' Father of Raje '. 

Dadabhai, the word used to designate kindred or brother-clans, 
is a combination of dada, the Gondi term for an elder brother, and 
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bhai, the Hindi word for all brothers ; in both cases, of course, 
' brother ' is not used in our narrow sense, but includes paternal 
cousins of the same generation in any degree. The son of any 
father related to me as my pepi or father's elder brother counts as 
my dada or elder brother, and the son of any father related to me as 
my kaka or father's younger brother counts as my tamo or younger 
brother. Akomama, the word used to designate affine or wife-clans, 
is a combination of ako and mama ; the Hill Marias call their 
mother's father ako, and a man uses the same term for both his 
daughter's son and his daughter's daughter, who, of course, would 
be his affines and not his kindred ; a Hill Maria man applies the 

'

term mama not only in the ordinary Hindi way to his mother's 
• brother (or parallel cousin), but also to his wife's father and to her 
, brother's son. 
1 In theory, therefore, marriage is permissible between a man 
and any woman of any wife-clan, with, however, certain definite 
exceptions.] The chief of these is the strict rule prohibiting a man 

~
marrying his wife's elder sister, which is stressed at Bison-hom 
marriages by the bridegroom putting the ring which he gives her 
n a cloth which she holds out, and not on her finger, as he does 
~th the ring he gives to his wife's younger sister, and by the elder 
~ister when she receives the ring in her cloth telling the bridegroom 
~hat thenceforth he must neither touch her nor utter her name. 
'A man may not marry his mother-in-law or her co-widow or any 
\voman related to them as a' sister ',1 or any of his aunts' or nieces.' 
even though of an akomama or wife-clan. In theory, there is 
nothing to prevent him marrying his daughter's daughter, a young 
widow of his father's father, his father's mother's sister or his 
mother's father's sister; in practice, however, disparity of age 
usually rules out such unions, and in all the villages in"which I have 
investigated Hill and Bison-hom Maria marriages I have never 
come across an actual example of any of them ; I found one case, 
however, in which a man had married his elder brother's daughter's 
daughter. Lastly, just as a man may not touch or marry his 

1"""ife's elder sister, so a widow may not marry her dead husband's 

\

elder brother, though she can, and frequently does, marry his 
younger brother. 

Ollcnces against the rules of exogamy occur, but very rarely 
among the Hill Marias, and onlyslightlyless rarely among the Bison-
horn. A youth of theGumehill clanatToinarwasaccusedini9290f 

1 lYsing ' aunt' and ' niece~ like ' brother • in the extended sense, to 
co\•cr not only actual aunts and niece-s. but also female cousi.ns once removed. 
' Sistt•r ' similarly indud .. •s paternal female cousins of the same generation 
in any t.kgree. 
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illicit intercourse with a young widow who had been born a Gume, 
and had a child by her dead husband. This was regarded as incest. 
The youth was put to the ordeal of plunging his hand into boiling 
cow-dung and water, and as he was very severely scalded the couple 
were adjudged guilty. The youth was ultimately received back 
into the community after a penal feast to the clan, and has since 
married legitimately ; but the widow and her child were driven out 
of the pargana, and in 1934 were said to be living in a village some 
forty miles away near the Chanda border of Kutru. This was the 
only definite example of a breach of the rules of exogamy among 
Hill Marias that came to my notice. In Padalbhum and Tapalibhum 
parganas, however, there were said to have been one or two cases 
within memory in which both the man and the woman had been 
received back into the clan after recovery of heavy penalties from 
them and their parents and after they had sworn to separate and 
never repeat the offence. It was stated that a child born of such 
an incestuous union would never be adinitted to social or religious 
ceremonies, or given a wife. Among the Bison-horn Marias 
connexions between men and women of the same clan appear never 
to occur, but cases are by no means unknown of affairs between 
men and women of the same phratry, and it was stated that these 
are regularized by a visit to the clan-god of the man, with the child, 
if any, of the union, and by the payment of a heavy fine. I had to 
try the son of a waddai clan-priest who had killed his father because 
the latter, after first seducing the wife of the accused's younger 
brother, had raped the accused's wife and driven both his sons out 
of the house. In this case the two women were not of the same 
phratry as their father-in-law. and he.could have married th.;, had 
they not been married to his sons. Tribal feeling against the dead 
man was extremely bitter, and, though it was recognized that the 
son was justified in slaying his father, this alone was not sufficient 
to purify the two sons from the guilt of their father's incest; a 
heavy fine was imposed on them, to collect which took them three 
years, though in the meantime the elder son was allowed to succeed 
his father as clan-priest and to officiate as such, and both were 
admitted to the pandum and other feasts. In two other murder 
cases there was a remarkable hostility displayed by witnesses 
towards husbands, in one case the accused and in the other the 
brother of the murdered man, whose wives were suspected of 
incestuous love affairs ; but it was not possible to ascertain exactly 
what had happened. The general idea seems to be that such incest 
will bring upon the community the special wrath of the clan-god 
and the Departed, in the form of visitations of man-eating or 
cattle-lifting tigers, or famine or pestilence. 
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It has already been said (page 234) that a very high proportion 
of marriages are cross-cousin marriages, and that such unions 

formed 54 per cent. of the Hill Maria marriages into 
Crosa-eouoin which I enquired. The p-roportion is not much less 
marriage 

among the Bison-hom Marias. Such marriages are 
considered the most seemly, both because the family which has 
given a daughter to anotbet family in marriage in one generation 
should have this obligation repaid by getting her daughter back as 
a wife for a son of the next generation, and because such family 
arrangements obviate the necessity of paying the much heavier 
bride-price required for getting a bride from a new and unrelated 
family. Such marriages are known as gudapal or ' tribe-milk ' 
marriages. The commonest form is marriage between a daughter 
and her mother's brother's son (brother being again used in the 
extended sense). But it has also been extended to cover marriages 
between a gir I and her father's sister's son and a son and his mother's 
brother's daughter, which merely mean the borrowing of a wife 
from the same family for two successive generations ; in such cases 
the predominant consideration, apart from the wishes of the 
bridegroom and bride, is the smaller bride-price which will be 
demanded by relations so close in affinity. Moreover, it is a 
rellection on parents if, when a girl is mature, no marriage is arranged 
for her and no one asks for her; in such cases it is a recognized right 
of the parents to ask either the mother's brother's son or the father's 
sister's son to carry her off and make her his wife, even though he be 
already married to some other woman. Similarly a man, especially 
among the Bison-hom Marias, often acquires as second and third 
co-wives the younger sisters of his first wife. When a Bison-horn 
Maria girl marries a man other than her mother's brother's son, 
the latter, unless he has forfeited his prescriptive right to her by 
previously marrying another girl, is entitled to compensation from 
her husband, usually Rs. s. But the Hill Marias do not observe 
this. For to them the free choice of the youth and girl is far more 
important, and when a girl is never compelled to marry against 
her will, it obviously is unnecessary to compensate anyone if she 
refuses to marry him. In a similar way Bison-horn Marias consider 
that a younger brother has a prescriptive right to an elder brother's 
widow, and he therefore gets Rs. 5 compensation if any other man 
marries her. 

No value is set on pre-marital chastity, and it is doubtful 
whether any girl preserves her virginity until her marriage. The 
typical attitude was thus expressed by Usendi 1\Ioda, the headman 
of Orcha, already mentioned as one of the men sentenced for the 
Y9I6 Orcha murder, and whose family pedigree is given in Appendix 
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II. His sister married Gecha Harma of Udala Tondawada, and 
at the wedding he met Harma's sister Gecha Kowe, and danced 
with her. They liked each other, and met at other weddings and at 
koqsar dances, and had sexual intercourse two or three times, which 
Jl,foda said was necessary in order to ascertain that they were both 
physicaliy capable. Everyone saw that they were in love, and 
their wedding followed as soon as the necessary betrothal ceremonies 

, could be completed. But if pre-marital intercourse results in 
i pregnancy, there can be no formal marriage, which the Hill Marias 
' cali marmi and the Bison-horn pendul ; the girl states the name of 

1 the man responsible, and goes to live in his house without any 
ceremony, the union being described as ottur (' taken away'}. 
A child born to a girl without even ottur would be considered as 
belonging to the clan of the man whom the mother names as the 
father ; and this putative father would be expected to take the 
mother and child to his house, the union being known to the Hill 
Marias as ahene-hattu (' thus-went '}. No stigma attaches to such 
unions, and the children have exactly the same position and rights 
as the children of a formal marriage. 

Hill Maria parents do not try to interfere in their children's 
choice of wives and husbands. When a youth and his girl know 
Hill Maria their minds, each tells his or her parents. Then the 
regular youth's parents, with the elders of the village, go, 
betrothal and without the youth, with about a rupee's worth of 
marriage mahua spirit (or five bottles) to the girl's parents, 
taking care to arrive at their house at about four or five o'clock in 
the afternoon. The father of the youth opens the door of the girl's 
house, places the liquor bottles inside the threshold and rejoins his 
party, all of whom sit silent outside the door. The girl's parents 
then call in some of the elders of their village, and in their presence 
tell the girl that this liquor has been brought on her account, and 
ask her if she is willing to go and live with the youth in the village 
from which the liquor has come. If the girl agrees, the liquor is 
at once drunk by the parties from the two villages, and the girl's 
parents entertain the visiting party to supper ; if she refuses, the 
youth's parents take the liquor back to their village. This ceremony 
is called tatq-da'ina ('going to ask'). It may take place on any 
]day of the year, Hill Marias reeking nothing of auspicious days or 
'omens. 

There is a second talq-da'ina, generally after an interval of 
about a year ; it sometimes takes place sooner, but it is considered 
bad form to be too importunate. The youth does not go y,ith his 
parents even this time ; he does not, indeed, meet his betrothed 
between the first talq-da'ina and marriage, as, once a girl's hand 
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has been formally demanded, shame prevents her looking at her 
betrothed. The parents this time do not take the village elders 
with them, but bring a rupee's worth of mahua, as before. The 
purpose of the visit is to ask the girl's parents if they are now ready 
to give the girl in marriage, or want to wait another six months or 
year; if they are poor, they may not have had time to collect 
enough to meet their share of the cost of the wedding, and this is 
the only possible justification for further postponement of the 
wedding. Normally the girl's parents say they are ready, and ask 
the youth's parents to come for the girl in ten days' time. This 
visit occurs generally at the end of Phagur or early in Chaita month, 
because, although marriages may take place at any time of year, 
they almost always take place in Chaita, when there is no field work 
and there is plenty of grain in hand from the freshly garnered 
harvest. Before this visit the amount of the !>[ide-price or paring, 
settled at the previous talq-da'ina, should be ready, and the girl's 
parents signify their readiness to give the girl by asking the youth's 
parents to bring the bride-price in ten days' time. The amount 
of the bride-price varies with the means of the youth's family. It 
consists of a rupee's worth of new cloth for the bride's mother, 
a gelded pig, one paili (four pounds} of salt, one paili of ground 
ambari (roselle} flowers, one or two pounds of red chillies, two or 
three pieces of turmeric, and, according to the means of the bride
groom's family, from one to four duti baskets each containing ten 
paili (forty pounds) of husked kutki, from eight annas' to three 
rupees' worth of mahua spirit, and from Rs. 5 to Rs. 40 in cash. 
It is the cash portion of the bride-price that is avoided or reduced 
by cross-cousin marriage or such arrangements as the marriage 
of !' brother and sister of one family to the sister and brother of 
another; other items are unaffected ; the bride's mother must 
always get her cloth, and the pig and grain are eaten at the wedding. 

On the day appointed for bringing the bride-price the bride
groom stays at home, but his father and mother, taking the bride
price, proceed to the bride's village, accompanied by all their 
fellow-villagers, and preceded by three or four drummers. The 
villagers who go with them, men, women, boys and girls, do not 
expect to be fed entirely at the expense of the bridegroom's parents,' 
and therefore take their own food and drink for the first meal on, 
arrival ; it is felt that to be entertained at the expense of the 
parents would not be helping them. but adding to the financial, 
burden of the wedding. 

On arrival, the bridegroom's parents make the bride-price over 
to the bride's parents, and all the visiting party then cook their food 
and eat it apart from the bride's parents and co-villagers. After 
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this supper both parties assemble in front of the bride's house, the 
men and youths in dancing-dress, and there is dancing and singing 
till dawn, all men, women, youths and girls present being free to 
take part, whether married or single, old or young. Soon after 
dawn the pig, grain and liquor brought by the bridegroom's parents 
as part of the bride-price are divided into a portion for the bride's 
village and a portion for the visiting village, cooked and partaken 
of by all present ; any deficiency is made up by the girl's parents, 
this being their only expense ; they do not even decorate their 
house or put up booths for the guests. 

This wedding breakfast over, the bride is brought out by her 
parents and made over to the bridegroom's parents. She is not 
washed or given special clothes, though if funds permit she some-
times gets a new loin-cloth. She is expected to weep profusely in 
token of reluctance to leave her father's home. The bridegroom's 
parents take her on foot through the forest to their village, arriving 
always in the evening. The bridegroom stays in his bouse; to go 
out to meet the bride would be immodest. She is escorted to his 
house, thrust inside, and the marriage is thus completed without 
further ceremony. There is no present from the bridegroom to 
the bride, not even a ring as among the Bison-horn Marias. Supper 

, that night is cooked for the couple by the bridegroom's mother. 
. Pre--puberty marriage never occurs among the Hill Marias, 
.who look upon it as an utterly abhorrent custom of the Kosar or 

Child 
marriage 

Hindus. Unfortunately a few Bison-horn Marias 
are beginning to a their Bmau neighbours m this 
as m o er matters ; but even now pro a y o y 

three in a hundied Btson-horn marriages are child marriages. 
It is very common for the biidegroom to serve his future 

father-in-law for his bride instead of paying the bride--price. If at 

Serving for 
a wif-e 

the second talq-da'ina his parents have to admit to 
the girl's parents that they cannot afford the brid.,.: 
price, it is arranged for the bridegroom to go as 

lamana'i or suitor-servant to the girl's parents for a term of years 
that varies from three years to seven or eight, though when the 
term exceeds three years the girl usually becomes the lamana'i's 
wife for the last two years. For the first part of his service the 
lamana'i is not supposed to have intercourse with the girl, but, 
provided that the girl agrees (and she is seldom reluctant), he 
generally does so after a time. It is, however, considered a disgrace 
to her parents if in consequence she becomes pregnant, and they are 
fined a pig, which is eaten by all their and the lamana'i's clansmen, 
after which the girl is regarded as the lamana'i's wife. Often at 
the end of the agreed period of service the father-in-law is unwilling 
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to let his daughter go, or to lose the assistance of his future son-in
law; but in that case the marriage is at once celebrated, the 
lamana'i leaving his father-in-law's house where he has stayed for 
the period of his service for a house built for him in the father-in-law's 
village, and his parents and their party, after the wedding dance 
and breakfast, take the girl and leave her there with him instead of 
in their own village ; but thereafter no lamana'i ever stays more 
than two years in his father-in-law's village. Provided that the 
girl has not become pregnant, there is always a regular marmi 

1 wedding at the end of the agreed term, the bride's parents meeting 
:the expenses ; if she has become pregnant, after the penal feast of 
pork already mentioned she becomes the lamana'i's wife merely 
by passing into his keeping by ottur. 

This account of marriage by service is based entirely on 
investigations among the Hill Marias; but it is equally common 
among the Bison-horn Marias, and their practice is much the same 
except that, of course, the regular marriage at the end of the term 
of service is the ordinary Bison-horn pendul wedding, while, owing 
to the fact that in all villages there are many houses and fields 
belonging to clans other than the original clan that founded the 
village, the lamana'i often settles permanently in his father-in-law's 
village, and breaks up new land for himself with the consent of the 
peda or headman. 

Among Bison-horn Marias a father wishing to ask another man 
for his daughter's hand for his son goes to him with a few relatives 

Bison·horn 
Maria 
betrothal 
(~. talpana t) 
and marriage 
(' pendul ') 

and takes a paili of rice, and a large earthen pot 
{hrmdi) and a small earthen pot (dudi) of mahua 
spirit. As already stated in the section on omens, 
the party will turn back if it meets a bad omen on 
the way, and postpone the journey for a fortnight. 
On their arrival at the girl's house her father calls his 

relatives and the village elders ; when all have assembled, the 
father of the prospective bridegroom formally asks the girl's father 
for the girl as his son's wife. Sometimes the visiting father comes 
rather to assert his right to the girl in gudapal marriage, and before 
either his son or the girl has attained puberty, than in the expecta
tion of arranging the wedding in the near future, especially if he has 
heard rumours of the girl being given to someone else ; in such cases 
the girl's father almost always refuses to give his girl at least till 
both the boy and the girl are mature, and the boy's father formally 
declares that he will never renounce his gua<tpal rights. It has\ 
already been said that the Bison-horn Marias assert these rights l 
more strongly than the Hill Marias, among whom the gudapal tie I 
is rather a convenient and economical arrangement than a binding \ 

18 
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contract ; they therefore attach less importance to the consent of 
the girl, and even if a father or his son agree to the gudapal girl 
marrying some other husband, the latter has to compensate the 
gudapal cousin. If a girl's father raises objections to the proposed 
match, whether a guilapal match or not, bitter quarrels often follow ; 
but generally the boy and girl have learnt their own minds before 
this first formal demand for the girl (talpana in the Bison-hom 
dialect), or there has been previous informal discussion between the 
two families. Normally, therefore, the youth and girl both being 
mature, the girl's father gladly agrees to give his girl, and then the 
youth's father gives him the paili of rice and the large and the small 
pots of mahua liquor. The girl's father takes the small pot into 
the narma-lon room of his house, and pours a small quantity on the 
ground in front of the Pot of the Departed as a libation, the rest 
being drunk by him and the members of his family. The liquor in 
the large pot is divided among the relatives and friends of both 
families who have come to witness the talpana, and all disperse 
except the youth's father and his companions; the rice which he has 
brought is cooked and served to them and the girl's family. Her 
father then invites the youth's father to come again for the 
formal declaration of the betrothal to all his relatives and 
friends from near and far. The visitors then return to their 
village. 

Some time later the father of the youth in consultation with 
his friends, and often with the aid of a medium, fixes a day for this 
second visit, and sends word to the girl's father in good time fo; 
him to invite all his relatives and friends. This time he and his 
party take with them a small pig, two paili of rice, a very large pot· 
of lanila and a large and a small p(,t of mahua spirit. On arri_val 
at the girl's house they are greeted by her father and the assembled 
guests, and the former announces the betrothal to the company and 
asks for their formal approval. This given, the girl's father as 
before pours a libation to the Departed from the small pot of mahua, 
and he and his household drink the rest of its contents. The large 
pots of Ianda and mahua spirit are consumed by all the assembled 
guests, barbatti beans being fried by the girl's mother and served 
along with the lanila ; and the rice and pork are cooked and served 
to all present. All then go. 

Yet a third preliminary visit to the girl's father follows, the 
date being arranged as before by the youth's father, and word 
being sent to the girl's father. This time the former and his party 
take and deliver to the latter two large pots of landa, two large and 
one small pots of mahua spirit, five paili of rice or kutki, and a large 
pig. The youth's father tells the girl's father that he intends to 
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celebrate his son's marriage on a certain date, and asks him to 
deliver the girl to him on the appointed day; in reply he agrees 
to do so, but calls on the youth's father to settle the bride-price 
then and there, and to deliver it to him when he comes for the girl. 
Bison-horn Marias do not use the word paring for the bride-price, 
but either the Chhattisgarhi Hindi word barna, the Halbi word 
jora, or, more commonly, the ordinary Hindi term for expenses, 
karcha. They then discuss terms. If it is a gudapal union, the 
girl's father expects only to get as much landa, mahua spirit, grain 
and cloth as his family had to pay in the previous generation when 
he married her mother. A Bison-hom marriage is extremely 
expensive to the bridegroom's parents because they are expected 
to keep open house, and guests pour in uninvited from all villages 

r to which the throb of the marriage drums reverberates ; and 

\

therefore the actual bride-price is kept as low as possible. In fact, 
in many parganas they assert that no cash passes from the bride
groom's parents to the bride's. The practice varies ; a single rupee 
paSsed in the weddings that I saw, though in certain disputes that 
came to my notice after a wife had eloped with another man the 
first husband claimed from the new husband the refund of cash 
alleged to have formed part of the bride-price. In general, however, 
cash is not the important element in the Bison-horn that it is in the 
Hill Maria bride-price. Usually the bride-price consists of from 
five to ten very large pots of Ianda, one paili of husked rice or kutki 
for every pot of Ianda, two large and one small pots of mahua spirit, 
a large gelded pig ready slaughtered, a cock, and about four yards 
of Mahra cloth for the bride's mother, the cloth being sometimes 
called in Hindi ma'i-lugra. Another consideration is the cost of 
the dinner that the girl's father has to give to his relatives before 
the girl is taken away, known as suttam-jawa, and of her going-away 
presents ; in the discussion about the bringing of the bride-price 
on the wedding-day suggested by the bridegroom's father, the girl's 
father sometimes alleges that he is too poor to collect the necessary 
food and presents by the suggested date and that he must therefore 
have another year before handing over his daughter, unless the 
bridegroom's father will help him with a loan in cash or in kind. 
The loan is readily made if the latter is well-to-do. These matters 
being settled, the bride's father formally promises to hand the girl 
over on the appointed day, and the promise is ratified by the usual 
libation from the small pot of malJUa to the Departed of the girl's 
family, and the consumption of the landa and the mahua spirit 
by all present, the bridegroom's father and his party returning 
to their village after having been entertained to dinner by the 
bride's father. 
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There is now no obstacle to the wedding. The appointed day 
may be any auspicious day in the year, chosen in the manner 
explained in the section on omens ; but in practice almost all 
weddings take place in the early hot weather, as among the Hill 
Marias. I will first give a general outline of the wedding procedure, 
and then reproduce, with some revisions, an account of an actual 
wedding which I saw at Ganjenar and Massenar between Dantewara 
and Kuakonda in May 1930 ; the account has already been published 
in the Central Provinces Census Reporl, 1931. 

On the afternoon of the wedding day the bridegroom, his 
parents and many relatives of both sexes proceed to the girl's 
father's house with the agreed bride-price. On arrival the bride
groom's father delivers the bride-price to the bride's father, the 
cloth for her mother being placed on top of one of the large pots of 
lamia, and asks him to hand the bride over. In response the 
bride's father takes up the small pot of mahua spirit, and after the 
usual libation to his Departed in his narma-lon room drinks a little 
spirit and gives the rest to the members of the household_ Landa 
is then taken from one of the pots brought as bride-price and from 
one of those provided by the bride's father, and distributed to all 
the guests present, both from the bridegroom's and the bride's 
villages and clans. Meanwhile the bride is bathed at the nearest 
pool by women relativ<>s, and a bevy of the women of her village 
and clan keep up a constant chorus of song, to the occasional beating 
of drums. After the bride's father has entertained all present of 
both parties to the suttam-jawa or relatives' dinner, consisting o.f 
grain and the flesh of the pig brought as part of the bride-price, 
the girl is brought out by her fathe_r or brother towards dlisk, and 
handed over to the bridegroom, their hands being joined and rings 
exchanged. The senior woman relative of the family takes up 
the cloth brought for the bride's mother, and wraps it round her, 
while a male member of the family hands the bridegroom's father 
a hind-leg of the bride-price pig, to be taken to his village to feed 
the bridegroom and bride and fhe bridegroom's family. The 
bridegroom's party then escort the bridegroom and bride with the 
bride's going-away presents to the bridegroom's village, accompanied 
by the girl's relatives and fellow-villagers. Special booths are 
prepared at this village for the bride's relatives. On arrival, the 
bride and bridegroom are taken into his father's house to the Place 
of the Departed in his narma-lon room and seated there with the 
father, brothers and mother of the bridegroom; they eat the 
hind-leg of pork brought from the bride's house after it bas been 
cooked on the Hearth of the Departed. Meanwhile the other 
guests sit down to pork and rice cooked separately outside the 
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The pouring of wah•r over the bridcgroom and bride at 
the llison-horn :\laria wedding dcscribcd at p. 258 

An old Bison-horn l\Iaria from Gudra, between 
Katakalian and 1\:uakonda 
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house, and are given landa to drink. At the meal in the Place of 
the Departed the couple are exhorted by the bridegroom's father 
to live together in unity and concord, and to he faithful. All night 
the drums roll and guests pour in to dance and drink landa or sing 
around the bride and bridegroom, the men wearing their bison-hom 
dancing head-dresses. Ultimately next morning the couple are 
made to stand on a hurdle under the eaves of the hut constructed 
for them, and a kinsman of the girl's father climbs on the roof and 
tips a pot of water over them. The boy then drags the girl into 
the hut, both pushed by willing hands, and the door is fastened on 
them and a bamboo-matting curtain hung over it. After a while 
they emerge, and the bride takes a ceremonial farewell of the girls 
of her village, and the guests disperse. Finally in the evening she 
is thrust into the bridal hut by her husband's younger brothers 
and his friends, her husband being already inside awaiting her. 

In the account of the Ganjenar-Massenar wedding which 
follows, naturally no description can be given of the scenes in the 
narma-lon rooms of the bride's and bridegroom's fathers, to which 
outsiders are not admitted, or of other parts of the wedding cere
monies which I did not actually see. The bridegroom was the son 
of Atrami Hunga of Massenar, the younger brother of Atrami Kopa 
Dhurwa, a very influential headman who was decorated by the late 
Raja of Bastar for keeping that pargana quiet during the I9IO 
rebellion, and the bride was the daughter of Kunjami Harma, the 
headman of Ganjenar. When I reached the latter's house, which 
was about two miles from my camp at Massenar, the bridegroom 
and his party had arrived, and the relatives' dinner was over. The 
bride had gone to a tank to be bathed by her elder sister and her 
brother's wife; the bridegroom and his father were walking about 
talking to the guests and the bride's male relatives. There were 
not many persons present, perhaps 150 all told ; a few men were 
beating their dancing drums, but none were wearing their bison-hom 
head-dresses. Around the door of the separate sleeping hut used 
by Kunjami Harma's daughters and other womenfolk, some thirty 
women were standing shoulder to shoulder, swaying to and fro and 
singing a choral refrain of ' Kokolin-waya ' to obscene verses sung 
by a laughing woman in the centre of the group. Another band of 
women hurled abuse at them at intervals, when the leader of each 
band tried to out·Billingsgate the other. 

\\1>en the bride had been bathed, she emerged from the sleeping 
hut with a cloth wrapped over her shoulders, and was dragged into 
a chain of dancing and singing girls with their arms closely linked, 
while the bridegroom, also with a cloth over his shoulders, was 
pushed into another chain. These chains of girls circled and 
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gyrated in all directions, at one moment appearing inextricably 
mixed together, only to disentangle miraculously at the next and 
weave themselves into fresh spirals and circles, singing abuse at 
each other. All the while the group of standing girls went on 
swaying and singing round the door ; the leader caused great 
laughter by improvising a song warning all girls to be on their guard 
that night, for the Diwan, the Tahsildar and the Circle Inspector 
were watching them, and who knew what might happen after dark ? 

Before we arrived the bridegroom's party had presented the 
bride-price, which consisted of one slaughtered pig, a live pig. five 
very large pots of Ianda, five paili of husked rice, four yards of 
Mahra cloth for the bride's mother, and one rupee. While the 
chains of girls were dancing around the bride and bridegroom, her 
mother's sister came out and displayed the bride's going-away 
presents, a masni or grass sleeping-mat, a small basket containing 
about a paili of husked rice, a large pot of Ianda, and a young bull 
calf newly weaned. 

Some men wearing their bison-hom dancing head-dresses and 
beating their long drums now started to dance near the gyTating 
chains of girls, and there was a further accompaniment to the singing 
of bamboo flutes. The two chains of girls suddenly opened out, 
leaving the bridegroom and bride together, and the girl's father 
and the bridegroom's elder brother were with them, holding their 
hands. The old father, Kunjami Harma, held up his hand for 
silence, and started a long speech, asking the bridegroom's elder 
brother, • Have you come willingly for this flower? \\'ill you wear 
it and cherish it ? It is fresh and tender, and will not b<:ar roug~ 
handling. Know you how witless. women are ? If she be a poor 
housekeeper, pardon her. If she cook badly, pardon her. If. she 
speak to other men, do not take it amiss, but pardon her.' There 
were other similar injunctions, and to all the bridegroom's brother 
answered yes. Then Kunjami H&rma took his daughter, who took 
the bridegroom's right hand, and.placed on his little finger a ring 
that she had pulled off the little finger of her own right hand ; the 
bridegroom then took a ring off his own left little finger and placed 
it on hers ; cloths were held over their heads while this exchange 
was in progress. The bridegroom then took off another ring, 
which the girl's elder sister received in her outstretched cloth, while 
she said, • From now onwards you must neither touch me nor utter 
my name till I am dead. If you do. all will laugh at you, and your 
brethren will fine you.' I was told that if she dies before him, he 
will take a ring off her little finger and wear it on the middle finger 
of his right hand. He also gave a ring to the bride's younger sister. 
for he is free to touch her and to talk of her by name. Then his 
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elder brother touched the old man's feet, and the old man touched 
his, and then each placed his hands on the other's shoulders, 
standing face to face, and leaned his head forward first on the 
other's right, then on his left shoulder; finally each salaamed the 
other with both hands held in front of his face, palm to palm, and 
said • J uhar I • Each of them then exchanged similar salutations 
with all their near relatives present and the leading guests, 
including myself and the other State officials present. 

The girls now started singing again, telling the bride that she 
must leave them and go to her man, that her lot would be hard, and 
that if she did not like her man she should make up her mind to 
leave him. Meanwhile the bridegroom slipped off over the fields 
to his father's house at Massenar to be ready there to receive the 
party escorting the bride. 

The bridal procession then formed up, led by some thirty 
women, singing and side-stepping along the narrow jungle path in 
the gathering darkness. After them walked the elders, then a party 
of drummers, followed by the bride, pretending to struggle against 
a cluster of laughing girls pushing her to Massenar. All danced as 
they went, beating their jangling dancing sticks on the ground in 
time with the drums and the steps of the dance. It took them 
two and a half hours to cover the two miles to the bridegroom's 
father's house in Massenar. 

There a multitude of other girls and men received them, the 
men all in the traditional dancing costume, with a thundering roll 
of drums. while dozens of bombs of gunpowder and rice chaff were 
exploded. The full moon beat down on a sea of tossing plumes, or 
shone back from the glistening bison-horns of the head-dresses. 
till the whole courtyard was full of rampaging and fantastic move
ment. The bride and bridegroom were seized by fifty girls, and 
made to sit in their midst in front of the house where they were 
later to live, all packed as closely as sardines, swaying to and fro 
on their hips as they sat, and singing obscene marriage songs in 
full-throated chorus, while all prodded and plucked at every part 
of the bodies of the bride and bridegroom, whose heads were muf!led 
in cloths. 

After watching this for some time I went off to my tent for 
dinner, but returned towards midnight. The bride and bridegroom 
were still where I had left them, surrounded by the swaying and 
singing girls. Some of these had babies sleeping in their laps as 
they sang. and many, tired out, were sleeping, hemmed in by their 
companions. The crowds had swollen, and every forest path was 
thronged with men and women hastening with drums and dancing 
kit to join the dance. Some came from villages twenty-five or 
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thirty miles away, but showed no sign of fatigne. Around the 
dance many were lying already drunk, for sixty large pots of landa 
bad been provided for the guests. Now and again an excited youth 
and girl would leave the dance and disappear in the trees. But 
there must always have been over two thousand men dancing; 
and those who had been overcome by the landa would return to the 
dance as soon as they had slept off their intoxication. 

All night the drumming and dancing went on, though when I 
returned to the scene at 7.30 a.m. many men were lying asleep or 
drunk or merely resting, with piled drums and head-dresses. Now 
many men wearing black gourd masks with thick hair and beards 
of black bear's fur and carrying thick bamboo sticks, dummy guns 
and nets, rushed in and out among the dancers, making obscene 
gestures with their sticks at the dancing and watching girls, to the 
general merriment. Looking for the bride and bridegroom, I found 
them, their heads still covered with the same cloths, riding on the 
shoulders of their sisters' husbands in the middle of a ring formed 
by a long chain of girls with arms outstretched and hands clasped, 
who headed off all the efforts of the • steeds ' to break out of the 
ring with their riders. 

The fathers of the couple now decided that the time had come 
for the final ceremonies ; the sun was getting hot, and the landa 
supplies low, for the dancers continued at intervals to leave the 
dance for a drink and a nap before the maddening beat of the druros 
called them out once again. A bamboo wicker-work hurdle was 
placed on the ground in front of the door of the hut where the couple 
was to spend its ma..rried life. To this the bride and bridegroom 
were led, and when they were standing on it they were at last freed 
from the cloths in which their heads had been enveloped for the last 
twelve hours. As they stood there hand in hand, the girl's father's 
brother climbed on to the eaves.of the hut' with a large pot of cold 
and dirty water, and suddenly tipped its contents over the bride 
and bridegroom, whereupon, amid general laughter, the bridegroom 
seized the bride, and both rushed into the hut, the door of which 
was closed and curtained upon them. But they were allowed only 
ten minutes' privacy • to discuss what they would do that night ', 
as the bridegroom's old father explained; and even then they 
cannot have heard each other speak for the din of the drumming 
and dancing, which had not ceased for a moment even when the 
water was poured from the roof. 

After ten minutes the bride emerged, and was surrounded by 
the girls of her own village, who in unison sang to her advice on 
a wife's duties and rights, urging her to return to them if her 

l This is illustrated in Plate XIX. 
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husband ill-treated her, while she provided a chorus of simulated 
wailing. They took her off to the booths prepared for her parents 
and the guests from her village, and sat there with her for the rest 
of the morning and all the afternoon, taking their food there, while 
the rest of the guests finished the landa and slowly dispersed, 
beating their drums, along the forest paths. At about 5.30 p.m. 
the bridegroom entered the bridal hut alone, while his younger 
brother went to the booth where the bride had spent the afternoon, 
cried • Come, sister-in-law, it is time that you were bedded,' caught 
her by the hand and tried to drag her off. She screamed and 
feigned resistance, but he called four or five other laughing youths 
to help him, and between them they pulled the girl to the door of 
the bridal hut, opened it and pushed her in, barring the door on 
the outside. Then they stole a cock from the bridegroom's coop, 
and, accompanied by the girls who had come with the bride from 
her village, plucked the cock and scattered its feathers along a path 
leading to a forest glade, where they cooked and ate it, and all 
dispersed. 

The ottur and ahenehattu forms of marriage among the Hill 
Marias have already been mentioned; the same forms exist among 

Irregular 
marriages, 
widow 
marriages and 
divorce ; 
attitude to 
•bnormalitiea 

the Bison-horn Marias. Actually women are very 
free to change their attachments or, if unattached, 
to go to the house of the man of their choice and live 
with him as his wife even if he is already married. 
It is convenient for the man to have the services of 
an extra woman in a society in which so much work 
is done by women ; and it is not considered right for 

a nubile woman to be unattached. Particularly among the Bison
hom Marias, men with two or three wives are common ; only one 
of these will be a regularly married wife, and the others will be 
either her younger sisters or parallel-cousins or other women who 
have come into the husband's keeping of their own choice, or after 
becoming pregnant as a result of a liaison with him. The expression 
commonly used by the Bison-horn l\larias for a woman going in 
this way to live with a man is the local andChhattisgarhiHindi term 
paisa-mundi, and the unions are known as paithu or odiyattu• ; 
there seems to be no difference between these, just as for practical 
purposes there is little between the o/tur and ahenehattu forms of the 
Hill Marias. Where an unmarried woman is made pregnant, and 
becomes the man's wife by living at his house, the man has to give 
his fellow-clansmen an entertainment (paitlm) or dinner, and pay 
the usual bride-price. Husbands have similarly to give a dinner 
when unmarried girls, wives or widows, of their own choice and 
without their guardians' consent, go to live with him; but in such 
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cases there is no bride-price, though the deserted husband can 
claim from the new husband the bride-price which he paid when he 
married the woman, a gudapat cousin can claim Rs. 5 compensation 
if an unmarried girl goes to some other man, and a younger brother 
of the dead husband can claim Rs. 5 compensation if a widow goes 
to a new husband. Sometimes when parents or parties to a marriage 
are very poor and cannot afford the expense of a regular wedding 
they merely start to live together in this way, either performing 
the marriage ceremony later when they have had time to collect 
the means required, or else distributing tiny cakes to their clan
fellows instead. The term aghmirlur or armirlur is sometimes 
applied to the elopement of an unmarried girl or a wife with another 
man. 

Poyse'otlur or marriage by capture still occurs, though getting 
rarer every year. We have seen how, when a girl remains unmarried 
her parents will arrange for her cross-cousin to carry her off ; and 
in the Bison-horn peudul regular marriage described above there is 
an element of marriage by capture in the way in which the bride 
feigns resistance when the bridegroom's party begins to escort her 
to his village and when she is finally parted from the girls of her 
own village with a show of force by the bridegroom's younger 
brother and his friends. In fact, the Hill and Bison-hom Maria 
custom of the bride being taken off from her native village to the 
bridegroom's village and of the wedding taking place there may be 
a survival of a former general ·custom of marriage by capture. 
Wben the girl is unmarried and is carried off by her cross-cousin. 
at her parents' request, they usually explain matters to he~ as she 
is being carried off and advise her ta make the best of it. I found 
only one Bison-hom Maria who admitted having really captured 
his wife in the good old way once so prevalent in the Killepal, 
Dantewara, Pharaspal, Kuakonda and Aranpur parganas, probably 
io the whole of the Bison-hom country. He was reticent about 
the whole affair, though apparently the girl had been willing to 
marry him, but her parents had objected. According to old records 
the practice was for the villagers of the girl's village to beat the 
invading party of youths until it had crossed the village boundary 
with the girl ; Russell and Hiralal (III, p. 79) state that the women 
only used to beat the invaders io this way, the invaders making no 
effort to retaliate, and the marriage being completed by the gift 
of a cloth to the girl on arrival io the captor's village and a Ianda 
carousal by the invading party. 

! Widow marriage is common among all Marias. In the hills, 
j widows usually go to their husband's younger brothers without any 
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'I ceremony ; I found no case in which any widow had married a man 
I who was not her dead husband's brother (or parallel-cousin). 

Indeed, owing to the distances between Hill Maria villages and the 
fact that in nearly all of them the men are all of one clan, irregular 
marriages are far less common there than in the mixed-clan villages 
of the Bison-horn Marias. Among the latter the second husband 
has sometimes to compensate the dead husband's parents in part 
for the bride-price paid by them when their son married the widow, 
as well as compensating their younger son, if any. Sometimes the 
widow and second husband sit side by side on stools, the widow 
wearing a new cloth and new ornaments, and near relatives put 
marks on their foreheads with oil and turmeric. There is also 
sometimes a ceremony to transfer the widow from the clan of her 
former to that of her new husband ; two pieces of grass are placed 
together in the form of a cross to represent a man, and this cross is 
separated from another by a knife. Two leaf-cups are filled with 
water, and three times water is poured from one into the other. 
The two grass crosses representing the two husbands are sprinkled 
thrice with the water, and then the beads of the crosses are plunged 
together first into one cup and then into the other. The knife is 
regarded as the' witness of this transfer of the woman from one clan 
to the other. \V'hen a woman elopes from one husband to another, 
there is sometimes a similar reconciliation ceremony between the 
two men after the new husband has obeyed the panchayat's decision 
as to the compensation to be paid to the first husband ; their four 
hands are placed together, and water is poured thrice over them. 

It has been seen that women not only have practically free 
choice among the Hill Marias and considerable choice among the 

, Bison-horn Marias as to their husbands, and that among the latter 
a woman frequently goes off to a new husband if she wants to. This 
is practically all that there is in the way of divorce, the position 
being regularized by the panchayat insisting on the new husband 
paying the appropriate compensation, which is generally only the 
bride-price paid for the woman at her original marriage. The 
children, if any, remain in the father's custody, since they belong 
to his clan. Women often desert their first husband if they have 
no children and consider his sterility the cause. Physical revulsion 
from an abnormality is another known cause ; a Kuruk Maria 
fishing girl in the Behra Mar hill pargaM ran away from a husband 
";th a withered leg, which she said had been wasted away by an 
angry demon (rau), and despite her father's and brother's entreaties 
to her not to put them to the expense of having to refund to her 
husband the heavy bride-price of Rs. 70 that he had paid them for 
her, absolutely refused to return. Hare-lipped men seem to have 
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no difficulty in getting wives to stay with them. Dwarfs, on the 
other hand, not only find it hard to get wives except their elder 
brothers' widows, but are passed over in the succession to a post 
of responsibility or the management of a family. Madness is 
particularly dreaded, and would certainly involve the elopement 
of a wife. But husbands, though they would divorce a mad 
woman a thoro, would still maintain them; sexual intercourse with 
a mad woman is believed to result in complete loss of virility. 
I have heard of no case in which a husband has divorced his wife; 
she may be frigid or barren or in other ways unsatisfactory, but 
so long as she is not unfaithful her husband is expected to maintain 
her, and his remedy is to seek another co-wife, often getting her 
younger sister or parallel-cousin as compensation for her falling 
short of expectations. The murder of wives in sudden fits of temper 
for petty shortcomings is unfortunately common among the Bison
horn Marias, though almost unknown in the hills. Nor must it 
be assumed that because Bison-hom wives often elope, their 
husbands tamely submit to infidelity ; the detection of an intrigue 
often results in the husband killing the wife or her paramour, though 
once a wife has made good her escape to another man's house the 
husband usually accepts the fait accompli. The beating or ill
treatment of wives is strongly condemned by all Marias. 



CHAPTER XV 

BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD 

A. Hill Marias 

No Marias are unaware of the causal connexion between intercourse 
and pregnancy, and all women know when they miss their first 
menstruation that they are probably starting to bear a child. 
Pregnancy among Hill Marias is attended by no taboo either for 
man or wife, so far as I could ascertain, and the wife continues 
performing her ordinary routine work right up to the last day of her 
pregnancy. Sexual intercourse, however, ceases as soon as pregnancy 
is known to have begun. 

During ordinary menstruation, as we have seen in Chapter VI, 
the wife, like all young women, is secluded for five or six days either 
in the communal menstruation hut, or in the hala or menstruation 
room or the separate menstruation hut of the house. The menstrua
tion huts, whether communal or private, are known as pedawo'gha'i, 
or (in the south of the Abujhmar hills) as dola-lon, or (in the extreme 
north) as kurma-lon. The term pedawo'gha'i. is applied also some
times to the hala room in the houses. These huts and rooms have 
been described already on pages :ro.f-6. The Hill Marias say that 
their clan-god and their Departed would be angry if they gave up 
their immemorial custom of secluding their women during menstrua
tion, and that no man should see a woman's face at such a time; we 
have seen that they often guard against the magic of women in this 
condition by placing castor oil plants and seeds on the roof of the 
hut when it is occupied. The men do not seem to have any clear 
idea of what happens to a woman at such times ; they only know 
and say that she 'has gone pedawo'gha'i '. There is no ceremony 
of any kind at a girl's first menstruation, or during pregnancy. 
Though children are generally born in the menstruation room or 
hut, and for some time after birth the mother has to live there 
subject to the same prohibitions as during menstruation, yet during 
her nine months she is free from the ordinary taboos to which she is 
subject during menstruation ; that is to say, she is free to visit 
her husband in the fields and to cook his food for him, in fact to do 
all her ordinary household and field or market tasks. But it is 
taboo for a pregnant woman to pick or break anything growing. 
There may possibly be certain prohibitions which I did not discover, .. , 
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such as, in other parts of India, of the use of a knife or the cutting 
of anything ; but ordinary enquiry elicited no clue to them. 

It was said on page I06 that children are born in the menstrua
tion hut or room. This is certainly the case so far as the private 
huts and rooms are concerned ; but in my notes it is not clear 
whether births ever take place in the communal menstruation hut. 
They probably do not, because obviously it may be needed at any 
time for other women of the village, and I have notes of children in 
Hikpulla and N ugur, where there are communal menstruation huts, 
being born in a corner of the veranda of the house specially walled 
off for the purpose. 

Cases are known of a mother being delivered of a child in the 
fields or the forest, but this is considered very unlucky, and as soon 
as the mother knows that her hour is upon her, she must make 
every effort to get in time to the menstruation hut or room. During 
delivery she may have the comfort of the presence of her mother-in
law or some woman from the village ; but there are no midwives, 
and the woman with her must not touch her or assist the delivery ; 
the mother is expected to do everything for herself, and it is regarded 
as very wrong if she is unable to do so. They pray to the clan-god 
during a difficult delivery, but appear to do nothing else to assist 
the mother by either medicine or ceremony. The mother herself 
bas to cut the navel-cord of her baby either with her husband's 
ordinary knife or with an arrow-head. She cuts it about three or 
four inches from its junction with the stomach, and binds it close 
to the junction with a ligature of cord, the portion between the cut 
and the ligature being left to dry and fall off ; and she is expected 
to bury the placenta (modi) immediately after this under the house 
rubbish-heap outside the back of the house. If the child is born 
dead, the mother has to bury it somewhere in the forest, going there 
alone and digging the grave without assistance ; it may not be 
buried in the regular village graveyard. Around Handawada 
a mother is expected to stay in the menstruation room for a full 
month after delivery; but the general rule in the interior of the 
Abujhmar hills is for her to remain there for eight days or until 
the navel-cord dries and falls off. 

f Everywhere it is taboo for the father to do any field or other 
work during this period of eight days before the navel-cord falls. 
No medicine is given to him. He must not sleep in the house 
during the period in most parts of the hills, but in the dormitory ; 
around Handawada he sleeps in the portion of the hala room 
separated from the woman's portion by the l>inda mud threshold. 

1 He must not cook his own food during this period, and has to get 
i a man friend to cook food for him in another house and bring it to 
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\him. He has, however, to cook food for his wife. The latter 
during ordinary menstrual periods stays, in villages where there are 
menstrual rooms or private and not communal menstruation huts# 
on her side of the mud threshold and keeps there special water-pots 
and cooking pots ; her husband brings food and water in the regular 
pots, and, standing on his non-taboo side of the mud threshold, 
pours their contents into the menstruation water and cooking pots. 
But as he may never touch the latter, he cannot use them for 
preparing food for his wife after child-birth, and so has to buy 
a special set of pots for cooking her food then, which are destroyed 
at the end of her period of seclusion. Nor is the husband permitted 
to enter the ordinary rooms of the house until the child's navel-cord 
has fallen off ; he has to build a temporary room at the back of 
the house near the menstruation room or hut, and £ook there. It is 
taboo for him to give any other person any fire from the hearth in 
this temporary kitchen. Breach of the taboos attaching to child
birth by either parent is believed to entail the wrath of the Village 
Mother. During the period of seclusion the mother is permitted 
to leave the room only to bury the placenta or to answer the call 
of nature. As it is taboo for her to pick or break anything growing 
during the period, she has before her delivery to lay in enough leaves 
for cleaning herself after defecation to last for the full period. She 
wears nothing but the mudang until the end of the period. 

After the navel-cord has fallen off or at the end of the period 
of seclusion, the mother goes out at night to the river, immerses 
herself, and cleans her old loin-cloth and the cloth of her mudang. 
In the early morning she emerges wearing her loin-cloth and carrying 
her baby, which in most villages her husband then sees for the 
first time ; around Handawada, however, he is allowed to see it 
in the menstruation room on the morning after it is born. The 
mother has to sprinkle every part of the house with water. 

r From birth to death there is no age ceremony of any kind, 
I neither at birth, naming, weaning, ear-boring, hair-cutting. puberty, 
! R . first shaving, nor on any other occasion. Normally'! 
1 ammc the child gets no name until it is two or three years 

old, when its parents know its physique and something of its . 
character. But there are three e.xceptions to this. When the 
child is brought out from the place where it was born at the end of 
the initial period of seclusion, it is e.xamined for birth-marks ; and 
if these are considered to be the same as those of a dead ancestor 
it is given that ancestor's name, or, if, for example. the child is 
a boy and has his father's mother's birth-marks, it gets her husband's 
name. Thus Usendi ~!oda, the h._.adrnan of Orella, was called after 
his dead grandfather because he had the same mole on his hip as he ; 
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Yete Mura, the headman of Hoinar, was born hare-lipped and was 
therefore named after his hare-lipped paternal grandfather ; and 
J ugho Dallu, the headman of Hitulnar, recognized on his son the 
birth-marks of his dead mother Pora'i and therefore gave him the 
name of her dead husband Dugha. This practice is a sign of some 
sort of belief in the reincarnation of the Departed. The second 
exception is the practice of giving a name immediately after birth 
when birth has coincided with some natural phenomenon or incident. 
Usendi Ippo of Orcha was called I ppo because born when the mahua 
tree (ippa marra in Maria) was in flower; Usendi Irka was born 
when the cucumbers (irka) were ripening in the penda fields; 
Usendi Ghasi was so named because, just before he was born, a 
patwari rode into Orcha and ordered his father Moda to go and cut 
grass (ghas in Halbi) for his pony. Oyami Gnrsha, headman of 
Komu, was born when his father and uncles were making a v.icker
work bin (gursha) for storing grain. Yete Mura named his daughter 
Reko becauSe she was born when the reka ma"a tree (A egle marmelos) 
was in fruit. The third exception, which, like the first, indicates 
some belief, if not in reincarnation, at least in a previous existence, 
is the practice when a new-born baby cries loudly for three or four 
days of reciting to it all the names that the parents can remember 
and giving it the last name uttered before it stops crying, on the 
theory that it has stopped crying on recognizing its name. Normally, 
however, the name is not given till the child is two or three, and 
then depends on such things as whether it is fat or thin, slow or 
smart, learnt to walk or speak quickly, and so on. Thus a boy was. 
named Morlel or ' hare ' because he used to double suddenly like 
a hare when running about the village ; Bunge is a name iiven to 
a boy with a huge stomach; Baiyya or ' mad' to a harum-scarum 
boy; Banga to a shy, untalkative child; and U'ile or 'thin' to 
a child thin through much illn86s in his early years. 

Russell and Hiralal state (III, p_. 87) of the Gond race as a whole 
that names derived from the Gondi language are rare or non-existent 
and, on this assumption, actually silggest that perhaps the Gonds 
had not advanced to the stage of having individual names before 
they came into contact with the Hindus J This is certainly not 
true of either Hill or Bison-hom Marias. Of 103 male and 38 female 
Hill Maria names collected from 215 men and 107 women, and 
IOJ male and 23 female Bison-hom Maria names collected from 
236 men and 68 women. very few: not 5 per cent., were Hindu, the 
proportion of Hindu names being, as might be expected, slightly 
higher among the Bison-hom Marias. Only about 27 per cent. of 
the Hill Maria men's names and 8 per cent. of their women's names 
occur also, in the same or a modified form, in the lists of Bison-hom 
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ll!aria names, though, of course, very few Bison-hom women's 
names were collected. A noticeable difference is the absence from 
the Hill 1\Iaria of names given according to the day of the week on 
which the person named was born, such as Budhi (\Vednesday), 
Mangru (Tuesday) and Lakhmu (Thursday) ; it has already been 
noted that the Hill Marias have no names for the days of the week. 

Weaning 
A child is breast-fed until it can both walk and 

take its own food by hand, sometimes as long as three 
years. Unlike the Bison-hom Marias, the Hill Marias have no 
weaning ceremony. 

There is no system of training Hill Maria children correspondinm 
to the Gotul or Dormitory system of the Murias, except in the 

northernmost Hill Maria parganas of Padalbhum and 
Education N I f h l\1 · urbhum. n the greater part o t e • ana country, 
children learn simply by accompanying and imitating their parents 
and the elder boys of the village. At night the boys who are old 
enough to leave their mothers sleep in the communal' dormitory, 
and in the evenings they sit outside the dormitory round the fire 
with the men of the village. When the corn is ripening and the 
men sleep in the field-houses, in many villages the dormitory is 
closed, and the boys sleep with their fathers or elder brothers in 
the fields. Thus from his earliest days the child learns the routine 
of village and tribal life from constant association with his elders. 
He is made to do his share of the field work, and taught the use of 
the bow and arrow and the setting of snares. Children of six and 
seven of both sexes join in the village and clan dances, very quickly 
mastering the steps. \\'e have seen how they use bamboo pak-dol 
drums to master the rhythm of drumming. In the ordinary hill 
village there is nothing corresponding to the Muria custom of thel 
dormitory owning and cultivating a field or fields and applying the 1 
proceeds either to dormitory feasts or to the purchase of beads J 
but in the Barsur Mar villages and, therefore, probably elsewhere 
in the Abujhmar hills fathers encourage children to keep their own 
pigs, which they sometimes sell to procure money or grain for buying 
beads and knives. Girls similarly soon learn domestic routine from 
their constant association \\ith their mothers. They cannot 
associate with boys in the manner of the Murias, among whom 
every girl must attend the boys' dormitory every night and has 
her own go114l ' boy-friend • to serve, since these gotul unions must 
he between couples who could legitimately marry under the rules_ 

f<>f exogamy, and in nearly all Hill Maria villages all the boys ,!;_nc:l_ 
h;irls are of the gme_~ll- and therefore kindred. Yet the girls 
make bead fillets, ear-ta:;sels and necklaces for the boys, and the 
latter carve wooden combs for the girls. 

10 
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The complete gotul organization is a feature of Muria and not 
of Hill Maria culture. But as it has extended to Padalibhum and 
Nurbhum (possibly also· to parts of Tapalibhum and Behra Mar) 
among the Hill Marias, a brief account of its salient features will 
not be out of place ; it may be expected to spread into the hills 
with the gradual improvement of communications. A fairly full 
account from my notes on the Murias has been printed in the 
Census of India I93I Report, Vol. I, Part III B., pp. 8I-3. It may 
be added that it is easier for the Marias of Padalbhum to copy their 
Muria neighbours because Padalibhum not only has two or three 
villages which are not Padali villages but belong to the Nuroti and 
Usendi clans, but even in Padali villages has settlers of these two 
clans, which are akbmama (wife-clan) to them. 

Boys and girls of an age to visit the gotul dormitories are known 
as leyur and leyas resJl<'ctively. All the boys assemble at the 
dormitory in the evening for dancing, games and social and sexual 
training, sleeping on there after the departure of the girls to their 
homes late in the night. The girls attend at the dormitory in the 
evening, each girl being paired off with a boy of an akomama dan. 
The girls have to comb their boys' hair and massage their arms and 
legs, to dance with them, and to be initiated into the mysteries of 
sex with them. Marriage frequently follows these dormitory 
unions, but by no means always does. Children are expected to 
attend the dormitory from the age of eleven or twelve, and the 
parents may be fined for not sending them. Every boy and girl 
has a special dormitory name or rank ; the smaller children have 
designations which are little more than names, but those of the 
elder boys change as they are prom~ted, and involve speciaJ. duties. 
The Hill Marias seem to have adopted the ranks for the boys oQ]y, 
the girls retaining the name given them on their entry until they 
leave the dormitory organization on marriage, but taking among 
their fellows the precedence of their boy-mates in the dormitory. 
In Padalibhum the head boy of the dormitory is always known as 
the leyur-gaita, and below him the gotul officials are the leyur-majhi, 
the siUedar, the jaliarsi, the laharu, the baiddar and the kamdar ; 
of these, siUedar, baiddar and kamdar are Hindi terms copied from 
the titles of State or zamindari servants; in many a Muria dormitory 
all the office-holders have such designations instead of the old 
native names. Besides these names or designations to which 
special duties and privileges are attached, they have for the boys 
the names Jalka, Jolsai and Joria, and probably others. The girls' 
dormitory names ascertained were Jaliaru, Lahari, Manjaro, 
Nirosa, Jhelo, Gujaro, Piyosa and Belosa. At a camp at Partabpur 
attended by Hill Marias from Padalibhum, the lej-ur-gaita of three 
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viUage dormitories were present. All were Padali by clan from 
Padali viUages. Their dormitory mates were respectively Lahari, 
a Nuroti girl, Jaliaru, an Usendi girl, and Nirosa, a Nuroti girl; 
and despite their different designations, these girls were the head
girls of their viUages in virtue of their boys' ranks. Another Usendi 
village in Padalibhum called its head boy Silledar, and his mate was; 
Jhelo, a Padali girl. All four stated freely that they expected 
ultimately to marry their mates, and that they and all the other 
dormitory boys often had sexual intercourse with their girls. 

The dormitory in these parganas, as among the neighbouring 
Murias, is really a school for training the youth of both sexes in 
conjugal and social duties and in the lore of the clan ; the dormitory 
office-bearers are practically prefects and monitors. The headman 
and other elders of the villages frequently call on the head-boy for 
the help of his boys and girls in field-work ; but here they are not 
paid wages, as among the 1\Iurias, but are only fed by those for 
whom they are working. They are also asked to help in thatching 
houses and building granaries. In weddings the girls are expected 
to sing, and boys to collect fuel and leaves for cups, and both have 
to dance ; they have similar functions at the various new-eating 
festivals. The head-boy imposes fines for unjustifiable absence 
from the dormitory, or from weddings and festivals, or general 
disobedience of his orders or those of other office-bearers, a bottle 
of mahua spirit being the usual penalty, the cost of which falls upon 
the parents. The head-boy's mate has similar powers of fining 
other girls. At the nightly meetings of boys and girls at the dormi
tory there are dancing in season, tale-telling, singing and games, 
and from an early age boys are given practical lessons in sexual 
intercourse. 

B. Bison-horn Marias 

The information which I was able to collect on this subject 
among the Bison-horn Marias is much less full than that given 
above for the HiU Marias, and needs further testing and considerable 
supplementing. 

During pregnancy the mother carries on her ordinary 
work. The only note which I have of any disability attaching to 
pregnancy is that when the flesh of animals slain in the weta cere
monial hunts is divided up and eaten, no share may be given tOe the 
husband of a wife who either is pregnant or has her monthly period. 
In most Bison-horn villages there is no menstruation hut, and in 
their houses there is no menstruation room. A few villages near 
the foot of the Abujhmar hills have a hut where young girls are 
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secluded for their first menstruation, known as the piki-kumt4-lon ; 
but generally speaking, Bison-hom J.Iarias do not seem to hold in 
the same strength the Hill !>{aria fear of a woman in this condition. 

For the birth of a child a separate hut or booth is erected in the 
compound, generally at the back of the house, known as the 
er-'nihitana-lon, or water-washing hut. This is often little more 
than the roughest of booths, and considerably inferior to even 
a Bison-hom Maria pigsty. Here the mother remains for a full 
month, during which her husband is not allowed to go to his work. 
The delivery is assisted by an experienced woman relative or 
fellow-villager, who cuts and binds the navel-cord and washes the 
child immediately after it is born, and gives it to the mother to 
suckle. No food is given to the mother that day; on the next 
morning she is made to drink a decoction of the bark of the kusum 
tree (Schleichera trijuga), the root of the dwarf chhind palm (Phoenix 
sylvestris), and kuUhi (Dolichos bijlorus) pulses, pounded to a powder 
and boiled together, and an hour or two after this dose she is given 
a meal of warm boiled rice. She is dosed and fed in this way for 
six or seven days more, until the navel-cord falls off ; and then she 
washes her whole body and is allowed to eat regular meals. At the 
end of the month the lon--wa'in4 or Returning to the House ceremony 
takes place. The child is named with the aid of a medium, though 
actually names seem to be given for reasons very similar to those 
actuating Hill Maria ehoice of names. A pig, a goat or a number 
of cocks are killed, and the mother, having washed her clothes and 
her body, cooks the flesh, all the villagers and relatives being 
entertained to dinner. Thenceforward the mother is free to resume 
all her normal household and field work, and the father can: resume 
his work. · 

I once witnessed an unusual naming ceremony. A son had 
heen born after three elder brpthers had died. It was considered. 
that their deaths had been due to the hostility of some demon or of 
the familiar spirit of some magician, and on the medium's advice 
the baby had heen suspended in a rollgh cradle over the rubbish-heap 
by the fence of the bari garden, and all the men present threw 
cow-dung 'and filth all round the cradle, shouting out ' Kacharu ' or 
' Filth ! ', which name was given to the child in the hope that 
thereby the malignant power would be deceived into thinking that 
the parents set no value on the child. 

Children are breast-fed for two years or more, as among the 
Hill Marias. It has been already recorded (page 2I9) that there is 
among the Bison-hom Marias a special weaning ceremony during 
the Jata Pandum at which the first solid food given to the children 
is a portion of the rice and meat offered to the Departed. 



· CHAPTER XVI 

DEATH AND FUNERAL CEREMONIES 

A. Hill Marias 

'EE ordinary rule throughout the Abujhrnar hills is to cremate the 
bodies of headmen and elders of influence and standing and of their 
. 'ves, and to bury all others. 
· Except on the southern fringes of the hills, where the villages 
are influenced by contact with their Bison-hom Maria neighbours, 
the Hill Marias do not follow the Bison-horn custom of beating 
a drum from the roof of the house, which Russell and Hiralal 
predicate of all Marias. The custom is creeping into the hills from 
south of the Indrawati, and has for example already reached the 
Kutru Hill Maria villages of Lakka (Lanka) and Karangal; but 
there it is reserved for men of higher status. The drum used is the 
hill turam kettle-drum, and is usually one of those kept in the village 
dormitory; the village lads beat it continuously day and night from 
the death till the burial or cremation of the body. 

News of the death is sent out to all the brother-clan and wife
clan relatives and friends of the deceased. The funeral is postponed 
for two or three days, to give them time to assemble. Then all the 
women gather in and around the house where the body is lying. 
A man is never left to die on a cot, but is lifted on to the ground as 
his end draws near ; they say that their reason for this custom is 
simply that they do not want the dying man to fall off the cot in 
a last convulsion. \Vomen are never allowed to sleep on a cot. 
They close the eyes of the corpse, and lift it on to a rough wicker
work bier, covering it over with a length of cloth. It is burned or 
buried with the clothes and jewellery that were on it at death. The 
women sit around the corpse and outside in the street, and break 
into loud keening for the dead. 

For the last rites the body is not washed or otherwise prepared, 
but is left just as it was composed alter death. Friends and relatives 
carry it out on the bier, the only person for whom it is taboo to 
touch or carry a body being the uoaddai clan-priest medium and his 
medium assistant (lrski). The bier heads the procession to the burial 
and cremation ground, and is followed by the remaining relatives 
and friend,, the wvmen still keening and beating their breasts, 

'" 
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Both for burial and for cremation most Hill Marias place the 
body in the grave or on the pyre with the head, face upwards, 
towards the sunrise and the feet towards the sunset ; the Usendi 
clan, however, reverses this. 

When the death is obviously a natural death after a long life, 
and there can be no suspicion of magic, nothing is done at the 
funeral to ascertain the cause of death. But if, for example, a 
man or woman dies suddenly in the prime of life for no 
apparent reason, the bearers halt on the path just by the funeral 
ground, and stand with the bier resting on their shoulders. The 
waddai takes seven saja leaves, and places them in a row on the 
ground a few paces away from the bier. One leaf represents the 
Earth or Bhum, and stands for death through the displeasure of 
the Village Mother ; the second stands for death through sickness ; 
the third for death through the displeasure of the clan-god and the 
Departed (pen-hand) ; the fourth for death through the magic of 
a fellow-villager ; the fifth for death from the magic of a man whose 
enmity has been aroused against the deceased by a quarrel or 
exchange of abuses ; the sixth for death from the magic of a waddai' 
or magician ; and the seventh for death from natural causes. The 
waddai or, if he is not present, the kasyeq-gaita or the gaita, strikes 
the earth three times with an axe, and calls on the corpse to disclose 
the cause of its death. The corpse is then believed to impel the 
bearers to carry it to one of the leaves and stand on it ; or else the 
waddai first excites the corpse by scattering husked grain over it 
till it moves the bearers to one of the leaves. The bearers then 
leap eight or nine paces away from the leaf, and stand with thek 
backs to the row of leaves. They lnust not look behind them while· 
the waddai changes the order of the leaves, after which the cozyse 
has again to impel its bearers to stand on one of the leaves. Three 
or four times in all the process is repeated, the leaves being re-: 
arranged each time behind the backs of the bearers; and if each time 
the corpse indicates the same leaf; despite its changes of position, 
the company is satisfied that it ha8 truly revealed the cause of its 
death. If in successive tests it indicates different leaves, they assume 
that there was nothing wrongwith the death. In old days the elders 
stated that if the corpse indicated magic as the cause, the waddai at 
once called on it to point out the magician among those present at 
the funeral, or in the dead man's village or an adjacent village; but 
nowadays they do not proceed to an immediate witch-hunt; a seed 
of suspicion has, however, been sown which will sooner or later 
grow into assault or murder. 

Then, if the body is to be buried, the bearers bring it to the 
grave, which is dug only waist-deep, lift it off the bier and place it in 
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the grave, with its face upwards, and, normally, its feet towards 
the sunset. The senior near kinsman present then throws a clod 
of earth on the head of the corpse, and says, ' This is all I can now 
do for you, and I give you my portion.' Then each near kinsman 
present flings a clod into the grave, uttering the same formula, 
followed by five elders of the village, who therefore are distant 
kinsmen, and after them by any affines who may be present. If 
there are no near kinsmen present, the five village elders take the 

•lead in the ceremony. ~The women take no part in this. The 
dead man's et'f'amtogh (that is, his wife's elder brother or his own 
younger sister's husband) will have brought to the grave the dead 
man's spare clothes, if any, his ornaments, his axe (but not his bow 
and arrows), his hoe (gudari), his cot and his dancing clothes and 
ornaments ; generally all or some of his cooking pots are also taken 
to the grave. It may be added that the erramtogh_h_as the.daty, 

. when he arrives~ of uncovering the body and inspecting it for any 
•igns of foul play. When a woman dies, it is still her husband's 
\. 
1erramtogh, generally her elder brother, who performs these offices. 
The property thus brought to the grave is either buried with the body 
or hung up on saja trees over or near the grave, or on the fence or 
hanal-gutta posts erected around or in front of the grave. When 
the men present have dropped their clods on the body, the earth is 
shovelled into the grave from all sides, and heaped well over it. 
Over the mound thus made. leaves are spread, and over them logs 
are piled. Burial or cremation always takes place in the evening, 
it being the rule not to bring the body out of the house till about 
4 p.m. The grave is dug, or the pyre made ready, as the case may 
be, about four or five hours beforehand, and the keening of the 
7-"0men begins in the early morning and lasts till the body reaches 
the funeral ground. 

\Vhile some men are digging the grave, others cut posts of saja 
wood in the forest hard by, clear them of bark, and roughly carve 
them with their axes and knives in the manner shown in the bottom 
illustration of Plate XX, often carving at the top of the posts 
rude representations of peacocks. On the Kutru side of the hills 
the rule is to set up two large posts of this kind in front of the grave, 
and a smaller and much plainer post at the four corners of the grave. 
The posts are called l1anal-gut1a. As soon as the grave has been 
completed, these posts are set up, and the erramtogh of a dead man 
or the brother of a dead woman, makes at the foot of one of the two 
large front posts a small stone cromlech, known as hanal-garya 
(throne of the departed), pours a little mal1ua spirit on the ground 
by the foot of each post and on the table-stone of the cromlech, on 
the latter of which he also strews a little husked grain. He takes 
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then a small chick, twists its neck, breaking the skin of its throat 
with his nails, sprinkles its blood on the rice, and leaves it there. He 
then ties a piece of cloth brought from his own house to the boughs 
of a saja tree overhanging the grave, and other pieces handed to 
him by relatives and friends who wish to honour the dead man, as 
well as strips of the dead man's clothes brought from his house. 
Next he, and after him the other affines of the dead man in turn, 
or, if a married woman has been buried, her father's kindred, take 
a leaf-cupful of mahua spirit, pouring a drop on the grave as an 
offering to the dead person. and after them the kinsmen of the dead 
do likewise. The erramtogh also offers the hanal little bediya' 
baskets of rice and kutki, and an empty miniature handi (pot). The 
kinsmen of the dead man have to provide the mahua spirit and the 
grain, baskets and pot. Finally the grave, except the two front 
hanal-gutta posts, is generally surrounded with a fence of criss-crossed 
strips of bamboo. 

For a cremation the procedure is much the same. The pyre 
is made ready beforehand, like the grave, and the body is laid on it. 
The erramtogh brings a burning log from the hearth of the dead 
man's house, and with it kindles the pyre; and then the kinsmen, 
the five village elders, and the affines each place a small piece of 
wood on the head of the corpse, uttering the same formula as when 
they throw clods of earth on a body in a grave. The pyre is almost 
always made at the foot of a mal:ua tree. They pile no leaves or logs 
over the ashes, but leave them there to the mercy of the elements, 
after fencing them, setting up hanal-gutta posts and a hanal-garya 
cromlech, and tying strips of cloth to overhanging saja boughs. 

The ritual varies in different parts of the hills. In some tracts, 
particularly near Orcha and on the Narainpur side of the hills, they 
set up only one hanal-gutta post, in front of the grave, or none at all 
The mal:ua spirit ritual also varies. Mter earth leaves and logs 
have been piled over the grave, and the hanal-gutta post and the 
cromlech, if any, have b,en set up, the erramtogh takes a leaf-cupful 
of liquor, pours a drop or two from-it on the earth and logs piled 
above the head of the corpse, and drinks what remains ; this is 
done after him in turn by the male affines, the kinsmen, and the 
women present. 

The dead man's cot or sleeping-mat and the bier on which his 
body was carried to the funeral are always left by the grave; and 
often his dancing head-dress is deposited on the top of one of the 
hanal-gutta posts; while the grave is further adorned with his old 
fishing-rods and wooden representations of spears and axes. The 
bottom illustration on Plate XX shows a typical burial grave in 

1 See page 175 above. 
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the village of Nugur, v.ith the cromlech in front of the two large 
hanal-gutta posts and behind them two of the small corner hanal
gutta posts and the log- and leaf-piled grave. At a cremation grave 
seen at Handawada, where the ashes ofthe pyre were still fresh, there 
was no hanal-gutta or cromlech, and the only offering to the dead 
visible was a small basket that contained the funerary grain, fixed 
at the top of the fence erected round the grave. The usual strips of 
cloth were hung from the boughs of trees overhead. The wicker
work frames of dancing shields were also suspended from the fence, 
although, as related on page 76 above, the use of these dancing 
shields has for the time been abandoned. The N ugur photograph 
on Plate XX shows dancing head-dresses on top of the two large 
hanal-gutta posts, a large imitation spear of bamboo between them, 
and strips of cloth hanging from long bamboo saplings planted in 
the ground, as there were no reasonably low overhanging boughs. 
The two upper photographs on the plate show women mourners 
around a sheeted body in a house at Handawada, and keeners 
outside a house at Bhera Tondawada at noon before a funeral 

Immediately after the actual funeral in many parts of the hills 
all the mourners proceed from the funeral ground to a spot by the 
side of one of the paths entering the village. There the erramtogh 
or the next nearest affine relative present builds a small cairn from 
1 i to 2 i feet high, surmounted by a flat cap-stone ; the cairn is 
known as a marma-kal or marman-gal. On the cap-stone he and 
each of the householders present places a pinch of rice or kutki 
grain, addresses the dead man by name, and tells him that he gives 
him this food to eat. All then go home. In the Tapalibhum, 
Behramar and Son pur 1\far parganas the dead man's heir or jiya-l>ital 
sets _up this cairn on the path a little way from the burial or crema
tion ground. At the selected spot he clears the ground, places 
a little grain on it, and makes a small chicken peck at the grain ; 
he then cuts its throat behind his back with a knife, the erramtogh 
or some other near affine places a large flat stone at the side of the 
dead chicken, and the heir piles stones over it. No words are 
uttered while this is done. Here they call the cairn korq-kotihtana
kal, or ' chicken-feeding stone', and do not know the term marma
k,.J. In the Farsal, Bardal, Tulagotal, Hukkagotal and Farsigotal 
parga,.<IS they apply the term marma-kal to a small stone set up by 
the side of the path leading from the village to the kotokal row of 
menhirs for the dead as a temporary consolation for the departed 
when the heir has not sufficient grain or money to erect a menhir 
immediately after the funeral 

l!ourning is observed for four days after the funeral, and it is\ 
taboo for the heir and the men of the deceased's family to go to 
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work in this period. Often a house or a portion of a house in which 
a death has occurred is shut up and not re-occupied. It is, however, 
not repaired. So long as it stands, it is regarded as a memorial of 

\ the dead. On the day after the funeral, if the house is still to be 
il occupied, the rooms and the surroundings are cleaned out, and the 
, floors are re-plastered. On the first three mornings after the 
funeral they place a little meal from the Pot of the Departed on 
the grave as an offering. At the end of the period of mourning 
the heir, if rich enough, should proceed at once to set up a menhir 
to the dead in the kotokal, in the parganas and villages where these 
menhirs are still erected. If, however, he cannot yet afford to do 
so, he goes to the graveside, bows before the hanal-garya cromlech, 
tells the dead man's hanal that he is sorry that he cannot yet afford 
to erect his stone, and begs him to be patient, to forgive him for 
the delay and not to harass him. It may take him two or three 
years to collect the necessary grain and money for feeding those 
who are to help him to find and erect a suitable menhir. In many 
parts of the hills the custom has fallen into disuse, because of its 
cost. But it is still common on the Kutru side of the hills, in 
Tulagotal, Hukkagotal, Farsigotal, Farsal, Bardal, Tapalibhum, 
Padalibhum, Nurbhum, Behraniar and Sonpur parganas, and also 
prevails in Dugal and other neighbouring Jhoria .Muria parganas. 
In Chhota Dongar pargana few clans now erect either marma-kal 
or lrotokal stones, though in many villages old rows of lrotokal 
menhirs attest the former prevalence of the practice ; the Bokalur 
are almost the only clan there who still erect them. From Adeq 
in that pargana rows of menhirs will be met by the traveller at 
Itulnar in Bhairamgarh Mar, between Itulnar and Hikul id Barsur 
Mar, and at Toinar and other villages in the latter pargana; but 
the clans now occupying these areas do not erect menhirs, and say 
that the rows still standing we~e erected ages ago by clans no longer 
known, though the Gumelor attribute the menhirs in their village 
ofToinar to the long extinct Timor clan. The Tamor of Tumirgunda 
between Handawada and the Indrawati have a kotokal on the hill 
path to Hirameta, but have erected no new menhir there for years, 
and say that nowadays no stone is set up till three generations have 
elapsed after death ; they admit that this is practically a confession 
that the practice has been abandoned, and say that it was found to 
be too expensive. · 

When, however, the heir has enough grain and money to pay 
for the food and drink needed for the erection of a menhir, whether 
on the fourth day after death, or after the lapse of some months 
or years, he calls together his relatives and friends, and all go off 
into the forest to look for a suitable stone. The only consideration 
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guiding their choice is the adequacy of their resources to provide 
food and drink for the men required to drag or carry the stone. 

'

The menhirs in the Abujhmar country and the adjacent Muria tracts 
are considerably smaller than the vast menhirs sometimes met in 
the Bison-horn country ; the largest that I have seen, at Lakka in 

IKutru Mar, were just over 8 feet high, and about 2t feet wide by 
10 inches thick at the base. They drag out the selected stone from 
its resting-place, and place under it several cross-pieces of wood, 
and on each side of it a long thick pole, to which the cross-pieces 
are lashed. The stone is then lashed to the cross-pieces, and the 
poles are lifted on to the shoulders of the bearers, from twenty to 
thirty in number, and so the journey to the kolokal begins. At 
intervals they stop, and are given by the heir drinks of mahua spirit, 
which is considered to give them strength to bear the burden ; and 
they are given at least one meal on the way. There will also be 
reserves of bearers, who carry the food and drink and cooking pots, 
to be entertained. So they ultimately reach the kotokal and 
deposit the stone on the ground at the appointed spot. If it is too 
late to erect it that evening, a feast follows at the heir's house, and 
all night the men and women dance with their wife-clan (akomama) 
relatives. In the following afternoon the stone is erected under 
the supervision of the et'famtogh or the senior wife-clan relative 
present. A hole is dug in the ground at one end of the stone and 
then the stone, if small, is pulled upright by willing hands and held 
there while the earth is shovelled in. If it is large and heavy, ropes 
are lashed round the far end and used to pull it upright, with its 
base in the hole, and ten men or so hold poles on both sides of its 
apex to prevent it falling over, while others ram small stones, earth 
3Jld turves around its base. In Kutru Mar, Chhota Dongar Mar, 
Behramar, Tapalibhum and Sonpur Mar a hanal-garya cromlech is 
then made at the base of the menhir, and the heir of the dead man 
comes up to it, and squats on the ground with his back to the 
menhir and the cromlech. He takes an eight or nine days old 
chicken, and, holding it behind his back and never looking at the 
stone, cuts its throat with the nails of his hand, sprinkles its blood 
on the table-stone of the cromlech, and pushes its body under the 
table-stone ; next he places an offering of rice or kutki grain on· 
the table-stone. As he makes the offerings he speaks to the dead 
man, saying, 'Whether you were killed by magic, or by the wrath 
of the clan-god and the Departed, or died naturally, I know not. 
But now I have put up this menhir for you, and you must wander 
no more. Stay here in peace for ever, and do not worry us your 
descendants.' In Tapalibhum and Behramar they erect the stone 
and sacrifice the chicken in silence. Only the heir has to keep his 
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back to the menhir ; all others present may watch the whole 
proceedings. In Padalibhum and parts of Nurbhum they do not 
sacrifice a chicken, but only place an offering of grain on the crom
lech. In F a.rsal, Bardal and the three Go tal parganas they then 
usually kill a boar a few yards away from the menhir, stretching it 
out on its stomach, two men holding it down with a pole across its 
neck, while a third man kills it with blows from the blunt side of 
the axe-head. They boil and eat the pork there, men, women and 
children, but give no part of it to the hanal and do not even hang 
its tail over the top of the menhir. In these parganas they assert 
that they have given up sacrificing a cow after the erection of the 
menhir ; but I shonld be surprised if this assertion were strictly 
true. A similar claim was made by the Padali headmen of Padali
bhum, but Bardal Gille, the headman of Rawan in that pargana, 
stated that some clans still offered a cow and hung its tail from 
the menhir. There is still a fear of offending Hindu State officials by 
frankly admitting the slaughter of cows. Cow sacrifice is further 
limited by the comparative scarcity of cattle in many parts of the 
Abujhmar hills, whereas pigs are plentiful. Even where they assert 
that they no longer sacrifice cows they do not scruple to eat the flesh 
of a cow that has died a natural death or been killed by a tiger. 

In Kutru Mar they do not erect stones brought to the kotckal 
for women and children, but leave them flat- on the ground. The 
stones for women and children, whether erected or prone, are always 
smaller than those erected for men. There is a general belief that 
menhirs increase or decrease in size according as the hanal is satisfied 
or not. · 

After the chicken and grain have been offered on the cromlech 
at the foot of the menhir, the heir; still turning his back on \he 
menhir, goes off at once to the nearest pool of water, followed by 
the others present, and all w.as,h their arms and legs and return to 
the village. Where cow sacrifice is still in vogue, as in Tapalibhum, 
Behramar and Sonpur Mar parganas, the erramtogh then sacrifices 
a cow or a pig or both, generally in the lonu room of the heir's house 
before the Pot of the Departed, using the blunt side of the axe-head, 
saying to the dead man, 'Niwa naode mat haukin torun. ldek mak 
suk-duk kemek manu ', or, ' I sacrifice this in your name ; hereafter 
keep still and do not make trouble for us ! ' The tuft at the end 
of the cow's tail is fastened to a loop of cord, and hung over the apex 
of the menhir just erected. The heir then entertains all who have 
assembled to a second dinner, off the sacrificed beef and pork, and 
the night ends in dancing and liquor. Needless to say, this procedure 
is costly, and many a hanal has to rest content with a marma-kal 
cairn. 
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Where, as in Orcha and most of the surrounding villages of the 

Chhota Dongar pargana, kotokal menhirs are no longer erected, a cow 
or pig is nevertheless sacrificed in this way in the village on the night 
after the funeral at the heir's house, and portions of the flesh or the 
liver when cooked are placed under the cromlech at the base of the 
hanal-gutta post, or, if there is no cromlech, on the grave, while the 
tail, and sometimes also a lower leg, from hock to hoof, are fastened 
by a cord from an overhanging saja bough. The usual feast and 
dance then follow. 

One reason for the abandonment of the custom of erecting 
menhirs may be that the clans which have abandoned it have in 
fairly recent times abandoned their traditional for their present 
dan-areas ; for it was the rule that the menhir should always be 
erected in the village from which the dead man or his ancestors had 
originally come, not in the village at which he was living at the 
time of his death. 

A person who has killed himself, or who dies from cholera or 
small-pox, is not buried or cremated at the regular funeral ground, 

Treatment of 
abnormal 
death• 

but in the forest at some distance from it. There had 
been no recent case in any village which I visited of 
a woman dying when pregnant or in child-birth, and 
no one could say what would be done in such a case. 

( 

Persons killed by tigers or other wild animals must be burned, not 
buried, at the place where their remains are found, or to which 
they are brought for the inquest. They must never be brought into 
a village, for otherwise the dead man's hanal may bring the tiger 
there. The remains, if scattered, are collected and placed in a cloth 
brought from the dead man's house; but such bodies should be 
to)lched as little as possible. Logs are piled under the body where it 
lies and kindled, and anything found with the body or at the place 
where the tiger attacked the dead man is burnt with it; but no 
dancing dresses or other property are brought from his house to be 
burned with him, and no offerings of grain or mahua spirit are made 
at the grave. No marma-kal cairn and no kotokal menhir are set up 
for him ; but there is nothing to prevent this being done for the 
victims of cholera or smallpox. 

B. Bison-horn Marias 

The !rue Bison-horn Marias, as distinguished from members of 
clans once Hill Maria in culture but now adopting Bison-horn 
customs. cremate all their dead e.'<cept those who die from abnormal 
causes. When a man dies, his son-in-law is sent for, and on arrival 
climbs on to the roof of the house with a dol drum, which he beats 
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for some time with a series of one long followed by two short beats 
to announce that a death has occurred in the house ; he then climbs 
down, and continues this drumming on the ground until the relatives 
and friends of the dead man assemble, or until the body is taken out 
to be cremated. Sometimes they fire guns at intervals for the same 
purpose. Messengers are sent out to neighbouring villages to bid 
relatives to the funeral. 

When all the men and women have assembled the body is taken 
out of the house and washed with a pot of water and anointed with 
a mixture of ground turmeric and oil. They then spread a cloth 
on a bier of bamboo wicker-work, lay the body on it, and spread 
a cloth over it. Each male relative who can afford it brings a cloth 
and similarly spreads it over the body. Four men then carry the 
bier on their shoulders to the cremation ground, followed by all the 
mourners, and men beating the dactylic funeral drum-beat. The 
pyre is made there, the body laid on it with head to the east and feet 
to the west, and covered over with fueL Two men, generally two 
sons, or two sons-in-law, or a son and a son-in-law, then kindle the 
pyre at the head and the feet of the body respectively. As soon as 
the pyre is bla2ing fiercely the company leaves the cremation 
ground and returns to the dead man's house for food. The cr~ma
tion ground is almost always on the side of the path or road opposite 
to the row of menhirs erected to commemorate the dead, which is 
known to the Bison-hom Marias as uraskal. 

On the next day all go to the cremation ground to see whether 
the body has been completely reduced to ashes ; if any portion 
remains unburnt, it is a sign that the death was due to the magic· 
of some enemy. All condole with· the members of the bereaved 
family and return to their houses. · . 

On the next Saturday morning comes the erection of the 
uraskal menhir. There are ur45kal with great numbers of menhirs 
almost everywhere in the Bison-horn country, and in most parts 
villagers continue to erect them for men, women and children 
whenever a death occurs. On the· J agdalpur side, however, and 
around Paknar, though every village has its uraskal, new menhirs 
are seldom set up in these days, the reason given being always that 
the ceremony is too expensive. It is indeed expensive, for if 
properly done it involves the killing of at least one, and possibly two 
cows, a pig or two, and the provision of three or four khandi of 
grain-kutki, urad, mung and ric~and an adequate supply of 
mahua spirit and Ianda. But expense is not taken into account at 
weddings, where open house is kept for a thousand guests if need be. 
The real reason is that these Bison-hom Marias are in close contact 
with Hinduism with its veneration of the cow ; and as they raise 
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themselves socially they not only cease to follow old Maria customs, 
but begin to resent being called Marias and to claim the designation 
of Muria. In some places, especially in villages where it is hard to 
find suitable menhir stones, they erect in their stead posts of saja 
wood, which they call urasgatta. The upper illustration on plate 
XXI shows a very elaborate urasgatta from a roadside village 
near the Chitrakot falls, on the northernmost fringe of the Bison-horn 
country. It is carved on each of its carefully squared sides with 
representations of hunting scenes, and the objects of the chase. 
Originally these were picked out in red and blue paint. 
Plate XXII shows part of a large row of uraskal menhirs 
by the side of the road from Dantewara to Kameli, at the 
foot of the bridle-path ascending to the Bailadila guest-house ; such 
enormous menhirs as those shown behind the women in this 
illustration are seldom set up in these days ; the tallest shown was 
thirteen feet high, and the broadest over six feet wide at the base. 
The normal size of those nowadays erected is shown in the lower 
illustration on plate XXI ; this portrays part of the uraskal of 
Aranpur village, by the side of the forest road from Kuakonda to 
Dummagudem, and at the head of the Aranpur pass. In this 
photograph the interesting thing is the large flat stone resting on 
tour boulders. This is known as a danya-kal, and was placed thern 
as the memorial of Birya-Marvi Hurra Wadde, who in his life-time 
was penna and bhum-gaita of Aranpur, as well as a wadde. The 
Birya-Marvi and the Kuhrami clans are the only two which always f 
make danyakal and never set up uraskal stones ; all the other ' 
clans, even in the Marvi and Kuhrami phratries, and including i 
the small or Chudala Marvi clan, erect uraskal stones. This : 
An,mpur uraskal was not restricted to the Birya-Marvi clan, -' 
although the village was founded by that clan ; the danyakal stone 
on the right edge of the photograph was the last stone at the south 
end of the row ; next to it on the north were fifteen uraskal stones 
of the Kunjami clan, and after them three of the Chudala Marvi clan. 
The small stones at the foot of the menhirs are known as hanal-kutul 
or ghost stools, and serve the same function as the hanal-garya 
cromlechs of the Hill Marias. Any recently erected stone can 
usually be detected either by the presence of a cow's or pig's tail 
hung over its apex by a loop of cord, or by the dirty white stains of 
libations of Ianda poured over the stone when it was set up. 

The stone is selected and carried from the quarry to the place 
where it is to be erected in much the same way as that already 
described for the Hill Marias. I use the word quarry advisedly, 
for these great slabs or pillars cannot be found as surface boulders. 
I have not seen the actual quarrying ; but they understand how to 
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crack boulders by burning piles of logs on and around them. and 
use their iron digging-sticks as crowbars to as5b-t the work. The 
stones are too heavy to be carried merely by the enlli of the two 
long poles to which the Hill Maria lashes the short cross-pieces of 
wood on which the stone rests ; the Bison-horn cross-piece; project 
beyond the stone, and on the enlli they attach long loops of twisted 
bamboo rind, through the npper enlli of which they pass cross-poles 
over the top of the stone, and the ends of these cross-poles. like 
those of the two long poles, are borne on the bearers' shoulders. 
The heir of the dead man has to provide food and drink for the 
bearers, as in the Abujhmar bills. The stone is taken to the place 
where it is to be set np, and the heir sacrifices a cock on the other 
side of the road on the spot where the body was cremated. and 
buries it in a hole dug under the ashes. 

All proceed thence to the dead man's hon._<e, and there ill the 
tcijja-km by the Pot of the Departed the heir sacrifices another cock 
to the dead man. The latter's son-in-law, or, if there is none, t:is 
erramlog!J or some other affine, in the name of the dead man kiik, 
with blows from the blunt head of an axe on its head, the cow or 
cows selected by the dead man during his lifetime ; they belieoe 
that if these cows are not sacrificed in fulfilment of his wishe. they 
pine away and die, and then the dead man is said to have come and 
fetched them away. Pigs are sometimes sacrificed as a suh..-titute 
for or in addition to cows. The sacrificed animals are then skinned 
and cut up for roasting, the Jh·er being cooked separately for the 
dead man. They take the liver, the tails tied to loo~ of cord. and 
a pot of Ianda to the uTaskal, and there the affines of the dead man 
see to the erection of the stone.. ·The heir hangs the tails over the 
top of the stone, after pouring Ianda over it, and sometimes milk 
also. He then places the roasted liver on the llilnal-kut..J cromiech, 
and "ith his back turned. tQ the menhir sacrifices a chicken and 
places it under the cromlech, in much the same wa,- as the Hi:l 
Maria heir. All present fling riee, kutki, ,.,ad and :,...,.g at and 
around the menhir, and then follow the heir to the neare:,-t pool to 
bathe, without looking back at the menhir. They eat the roast 
beef and pork of the sacrificial >ictims either on the banks of the 
pool or at the dead man's house, with boiled rice and puL<es, and!.z....,~ 
and mahua spirit to drink. The son-in-law or other affine ,.-ho beat 
the funeral drum is presented by the heir with a brass dish and a 
piece of cloth, or, more often, with the cloth only. All then db~. 

At the first Marka Pandum following this. a final offering of 
mangoes and grain is made to the dead man's Jo.rJWJ at his "'>lS.'-~

In some villages a forked bough is erected instead of an ,.,..,t,J 
or an ur<<sg.uta. It is always cut from the sacred wj" tree. 



urasKal stones on uantt:wot.&ii.-L>"""u""' •vou 

(Photograph by Baron E. von Eickstedt) 



FUNERAL CEREMONIES 

At Paknar in May 1930 I tried the murderer of a man whose 
body had been taken to Jagdalpur by the police for post martem 

Abnormal 
dealbo 

examination and had been buried there. In the 
course of the trial I visited the spot where the accused 
had shot him dead with a bow and arrow as he and 

the villagers helping him were carrying his kutki harvest from his 
penda field to his granary. His kinsmen had performed funeral 
rites for him there, sacrificing, roasting and eating two cocks and 
a pig, hanging up the Join-cloth which he was wearing when killed, 
and which they had brought back from Jagdalpur, and throwing 
rice and other grains at the trunk of the tree. They had also 
thrown away there all the earthen pots in his house except the Pot 
of the Departed, and his wife had burnt her bangles there. They 
had poured a libation of mahua spirit on the ground at the foot of 
the tree, which had been stained by his blood, and had adjured his 
hanal to be contented with this, stay with the hanal of the other 
Departed and bring no trouble upon them. A little mahua seed oil 
had then been added in his name to the Pot of the Departed in the 
wijja-lon of his house. 

Often when a person is murdered or drowned or dies in any 
unnatural way~ a great cairn of stones is erected over his remains at 
the spot where he died, known as a punji-pakuar in Halbi, and any 
passer-by is supposed to pick up a stone and fling it on the top of 
the cairn. The custom is common to all the peoples of Bastar, 
including the Hill Marias ; in I 913 two ·Hill Marias murdered a 
Maria Lobar girl, with whom both had often cohabited, through fear 
of the disgrace one of them would incur if the child which she had 
conceived were born and she named him as the father. The village 
elders hushed up the murder, and removed the body to the head of 
a pass crossing the Tiralgarh hills, and there a huge punji..paknar 
was piled over the remains. 

Victims of small-pox and women dying in pregnancy or 
child-birth are buried by Bison-horn :Marias, but not in the regular 
cremation ground. Before these women can be buried, a wadde 
or gunia has to shut up her malignant spirit by driving iron nails 
into her knees and elbows. But t<raskal menhirs are erected for 
them and for victims of small-pox. Persons killed by lightning are 
cremated at some distance from the ordinary cremation ground, 
and no menhir may be erected for them. Menhirs are also forbidden 
for persons killed by tigers, whose remains are burned in the forest 
where they are found, with whatever possessions were with them 
when attacked or killed. A dummy tiger is made of bamboo sticks, 
taken to the boundary of the village, and there burnt. 



CHAPTER XVII 

VILLAGE, CLAN AND PARGANA AUTHORITIES AND PANCHAYATS; 
THEIR EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY; THEIR JUDICIAL AUTHORITY AND 
METHODS; PROPERTY AND INHERITANCE; POSITION OF WOMEN ; 
THE RECENT STATE ORDERS RESTORING JUDICIAL AUTHORITY TO 

PANCHAYATS 

ONE of the most remarkable features of the Bastar of I()27 was the 
extent to which tribal, village and caste panchayats still regulated 
the religious and social life of the people, acted as intermediaries 
between them and the State and its zamindaris in meeting State 
demands for taxes, labour and supplies and in protecting the 
ryots from undue exactions, and exercised much de facto criminal 
and civil jurisdiction. Here ready to hand was the nucleus of an 
organization which, if properly handled and fostered, could in time 
save the State much money spent on law and justice, police and 
general administration. But the opposite policy had consciously 
or unconsciously been followed. Any exercise of criminal juris
diction, even in petty crop theft cases, had been regarded as usurpa
tion of the authority of the police and courts, and persons who had 
already made ample amends under tribal custom were arrested and 
sentenced all over again by the tahsildars, while headmen and 
elders not infrequently were punished for not reporting tlie offences. 
A bad! y trained police, often singularly lacking in common ~nse, 
would descend on a village and waste days in pointless investigation 
of petty cases, expecting nQt only to be fed on rice, mutton and 
poultry by the villagers during their stay, but also to be provided 
with stores of grain under the old bisaha system to take away with 
them at the end of the investigatibn. Villagers wonld be compelled 
to carry the supplies thus forcibly taken from them to the police 
station, perhaps two or three days' march distant, and would rarely 
be given even the nominal payment prescribed under the old 
bisaha rules. Then would follow a protracted trial at the still more 
distant tahsil headquarters, ten witnesses being summoned where 
three or four would have been ample ; and probably all these 
witnesses at the end of the trial would have to accompany the police 
party back to the police station to carry their impedimenta, and 
might be kept even longer as ' athpaharia begar ' labourers to clean 
the police office and lines and do domestic work for the constables . ... 
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The civil matters ordinarily decided by the panchayats would be 
marriage cases, such as settling the compensation to be awarded 
to a husband when his wife had eloped with another man. But 
tahsildars would entertain complaints under the sections of the 
Indian Penal Code punishing adultery from a husband dissatisfied 
with the panchayat' s decision, and thereby undermine yet further 
the authority of the panchayat. I have in an earlier chapter 
referred to the effect of the unconscionable demands for forced 
labour and supplies on the position of the village headmen, and 
shown how in consequence the tendency was to put forward a 
dummy as the headman for secular matters, the real leadership of 
the village remaining with the religious headman, that is to say, the 
[lasyeq-gaita in the case of the Hill Marias. and the penna in that of 
the Bison-horn Marias, but the dummy being available to bear the 
brunt of official wrath, though powerless to effect anything without 

j
:the consent of the village elders. Formerly, there seems little 
doubt, the kasyeq-gaita and the perma also discharged the functions 
of the secular headman ; the differentiation of the two functions 
was the result of the State officials' treatment of the aboriginal. 
In many Abujhmar villages the functions are still combined, or are 
held by members of the same family, because State officials were 
always loath to penetrate into the interior of the Hill Maria country. 
With the revival of the authority of the headmen and panchayats 
that is now the policy of the State, it may be expected that gradually 
the religious headmen will resume the secular headmanship also. 

It is not surprising that, as the result of these methods of 
dealing with the aboriginals, their panchayats tended to co-operate 
as little as possible with the State ; their object became to conceal 
cri!ne from the police and in general to comply with State require
ments only so far as was necessary in order to avoid trouble, and, 
above all, visits of subordinate State officials to their villages. The 
records of murder and other trials show many cases of the village 
elders meeting and deciding to hush up a crime, especially if it had 
occurred at harvest or any other busy agricultura,l season, rather 
than have the whole life of the village community disorganized by 
police investigation, committal proceedings and Sessions trial. 
Such crimes may have come to light later through the panchayat 
reporting them at their own convenience, or through the widow or 
other relative of a murdered man being dissatisfied with the com
pensation which the murderer had been ordered to give, while in 
some pargan.Js informers arose who subsequently used their supposed 
prestige with the police to become petty local tyrants. Conversely 
on occasions P<nk·hay<tls, disgusted with the failure of the police 
to investigate thefts or with the acquittal of guilty persons by the 
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tahsildars, took the law into their own hands and had the thieves 
killed. 

Purely social matters, breaches of caste or tribal prejudices, 
were left by the State to the jurisdiction of caste panchayats and of 
the caste headmen, appointed for nearly all Hindu and semi-Hindu 
castes in the State by the Ruling Chief in the tahsils and by the 
zamindars for their ..cwn zamindaris ; after the first appointment 
these offices tended to become hereditary in the family of the person 
appointed, the succession having to be recognized by the Ruling 
Chief, from whom the headmen of leading castes wonld receive 
a turban as insignia of office. A register of these headmen is kept, 
and appeals from their decisions in caste panchayat in social matters 
lie direct to the Ruling Chief, this power during the long minority 
of the late Maharani of Bastar having been exercised on her behalf 
by a relative of hers who manages the State temples at Jagdalpur. 
But the State never appointed caste headmen for Hill or Bison-horn 
Marias, who retained their own tribal customs in these matters, and 
whose panchayats did not, like those of Hindu castes, deal only 
with social matters, but also with petty crime and with the adminis
tration and agricnltural management of the villages and clans, as 
well as their relations with the officers of the State. To some extent 
the Murias were in the same position ; but in certain areas caste 
headmen had been appointed for them, and they had learnt to 
defer to the Palace as the nltimate arbiter in social matters, while 
great numbers of their villages had been granted to alien lessees 
who asserted their own authority and belittled that of the traditional 
headmen and panchayats. · 

A text for the enquiries which I had made into the panchayats 
of the Marias was the following passage from the appendix t~ the 
chapter on caste (Chapter IX, p. 239) in Marten's rgn Central 
Provinces and Berar Census. RfPorl :-

" The following account of the tribal council of the Maria Gonds of South 
Chanda has been sent in by the Manager of the Ahiri estate, and is worth 
quoting almost in full. Every genuine Maria village has a village headman or 
patel, called the Gaita. In addition to his office as a gaila he generally exercises 
also the hereditary functions of a Bhumia or religious headman of the village. 
This dual office used formerly to be held as a rule by one and the same man 
in the village, and. with a. few exceptions here and there owing to poverty o-r 
loss of influence on the part of the Bh-umia, it is still so held in the majority 
of cases. The man enjoying the double office is therefore the patriarch of 
the whole village community, au.d his authority in the village (or a group of 
two or three villages) under him is supreme. This post is. hereditary. The 
caste has not a standing Panchayat or governing body. It is called together 
when required. But the system prevailing in the caste is far more developed 
and is in certain respects more far-reaching than the ordinary Pancha yat 
system prevailing in other castes. The village Gaita, on receiving a report of 
a misdemeanour or other occurrence in the village, calls two or three elders 
of the village together-the number is not fixed, nor is it necessary to call the 
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same man every time--sends for the complainant and the accused, and after 
hearing the parties decides the case with the help of the village elders, who 
as a rule agree with his decision. 

• The jurisdiction of the village pancha.yat is confined to the village itself. 
and a local village panchayat is never referred to for the decision of a case by 
peTSOns at a distance. A group of about 50 to 100 villages is constituted into 
what is locally called a paui, and this paUi acknowledges the authority of the 
chief rehRious and social headman of the group, who is called the SndhU.. 
The Sendhia is the chief priest and judge of the patti. Every marriage 
contracted. every case of social misdemeanour involving the penalty of a fine, 
and every other social and religious function performed in any village of the 
patti yields the StndJna a fixed fee in cash, ranging from Rs. 2 to Rs. 10, and 
in some exceptional cases up to Rs. 50. The office of the Sendhia is also 
hereditary. and the Sendllia is the dominant authority in the paJti. The 
authority of the Sew./Jri.a (for purposes of a Panchayat) is invoked only in 
exceptional cases involving the interests of a number of villages, and in such 
cases the decision of the Sendhia on an appeal being made to him by or against 
a village panchayat {or a number of village panchayats) is final. For purposes 
of a panchayat ther-efore each patti fonns a distinct unit, the internal composi
tion of which is as follows :-

(a) Each viUage holds its own panchayat composed of a few village elders 
and presided over by the village headman (gai!a). 

(b) Each group of villages acknowledges the authority of the Smdhia, who is 
the court of appeal for difficult or intricate intra-communal disputes. 

(c) Each Sendhia's paUi is, as a rule. a compact block of country. sharply 
defined by prominent natural geographical boundaries (a range of hills. 
a large river or a nullah}, and the Sendhia's authority is coo.ftned to his 
own patti. 

Tbe affairs of one s~ndhia's patti are never referred to a Semllsia of another 
patti. Each patti is known by its local geographical name (such as the Lahiri 
paUt. the Vennasugar paui. the jarawandi paui. the Ghat paui, and so forth}, 
and each paUi is the sole undisputed domain of the local Sendhia. The only 
remarkable case of an exception to this general rule that oceurred within the 
memory of living man was during the cold weather of 1909 at the village of 
]{otmi, which belongs to the Vennasugar paui. A Maria's daughter of the 
village eloped with a Mussalman. The local village panchayat took a feast 
from the father of the girl. and fined him an amount adequate enough for 
the dues of the Sendltia. The Sendhia demanded more and censured the 
vtlla~e panchayat for having let the man oft with a light amount. The village 
pancha.yat considered the Sendhia's demands to be exorbitant, and threatened 
to alienate themselves from him and to invoke the aid of a foreign Smdhia. 
This was too much for the Se?tdhia. who directly excommunicated the whole 
vtllage panchayat. The panchayat therefore sent for the Snuihia of Judt. 
~:ho naturally refused to affiliate the village to his paUi, but, seeing the 
d1fficulties of the case, agreed to purify the culprit for a small fee, which was 
paid to him" He perlonned the necessary ceremonies and reclaimed the 
unfortunate father of the girl. Thereupon the whole paui of Vennasul{ar 
rose a~ainst the village of Kotmi. and threatened to use violence. Tbis 
caused some uneasiness to the police, who began sending in reports. The 
Managf'r of the Ahiri estate weot to the spot. and his camp was immediately 
~siegC'd by aOOut a hundred G.tUJ.s of the paui. headed by the SnulJaia, who 
clamoured for justice. Their complaint was that the village people of Kotmi 
bad set a bad t'xa.mple. and that the people of the p4tti would know no rest 
till they (the Kotmi people) got themseh-es purified by the SCJidJiia.. The 
Marias of Kotmi were. on their part. too obstinate to }-ield. and with great 
difficulty the Manager succeeded in effecting a compromise by prevailing upon 
the Sntdlli4 to reduce his demands. He agreed ultimately to give absolution 
for a nominal amount, which was paid by the girl's father, and thus ended 
in a meny drinking bout what threatened to be a small civil war. The next 
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morning the Smdhia repeated the necessary spells, and, collecting together 
all the Ga1las of the paui with the Kotmi fellows. sprinkled fresh well water 
over their heads and declared Kotmi as re-a.fiiliated to his patti. 

~ This specific instance illustrates not only the great power exercised by 
the Sendhil: in his patti but also the fact that it is impossible for a ";nage to 
alienate itself from a paUi or to disregard the authority of a Snuihia." 

The South Chanda patti thus described seems to -be very like 
the clan-Pargana of the neighbouring Bastar Hill Marias, though 
much larger, if the figure of from 50 to IOO villages in each patti is 
correct. Actually, however, the patti probably includes several 
clan-areas or, at all events, villages of several clans, though I have 
not been able to make any enquiries in Chanda. The designation 
Sendhia is used in the Bhopalpatnam zamindari of Bastar for the 
headmen appointed by past zamindars over the local Nail;pod, 
Kapewar, Barod and Dolod (Pardhan) castes ; among Bastar 
Marias, however, the term appears to be used only in the Kutru 
Mar pargana, of which Arki Burga of Jegur, a village south of the 
Indrawati, was in I930 the hereditary sendhia. But his sole function 
was the reclamation of any :Maria guilty of a breach of social rnles, 
and he had no other rights or authority, nor was his presence 
essential in any panchayat except one convened to deal \\ith cases 
of outcasting. He was in no sense a headman of the pargana, and 
had none of the authority of the sendhia of Chanda or the pargania 
majhi or headman of the Maria and l\Iuria parganas of Antagarh, 
Kondagaon, Jagdalpur and Dantewara tahsils in Bastar. In fact, 
there were no pargana headmen: for the Kutru l\Iar and Bhairamgarh 
Mar parganas of Kutru zamindari, the gaita of the parent or princip.al 
village of a clan being the nearest approach to a pargana headman ; 
when Arki Burga was asked to beci:tme pargana headman he refused": 
the little actual influence he possessed over the Kutru Mar pargana 
was shown by the fact that he had left the pargana to live at Jegur. 
The headmen of the Hill·l\Iaria. parganas of Antagarh tahsil are 
sometimes called sethU.. 

In the two Hill Maria parganas of Kutru the >illage gaila is 
often still both religious and secuhr headman. The clans are small, 
and their villages not always contiguous. The gaita of the parent 
village may not actually decide all cases from each of the other 
villages, but he can interfere with the decisions of the gaita and 
elders of the other villages, and the latter often refer cases to him ; 
for the decision of such cases he sits in panchayat with the gaitas of all 
the other villages of his clan. Examples of these small clan groups 
are the Gumelor villages of Dunga, Pariakot and Goti in Bhairam
garh Mar and the Mohanda villages of Lakka, Puslakka and Bhuri 
in Kutru !liar ; of the former group the headman of Pariakot is the 
head gaita, though Dunga is the parent village, for the ancestor of 
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the headman of Pariakot was headman of Dunga when he founded 
Pariakot from Dunga; of the latter group the headman of Lakka, 
the parent village, is the head gaita, and has since been appointed 
pargana headman of the Kutru Mar pargana as the most influential 
headman in the pargana. In these cases, as generally among Hill 
Marias, the waddai or clan-priest is not the headman of the clan. 
But the Marias of Kutru south of the Indrawati and of the adjacent 
parts of Bijapur who are of Hill Maria origin modified in culture by 
contact with Bison-hom Maria and other neighbours, have usually 
their waddai, by them designated modul wadde, as the secular head 
of the clan as well as clan-priest. The names and villages of most 
of these clans have been given in the footnote to page 202. The 
post is hereditary, but the holder is sometimes deposed if he does 
not duly propitiate the clan-god or is oppressive. In matters 
affecting the State and in ordinary village routine he has no authority 
(unless he has been recognized as pargana headman), the village 
peda and perma being supreme ; and in ordinary village panchayats 
he probably takes no part, except in his own village, and even there 
probably only as a member, the peda being the president. As 
social arbiter he decides tribal cases, such as breaches of social rules 
and marriage disputes, at the annual harvest festival, there known 
as the Pindi Pandum, with the aid of a clan panchayat of the leading 
pedas and permas of the clan villages. 

Among the Hill Marias of Antagarh tahsil, that is to say of the 
greater part of the Abujhmar hills, we have seen that the parganas 
are clan-areas, the exception being the large Chhota Dongar pargana, 
where, however, the Usendi clan predominates and'is recognized by 
the other clans as. the chief clan of the pargana. The man now 
re~ognized by the State as the pargania majhi or headman of each 
of these parganas is the hereditary clan headman or pargania gaita. 
He is the chief headman of the village headmen of his clan rather 
than clan headman, for, though orders issue as his orders, they are 
issued always after consultation with a panchayat of the leading 
headmen, religious and secular, and elders of the villages in the 
clan-area. Any attempt on the part of a pargania gaita to presume 
on his position to make himself a little chief or tyrant is fiercely 
resisted by the clan ; one of the reasons for the 1916 murder at 
Orcha of Usendi Bhosa, the headman of the Chhota Dongar pargana, 
was the belief that he was trying to ' set up a raj over Metabhum '. 
Similarly in villages the headman's authority is rather that of the 
spokesman of tl1e village elders than his own individual authority. 
If the tahsildar sends word to the pargania gaita that, for example, 
a camp or camps have to be prepared in his pargana for the Diwan, 
or that on a certain date each village in the pargana has to supply 
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men for road repairs, the pargania gaila cannot merely send out 
orders to the headman of each village in his pargana a «igning his 
village a share of the pargana task. But he ha5 to send out his 
garhai or messenger, a clan servant remunerated in grain at two or 
three paiii per cultivator, to call in the gaita, kasyeq-gaita and leading 
elders of each of the clan villages to a meeting at his •illage or some 
central spot, at which he arranges the distribution of the work in 
consultation with them. Similar meetings are called for arranging 
collections of money or grain for any clan festival, such as E:oq5ar, 
or any special disease-averting or tiger-averting ceremony. In a 
dispute between some of his 'illagers as to the distribution of the 
work he naturally would give the final word ; and similarly when 
he calls in selected •illage gaitas to sit with him to decide inter-,illage 
disputes or to interfere with what he considers a "Tong decision of 
a village panchayal he may ha,·e the final word. Strictly speaking, 
he is at liberty to dissent from the members of his meetings and 
panchayats and to insist on his own view being the final \iew in the 
matter ; but in practice he would get short shrift if he made a habit 
of going against the majority. In actual fact, therefore, we have 
here a tribal organization very similar to that postulated by Th. 
C. U. Wills, I.C.S., in his monograph on ' The Territorial System of 
the Raj put Kingdoms of Medieval Chhattisgarh • (see pages 4 and 33 
above) as the foundation on which the Chhattisgarh ~!aharajas 
superimposed their roughly feudal system. In the •illage the 
kasyeq-gaita or the gaita is merely primus inter pares in regard to 
the village elders and in the clan or pargana the pargania gaita in 
regard to the gaitas and kasyeq-gaitas of the other •illages of the" 
clan or pargana. The natural democratic tendencies of the tribe · 
not only are a bulwark against mismanagement by State officials. 
but also block any attempt on the part of a village or parg,ina 
headman to become a local_ despot. \Ve have seen already' how 
even when the kasyeq-gaita of the village enthroned on his udam-gan·a
stone seat of honour at the Koqsar festival announces the agricul
tural programme of the coming year he is issuing no independent 
orders, but merely confirming ex cathedra the decisions already 
reached in pa11chaya/ between him and the elders. These stone 
seats for the kasyeq-gaita and gaita are almost the only outward sign 
of their primacy in their villages ; and in some villages they sit on 
them also to preside over meetings of the elders for administrative 
or judicial work. The photograph on plate XXIII opposite this page 
shows the kasyeq-gaita and gaita of I tulnar thus seated in pancl~ayat. 

In the Bison-hom llfaria country there are no contiguous clan 
or phratry areas, and the parganas often represent former petty 

' See page •·P· 



11howing rl'ligious and secular headmen seated on stone udam·garya seats 
[ facl p. 290 
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kingdoms or garhs of forgotten chiefs, or divisions of the early 
medieval Telanga kingdoms of Barsur, Dantewara or Bhairamgarh. 
The Marias there are perhaps later arrivals, spread over a land once 
ruled by comparatively civilized and organized Te!anga princes. 
There are pargana headmen, with wide influence and authority ; 
but their authority possibly does not derive in the same sense from 
the clan, and may have been conferred in the not very distant past 
by the State because of the obvious advantages of having such 
central intermediaries between the State and the tribes. They 
have to deal with villages of many different clans, and far larger 
villages at that than those of the Hill Marias. These villages are 
still throwing off new para or hamlets, which often become bigger 
than the parent village, and soon for practical reasons have to have 
their own peda and perma, though these will be called the chudala, or 
small, in contrast to the birya, or big, peda and perma of the parent 
village. Among the Bison-horn Marias, therefore, it is natural to 
find the village panchayat exercising a more real authority and 
greater independence of the pargana headman and panchayat than 
among the Hill Marias. Nevertheless the formal recognition under 
the recent State orders of the pargana headman and his panchayat 
as a court of appeal from the judicial decisions of the village elders 
is bound to strengthen his position. The Bison-horn Maria has 
always been more in contact with and more ready to learn from the 
outside world than the Hill Maria, and there are many village and 
pargana headmen who show real leadership and force of character. 

Social offences involving exclusion from tribal ceremonies and 
feasts are very similar in these days to those of neighbouring Hindu 
castes. The worst offences are to get maggots in wounds, to take 
food .from or have sexual relations with persons of the despised 
Ghasia, Mahra or Lobar castes, and to break the rules of exogamy by 
having sexual relations with a girl of a brother-clan. Another 
offence, which among the Bison-horn Marias may lead to con
siderable trouble, is the eating of any new crop or the cutting of grass 
or bamboo before the appropriate pandum has been celebrated; 
this form of sacrilege is believed to be avenged by the earth or 
clan-god sending tigers to carry off cattle or men, and in a case 
which came before me in which such a visitation had followed the 
cutting of grass by two villagers before the Kare Pandum the 
pat~chayat had ordered them to compensate the owner of each cow 
or bullock killed by the avenging tigers. The way in which breaches 
of the rules of e.xogamy are dealt with has already been described 
(pages 245-6 above). Any form of social relations witb Ghasia, 
Mahra or Lahar, however unwitting, entails penalties not only 
on the actual offender, but also often on his near kinsmen. In the 
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1913 case (see page 283 above) in which two Hill Marias murdered 
a Maria Lohar girl with whom they had been cohabiting, their 
parents and brothers all bad to be purified by the pargana headman, 
and the actual murderers were purified by him a year after the 
murder ; one of the main reasons for the villagers hushing up the 
crime was the belief that greater harm might have resulted to the 
clan if the Lobar girl had borne a child to the murderers than from 
them killing her. In rgz6, Oyami Masa of Malhanar in the Kutru 
Mar hill pargana, an orphan boy six years old, was outcasted for 
taking some food from a Ghasia who was spending the night .in the 
village lws-galul' (strangers' rest-house) and found the child half
starved. As soon as the villagers heard of this they regarded him 
as outcasted. They realized, however, that he could not be expected 
to pay the expenses of the purification ceremony, and as they 
themselves had had poor harvests and were not in a position to meet 
the cost just then, they built a hut for the child at some distance 
from the rest of the village, and there he had to live for two years, 
till they could pay to purify him ; meanwhile they provided food 
for him, leaving it for him at some distance from his hut. After 
two years had elapsed they subscribed eight annas cash as remunera
tion to Arki Burga of Jegur, the Sendhia, ten paili of rice and 
a paili of pulse, and invited the Sendhia to come and purify the boy. 
The men of the neighbouring villages of the clan were also asked 
to attend. At the bidding of the Sendhia the villagers built seven 

:}~mall huts in a row, and the boy had to pass through each in tum, 
'll~h being burnt down as soon as he had passed through it. The 

"''S:builJ.ia himself then shaved the whole of the boy's head, including 
even his crown-tuft. This done, the boy was taken to tlie river, 
made to bathe thrice and brought 'back to the village, where the 
Sendhia burnt his tongue with a karra (Odsa marra) twig, made him 
drink a little from a cup of milk into which he had dipped a piece. 
of gold, and sprinkled the rest of. the milk over the boy and the 
onlookers. The boy then fetched water, and in this the Sendhia 
boiled the rice and pulses, and ser-Ved the cooked food to the boy 
and all the clansmen present. This incident typifies the way in 
which Marias combine to relieve each other's difficulties. The 
postponement of the caste feast until the offender has had time to 
collect all that is necessary is almost a rule of tribal life, and one 
that might with advantage be copied by the pharasaical elders of 
Hindu castes in British India. The social offence may offend the 
clan-god, and so its expiation is the concern of the whole clan, which 
therefore must help the offender gradually to raise the cost of the 
expiation ceremonies. 

• See page 106 above. 
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In the chapter on marriage we saw how the elders had to 
witness the betrothal ceremonies, and how the panckayats deal with 
cases of divorce and elopement. It may be added that among the 
Hill Marias the clan-headman, like the Sendhia of the Chanda Marias, 
gets certain traditional fees which the parties have to pay in addition 
to the compensation which the panchayat may award to the injured 
parents or husband, or to the cost of the tribal feast ; at every 
marriage in Kutru and Bhairamgarh Mar the clan-headman gets 
a fee of eight annas ; when a panckayat has settled the compensation 
to be given to the first husband by the man with whom his wife has 
eloped, the old and the new husband have each to pay the clan
headman four annas. But the latter is expected not to retain the 
whole of his fee-income, but to divide it with the headmen of the 
villages of his clan who have assisted in the ceremony or panckayat. 

I have already described on page 246 above, the ordeal to 
which the Gurne Hill Maria clan panckayat in 1929 subjected a 
Toinar youth accused of incest with a girl of his dan. How 
far the ordeal survives in the remotest parts of the State I cannot 
say; naturally instances of its use very seldom come to light. 
There is reason to believe that ordeals of this kind were a regular 
feature of the ' justice ' administered by bygone Chiefs and 
zamindars of Bastar, rather than a product of aboriginal thought ; 
compare the account of the settlement of the Kudmer-Jatalur 
land dispute at page g6 above. Ordinarily, however, the panckayats 
follow no regular procedure beyond hearing the parties and their 
friends as informally as possible and deciding the case then and 
there after free discussion among themselves. 

Questions of property seldom arise among the Hill Marias, 
there being obviously so little scope for dispute when 95 per cent. of 
the cultivation is shifting cultivation of hillsides regarded as the 
property of the clan and not of the individual, and when the village 
site is shifted at least every six years. Sons after marriage live in 
a separate portion of the long-house of their father or uncle, if there 
is space for adding a portion for them, or else build a separate house 
as close as possible ; when next the village is shifted there is ample 
space for all to live in separate houses under one long-house roof. 
Questions of inheritance of houses therefore arise only when, as 
among the Bison-horn Marias, villages have become permanent 
and are not shifted at regular intervals. Even here, however, there 
are few disputes. The little value set on houses is shown by the 
fact that it is generally the youngest son who lives on in the father's 
house after his death, as probably his elder brothers will have married 
long before him and built separate houses for themselves on marriage. 
There is among the Bison-horn Marias a vague right to demand 
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partition of a father's property when a son sets up house for himself, 
but although he can press for his share, it is felt by the community 
to be against tribal spirit, rather than unfilial. When, on the 
other hand, a father had outraged tribal feelings by seducing his 
sons' wives and driving his sons from his house, his refusal to let 
his sons have any share in the family property was considered by 
the Bison-hom Marias an additional justification for his subsequent 
murder by his sons. 

There is so little domestic property of great value among the 
Hill Marias, and so many of a man's few tools and possessions, as we 
have seen, are buried with him, that inheritance disputes about 
movable property are almost unknown. Though among the 
Bison-hom 111arias less is buried or burned with the dead, the 
remaining movable property generally passes with the house ; 
if the elder sons have set up separate establishments in their father's 
lifetime they will have equipped themselves with the few possessions 
they need, and will not worry about the younger brother appro
priating what their father has left. Women's ornaments generally 
are buried or burned with them. 

When the inheritance includes valuable rice-lands, they 
remain generally the joint property of the sons and brother's sons, 
and the father's surviving brothers, the eldest son generally nomin
ally being the manager, though he will certainly have to give way 
to an uncle or younger brother or cousin if he is inefficient, weak
minded or deformed. The produce will be stored in his granary, 
but shared among the members of the family. 

Daughters and sisters have no right of inheritance of their 
father's or brothers' lands or proW!y. For the land is really 
the land of the clan, and the daughters and sisters will on marriage 
have passed to the clans of their husbands. A widow is entitled 
only to maintenance, and as :on her husband's death she very 
often becomes the wife of his younger brother, she gets her main
tenance as a matter of course ; if he leaves no younger brother and 
she does not marry again, she lives on in her late husband's house 
and works with other women of the family, and is maintained by 
their husbands. A girl whose parents die before she is married 
frequently goes to a married sister's house and becomes a co-wife. 

For a woman on the whole is a kind of property, or a valuable 
adjunct to the house and family. For her, the husband's family has 
had to pay a bride-price that is a severe tax on its resources' ; 
or else, where cross-cousin marriage prevails, • she represents the 
repayment of a debt incurred when her father took his bride from 

1 See pp. 2-48-so and 252·3 above, 
2 See pp. 234 and 247 above, 
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the family and clan to which she goes as a bride. She may elope 
with another man, but he must compensate the first husband. 
She must work for her husband, having his meals ready in the home 
or taking them to him in the field when he wants them, gathering 
forest fruits and roots, and doing her appointed work in the fields ; 
many a woman has paid with her life by exasperating her tired 
husband by not having his food ready or by cooking it badly. She 
is not a full human being like a man. She is taboo when menstruat
ing ; she may not sleep in the field when the crops are ripening ; 
she is debarred from attending at the festivals and pandum ; she has 
no special dancing dress. Yet with all this she has not too bad 
a position. As a girl she has considerable freedom both in pre
marital sexual life and in the choice of a husband, and she is fairly 
free to leave her husband if he ill-treats her, or if he cannot beget 
a child. Tribal sentiment strongly condemns wife-beating. Her 
natural taste for ornament is given full scope, her parents gradually 
collecting beads and metal neck and arm rings, her boy-companion 
presenting her with beads and carved hair-combs, and her husband 
when she is married recognizing her right to spend a few of the 
scanty pice she earns from the sale of her basketry at the bazaar 
on simple trinkets. She participates in the tribal dances and 
songs, though not in the religious ceremonies that accompany 
them. In fact her position vis-a-vis her husband is far freer than 
that of the ordinary Hindu wife. Above all, she is not exposed 
to the evil of child marriage and premature motherhood, of which 
habits of their Hindu neighbours Maria headmen will speak with 
abhorrence. 

Such in brief and imperfect outline are the main principles 
governing tribal law and custom, and the main features of the old 

The r~ont 
Stale Order 
restorin~ 
jurisdiction to 
Panchayatl 

village and tribal headman and panchayal organiza
tion. No attempt has been made in this chapter to 
draw any clear-cut distinction between the ways of 
the Hill and the Bison-horn Marias ; in actual practice 
both treat such matters in much the same way, the 

main distinctions being (a) that the primitive clan organization 
is stronger and the authority of the headmen more limited by that 
of elders among the Hill 1\farias, and (b) that the Bison-horn Maria 
has been more in contact with the outer Hindu world than the 
Hilll\!aria. 

Under the State Order framed in 1932 by my successor, the 
regular criminal courts of the State have been deprived of jurisdiction 
over the primitive tribes in cases of certain public nuisances, simple 
hurt and assault, thefts (except of cattle), of property worth Rs. 5 or 
less, mischief, trespass, house-trespass, bigamy, adultery and 
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enticing a married woman from her husband.' The civil courts 
have been deprived of jurisdiction in claims for civil damages 
arising out of these criminal offences, and in simple money, grain 
and cattle claims up to Rs. 25 in value. All such cases are to be 
dealt with by the village panchayat, the convening of which and 
the selection of the elders of which are left to the village headman. 
No particular lines have been laid down to regulate procedure ; 
the panchayats are not allowed to impose more than Rs. 25 as a fine, 
though in marriage cases they may allow marriage expenses up to 
Rs. 50, while corporal, barbarous or degrading punishments are 
prohibited ; and the village Jwtwar or watchman at his periodic 
visits to the police station has to report the results of cases decided 
by the panchayats of his villages since his last visit. Any person 
dissatisfied with a decision of the village headman and elders can 
appeal within a month to the pargana headman, who is assisted by 
a panchayat of four headmen chosen every year by the assembled 
headmen of the villages of the pargana before the tahsildar. Though 
no orders were issued to regulate the disposal of fines, the headmen 
are encouraged to spend them on village improvements, save where 
tribal custom prescribes a tribal feast as part of the penalty. 

There has not as yet been time enough to judge the success of 
this attempt to restore authority to the headmen and elders. In 
some parts the panchayats appear to be working surprisingly well 
on the whole ; in some they either have little work to do or else 
have not won the confidence of the tribes through not having the 
right men as members, or perhaps through a weak man having been 
made headman in the old days and not yet having been ousted 
by the religious headman or the nat!lralleader of the village ; a few 
have had to be superseded, and the jurisdiction of the ordin.ary 
courts restored, because they were tampered with by Hindu and 
Mohammedan traders in adjacent market villages ; here foreigil 
influence had perhaps already gone too far towards detribalizing 
the village life. Obviously a good deal depends on the personality 
of the pargana and village headmen, and on the unobtrusive 
sympathy and watchfulness of the State officials; regular inspection 
and interference would, of course, be fatal to the success of what is 
largely an attempt to defend the tribes from the visits of the petty 
official. In the Abujhmar hills and the parts of Dantewara and 
J agdalpur tahsils which I visited in 1934, the headmen and elders 
greatly appreciated the relief which the orders had given from the 
burdens of police and court investigations, and the pargana headmen 
were taking their appellate duties seriously and fairly soundly. It 

1 The actual Penal Code sections are 277, 290, 323, 334, 341, 352, 354· 
355. 379. 38o, 426, 447, 448, 494, 497, 498 and 504. 
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is no use expecting formalism from such unlettered tribal tribunals ; 
the rules as issued perhaps err a little on the side of formalism, and 
the panchayats must not be expected to follow them too strictly 
or blamed if at times they exceed their nominal powers, so long as 
rough, ready and cheap justice, within the comprehension of the 
villagers, results. Once the real leaders of the clans and villages 
learn that the State is trusting them and that they can trust the 
State also, the headmen and panchayats will be an admirable focus 
for the introduction and spread of measures of enlightenment. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS OF BASTAR STATE 

TAHSILS: 

jagdalpur 
Kondagaon 
Antagarh 
Dantewara 
Konta 
Bijapur 

ZAMINDARIS : 

Kutru 
Bhopalpatnam 
Sukma 
Kotapalli-Pamer 

TOTAL 

Area~ 
(sq. miksl 

1,9g6 
r,88o 
2,885 
I,OI6 
1,336 

989 

1,360 
720 
6so 
230 

IJ,0621 

Population 
(1931 Census) 

!98,640 
83,992 
51,703 
75,872 
14,206 
24,135 

14,836 
17.596 
40,171 

I,IJ2 

522,283' 

1 The areas are given according to the figures current before recent 
surveys. These surveys have on1y covered portions of the State, and will 
not be completed till 1944. In May 1934 the Survey of India, computing 
from the old maps of the Trigonometrical Survey (which I have often found 
eurprising)y inaccurate for the wilder parts of the State} and from the revised 
ligure-s of .recent surveys, calculated the true area to be 13,725 square miles for 
U1a whole State. Revised calculations for each tahsil and zaminda.ri are not 
available. 

• The populations of each tahsil and zamindari given above were ca..lcu
latcd in the State from preliminary census returns: but separate figures were 
not isolated by the Central Provinces Census Office. The true population of 
the Stnte was finally reromed as .524,721. ... 21 
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LISTS OF HILL MARIA CLANS AND BISON-HORN MARIA CLANS AND 

PHRATRIES, AND PEDIGREE OF THE HILL MARIA FAMILY HOLDING 

THE HEREDITARY HEADMANSHIP oF CHHOTA DoNGAR PARGANA 

AND 0RCHA VILLAGE 

[(d) Signifies that the village was deserted in I934] 

HILL MARIA CLANS 

Clan Pargana Villages Clan-god Totem. 

Usendi Chhota On:ha WikirHunga Goat 
Dongar Japgunda (kept at 

Hoinar (d) Japgunda, 
juwada but 
Dugarli brought 
Bagom to Orcha 
Thadur for festi-
Machan vals) 
Duseli 
Kejang (d) 
Uragonda (d) 

Kutru Mar Michwada None 
Kirangal One or two 1 

(ncl Hill villages 
Maria but 
Gottol Mu-
•ia) 

Chanda 1 1 
District 

Wadder Chhota Dhanora Wor.;Jrip the None 
Dongar Jori Usendigod 

Hikpulla Wikir 
Kodeli Hunga of 
Perilmeta Japgunda 
Ren.iabera 

Bhomra Kurselhur 
(d) 

UseDokraof 
(Muria) Kurselhur 

Chanda Dis- Kaunde and Kuw~undo 
trictz and others. and ofKaunde 
Kutru s. Madhepar 
of Indra- and a few 
wati more in 

Kutru 

Korami Chhota Hirangai Wor.;bip the None 
Dongar Venna Usendigod 

of Japgon-
da 

-
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Clan Pargana. Villages Clan-god Totem 

Dodi Do. Jbara Do. None 
Raj pur 
Idnar . 

Deda. Cbbota Kurmer Nule Hanna None 
Don gar Dedalur or Eram 

Mo'itto of 
Kurmer 

Panal Do. Cbalcheghi Do. None 

Katlami Do. Jhori PanduHunga l'lone 
Hikpulla of Jhori. 

(shared elder 
witbWad- brother 
der) of \Vikir 

Hunga, the 
Usendigod 

Jugho.lll;as Chbota Adeq Worships the None; 
Karme Don gar Karanmeta Usendigod the name 

(plural. (d) Wikir Kanne said 
Jughalor) Akmeta (dl Hungaof to mean 

Maspur (d) Japgunda ~sunset'. the 
Nelanar ancestor of 
Makawada clan having 
Gomagal heen horn 
Hasnar then 
Rainar 

Bhairamgarb Gapa (d) Say would 
Mar ltuinar worship 

WUcir 
Hungaif 
still 
in Chhota 
Dongar 
pargaft4, 
but no 
need as 
now in 
Kutru 
u.mindari 

Dhurv.a (&lm0'5t Chhota ShareGoma- Worship the None; 
a branch of Dongar gal and Usendi god clan .. , .. 
Jughalor) Hasnar Wilrir it is elder 

with Hunga of brother of 
Jugb.alor Japgunda Jugbalor 

butbave 
also his 
sister 
Oghal 
Muttai as 
theirowu 
god 
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Clan Pargana Villages Clan-god Totem 

Dol r younger Do. Kohka.paghai Worship Called Dol 
brothers , of Usendigod because 
Jughalor) Wikir members 

Hunga started 
making tlcl 
drums 

Matami Do. Teknar Do. None 

Dugher Do. Maramnar Do. None 

Potawi Do. Almost ex- Do. None 
tinct; one 
house in 
Orcha 

Poyami Do. Kundali {one Do. None 
house) 

Gecha Do. UdalaTonda Do. None. Name 
wada means 

Mangnar Wetekal (d) 'sluggard' 
clan 

Neghal Chhota Bhera Tonda Do. Panther 
Dongar wad a 

Ahkal Do. Gudadi Do. None 

Ete' Do. Kondakoti ?Crab 
}NuleHarma 

Boka Do. Dondrewada of Kurmer None 
Bokalur 

Kohla Chhota Mandali Mu'ima Koh- I 
Donga.r Kushnar Ia Pen of 

Batwada Bat wad a 
Kostari 
Gumter 
Hoinger 
Devanar 
Kerin.ir 
lrpena& 

Pada! Padalibhum All the pat'- Gumtuli None 
gana Muttai, of 

Aduar 
' 

Kumoti Chhota Almost ex- None None 
Dongar tinct; 2 

houses in 
Hasnar. r 
in Rainar 

Jiiti Jatwara I Most of the I I 
pargana 

' Ete IS probably the same as Yete. a Kutru Mar clan. 
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Clan Pargana Villages Clan-god Totem 

Botcr KutruMar BoteT None None 

Wachami Kutru Mar Kumharmeta Wachami I 
and Ahlri Markanar MoittoPen 
(mostly Irkapal of Kum-
lndrawati Karkelli barmeta 
valley) Bod eli 

and some 
Ahiri 
villages 

Mohanda Kutru Mar Lakka A god at I 
Hingmeta Lakka 
Bhuri 
Puslakka 

Oyimi Bhairamgarh Komu None None 
Mar Kalhaza 

Malahanar (d) 

Mohke Do. 2 houses in None None 
Chhota Kalhaza 

Dongar Albera (d) 

Yete Bhairamgarh Hoinar None Crab 
Mar 

Pungati Do. • houses in None I 
Ader 
(Kutru) 

Barda.l Bardal Whole ?a•- Hurra Mu'iya None 
gana of Kornlr 

Tapailbbum Ranimarka 

Farsll.l Fa.rslll Whole ?a•- Kodo Mo'itto None 
gana (13 of Dhur· 
inhabited wada 

Bhairamgarh 
village.) 

Bheriabhum None 

Go tAl Hukkag<>tal Whole par- PAhanleya None 
gafJtJ (9 Muttari of 
inhabited Toinar in 
villages) Tulagotal 

Tulagotal Whole par- Do. None 
gattta{9 
inhabited 
villages) 

Farsig<>tal Whole par- Top Mudya None 
ga"" (s ofMobandi, 
inhabited said to be 
villages) younger 

brother of 
Pah&nley's 
husband 

---·-
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Clan Pargana Villages Clan-god Totem 

Tapa TapalibhUm Nearly all the RiksaPenof None 
(Chhote villages of Dodrimar-
Mar) the par- kain Tap-

ga11a- alibhum 

Nughoti, alias Nurbhum All pa,.gana 1 Noue 
Nuroti but Turko 

Jcitwara Kohkameta . 
Tapalibhum Ma.rkawada 

Hachekote 

Hichami Nurbhum Turko The Nughoti ? 
god 

Parllo Kutru Mar Dodmarka Koruk Pen Goat 
Karangul of Karan-
Nugur gal and 
Ader (Kutru) Nugur 
Padmeta 

Jlita Kutru Mar Jatalur None 1 
Chhote Akdum (d) 

Dongar 

Kohka Bhairamga.rh Kakowada,o None Kohka-marra 
Mar Kakawoki the mark-

ing-nut 
tree 

Ark Do. Korowaya; None None 
sold 
Itulna.rto 
Jughalor 

Jate Mangnar 'Mornar Pat Raja The' Jate 
(plural, grass used 

Jliterom) for making 
brooms to 
sweep the 
god's 
shrine 

Tokalor Mangnar Eq>anar Do. The toka or 
flap of loin-
doth left to 
hang be-
hind like a 
tail 

Hukur Mangnar Eq>anar Do. The huh or 
basketry 
ladle used 
to stir rice 
cooked at 
the god's 
shrine 
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Clan Pargana VIllages Clan-god Totem 

Marvi Mangnar T<lkhtOII Ma.ra.-mcigh. I 
Kuwer Pat Raja's 
Modangwada sister's son 
Moghori or bt:ranjal. 

They get 
leave from 
Pat Raja 
to hold his 
nephew" a 
festivals 

Tamo Dantewara Tumirgunda Hurra.Gunda None 
Mar Padmeta Moitto of 

Tumir-
gunda 

Atami1 Barsur Chhota Do. I 
Karka 

Palawaya 

Lekami1 Barsur Batawada UseModiaof ? 
Ghotpal Ghotpal 

There were one or two Lekam.i houses in the Hill Maria villages of Handa
wada and Dunga. 

Gume Dantewara Toinar Verma None 
or Barsur Handawada Mo'itto 
Mar Hikul Pen of 

Thakawada Toinar. 
Pa.ralnar The weaddal 
Prinkapal is Jat! by 
Kodokal clan 
Hitawada 

Bhairamgarh Kunjewada None 
Gnti 
Dung a 
Pariakot 

AI ami Mangnar Nendur Attend fes- Chameleon 
Gatla tivals of (alam) 

Pat Raja, 

' god of JU-
erom at 
Mornar 

Nonde Mangnar Rotad Do. Rope 

----

t Now. iD. culture, Bison-hom clans; but the Lekami intermarries with 
tho Gumo clan, and tho Atami •till wor.ohips the Hill Maria pm of tho Tamo 
clan. 
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BISON-HORN l\LuuA PBRATRIES AND CLANS 

Phratry Totem Clans Totem 

1. Marvi Goat (Dantewara &rse 
Jagdalpur) Biry;\ Marvi 

Cobra (Sukma Chudala Marvi 
and Konta) D6di 

HemlA Tortoise 
Kuppe 
Oyami 
Pedaml 
Tamo 

2. Kuhri.mi or Cuckoo Budadi 
Kadiiri (kaawi) Gaddi 

Ka.rtami Hornbill (ka1'ot) 
Kuhnimi {or 

Kammi) Do. 
Kunja.mi Screech-owl 

(kvnje.pitte) 
Lekami 
Poriimi Buffalo 
Raw a 
Veko 
Wetti 

'3· SOd! orOdi Tiger Biryii SOd! Buffalo 
Chudala SOdf Do. 
Oika 

4· MarkAmi Tortoise AtAmi {or Att'a, the flower 
Atriimi) of the phul· 

b~hari grass 
Bale 
Bote 
BhOyAmi 
Biryt. Markami 
Chudala Mark3mi 
DUd hi 
Dumo 
Durro ' Gone be 
Kalmu Goat 
K~e (or 

Kandte) 
IG.kder 
Miriyami 
Neitdi 
Nupo 
Poyami Buffalo 
TAti (or Umti) 
Telilmi 
Tikder 
Undami 

.. 
t The tiger was the ongtnal totem, and the clan IS still spoken of as ~e 

tiger-race; but the tigers have broken the legendary rule that no tiger ~Ill 
attack a SOdl, and the SOdis retaliate by joining in tiger-beats and adopting 
the buffalo as their totem instead of the tiger. 
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BisoN-BORN :MARIA PB&ATRIES A:SD Cu..ss 

Phratry Totem Clans 
I 

Tote::::J 
' ' 

Goat (Dantewara Ba.rse ' I. Marvi 

I Jagdalpur) Birvi. Man"i 
Cobra (Sukma Ch..ida.la Mani 

I Tortoise 
and Konta) DOdi 

HemJ..a. 
Ku~ 

! Ovami 
PMami 

' Tamo ! 
2. Kuhlamior ICuclroo Budadi 

Kadiari (kadianl Gaddi 
Kartimi Hom bill tAa:o-UJ 
Kuhnimi (or 

Ka.rami} Do. 
Kunjami Screech"w 1 

Lekami 
{kvftj~-ptttil 

Poriami Buflalo 
Rawa 
Veko 
Wetti 

'3- Siidi or Odi Tiger Birya SOdi Buffalo 
Chudala SOdi Do. 
Oika 

4· Markami Tortoise Atimi {or AlTa, the rlower 
Atriimi) 

i 
of the pind-
belt4n grass 

Bale 
Bote 
BhOyaml 
Bil"\~ Ma.rkami 
CbUdali Markami 
Dudhi I 

Dumo 
DuTro 

- Gouche 
Kalmu 'Goat 
K~(or 

Kandte) 
Kikder 
Miritimi 
Nendi 

I Nupo : 
Povami I Buffalo 
Ta ii (or Tamti) I Telami 
Tikder 

I l Unda.mi 
1 The tiger was the original totem~ and the clan is still spoken of a.s tho!' 

tiger-race : but the tigers have broken the lege-ndary rule that no tiger w-Jl 
attack a S6dl, and the SOdis retaliate by joining in tiger-beats and ado-rnn~ 
the buffalo as their totem instead of the tiger. 
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Phratry Totem Clans Totem 

5· Kawllsl or Tortoise BertA 
Wanja.rnl DiidM 

KawAsi 
MuchAki 
MurAmi 
Pad<imi 
Urve 
\Vanjllmi 

The following six clan names have not been attributed to their phratries : 
Gonde, Kiske, Korsa, Punem, Rega, Savalam. 
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HILL MARIA TERMS OF RELATIONSHIP 

Father t4ppe 

Mother talugk, aw4 

Stepfather kiiRa l 
Stepmother Auclsi 
Elder brother (m.s.) dM4 

Elder brother {w.s.) dM4 

Elder sister (m.s.) il.kk4 {dkali) 

Elder sister (w.s.) ilkkl. 

Father's elder brother pepi 
Father's elder 

brother's wife 
Father's younger 

brother 
Father's younger 

brother's wife 
Father's elder 

brother's son 
Father's elder 

brother's daugh-

kuchi 

ter iinge 
Father's sister (elder 

or younger) 
Father's sister's 

husband 
Father's sister's 

child } 
Mother's brother 

Mother's brother's 
wife 

Mother's brother's} 
child 

Mother's elder sister 
Mother's younger 

sister 
Mother's sister's 

husband 
Father's father. 

Father's mother 

iiM 

bacha 
marriy6 (m) 
mandtiri (f} 
mama · 

iit6 
mamyij (m) 
mandar i (f) 
Per• 
kuchi 

kiikii 
tiid4 

Son 
Daughter 
Son 
Daughter 

{
Stepson 
Stepdaughter 
Younger brother 

miighi 
miiiri 
mag hi 
mtbi 
mDghi 
miiiri 

, .. 

(m.s.) 
Younger sister 

{m.s.) loelMT 

(w.s.). tamo 
Younger brother } 

Younger sister 
(w.s.) 

Younger brother's -l 
child (m.s.) miigM {m) 

Elder brother's 
child (m.s.) J miiirf (f) 

Husband's broth-
er's child 

Father's yOunger 
brother's son tamO 

Father's younger 
brother's 
daughter he/ID.r 

Brother's son (w .s.) ped4 

Wife's brother's 
son mama 

Mother's brother's l maf'1'iy0 {m) 
child ! mandQ1'"i (f) 

Sister's child (m.s.) backa (m) 
bachi (f) 

·Husband's sister's} hanem~~h_i (m) 
• child ltanemtan (f) 
Father's sister's } marriyO {m) 

child mandiiri (f) 

Youn~ert ~r echldiledr } nuighi (m} 
S1Sers ·--(f) 
{w.s.) mtan 

Son's son (m.s.) 
Son's daughter 

(m.s.) 
Son's son (w.s.) 
Son's daughter 

(w.s.) 

lam.O 

helliir 

} wand4 
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Mother's father 

Mother's mother 

Husband 

Wife's father 

'Wife's mother 

Husband ':s father 
Husband's mother 
\Vifc's elder brother 

Wile's younger 
brother 

Wife's elder sister 

koitOJ', OT 

mudyal 
(old man) 

mama 
iiJ(J 

mama 
iiJ(! 
erramMgh 

eN'andi 
ako'in 

Wife's younger sister kOhkOri 

Husband's brother diUiJ 

H u:tband 'a elder 
sister tlkkd 

HmJ,band's younger 
sister kahktJri 

Wife'a elder sister's husband 
'Wife's younger sister's husband 
l'lu~band's elder brother's wife 
Husband's younger brother's wife 
Son's wife's father 
Sun's wife's mother 

Daughter's son } 
{m.s.) 

Daughter's daugh- dkO 
ter (m.s.) 

Daughter's son } 
(w.s.) 

Daughter's daugh- wandO 
ter (w.s.) 

Wife ar 

Daughter's hus
band (m.s.) 

Daughter's hus-
band (w.s.) 

Son's wife {m.s.) 
Son's wife (w.s.) 
Younger si-3-ter's 

husband (m.s.) eJTamt6gh 
Elder sister's . 

husband (m.s.) diida or balD 
Younger sister's 

husband (w .s.) pekii. 
Elder sister's 

husband (w.s.) dii.dii 
Brother's wife 

(m.s.) koryii•i 
Elder brother's wife 

(w.s.) 
Younger brother·s 

wife {w.s.) 
agla 
bato 
dkkd 
Milar 
p'ari 
dkkd 

ange 

kory6ri 
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NAMES OF MEN AND WOMEN 

(a) Hill Marias 
MEN (215) 

Aitu (2) Kohlal (3) 
ArjahA Kola (2) 
&ghu Kopa (2) 
Baiyya ( 2) Kop!a 
Bande (3) Korili 
Banga (3) Korke 
Banjar Kos5. 
Baranga Kiili! (2) 
Bhasa (5) Kiimal (5) 
Bua Kunm 
Bital (2) Kurwe 
Borangll. (2) Kutke (2) 
BOrkll. Kutta (2) 
Bucha. Lamri 
Bunge Madi 
Bungri Mahrii 
Burkll. Malia (2) 
Bum Mara 
Dabhli (2) Mas5. (5) 
Dalln M!sa (2) 
Dangi MesO 
De!ii (3) Mirsll 
DobA Mooa (3) 
DOga. MOdel 
Dogii Mukkli (10) 
Diiga (4) Mulla (2) 
Erkll. (3) Mulli (z) 
Gahli Mfirli {16) 
Ganga Murrai (3) 
Ghll.si (2) Musra 
Gille Narangll (2) 
Gonda N!nda (3) 
Gndi (2) OghA (3) 
Gndra (2) Pandrfi (3) 
Gunha. (z) Pi!dii 
Hagha Peoda (4) 
Harmll. (5) PO!li {4) 
Hma (2) ru.ju {2) . 
Hungil (4) RJima (2) 
Irk& (2) Rekii. 
lrpii. (2) Sobrai 
]~ Sukha 
Kama (2) Uds5. 
Kandar u· ile 
Kandi Ungal 
Kll.pa Usll 
Karet Ville 
Karpa Wanjll (3) 
KEsa warange 
Keye (4) Wate 
Khuria Wi · ·~_ (6) 

WoMEN (ro7) 
Bandi (4) 
Biro (4) 
Buk! (2) 
Burgi (2) 
Chi!r6 (3) 
Dame 
Dohi! (2) 
Dopi (3) 
DugM (3) 
Dilti (4) 
EwadO (z) 
Goghai (4) 
Gudi {2) 
Hide 
Hire (6) 
IppO (4) 
Kahpe (2) 
Kline (4) 
Kiringo 
Kahle (4) 
Kowe (2) 
Kume (2) 
Kundi 
Ma.se (B) 
Mene (3) 
MOii 
Miiti (4) 
Miista (2) 
Ni!ndO (4) 
Pakli (3) 
PanO (2) 
POrai 
Pilse (3) 
Rekll (3) 
Sutri (2) 
Wanje (3) 
waghlli 
Wijje (4) 

Kohla (6) ll 
N.B.-Tbe numbers in brackets indicate the numbe-r of persons bearing 

the name indicated in the total 215 men and 107 women taken into account. 
No number is given when the name occurs only once. 

,,. 
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AitU 
Art! 
B!gM 
Bath:l 
&kk~ 
.Handa 
Band! (14) 
B~lA 
Bhlml (3) 
BOd! (3) 
Bongr! 
B~ 
Bud hi 
Bugrl 
Bum 
Chalk! 
ChamrQ 
Ch!wl (4) 
ChQlA 
D~wA (9) 
Dhnrwl (6) 
DOg1 
DOg Or! 
DOkll (2) 
Dole (2) 
Dome (z) 
Dom (3) 
Du~gl 
Dull! 
DUmA 
Ed iii 
Gangl (6) 
<;ha.st 
GOg& (8) 
Gudd! 
GundA. 
GQrdAm 
HannA (Io] 
Harm · 
Him C•l 
HirmA (7) 
Hungll. (6) 
HurrA (~) 
IndAm6kA 
lndar 

~
OgA. 
tlngA. 
AmA (3) 

1\:i\nA 
I\: annA 
K~sA (2) 
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(b) BisOti-horn Marias 
(2J6) 

KhOjA 
Kh6tlfi 
KOhiA 
KOlA (5) 
K6nd.\ 
KOJ>a (3) 
KOsA (u) 
Koye 
Kumma. 
Kutta (2) 
Lakhmll (2) 
LakkA 
Ling a. 
MaliA (2) 
Mangrll 
Marka. 
Mllsl (15) 
Mlltll. 
Medh6 
MQkl {8) 
Mund~ 
Mundrll {4) 
Muttll. 
NAdl 
NandA (4) 
Nanga 
PAndO (3) 
Pandrii 
PisOri 
POdiA (2) 
POnAri 
POtll. (2) 
RAmA 
RAmO 
RisAmt 
ROd A 
SaniAs! 
SikkA 
SimA 
SingA 
Sukrll 
sapa. 
TAngrll 
Tikril 
TokA 
U'ikA 
Osa (2) 
Veddl 
WI! (5) 
V~tAI! 
WAn~ 
WOd! 

WOMEN (68) 
Aitn 
Band! (2) 
Bang! (i) 
Bharre 
BficM (3) 
Budhnl {2) 
Buill 
Dome (2) 
Ere {4) 
Galphe 
Gangl (7) 
Hirm! 
Jimme (J) 
KAme (3) 
KOsi (4) 
Mlsl! (12) 
Mukke (2) 
Mukl (8) 
Mutti 
Pill {2) 
Piri (2) 
Sukr! 
TOrkl 

3II 

N.B.-The numbers in brackets indicate the number of persons bearing 
the name indicated in the total 236 men and 68 women taken into account. 
No number is given when the name occurs only once. 
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ANTHROPOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE Hill. AND BISON-HORN MARIAS 

By Mr. RAMEsH CHANDRA RoY, M.Sc., B.L., 

Joint Editor, Man in India 

I ACCOMPANIED 1\lr. W. V. Grigson in his 1\Iarch 1934 tour in the 
Hill and Bison-hom Maria country of the Bastar State, and was 
able to measure 100 Hill Maria and so Bison-hom Maria males ; 
a severe attack of fever unfortunately prevented me from measuring 
as many Bison-hom as Hilli\Iarias. I measured the Hill Marias in 
the Abujhmar hills camps at Orcha, Adeq, Itulnar, Hilmi and 
Handawada from these and adjacent Hill villages in the parganas 
of Chhota Dongar !liar, Kutrn !\far, Bhairamgarh !\far, and Barsur 
(Dantewara) Mar. The Bison-hom Marias were nearly all measured 
in the camp at Aranpur in Dantewara tahsil, near the head of the 
pass leading down from the Dantewara plateau to the Doria country 
of the Konta tahsil ; the men were mostly from Aranpur and 
Charneli parganas. I append tables summarizing the results of my 
measurements ; space has forbidden the reproduction here of the 
long tables of individual measurements, which I hope subsequently 
to publish elsewhere. I have followed R. Martin's aothropometric 
technique. 

Both Hill and Bison-hom Marias are generally of medium 
stature, though tall and short individuals are not uncommon. The· 

General 
description 

mean heights of thoSe measured were 162 ·7 em. Hill, 
and 161 ·7 em. Bison-hom Maria. They are very 
well built, with well-proportioned body aod limbs. 

Their skin colour varies from pale wheat to light black (the actual 
figures were : out of IOO Hill Marias, 9 light brown, 6o brown, 
16 dark brown and IS light blacl< ; out of so Bison-hom Marias, 
3 pale wheat, S light brown, 26 brown, 9 dark brown and 7 light 
black). They have a thick growth of hair on the head, but often 
cut it short or even shave it in front and round the peripheral region 
of the head, leaving a long crown-tuft. They have very little facial 
and body hair, and even those who can grow sparse beards and 
moustaches often have them clean shaved. The hair is black or 
dark brown, and is wavy or curly. 

Their foreheads are retreating, but straight foreheads are not 
rare ; of Ioo Hill Maria foreheads 16 were straight, 57 slightly ... 
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retreating and 27 retreating. The corresponding figures for 50 
Bison-hom foreheads were 4, 35 and II. The supra-orbital ridges 
are not generally as well developed as those of some other Pre
Dravidian tribes. 

The eye-slits are straight, but oblique eyes occasionally occur. 
I did not see a single epicanthic fold, or even a tendency to one. 
The eyes are generally black, often with a reddish hue, but grey and 
dark brown eyes also occur. The nasal root is slightly or moderately 
depressed, with a straight nasal bridge, though a concave nasal 
bridge is not uncommon. The nose is rather broad with fairly 
broad nostrils. 

The lips are as a rule thick, but thin and medium lips are also 
occasionally found. The lower lip is often slightly or moderately 
everted, or tends to be everted. 

The face is frequently oval and prognathous, and the malars 
and zygomatic arches are generally well marked. The usual chin 
is oval, but square chins occur. The mandibular angle is rather 
broad, and the face in consequence pentagonal, round or square. 

The women have generally a round or oval face, concave 
platyrrhine noses and everted lips. Their nipples are very big 
and plug-like, resembling those of Negro women. 

Indiceo 
Analysis of the metric data gives the following 

results':-

Cephalic Index. The classification of the men measured was:-

Dolichocephalic 
Mesocephalic .. 
Brachycephalic 

ToTAL 

Hill Maria Biscm-lwrn MariA 
75 30, or 6o% 
22 17, or 34o/o 

3 3, or 6% 

100 so -
The Hill Maria cephalic index averaged 76 · I6 ± · 22, ranging from 
67·.5 to 83·2, and the Bison-horn Maria ]6·2I± ·27, ranging 
from 68·8 to 86·0. 

Length-Height Head Index. The classification of the men 
measured was :-

Hypsicephalic 
Orthocephalic 
Platycepha.llc 

TOTAL 

Hill.Ya:M Bis011-Aont Maris 
77 36, or 12% 
18 14, or z8o/0 
~ Nil 

100 so -
1 For clas:s..ilications. sc:e Haddon, Reus of ,.\!all, pp. IO.U. 
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Altitudinal Index averaged 6s·n± ·24 for Hill Marias, 
ranging from 55 ·3 to 78·3, and 64 ·81 ± ·31 for Bison-hom Marias, 
ranging from 58· 3 to 71 · 7. 

Nasal Index. The classification of the men measured was :-

Leptorrhine 
Mesorrhine 
Platyrrhine 

ToTAL 

Hill frfaria Bison-lwrn lktaria 
8 I, or 2% 

58 30, or 6o% 
34 19, or 38% 

IOO so 

The Hill Maria nasal index averaged 8r ·51± · 48, ranging from 
61 ·I to 97·7, and the Bison-hom Maria 82·9± ·65, ranging from 
65 ·4 to 98 ·o. 

Morphological Facial Index.' The classification of the men 
measured was :-

Hill Maria Bison-!wYn Maria 
Hyper-europrosopy II 5. or to% 
Europrosopy 28 18. or 36% 
Mesoprosopy 3I 18, or 36% 
Leptoprosopy 26 8, or 16% 
Hyper-leptoprosopy .. 4 I, or 2% 

TOTAL IOO so 

The Hill Maria morphological facial index averaged 85 ·63 ± · 33, 
ranging from 73·4 to 97·4, and the Bison-hom Maria 84·6± ·36, 
ranging from 76 · r to g6 · 7. 

How far are the Hill and ~ison-hom Marias alike. in their. 
physical features ? 

At first sight one notices that the Bison-hom 
iW'p,:;:ton of Marias are a little lighter in skin colour than the Hill 
Bison-hom Marias. But ii we look to the comparative tables 
Marias (Tables I and II below) of the means with probable 
errors for the different absolute measurements and indices, we shall 
not hesitate to say that there is very little difference between the 
two. No doubt if we calculated the probable errors of the respective 
mean differences and co-efficients of racial likeness our calculations 
would reveal dissimilarities in most of their characteristics ; but 
these dissimilarities would not be great enough to show any real 
difference between Hill and Bison-hom Marias. I have, however, 
refrained from calculating the respective probable errors of the 
mean differences and co-efficients of racial likeness, because if I 

1 Martin, Anlliroj>Mt~elry. Vol. I. 
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TABLE I 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ANTHROPOMETRIC M£ASURltMENTS 0¥ 100 ADULT 

MALE HILL MAR.IAS 

I 

Prob- Prob-

Unit; 
Prob- Stan- able Coelli- able 

Mea.•mrement Mean able dard frror of cient of error 
error of devia- stan- varia- of 
mean tion dard tion varia-

devia- tion 
tion 

--- ---·---·- ·--

ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS 

Stature ·r· 162'70 ±'37 s-s6 ±"21 3"4' ±•16 

I !c-ad height ,,,mm. 119'93 ±·46 6•79 ±'32 5·66 ±•27 

Head length I !85'39 ±'4' 6~ II ±·•9 3'30 ±·IS •• 
1
mm . 

Head breadth .. lmm. IJ8•7I ±'30 4'51 ±·2I 3'25 ±··•5 

Least frontal breadth I 101·66 ±·29 ±·21 4'36 ±·22 mm. 4'44 

Bizygomatic breadth mm. 132'17 ±'37 5'54 ±·•6 4"19 ±·zo 

Bi -gonial br-eadth •• mm, 88-0J ±·40 5'93 ±·z8 6·7-f ±·J• 

Intt•r-orbitallcfib-.th .. mm. 32'23 ± '17 2·sS ±·n S·oo ±'32 

Hi-orb1tallength .. mm. 94'62 ±·30 4'38 ±·zz 4'63 ±·u 

Na!!:allr:>ngth •. .. mm. 48'97 ±·23 3'45 ±·!6 1'04 ±'34 

Na.>ml breadth .. mm. 39·68 ±·•7 2•46 ±·!2 6·zo ±'30 

Nasal ht.~ight .. .. mm. 16'33 ±·12 1•78 ±·09 10'90 ±'53 

Na~ion~prosthion 
lt'ngth .. mm. 6s·oo ±·>9 4'22 ±·20 9'26 ±'44 

Nasion-~nathion 
lt·nKlh .. mm. UJ•:Z:Z ±'43 6·30 ±'30 s·s6 ±'27 

Nas.U arc .. mm. 110'05 ±'40 s-87 ±·>8 5'33 ±·2s 

INDlCRS 

t.'(•phalic 76•16 < ±·:u 3'30 ±·18 4'33 ±·21 

Altitudinal 6j• II ±·•· 3'57 ±'17 5·48 ±·26 

Nnsal .. 81· 51 ±·•8 7'o6 ±'34 8·66 ±·•· 

F.&cioU Bs·63 ±'33 I 4'93 ±'23 5'73 ±·27 

2ll 
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TABL& II 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF 50 ADULT 
MAUi BISON-HORN MARIAS 

Prob- Prob-
Prob- Stan- able Coeffi- able 

Measurement- Unit Mean able dard ~rror o cient o error 
error of de via- stan- varia- of 
mean tion daro tion varia-

devia- tion 
tion 

ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS 

Stature .. em. I6I•JO ±'47 4'90 ±·33 3'05 ±'21 

Head height .. mm. 117'14· ±'47 4'90 ±'33 4' IS ±·28 

Head length .• .. mm. I8I• 38 ±·s• s·so ±'37 3'03 ±·20 

Head breadth .. mm. 138•46 ±·53 5'53 ±'37 3'99 ±·•7 

Least frontal breadth 100•16 ±·36 3'77 ±·•s 3'74 ±·zs 

Bizygomatic breadth mm. 130•68 ±·49 S' IO ±'34 3'90 ±·26 

Bi-gonial breadth .. mm. B6·so ±'43 4'54 ±•3I 5·zs ±'35 

Inter.oOrbitallength .. mm. 30'44 ±•30 3·18· ±·21 10'45 ±'72 

Bi-<>rbitallength .. mm. 92•8-z ±·34 3'00 ±·•4 3'42 ±·23 

Nasa! length .. .. mm. 49'04 ±•3I 3'24 ±·zz 6·6I ±'45 
Nasal breadth .. mm. 39'84 ±·2s 2'57 ±·IJ 6·45. ±·44 

N asa1 height .• .. mm. IS·86 ±•iJ 1'74 ±·12 I• 10 ±•OJ 

Nasion-prosthion 
length .. mm. 63-~4 ±•37 3'87 ±·26 6·o6 ±·41 

N a.sion-gnathion 
length .. mm. 1I0•40 ±·46 4·81 ±·32 4'38 ±·30 

Nasal arc .. mm. 107'92 ±·4s 4·66 ±•JI 4'32 ±·29 

INDICES 

Cephalic .. ,- 76·:;u ±·•7 z·Sx ±'59 x·s6 i±·II 

Altitudinal --1- 64•81 ±•JI 3'23 ±·22 4'98 ±·34 
I 

Nasal .• 82·go ±·6s 6·86 ±·46 8·26 ±·s6 

Facial 84·6o ±·36 3'76 ±·•s 4'44 ±·30 
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had been able to measure IOO instead of only 50 Bison-hom Marias, 
their measurements might have averaged the same as those of the 
IOO Hill Marias measured. Yet from the data obtained we can 
fairly say that on the average both Hill and Bison-hom Marias are 
dolichocephalic, hypsicephalic, mesorrhinic (leaning towards platyr
rhinic), europrosopic and medium-statured peoples. 

What is the cause of the mesocephalic and mesorrhinic elements 
actually present in both the peoples ? Is it not the outcome of the 

Racial 
A1flnitiea 

mixture of the dolichocephalic and brachycephalic 
elements on the one hand, and the leptorrhine and 
platyrrhine elements on the other, actually present 

in both ? The dolichocephaly and platyrrhiny, the dark brown 
skin and other elements are probably the real chaiacteristics of these 
pre-Dravidian (proto-Australoid} peoples. But how are we to 
explain the small proportion of Jeptorrhiny and brachycephaly 
and the large and mutually equal proportions of europrosopy, 
leptoprosopy and mesoprosopy in these two predominantly dolicho
cephalic and mesorrhine peoples ? 

Dr. Haddon' finds in the original pre-Dravidian Gond a 
Pareoean strain, which causes the brachycephalic head form, the 
broad prognathous face and the occasional obliquity of the eye
slits.• As against this theory it may be pointed out that there 
is an absence of the true epicanthic fold (at least I have found 
none), and of the yellowish skin, which are the main characteristics 
t>f the Pareoeans.l Moreover, the leptorrhine element in the 
Hill and Bison-horn Marias cannot be explained by such an 
assumption. 

It is interesting to note that a good percentage of Marias also 
conform to Dr. Haddon's Dravidian4 group in all essential charac
teristics, namely dolichocephaly, medium stature, oval face, 
mesorrhiny, plentiful wavy or curly hair, and brown skin of varying 
shades. 

1 Haddon, Rac.s of Afatt, 1929, 'p. 20. 
• Cf. Hutton, India Census Rep&rl, 1931, VoL I: ~It also seems possible 

that the vague sugg-t"'stion of the mongoloid, which is so often given by the 
a ppt>arance of the hillmen of Chota N agpur. of Bastar State in the Central 
Provinces and of the Madns Agency tracts. may be due to a strain of Pareoean 
blood which has come in by sea from the east. One is insistently reminded 
in these areas of the As..~m hill tribes, and both Haddon and Buxton have 
drawn atb•ntion to this strain. which strack the present writer quite indepen
dt.•nUy and contrarr to his expectations ; and the admitted proto-.australoid 
clement In these tnbes is no obstacle to this, since it must have extended at 
som~ pt'riod throuRh what is now the archipelago to the Australian Continent~ 
apart from the probabUity of its absorption on the mainland." 

S Haddon, ibidem, p. 3:1. 
4 Ibidem, p. 21. 
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It may thus not be unreasonable to infer that a basic pre
Dravidian (proto-Australoid) element in the Hill and Bison-horn 
Marias has been modified by a considerable Dravidian element, and 
tinged either with a Pareoean element, or, probably, with some 
Alpinic' element (cf. the presence of leptorrhine, hypsicephalic and 
brachycephalic elements in both Hill and Bison-horn Marias), or 
with both a Pareoean and an Alpine element. 

1 Haddon, Races cf Man, 1929. p. 26. 
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·LANGUAGE 

IN Volume IV of the Linguistic Survey of India, Maria is somewhat 
briefly discussed and considered to be a mere local dialect of Gondi, 
' almost identical with the ordinary Gondi of the district '. The 
only authority on the language mentioned in the Survey is Glasfurd's 
Report on the Dependency of Bustar (Selections from the Records of 
the Government of India in the Foreign Department, No. XXXIX, 
Calcutta, 1863) ; Appendix II of the report contains a ' Maria ' 
vocabulary. But as Glasfurd called the Hill Maria ' Maree ', his 
vocabulary obviously was not collected in the Abujhmar hills, but 
probably among the Bison-hom Marias of Dantewara and Bijapur 
tahsils. The specimen printed in the survey seems to me to be one 
from the Bison-hom Maria country, while the sketch of the Maria 
dialect at pp. 532-3 of Vol. IV of the Linguistic Survey deals obviously 
with the Bison-hom Maria dialect. In fact, I do not think that it 
has before anywhere been stated that there is a marked difference 
between the two dialects, so marked, indeed, that, as I have observed 
before, a Hill Maria and a Bison-horn Maria cannot understand 
each other's mother-tongue and have to communicate in Halbi. 
I am not qualified to speak in any detail of the differences between 
the two dialects. A collection of words will often show very marked 
similarities or identities, but the same word will often be very 
differently pronounced by a Hill and by a Bison-hom Maria. 
Inflexions are different, those of the Hill Maria being more similar 
to those used by the Gond of the plateaux of the Central Provinces, 
though much gutturalized, while those of the Bison-hom Marias 
are, presumably, influenced by Telugu contacts. And in general 
towards the north of Bastar the Hill Maria and the Muria indent on 
Hindi for words wanting in their mother-tongue, while the farther 
south you go the more you find the Bison-hom Maria indenting 
upon Telugu. though he also draws considerably on Halbi. The 
Bison-hom Maria's speech seems far more guttural than standard 
Central Provinces Gondi, but even he is amazed at the difficulty of 
the Hill Maria gutturals, and always compares Hill Maria speech 
to that of crows. 

The volume of transcriptions and translations of Gramophone 
R<'<'ords of Languages and Dialects spoken in the Central Provinces 
and Bl'rar, edited by the late Rai Bahadur Hiralal and published 

, .. 
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in rg2o at the Madras Government Piess, gives two Maria records, 
which appear to me to be Hill Maria, probably from the south of 
the Abujhmar hills. They are full of the gutturals gh, kh and q 
(of which the sounds are similar to the corresponding Arabic 
gutturals), but do not clearly distinguish the short, almost clipped 
short, sound of the vowel o (sometimes a also) which I have trans
literated in the Glossary and elsewhere as o and a respectively, as 
in ghalo and paghai ; unfortunately, there are few examples of 
these in my specimens below, though they certainly occurred in 
the speech of the storytellers ; but my Hindi scnbe had no sign to 
distinguish short o from long o, or this clipped a from the ordinary 
short a which is understood between two consonants in Devanagari 
script. Undoubtedly, also, the vowel e is sometimes short and 
sometimes long in Maria, as in all Gondi, but it is almost invariably 
shown as long both in the gramophone record transcriptions and in 
my specimens. 

The Linguistic Suroey does not mention the only Maria granunar 
which then existed, A Manual of the Mardia Language by A. A. 
Lind, published in I9IJ at the Mukti Mission Piess, Kedgaon. 
This is a useful work in Bastar, but often exasperating in its deficien
cies ; the vocabularies and inflexions were collected in different 
parts among different tribes, and thus are often of little use when 
most needed. It does, however, attempt to record the gutturals 
of Hill Maria, and whenever the vocabulary gives alternative forms, 
one with a guttural and one without, the gutturalized form may be 
taken to be the Hill Maria form; and the other probably the Bison
horn Maria. The author rightly points out that the guttural Hill gil 
and kh, corresponding to Arabic ghain and khe, are often. 'inter- . 
changed with ' r and y respectively. meaning that where the Hill 
Maria e.g. calls his bark cloak taghali:, the Bison-horn Maria will say 
tariili. He points out also the existence of a gutturalized h, which 
is pronounced almost like kh ; · for example the verb vehnii, to say,· 
is by many Hill Marias pronounced practically as vekhna, and I 
have so transcribed it in my specimens. 

No authority has, so far as I recollect, pointed out one peculi
arity that to some extent affects all Gondi speech, but is most 
marked in the pronunciation of Hill and Bison-hom Maria. That is 
the check, almost click, so common in the middle of long words, 
especially between the root of a verb and its inflexion. Sometimes 
I have indicated this by inserting a small a above and between two 
consonants ; I think that an apostrophe in the same position 
would be sounder. 

Towards the south, the Hill Maria often drops an initial b. 
and softens his gutturals nearly as much as his Bison-hom neighbour. 
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I have tried in the specimens below and in transcribing the 
vernacular words used in the text of the book to follow the same 
orthography as the Linguistic Survey, with modifications as noted 
above. When no long or short sign is printed above a vowel, it is 
pronounced as an ordinary short vowel, not clipped. As a rough 
guide to pronunciation :-

Pronounce short a as the final a in America 
long a as in fast 
short e as in when 
long e a.a the ea in great 
short i as in bit 
long i as ee in meet 
short o as the first o in bottom 
long o as in pope 
short u a.s in put 
long u as the oo in foot 
ai as the English affirmative ay 
au as the ow in cow 

When a small a is printed above the line between two consonants, 
it is generally little more than a pause between syllables, the check 
already mentioned ; when it is so printed at the end of a word, it 
represents the short a sound without which, for example, it is 
almost impossible to pronounce a final consonantal y. 

Cerebral t, d and r are printed with a dot below them, and 
nasal n with a long sign above it. The following points observed 
at pp. 4-5 of Volume I of Mr. C. G. Chenevix Trench's Grammar of 
Gond$ apply to the Hill Maria dialect of Gondi also:-

{a) • The -r is frequently rolled in Gondi as in English, and even before a 
consonant. . . . To avoid the appearance of affectation. single -r 
is written in the latte-r contingency. Thus~ . . . though the -r in 
DOrtOnA, - I am tired. first person singular perfect tense of D6moa.. 
"= to be tired, is strongly rolled, it is written single. This tripping ·r 
is characteristic of the language.' 

(b) In all southern dialects of Gondi there is a tendency to cerebralize aU 
~r·s. i.e. to pronounce r as r. {The Hill Maria goes further, and guttural
izes r to ghain.) 

(r) • Similarly, in the oblique cases of nouns, d and ~ are often interchanged 
and t and t sometimes. • 

(d) ~ It is often impossible to say whether a vowel should be marked long or 
short.• 

(4) It is doubtful whether initial o or e -exist in the language. • There is 
always a faint w sound before the o, and generally a half-uttered y 
precedes the e. Thus the Gond betravs his affinity to the Madras:i butler 
who pmnouncM" eight" .. Yeight." 1 

( /) • A ~lmitar .. Madrasi •• tt-ndency is the addition of6. to final t, t. d, .-,and I. 
Adil is olton heard for A.d. <Hil for -61, AmmAtii for Am mAt. tAkAHi forta.kAI. 
the third person neuter singular of the future of t:AkAnA. to walk.' Com· 
pan!' Hill Maria maqsu for Gondi mAn. -= a.xe. himatu for himat as 
second person plural of the imperative of 4*y411d, to go. in my ~mens. 
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It may be observed that in these specimens and in the Linguistic 
Survey records there is far less borrowing from Aryan languages 
than in the Gondi folk-tales, stories and songs printed in Volume II 
of Trench's Grammar. In my specimens there are two corruptions 
of English words which have become current through excise and 
police practice respectively, hOtel (bottle) and rapo~ (report). 
Fairly recent Hindi or Halbi borrowings (as distinct from long 
acclimatized words of Sanskrit origin like min (fish), wijjii (seed) 
or besh (good)) found in my specimens are ~okrii (old man), rjokri 
(old woman), diniim and diniil (daily), kabii~ (work), khush (pleased), 
tiyiir (ready), bichiir (thought), milii-miisi (together), sarkiir (authori
ties), lagii (fastened), and riizi (contented). 

I have not collected any specimens of Bison-hom Maria 
language, nor have I the qualifications to attempt any sketch of the 
grammars of the two dialects. The Hill Maria specimens that 

· follow were recorded under my supervision by Sampat Singh, my 
interpreter, in the villages of Orcha and Hikul in the Abujhmar 
hills in March I934· the records being corrected with the aid of the 
Hill Marias in my camp. 

Two STORIES, FROM HIKUL VILLAGE 

I. The Monkey Son-in-law 

Un9 nagh matta. D6kri- mu'itta matta, ora und miyi.:r 
One village was. Old-woman-old-woman waS, hers a · daughter 

matta. Ad pilei laya ,matta. DOk.ri- mu'itt:A ad pilti-tun 
was. That girl maiden was. Old-woman-old-woman that girl 

Mn-ke hewa matta. 
anyone-to giving-not was. 

naga piki-mayade 
old-woman-to girl-for 

Und meta-ta und kOwe dOkri-mu'itta.
A · moun~in-from a· monkeY old-woman-

lam wata.. J?Okrl-mu'itta . 
bride-servitor came. Old-woman.oOid-woman 

k~tA; .. Nima bara-kiya "'-atoq, · . kOwa ? • Kowa ittoq. ' Hille, 
said, • You what-for have-come. monkey? ' Monkey said, • No, 

m5.m0, blnore lam tasateq. nanna pafi tiing<!n.i-mayad~ 
father's-sister, anyone bride-servitor will-keep, I work doing-for 

rnandakan: I?Okri-mu'itta bicha.r kita, 'Mawa-ig& pari kiyanor bOgh 
will-stay.' Old-woman thought-made, • Me-with work doer anyone 

hill~ ; pikin-ma~e kowa baranjA-tun ta.s""kin.' InjOr ve;khtA, 
not; girl-for monkey son-in-law-for !-will-keep! Then she-said, 

'Makii pa(i lris, tihtl!.nilr.' Kowii-ku tlistiiq. K6wii vekhtiiq. 
' Me-for work do, I-will-feed. ~ 1\fonkey she-kept. Monkey said. 

• Mamii, nA-kd un4 maqsu par-slm ; pend<'i na.rkan.' 
~Father-in-law, me-to an axe made-give; penda-clearing I-wiil-cut.' 
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J{hwA-n~ p616 k~iij-sl, mu'ittOrm~rllnaga. unq maqsu bana-kiya 
Monkey-of saying having-heard, old-man blacksmith-with an axe making-do 

vekht6q. 
said. 

Ogh mArc5 t<'inA kOlA-baril maqsu-na. 
That smith its handle-with axe 

kisi kOwa.ng-kfi 
having-made monkey-to 

hitt6q. 
gave. 

Aske kOwa ta.nl mAmAn-tOne v!khtOq ki, • Nakun j!wA 
Then monkey his father-in-law-to said that, ' ~Ie-to gruel 

atsf-sim; nannA pt:iida. narkaJAya d;lka.n.' Mu'ittA-dOkri 
cooking-give ; I penda-clearing to-cut will-go! Old-woni:an-old-woman 

v/!-klctA kl 
said that 

• KOwll-tun ja.wa. himatu, aur penda. narkata.r da.yanur.' 
be-wiU-go.' • Monkey-to gruel give, and penda to-cut 

A!lke narkOm plkl jAwA. kis-hitt:A. JAwA pA'is, kowa. pendoi 
Then in-the-morning girJ gruel made-gave. Gruel having-taken, monkey penda 

nark11A}"' hattOq. 
to..cut went. 

P!ndA narka.Ia.yn- wirsr. kOwA r~kA tumrl 
Penda to-cut having-neglected, monkey achar tendu 

tincHi-IAy- man\ m~tA hurtOq, wa p:tya mulp6 maqsu-tun 
to-cat tn•.es mountain was-seeing, and afterwards at-evening axe 

m:ml tOl-..'\. lag~-ktsl lOn w.it6q. 
trt•e bark-to having-fastened home came. 

Piki k6wAn man-kiwO matta. 
Girl monkey liking-not was. 

On1 parf-tun hurst, qokrt OnA miyAr-tun k~ta.. ' HurA. pikl, kOw.i 
II is work seeing, old-woman her daughter-to said, ' See, girl, monkey 

hnrAnj<'l nCh"nA kam kiyAn6T, nima On man-k~wlr.' 
son-in-law good work will-do, you him liking-make-not.' 

P!kl kemek 
Girl silent 

A.tQ. DinAm kOwll j!.wO. kiljsi kAm kiyAnl mayad.C hattOq. Ung diyil 
One day was. Daily monkey grue-l taking work doing for went. 

m;'\m:'\1 k~t{}q, ' NlnQ nannil b:ir.\ ~nda. hur~llisi Ak!n.' KOwil 
fathcr-in-)aw said, 'To-day I also pcnda to-see will--come.' Monkey 

k~l<'q. ' Nnr wil"!k!." tma. diya OnA. mam4-kil k6wA 
so:ud, 'To-morrow come-please.' Next day his father~in-law monkey 

m1 tl-n!i narka I ~itdA-tun tOkhtOq. 
of-the-village cut penda-to show~. 

Mu'ittOr kaMr-tun hurst kbush 
Old-man work seeing pleased 

Att1q. P4yA Ogll ton wa.s. g1)krl-tun k~tOq. 
wots. Aftcrwnn.ls he home having-come old-woman to1d. 

kt\1ijsl mu'ittA bArl khush AtA. 
havin~-heard old-woman also pleased was. 

Nlit~nOT 
Villagers 

h.aml:inll-askf kOwA. b4rA. jA.wA pa 'ts tiyAr atiir. 
going-when monkey also gruel having-taken ready was. 

Mu'ittOr-na. pOlO 
Old-man's word 

p!ndli Mrsalli }~ 
penda to-burn 

NAtcn6r peiidii 
Villagers pend a 

Mrsat6q nrQ k0w4 tumrl ~kA tindA. ltiir. 
burnt and monkey tendu acha.r to-eat began. 

Na tl'n6£ koh•!A b!tAnA-ask!, 
Villagers kutki sowing-when. 

kt)wA vl!k4t6q, ' Wtjj.i parkA, m~mA, 
monkey srud, • Seed look-for. fatht-r-in-law, 

nannA bArl bit"kAn.' 
1 too will-sow • 
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Mu'ittOr wijja parhakas hitt6q. 
Old-mau seed having-looked-for gave. 

Kow~ wijja-tun guppat-taga 
Monkey seeds-to undergrowth-in 

missi-hittoq. Missi p~ya Ion was, ' bitan • injore 
buried. Having-buried then home having-come,. • I-have sown ' saying 

ona mama-tun vekhtoq. Mu'ittOr itt6q, 'Pendi huf"l.a dakom, 
his father-in-law-to told. Old-man said, ' Penda to-see we-will-go, 

ba~nja.' .lndanke, • Da.'i.' Kowa 
son-in-law." He-having-spoken, 

k6wil 
monkey 

vekhtiiq, 
said, ' Please-go.# Monkey 

muni! mun!, tana mama pay-a. paya wital pend.i buri.a.si 
in-front in-front, his father-in-law behind behind sown penda to-see 

hatroq. KOwA. aske mune tokhas-mattOq, ad penda-tun Os ber 
went. Monkey then before shown-was, that penda second time 

tolltoq. KOh11la mOras-matta. HurtOq, paya mile-mast lOn watOq_. 
showed. Kutki sprouted-had. They-saw, then together home came. 

Ima diya. kOwa ittOq ki, • Mama. nanna pitte rakM-ma}'"de 
Next day monkey said that, • Father-in-law~ I birds watching-for 

penda-taga. dakan.' Ah•leken dinAm jawA tinji kow.l ¢nda-naga 
penda-to will-go.' Thus daily gruel having-eaten monkey penda-to 

ra.kha-mayad! handOr. Agi kowa natena gor-ku m~htan.i 
watching-for used-to-go. There monkey of-the-village cattle grazing 

pekor-na penda bit"le-tun 
Jad:H)f penda the-sown 

tiD.dUr. 
was-eating. 

Ah1Ieken dinAm tinjOr-mattOq. 
Thus · daily he-kept-<!ating. 

Pelror hurtOq ki 4 Mawa kOhal~-tun bati lekOr.i din.im tinta ? • Unif 
The-lads saw that ~ Our kutki what animal daily eats ? ' One 

diyil ¢kor jama WliSl bichar kitOq, • Ayo, biigh iglsa rakba 
day lads together having-<:Ome counsel took, • Nok someone here.wa.tching 

man•tu, aske hur"kit bata tindanta.' I rna diyil und ¢ka koh'lil-t;>.ga 
stay~ then you-will-see what is-eating: Next day a • boy kutki-near 

r.lkM.-mattOq. Aske kOwa· gara.k-manj kohaia. tinda watoq, bar.'L. 
watching-stayed. Then monkey soon:after kutki to-eat came, and 

tin dalasi AtOq. RAkM 
eating began. Watching 

peka hur~i Ona sangator-kun vekhtoq. 
boy having-seen his comrades-to told. 

Ima diyA sabe mi1~-ma.si kOwa-tun hawaktOq. 
Next day all together monkey killed. 

Hawaksi-manj 
Killing-after 

ha.chun 
a-little 

kowa-ta. awing ona mama-tun Mra. pekor hittOq; 
monkey-of fiesh his father-in-law-to a1so lads gave; 

og!i tittOq. 
he ate (it). 

Mul~ A.tA, mat! k6wi. Onl mama.na IOn awo atOq. Aske ona. 
Evening came, but monkey his father-in-law's house not come. Then his 

mAma parkiOq. Mund nalil diyAla payil onA mama-ku 
father-in-law searched. Tttree four days later his father-in-law-to 
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y!rU ItA ki pl!k6r hawaktilq. 
known became that the-lads had-killed. 

Ona. mA.ml r.lm A.tor 
His father~in-law angry became 

pllk6r-n0 vf.'!:khtOq. • Idl!n nannA sa.rk.ir-tagJ. rapOt kiyA.-kAn.' Aske ~kOr 
lads-to said, 'This I authorities-to report shall-make.' Then lads 

bl!ratilq ittoq, • A yo, i!Mh k!ma; mlt bl>gh ni-a~ lAm 
were-afraid said. • No, thus do-not; of-us someone you-with bride-servitor 

mand~kOm. 
we-will-stay. 

Ask! mu'ittOr ta.zi a.tOq. 
Then old-man content became. 

Ond p~ka on!ga lAm 
A lad his bride-servitor 

mattilq. ask!Onl pfkl-tun ad lAm p!Una-togh! marml kis-hittilq. 
became, then his girl-to that bride-servitor boy-with marriage made. 

LOn k!s, tittilq. 
House having-made. they-ate. 

FretJ TransltUion 

In a certain village an old woman had a maiden daughter. whose hand 
she would give to no suitor. A monkey came from a mountain to gain the 
girl's hand by serving for her. The old woman asked the monkey why he had 
come, and the monkey answered. • Father's sister, if I could find anyone to 
J.:jve me his daughter as my wife after I have served him for her, I would stay 
with him and work for him.' The old woman rettected that she bad no one 
to work for her, and determined to keep the monkey as a future husband for 
the ~id. So she told him that if he would work for her, she would keep him. 
So she kept thf!' monkf:'y. The monkey then asked his future father-in-law 
to get an axe made for him to enable him to cut the trees for his f>nula cultiva
tion. The old man ordered an axe from the blacksmith, and the smith duly 
made an axe complete with handle and gave it to the monkey. Then the 
monkey told his father-in-law that if he were given some cooked gruel to eat. 
he would go to clear the pemia plot. The old woman told her daughter to 
make gruel for the monkey. so that he could go to work. So next morning 
the glrl made gruel and gave it to the monkey, who ate it and went off to cut 
the forest for penda cultivation ; but he did no cutting, but searched the 
mountain-side for achar and teodu fruits to eat, and then in the evening left 
t11e axe in the hark of a tree and came home. The girl hated the monkey ; 
but when the old woman saw him return from work, she said to her daughter, 
• Look, my girl, what good work this monkey son-in-law will do. and yet you 
d1slike him I ' But the girl kept quiet. Every day the monkey when he had 
had hts gruel went off to work. One day his father-in-law said that he would 
go with bim. to see the p~a cultivation, but the monkey suggested that be 
should wait btl the morrow. The next day the monkey showed him the pnula 
dt•drin,~s that had been made by the villagers, and the old man, thinking he 
was looking at the monkey's work. was delighted, and went home and told 
h1s NJUaUy delighted wife. 

\\"hen the villa.,Rers were goin~ to bum the felled timber in the pnula plots. 
lht' monkey took his fm.le1, and said that he was ready to go and bum his pnul4 
also. but while the villagers were busy burning theirs, the monkey was ~ating 
teodu and achar fnut. And when the villagers "·ere sowing their kutki, the 
monkPy said that he, too, was goinp: to sow. and asked his future father-in-la~ 
to took out some seot'd for him. The old man found some seed and gave tt 
t-o th('! monk~y, but the monkey tbft:w it away in the undergrowth, and came 
and told the old man that he had sown the seed. Then the old man said that 
he would go With tbe monkey to see the per.da plot, and the monkey agreeing, 
they W'l"nt oft, tho monkey leading. to see the sown field. The monkey agam 
showN the old man the same plot which he had shown him before. on which 
the kutki had sprouted, and then they went back home. 
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Next day the monkey told his father-in-law that he would have to go up 
to the p~nda field to scare away the birds; and thereafter every day after his 
gruel the monkey used to go off on the pretence of watching the crops; but 
"When he reached the penda fields, he used to eat the kutki growing on the 
fields of the boys who were absent grazing the village cattle. The boys 
observed that some animal was eating their crops, and one day consulted 
together, and decided to leave a boy there to see what happened to the crops. 
Next day. therefore, a boy was Jeft to guard the penda. and soon after he had 
been posted he saw the monkey come and start eating the kutkL The watch
man told the other boys. and next day all combined to kill the monkey; they 
gave a little of its flesh to the old man also, and he ate it. 

\\>"hen evening came but the monkey did not come home, his father-in-law 
searched for him, and three or four days later learnt how the boys had killed 
him. In a rage he told the boys that he intended to report their action to the 
authorities. They were frightened and begged him not to do this, promising 
that one of them should come and serve him for his daughter's hand. Then 
the old man was satisfied. One of the boys came to serve him to win his 
daughter's hand. and ultimately be married the servitor to his daughter~ and 
the boy and girl made a house and lived there together. 

I I. Catching Peacccks 

un.q. nate-naga mu•itrormu'itta mattOq. 
One village-in old-man old-woman were. 

Mu'ittOr ona penda-naga 
Old-man his penda-field-in 

kohaia. biti-mattOq. 
kutki sown-had. 

Kohala pa.D.d•ta.. P.iiidata kOh•latun ma1 tinjOr
Kut.ki ripened. Ripened kutki peacocks eating-

matta. 
kept. 

Tan hu:rsi mu'itt6r 
Them seeing old-man 

rak.ha mayade 
watching-for 

dina I 
daily 

penda.-tagi 
pend a-field-in 

mantoq. 
was-staying. 

Und diya mu•ittor-tun 9-antJ pO:r'-ta; Oghu iOn banda parO
One day old-man-to fever arose ; he home go could-

wato. Ask! Ona muti itt.a, • Nend mu'ittOr penda-tahi bahu wayaq ? ' 
not. Then his wife said, • To-day old-man peoda from why not-Come ? ' 

Ona huf"lasi mu'itta penda-teke hatta. Agha hanj hurta mal 
His seeing-for old-woman penda-towards went. There having-come saw pea~ 

kohan tinjOr-mand~ arU mU'ittor ketul-naga huiijas-matwq. Aske 
cocks kutki eating-were and old-man field-house-in sleeping-was. Then 

d-6kri mu'ittOr-tun hupi kilta. 
Old-woman old-man seeing wept. 

A.ske ma1 mu'itta-dOkri-
Then peacocks old-woman 

naga was vekhtOq w.ra ketOq, ~ Nima bakiJ-kiya k:ilintl ? ' D6kri 
near coming spoke and said, • You what-for weep? ' bid-woman 

itt:i. • Ayo. mawa mu'ittOr-tun gan9, pa.rta; banda pa.rOr. Nima. m~nd 
You also said, • No. my old-man-to fever has-come; walk cannot. 

agM hanj hura.' Mal k~tu-<1~-lopa huf'liisi hatt6q. Aske 
there gomg see.' Peacocks field-bouse-inside to--see went. Then 

d6krii ittOq, 
Old-man said, 

• Kt!tu-cUi tat keh-sim.' 
' Field-house-of mat-door shut.' 

:\fat 
Peacocks 

ittOq, 
said, 
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'Dokrl, id mu'itt6r ba.tA int6q 1 ' l;)6krl itta, 'A yo, id~n 
• bld-woman, this old-man what says ? ' Old-woman said. 'No. him-to 

n~IJ•nA c;lanc;l. yo!'itA, aur ba.y& l.t6q.' l;)l>Jui kEtu-nA ~t 
severe fever has--come and alarm came.' Old-woman fieJd-house-of mat-door 

k~h-sita.. Payl d6kra. tl!dd sab! mal-duo hawaq-t6q. Paya. mu'itta. 
shut. Then Old-man arose all peacocks killed. Then old-woman 

mu'itt6r mal-dun pa'ls lOn wAtOq tittoq. 
old-man peacocks taking home came ate. 

Fru Translatiott 
An old couple lived in a certain village. The kutki which the old man 

had sown in his penda plat had ripened, and as be had seen peacocks eating 
the ripe crop he was living in his field to guard the crop. One day he was 
attacked by fever and could not go home. His wife. wondering why he had 
not come. went towuds the penda plot to look for him. When she reached 
the field she aa.w peacocks eating the crop and her husband lying in his field
bouse, and she wept at tbe eight. The peacocks came up and asked the old 
woman why she was weeping. She answered, • Alas. my old man has fever 
and cannot walk; just go there and look at him.' So the peacocks went 
imnde the field-bouse to see. Then the old man cried, ~ Shut the mat-door 
of the field-bouse t ' The peacocks asked the old woman what he bad said. 
and she answered that he was in delirium from his fever. So saying, she shut 
the door of the field-bouse, and the old man sprang from his bed and killed 
all the peacocks. Then the old woman and be carried the peacocks home 
a.nd ate them. 

THRRB SoNGS FROM 0RCHA. 

(Tius• aY6 sung tJl weddings 01' oJ tM KoqsM festival.) 

I 

Rrjrain : Al~y& ~h'Y" t"! r~l6y& r~lo, 
Al~y& re!Oy& re ~l6y& r~l6 I 

Chot'US : Pilm\OkA kusiiitl!, dAdA-!!, plln<!OkA kusi.fitA I 

I, 

'· 

3· 

(The racquet-tailed drongo is calling, my brothers I) 

BlltAy& plltl! 6mtarll, layo~, ba.tl!y& plltl!-yE I 
(Som~kind~f song sing, lads. some-kind-of song !) 

Chorus. 

Wnllm, lny6r, pUnOm-ra. lay6~. pUn~m. lay6~. p6.n6m-! I 
(We-know-not, lads, know not. lads, know not, lads. know not !) 

Chorus. 

Ad rAm A yO. badrt.m. lnyOre, adnlm AyO, ba.drt.m? 
({lf) thus not. bow,lads, (if} thu.s not. bow?) 

c ltOf'lll.s. 

JAwA t~wA AyO·rl. layOr~. jAwl MwA Ay~yO I 
{Gru~) without not. lads, gruel without not t) 

Chon~$. 
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5· BOt!! dA!"ngo jakma-ra, layor.e, b6tel da!"ago jakma-yl ! 

(Bottle (of} wine intoxication, lads, etc.) 
ChoJom. 

6. Mawaiig hura-le ayo-ra, layor...e. mawaiig hura-le a yo-re! 
{At-us look not, lads, etc.) 

Clwnls. 

7· Omt;arA., IayOrz Omatu, layOr-e, Omtara, layOr, Omatu t 
(Sing, lads, sing, etc.) 

ChoJom. 

8. Ayar, dada, ayora., Iayor-e, ayar 0-6-~ I 
(Ayar, brothers, ayora, lads, ayaro o ye I) 

Choius. 

Aleya. reloya re reloya relo r 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling, brothers ! 

Sing us some kind of song, lads I 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling I 

We know no songsz lads, we know no songs r 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling ! 

If we cannot sing thus, lads. how shall we sing ? 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling ! 

Without food we cannot~ lads, we cannot sing I 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling I 

If we drink we'll be merry, lads, merry ! 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling l 

Do not look at us. lads, do not look at us J 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling l 

Sing, lads, keep singing, keep singing, lads, sing ! 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling f 

Ayar, brothers, Ay6r.i, oh lads eh I ~yar 0-6-ye! 
The racquet-tailed drongo is calling I 

II 

Koluweng ko-~eng ! 

Rej,.ain : Aleya re-lo-ya re-10 ! 
C/wru..s : KOkOreng kOreni I (meaningless). 

I. 

2. 

3· 

4· 

5· 

Baroq bane ma. yo 1 
(What for was-not l} 

KOkOreng kOreng f 
Watarli, Ui.yor, wata. I 
(Come, lads, come I) 

Kokoreng kOreng! 
Idm pa ta mano t 
(This-kind song is-not !) 

K6k6reng koreng ! 
Dil:sar pa~ Omii ! 
(Another song sing f) 

KOkOreng kin·eng ! 
Patar omwal, ateke. 
{Song-singer is, then.) 

Kokoreng koreng I 



6. 

7· 

8. 

9· 

10. 

11. 
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WfJ w6 wehtA.fike l.yO I 
(Wo, wo we saying are not T) 

KOkOrl-ng kOr~ng J 
W!.y6-d, Jayor, wAyO I 
(Not-come, lads, not-eome t) 

KOkOr~ng kOr~ng I 
Omara.k d~da., Omfi. 
(Sing, brother, sing.) 

KOkO~ng kOr~ng I 
Kaiitln dura.Ia. Oratfi 
(In-eyes dust has-fallen) 

Kokor~ng kOr~g I 
Osa.r bhumite At~k~. 
(Another's land, therefore.) 

KOkOr~ng kO~ng I 
BAroq ban~ mAyO I 
(Wbat-for was-not !) 

K6kO~ng kOreng I 

Aleya reloya. relo 
Kokoreng koreng r 

Why are we not singing, 
Kokoreng koreng I 

Come, lads, come I 
Kokoreng koreng I 

This kind of song is no song. 
Kokoreng koreng I 

Sing a different song l 
Kokoreng koreng I 

If singers are here I 
Kokoreng koreng. 

Song out of time is useless. 
Kokoreng koreng I 

No one has come, lads, 
Kokoreng koreng I 

Sing. brothers, keep singing, 
Kokoreng koreng l 

Dust has fallen in our eyes, 
Kokoreng: koreng, 

From singing in another's land. 
Kokoreng koreng I 

Why are we not singing ? 
Kokoreng koreng I 

III 

(Su•g by dancMs aliA. Koqsar festival OJtly.) 

R•f•ai" : SUUI}"' ~~loy"~~ lOy", lay6r, ~ ~ !0 ~ re 16)"' I 
CA""'s : KAkAr, dAdA-!!, kApl!ril, layOr, kApl!ril lay6r-E I 

(Crow, brethren, night-jar, lads, nigb.t·jar, lads I) 

1. Tfhan ~gl ~ranjt'irA., layor, gilranjOrl., layo.r~ I 
(Above (?) rain IS~ thundering, lads, thundering, lads I) 

KAkA.r. etc. 
>. Ah•l~kA A yO lvO-rii, !ayOr, AyO-ril, layOr-E I 

(Thus not not, lads, not, lads !) 
KAkAr, et<:. 

329 
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J. Adram a yo, badiird., layOr, badara, Jayor-e ? 

((If) thus not. how. lads, how, lads?) 
KAJ<ar. etc. 

4· Wo'ati-tagane matalara, Iay6r, matalara, Ia.yor-e! 
{Veranda-in 1\lata-is~ lads, Mata-is, lads f) 

KakAr. etc. 
5· Rawar-agane pen-Ora, layOr, pen-ora. J.a.yOr-e! 

(Shrine-in clan-god, lads, clan-god, lads.) 
Kakiir. etc. 

6. Uti-tagfule Tall6gba, layOr, TallOgha, layor-e i 
(Carrying-net-in Village-Mother, lads, Village-Mother, lads !) 

Kakar. etc. 

Free Translation 
Solaya re re loya, re re loya, lads 0, re re lo, re re Joya ! 

0 the crow, brothers, 0 the night-jar, lads, 0 the night-jar I 
The rain-douds are thundering, lads, thundering on high I 

0 the crow, brothers, 0 the night-jar, lads, 0 the night-jar! 
Do not sing thus though. nay, lads, no, nay. no, lads, do not sing thus! 

0 the crow, brothers, 0 the night-jar, lads, 0 the night-jar I 
If thus we must sing not, lads, then how must we sing, lads ? 

0 the crow, brothers. 0 the night-jar, lads, 0 the night-jar! 
In her veranda is llita, lads, the ~Lita goddess, lads 0 f 

0 the crow, brothers, 0 the night-jar, lads, 0 the night-jar! 
In his shrine is the clan-god, lads, the clan-god, 0 lads l 

0 the crow, brothers, 0 the night-jar. lads, 0 the night-jar 1 
In her net the Village Mother, lads, the Village Mother, lads ! 

0 the crow, brothers, 0 the night-jar. lads, 0 the night-jar! 

FouR fuDDLES (wesu,.) FROM HtKUL VU.L..\GE 

Q. U sta-nede gum char bore k6rinta ? 
(Cow-dung) plastered (place)-on dove what crawls ? 
What is the dove that struts on fresh cow-dung plaster ? 

A. Ora. (A boat.) 

Q. Reka- ichOr puiigar, kaupi- ichOr perem ? 
{Leaf-hat as-big-as flower, CO\"\-ry-shell as-small-as seed ?) 
What is the seed as small as a cowty shell inside a Hower as big as a 

leaf-hat? · 
A. Ba.IO; wad. (A spider in its web.) 

Q. Hudila pila. meta-tun tochifKi? 
(Small child mountain wears-as-hat?) 
\Vhat is the child that wears a mountain on its he-ad ? 

A. Yete. (A crab.) 

Q. Onaglt natena pe.nag.hl. mare...te meiij ? 
(Any village-of gr-een-p1geon feather-on egg ?) 
In any village what is like an egg on the feather of a green pigeon ? 

A. Nei-'Manil.. ((A fruit of) the ®rna tree.) 



APPENDIX VII 

GLOSSARY OF VERNACULAR TERMS 

lAblneznations: BHM.= Bison~horn Maria dialect; Chh.= Chhattisgarhi 
Hindi; G.:::~:~; Gondi; H.= Hindi; Ha.= Halbi; HM.= Hill Maria 
dialect; U.= Urdu.) 

Agbl 
l!!kl 

lk6mlmi 

algi 
&lpAnjl 
angldl 
l\6 

Blndi 
birl 

b&r.o.l 

b~gAr 
Bberl Pen 

bbOm 
bhO.m·gaitl, 

OT bbilmil. 

bbim-jlgl 

bi.aha 

bo.borlnl 

(HM.) Husband's living and sleeping room. 
{HM., BI-IM.) A hole in the floor, used as a mortar in which 

grain is pounded with a wooden husker or pestle. 
(HM., BHM.) Seep. 199. A man may marry only from an 

akomama clan. In this work I have sometimes translated 
it as · wife-clan •, though, when a woman speaks of her 
akomama relatives, the right term would be ' husband
clan ' ; sometimes I have used of such relatives the term 
' aBines ', using • kindred ' for relatives of d4dabhai. or 
brother clans, union with a girl of which is considered incest. 

(HM.) Veranda. 
(HM.) A sleeping-platform. 
(H M,) Women • s kitchen and sleeping room. 
(HM.) A bull-roarer. 

(Ha.) A knife or bill. shaped like a da.o. 
(G.) A ~rden enclosure, generally behind the dwelling 

caned 161f-welung or ' house-enclosure • by the BHM. 
(Chh.) Bride-price. The BHM. use this borrowed term, or 

else the Hindi word kat-cha, meaning expenses. 
(H., Ha .• U.) Forced labour; the cocvCe. 
{G.) The' Great • or Supreme God: originaUy. for the Gond 

of British India, the clan-god kept at the pen-kat-a or 
Holy Circle. as distinct from the chuddsw penk (smaU gods:) 
kept in the house of the bead of each family. 

(Sanskrit and G.) Earth or land; the earth-god. 
Among HM. genemUy an alternative designation of the 

kasyeq-gaita or religious headman. but in a few HM. villages 
he is a separate functionary whose function is to lead the 
elders in deputation to the clan-god at the chief village of 
the clan. Among BHM., an alternative designation of the 
f'M'tnA, or religious headman of the village. 

(BHM.) The sacred plot of land set apart in the field of tho 
penn4 or reJlgious headman for certain religious ceremonies. 
generaUy at the pandum festivals. 

(Ha.) Supplies requisitioned by State officials from culti
vators. An old Sanskrit term for the twentieth part of tha 
harvest. traditionaUy reserved for the pay of officers of 
the king. 

(Chh.) The puddling of rice~6e1ds with a Bat log drawn by 
oxen, to thin the young rice plants. 

(BHM.) The large double-membrane drum usfd by Bison
hom dancers. 

(Ha.) A disease-riddance ceremony .• ... 
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Chalk! 

ehiptl 
chuddur penk 

DAdibhil 

D&hi 

Deo 
Deo-ko\ 
dhilmi 

dip pi 

~oljl 
doli-ion 
Dor-bhllm 

dildl 

Erki 

Gait& 
Giou 
ga~h 
gatt& 
gha• 

ghAtO 

gorli 

gotul 

golri 

gudapal 

gudiri 
gu~i 
gunii 
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(Ha.) An assistant of the pargana headman, generally 
hereditary. 

{Ha.) A liddCd box, made of leaves on a framework of cane. 
(G.) The • small gods • or penates of the Gonds of some 

districts of the Central Provinces. 

{HM.~ BHM:., G.} The term used for • brother-clans'; see 
• akomama ' above. 

(Ha.) A form of cultivation in which boughs and brushwood 
are brought from the forests and burnt on old fallow fields 
so that the ashes may serve as fertilizers. HM. and BHM. 
call it parka. 

{HM.) A leaf shield worn on the shoulders as a protection 
against rain. 

(H.) A god. 
(Ha.) The sacred grove of a clan-god. 
(Ha.) The ghost of a dead man ; used by Hal hi-speaking 

BHM. as equivalent of BHM. and Hl\f. term hanal. 
(HM.) Flat forest lands. patches of which are used in 

rotation for growing crops in the ashes of the felled and 
burned forest growth. The BHM. term is erka, and tbe 
Ha. tenn marhan. 

(HM.) A field-house. 
(HM.)· A menstruation hut. 
• Lowlands ' ; HM. use this name for the country of BHM. 

and Murias, and BH!'.f. for that of the • Dorla ' tribe of 
South Bastar and the Godavari valley. The Doria derives 
his appellation from the Telugu d<:wa, meaning ' lord.'. 

(Ha.) A small earthen pot. 

(BHM.) See dippa. 

(HM., Muria.) A headman. 
(H.) A village. 
(H.) A fort, or a feudal division of country. 
(HM.) A dish-shaped brass gong. 
{H.) A mountain pass; used in Anglo-Indian speech of a. 

chain of mountains such as the Eastern Ghats. · 
(HM .• BHM.) A thick porridge of rice or other grain, called 

in H. bhiit. • 
{HM., BHM.) A bridge pier consisting of a cylindrical 

bamboo baske~ filled with boulders. 
(HM., Muria.} A cOmmunal viUage dormitory, used mainly · 

by bacht>lors, but at tjmes by all the males of the village. 
and used also almost as a men's dub. 

{H., Ha.} A sub-divisioa of a Hindu caste. It is used by 
Halbi speakers for the r\1aria dan. 

(HM., BHM., G.) Literally,' tribe-milk', the term applied to 
the marriage of cross-cousins, and to the cross-cousins 
themselves. A in one generation marries B. the sister of C, 
The son of C regards the daughter of A and Bas h.isgudapal, 
and is entitled to demand her hand in marriage or to 
demand compensation if she is married to someone else. 
By C's son marrying A's daughter, C's dan is repaid the 
·milk' debt which A's clan incurred when A took B to 
wife from C's clan. 

(HM.) A hoe or mattock, called kargu.da,. by the BHM. 
{Ha.) A hedge-temple, 
(Ha.) One versed in guni. or magic spells. 



HAll 
banAl 

b&J>I'l!-g&it& 
banll·gattl 
banAl-garyA 

handl 
bari-lln.Unl 

JAglr 

Jarman 

lAw& 
lwA 

jlyl-blt&l 

X:Ach-tendor 
kadt1 
bdrl-berl 

kal-burria 
kAr&uu 
kuyeq 
kuyeq-gait& 

ltatt& 
ketul 
khandl 

kochf 
K6qw 

K:o!l, (pJural 
Kosor} 

X.oa-&otul 
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(HM.) A meJlStruation room in a house. 
(HM., BHM.) A past participial form of the verb handiin4, 

to go, used of the Departed, or of the ghost of a dead man 
which is to be propitiated by appropriate ceremonies. and 
finally laid by the erection of a menhir. 

(BHM.) Priest of the Departed. 
Wooden posts erected at the grave of a dead person. 
• Ghost-throne • ; the small cromlech set up at the base of a 

hanaJ-gatla or a menhir. 
(H., Ha.) A large earthen pot. 
(BH!.f.) • Rem~ating • ; the feast to which all friends 

and relatives are invited on the day after the pandum 
ceremonies which only members of the family may attend. 

(U.) A Crown grant of land or of the right of collecting 
land revenue. generally as a reward for service rendered 
or to be rendered. 

(Ha., HM.. BHM.) • German • ; the word used for the 
aluminium alloy of which many bazaar ornaments~ ear~ 
picks, etc .• are manufactured. 

(G.) The thie grain gruel called pej in fl., Ha. and Chh. 
(G.) Personality ,life, that which survives after death and is 

not malignant like the Mts41. 
(HM.) The heir of a dead man. 

(BHM.) A jews-harp. {Kaclt means • iron'.) 
(BHM.) Knife (HM. ilasy•q). 
(BHM.) • Knife-field' ; a piece of land in the field of the 

religious headman (ptWmti or kadYi-gaitd) set apart for 
certain religious ceremonies and sacrifices. It is also 
known as bhUm-jaga. 

(BHM.) An alternative name for the penna or religious 
headman. corresponding to the HM. term h4Syeq-gait4. 

(HM.) An area set apart for penda cultivation when left 
fallow for a term of years to allow the forest growth to 
recuperate. It is called Au• by BHM. 

(BHM.) Wine-ladle. 
(HM.) A threshing-tloor. 
(HM.) The knife carried in the loin-cloth in a wooden sheath. 
(HM.) The • knife-headman · or religious headman of the 

HM. v.illage. and ex-cfficio priest of the Village Mothera 
The word • knife • refers to his sacriJicial functions. 

(BHM.) Clan. HM. and Gonds generally use the term pari. 
(HM., BHM.) A field-shed. 
(H.) A measure of capacity. containing (in Bas.tar~ 40 paili 

or J6o soli. A soli contains rice weighing 40 lola or slightly 
more than I lb. The hltaxdi of rice thus weighs about 
104 lb. 

(HM.} A man's dancing-skirt. 
(HM.) The final harvest festival of the Hill Marias~ in 

honour of the earth and the clan·god. 
(G.) Name usffl gen-erally by all speakers of Gondi dialects 

or Hindus. Manas apply it generally to strang~. 
{HM..) The strangers' rest·house. set apa.rt in HM. villages 

for lodging State officials and other strangers who are not 
Koitor. 

{Ha,) The grain lmlhi (Pa•iNfJIIJ '"ili~•). 
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ltoiOkiU 
kupi-kell< 

kurm&-lon 
kutlri 

kubnim 
Lamani'l 

lind& 

leskf 

ling&m 
!on 
lonii 

loti 

Jlaeh&n 

m&hd 

m&ihi 
mi.ndi 
mi.ndiA 
man tram 
miqqawida.ng 
miqsil 
marhin 
marmi 
masnl 
melo 
14el&bhUm 

modul-waddi •r 
mog9i 
mudang 

mundi. 
mungyi 
musal 

muyang 

Niroruigh 
narmi-lon
Niig!>-Talugl!l 
or Ni.r-Talurl 

O'idal 
o_ka 
oser 
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(HM.) The menhirs set up by the roadside to the Departed. 
(BHM.) Tho knot into which a man ties his crown-tuft 

of hair. 
{HM.) A menstruation hut. 
(H.) The grain Panicum miliaceum called kohtt./Q by Marias 

and Gonds, and koSJ'a in Halbi. 
{BHM.) Phratry or group of clans, &!so called tdff. 
(G.) A youth serving his future father-ill-law for his daugh

ter's hand when he cannot afford the usual bride-price. 
(Ha., BHM.) An intoxicating gruel~ made from rice and 

Eleus1ne cOYacana. 
(HM.) A medium. employed as ·assistant by waddai or 

clan-priest. 
(H.) A phallus. 
(HM.~ BHM.) House; the northern Gonds say ron. 
{HM.) The inner room of the house, used for the cult of the 

Departed and as a store-room. 
(H.) A small brass pot. 

(H.} An elevated platform, set up in trees for shootiDg at 
big game, or in :fields for watthing crops. 

(H.) The tree Bassia lalifolia. Its flowers are distilled to 
produce the chief intoxicating spirit of Central India. 

(Ha.) Headman. 
(Ha.) Granary. 
(HM., BHM.) The gr&iD E/evsi.,. «Wacatf4. 
(H.) A spall or religious formula. 
{HM.} Small brass wire rings worn in the helix of the ear. 
(HM.) An axe, called maras hy BHM. 
(Ha.) See dippa. 
(HM.} Marriage, by the normal c.eremony. 
(Ha.) A grass sleepiDg-mat. 
(BHM.) Taboo; the HM. term is polo. 
(G.) Highlands (metii (G.) means mouotain) ; both HM. and 

BHM. call their country Metabbum and themselves Meta 
Koitor. 

(BHM.) A clan-priest. 
(HM.) A danciDg-shiekl. 
(HM.) A garment worn by women, consisting of a square 

patch of cloth passed between the legs, and attached 
behind and in front to a cord or bamboo hooped around the 
waist and th~eaded through numerous brass rings. 

{Ha.) A small iriigati.on tank. 
{BHM.) Bead-necklac.es. 
{HM.) A club-shaped wooden husker or pestle. by which 

grain is pounded and. husked in the ahki hole in the tloor. 
BHM. call it uspal. 

(HM.) Pellet-hells. 

(BHM., Hl\1.) A village. 
(BHM.) Room in which women and infants sleep. 
The Village Mother goddess of the HM. ; BHM. general1y use 

the Hinduized form Gaon Devi. 

(G.) Hearth. 
(Ha.) A gourd ladle. 
(BHM.) The veranda of a house. 



Padar 

plgl>&l 
or pig!! 

pag!!.ll 
pagd 
paik 

pauchly•t 

pandum 
plrad 
pug an& 

pllf 

pll'idg 
pukA 
palw&d 

ply& 
pedl 

ped&w6'shl! 
pen 
pendl 

pendul 
pen-gldw& 

pen-rlwar 

pen-waddl! 
P'!'"ml 

pbarai 
plr&-mlnahl 

polo 
p6rskeng 
pQj&d 
pQpal 

R&u 
reking 

SAj& 

SAl 
aalphl 

alrl-bod 
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(Ha.) See pdghar. The term Padar-raj applied by BHM. 

to the open well-settled country of the J agdalpur tahail 
may simply mean • village-realm '. 

(HM.} A village site, one of the alternative sites in parishes 
where there is much shifting cultivation. BHM. use the 
Ha. pad41', and Murias and some HM. piYe. 

(HM.) A gourd ladle. 
(H.) A turban. 
{Ha.) Originally a. soldier of the medieval feudal militia 

of all the states of Orissa and Chhattisgarh ; used in the 
lingua j1'ama of Bastar of police constables., etc. 

(H .• Ha.) The council of village or caste elders~ traditionally 
five {Panch) in number. 

(BHM.) A first-fruits or new--eating ceremony. 
(Ha.) See weta. 
(H.) A sub-division of a tahsil or zamindari, corresponding 

:roughly to the ancient garh. 
(G.) The word used by almost all Gondi speakers for the 

clan; BHM., however, call it Aatta. 
(HM.) Bride-price. 
(HM., BHM.) See dahi. 
(H.) Village accountant~surveyor. employed by State to 

maintain village assessment records and on settlement 
work. 

(BHM.) Parting of tho hair. 
(BHM.) Secular headman of village, corresponding to HM. 

gaittt. The term is occasionally used by HM. also. 
{HM.) A menstruation hut or room. 
(G.) God. As used by HM. and BHM. refers to the clan-god_ 
(HM .• BHM.) The chief form of cultivation among Marias. 

The method is that described for dippa, but pmda lands are 
always steep hill-slopes. and generally have far longer 
fallow periods than dippa lands. 

(BHM.) Regular marriage. 
(G.) The clan·priest of the Gonds of the Nagpur and adjacent 

Central Provinces districts, who is the custodian of the 
B hera Pen and the pm-Ba.-a. or Holy Circle. 

(HM.) The clan-god's shrine or hedge-temple. generally 
called tkogudi ( Ha.) by BHM. 

(HM.) The priest-medium of the clan-god. 
(BHM.) The religious headman of tho village. See also 

bhum-gaittJ and ltadri-gailtJ. 
(Ha.} A kind of axe, 
(1-L\f.) A disease-riddance ceremony, called boAor4Nf in Ha.~ 

and ro;?-bu.-rid by BHM. 
(HM,) Taboo. 
(H~.) Rin~s or plu~s worn in the lobe of the ear. 
(H.) One who performs the piijiJ or worship of gods. 
(G.) The pulse urad {Phas4o/us radiatvs). 

tHa., BHM.) Demons, chiefly of mountains and high places. 
{HM.) A large leaf hat used as protection against rain. 

(H.) The tree T#rmina/Sa lometttosa, held sacred by Marias 
and all Gonds. (G., Jnard-mMT4.) 

(H.) Tho tree Sho.-ea robusta. 
(lla.) The sago-palm (CaryotJs u.-ns) called garga maP't'i 

bv ~1a.rias. 
(Ha .. ) Village subscriptions of laOO.ur. supplies or money for 

communal or State objects; a corruption of a.o. Arabic 
technical term. 



ialutir 
Urr 
lhekad&r 

Iii 
lirdudi 

lOp! 
IOqa 

Iori 
tum 
turam 

U ddam-garya 
urad 
ura.s-kal 

uapiil 
utili 

Weti 

wijja 
wijja·dodi 
wijj-erhu 

witto 

zamindari 
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(Ha.) The elephant creeper, Bauhinia vahlii, much used for 
making cord. 

(HM.) Iron hoops worn by women around their necks. 

(HM.} A raincoat made of strips of retted bark of the tree 
K ydia calycina, sometimes used also as a dancing-skirt for 
men. 

(U.) A large sub-division of a district or State, administered 
by a tahsildtu. 

(BHM.) The plumed bison-hom dancing head-dress of 
men. 

(HM.) Literally, ' going to ask ' ; used of the formal visit 
of a youth's parents to a girl's parents to ask for the girl's 
hand for their son. The BHM. call this talpana, or 
• asking·. 

{BH.\1.) A patterned brass snood, worn over women's hair. 
(BHM.)= kutmiim, a phratry or group of clans. 
(H.) One who holds a village on lheka or lease from the 

State or a zamind.ir. 
(H.) The oil-seed SesamHm indicum. 
(BHM.) Woman's bamboo dancing staff~ adorned with iron 

pellet-bells. 
(BHM.) Iron neck ring. 
(BHM.) Used of consulting the earth-god as to what sacriJice 

he demands by placing wet rice on the ground before a cock 
and reciting names of possible victims till the cock pecks 
up the rice; the god is held to want the victim last
mentioned. 

(H.) A hat; used by HM. of their dancing head-dress. 
{HM.} Tail ; used of the end of the loin-cloth left to hang 

over the right buttock. 
{Ha.) The Muria hunting-hom~ 
(HM.) A form of grass fencing. 
(HM.) A kettle-drum. 

(HM.) The religious headman·s seat of honour. 
(H.) See fnlpal. 
(BHM.)= HM. kotokal, q.v. (from ..,.asn<i, to b!'"Y, and 

kal, a stone). · 
(BHM.) See musal. . 
(BHM.} A brass fillet worn over women's hair, 

(BHM.) A ceremonial hunt, or piirad (Ha.); the most 
important is the wijja-weta, or ' seed-hunt •. preceding the 
sowing of the new harvest. 

(G.) Seed ; the Hindi bij. 
(!Ll\1.) A long-granary.· 
(BHM.) • Seed-mahua •; an alternative name for the 

bhum-jaga or kadri-bera plot in the penna's field set apart 
for religious ceremonies, which has generally on it a sacred 
maJnu tree. 

(BHM.) Room in dwelling-house used as granary and for 
colt of the Departed. 

(BHM.) A fringe of hair, left along the forehead. 

(U.) The estate of a %a.Dlindar, who in Bastar (as in the 
Central Provinces generally} is a subordinate chief, a 
survival of the medieval feudal chiefs subordinate to the 
Maharaja, holding a large estate on payment of tribute to 
the Maharaja or the Government, as the case may be. 
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(The abbreviatiomr; M, HM and BH..'\11 arc used for Maria~ Hill Maria and 

Bison-hom Maria respectively.} 

Abnormalities, 2:61-2, 265-6. 
Abujhmar hills, 5, 12, 22, 26..S, 30, 

49· 91, n8, 1-41--6, 173. 236, 
296. 

Adeq village, 26-7.91,201, 237, 312.. 
Adulte-ry, 224, 285, 295. 
Agriculture: 

permanent, 125-6, 127; HM_. 14, 
14+, 146-7; BHM, I47-5o. 

shifting, 28, 38, 96; HM, 1o6-zo, 
Il5-·tl ; BHM, 147-S, IC)O. 

Agricultural Year, 129-41. 
Abiri .ramindari, Chanda District, 

26-7. 34. 50, 162, 286-8. 
Akta-i (Ahshya T,.tltya} Hindu Fes

tival, 165. 
Allotment, of land for shifting 

cultivation, 130-1. 
Amusements, 18t-7. 
Ancestors. Su Departed and 

Genealogical method. 
Angaml Nagas, 76, SJ. 
Animals, wild, shot out by M, So-1. 
Anklets, dancing, 81. 
Annam Deo, Raja, J, 4, J8, 39· 
Antn.garh, tahsil, Ib, 22-3, 24-8, 33, 

44·49.>85,>8B-g,>99· 
Anthropometry. xi-xii, 48, 312-18. 
.Antlers, of spotted deer. in dancing 

bead-dress, St. 
Ants, 117, I.B. 153· 
Approaches, of villages, 101. 
Amnpur,pargana and village, 28-30. 

so. 175. ~03, 281, 312. 
Ark clan, 201, 238. 
Arrows, 84-8, 155~ 168. 182, 187. 

211. 2b4, 
Arts, H2-3, ¢, 187. 
Assessment, land revenue, I.p-6. 
Atami clan, HJQ-200, 305, 306. 
Atraml clan, 242. 255, Jo6. 
Axett, 75. 83-4. 102. 

Bachelors' dormitorirn~. Su Dar.; 
mttory. 

Bad deaths, 223, :ZJo; HM, 279; 
l!HM, •83. 

Bailadila mountains, 23~ :.z8"9~ 30e 

51· 91. ;I!; I. 

Bamboo, 84, 1061 135, 163 ; food, 
152: ; tubes, 70, 168. 

Su also Drums, Fencing and Fire. 
Banda, knife or dao. 83. 
Ban)ara, carrying caste, Io-II. 
Banz gardens. 66, 102, xo6, 119, 

120. 
Barhon, territorial division, 33-4 .. 
Barsur-, ancient kingdom, 4. 5· 

village, 26, 51-2, 220. 
Barsur Mar {Dantewara Mar), paf'• 

ga'IUJ-, Z1 etc.~ 312. 
Bardal, pa,.ga•a and clan. :n, z6. 

33. 70, 139. '4'· 237·8, 275-6. 
303. 

Basketry, 'JO, 75, 8o, 113, II7, u8, 
136, I74·5· 

Ba.star State, area and population, 
3. 299· 

ethnography, 35·57· 
geography, 20-34. 
history, 3•19-

Bathing, 65-6, 189, 215, zs4. 25.5. 
Bua.a.rs. Su Markets. 
Beads, 27, 45, 71-3,¢, 267. 
Beans, 51, 134, 148. 
Be gar. Su .Forced labour. 
Behramar pargana, 22, 23, 26, 33~ 

162, 275. 276. 277, 2J8. 
Bells, xiii, 45· s•. 13. 76. 81. 
Benur. village and pargana, 25. 44· 
Betrothal, HM, 248-g; BHM, 251-3, 

293· 
B~WM~ type of cultivation, 126. 
Bhairamgarb., market village, and 

Mar PMgaJJ.a, .f, 27, 163, 220, 
312. 

Bhairam Deo, Raja, 14, 16, 1g8. 
Bhangaram, god, 193. 
Bba.m.ragarh. village in Ahiri, 22, 

23, 26. 27, 16), 16-J. 
Bhattra, race, 16, 35. 36, 37~-41, 43· 

t86. 
Bhera Pen, god, 46, 194. 
Bhiji, zaMi.ndari- and village, 4• JZ. 
Bhimul, god and cult, 2o6, 215,219-

20. 
Bhopalpatnam, zami..Jari, 10, 18, 

27, 28, )G-1, 288, 299~ 
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Bhum (Earth). 9, II9, 125, 130, 138, 

176, 193, 195-2o6~ 2JO, 236, 
742. 

Bhum-gaila (Earth-priest). 109,138. 
139, 1<)6. 

Bibliography, 337-8. 
Bijapur, tahsil~ 5, 18, 23, 28; 30-1, 

•99· 
Birds, as pets, 163. 
Bird-lime, ISJ, rsS. 
Birth, of children, 65, 67, 224; 

HM, 261-9; BHM, 2fi9-7o. 
Birth-marks, 265. 
Bisaha. See Forced supplies. 
Bison-hom head-dress, 79-81. 
Bison-horn Marias, 8, 12, 16, 23-5, 

44. 47· 221. 
general account, 53·7· 
for details, see subject headings. 

Blacksmiths, xili, 37. so, 56, 65, 67, 
Sr-2, 83, 87, go, 175-9, 1&3. 

Blood, used to fertilize seed, xili, 
212-13~ 220, 221. 

Blunt, Captain, to-It. 
Boar tushes, 81. 
Boda, Kalmu, headman of Barsur 

pa,-gana, xix, 159-60, zoo. 
Bo/wYani, ceremony. See Cere-

monies. disease-riddance. 
Bond service, 1:4, 18. 
Bottada, race. See Bhattra. 
Boundaries, 39, IOI, IJI, 1J2, 140, 

148. 
Bows, 8t, 84-8, 155. 187; use for 

music, 88. 
Bracken, 152. 
Branding, 174. 
Brass-work, 65, 68, 71, 73, 75, 81, 

171. 179-80. 
Bride-price, t82-3, 247; HM, 249-

50; BHM, 252-3, 254, 256, 294. 
Bridge building, 93· 
Bridges, IOI·2. 

Buffaloes, 162. 
Bullocks, 95· 
Bull-roarers, 183. 
Burial. Su Funeral. 
Butler, Sir Montagu, xvi, 174. 
Byres, no. 

Cain, the late Rev. J ., 54-5, 94· 
Cairns, zor, 139. 283. 

See also Stones for dead. 
Calendar, 129. 
Canoes, 164. 
Capture, marriage by, 247. 26o. 
Carrying sticks, 63. 
carts. 63. 122. 
Cash, 142~ 144· 
Castor-oil plants. 104. 
Castration, t6I. 

Cats, 163. 
Cattle, 101, 122, 136, q.2, 145. q6. 

byres, tzo. 
Cauterization, 174. 
Central Provinces Census Report, 

I9II, 34, 286-8. 
Census, 3, 32, 36-8, 46, 49-51, 53, 

145· '54· 
Gazetteer (Grant's 1870}, 12. 

Central Provinces States, xvi, 35· 
Ceremonies : 

age, 265. 
agricultural, 45. 130, 133. 134-5. 

137-41, 206. :z:o8-21, 289, 29r. 
changing clan of widow on re

marriage, 261. 

death and funeral, HM, 271-9; 
BHM, 279-83. 

disease-riddance, 101, 140, 174, 
193, zgo. 

:first-fruits, 125. 134. 137-41, 165, 
169, 198, 208-u, 215-18. 

fishing, 165-6. 209. 
hunting, 39, 154, 158-9, 2I1-I4, 

219. 26g. 
naming, HM, 265-7 ; BH...'f, 270. 
new tanks, I 70. 
palm-trees, 169. 
rain, 132, 2:06, 219-20. 
village-shifting. Iog-Io, 122-3. 

weaning, IDI, 267, BHM, 270. 
Chaitan Singh, the late Circle 

Inspector, xvili. 167. 
Chakrakot, medieval kingdom, 4· 
Chalukya kings, 3, 4· 
Chanda District, IO, 22-3, zs. 26-7, 

28. 143, 239. 286-8. 
Marias, 38, 69-70. 202, 286-8, 

J06. • 
Character, of M, 27, 91-7. 
Charcoal, 176-7. · 
Chawasi (traditional land division 

of 84 villages), 33· 
Chhattisgarh Feudatory States 

Gazetteer, 46.77. 102, 127, 150, 
I9J, 195. 200, 227. 

Chhind wara, Central Provinces Dis
trict. 147, 239. 

Chhota. Dongar, village and pat-gana, 
6,26-7.33. 44-s,62,63,91,224, 
234· 236-8. 

Child marriage, 250, 295. 
Children, 46-7,66, II2, 263-70. See 

also Birth and weaning. 
Chintalnar, former zamin.tLui, 4, )I. 
Chitrakot, falls of R. Indrawati, 

21-J, 24. 
Cholera, 93, 279· 
Christian converts, 224. 
Chw.lur P.,.k, domestic (' little ') 

gods, 194-5. 239. 
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Clans, 51-2, 119, 193·205, 233-46, 

2:88-9, J00-7. 
areas, 45, 119, 138, zoo-t, 234-43, 

279. 286-8. z8g..gx. 
gods, 45, 51, 104, 106, 123, 125, 

IJ2, 137-40, 193-205, ~224, 226, 
239-41, 246, 264, 272, 211· 292. 

priests, 57, 104, uo, 137-8, 196, 
Iqg, 226, 240, 246, 271, 239, 
283. 

worship, 137~40. 
change of, by widow, on re-

marriage, 261, 
Cleanliness, 65-7, uo, 189. 
Climbing, P3. 
Clogs, 127. 
Cloth, 6;, 68-g, 253, 274. 
Clothing, 63, 173, 214; HM, 68-77; 

BHM, 71-81. 
Clouds, 230. 
Cock-fighting, 162, 186. 
Codes, Indian Penal, Criminal Pro

~edure and Civil Procedure~ 
unsuitable for aboriginals~ 15, 
95· zBs. 296. 

Colour, M, sense of, 96. 
Combs, 68, 73· 
Communism, of M, 97. 102-3, 125, 

IJ0-1, 145• 
Confederations, primitive, of tribes, 

36-
Cooking, 104, II), 124, 132. 135, 

139, 151-2, 153--4. 158, 
Co-operation, 97, 125, 130-1, 136, 

137· 249. 29:1. 
Coops, chicken, 104. 
Cots, 64, 271. 
Couvade, HM, 265; BHM, 270. 
Cowries, 63, 69, So. 

. asctlrrcncv, 18. 
Cows, eating-of, 43 • .f4, 162-3, 278-9, 

28:1. 
export of, 16:1. 
hide~ of, 117, 177, 181. 
mHkinf.:l:, of, 50. 121:, 146, 162. 
plouRlung with, so, 146, 162, 

18M-q. 
sa.cnfice of, 162-3, 215, 223. 225, 

278-q, 2So-2. 
bonrlmg of. sa. l<f6, 162-J, t88-g. 
theft of, 163. 

Cremation. 56• Funeral. 
Criminal jurisdiction, 95, 284-6. 

2():5-7· 
Croml~·hs. Su Stones lor dead. 
Crops, 119, 133-6. 
Creepers,cord,8o,85,1IJ,I17, 133. 

154· 
Cross-cousin marriage. 234. 236-7. 

Z<f7• 294· 

Cultural parallels, xi-xiv, 220. 
Curiosity, 92-3. 

Dahya, form of cultivation, 38, 126. 
Daily routine, 187-9· 
Dancing, of HM, 45, 74-6, 83-4, 137, 

139-40, 183-s. 267, 269, 2 78-9. 
of BHM, 51-2,63, 79-81, 16o, 183. 

185-6, 213, 216, 217, 218, 219, 
22o-1, 255-8. 

of Parjas, 41. 
of Jhoria Murias, 4S· 
-dress, 41; HM, 74-6; BHM, 79-

81, 174· 274"5• 
-sticks, 81, I~h. 185. 

Daodami (name for BHM), 12, 51. 
Danteshwari, State goddt'.SS, 5, 7-II, 

104, 20j. 
Dantewa.ra Mar, /Jaf'gana, 27-8, etc. 
Dantewara. tahsU, 23, 28-9, 299. 

temple and village, 4• 5, 7-11, 16~ 
221. 

Dasehra, festival, Hindu, 91, 190~ 
220, 

Days of week, 187, 267. 
Defecation, 64, 66, 265. 
Deformities. 230, 261-2, 266. 
Democratic ideas, 289-90. 
Demons, 2o6, 261, 2.70. 
Dhaurai, market village, 6,3, 71. 73• 

162. 
Dhur, division of Gonds, so. 
Dhurwa, alias of Parja, 36, 39· 
Departed: 

Association of, with cla.n-god, 205. 
223-4· 

Cult of, xii, II4, 123-4. 133. 139. 
216, 217-9. 222-5, 254-

Fear of, 125, 139. 154, 222-4, 246~ 
272, 277· 

Hearth of, I14o 139, I90. 222-3. 
Libations to, 170, 216, 217-19, 

222-J, 252, 253. 254· 282. 
Memorial stones for~ xii, 45, 96. 

139. 154· 163. 170, 200-1, 223~ 
'224-5· 243· 273-83. 

Pot of (haxal kuftda), 114, 124, 
133. 139. 216, 218-19, 222-3. 
278. 282-J. 

Priest of, '.liJ, 217, 222. 
Rebirth of, 223. 
Room of (Ionw}, 114~ 123-4. 133, 

216, 2-53· 254~ 278. 
Ofierings to, JI.f, 139. 209, 216~ 

Zl7-9o 222•), 242~3, 273-.f• 
275-6, 277-9. 28o--J. 

S«3 aJso Funerals. 
Digging-sticks, 90, 131. 282.. 
Dsppa, form of cultivation, 126-7. 
Divorce, 261-2, 293, 295· 
Doctor Deo, godlmg, 193-
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Dogs, 163. 
Domestication of animals, 161-3. 
Domestic gods, 194-5. 239. 
Doorsk 115-6. II8, 123. 
Dorbhum (lowlands) and Dor 

Koitor, 49-50. 
Doria, tribe, II, 32, sr. 52-J, 2J5. 

240. 
Dormitory: 

bachelors' (Koit01'-golal), xii, 44• 
45-7, 64, 102, 104, 109, IIO, 
112, II8, 122, IJ2, 138, 187, 
264. 267-9· 

for non-Koitor visitors, Io6, Izz, 
292. 

Dress, 45, 64; HM, 68-77; BHM, 77, 
Sx. • 

Drinking, IJ0-1. 
Su also Intoxicants, Landa, 

Mahua, Salphl aDd Toddy
palm. 

Drumming, 139-40, x6o, 181-3, 184-, 
r8s, zss-8. 267, 271, 279-80, 

Drums: 
bamboo, 182, 267. 
double-membrane (dol), 52,63, 8r, 

ISI-2, 279-Bo-
gourd, 182. 
single-membrane (turam}, xii, u8, 

14-0, 168, x8x-2. 
Dummagudam, town in E. Goda

vari Agency, Madras, zS, 173. 
Duns, employment of Gbarwas as, 

'79· 
Dwarfs, 262:. 

Ea.-rings, 72-3, 78-9. 
Ear--scoops. 79· 
Earth. 5" Bhum. 
Earth-eating, oath, 96. 
Earth-god (Dhania Deo), 219. 

SeeBhum. 
Earthworks, 146-7. . 
East Godavari Agency. Madras· 

Presidency, 4. 28-32, 35~ 40, 
53-6. 172-3. 

Eastern States Agency, 3. 35· 
Eating, 117, 135. 
Eclipses, 230. 
Education. 16, 267..g. 
Eggs, IOJ, 122, 130, 1-f.O, 166. 

Su Sacrifices. 
Eickstedt, Professor Baron Egan 

von. xi, xvi, 4S. 
Elders. 284-94. 
Elsvsine e<»acana (mandia), 134, 

148, 169-'70. 
Elliot, Lt. C., 8, II, 142, 337· 
Elopement, 259-6o, 261-2, 295. 
Elwin, Venier, xi, 337· 
Endurance, 62-4, u8-g. 

Enmity. 94· 
Erka, type of cultivation, 126-7. 

147-8. '49· 
European, early visitors of Bastar. 

10-13. 
Excise policy, XV, rs. 18. 
Exogamy, 51, 199, 224, 235-6, 

244-6. 291. 
Eye complaints, I6I, I73· 

Fagan, the late Colonel, 15, 77· 
Famine, rsx. 
Farsal, clan and pargana, 22, 26, 33. 

52, 237· 275-6. 303. 
Fa.rsigotal pargana, 22, 33, 275. 

276. 303. 
Fear, 91, 92. 
Felling, forest for shifting cultiva

tion, 13I. 
Festivals: 

jhoria Muria, 45· 
HM, 133-4. 137-41. 
BHM, 137. :zo8-:zt. 

Fencing, I31-2, 148, I74· 
bamboo wattlework. 102, I 18, 

132. 148. 
brushwood, 148. 
grass {tum), II5, II8, 1J2, I46. 
log, I35-
pile-stockading, .IJ2, 147· 
pole-stockading, 106, 147. 156. 
wattlework, 117-8, I32. 
welma (horizontal poles}, I 32, 146. 

Ferry dues, 163. 
Feuds, 94· 
Field-houses and shelters, I29. 132-3. 
• Fiftb. Report,' quoted, 10 (foot-, 

note). 
·Fire and fire-making, xii-xili, 64-5. 

I31-2, 189-90-
Firi.ng pmda fields, 131--2. . 
Fish, :fishing and apparatus. xiii, 

117,138,163-8.209. 
Food, 9"· 103, "7· 135. 136. 188-9. 

. Food gathering. 92, 151-4, 169. 
Forced labour {begar), 14, 16, 18~ 

• 43. 143· 197. •84. 
Forced supplies (bisaha), 14. I6, x8, 

r.p-2. 284. 
Foreigners, exploitation of Bastar 

by, 14. 16, 18, 42, r.u. 
Su also Hinduization. 

Forest produce. 92, 117, I23-4· 
Forest reservation~ 16. 
Forests. 25. 128-9. 
F-orest-spirits. 2o6, 211-12.213,214. 
Frankness, natural. of M, 95. 144· 
Fraser, the late Sir Andrew. 15. 
Freedom, M, love of, g6. 
Frogs. eaten, I 58. 
Fun, M, sense of, 95· 
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Funerals, 64, 76, 92, 170, 176. 186, 

2:12-5; HM. 271-9; BHM~ 
279-8J. 

Fungu!l, edible. 152. 
FuSion of cultures, xi. 
Future life, M, ideas of, 224-S· 

Gadba., Mundari-speaking tribe, 42, 
69-

Gag•a (weapon), 83. 
Games, 186-7, 269. 
Gangalur, pargana, 204. 
Garh, ancient territorial division, 

s. 6, 32·4· 42-
Gar.htU, clan messenger, 290. 
Gayer, Mr. G. W .• former Admini

strator of Bastar, 10. 
Genealogical method, 233-4. 
Gharwa. (Gha5ia) brass-workers' 

cJan, 65, 71, 73. 75. 81. 124~ 
171, 179-80, 291-2. 

Gbotpal, village, 51, 204, 217. 
Gida.m, market village. 28, 71, 163. 
Gifts, 97-
Girdles, 69. 
Gla.sfurd, Capt. C. L. R., former 

Deputy Commissioner of 
Sironcha, 1. 8, 12-14, 27, 32, 
42-3, 44• 53, 54, 57 (footnote), 
68-g, 74• 77• 8o, 88, 91, 193, 
200, 225, 226·7. 319, 331· 

Glaslurd, Colonel A. I. R., Bo-t, 337· 
Goats, no, 162, 239. 
Godavarl, river, 10, 11, 12. 13, 17. 

18, 28-J2, 35· 
navigation scheme, 12, 13, 17. 
District Guetteer, 55· 

God-groups, Central Provinces 
Gond. 194-.5. 239. 

Gods. Su Bhangaram, Bhera Pen. 
Hhimul. Oan-gods, Dantesh
wari, Ispural, Lingo, Pen. and 
Part lV generally. 

GogonUa, villilge and hills, 24, 31. 
32-

Goiapalli, pargau, village and hills, 
24, 29, J.l:. 

Gold. used in purification ceremony~ 
'<l:q:z. 

Gond nee, to, 25, 3St7• 42, 46, 47. 
53. so. 70. 11. 1.17. 193-s. 2o~. 
23t.), 243· 244, 

Gondi language, 4. s. 35, JS, 42, 4l· 
ss. 319-]0. 

GontJ~. xii, 182-3. 
Gotul. Su l)ormitory. 
Gotal, do.n, 237-S. 303, 
Gottawa.r tnbc of Gonds, Sl-S· 
Gourd drums, 18~. 
Gourds and gourd implements, 66. 

u8, U4• 134. 14S• 171. 

Grain, kinds of, grown by M, 133-6, 
141-50. 

Granaries, HM, 75, 102-3. JI2, II7-
z8, 269: BHM, 120, 123-4, 
133· 

Grass, thatching, ns. 135. 
seeds used for food, 152-3. 

Gratitude, 97· 
Grazing rates~ 145. 
Greetings, 97, 257· 
Grierson, Sir G., O.M., Lingui.stie 

Sttney, 6, 38. 39, 319-20, 337· 
Grinding, II3, 124, 139, 189. 
Grubs, as delicacies, xiii. 153. 
Gum, 153, 
Gume clan, 109, 198-9, 200, 2.01~ 

236-8, 243 •• ss. 305-
Gunia (sorcerer), 174, 228, 283. 

Haddon, RGUs of Man. 48, 313,317, 
318. 

Hafting, 83. 
Hail, 230. 
Hair, 66, 67-8, 88. 
Halba, tribe, s-6. 37. 4•· 149. 198, 

226. 
Halbi language, 6. 38, 42, 95-
H anal. S~• Departed. 
Handawada village, 107-13, 312. 
Har6li~ festival, 214-15. 
Hare·lip, 230, 261-2, 266. 
Hares, 135. 1,;5. 
Harvest-home. Se• KoqsM and 

Ceremonies. 
Hawking (falconry), 163. 
Head-hunting, xiii. 
Headmen, pargaJta, 94. 196, 284-97· 

village, 14, 18, 95, 102, 103~ 110, 
112, 130, 14o-6, 196-7, 284-97· 

Hearths, III, II3, II4. 
Hell, 224. 
Herdsmen, 101, 122, 146. 
Highlanders. 49-50, 55· 
Hikul village, 95, 103, 312. 
Hill Marias, 22-3. 25-8, 44-5, 220. 

general account, 49-53· 
for details, $U subject headings. 

Hinduiz.ation, 36, 38-9, 43, 49, 70, 
76, 91. 173. 217, 22o-1, 225~ 
250, :z66, 2g6. 

Hoes, 89-90. 127, 146, 147. 
Honesty, of M, 95-b, 102. 

Honey, 153· 
Horubill, 81. 
Horns, hunting, 179, 183. 
Hoshangabad, Central Provinces 

district, 136, 147. 163. 
Hospitality, 97· 
Houses, 66, 103: HM, tto--17; 

BHM, 119, uo-4. 
contents of, n6-17. 122-4. 
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Hukkagota.l, pargana, 22, 26, 33. 
275. 276. 303, 

Hukur clan, 135. 237, 304. 
Human sacrifice, xili, xvili. 6--9. 

193. 
Humour, M, sense of, 93, 95· 
Hunting, 39, 84, 154-61, ZII-14, 

219, 2:69. 
Husking. See Grinding. 
Hutton, Dr. J. H., xvi, 48, 76, 83, 

90. Ir4. 317. 
author of Introduction, xi-xiv. 

Hydroe<:le, 48, 173. 

Ignorance, of foreigners about 
Bastar, 3, IO, 13. 

of Hindus, etc., about M. 3. 12, 

27, 68-9, 142, 143· 172, 173. 
225. 

Impotency, sexual, 261, z6z. 
Improvements, agricultural, 146. 
Incest, xiii, 245-6, 291. 
Individualism, 97. 120, 125. 
Indrawati river, to, 17, 21~3. 30. 
Influenza, 1918 epidemic, 174, zoo. 
Inheritance, 294-5. 
Injection and inoculation, 172. 173· 
Insanity, 262. 
Intermarriage of M with fishermen, 

163 ; with blacksmiths, Z7j-6. 
of HM and BHM, 51, 198. 

Intoxicants, 71, x68-71, t86. 
See also Drinking. 

Iron. use of against magic, 283. 
Iron-work, 175--9· ' 
Irrigation, 146-7. 149-50. 
Ispural, Supreme Being, 224~ 230. 

Jagdalpur, capital of Bastar State, 
4. 17, 43· 220. 

Jagdalpur, klhsil. 4, 16, 21~ 24·5· 
36, 38-44, 9Iz 203, 299. 

jaggergonda,village.s$z8, I9S· 
Jail, 94, 97· 
Jalkamani. water-spirit, 166, 206. 
Japgunda. village, qo, 198. 
Ja.ralur. See l{uruk. 
JlU:a clan, Jatalur village, g6, 199 

(footnote), 238, 304. 
]AtA Pandum, BHM festival. 219. 
Jata clan, plural Jat!rom, 135, 199, 

237. 238, 239. 240, 304. 
]At! clan, ]Atwara pargana. 22, 33. 

199 (footnote), 236, 302. 
Jenkins, Sir R. 1 Resident at, 

Nagpur, 3· 
Jews-harps, 183. 
Jeypore (Orissa), 8, 10, 13, 18, '2rz 

23·4. 33. 36. 38. 39. 49· 57· 
Jhoria, group of Murias, 25, 44-7, 

I95· 

jhorian, parga7ta, 33, 45· 
jiwa {personality, life), 67, 225. 
Jugho clan, 201, 237, 2J8, 239, 243. 

301-2. 

Kaglw.i. {shifting cultivation site), 
10]. 

See Village shifting and Agri-
culture. 

Kakatiya dynasty, 3·4· 
K.ammar caste. See Blacksmith. 
Kanker State, Eastern States 

Agency, s. 10, 12, 25, 44. 46. 
Karangul village, 105-6. 
Kare Pandum festival, 219. 
Karkatti, type of cultivation, 149-
Karnatak rajas, 4· 
Kasyeq-gaUa (religious headman}, 

96, I02, IOJ, 106-7. 110, 13o-2, 
136, 138-41z 143, 176, 190, 196-
205, 284-97· 

Katakalian, pattgana and village, 4. 
23, z8, 12-8. 

Keskal, village and pass, 23, I93· 
Khond race, xiii, 220. 
Killepal, pargana and village. 23~ 

30, 203. 
King-crow, 188. 
Knives, 'JO, 81-3. 
Kohana, type of cultivation, 149· 
Koitor. true name of Gond race. 

35-6. 54-5· '47· 
Kolab-Sabari river, II, 18, 21, 23-4. 

32, 36. 
Kondagaon tahsil, 16, 24-5. 45-50, 

299· 
Konta tahsil, 18, 23-4. 28-30, 31-2:. 
KoqsaY festival, 130, 134-5, 137. 
. 139-41, 185, 2-0I, "220: 248, 

• 2()0. 

Korku tribe, 36. 136, 163. 
Korla Pandum, BHM festival, 218. 
KoSM, Gondi appellation of Hindus, 

71, 106, 292. 
KoSJ'a, grain. See Panicum 

miliaceum. 
Rotapalli-Pamer. zamindari, 4~ 31, 

299· 
Koya, race, 4· 5. 24, 35, 37. 44· 47. 

53-7· 
Kuakonda, ptJrgant~ and village, 4· 

23, 28, 122, t:t8, 162, 204, 220. 
Kubrami phratry and clan, 203-4. 

281, 3o6. 
Kukanar, market village, 32, 162. 
Kurmer. village, 62-3, 96, III-u. 

Kuruk, M fishing tribe, 163-4, 261. 
Kut'Um Pandum, BHM festival, 

215-18. 
Kutki. grain. See Panicum 

miliauum. 
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Kutru Mar, pargana, 27~ 277, 278, 

)12. 
Kutru, xamiflllari and village, -4~ 

ll, IB, 27~ 28, 29•31, tin. 163. 
20"Z, 288, 299. 

Kutul, village of Bardal HM clan, 
139. 141. 

Ladders, 153. 
La'i, type of cultivation~ 149~so. 
Lamana'i (suitor serving father for 

hand of daughter)* 107~ 250·1. 
LaMa (fennented rice gruel 

intoxicant), 94, 12-4, 139. 148, 
169·70, 185-6, 210, 252-9. 2Bo, 
281, 282. 

Land revenue~ 141-6, 149. 162, 236. 
Language, 221, 319-30. 
Lard, 161. 
Leaf-boxes, 118. 
Leavca, for cleansing, 66. 

for clothiug, 68. 
as plates and utensils, 140~ 1,52, 

171. 
Legends, 46, 51. 51· 
Lekami, dan, 204. 
L1sln', mcdtum, 110, 227, 271. 
Liba.t1ons, 170, 216, 222, 252. 253. 

273·4· 2g2, 
LightntnK. ZZJ, ZJO. 

death from, 283. 
Lind, A. A., .Alanual of M4Ydi4 

Langu4gt1, 320, 338. 
Lingagin, pargana, 31 . 
Lingo, epic of, -46. 
Lntgui.shc S-urvey, 319-20, 337· 
Log-gods, 41, 197-8, 226. 

Su Clan-god. 
Lobar. Su lllacksmith. 
Lom-cloths, b), bj, 69,71, 77-B. 
Lowlandcrs, 4Q-50, S4-S· 
Luc.ie-Snuth, Col .• author-of Chanda 

( 1 HO<J) Settlement Report, 2.2, 
.. b-7, 91. 194. 3J8. 

Ma.dtu•!-OS, 20'2:. 

Ma~~ob, in wounds. 291. 
Magn.:, b], 94, 95, 104, 168, 174, 176, 

<l:.IO, 225-8, 272, 28o, 283. 
Mahra, WP&ving and menial caste, 

37· os. 291. 
M ""''"' (~SUI lali_IQJUI.} : 

tluwt·nHutd iruitasiood,124,ISI, 
175· 

hquur distilled from Bowt"rs, 139. 
151, ltXJ, 1]0-1, 1b(), 210, 
2'iM·H· 'lt>Q, 274, 277, 28-1. 

tk~li. U<f, lb7• 

tree in rult~ion, 206. 2o8-9, 214· 
wtxld used for chareoal manu-

fa..:ture, 170. 178. 

Maize~ 148. 
Majhi (headman), 288. 
Malkangiri (tol"'l of Jeypore), 57. 

QO. 

Mattdai JatYa, festival, 214, 219-20. 
M awdia, grain.. Su Eieu.siM ema
~. 

Mangnar, j>tlt<gana, 27. 69, 132, 135, 
162, 2.36-8. 

Mangoes, 151. 
first-fruits cere-mony, 165, 209-II, 

'282. 
Manufactures, 65. 

See Basketry. Brass-work, Iron-
work, Knives. 

Marathas, S-1~ to-u. 
MaYJum, type of cultivation, 126--7. 
Maria, general account, 49'-SO. 

difference between H.\! and BHM, 
194-5, 22o-1, 312-18. 

Markami, pbratry and clan, 204, 
3o6. 

Markets, so. 62-3. 1'· 13. 117, "4· 
136, 144• 153. I62, I6J, 174· 

Marriage, 137. 140, 170, 181, 183, 
J86, 229, 233-4. 240, 244-62, 
269. 293. 294. 

Marten, the late Mr. J. T., C.S.I., 
C.I.E., I.C.S., quoted, 34, 
z86-8. 

Marvi, pbratry, 204. 3o6. 
clan, big and small, 203, 2:81. 

Mata. goddess and cult~ 205-6, 213, 
215. 

Matlaghat hills, 24-5· 
Mats, 64. 
May, Mr. James. formar Diwan of 

Bastar State, 17. 
Meals. 135. 18H-9. 
Measures and measuring, 136, 174-5· 
Medieval territorial systems, 4. 32~. 

2<)0. 

Medical relief. 16, 93. 172·4· 
Medicine, 153. 158, 161, 172, 173-4 • 

225, 227-8, 270. 
Mediums, 110, 138, 174. 176, t86. 

196. 2:1-f, 217, 226-S, 2.Z9, 270· 
271-l. 

Megalithic culture of M, xii. :zili. 
Sn Cairns, Stones for dead, 

Stone-seats, Village mother. 
M•/o (BHM equivalent of HM polo), 

-Taboo, q.v. 
Memory. 199. 233-4· 265--6. 
Menhirs. s~, Departed~ memori&J 

stones tor. 
Menstruation. xii. 65, 104-6. 1 u. 

us. uo. IJs, 224. 26.3-4. ®s~ 
26t}, 295· 

Men_tal processes. 65, 92-3~ 
Meriab ntual, Xlli. xvlli, 2-10. 
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Metabhum (' Highlands'), 49· 
Methodists, 224. 
Mice. 135. 141, 157, 158. 
Migrations of tribes, xi. 46. 48-9. 

55. 204-5· 
Militia, medieval paik, 6_. 42, Io6. 
Milk, libations, z8z. 

use in purification ceremony. zgz. 
Milking, 162. 
Milky Way, 230. 
Mirthul payga.tw, 31. 
Mitchell, Dr. W. P. S., M.B.E., 

State Medical Officer, xix, 174. 
166·7· 

Mitchell, the late Surgeon-Major, 16. 
Modul-waddai, 57, 289. 

See Clan-priest. 
Mohammedans, invasion of Ba.star 

by, 3- 5· 
Moieties, 235-8. 
~oney, 124, 136. 144. 
Mongoloid element in M, xii, 317. 
Monkeys, eaten, 158. 
Months, names of, 129, 187. 
!doon,zzg,t87,23o. 
Mountain demons, 2:o6. 
Mourning, 92, zJY, 275-6. 
Mudang belt, part of female's dress, 

xii, 65, 71, 265. 
Murder, 94-5, 168, z87, 226-7, 234, 

z6z, 272, 283, 285, z8g, 292, 
294. 295· 

Muria, tribes of Gonds, 6, 16, 37. 
83. 84. 286. 

games, 186-7. 
general account, 42-3, 48-9. 
numbers, 49· 
Jagdalpur Murias, 43·4· 
Jhoria Murias. 44-5. 308. 
Gotul Murias, 46-8, 187, 308. 

Music, g6. 
Musical bow, 88. 
Musical instruments. 181-3. 
Mustard, 148-9. 

Nagas (of Assam), xli-xiv, 47. 76, 
8J. 

Nagpur, Central Provinces district, 
19, 76. 147. 194, 239. 244· 

Nagpur, Lord Bishop of (Rt. Rev. 
Alex Wood, D.D.J. xvi, 194· 

Nagvansi Kings, 4· 
Nahal, wandering hunters, 88. 
Nails, finger, 66. 
Nakedness, 65-6, 7I, 78. 
Names, 95. 265-7, 268, 270, JIO-II. 

dormitory names, 268-9. 
Narainpur, village, 25, 44• 45, 6:z, 

71, 274· 
Natural phenomena, 2o6, 230. 

Nature spirits, 166, 2o6, 230. 
Navel-cord, 264-5. 270. 
Nela.snar, market village, 163. 
Nets, for game. 84. I,SS. 159-6o. 

for fish, 164, 165·8. 
miscell., II7. 

Nicknames, 95· 
Nugur village, 102, Io6, III-12, 

18o, 264, 275· 
Nuka Nrwtiana Pandum, festival, 

218-19. 
Numeration, 129. 
Nurbhum, pa,-gana, of Nuroti clan. 

26, JJ, 162, 268, 276r 278, 
304-

Oaths,¢. 
Obscenity. at HMdancing, 185. t86. 

at BHM marriage, 255. 257-8. 
Offerings to dead. Su Departed. 
Officials: 

pargana, sz. 284-97. 
State, 14, 6z, 106, 137. t.p-6, 

789-90-
village. 102, 122, IJI, 141-6, 

284-97-
0il, 151. 
Omens, IOJ, 122-J, ZII-12, 229-JO, 

~jl. 

Opium, 71. 
Orcha village, 27, 91, 94· 103, 107, 

IIO, 140, 154, Ig8, 233-4, 265-6, 
274· 279· 

Ordeal, trial by, 246, 293· 
Orissa States, 35· 
Ornamentation, 68, 82, 83, g6, us. 

138. 187. 
Ornaments. 45, 68. 267, 294, 295-
- HM. 71-6, 267, 271. 

Bill>l, 67-S, 78-81. 

Padalibhum. p(f'l'gana of Padal clan, 
. 2-6, 33, 162, 187, 268, 269, 276, 

278. 
Padar Raj, Bfu'\1 name for Jagdal

pur tahsil, 203. 
Paddles, of canoe. 164. 
Pagll'i (alternative village site). 

Su Village site. 
Paknar village. 128, 162, 280, 283. 
Palace service, 42, 43, 49· 
Palas tree {buJeaj,-ondosa), 149· 
Palm trees. 123, 153· 

See also Salphi. Sindi. Toddy
palm. 

Panehayat. xii, 15, 18, 33, 95. :zoS, 
229. 236. 248. 284--97· 

Panda Baijnath, Rai Bahadur. 39, 
235·6. 
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Pt~-Kicum frutmntauum (ghatka). 

134. 137. 148. 
miliat:eum {ksdki}, 103, 134, 137. 

14?· •69·70. 
mJliar• (cbikma), 134• 137~ 148, 

ns. 
Panther~trap, 156-8. 
Paralkot, village and former 

ramindaYi, 4. 25, 26, 50. 
Pargana, territorial division, s. 6, 

1,5, 22, 26-7, 32·4· 28-4-97· 
Parja, tribe, 16, 25, 35, 36, 38-41. 
Parji, dialect of Gondi, 39~41. 
Parha, form of cultivation, 126~ 147. 

tso. 
Parllo clan, 96, 105·7. 162. 
Parrots, 163, 188. 
Partition, 294. 
PASpalum •Cf'obiculatum (kod<m), 

'34· 
Pastimes, 181-7, 
Paths, 101. 

Patwardhan, Rev. 5. G., 194-5. 
Peacocks, associated with the dead, 

x.ii, 273· 
in folk-tale, 326-7. 
feathers used on anowa, 87. 

P~da. toz. 
Su Headman and Officials 

(Village). 
Pedigrees, 233·4. facing 306. 
Pm, dan-god, Se6 Clan-god. 
Pnuia, shifting cultivation of hill 

slopes, 126'"'9. 
Su Agriculture, shifting. 

Pm-karula festival, 214, 220. 
P~n-rarNt.t' (clan-god's temple), 106, 

138, 1.40, IQ4, 204, 217. 
Pen•na (DB~l village-priest), 122-3, 

1<>5-6. 176, 190, 1¢-200. 208· 
~o. 2.-f'l, 289. 

Pt'stks. Se~ Grinding. 
Phratries, 194-,5. 2o:~-s. 235-46, 290. 

300-7. 
Physical attitudes., 64, 190. 
Physi('al fratures, xi-x:ii, 45. 48, .53. 

bt-l, 312-18. 
Ph~~iral powers, 62-of, 190. 
Pi~-lood, 103. 
~"'·~~. 138, lbl, 267. 278.281. 
Pig-Sbt'S, 103, 120. 
Pile-bUlkling, 117. 
J>ua-man.<ha ceremony. Su Cere-

rnnnws, disvase-riddance. 
l'la.:enta, 204, 2h5. 
. Pla!'t('Ting. 6b-7, 113, no. 
Playthin~s. 18-7. 
Plou!-!hing, 95, t:z:z, u.s. u7. t-tS·.so, 

tSS. 

Poison, for arrows, 16o. 
for game, 1 6o-1. 

for fish, xiii, 164, 167. 
Police, dislike of M for, 95, 141. 
Poll-tax settlement of Abujhmar 

hills, so. u6, 136, 141-6. 
Pol<> (' forbidden'). See Taboo. 
Population. Su Census. 
Pork, 27, 161. 
Poroja, Madras name for Parja 

tribe, q.v., 35· 
Pottery, 18o-1. 

drums, 182. 
Poultry, 103, 104, ll7, I6I..S. 
Pregnancy, 223, 230, '2.63-5, 269-Jo, 

279. 283. 
Property, 120, 293·5· 
Pubic hair, 94· 
Pulses, 134, 135, 137, 148. 
Purification, 246, 287, 288, 291-3. 
Python, as food and mediciDe, 158. 

Quail, 159, 163. 
Quiv.,, 88, 

Rabies, I74· 
Racial affinities, xi-xiv. 317-18. 
Rage, fits of, 94· 
Railways, 17-IB. 
Rain-bow, z 30. 
Rain-c.eremomes, 2o6. 
Rain cloaks and bats, xii, 6J·4· 

76-7, It3. 
Raja-Muria, 36. 
Raj-Good, 36. 
Rao, Mr. C. H._,avadana, 49 (foot-

note). 
Rats, 153, 158. 
Rau. See Demons. 
Rawat (cattle-tending caste). so, 

1o6, 122, I.f6, 163 
Razors, 67. 
Reaping, 133, 135-6. 
Rebellions, 14, 16--17, 141, 143· 
Recreations, 186--7. 
Reincarnation, 266. 
Relationship terms, 2.44-5, 3o8"'9. 
Rest-houses, 106, 122, 164. 
Re .. --enge. 94. 18]-8. 
Rheumatism, 173· 
Rhinoceros, 154-· 
Rice. 25. 38, 102, uS-19, 126~ uS. 

137· 1.p-'l, 14-4· 149-50. 
Rice-beer. Su Landa. 
Rings, 71. 

in marriage. 245. 256. 
Roads, 13, 17-18, 24-Q, 2:8-3o • 
Roofs, 114. . 
Ropes. 117, II8, 153. 
Roy. Mr. R. C .• xi-xii, xis::, -48, (H. 

author of Appendix. V, 31:2-18. 
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Rudra Pratap Deo, the late Raja, 

14. 
Ruling Chief and family, 3-7, 13-15, 

42. 142. 193, x98. 286. 
Running amuckk 94· 
Russell and HiraJal Tribes and 

Castes of the Cit11bal Provinus, 
xvi, 5, 46~ IIJ, IIS, 142, 193, 
194· 224, 229, 235. 239. 240, 
'243~ 26o, 266. 

Sacred thread, sale of right to wear, 
39· 

Sacrifices, 104, 130, 132, 138-41, 
165. 169. 190, 208-9, 209-20, 
270, 273-4. 277-9. 281-3. 

Saja tree (tenninalia Wmento-sa), 
104z 110, 115, 123, 130, 133, 
138, !49. 176, !86, 195, 197-8, 
209, 2Ij-I6, 219, 273, 274, 279, 
282. 

Salphi tree (sago-palm ; ca•yola 
vrens), xll. 136, xS:r. 

as food. 152. 168. 
liquor from, 136, 152, 168, 224. 

Salt. 13, 2], 175· 
Salutations, 97. 257· 
Sandals, 70. II7. 
Sari-bon (village subscriptions). 14, 

209, 212, 292. 
Sawara (trihe), xii, go. 
Scarecrows, 133. 
Sendhia (or Sethia}, clan 01' caste 

headman, 286-8, 292. 
Service for bride, 107, 250-1. · 
Sexes, segregation of, 65-6. 
Sexual continence, xog, I 13, 133. 

134-5, 137~ 138, 208, 211. 
Sexual intercourse, xii, 65, 109, II3~ 

133, 134-5• 186, 2IJ, 224, 263, 
268-g. 

Sexual training, 268-9. 
Shaving, 67, 200~ 292. 
Shields, dancing, 45, 52. 75-6, uS. 

275· 
Shyness, 91-2, I+f.. 
Sickles, 135. 
Silk, 8z, 86, 153· 
Sindi tree (date-palm), 169. 
Singing, 96. 184-6, 255-8, 269, 327-

30. 
:II Skin diseases, 70, 173. 

Sleeping, ~. 65, IIZ~IJ, II7. 118, 
120, 12:4· 

in fields, 63, 109, 132-3, 134. 
Smallpox. death from, 279, 283. 

Su also Vaccination. 
Smelting. See Ironwork. 
Snakes, as food and medicine, 158. 
Social offences, 286, 291-2. 
Social organization, 233-43, 3oo-7. 

Sodi, phratry and clan, 204, 24< 
241, Z42, 3o6. 

Sonpur Mar, pargana, 26, 33, 162 
275. 276. 277· 

Sores, 172. 
Sororate, 245· 
Sowing, 127, 129~ 133-4, 135, 147-8 

149-50. 
See .a.J.so Ceremonies. 

Spears, 84, too. 
Squirrels. flying, 158. 
Stacks, 133. 136. 
Stars~ xili, 230. 
Stilts, xii, 140~ 187. 
Stone-seats, xii* 96, 102, 130, 141 

zgo. 
Stones for dead, xii. 45. 96. 139, 163 

170, 20G-I, 223, 225, 2.-.3, 2]3' 
83. 

for dead panther, 154. 
Strangers, attitude towards, 27 

91·3. 95· 
Streets, village, 102, 120. 
Stringed instruments~ 88, 182-3. 
String figures, t86. 
Subscriptions. Se• Co-operation 

and Sari-bori. 
Sukma, zamindari, 4. t8, 24. 28, 32, 

36. 39. 299. 
the late Zamindar, 174· 

Sun, in ceremonial, 2 ro. 
considered a man, 2JO. 

Survey, of India, 22, 56. 299. 
Swastika, 74, 96, us. 

. .,Syphilis, 172. 

Taboos (HM polo, BHM ,../o), xiii. 
62-, 64, 106, 109, II2, IIJ, II4, 
IIS, 133. 134· IJS. 1)6, 137. 
138, 139, I<f.O, 141, 144• 181, 
182, 207, 208, 219, 224. 239. 
263. 264-5· 269-]0. 271. 276. 

Tales, 269, 322-7. 
Tally-strings. 187-8. 
Tamarind tree, 15t. 
Tangri Dongri hills, 24, JO. 
1'anks. 146-], 150. 
Tapalibbum, pa~gana of Tapa clan, 

:22, 26, 33. 162, 187. 268, 275· 
277, 303, 304. 

Tattooing, 62, 74· 
Teeth, 62. 
Teknonymy, 244· 
Telam village, uo-1. 
Telanga (Tel.ugu} race, 5, 24, 22o-1. 
Teli traders, 102, 239. 
Telinghat hills, 24. 
Telugu jnfluence, 5, 24, 53-7. 220-1. 
Thatching, IOJ, II5, 120, 123, 269. 
Theft, 95, 163, 215. 
Thekadari system, xi, 14, 18, 142-3. 
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Threshing, HM, 136; BHM, 137· 
Thunder, 230. 
Thurston. T1'ib~s and Castes of 

South~ India, quoted. 54· 
Tigers, as avengers of offences, xiii, 

291. 
eating of animals killed by, t6z. 
method of hunting, IS~· 
poisoning, t6o--I. 
persons killed by, 279, 283. 

Time. reckoning of, 187-8. 
Tirat~arh hills, 283. 
Ti.rathgarh, village, 4• 28. 

seat of legendary tailed kings, 4• 
204. 

Tobacco, 102, I 18, I 19, 148. 
Tobacco boxes and tubes, JO. 
Toddy-palm (borassus flabellif.,), 

1~)1·2. 

as fOod. t68. 
s.."l.crifices to, zzo. 
tapped for liquor. 168-9. 

Tokalor (Tatlcd} clan. 09, 135~ 237. 
304. 

Tomatoes, 148. 
Tondawnda village, 91, 95· 
Tools, 8t·(}O, 13:1, 
Toothpicks, 79· 
Totemhlm. gcnernl, 204, 207. 

among Bhattra.s, 39· 
lUlM, 204, 24o-2. 
Dorla!l, 240. # 

JIM, 239· 
Murias, •B· 235· 
See aJ.;o Appendix II, 300-7. 

Tovs, 186. 
Tr~ppinR, 154-bt. 
Traps, for bmls, 153. 158. 

fur det'r, 15,5.-6. 
for fish, Ito4-S· 
for b.tn.•s, J 55· 
'tor pantll<•rs,, J ~6-8. 

T~nch, 1\lr. C. G. Chenevix, C.l.E., 
I.C.S., Go-ntli Grammar, xvi. 
~.fl, '244• 3n-:a. 

Truthfulnrss, ()';-6, 144· 
Tula.r:.~~t~d. pttrgana, <l:l, 33. :z 75, 276, 

_\OJ, 
Tu1stdon~ri mountains, 24, .}2, ,;6. 
Tumtrguuda, vtlia~e of Tamo clan, 

52' h)Q, 200, 305. 

Turban!oJ, 70. 74-5. 7~L 

.lJdam-l,"dri•l th~adman's 
$';\t of honour). xii, 
!Ob, 130, Ltl, 2!JO. 

· Vphft ', 7t1. 7s. 
~t'ff iJJ..,o I htuhtiutton. 

Fr~t. a puis!.'" (f'Wt<-<lu.s 
1 H. l_l7. 1-4~\. 

Urinottmg, b4, 155· 

dolmen 
96. ]02, 

radiatus), 

Urine, as bait for hares, 15S· 
Uriya language, Bbattri dialect of, 

38-
Usendi clan, 140, 198. 201. 233-4. 

236-8,265-6,269,2]2,289,J00, 
3o6-

Usendi Moda of Orcba, xix, 233-4. 
247. -z6s. 

pedigree.jacing p. 306. 
Utensils, 66, 124, 132, 170. 

Vaccination. t6, 93-
Vegeta.bles, 119, 135, 148, 152. 
Vendettas, 94-5. 
Venereal disease, 173· 
Village, 66. 

HM, 101-10. 
BHM, n8-23. 
sold by one clan to another~ ZOJ. 

Village mother, goddess and cult. 
9, 39, 96, 10-f, 105, to6. IIO, 
JI8, 123, IJO, 133, 135~ IJ8-9. 
140-1, 15S· 161, I&), 195-7. 
20I, 205-6, 2l'Z, 219~ 242• 26,5, 

272. 
Village shifting, 66-7. 103, 107-to, 

119, 122-J, 2-91. 
Village subscriptions. Su Co-

operation and Sari-bon. 
Vine, wild, 170. 
Virginity,lost before marriage, 247. 
Vizagapatam Agency. Madru 

Presidency, 3. 17. 
Su Jeypore. 

Viz:agapatam Gazetteer* 39· 
Waddai {dan-priest), 57· 

as headman, 289. 
as magician •. 226-8. 
as soothsayer, 229, 271--2, 283. 

Walls, of houses, 11-4-15, 117. 
\Varanga1. city and district, Hyder-

abad State. 3. 4. 38, 39· 
Warmth, 1t3, u.S, 132. 164. 
Washing, 65-7. 138, 270. 
Watching crops, 1'29, 132-3. 
\Vater-drawing, from river, 189: 

from wild vine, 170. 
Waterfall-demon, xiii, -zo7. 
Water-goddess, Jb6, ozo6. 
\Vattlework.. Se• Fencing. 
W;u, use in clr~ JUrdu pi'OCCSII. 

179-So. 
Weaning. 219, 2-67, 270. 
v..re-apons, Sz-8, 132. 
\Veaving, 65. 97· 
Wedding, 229, 249-.50. 
W'dltma~ict.\D). 174. 
\\'hetstont.>$, Sz, SJ. 
·whistling, ' svi •• 94· 
\\'ickeT·\\'Ofk, 101, li'Z, II]. 123. 
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Widows, 144, 244. 245, 294 ; widow-
marriage, 244,245. 26o-1, 294-

Wife-beating, 259, 262~ 295. 
Wills, Mr. C. U., I.C.S., +• 33. 290. 
Winnowing, 135. 136. 
Winnows, 117, 136, 140. 
Witchcraft, 168, 176, 1g8, 225-8. 
Women, 62:-3. 135-6, 151-2, 174, 

189, 224. 
debarred from attendance at 

sacrifices, 197, :2.1 I, 213. 
cook first-fruits, 216. 
property and status, 294-5-

Wood, The Rt. Rev. Alex, Bishop 
of Nagpur~ xvi, 19-4. 

Xylophone, xiii. 

Yams. 90, 97, 124. 152. 

Yaws, 48, 93, •7•-3-
Yete clan, 239, 303. 

Zamindaris, 4, IO, .I l, 15, 32, I 43 
286. 288, 299. 

Zigzag stockading, 132. 


